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The difference is our engineering
THIEL's excellence in loudspeaker engineering and design is what
separates us from other companies. As the only U.S. high end company
that designs, engineers, and manufactures its own drivers, THIEL can
provide driver performance that is perfectly matched to each model's
requirements and develop speakers that take full advantage of our
design innovations. Our drivers represent state-of-the-art technology
and performance that greatly contribute to the exceptional sound
reproduction provided by our entire line of award-winning speakers.

NO COMPROMISE DRIVERS
•Unique short coil/long gap motor systems
dramatically reduce distortion for very
clear and open reproduction.
•\ice rigid aluminum diaphragms
eliminate resonance coloration for All.
exceptionally uniform frequency response.
•Long excursion, long gap motor
structures provide greater output capability
for realistically high sound listening levels.
•Copper is used for magnetic field stability
and reduced voice coil inductance to
greatly reduce distortion from secondary
effects.
•Heavy cast chassis, very large magnet
assemblies, and very high quality parts
throughout contribute to high performance.

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page full-line brochure, design white papers, reviews, and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
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S

omeone once said that if you build
abetter mousetrap, the world will
beat apath to your door. Well, this
month, we will see not one but two better
mousetraps, in the form of Sony's and
Philips' Super Audio CD and the DVD
Forum's DVD-Audio. Both are intended
to replace the humble CD, now in its seventeenth year; both offer higher-resolution digital audio; and both offer multiple
channels. To accompany SACD, Sony's
$5000 SCD-1 two-channel player is now
on sale (and will be reviewed in the November Stereophile), while Panasonic has announced October sale dates for two
DVD-A players, the $1000 Panasonic
DVD-A7 and the $1200 Technics DVDA10 (see "Industry Update," p25).
Hardware is just meaningless metal
sculpture without music to play on it.
According to information released at HI-FI
'99, SACD software will be initially available from Sony, Telarc, DMP, AudioQuest
Music, Mobile Fidelity, and Water Lily
Acoustics —while DVD-Audio will be supported by releases from Universal Music
Group and Warners. Certainly the SACDs
exist —1 am looking at astack of them next
to my computer monitor as Itype these
words in late August —but no one yet has
seen atrue DVD-Audio disc. (The 24/96
discs offered by Classic Records and Chesky
are actually DVD-Video discs with the
video content reduced to make room for
the higher-resolution PCM audio.)
To my surprise, there has been resistance in some quarters as to whether either
of these new formats really is a better
mousetrap. The argument goes along the
lines of "The 16/44.1 'Red Book' CD standard
e
street
is quite
anctrotheienough
m
for the an in
th
re aren't enough audiophiles in the world to make SACD or
DVD-A economically viable." Some skeptics even doubt that there can be any audible improvements due to the higher sample rate or greater word depth.
This Ifind hard to believe, given my
own experience of high-resolution digital
audio from the recordings Ihave made. A
couple of days ago, Iwas uploading to the
Macintosh the session tapes for the recording Ihad made just before HI-FI '99 of
Musical Fidelity's Antony Michaelson performing the Brahms and Mozart Clarinet
Quintets. Although the 24-bit master tapes
had been recorded at an 882kHz sample
rate, Iwas downconverting the tapes to
44.1kHz to create the computer files Iwas
going to use to edit the CD master. (My
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channel high-resolution linear PCM audio,
is indeed abetter sonic mousetrap. And
while Ihave yet to hear Sony's high-resolution DSD format used on Super Audio CD
in my home —that will happen next week
when Ireceive the player from Jonathan
Scull for measurement —based on my
experience hearing it at HI-FI '99, at Sony's
New York headquarters, and at AES conventions past, it too is abetter mousetrap.
I therefore enthusiastically welcome
both new media — and Ican't wait for
Hardware is just
readers to hear my Stereophile recordings at
the higher sample rates. However, Ido
meaningless metal
wonder if those who doubt whether better
sound quality is alone sufficient to guaransculpture without
tee commercial success have a point. I
bought my first stereo system in the 1960s,
music to play on it.
for example, not because Iwas dedicated
Once everything had been archived, I to sound quality in itself but to better
appreciate the music that was hiding in the
switched the dCS 972 converter Iwas
grooves of S. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
using as asample-rate converter back to the
Band, Wheels of Fire, and Eltrnic Ladyland.
master tapes' 8821cHz rate. After three days
Regardless of sound quality, the ultiof being immersed in the 44.1k sound, the
mate success of SACD or DVD will be
882k experience was like aslap in the face:
music-driven. In the same way that it was
Not only was there "more there there," to
classical music that drove the first hi-fi
use Sam Tellig's immortal phrase, but the
boom in the 1950s, and the Woodstockrelationship between the instruments and
generation rock that drove the 1970s hi-fi
the reverberation of Chad Kassem's Salina,
boom, the eventual success of either or
Kansas church was far dearer.
both of these new media will depend on
This was particularly true of the sound
the release of recordings that take full
produced by the spaced pair of B&K
advantage of what they have to offer.
orrunsl that Iused: the stereo imaging produced by this technique is always unstable
J. Gordon Holt
and vaguely defined at best. Yet when the
Since he founded Stereophile in the fall of
sample rate was doubled, the "walls of the
1962, J. Gordon Holt has had an unbrohall" were more audible. In addition, the
ken relationship with the magazine. Sadly,
bass was far better defined. Ihave heard
his response to areader in this issue's "Letthis counterintuitive effect before — you'd
ters" (p.11) is the last writing of Gordon's
think the high frequencies would be most
that will appear in Stereophile On July 20,
affected, but it is the lows that become
Gordon submitted his resignation as an
clearer at the higher sample rates.
employee of Emap Petersen, stating that
This seems like afair test, as the playthis would be "in order to freelance and
back chain was always the same, the only
do some self-publishing." Although his
difference being the downconversion to
byline will still occasionally appear on
44.1kHz in one case. The dCS 972 was
component reviews in Stereophile Guide to
always in-circuit, converting the Nagra or
Home Theater, it is my understanding that
Tascarn/PrismSound 882k 24-bit data
Gordon's thoughts on audio-related matoutputs from two normal-rate AES/EBU
ters will now appear in The Absolute Sound.
feeds to asingle 88.2 AES/EBU datastream and the DIA converter — the
Erratum
Mark Levinson No30.6 Ireview in this
In the August issue's "Letters" (p.13), I
issue — was the sanie both times.
referred to renowned mastering engineer
So, as far as Iam concerned, DVDBob Ludwig as being associated with
Audio, which will offer at minimum twoMasterdisk. For many years now, Bob has
operated his own facility at Gateway
1Iused two pairs of mikes for the recording—the
spaced MK omnis and an ORTF pair of Neumann
Mastering up in Maine — www.gateway
MI47 cardioids —to allow some flexibility in producmastering.com. Ican only blame my ading the final mix. The CD will be released at the Y2K
vancing years for the error. Sorry Bob. ill
CES in January

Sonic Solutions digital audio workstation
has not yet been upgraded to run at the
higher rates — it requires alittle matter of
several thousand dollars.)
The uploading is tedious work, as one
hour of four-channel music requires two
hours of upload time and another hour of
archiving the files to Exabyte tape, but Iwas
able to do other things, such as preparing
this issue's "Recommended Components"
listing, while Ilistened to the music.
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Sony ES is aplace where precision and performance are always aligned and totally in balance. The new multichannel A/V
receiver, the STRDA777ES, is the latest example of the Elevated Standard. Its amplifier provides powerful full-bandwidth
performance across all five channels. It also has 24-bit Dolby Digital and dts decoding as well as dual 32-bit Digital Cinema
Sound processing. The STRDA777ES is nothing less than the passion, precision, and performance that the Power of ES inspires.
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cognizes excellence when he hears it; who doesn't

rely on someone else's opinion or guidance; who makes his
own purchasing decisions; who has the power; who is a
leader; who can afford the best; who is not afraid to spend
less to get more

Aronov Audio has your amplifier!

Call 888-4-ARONOV for abrochure and the
location of the dealer nearest you, or visit our
web site at www.aronovaudio.com
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Paradigm
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Reference.
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Letters
CDs &www.stereophile.com
Editor:
Iam considering the purchase of two or
three of the Stereophile CDs and was
wondering where to get started. Iwant
to build the collection based on my
impressions of the first one or two.
John McLeod
johnmcleod@worldnet.attmet
My suggestions are Sonata, with Robert
Silverman performing the Liszt Piano Sonata
in b; Rhapsody,featuring Hyperion Knight in
orchestral and piano works by George
Gershwin; and Bravo!, with Pinchas Zukerman and the Kalichstein-Laredo-Robinson
Trio in chamber works by Mozart and Elgar—
all of which, I
feel, are world-class classical performances. Not toforget Rendezvous, featuring the Jerome Harris Quintet, which is my
first jazz recording. You can order all Stereophile CDs from the "Recordings" page of
www.stereophile.com.
—JA
Terminology &
www.stereophile.com
Iwas wondering if you would be so
kind as to inform me of any reference
books (aside from your magazine) that
amplify the meaning of some of the
terms used in high-end audio —"analy6cal," "warm," "pace," and "timing,"
for example. To the person who is not
so familiar with this jargon, it is alittle
difficult to evaluate product reviews and
comments and to be able to put them
into perspective.
Of course, the final and only true
test is to listen to aproduct, yet Iwould
like to be able to trust the ears of a
qualified reviewer, so as to discern
whether or not aproduct deserves my
audition time.
J. Toledo
New York, NY
John2764@aotcorn
The 'Archives" section of the Stereophile
website includes anumber ofarticlesfrom the
magazine explaining thefawn used by writers, including Martin Colloms' "Pace,
Rhythm, &Dynamics" andJ. Gordon Holt's
"Sounds Like? (A Subjective Glossary)." All
are downloadablefree ofchcre.
—JA
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JGH itt The Planets
Editor:
On the strength of JGH's "Quarter
Notes" review in June (p.122), Ipurchased Hoist's The Planets to experience
DTS surround sound. Nowhere on the
CD label does it proclaim "DTS." It
does say "surround sound," and my
processor happily displays and plays
"Pro-Logic." Iwould almost trust JGH
more than my eyes, but my ears are
telling me that Iam getting nothing
when Iswitch my processor to DTS.
And this is with two different DTscompatible DVD players.
The CD number (Telarc CD-80466)
Gordon gave matches the one on my
disc. Could this recording have been
released in two formats? Bob McHugh
Weaselrip@aol.com

Surely so!
Editor:
Ihave been reading much concerning
the health of the High End, most of it
written in the spirit of"Oh, poor me." I
have been serious about music and reproduction since the '60s and have seen
many changes take place, some good,
some not so good. But what has endured is the love of music and fine
equipment/reproduction.
Attitude is a very infectious thing,
and Iwould prefer to focus on the great
things going on in this industry. Ibelieve
that there will always be aHigh End,
and there will always be people like
myself who insist on the quality. Things
can get uncomfortable, but it is always
good, as you learn.
Name withheld
nspcdt@stvcp.com

The Planets CD Ireviewed had aDTS
sticker on the case and aDTS logo on the disc
label. The catalog number that Ilisted, Telarc
CD-80466, came_limn the traycard. The CD
label, however, showed CD-80466-DTS, a
derence Idid not notice until Mr. McHugh
called my attention to it.
—JGH

We've been down this road before
Editor:
As a music-lover, and an audiophile
since the early '70s, Ibelieve the perceived dearth of new audiophiles is the
result of a number of unfortunate
trends: too many high-end shops present an unfriendly face to potential customers; too much energy is placed on
listening to equipment rather than music (yes, Irealize that, by definition, an
audiophile is interested in high-fidelity
sound reproduction —but the point of
that reproduction should be the music,
not the equipment); too many high-end
reviewers seem to have the attitude that
if it isn't analog and classical, it isn't
worthwhile; too much audiophileapproved equipment is priced way
beyond the means of most listeners; and
too much time and attention are spent
on questionable tweaks that make average listeners raise their eyebrows and
think "quack."
Over the years, I've upgraded my
system as Icould, and have an investment of around $15,000 in equipment
and music. But almost two-thirds of
that amount is in the music, primarily
CDs (which, I'm aware, rules me out
as an audiophile under some highenders' definition of the term). My
most recent purchase was a pair of
Epos ES12s, which Iam very pleased
with, and which Ipurchased partly as

Surely not!
Editor:
Sitting in front of my PC and hearing
the little tinkling noises coming from
between the speakers, Ijust realized to
my horror that many people are hearing
stereo for the first time this way.
John Barr
Manlius, NY
barr@gaylord.com

Letters to the Editor should be sent
to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail:
Letters@stereophile.com. Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are
assumed to be for possible publication. If you have problems with
your subscription, call (800) 6663746 or visit www.stereophile.
com. Please note: We are unable to
answer requests for information on
specific products or systems.
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« If you are looking for
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the
most musically enjoyable solid
state amp you can buy with
price no object... this is it.
If, on the other hand,
you're price sensitive and
are looking for the most
economical entry point
to true high end sound...
this is it.
Any questions? »

For more information call
1-800-254-2510 or
1-800-663-9352
USA: Audio Plus Services
RO. Box 3047
Plattsburgh NY 12901
Fax: 514-585-5862
www.audioplusservices.com
Canada: Plurison
C.P. 537 Station Youville
Montreal Qc H2P 2W1
514-585-0098
Fax: 514-585-5862
www.plurison.com

the Complete system:
tuner
695
cd player
895
50 vvpc integrated
amp S995
unified remote
control
50
Also available in black

Letters
a result of the positive review in
Stereophile. But Irecognize that these
are considered "budget" audiophile
loudspeakers.
Ihave nothing against ultra-expensive, state-of-the-art components, but as
long as they constitute the bulk of
equipment reviews and recommended
components in high-end journals, the
audiophile community will remain a
very small club. That's fine if what you
(the high-end press and manufacturers)
want is to keep this "hobby" cozy and
exclusive. If, however, you want to
appeal to abroader audience, to pull
more people into the High End, then I
believe you will have to modify your
focus somewhat and spend more time
reviewing and recommending affordable products that do the best job of
reproducing music.
Ihave to chuckle when Iread arave
review of the latest $20,000 speaker system, $10,000 amplifier, $12,000 turntable, or $8000 CD playback system.
Most of the people Iknow, myself included, will probably never own a
stereo system that costs more than our
automobiles. Ioccasionally read reviews
of the latest Ferrari or other exotic
sports car. It's fun to know those animals
exist. But Iwill probably never own
one, and Iderive agreat deal of pleasure
from driving my Honda Prelude.
The same is true for music. It's fun to
know that exotic components are out
there, but Iwill never own them, and if
the audiophile community is expecting
significant growth from sales of these
products, I'm afraid they will continue to
be disappointed. Iwill own the best
stereo system Ican justify and will
always listen to music. But music has the
power to move me even when reproduced on a single-speaker portable
radio. As much as Ienjoy agood stereo
system, ultimately it's the music that's
important, not the equipment.
Teny Hertzler
terry!! @q unicorn m.com

Where are the bad reviews?
Editor:
Lately, Ihave not seen any reviews that
are bad. I am beginning to feel
Stereophile is paying too much attention
to its advertisers. This is very sad, and
unfair to your readers.
Phu Ho
Phu.Ho@tais.com
Stop reviewing good
components only
Editor:
You constantly explain that one of
Stereophiles goals is to encourage people
to explore high-end audio, but the
method you choose to review components works against this goal. Larry
Archibald mentioned in the May '99
"Final Word" that the magazine mainly
publishes positive reviews because it
reviews only equipment that its reviewers have heard good things about. In
addition, he stated that there is not
enough time or space for the magazine
to write about poorly designed equipment, thus positive reviews are what we
find in the pages of Stereophile.
This line of logic signals readers who
don't have enough time to listen to
many components or who live away
from high-end stores to ignore the
brands and models not in your pages and
listen to or purchase only the ones that
are. You are telling people that the many
components that don't make it to your
pages are not good enough to review.
But if you published amix of both positive and negative reviews, people would
have more reason to listen to the components that you have not reviewed
because not being in your magazine
does not mean they are inferior.
So stop reviewing only good components. Your readers need to know
which ones to avoid.
Name withheld
Yogi3549@aol.com

Missing the point?
Editor:
The debate questioning the objectivity
of magazines like Stereophile in its
The Law of Diminishing Returns
reviews of products made by their
has not been repealed
advertisers (Larry Archibald's "The
Final Word," May 1999) is, Ithink,
Editor:
Every once in a while you should senseless and misses the very reasons for
republish the late Peter W. Mitchell's which such magazines exist.
Stereophile's main purpose is to enable
September 1990 essay, "A Question of
Scale." This is especially necessary me, the consumer, to make an informed
when, for example, you publish a buying decision. For many readers like
me, purchasing high-end equipment is
review of $8000 cables, as you did in the
January 1999 issue!
David Meraner an investment, and Iwant to make sure
dmeraner2@worldnet.attmet Iam getting value for my money. To
select one piece of equipment from a
Thisessayis arrpssible via the 'Archives" sec- multitude of models and makes without
the benefit of some guidance is foolish:
tion of wwwstereophilecom.
—JA
Stereophile, October 1999

It is not only time-consuming and costly, but one is also prone to be influenced
by salesmen or to suffer from post-purchase regrets.
That's where Stereophile comes in. Its
reviews enable me to limit my choices
to a handful Ican audition. Idon't
always agree with the reviewers' opinions — Ihave a setup different from
theirs, and the enjoyment of music is as
subjective as how one defines beauty —
but at least Ihave their experiences with
which to compare my own. To regard
opinions of reviewers differently misses
the whole point of why such magazines
exist, and gives too much credit to the
infallibility of reviewers.
Advertisers, unfortunately, are necessary in order for us to enjoy Stereophile
every month. Without them we'd be
left with amagazine no better than the
white papers manufacturers give out.
Advertisers are anecessary evil. But they
also let folks like me know what's new
in the market, what products Ican
expect to be reviewed, and what other
choices Ihave.
Samuel Lorenzo
Address withheld
Time for achange?
Editor:
As arebel and agent provocateur, Iwant
to suggest that it is time for Stereophile to
reinvent itself: This challenge doesn't
just face audio magazines, it faces the
entire audio industry. Avibrant, successful Stereophile serves our tribe of audio
artisans and music maniacs best. Isn't
this the relentless dialectic of history?
No one is immune — not GM, not
IBM, not even Sylvester Stallone.
Obviously, the Internet is having a
dramatic effect on audio magazines.
Over the years, Ihave taunted every
publisher and editor with these questions: Is this really fun? Is it entertaining? Does it capture the core passion of
the fan? My song, "Almost Dead White
Audio Professors Who Can't Dance
Must Die," sung by Lotte Lenya, gets to
the point, which is... boredom has
virused audio publishing.
How is it possible that the most exciting pursuit with the world's best products suffers from this affliction? Is the
patient terminally ill?
Harvey "Gizmo" Rosenberg
drgizmo3 @earthlink.net
They believe in magazines
Editor:
Several years ago, my wife and Idecided to radically change our lives. We
traveled for ayear all over this country
to create afresh space and renew our13
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selves. Then we taught in aschool in
southern India for ayear, which deeply
impacted our lives. When we returned
to the States, we found ourselves with
very modest funds. While we were
building up our savings again, my wife
and Idecided to investigate the purchase of an audio system. We both love
music with an absolute passion.
Ibelieve in magazines. They have the
potential to get agreat deal of current
information to you rather quickly. You
have to wait for acycle or two to pass
before you get the overview you need
to see the big picture; that is, to let
enough information flow through you
so you can begin to discriminate between different products, how they
work, and what they have to offer.
At first when Ibegan to read Stereophile, all the reviewers seemed to have a
similar agenda: to give you aclear, concise response to various products, informed by their passionate search for
the truth of the musical reproduction.
But over time, you begin to make distinctions. Or rather, the reviewer begins
to reveal him/herself through the review process. You get to know the reviewer as aperson. One day, while Iwas
reading Sam Tellig's "Sam's Space" column, something happened. Sam, the
living man, began to penetrate through
the words of his review.
Sam presented his review process as a
theater in which various characters,
such as his wife, his friends, and perhaps
the person behind the product he was
reviewing, were subtly mixed with
ingenious wordplay ("There's more there
there"), aflair for history and travel, and
aclear description of what each product
he reviewed gives in the way of the
truth of the musical experience.
Sam opened awindow into his thinking process and invited me to follow. I
followed. Ibegan to look at exactly
what it was in the reproduction of live
music that had the potential to carry the
music's original excitement, mystery,
and inner life.
My wife and Istarted going to audio
salons to listen to the products they
offered, and were frankly dismayed at
the way most sales personnel conducted
their auditions. They seemed to want to
impress us with their own bias. Irealized that the intelligent and insightful
reviews and dialogs that make up the
content of Stereophile magazine had created asomewhat rarefied atmosphere of
excitement, passion, and information
that simply was not present in the
somewhat commercial world of the
audio salon.
Stereophile, October 1999

But Idid not give up. Sam pointed
out to me where he thought the fire and
light of reproduced music lay. Ilistened
to various products with intense interest
and found that Iwas beginning to hear
real differences.
Still, Ifelt overwhelmed by the vast
number of products and their competing strategies. For aperson seriously
interested in informing themselves
about what the state of the art of audio
equipment is today, avery formidable,
time-consuming, and frustrating challenge needs to be seriously addressed. I
realized that if Iwas intensely interested
in experiencing faithful and exciting
music reproduction in my home, then I
had to become more informed about
speaker design, amplification design, the
CD player or turntable, and the wires
that connect them all together. But most
important, Ihad to learn how to listen
carefully and sensitively.
Ibegan to see exactly what Sam was
giving me: a road map through the
miasma of confusion and hype. I
thought of Sam's last name, Tellig, as a
sort of acronym for Tell-it-like-it-is.
Something else: Sam's column is art.
That is, he weaves his characters,
thoughts, conversations, insights, experiences, and passions into aprose that
gives you more than the sum of its parts.
In his reviews, Sam gives us exactly the
same thing he likes in certain singleended triode amps with no negative
feedback: aliving voice. His cast of characters have become like old friends.
Sam humanizes the review process by
breathing warmth, affection, and humor
into it. His writing tells us that he is
always searching for instruments that do
not interfere with the natural delight,
presence, and magic of the original event.
For years Iwaited for someone to say
in Stereophilès "Letters" section what I
am now saying. But Inever read it.
Perhaps, for the most part, we serious
audio consumers lack the distance it
takes to see the art shining through the
content. One seldom meets amore impassioned magazine audience than
audiophiles. They certainly rake the
magazine over when they feel justified,
keeping you on your toes, Isuppose. Or
perhaps your policy of printing letters
from your subscribers weeds out praise
that is directed to one reviewer only. If
so, that would be tragic. Finding alanguage that faithfully expresses the
nuances between two products' abilities
to reproduce music is very difficult.
Again, it is an art in itself that requires,
after all, agood deal of perceptual precision, which is always based to some

degree on self-knowledge.
So Iwould like to take this opportunity to say thank you, Sam, for your art
and information and passion. In the end,
it is the music that counts, as you have so
often said. But along the way to agreatsounding audio system lie many awrong
turn. You help us to shape our listening
experiences with ahigh level of critical
appreciation, and you never let us forget
the importance of live music. You enliven our search by sharing your own
search with us. And, oh yes, Ialmost forgot — you find products for us that are
relatively inexpensive, yet still touch that
ineffable magic that is the art of music.
My wife and Ihave spent the last
three years very slowly putting together
an audio system. Almost every night we
sit and listen to arich and varied musical
landscape. In the same night of listening
we can thrill to the music of the likes of
Bach, Beethoven, Prokofiev, Dufay,
Rameau, Ellington, Billie Holiday,
Miles, Cassandra, Leadbelly, or Willie
Nelson. This is amiracle. To bring into
one's home the delights of the world's
greatest recorded music of agood part of
this century is adream come true.
We have not finalized our audio system. Money constraints play abig part in
that, but also the considerable time it
takes to listen with discrimination to the
products one thinks will re-create the
magic. In the meantime, Iwill avidly read
"Sam's Space" for further insights, humor,
and information.
Richard Waxberg
Columbia, m
The great debate redux
Editor:
George Reisch ("Undercurrents," July
1999) misrepresents the positions of the
pros in the "pros vs audiophiles" debates.
There are plenty of pros who are also
audiophiles, in the sense that they have
high-quality reproduction systems to
which they listen at home. And most of
the pros Iknow are experimentalists
first and foremost.
However...just because pros are
experimentalists doesn't mean that
they're gullible. As far as I'm concerned,
the audiophile emperor is not only
naked, he is also sporting ahuge erection. Audiophiles (in Reisch's sense)
dance around two crucial aspects of
experimentalism: blind tests and input/
output null tests.
When blind tests wipe out "enormous" differences ("experimentally"
determined) between components,
audiophiles claim "performance anxiety" and insist that sighted tests are vastly more sensitive than blind tests. These
15
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assertions contradict the experiments of
the most experienced researchers in the
field — those who have discovered the
basic laws of psychoacoustics by careful
observation, and those who have
applied those laws to make lossy datacompression systems like MPEG AAC.
These hugely sophisticated systems cannot run on bullshit — they have to work.
The reason that they do work is that
they were designed and verified on the
basis of extremely careful and sensitive
double-blind tests, most often of the
A/13/C hidden-reference persuasion. In
these tests subjects are allowed as much
time as they want, are allowed to repeat
program material as many times as they
want, and are allowed to loop critical
segments of program material.
The only differences between these
and sighted tests are that neither the
subjects nor the researchers know the
identity of the material being tested, and
the subject is alone in the room while
the tests are occurring, so he/she is not
affected by other subjects' opinions. The
researchers who have created and verified these systems universally agree that,
without these conditions, the experiments give worthless results.
In other words, experiment leads professional researchers in the audio field
to the conclusion that blind tests are far
more reliable and sensitive than sighted tests. If you have not read the professional literature describing the
development and testing of lossy digital compression systems, you should do
so forthwith. You will find it to be an
eye-opener.
The next issue is the input/output
null test, first published by Peter
Walker (of Quad electrostatic loudspeaker fame) 30-odd years ago. This
test deals with the question of test tones
vs program material. Audiophiles properly assert that test tones cannot predict
the extra spectral products introduced
into program material by system nonlinearities, because superposition does
not hold in nonlinear systems. So
Walker added the out-of-polarity output of his power amplifiers to the input,
introducing enough frequency-dependent attenuation of the output (by
means of avery linear filter) to null
most of the effects of linear distortion
in the amplifier. The remaining residual
is the nonlinear distortion produced by
the amplifier with the actual program
material. If this residual is below the
masked threshold of hearing, it will not
be heard.
Ihave done this test with anumber
of "cheap" op-amps (like the NE5532)
Stereophile, October 1999

and have obtained midrange nulls on
the order of —125dB when the device
being tested is operated in inverted
mode with again of —1. Iobserve the
residual with adual-channel FFT analyzer, applying the input signal to the
other analyzer input. This allows me to
observe not only the spectrum of the
residual, but also the coherence function, which estimates, as afunction of
frequency, whether the residual error
represents linear distortion (ie, frequency-response errors), nonlinear distortion, or noise. Even at 20kHz, Iget nulls
of better than 90dB using a simple
6dB/octave phase-compensation network, and the coherence function indicates that this is almost entirely linear
distortion that is not adequately nulled
by a6dB/octave filter.
The conclusion is that, at low gains,
audiophile-reviled op-amps like the
NE5532 can achieve almost perfect
audible transparency at low gains because their nonlinear distortion residual
is below the unmasked threshold of hearing up to alistening level of 105dB or so.
Their linear error is adequately represented by afirst-order RC rolloff, which
is high enough to ensure that the error is
almost entirely afrequency-dependent
phase shift. In turn, this phase shift represents almost constant group delay
throughout the audible range, and is
thus almost entirely abenign time delay.
These results are comforting because
they tend to verify conventional negative-feedback theory, another bone of
contention in audiophileland.
It is both instructive and dramatic to
listen to the residual. When the input is
not connected to the null point, one
hears only the output, which is purposely turned up to be very loud. When the
input is connected to complete the null,
the result is dead silence. If one puts
one's ear right to the tweeter, it is sometimes possible to hear the slightest ghostly whisper, representing the linear residual at very high frequencies. This puts to
rest any fantasy that a"cheap" op-amp
cannot be transparent. Iam convinced,
however, that if the price of the NE5532
were to return to $6 (which it was, more
or less, when it was first introduced in
the '70s), it would suddenly sound much
better. (As you may recall, Bob Carver is
something of an artist with this technique, manipulating the residual to simulate the sound of different, purposely
colored audiophile amplifiers.)
To summarize my point: Experiments, properly done, are crucial to progress in engineering. But audiophiles (in
the sense that Reisch uses the term) are,

in fact, the anti-experimentalists, rejecting the results of any (blind) experiments that conflict with their worldview, regardless of overwhelming evidence of the efficacy of blind experiments developed from experience in
professional practice. Ithink that some
of the antipathy that pros have for
"audiophiles" is that, ultimately, pros
have to make things work and to please
their clients, while audiophiles are
required only to please themselves
Robert Orban
ChiefEngineer, Orban, Inc
AHarman International Company
rorban@eaahlink.net
Bogus
Editor:
Ireally enjoyed Chip Stern's article
about John McLaughlin (August '99). It
was very informative and enlightening,
to say the least.
Iwould like to make one correction.
The caption under the picture on p.118
reads that the double-necked guitar
John is playing is aGibson. It is, in fact,
acustom double-neck built by luthier
Rex Bogue especially for John. It was
later copied by the Ibanez Guitar Co.
and commercially reproduced for the
mass market.
Andy Mulroy
tremolobo@aol.com
Double bogus
Editor:
The guitar pictured on p.118 of the
August issue is not aGibson doubleneck. It is an all-maple custom job made
for Mahavishnu John McLaughlin by
luthier Rex Bogue. McLaughlin started
out in the spring of 1971 on ablack Les
Paul Custom, but by the end of the year
had switched to the SG-styled doubleneck pictured on Birds of Fire. Then
Gibson botched a custom guitar for
him, and he turned to an indic luthier.
The Gibson had amahogany body; the
Bogue was all maple.
Jimmy Page played the same exact
Gibson model in Led Zeppelin.
However, Icannot recall any axemen
other than these two who played adouble-neck before or after.
Chip Stern
cstern@nya.net
PS: The "lost" Trident sessions Ialluded to on
p.119 have been un-lost, and were due to be
released September 11, as Irecall. Very powerful sae and areal snapshot of the way the
band sounded and performed in 1973.
Mea culpa, Chip, Mr. Mulroy, and everyone
else who wrote in on this subject. The mistake
was mine, made after Istudied alo-ra scan of
the photographic image
—JA
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This can't be right
Editor:
In the June 1999 issue, Michael Fremer
falls into atrap that has been propagated
through high-end audio for too many
years, and repeated so often that everyone believes it is true. Unfortunately,
not only is it not true, it leads people to
wrong answers about the nature of
sound, the nature of their audio system,
and what they can hear and can't hear.
Irefer to reversing loudspeaker cable
connections (at the speaker or amplifier)
in order to "invert polarity" or "reverse
phase." People say that if you do this,
what you hear is reversed polarity/
phase. This is not true. Yes, you do reverse polarity/phase. Yes, you do hear a
difference (unless you are deaf). However, the difference you are hearing is not
the reversed polarity or phase. The difference you are hearing is the sound of
running the signal through the loudspeaker backward. I'm sure everyone has
inserted acable backward, either by accident or on purpose. If this was aburnedin cable, I'm pretty sure that the difference in sound was relatively easy to hear.
When you reverse the connections to
the loudspeaker, you are now running
the loudspeaker backward, electrically.
Signals are going backward through
internal wiring, backward through
capacitors, backward through inductors,
backward through resistors, backward
through voice coils.
You simply must hear the difference
when you reverse loudspeaker connections because reversing all of these
things is very audible. The speaker will
eventually acclimate to the reversed
connections, but this takes somewhere
between two days and two weeks of
constant use. Will you be able to remember how the other connection
sounded by then? Idoubt it.
Scientific method demands that we
change only one thing at atime when
testing something. If we fail to realize
what we are doing and change two or
three or 10 things at the same time, any
observation we make is worthless. In
the case of reversing loudspeaker leads,
sure, we hear something — but it is wire
directionality and all those components
being used backward. That overwhelms
any slight difference heard from reversing polarity/phase.
You can hear reversed polarity/phase
in an audio system, but it must be done
in the digital domain in order not to
change something else in the signal path
at the same time. Inserting more connections or wires is not acceptable.
Rerouting wires or changing connecStereophile, October 1999

tions is not acceptable, because merely
disturbing the connection is audible.
Please try this if your CD player or
DAC has aswitch to invert polarity/
phase. If this is available on your remote
control, so much the better.. Hearing a
difference this way is universally
extremely difficult — many people report no difference at all on most recordings. Occasionally someone will say that
they have one or two recordings on
which they can hear adifference, but
that there is no clear preference for one
polarity over the other. Of those people
who do hear adifference, 100% report
very large differences in the sound of
reversing connections to loudspeakers.
Something doesn't add up.
Fans of polarity/phase reversal mislead us with talk of how "reversing connections at the loudspeaker" proves that
polarity is audible. Ihope that, eventually, we'll be able to get people to stop
repeating the old "reverse the loudspeaker connections" mantra. The more
people who know the truth, the harder
it is for the lie to continue to exist.
You can confirm that the loudspeaker
sound changes from reversing the
speaker-cable connections by reversing
those connections and inverting polarity/phase at the CD player or DAC at
the sanie time. In this way you are hearing correct electrical phase/polarity
with reversed loudspeaker connections.
There is a significant difference in
sound compared to proper loudspeaker
connection and proper phase/polarity
from the CD player or DAC
Doug Blackburn
Technical Editor, SoundStage! Magazine
dougbbn@frontiernet.net
tvwwsoundstagecom
I, too, have noticed that inverting polarity b
reversing the speaker leads is more audible
than performing the inversion in the DAC or
preamp. Yet AC theory suggests that Mr.
Blackburn's "backward" explanation can't be
correa. Ideas, anyone?
This doesn't seem right
Editor:
Iwas disturbed to read Peter van Willenswaard's report on Audio Note's nonoversampling DAC in July's "Industry
Update" (p.31). This DAC concept
[which eliminates the usual analog reconstruction filter—Ed.] was first proposed by
Ryohei Kusunoki, an independent engineer, in the November 1976 issue of MJ
(Musen to Jikken) magazine in Japan.
(This article was updated by the author
in the magazine's March 1977 and
December 1977 issues.) This is aknown

fact in the Japanese audio community.
Instead of applying for apatent, Mt
Kusunoki publicized his concept and
experiments so that any manufacturer
can produce such aDAC. Currently,
there are three manufacturers with this
type of DAC: 47 Laboratory, Ilungo
Audio, and Audio Note. Ilungo Audio
was the first, and the actual product
appeared in early 1988, followed by 47
Laboratory later that year.
Iedited and translated Mt Kusunold's
original article with his permission and
guidance. Anybody who is interested
can check it out in the "Reviews and
Articles" section of www.sakurasys
tems.com
Yoshi Segoshi, Sakura Systems
Sakurastnu@aol.com
You need agood filter
Editor:
In the July issue (p.31), Peter van
Willenswaard favorably reports on
sighted listening tests of the Audio Note
DAC5, which dispenses with the usual
digital reconstruction filter.
Ihave demonstrated (by simulation)
that the better the reconstruction filter,
the more transparent it is. By "better," I
mean the flatter the passband and the
deeper the stopband. Provided that the
passband and transition region of the
system's and-aliasing filter are entirely
contained in the passband of the reconstruction filter, aphase-linear reconstruction filter acts purely as adelay line for
the desired baseband signal. The reconstruction filter's own impulse response,
no matter how long, does not affect this
condusion. Ishowed this by simulating
an extremely high-specification reconstruction filter in double-precision floating-point arithmetic and subtracting its
output from its input, where the input
was delayed by the group delay of the filter. When Iapplied arigorously bandlimited signal to this test bed, the worstcase residual was at -125dB on asampleby-sample basis. This was consistent
with the stopband depth of the reconstruction filter being simulated.
In other words, don't worry about long
reconstruction filters messing up the
impulse response of adigital system. The
longer the filter; the more accurate and
less colored it will be, because it will have
aflatter passband and adeeper stopband.
Assuming otherwise perfect hardware,
the sound of the digital system is determined by the frequency response of the
front-end and-aliasing filter; by the number of bits in each digital word, and by the
noise-shaping (if any) applied to the
quantization noise. Eliminating the system's reconstruction filter can yield bene19
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together properly — so they could be
sold outside England.
John then came to me and asked me
to form an organization in England,
similar to mine in the States, composed
of himself and me, with anewsletter
like mine in the States (he suggested it
be called the IMF-UK Newsletter —
which Irapidly changed to IMF-GB! (I
am sure you can understand why —
pronounce IMF-UK rapidly.)
Then John got jobs reviewing equipOther than changes to make it conform to ment, in good measure, as Iremember
Stereophile's style, and where noted with it, because of his association with me.
During the summer of 1968 (two
braces, the following letter has been published
years after we had met), Ihad shipped
as received.
to John's lounge aset of the Radford
Studio Monitors, which Iwas supposed
Bud Fried on the late John Wtight
to represent in the States (but that is
Editor:
[Paul Messenger's obituary of the late another story). The "International
John Wright in the August '99 Stereo- Marketing Director" of Radford joined
phile (p.17)] has excited many people ie, us for lunch that day to discuss the
those who know the true story and world market. However, this gent, aMt
resent the thought that John designed Smith, with great embarrassment, after
the IMF monitor in 1970. Iam now lunch told us that this pair was the only
told that the obit came from TDUs pair in the world — not quite enough to
"publicity agent" — who really should sweep the US market.
John looked dejected. Iimmediately
have very little authentic data available
to him —particularly in facts and occur- asked him whether he knew acabinet
rences many years before. Since Iwas maker who could copy the Radford
there when the Monitor "happened," I enclosure (remember he and Ted Jorpropose to tell the true story — thus lay- dan had tried to make the Jordan titaniing to rest John's memory and aseries of um modules). He did, a gentleman
named Peter Keeley. John asked me
international incidents which have
what to put into it. Ilooked at aKEF
pained many people. To begin:
Imet John Wright when Ted Jordan three-way loudspeaker in the room, for
test — and told him to put that in the
(he of the titanium [speaker] modules)
brought me to Audio & Design, during cabinet —and that my close friendship
one of my many trips to England, in my with Raymond Cooke, managing direccapacity of consultant to English Decca, tor of KEF, meant Icould get supplies
on advanced cartridges (but that is of parts for the "IMF Monitor," includanother story of my letter re the great ing crossovers.
This loudspeaker was completed and
Arthur Haddy, Stereophile, March 1998,
p.11). John was taken with me, partly flown over to the US, along with John
because of my knowledge of transduc- Wright, and introduced at the NY Hi-Fi
ers, both cartridges and loudspeakers, Show, autumn 1968, as the "IMFincluding of course, the IMF-Kelly TLS Goldring Monitor" to accompany the in(transmission line loudspeaker, which I troduction of the new Goldring cartridge,
had showed at the NY Hi-Fi Show, on which Ihad worked so assiduously—
1965, along with the introduction of my and as Isaid in my newsletter —just as I
had introduced the first "IMF-Kelly
beloved Mk.IV cartridge).
Itried to help John with the "mercury MS," in 1965, along with the "IMFcontact" tonearm — which sometimes London Mk.IV cartridges" (this is anothworked for ahalf hour or so — until er story —suffice it to say that the great
4
1ested transmission
John came to me during one of my later Arthur Haddy su 1
trips to Decca, pointed out that he had lines as the best way to reproduce the
new dynamic range of the Ring—and
been "fired" from Audio & Design —
they were "sdentologists" and found thereafter—some day, if asked, Ican tell
him "divisive." He was destitute. So, I the complete story of my involvement
found him ajob at Goldring, another of with Decca, of the forthcoming capacimy projects (I was showing them how tance pickup, all that —but not here).
Then we decided, through my close
to make a modern stereo cartridge,
from my work with Decca (London friendship with Neil McKinley, to
here) — mostly to be my "man" there, replace the KEF tweeter with the someand to n-y to get them to put all the styli what superior (for that day; Neil was
fits only if the filter is badly designed to
start with. And the downside —the facts
that your loudspeaker now becomes the
reconstruction filter, and that it and your
amplifier have to deal with any potential
intermodulation distortion between the
unfiltered images and the baseband signal
— is likely to be fir worse. Robert Orban
ChiefEngineer, Orban, Inc
AHarman International Company
rorban@earthlink.net
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managing director of Rola Celestion
and promised me asupply of these very
rare units, HF-1300 and HF2000)
when no one else could get them
(another story, but not here!).
We showed the monitor in 1968 (not
the 1970 date in the obit —by which
time John did learn abit about lines —
from me!). Now, who designed the IMF
Monitor, made it possible, financed it,
showed it in NY? Indeed we showed it
with aroom full of "advanced" British
loudspeakers, from the Rola C,elestion,
B&W, (the ionic cloud speaker, with
which John Bowers started and with
which Iprevented John from being
ejected from the 1966 Hi-Fi Show in
England—but that is another story).
It became immediately apparent the
Monitor, the transmission line, made fun
of the other British loudspeakers in the
room — and John went home all
enthused — maybe to learn how transmission lines worked (remember, all his
experience had been with Ted Jordan,
titanium modules; titanium is back, Iam
told — some people never learn, or as
George Santwana, aHarvard philosopher once said, "If you don't know history, you are bound to repeat its mistakes.")
Incidentally, the above recitation of
how and when the "IMF Monitor"
occurred is its first telling in print—but
everything therein can be verified from
independent sources, and was, during
the farcical lawsuit launched against me,
of which more later.
What happened? The IMF Monitor
became a sensation, all my European
friends knowing that it was a
joint "AngloAmerican" development, je, designed and
executed by Bud Fried, with his past
extensive involvement in them — and
with John Wright as ahelper!
So much for the phoney story placed
by my partners, whom we had brought
in to help finance and manufacture the
"IMF" range of loudspeakers. The only
one Iremember as being designed by
the British partners (everyone but me)
was the "ALS40" — aspeaker that kept
blowing up, which led to my having
Raymond Cooke design aR/2 for the
US market, where blowing up is expensive — and led to John Hayes, one of the
two partners [who] were brought in,
forbidding me to use my "IMF" trademark on it, etc.
Iwant to tell one more story, because
it was an astonishment to me. It is now
1973, and Iam over at the "works" (factory) in High Wycombe, to approve the
new refinements on the range. Three
young people from a college called
Oxford came to pick me up, to take me
21
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back to Oxford, to see my great friend,
Percy Wilson, one of the true greats of
England (of my new article). Percy was
an Oxford man, and died shortly after I
saw him. As we left the "works," all the
three young people (an American friend
of our daughter and two English nobility) looked horrified. They had met my
partners and said that they were "S.E.C.
3s and 4s" (socio-economic 3rs —"red
brickers" colleges well below Oxford)
and English tradesmen — that they had
no way of understanding for what I
stood, honesty, integrity, "truth" (motto
of my university, Harvard) and that I
was bound to have "trouble." Iscoffed at
them, not understanding the categorization and English class system they were
trying to explain to me.
Less than six weeks later, Ireceived a
telex (telegram) saying they had cancelled my "distributorship." I called
them, pointed out that it was my trademark, my designs, and that Iwas apartner, not adistributor.
Lawyers and solicitors became involved. Several compromises were attempted by my English solicitor — but
my erstwhile partners kept violating
every agreement. Finally, the Company,
of which Iwas still apartner, sued me in
US district court, saying I had impugned their reputation, etc.
By now it was 1976. It turns out that
Iam also alawyer, so that the proceedings, tragic as they were, were exceedingly complex. The whole issue was
whether they could prove their point,
that Iwasn't there, etc. (the same stuff
cited by the Elac press representative).
"Truth" can often help win alegal
confrontation, insofar as the lawyers are
competent. So, my UK "solicitor"
uncovered evidence that they had been
defrauding me for years, as well as violating English security laws; and my
American lawyer answered their "complaint" not with specific points, but with
the story of what really happened. The
judge allowed this — he said it would be
nice to know what the truth really was!
Then came the "depositions" where
the various parties are sworn under oath
and answer questions of the opposing
lawyers. My former partners, who apparently owed enormous amounts of money in England, brought in an eminent
Washington, DC firm, (they never paid
them, at end!). As they started to ask me
questions, Itestified re my background,
education, experience, etc. As did my
employees. As the testimony went on,
we could all see the lawyers' faces changing — their clients had lied to them!
They had told their lawyers the same fabStereophile, October 1999

rications they had used against me!
We suggested they be brought into this
jurisdiction for questioning. Their lawyers
coferred and told them (later revealed to
us) that they would all end up in jail, in
England for securities fraud, over here for
perjury and other kinds of Fraud! So they
settled. Part of the settlement was they
could use my trademark "for as long as
they manufacture loudspeakers."
Several years later they fired John
Wright (he would meet me at shows
and asked whether Iwas "angry"!). Then
they went bankrupt, owing tens of
thousands of pounds, Iam told.
The only connection Ihad with Elac
was when my former company replaced
the KEF and Celestion drivers with
Elacs. People would continue to call me,
could I"help" them? Because the midrange units from Elac continued to blow
up in the field — and these people
thought Iwas involved.
So, did John Wright develop the
IMF Monitor? A lone young man, or
my various alliances, my past history
with England's finest companies, most
particularly with transmission lines. The
TDL publicist who supplied the obit
was merely repeating the gibberish with
which my former partners went into
US district court, lying to their lawyers!
But all is not lost. IMF is back. Ihave
just written adefinitive article on highperformance loudspeakers, quoting Percy
Wilson, Raymond Cooke, and all the
other greats with whom Imade my
career in England, people of this suture I
have been proud to have known, to have
them as friends. Istill remember sadly
how Itrusted John Wright et al, to understand what Imeant —as my friends at
Oxford proved to me, Iwas wrong!
The article, which covers latest developments in transmission lines, "aperiodic" systems, new components in drivers,
and the all-important "series" networks,
which produce atremendous increase
in dynamic range of reproduction —
that which the great Richard Heyser
called "transient dynamic linearity" —
which many of us think is the most
important parameter of ahigh-performance loudspeaker. This article, being
published in part and/or in whole in
several international publications, can
be obtained in draft for, by sending
$2.50 to: IMF do Bud Fried, 300 E.
Lancaster Avenue, Wynnewood, PA
19096. Tel :/fax: (610) 896-9913.
Now, if anyone here, or anywhere in
the world still thinks John Wright
designed the IMF Monitor, please call
and Iwill offer more documented proof
of "the truth."
Bud Fried
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JAPAN
Jon Iverson
The DVD Forum announced July 28 that
it will start verification services for products based on the DVD-Audio format at
some of its authorized DVD Format
Verification Laboratories starting September 1999. These include Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Pioneer
Corporation, Sony Corporation, Toshiba
Corporation, and Warner Advanced
Media Operations. Victor Company of
Japan, Ltd. (JVC), acore member of the
DVD Forum, is also setting up alaboratory to start DVD-Audio verification in
September, upon authorization by the
DVD Forum. According to the Forum,
format verification is conducted to establish the conformity of DVD products
with DVD formats created by the DVD
Forum, and allows manufacturers of successfully tested products to use DVD
logos as proof of conformity.
Under the Format and Logo License
agreement with the DVD Forum, manufacturers of DVD products are required
to receive verification for their first-production models at the authorized Verification Laboratories, in order to ensure
compatibility among DVD players,
drives, and discs in the marketplace.
Not coincidentally, Panasonic announced delivery dates and suggested
pricing for two DVD-Audio players: the

Update

Panasonic DVD-A7 and the Technics
DVD-A10. Both models were scheduled to start shipping this month to US
dealers, with the DVD-A7 retailing at
$999.95 and the DVD-A10 checking in
at $1199.95.
Panasonic says that while the DVDA7 provides "extraordinary audio and
video quality," the Technics DVD-A10 is
astep above and "designed to address the
needs of discriminating audiophiles." As
an example, Panasonic points out that the
audio power supply in the DVD-A10 incorporates a system called Advanced
Virtual Battery Operation. The company
claims that by using acapacitor to supply
its charged power to the audio-reproduction circuitry, the technique simulates a
battery (a pure source of DC current) to
virtually eliminate power-supply "noise"
for "faithful reproduction of even the
smallest signal information."
Additionally, an R-Core transformer,
which the company says has arounded
shape to help minimize leakage flux and
noise, replaces conventional transformers' squared-off corners and uneven flux
patterns. TA-KE II electrolytic capacitors
are used throughout for what Panasonic
claims results in better mid-high-frequency response with lower distortion.
Panasonic has also developed anew
D/A converter for the new machines,
based on MASH technology and re-

fined by Matsushita for 24-bit/192kHz
DVD-Audio use. The company says
this not only gives these players 24-bit
quantization (vs CD's 16-bit maximum), but that the new DAC, combined with a Digital Re-master Processing circuit, uses audio dithering
techniques to increase the frequency
response and dynamic range of conventional CDs as well.
Panasonic's Gene Kelsey states
enthusiastically that "DVD-Audio not
only far exceeds the audio quality of
conventional CD reproduction, but
provides new enhancements that can
combine listening with atruly interactive experience. A DVD-Audio/Video
player will be the cornerstone component of all home-entertainment systems
of the near future."
It would be ashame if audiophiles
with new DVD-Audio players were all
dressed up with nowhere to go. Lisa
Farris, vice president of marketing for
Universal Music Group, says that
"Universal Music Group is looking forward to supporting the first new audiophile standard since the introduction of
CDs almost 20 years ago. By providing
recording artists with an expanded aural
palette, DVD-Audio's better-than-CDquality stereo and multichannel surround sound showcase awhole new listening experience for the consumer.

or e-mail AzAudioS@aol.com.

nel will answer questions at the Oakland
Hills showroom of J. Nelson and
Company (4231 Park Blvd., Oakland).
For more information, call (800) 4646742, or visit wwwjnelson.com.

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
Steven Stoner the when, where, and who at
(505) 983-6327 at least eight weeks before
the month of the event. The deadline for the
December 1999 issue is October 1, 1999.
Mark the fax 'Attention Steven Stoner—
Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax back a
confirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
ARIZONA

• The Arizona Audiophile Society
sponsors monthly audio and hometheater meetings and events. For
information, call (623) 516-4960,
Stereophile, October 1999

CALIFORNIA

• Saturday, October 23: Mission
Audio/Video (1910 De la Vina St, Santa
Barbara) is celebrating their 10-year
anniversary by hosting an HDTV technology symposium featuring various
high-end manufacturers. For more
information, call (805) 682-7575.
• Saturday, October 23, 12-6pm and
Sunday, October 24, 1lam-5pm:
Speaker manufacturer Legacy Audio is
hosting an open house to celebrate the
first-year anniversary of its San Francisco
Bay Area audition site. Factory person-

COLORADO

• Saturday, October 16, 10am-5pm:
Welborne Labs is hosting an open
house featuring new product demonstrations, including a new speaker
design from the Aspen Speaker
Company. At 7pm, ameeting of the
Colorado Audio Society will be held.
For more information, call (303) 4706585, or e-mail wlabs@ix.netcom.com.
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ittle compares with the power and majesty of an orchestra. And nothing
compares to the sonic picture of the event as stunningly portrayed by
the Grande Utopia or its sibling, the Utopia. The technological
breakthroughs that made them possible -W sandwich cone laminate,
Telar 57 high frequency driver and the luscious exotic hardwood
cabinets -are now available in three new Utopias -the Mezzo, the Mini
and the Sub Utopia. Smaller in size and scale, these new loudspeakers
earn the designation "Utopia" with their natural performance of music.
Batons are optional.

Grande Utopia
S70 000

Mezzo Utopia
S13 000

Utopia
S30 000

Ukopie
S6500

For more information call 1-800-663-9352
USA: Audio Plus Services P.O. Box 3047 Plattsburgh NY 12901
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.audioplusservices.com
Canada: Plurison C.P. 537 Station Youville Montreal Qc H2P 2W1 450-585-0098
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.plurison.com
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compared with the company's respected
but venerable NAP-250.
There hasn't been anything so formal
as apress release, but I'd been hearing
rumors for a month or three when
Naim slipped alittle mention onto its
website (www.naim-audio.com) early
in July —"Just to see how long it would
take someone to notice," according to
Naim supremo Julian Vereker. The first
Net surfer lodged an inquiry only 15
minutes later, but for those who like
their information predigested and in
rather more detail, here's acloser look at
this radical beast.
In typical Naim fashion, the NAP500
has some idiosyncrasies. For starters, it
comes in two boxes: the stereo power
amp, which includes 20 separate supply
regulators in one unit; and the power
UNITED KINGDOM
transformers and capacitors, to supply
Paul Messenger
the basic DC voltage. The intention is
New products are the lifeblood of the
that asecond power supply can be added
audio industry (and of audio magalater to improve the sound quality.
zines!), though few can have been anticAlthough the practice is quite comipated for quite as long as Naim Audio's
mon among high-powered US amplinew, high-powered NAP500 — effecfiers, the NAP500 is unusual, perhaps
tively, Naim's first all-new amplifier
unique, among British hi-fi amps in
design in 29 ffl years, and its first proper attempt to go beyond a rating of using two separate power-amp modules
for each channel, operating in internally
70Wpc into 8ohms.
The NAP500 wasn't quite ready at bridged mode with afloating ground.
press time — Naim is in the customary This is the key to achieving the power
boost without resorting to un-Naim"waiting for metalwork" phase — but
like topologies with multiple parallel
prototypes are allegedly up and running
output devices.
to good effect, and the company was
Bridging the two channels of areguexpected to demonstrate early production samples at the UK's September Hi- lar stereo amplifier doubles the total
voltage-rail swing available without
Fi Show. This quantum leap in power —
doubling the voltages that individual
to 250Wpc into 4 ohms—is likely to
components have to handle. Doubling
be reflected in asimilar jump in cost:
the voltage rail can potentially increase
the UK retail price is anticipated to be
around £10,00. We are also promised a an amp's power-output fourfold, but to
achieve this potential in practice remajor improvement in sound quality

Universal Music Group is preparing
releases from awide range of artists covering every genre in conjunction with
the launch of the DVD-Audio player."
In addition to conforming to the
newly established DVD-Audio standard
and containing an encryption system to
prevent unauthorized disc duplication,
Panasonic says the new players are fullfeatured DVD-Video players as well, and
incorporate both Dolby Digital 5.1 and
DIS surround decoders. "DVD-Audio is
about to unleash an entirely new revolution in what we now simply call home
audio," says Gene Kelsey. "It will be an
attack on both our aural and visual senses, taking the performer yet another
giant step closer into our living moms."

Update

quires acomparable doubling in current-supply capability. Bridging aconventional stereo amp usually results in
less current capability for driving very
low impedances.
One reason the NAP500 has been
such along time coming is that it has
taken the semiconductor makers six
years to come up with "007"-type power
transistors fast and powerful enough to
meet Naim's requirements. Type 007s
can deliver 100 amps, compared to the
36A achievable with type 001s.
When Vereker was working on the
NAP200 design way back in 1970, he
had only aslide rule to help with his
math. Nearly 30 years later, access to the
latest PCs and modeling software has
allowed Naim designer Roy George a
much deeper and more detailed analysis
of the mechanisms at work inside
amplifiers. In fact, the NAP500 was
effectively created and developed as a
"virtual amplifier" within acomputer.
Happily, according to Naim, the prototype's subsequent performance closely
follows the computer projections. One
important step (already seen in Naim's
recent CDS H CD player) was creating
op-amp equivalents using discrete components, but housing them in such a
way as to achieve, throughout the circuit, thermal stability as good as that
achieved by monolithic devices.
The result is acompletely new circuit, with considerably better performance parameters as well as more
power. Vereker describes the new amplifier as "five times faster, with distortion aquarter of that found in the current amplifiers, and anoise floor that's
40dB lower."
As the NAP500 is the first of acom-

Calendar
CONNECTICUT

• For information about the Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.theatom.com/cas, or call Carl Richard at
(860) 745-5937.
FLORIDA

•For information about the South Florida
Audio Society, contact Manny Acosta at
(954) 436-3679 or mamiyacosta@world
netattnet, or visit www.sfas.org.
ILLINOIS

The Chicago Audio Society is sponsoring two seminars at the Dance Building
in Des Plaines. Nonmembers are welStereophi/e, October 1999

come. For more information, call Brian
at (847) 382-8433, or visit www.xnet
corn/ -bpwalsh/cas.htrnl.
• Sunday, September 19, 2-5pm:
Bobby Palkovic of Merlin Music
Systems and Judd Barber of Joule
Electra will demonstrate their companies' products.
•Sunday, October 17, 2-5pm: Radomir
Bozovic of TacT Audio will demonstrate the Millennium DAC/digital
amplifier and RCS room-correction
system.
Audio Consultants is sponsoring the following events. Please call the appropriate
stores for information and reservations:

• Tuesday, September 21, 7-9pm,
Evanston, (847) 864-9565: Johnny
Williams of Velodyne will discuss subwoofer basics, including its role in the
home-theater system and how to
choose the right one for your needs.
• Wednesday, September 22, 7-9pm,
Libertyville, (847) 362-5594: Johnny
Williams of Velodyne.
• Tuesday, October 19, 7-9pm, Chicago, (312) 642-5950:John McIntosh of
B&W Loudspeakers will introduce
the B&W Nautilus series.
• Wednesday, October 20, 7-9pm,
Hinsdale, (630) 789-1990: John
McIntosh of B&W Loudspeakers.
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Industry
pletely new generation, it's somehow
fitting that the amp has been in gestation acomplete human generation, and
has taken full advantage of the technical
advances that have taken place in that
time. Web browsers can check out those
brutal heatsink fins at wwvv.naimaudio.com/html/news.html.
UNITED STATES: NASHVILLE
Barry Willis
Last year the music industry was jolted
from its complacency by the rise of
MP3, ascheme for the quick and easy
transfer of digital audio files over the
Internet. Legal attempts to block the
format as aform of copyright violation
failed, and the industry began scrambling to find a way to prevent the
wholesale piracy of higher-resolution
formats to come. The Secure Digital
Music Initiative (SDMI), an alliance of
more than 240 hardware, software, and
music-publishing companies, has been
working overtime trying to develop an
unobtrusive technique for preventing
unauthorized copying — something
that digital technology is making easier
than ever.
"Watermarking," the insertion of
detectable signals into recordings in
order to track their origins, was one
solution the SDMI arrived at. Although
the intent is for the watermarking to be
psychoacoustically masked by the music
signal, the concept of altering recordings
in this way has enraged many audio
purists. They have decried the absurdity
of intentionally coloring recorded
sound when the audio industry is on the
threshold of atransition into the most
transparent recording and playback
technology in history.

Audiophiles' misgivings and cautionary complaints have not been lost on the
SDMI's technical working groups, who
have winnowed adozen or so potential
watermarking standards down to afinal
few. Over the summer, SDMI engineers have been conducting listening
tests of these final contenders using
music-industry professionals — recording and mastering engineers, producers,
and even a few audiophiles — as test
subjects to ascertain the audibility of the
watermarks. If music professionals and
audiophiles can't detect the watermarks,
or at least aren't offended, the thinking
goes, then the general public probably
won't be either.
Testing took place in Los Angeles,
New York, and Nashville—cities with
high concentrations of audio experts.
On Tuesday, July 20, Iwas one of a
group (including Chuck Ainlay, amastering engineer who works closely with
guitarist Mark ICnopfler and his band,
Dire Straits) that participated in SDMIadministered watermarking tests at
Georgetown Masters studio in Nashville. The studio is owned and operated
by Denny Purcell, alegendary mastering
engineer whose work has helped propel
more than 500 recordings to gold or
platinum status—as attested by the
many awards that line the studio's walls.
Purcell's hearing is so acute that he can
identify which of three rough takes has a
vocal that is "up one" —mastering jargon for a ldB boost. Ordinary music
fans generally can't detect achange in
level unless the difference is at least 3dB.
The test site was Purcell's largest mastering suite, a solidly reinforced and
acoustically neutral room on the top
floor of the four-story building. Great
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effort has been taken to isolate the room
from outside noises, while at the same
time making it reveal as much as possible of the recordings played back in it. It
is a space any audiophile would be
happy with — as was the system used in
the tests. The digital datastream —as
selected by the test subjects—was routed to adCS D/A converter, and from
there to aPass Aleph Ppreamp, whose
output fed apair of Nelson Pass X1000
power amps, which in turn drove apair
of Nova Audio Applause loudspeakers
through top-of-the-line Goertz cable.
The system sounded very good. Test
music was an unreleased Dire Straits
track, "Shut Up and Deal."
Playback was via a pair of timealigned and level-matched hard-disk
recorders, whose outputs could be
seamlessly switched at the test subject's
whim by a handheld ABX switching
box. A primary set of buttons let us
select between "A" (always the unencrypted original), or "B" (always one of
SDMI's encrypted versions), or "X"
(which could be either A or B). A secondary set of buttons let us vote as to
whether X was A or B. After voting, the
source could be reset to either A or B
for another trial. Ialways selected A as
my reference and proceeded from there.
Malcolm Davidson, Sony Music's
vice president for technology, presided
over the testing and dutifully recorded
the results. The genial Englishman is in
the process of collating all the test results
for the SDMI to make its final decision
on which watermarking system — or
systems — will be used. Davidson explained the operation of the ABX
switcher and set the playback level as we
preferred; otherwise, he sat back and
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LOUISIANA

• For information about Big Boys
Audio Toys Society, New Orleans' first
and only high-end audio club, e-mail
stockjoc@hotmail.com.
MASSACHUSETTS

•For details on the Boston Audio Society,
and to inquire about sample articles from
their publication, The Speaker, visit hap://
bostonauclio.home.attnet, or call (603)
899-5121; e-mail: dbsystems@ibm.net.
MICHIGAN

•Friday and Saturday, October 8and 9,
10am-7pm: Ensemble (3160 Haggerty
Stereophile, October 1999

Road, West Bloomfield) is celebrating
its grand opening by showcasing anew
concept in home-electronics systems.
Major high-end manufacturers will
answer questions and demonstrate
products, and Robert Harley of The
Perfect Vision will conduct seminars and
sign copies of his books. For more information, call (248) 668-1400.
MINNESOTA

• Tuesday, September 21, 7pm: The
Audio Society of Minnesota is sponsoring Bobby Palkovic of Merlin Music
Systems and Judd Barber of Joule
Electra for a seminar at the Pavek

Broadcast Museum, 3515 Raleigh
Avenue South, St. Louis Park. For more
information, call (612) 825-6806 or visit
www.visi.cotn/-asm.
MISSOURI

• Monday, October 11: Best Sound
Audio/Video Design Group (227
North Lindbergh Blvd., St Louis) is
presenting a cable evening with
AudioQuest. For more information,
call (314) 997-7644.
NEW JERSEY

• Saturday and Sunday, November 27
and 28, llam-5pm: CSA Audio (193
29
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took notes. At no time did he attempt to
influence our votes. We were allowed
to listen to each version as long and as
often as we wished. Only when we felt
ready did we cast avote, then reset the
switcher and vote again. Each of us
voted multiple times on four different
watermarks, aprocess that took about
an hour per person. Davidson must
have heard "Shut Up and Deal" several
hundred times that afternoon. The man
has infinite patience.
At the risk of undermining whatever
credibility Imay have as an audiophile, I
admit that I could not identify the
watermarked music. In the first three
trials, Iaveraged 50% — the same as
chance. In the last one, Ithought Iheard
some vague difference in the vocal and
scored 62.5% correct —a better, but still
statistically insignificant, result. Chuck
Ainlay thought he heard something
"phasey" happening in the fourth trial,
but Idon't believe he fared any better
than Idid in identifying the culprit.
Denny Purcell admitted with alaugh
that he scored "worse than random —
only 37% correct" on his first attempt,
but noted without irony that one of the
engineers who had designed the watermarking scheme had been able to score
100% in multiple trials. Obviously, to
spot the watermark you must know
what to listen for. Without knowing,
you might as well flip acoin.
Which leads to some interesting
observations:
I) Despite the test subjects' expertise,
for the purposes of this test we were all
naïve listeners. All the sonic cues we've
trained ourselves to listen for —dynamic anomalies, frequency-response incongruities, timing and phase relations,

microtonics and imaging — were of no
help in attempting to identify the
watermarks, which rely heavily on psychoacoustic "masking."
2) The fact that several "golden ears"
were unable to pick out apattern superimposed on a high-quality recording
means that SDMI is sincere in trying to
make its copyright-protection technology as transparent as possible. Not only
could Inot hear whatever it was the
encryption designers built into the
music, there was nothing Iheard that
even remotely offended my audiophile
sensibilities. The clean and unclean versions of "Shut Up and Deal" sounded
equally good to me.
3) ABX testing —one of the most controversial and hotly debated topics in the
audio realm's vast constellation of hotly
debated topics — may hide as much as it
reveals. Long-term listening in familiar
circumstances might reveal details (as
was proven with the subjective effects of
jitter) that short-term listening does not.
One of the problems with masking is
that it is more effective in better systems.
With speakers possessing large peaks,
for example, watennarking that might
be inaudible on flat speakers might well
become unmasked. In such cases, the
SDMI may bring atechnology to market that will later be discredited.
4) Audiophiles — a tiny slice of the
overall music market — have little to
fear from the music industry's watermarking effort. The whole affair is
strictly voluntary, as SDMI has emphasized many times, and the many specialty record labels serving the audiophile
community, such as Chesky and Water
Lily Acoustics, will go on about their
high-resolution business regardless of

what decisions are made by SDMI.
Idon't happen to share the animosity-on-principle toward watermarking
that is so widespread among audiophiles. Neither am Ithe paid stooge of
corporate Big Brother. I'm simply a
somewhat neutral observer. My take on
the whole situation is much like Denny
Purcell's. He told me late that Tuesday
afternoon that he is "philosophically
opposed to the whole notion of watermarking," but quickly added, "as apractical matter, Irecognize that it is anecessity." Big Brother isn't conspiring to
deprive us of our rights to copy music
ad infinitum. The music business is
exactly that —a business — and must
respond to the threats of scammers,
pirates, and thieves.
Watermarking will give organizations like the Recording Industry
Association of America strong tools for
tracking down professional pirates. CDs
are not the only format exploited by
intellectual property thieves — the market for illegally duplicated cassette tapes
is even larger. There are well over abillion cassette players in use throughout
the world.
While Iam wary of efforts by big,
well-funded organizations to control
anything, my brief time in Nashville
reassured me that SDMI really doesn't
want to damage the music. That would
be, ultimately, counterproductive. Watermarking as Iheard it — or, more precisely, as Ididn't hear it—was inoffensive and unobtrusive. The nearest thing
Ican compare it to is an optical illusion
that you can't see —no matter how hard
or long you look — until someone
points it out to you. The spot of light
that appears in the upper-right-hand

!Cable will preview his cables and
enlighten attendees on his DiAural
loudspeaker technology
• October 28: Garth Leerer of Musical
Surroundings previews the Phonomena phono preamp, the Nightingale/
Graham cartridgetonearm system, and
something new from Basis turntables.
•November 4: George Cardas presents
the Cardas cable lineup and perhaps
some new LP releases.
•November 11: Cary Audio Design's
Dennis Had showcases his new 1610
monoblocks.
• November 18: Wadia Digital premieres the new PowerDACs.

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
• For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow), amonthly club catering
to obsessive-compulsive audio neurones
from September through June, call Roy
Harris at (516) 489-9576.
•Thursday, September 16, 7pm: Audio
Outlet (69 S. Moge4 Mt. Kisco) will host
Keith Dowd of Mark Levinson Audio
Systems and Trent Workman of Wilson
Audio, who will introduce their campa-
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Bellevue Ave., Upper Montclair) is hosting Carl Marchisotto of Acarian Systems, who will introduce the Tuscany
and other new Alón models. For more
information, call (973) 744-0600.
Audio Connection (615 Bloomfield
Avenue, Verona) is sponsoring the following Thursday-evening seminars to
celebrate the grand opening of three new
showrooms. All seminars start at 5pm.
RSVP to (973) 239-1799, fax (973) 2391725, or visit www.audioconnect.com:
•October 14: Richard Vandersteen presents the Vandersteen Model Five
loudspeaker.
•October 21: Ray !Umber of Kirnber
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Fantastique!
Berlioz wrote amasterpiece.
We play it with the same passion.
Asymphony worthy of the name.
High fidelity equipment worthy of the music.
Rotel's RCD-991, aCD player worthy of your attention.
Custom-wound toriodal transformers. HDCD* capability.
Twenty-bit Burr-Brown PCM-63 DIA converters. Adjustable
dither to fine-tune system sound. An analog stage carefully
crafted from the finest parts available. Balanced and single
ended outputs for maximum flexibility.
All this because Ratel listens. Just as Berlioz broke new
ground in percussive orchestration, we break new ground
with exceptionally detailed yet cohesive reproduction.
Regardless of whose music you want to hear.
Berlioz and Rotel. Prize-winning compositions.
Award-winning components.
Hi Fi Fantastique.

54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
www.rotel.com
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Phone:
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E-mail:
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comer of amovie to tell the projectionist to change reels is asimilar phenomenon. You've probably seen hundreds of
movies and never noticed. Neither have
you noticed the watermarks on fine stationery unless you knew where to look,
and exactly at what angle to hold the
paper to the light. In normal use, they're
invisible. That's why SDMI calls its
copyright-protection efforts "watermarking."
According to an inside source at
SDMI Ispoke to in early August, the
SDMI selected Ans Technologies'
MusiCode as its recommended form of
digital audio copy protection. Ans
describes its technique as "a simple and
accurate way to identify, monitor, and in
some cases, control the use of musical
recordings." Distinct from scrambling
techniques, or the copy-prevention
"flags" added to many CDs, Ans' copyright watermarks "can survive multiple
analog tape generations as well as radio
broadcast without altering the fidelity of
the recording."
US: THE INTERNET
Jon Iverson
The Secure Digital Music Initiative
(SDMI) appears to be the antidote to
many arecord executive's worst audio
poison: legions of young music fans
downloading digital audio files off the
Internet and passing them around with
no regard to copyright restrictions. But
what might be the answer to some companies' prayers could prove to be the Big
Brother nightmare feared by others.
In response to the major-label support of SDMI, Musicians United, in
association with Timpani and FreeMusic.com, announced in July the

launch of the Art-To-Heart Open
Music Format Initiative to protect the
Fair Use rights of consumers and artists
to unencrypted music. The emerging
Internet music market, which is based
primarily on the open MP3 file format,
has become a boon for independent
music artists and fans. However,
Musicians United and its affiliates
believe that SDMI, an initiative driven
by the five largest record companies,
will have achilling effect on the nascent
independent music industry.
According to the group, high fees are
likely to be required to create SDMIcompliant files, fees that many feel
could prevent independent music artists
from distributing their work in SDMI
formats. If vendors cease supporting
open formats, the reasoning goes,
SDMI will effectively control the system of online music distribution, and
thus marginalize independent artists in
the Internet music economy. Additionally, they believe that SDMI also
threatens to deprive consumers of the
Fair Use rights granted them by Congress and the US Constitution.
The group points out that, in alandmark 1984 decision, the Supreme Court
ruled "All reproductions ... are not
within the exclusive domain of the
copyright owner, some are in the public
domain. Any individual may reproduce
acopyrighted work for 'fair use': the
copyright owner does not possess the
exclusive right to that use." Art-ToHeart supporters believe that by
encumbering the ability of consumers
to exercise Fair Use rights, and pressuring hardware and software vendors to
curtail their support for open standards
such as MP3, SDMI may overrule the
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law and create asystem under which
even legitimate uses are monitored by
SDMI watchdogs. "This would be like
having Big Brother in your stereo."
In an effort to prevent this "violation
of the public's rights," Art-To-Heart is
posting an online petition (www.freemusic.conilart2sign.html), which urges
vendors to continue to respect the public's right to Fair Use by pledging to
always support open audio formats such
as MP3 and its successors. A statement
from the group says that "this in no way
encumbers the ability of SDMI supporters to distribute copy-protected
music, but it protects the rights of those
who prefer to lawfully distribute music
in open formats and the consumer's
right to Fair Use."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
1999's summer Promenade concert season in London was missing one of its
most regular and devoted patrons. Rex
Baldock, who died earlier this year, was
not only akeen music-lover and concertgoer, but also ahi-fi enthusiast of
great renown. Throughout the 1960s in
particular, he was akey freelance contributor and technical consultant in the
early, formative years of Hi-Fi News,
well before that magazine appended &
Record Review to its title. During this
hobbyist era, Rex was responsible for
some of the most successful and imaginative do-it-yourself speaker designs of
the time, the most notable being the
Parafine (1963-64), many of which are
still in use today.
His underfloor bass horns have long
been part of hi-fi folklore; he took great
delight in playing organ recordings to
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nies' new products. Call (914) 666-0550
for information and reservations.
• Thursday, October 7, 5-9pm: Stereo
Exchange (627 Broadway, New York) is
hosting Dave Gordon of Audio Research, Jacques Riendeau of Orade,
Richard Gerberg of ProAc, and George
Stanwick of van den Hul for ademonstration of new high-end products from
different countries. For more information, call (212) 505-111L
WASHINGTON

• Stereophile recording artist Robert
Silverman will perform the Beethoven
Piano Sonata cycle at Seattle's Frye
Stereophile. October 1999

Museum on the following Saturdays
and Sundays: September 18 and 19; 25
and 26; October 2 and 3. For more
information, call (206) 622-9250.
CANADA

Fairview HiFi (892 Brant Street,
Burlington, Ontario) is sponsoring the
following seminars. Please call (905)
681-1872 for more information:
•Thursday, October 14, 6-10pm: New
home-theater separates from Anthem
by Sonic Frontiers.
• Thursday, October 21, 6-10pm:
Sonic Frontiers' complete line of tube
equipment.

•Thursday, October 28, 6-10pm: Nairn
Audio and JMIab Loudspeakers.
HUNGARY

• Friday through Sunday, November
5-7: Magic Sound is hosting the Magic
Sound High End Show at the Hotel
Gellért in Budapest. For more information, US residents should call 011-36-88420-502; all others, call 00-36-88-420502, or e-mail magicsnd@secinet.hu.
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answers, and solutions offered —presum- panics claim the new store is "intended
ably from the list of GetPluggeci.com's to leverage and integrate the core
available products. An August 1 press strengths of both parent companies" in
release emphasized that one of Get- its launch as an Internet consumer-elecPlugged's key features is its stable of "some tronics retail site in fall 1999.
In the 50-50 joint venture, Tweeter
of the industry's most respected experts...
secured to answer consumer inquiries." says, it will provide products, training,
The unnamed experts will then recom- and marketing, with Outpost.com
mend systems or components —again, adding its online e-commerce experience. Additionally, Tweeter reports it
exactly like retail salespeople.
Once customers' questions have been has made a$1 million equity investment
in Cyberian Outpost, Inc. Tweeter says
answered, the company says they will be
linked to affiliated dealers in their area. that it expects its "powerful relationships
GetPlugged feels that, unlike some of the with top manufacturers, and its merother e-commerce sites, which are basi- chandising expertise" will be instrumencally engaged in direct sales, its approach tal in obtaining manufacturer authorizais abridge between the old distribution tion to sell higher-end consumer-elecmodel of geographical territory and the tronics products over the Internet.
Tweeter's Jeffrey Stone says that
dawning one of global sales. By including
dealers in its business model, GetPlugged "Today, consumer electronics over the
plans to take advantage of an existing Internet is characterized by gray-goods
resource —possibly boosting business for retailers who are tarnishing the price/
its associated dealers and installers, and value equation and offering little, if any,
avoiding alienating manufacturers by not service to the customer. Through this
violating established territories. Get- partnership, we intend to establish
Plugged also plans to provide its users with some benchmarks or standards by
"notebooks," or databases, where they can which we think that anyone else selling
consumer electronics over the Net
archive all their research.
Company founder Sunil Mehrotra should live. We have communicated
hopes that GetPlugged will help create a those benchmarks to our vendor partnew generation of well-informed audio- ners. Both Tweeter and Outpost.com
and-video fans. With so many new tech- are intent on entering the Internet connologies confronting them, it's no won- sumer electronics space with full authoder that most consumers feel intimidated rization from the manufacturers."
Daryl Peck, founder and chairman of
before entering a showroom —in too
many cases, they never do," he says. Outpost.com, claims that "the long-term
"GetPlugged.com's mission is to offer winners at selling on the Internet will be
US: CALIFORNIA
consumers the personal service that spe- those companies who provide acomBarry Willis
ICnowledgeLINK, based in Westlake Vil- cialty audio dealers have been delivering pelling shopping experience and then
lage, California, announced amid-Sep- for decades —but from aunique, control- back it up with pre- and post-sale services.
tember debut for GetPlugged.com, its e
- lable environment the consumer's home Some of the benchmarks that we support
are vendor IMAP policies, providing at
commerce website. KnowledgeLINK or office."
least 120 hours per week of live, educated
says that the site, presently under consales support and giving Internet cusstruction, will offer awide variety of mid- US: BOSTON
tomers the right to return their purchase
to high-end home-entertainment prod- Jon Iverson
ucts, and "in-depth guidance" for con- Selling consumer-electronics gear over within 30 days for any reason."
sumers interested in buying them. The the Web has begun to glow white-hot
company also states that its site's network in the last year, with dozens of com- UNITED KINGDOM
of affiliated dealers and custom installers panies turning up the competitive burn- Paul Messenger
will work with customers to ensure that ers (see previous story). It will likely be The people who know what's really
atough business, with the inevitable happening at the sharp end of the hi-fi
they get the best use of their purchases.
GetPlugged.com is one of many shake-outs and mergers taking place as business are the retailers, and few retailretailers test their strategies and brands ers have as solid agrasp of what's going
Internet startups attempting to combine
on across the broad sweep of the UK
information and commerce. Coolaudio. on the public's pocketbooks.
In late July, specialty consumer-elec- scene as the guys who run the
com (see "Industry Update," Septembe4
p.19) has asimilar profile, and new sites tronics retailer Tweeter Home Enter- Sevenoaks Hi-Fi chain, now known as
seem to pop up weekly —see next story. tainment Group jumped into the fray Sevenoaks Sound & Vision. This mixGetPlugged will attempt to differentiate by announcing the formation of ajoint ture of wholly owned and franchised
itself from the crowd by offering "a deeply venture with Cyberian Outpost, an stores now has 36 outlets that cover the
interactive website" where the consumer Internet-only retailer of computer hard- UK pretty comprehensively, focusing
is asked aseries of questions about needs, ware, software, and accessories. The two on abroad range of budget- to midbudget, and goals —exactly the sort of companies, as exclusive partners, say priced equipment.
The surprise news for 1999 is just how
thing any live retail salesperson would ask they will jointly form, market, and
in abrick-and-mortar store. The company brand a new Internet store called rapidly DVD-Video seems to be taking
says a"profile" will be compiled from the Tweeter@Outpost.com. The corn- off in Britain, and how it's providing new

set visitors' trouser legs flapping. Likewise, his 1967 articles on horn theory
and practice are among the seminal
texts in the field, and for more than a
generation have influenced like-minded
enthusiasts around the world.
Ifirst met Rex much later, in the
mid-70s, and always found him absolutely charming, if alittle daunting
because of his formidable intellect and
vast experience. His boyish grin and dry,
ready wit helped put one at ease — until
his deep knowledge of physics left one
floundering again. His fondness for
going back to first principles made him
acritic of great insight and perspicacity.
To my knowledge, Rex never made
his living from the hi-fi business.
Because it remained ahobby, not to
mention apersonal obsession, he remained detached and aloof from commercial pressures. He never spoke about
his "real" work, which, Iunderstood,
took place behind the strict security
screen of agovernment research facility.
The Rex Iknew was aconfirmed hifi nut who retained his passion to the
end. I'd regularly encounter him doing
the rounds at the annual Heathrow HiFi Shows, and would try to take him
aside for afew minutes — his comments
and observations were always invaluable
in helping me put my own impressions
into the proper technical and historical
perspectives.
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Far left: Platinum Duo Series 2
Top center: A couple of Cairns.
Bottom center: Bryston SP-1
surround processor/preamplifier
Below: Passion PA-il2K integrated
amplifier

cr is ready for prime time. Jim Richards
concurred, admitting that he's been too
busy to put the finishing touches on the
speaker's design.
Although my current reference
speakers use cone and dome drivers, I'm
a former owner of Quads and KLH
Nines, and retain an affection for electrostatics. So I'm always intrigued when
Irun across anew electrostatic, especially one that sounds as good as the Final
.3 (CAN$3900), which made its North
American debut at the show. The Final
.3 is actually ahybrid with an upwardfacing dynamic woofer, the speaker's
size and overall look resembling the
MartinLogan Aerius. Lovely sound,
with unusually good integration between the woofer and the electrostatic
panel, and the panel seemed to have
very little horizontal beaming. Electronics were by Cairn, aname that, as
the owner of aterrier of this breed, I
find immediately appealing. Looks like
very nice stuff, too, even though it's
made in France, not Scotland.
In my report from the 1997 Festival
(Stereophile, August 1997), Imentioned
the Polti CS-100, acompact speaker
that struck me as offering excellent
value. This time, the Polti speaker that
made me shake my head in disbelief
was the PSM-513, a two-way reflex
design with an enclosure just slightly
bigger than the box for an oversized
coffee mug. The sound was well balanced, surprisingly unstrained for such a
small speaker, and the price an astonishing CAN$150/pair.
Totem Acoustic made its fame with
minimonitors, but Totem's design efforts
of late have concentrated on slim floorstanding models. The new Totem Forest
Stereophile, October 1999

(CAN$3500) impressed me as perhaps
the best-sounding Totem model that I've
heard so far, retaining the quickness and
dynamics that Totem speakers are
known fox; but without the slightly forward tonal balance that is not to everyone's taste. The ball-bearing floor interface supports look cool, and, according to
designer Vmce Bruzzese, play amajor
role in controlling cabinet resonances.
Suppression of cabinet resonances is a
high design priority for the speakers
from Platinum, too. The latest Duo
Series 2($3000), which will be in production by the time this report appears,
has an enclosure made of PolyCrystal,
one of the densest, least resonant substances around. (I use their cones and
amplifier stand.) The Duo 2 has been
completely redesigned, sharing only its
tweeter with the original model. Good
sound with BAT electronics.
Tubes were very much in evidence at
the show, from well-established brands
like Sonic Frontiers, Cary (the CAD805 sounding delicious through Verity
Audio Parsifal Encores), BAT, and
Conrad-Johnson, as well as some that
have only local distribution. The most
interesting of these was the Passion
Audio Kit line. As the name suggests,
these are kits, but most of the models
are also available assembled for amodest premium. The PAK-il2K is an integrated amp producing 42Wpc from
four 6550s (or KT88s). Price is
CAN$1499 for the kit, CAN$1849
assembled. The assembled units Isaw
had alook of quality, and good parts
seemed to have been used throughout.
What else? Well, Cliffhanger Audio
Systems, which hails from Sudbury,
Ontario, had the good-sounding CHS-

2/W-2 main/sub system, with aone-ofa-kind custom-built turntable as part of
the source. The Audio Physic Avanti II
sports anew tweeter, with higher powerhandling capability. Mirage has tweaked
the design of the MRM-1, their highquality minirnonitor introduced at the
1999 CES (sec Kalman Rubinson's report
in April'99). Ididn't get achance to listen
to the MRM-1 at CES, so Ican't say
whether there's been asignificant sonic
improvement, but the speakers on demo
at the Festival du Son sounded very good
indeed. The design of Sonic Frontiers'
Anthem AVM 1preamp/processor has
evolved furthe4 and now includes asixchannel analog input and two sets of
component video inputs. Bryston's own
entry into surround-processor-land, the
SP-1, is now nearly ready. An accessory
that Inoticed in anumber of rooms was
the Foundation Research LC1 powerline conditionen aCAN$695 unit that is
unusual in having just asingle output,
provided via acaptive power cable. It's
described by designer Edward Wolkow
as abidirectional noise-filter system that
suppresses noise coming in though the
power line, and stops noise that components might inject back into the line.
One of the Festival's major assets was
its attendees. Several designers and US
manufacturers' representatives who
were first-timers at the Montreal show
commented to me about how impressed they were by the attendees' levels of knowledge and enthusiasm, not
only about audio but about music. In
fact, the only suggestion Ihave for show
organizer Marie-Christine Prin is to follow the Stereophile show's lead and
include live music. The people Imet at
the Festival would love it!
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aybe Iwas fated to meet up
with the Fidelio loudspeaker
from Verity Audio, since Iwas
born on Beethoven's birthday. Actually,
though, my encounter with this speaker
owes more to my Swedish friend Lars
than to Ludwig.
Lars owns apair of Verity Audio
Parsifal speakers, which have so impressed me that Iconsidered them for
this column, despite their $12,520/pair
price tag.'
"Wait," suggested Lars. "The Verity
boys are working on anew speaker with
most of the performance of the Parsifal
at alower price."
So Ipassed on the Parsifal and waited
for what turned out to be the Fidelio at
$6850/pair. That's for the standard
matte black finish. Piano black will set
you back $7150.
Iknow. Generally speaking, I'm not
big on full-range floorstanders. That's
partly because I'm not so big on spending money. And bigger speakers tend to
cost more.
Manufacturers have to charge more
for afull-range floorstander with three
or more drivers and two crossovers than
they do for asmall monitor with two
drivers and one crossover. What's more,
they have to do more to brace and damp
the cabinet to deal with deep-bass vibes.
Not aproblem when there isn't much
bass below 50Hz.
Small monitors usually focus and
image better than larger loudspeakers.
And they tend to be better suited to
nearfield listening. That's key for me,
because in my main listening room, I
like to set the speakers about 7' from the
front wall, 4' from the side walls, and a
little less than 7' from the listening chair.
Ilike to spread the speakers about 8'
apart and toe them in slightly so they
"cross" behind the listening chair. It's
about 3' from my golden ears to the
rear wall.
Looks weird. Sounds great.
Center fill? Usually not aproblem
with most small monitors. The image

1 Verity Audio, 840 Sainte-Therese Street, Suite
110, Quebec, QC GIN 1S7, Canada. Tel: (888) 8374895, (418) 682-9940. Fax: (418) 682-8644.
www.verityaudio.com.
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Verity Audio Fidelio loudspeaker

locks right in the center, well behind the
speakers. And talk about holographic —
the soundstage is breathtaking.
Granted, speakers halfway out into
the room can be impractical —people
and pets can bump into them, for one
thing. Marina would never let me get
away with this in the living room. Nyet!
When you place speakers nearfield,
the sound from the drivers reaches you
before the sound reflected off the front
and side walls. You don't hear the room
so much as you hear what's on the recording. And the soundstage can shock
you — even on mono recordings.

Start with the speakers spread very far
apart and as close to you as (or even closer than) they are to the front wall. Then
try moving your chair backward and forward to lock in the best soundstage.
Frequency response?
Ah, um ... forget it. In my experience, you can optimize for soundstage
or you can optimize for flat frequency
response. You're likely to sacrifice midbass and deep bass by having the speakers far out into the room; there's no
reinforcement from the room boundaries. But with small monitors, do you
care? You can always place asubwoofer
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close to the front wall.
Full-range floorstanders tend not to
work so well close up.
You may find that the drivers don't
integrate so well when you listen
nearfield. (With asmall monitor, the
drivers are spaced closely together,
natch.) And what's the point of paying
for deep bass when you'll attenuate it by
placing the speakers so far from the
room boundaries? Truly, the whole matter of deep bass is apain in the ...

Full-range floorstanders
tend not to work so
well close up. You may
find that the drivers
don't integrate so well.
Well, here's what's so special about the
Parsifal and its more affordable kid brother, the Fidelio: They're not your usual
floorstanding coffins. They're small monitors attached to awoofer cabinet beneath.
Attached. The upper cabinet doesn't
just sit on the bottom cabinet, where
vibes from the woofer would likely
muck up the sound. I'll get to how the
cabinets are attached in aminute.
While waiting for the premiere of
the Fidelio, Ilistened to the Parsifal at
Lars' lain Ithought Lars had set up the
speakers to perfection, and even told
him so. (I don't like to give him too
much satisfaction.)
"Don't touch athing, Lars. You have
the speakers placed perfectly."
True, Lars had placed the speakers
closer to the front wall than Iwould
have in my listening room, and farther
away from the listening chair — or
couch. But in his room, this worked.
Lars being Lars, he couldn't leave
well enough alone. He went out and
bought himself a spectrum analyzer,
which showed him where he should
really place the speakers —for the flattest frequency response. For Lars, as for
many audiophiles, his listening room is
like alab. He'd be happier living in an
anechoic chamber, Ithink — like Hi-Fi
News & Record Review's Ken Kessler,
who told me he's just sunk his life savings into alistening room that sounds
like areinforced concrete bunker.
Lars moved his speakers closer to the
front wall, and out the window went
the sounclstage and imaging. Not all the
way out the window, mind you; it's difStereophile, October 1999

ficult to totally destroy the magic with
the Parsifal. Or the Fidelio. Even with a
spectrum analyzer.
"I liked the speakers where you
placed them before," Itold Lars.
Lars mumbled something unintelligible, possibly in Swedish.
"You know what J. Gordon Holt says,"
Ireminded him. "'Down with flat!'"
Idid have to admit that the bass extension had improved. So Iguess it's a
matter of what matters more: soundstaging and imaging or flat frequency response, including bass extension.
Iproceeded on amore positive tack.
"You know another thing I like
about these speakers? There's no hump
in the upper bass. You had adevil of a
time with the hump with aprevious
pair of speakers."
Iwas referring to aboost in the upper
bass, at around 80Hz, which had been a
bugaboo for Lars.
"No hump," agreed Lars. "That's because the woofer cabinet is so well isolated from the midrange/tweeter."
Indeed. The midrange/tweeter cabinet doesn't just sit atop the woofer.
Julian Pelchat, vice president of Verity
Audio, explains:
"There are two MDF platforms."
(MDF is medium-density fiberboard.)
°Ile midrange/tweeter cabinet — the
upper cabinet —is attached to the bottom platform. The woofer cabinet is
attached to the top platform. The sandwich filling between the two platforms
soaks up vibrations."
Julian isn't saying exactly what the
sandwich filling is. Something spongy.
Julian himself delivered the Fidelios
on a trip down from Quebec City,
where Verity Audio is located and the
speakers are made. Bruno Bouchard,
president of Verity Audio, also came
along, as did Lars, spectrum analyzer in
hand. We awaited the arrival of Vladimir
Shushurin with the Lamm Audio ML-2
amps Ireviewed in the July Sterrophile.
"Now you're going to get rid of the day
breeze in your system," Lars announced
as we gathered on my back deck.
"The day breeze?" Iasked.
"Does Lars mean the day breeze
as opposed to the night breeze?"
asked Julian.
"Breeze offl You guys know what I
mean," said Lars.
Lars, of course, meant debris. The
Fidelios were going to clean up my
system.
We shot the breeze for awhile, as day
breeze did indeed turn into night
breeze — awaiting the appearance of
Vladimir. As anticipated, Vova-iz-Lvova
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Transparent Audio, Inc.
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got lost so that the trip from Brooklyn
to Connecticut took him nearly three
hours. Should take two, max.
"Listen, Vladimir, Marina will give
you directions in Russian," I'd told him
the night before.
"No. English is okay," Vladimir
insisted.
Imade sure to fax him very clear
directions. Even included acrude map.
He went astray somewhere off the
Whitestone Bridge. Drove around
Westchester, Ithink.
Finally, with Vladimir's arrival, we
continued carousing on the back deck,
drinking wine and smoking cigars. All
except for Lars, of course, whom we
allowed to sweat away in the listening
room, setting up the speakers with his
spectrum analyzer.
Idecided to peek into the listening
room.
"I know where to place them, Lars," I
said. "Just plop them down in the magic
spot. It lines up with these flowers on
the Oriental rug."
"No. Iam going to do this scientifically"
Let him have his way, Ifigured. Ican
always move the speakers when he
leaves. (In deference to Lars and all his
work, though, Imarked with masking
tape where he'd placed the speakers.)
"That's where all manufacturers
place the speakers," Itold Lars when I
saw what he'd done. "Reviewers know
better."
"The frequency response is flat down
to 38Hz," Lars announced. "Not bad.
That's what it's supposed to be," affinned Julian. "The Parsifal goes down
to 25Hz in most listening rooms, and
that's the main difference between the
two speakers."
So, do the Fidelios have the same
magic in my listening room that the
Parsifals have in Lars'?
In aword, yes. And for alot less loot.
See what Imean about being a bass
freak? It costs!
As soon as Lars left, Imoved the
speakers to the magic spot, where Iimmediately got the soundstaging and
imaging of apair of small monitors —
with some pretty nice bass to boot.
Next day, Lars came back, spectrum
analyzer in hand.
How much bass did Ilose by bringing
the speakers forward by about 2'? Lars
said the bass started rolling off, Idon't remember by how much, at around 45Hz.
Big deal. I'll never hear it when Iplay
my Bing Crosby or Al Bowlly recordings from the 1920s and '30s.
Bass, actually, is not the big deal with
the Fidelio. Or with the Parsifal, for that
44

matter —even though it does go low. It
would be interesting to see what Bruno
and Julian could do in the way of asmall
stand-mounted monitor. In fact they
have such aproduct: the Parsifal Monitor,
which retails for $5680/pair, including a
granite platform, but not stands. All three
speakers use the same midrange driver.

pass filter on the tweeter."
Impedance?
Julian puts the nominal impedance at
8 ohms. The mean impedance is 9.5
ohms from 35 to 100Hz. The lowest
impedance point is 5.7 ohms — abenign load. You do not need amuscle
amp to drive the Fidelios. (The Parsifals
dip down to 4ohms, but even these are
easy to drive.) Sensitivity of both speakImoved the speakers
ers is stated at 89dB/1W/1 m.
So: Good news. Unless you have a
to the magic spot, where
very large listening room or like to play
recordings with deep bass very loud, you
Iimmediately got the
might not need more than 50 or 60Wpc.
soundstaging and imaging In fact, some folks have been using the
20W Cary SE300 LX monoblocks on
of apair of small
the Fidelios. (Martin Colloms reviewed
these amps in the August issue.)
monitors —with some
Imainly used the 18W Lamm ML-2
amplifiers, with great success. True, I
pretty nice bass to boot.
could get the amps to clip in the bass
with certain Telarc recordings.
And that's where the glory of these
Ialso used the 50Wpc Plinius SA-50
speakers resides: in the midrange, which
MILII amplifier with great success. And
has an electrostatic-like quality rarely
the new Electrocompaniet ECI3 60Wpc
found with any conventional cone-type
integrated, which sells for only $1995. I
speakers. The midrange is smooth, unlove the Electro with the Fidelios.
colored, and coherent. Remarkably so.
Think of what this means, partner:
Iasked Julian about this.
The Fidelios ain't cheap at $6850/pair,
"It's the magic midrange driver" he said
but you might be able to drive them —
proudly. "Designed by Edgwind Shaaning and get glorious sound — with someand produced by Audiotechnology of thing as modestly priced as the ElectroDenmark. Exclusively for us."
companiet ECI3. Try to hear this amp
"Edgwind, eh? Nice name. Iwonder on the Fidelios if you can.
if he's related to Day Breeze?"
In other words, amplifier quality is
"Might be." Julian continued: "Ile
what counts. Not quantity Hell, Ieven
midrange driver covers 150Hz to 5kHz.
got great sound with the Musical
That's the upper bass and all of the midFidelity XA-1 integrated, which Audio
range. We didn't want any crossover Advisor sells for $595.
points in this frequency range. You always
Back to the sound.
have problems. We wanted the speaker
The Fidelio is avery neutral speaker. It
to be as coherent as possible. There's a doesn't have the innate sweetness of cervery short, light voice-coil, and light cone
tain speakers—the B&W 805 Nautilus
material, too: doped polypropylene. This
that LG reviews in this issue, for example.
combination of light coil and light cone
If you want sweet sound with the Fidmaterial allows for avery high acceleraelios, you'll have to get it from your amp.
tion factor. That's why the speakers
The Electrocompaniet ECI3 delivered
sound like electrostatics. There is no antithat in spades! On the other hand, there's
resonance at the breakup point, which
none of that tizziness and hypercletail that
would result in phase incoherence."
some audiophiles —American audioThe woofer, in the cabinet down philes, anyway — seem to love.
below, is a7" driver by ScanSpeak. The
Then, just as Iwas about to write up
cone material is amixture of paper and
the Fidelio for last month's column,
carbon fiber. The tweeter is a34" softDennis Had of Cary Audio sent me the
dome unit, also from ScanSpeak.
5W Audio Electronic Supply SE-1. Good
"The woofer is first-order low-passed
timing—Vladimir had just picked up the
at 150Hz," explained Julian. "It faces
Lamm Audio ML-2 amplifiers. Being
rearward, providing anatural acoustical
lazy, Itried it on the Fidelios rather than
filtration of the midrange frequencies
set up another pair of speakers.
that you get left over when you use a
"Go ahead," urged Dennis. "Try it."
first-order filter.
Holy cow!
"The top end of the midrange drivIt worked.
er is not filtered and runs up to
Yes, the Fidelios could have used a
5.5kHz. There's a third-order highlittle more power. Yes, Icould get the
Stereophile, October 1999

Meet B&W's new DM -600 Series 2 loudspeakers.
The ultimate in high performance engineering
without the high price tag. Quite simply, we
completely re-engineered our most successful
speakers ever, starting with our famous yellow
Kevlar cones for superior imaging. Likewise, our
revolutionary Nautilus tapered wave-guide tweeters
have forever redefined high frequency perfection,
especially at these prices. Even our crossovers have
been upgraded to ensure vanishingly low distortion.
Wish you could hear more? Listen to them at your
authorized B&W dealer.
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Sam's
amp to clip in the bass if Itried. But
most of the time Iwasn't aware of any
clipping, and the sound was absolutely
superb. Such immediacy, delicacy, and
ravishing harmonics.
Of course, the first thought in my
mind was amischievous one. Let's take
the SE-1 over to Lars' lair and try to
drive his Verity Audio Parsifals.
Itold Lars to get ready for an audition, but didn't tell him that Iwas bringing over the 5W wonder.
"Ha!" he snorted, as Icarried the SE1into his lair. (With the tubes boxed
up, natch, to avoid any mishap.) "You
don't mean to tell me that you're going
to drive the Parsifals with that. Lamb to
the slaughter!"
"Let's see. Are you game?"
"I thought you were going to bring
me aserious amp."
"This is serious," Ireplied.
"We'll see about that. Ithink it's
ridikilous."
"What?"
"Ridikilous."
"We'll put it up against your Lamm
Audio ML-2s," Isaid.
Lars was agood sport about it, and
Iinsisted on letting the SE-1 warm
up for an hour, while we listened first

to the ML-2s so Icould get atake on
the sound.
Finally, we hooked up the SE-1 to
the Lamm Ll preamplifier.
"Ready to rock'n'roll," Isaid, pushing
the switch to fire up the mighty KR
2A3 output tubes.
Iwish you were there to see the look
on the Swede's face.
"How much power did you say
that is?"
"Five watts," Ireplied. "All you need.
Listen."
And listen we did—for about
three hours, as the SE-1 acquitted
itself very well on all of Lars' favorite
audiophile tracks.
"If that's 5W, it's like no other 5W
I've ever heard," said Lars, who had been
moving in for the kill.
Lars' eldest son, Thomas, was visiting
for the weekend and heard the SE-1, too.
"Gee, Dad, maybe /should get one of
those," he said.
Did the SE-1 run out of power? Of
course it did, if we cranked up the volume. But for the most part, neither of us
wanted to. The SE-1 sailed right through
most tracks.
Okay, the Lamm ML-2 monoblocks
do resolve more detail. They have more

Space

power — amighty 18W. They can produce awider, deeper soundstage. But
the Lamms did not slaughter the SE-1,
which sells for one twentieth the price.
Ireported the findings back to Bruno
and Julian, and to Dennis Had.
Dennis tells me he's discovered that
the KR 2A3 tube produces much more
power on peaks than you might think —
as much as 30W into 8ohms. Of course,
the amp can't sustain that power — but
for the most part it doesn't matter. The
need for peak power has passed. How
else to explain the flabbergasting performance of the SE-1?
As Icomplete this month's column,
the new Cary 2A3 SEI integrated has just
come in the door, also with the KR 2A3
output tubes. Something wild is going on
here. Could it be that the KR 2A3 is
capable of producing more peak power
than your typical 300B? Stay tuned.
Meanwhile, go audition the Fidelio
loudspeakers. Check them out with
some Cary single-ended gear, if you
can. And with the Electrocompaniet
ECI3 integrated. (Dealers: this line
deserves wider distribution!) Iintend to
keep these beautifully made, glorioussounding, and easy-to-drive speakers
for areference!

"The clarity and resolution of my entire
system improved immeasurably..."
Chip Stern -Stereophile -Nov. '98
"JPS Labs has found away to
provide adetailed, smooth-sounding
cable at an excellent price..."
Jim Causey -Soundstage
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Don't even think of listening to another loudspeaker
until you hear this amazing story...

This story is true. The people,

replaced his expensive monitor speakers and their match-

the events and the astounding

ing woofers. And the mega-watt, mega-dollar electronics

conclusions are real.

had been replaced with aflea-power integrated amplifier.

My name is Jim Smith. I've
been a music lover and audio

Iput on one of my LPs. The music hit like atidal wave.
It just washed over me. Even CDs.

perfectionist since 1970. Most of

For the first time, Iwas experiencing the emotional

that time, Iran ahigh-end shop

impact of live music—from ahigh-end audio system! Fas-

devoted to providing musical ac-

cinating and involving, every piece of music spoke to me

curacy. Ialso made hundreds of

vividly, in away I'd never experienced before.

live recordings. And that's how
Idiscovered...

The Big Shoot-out

Live Music Was Causing a

pair of these German speakers to see how they compared

Problem

to Bill's "killer" high-end speaker system.

Next day Icalled Bill, my partner. We decided to get a

Compared to live concerts or

When the Avantgarde UNO Hornspeakers arrived, we

recording sessions, high-end

set them up immediately. Stone cold, with no break-in,

sound was apale shadow of the

they blew away his big ($78,000) system! At $8,970, this

live music experience. Even the

wasn't supposed to happen. Bill was flabbergasted. Iwas

very best high-end demonstra-

stunned.

tions 1heard didn't come close
to the emotional impact of alive
musical event.
As audiophiles, we struggled
to replace the natural emotional
response to live music with (expensive) improvements
in "focus," "transparency," "soundstage," "slam," etc.
But it never seemed to be enough. Being an audiophile had
become alot like work. Where was the fun?
Then, in the fall of '98, afriend told me about aformer
client who had gotten off the "improvements" merry-goround. He was actually having fun! When aconservative
guy makes radical claims, you listen. We drove down to
Gainesville, Florida, so Icould hear it for myself.
A Night to Remember
My former client still had his reference turntable, but
a pair of stunning horn speakers from Germany now
AUDIO ART—With six vibrant colors available in German
automotive metallic finishes, you'll enjoy just looking at them.

Everyone who heard them was dazzled.

literature, atechnical overview, test reports,

Finally, IGOT IT Music played through

and achallenging article called "The Concert

the Avantgardes made people smile, made
them dance, made them FEEL the music.
Just like live!
IKnow Exactly What You're
Thinking

SEVEN
SECRETS
TO
BETTER
SOUND

Listen, Iknow what some 'experts"
say. Iwas one of those guys who disliked

Avantgarde-USA

horns. To me, they were hopelessly col-

Experience."
Plus, as long as my supply lasts, you'll also
get Seven, Secrets to Better Sound—vital information

bet no one has ever shared with you.

To get your FREE InfoPak, call Toll-Free at
1-800-944-9537. Call me now, and I'll include
our "Top Ten" list of CDs from our reference
library. You'll have the whole package at your
door in afew days.

ored. But not the Avantgardes...
They're wonderfully transparent, astonishingly quick,
detailed and smooth. They can create an incredible soundstage. They're the only high-end speakers I've heard that
realistically reproduce live music's dynamic nuances—the
major source of music's emotional impact.
In fact, they do all the "audiophile tricks" supremely
well. But once you hear them, you'll forget about that

Where to Hear the Hornspeakers
To find out where you can hear the Avantgarde Acoustic
Hornspeakers, call me Toll-Free at 1-800-944-9537.
If there's no demo site nearby, please visit me here in
Atlanta, Georgia. Call the Toll-Free number above to set a
time and get directions. In the Atlanta area, call 770-7772095. Dancing attire is optional.

audiophile stuff, because with the Avantgarde HornThanks for listening,

speakers, It's About the Music...
But Don't Take My Word For It...
The Avantgardes—UNO, DUO, and TRIO—are receiving rave reviews worldwide from experts who never
even liked horns before. Check out excerpts from just three:

Smith,
Jim Smith, President

UNO—"The way the UNOs reproduce music is so exciting and full of life that soon Iforget the loudspeaker
and just enjoy the musical event."
—M. Eichelsdorfer, Stereo, Germany
DUO—"So, to conclude, these speakers are simply the best
Ihave ever heard in my domestic system. Nothing else

It's About the Music...

has come close to recreating the power and finesse of a
full organ, or bringing afull orchestra into the living room,
and conveying the emotion of asolo performance."
—Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly, UK, Issue 03 1999
TRIO—"They are unquestionably the finest loudspeakers Ihave heard in my home and, without any doubt,
one of the best loudspeakers in the whole blooming
world...and from an engineering standpoint the most
remarkable."
—Jonathan Valin, Fi, USA
FREE Avantgarde InfoPak
Find out more about the amazing Avantgardes. Call
me to request your FREE InfoPak. It includes descriptive

Avantgarde-USA
pfl

LLC

6445 Calamar Drive
Cumming, GA 30040
770-777-2095

Toll Free

1-800-944-9537

E-mail: hornguysgaol.com
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family came to pick up apuppy
we'd bred. The 11-year-old son
entered my listening room, and
Iasked him if there was something he'd
like to hear. "Nirvana," he requested, so
Igot out the Mobile Fidelity LP of
Nevermind. "I've never heard arecord in
my life," he said, as Islipped it on the
Basis Debut, currently being reviewed.
When "Smells Like Teen Spirit" ended,
he turned to me: "You have areally great
stereo! I've never heard half that stuff."
"Would you like to hear the CD version?" Iasked.
"Sure."
So Iplayed him MoFi's gold CD on
the Bow-Tech ZZ-8, no slouch of aCD
player. When it was over, he turned and
said, incredulously, "How come the record sounded so much better?" Before
telling him, Iasked him to tell me in
which ways the LP sounded better.
"The CD sounded flat," he said. "The
record sounded like the band was right
in front of me like I've never heard."
With heavy sarcasm, Itold him why
the LP sounded better. "You sec, son,
you've grown up used to the distorted
sound of the LP. It will take some time
for your brain to adjust. As for all of that
depth and realism, it's really just aform
of distortion called false L-R information — but seeing as how you're afew
years from puberty, we'll leave that discussion for alater listening session."
Buy or die
Back in the early 1980s, with agreat deal
of hoopla, Toshiba-EMI reissued the
mono mixes of the first 10 Beatles albums
on the EMI Odeon label. The records
and packaging duplicated the original Japanese issues, which were pressed on
thick, translucent red vinyl. Everything
about these reissues was impressive: the
clarity and honesty of the transfers; the
quiet, well-finished vinyl; even the printing and color separations of the jackets.
This was aset of records worth owning.
As some of you may recall from an
earlier column, Ihad the opportunity to
play the Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band reissue for Beatles engineer Geoff
Emerick, who was favorably impressed.
He felt the transfer had been absolutely
faithful to the tape, and to the sonic
50

If Kurt Cobain had owned this Basis Debut/Graham 2.0 arm combo, he might still be with us.

intentions of all involved. This was not
his reaction to the Mobile Fidelity
UHQR version, which Ialso played for
him. He hated that, saying the highs had
been grotesquely boosted.
The Beatles and George Martin lavished agreat deal more attention on the
mono mixes because, back then in the
UK, that is how the vast majority of fans
had heard the group — either on the
radio or on a"record player." Despite
the lack of lateral separation and
"souncistaging," the mono mixes possess
a solidity and sonic integrity missing
from most of the stereo mixes, though
most of us prefer listening to Beatles
albums in stereo.
The Japanese mono reissues were
expensive: single LPs cost 2300 yen, or
about $16 — about twice the price of
domestic LPs at the time. Despite the
cost, this all-analog set presented collectors and fans with an excellent opportunity to own the Beatles' mono catalog
and hear the group as it and George
Martin had intended.
Today, the chances of getting the
mono mixes of Rubber Soul and beyond
on CD are slim, even though they'd
probably sell well. (Only the first four
Beatles albums are available on CD in
mono.) Iasked Emerick why EMI wasn't planning on reissuing both mixes, and
he told me that the "suits" didn't think
anyone would buy mono. Well, what arc
they supposed to know about music?
Ibought the mono Sgt. Pippels' but

passed on the others. How could Ibe so
stupid? Ihad this ridiculous idea that they'd
be around—mine for the buying whenever Iwanted. Iremember thumbing
through the set at Aaron's Records in Los
Angeles, back when it was arecord store on
Melrose Avenue, and thinking, "These arc
too expensive. Idon't have the money."
Icould have sold afew hundred crappy records Istill haven't played and
owned the lot. A few weeks after they
appeared in the bins, they were gone.
You want acopy today? You can find
them for between $75 and $100 apiece,
though the two-LP The Beatles (aka "The
White Album") is going for around
$250 — if you can find it.
Of course Ihad the money. Iwas just
being financially retentive. As Iwas when
the MoFi Beatles box came out and Ipaid
for it by selling my entire 70s-issued,
Japanese-pressed EAS series, something I
never should have done. That series
sounds better than the MoFi box, in my
opinion, and is bettered only by the original British Parlophones. At least Ihad the
good sense not to sell those!
Ibring all this up because, right now,
there arc hundreds of essential LPs in
print and available that you're probably
not buying because you "don't have the
money" or because they're "too expensive." Guess what? They won't be
around forever, and you probably do
have the money for some of them. If I
were you, I'd free up the cash and buy
'em while you can.
Stereophtle, October 1999
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The Compact Disc was an important accomplishment
in stereo music reproduction. But over the years,
discerning listeners have demanded even more.
That's why Sony and Philips, the inventors of CD,
have created the new Super Audio Compact Disc
(SACD). It's the highest quality stereo sound source
available today.
Unprecedented fidelity.
Super Audio Compact Disc utilizes advanced technology
in the pursuit of a single goal: superlative sound
quality. SACD is based on a fundamentally new
approach, Direct Stream Digital' encoding. This
one-bit system goes far beyond more bits and
higher sampling rates to produce nothing less than a
quantum leap in music resolution.
Greater simplicity.
To audiophiles, purity has always meant simplicity.
So with SACD, there's no option for lossy compression
of any kind. There's no option for music recorded at
anything less than the highest possible resolution.
And you'll never experience stereo derived from a
computerized fold-down. SACD is about music, pure
and simple.
Remarkable compatibility.
Music enthusiasts have already made a substantial
commitment to their CD collections. To protect this
investment, every SACD player performs superbly
with the more than 12 billion audio Compact Discs
currently in existence. And the SACD format also
includes a hybrid disc option that will play back
beautifully in the more than 600 million home, car
and portable CD players made since 1982.
Super Audio Compact Disc. What else would you
expect from the people who created the Compact Disc?
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The

Creation

of a

New Medium.

With the SACD format, music
companies can offer three
different types of discs. The
single-layer disc can store afull
album of high resolution music.
A dual-layer disc provides nearly
twice the playing time. There's
even ahybrid disc that contains
both ahigh density music layer
and astandard density CD layer
for compatibility with over 600
million CD players, worldwide.
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"A staggering
improvement otwr
what we have now."
-Robert Woods.
Telarc International

Super Audio Compact Disc is
dedicated to asingle goal: the
finest music reproduction possible.
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Beyond comparison.
Direct Stream Digital

Meaning

different,

even

when

processing is dramatically
compared

to

the

most

sophisticated PCM technology. This 1-bit system
encodes music at an astonishing 2,822,400 samples
per second. The result is more than just superb

of

frequency response

and

dynamic

range. You'll

hear the inner detail of choral ensembles. The

Pure

reverberation trailing from a guitar chord. And the
acoustic space surrounding the instruments. With
DSD technology, you hear every nuance of sound
reproduced with incredible ease and clarity.

Audio.

Moreover, many leading audiophile labels are already
conducting

multichannel DSD recording sessions.

Thanks to Direct Stream Transfer' lossless coding,
Direct Stream Digital encoding:

future SACDs

afoundation for the future.

2-channel and amultichannel mix of the same music.

For nearly 30 years, digital audio has been based upon

And the 2-channel mix will be fully compatible with

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) technology — and

current players.

will

be able

to

offer both

a

nobody knows PCM better than Sony. We've used it to
develop everything from Compact Disc and DAT to
professional DASH recorders and digital mixing
consoles. But to achieve a truly fundamental
breakthrough in music reproduction, Sony has invented
a truly amazing audio technology: Direct Stream
Digital (DSD®) encoding. DSD encoding is destined to
serve as the foundation for digital audio in the future.

The digital equivalent of straight wire with gain.
The DSD analog-to-digital converter produces a
one-bit pulse train that appears remarkably analog.
In

this

manner,

DSD

encoding

the

characteristics of analog sound. For recording artists,
producers and engineers,

Simplifying the signal path.

combines

advantages of digital recording with the well-regarded
DSD technology is a

priceless new tool. For audiophiles, it's a major step

Even the most advanced PCM record/playback

closer to pure music.

systems require decimation and interpolation
filters that can cause problems, including
requantization noise, passband ripple and

Analog
input signal

ringing. These degradations can smear musical
overtones,

muddy

compromise overall

the

soundstage

and

transparency. A radically

simpler approach, Direct Stream Digital processing
eliminates these problems by eliminating the filters. It
enables a1-bit signal to be recorded directly!

oso
ouNlut signal

IIIIiiiII
linannill II III11111
The Direct Stream Digital pulse train

RECORDING PROCESS
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"looks" remarkably like the analog

PLAYBACK PROCESS
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waveform it represents. More pulses

64fs
154

Delta Ségma
Modulator

Output Signal
Anakég Los
Pass Filter

point up as the wave goes positive
and down as the wave goes negative.

[Noise Shaping)

RECORDING PROCESS

PLAYBACK PROCESS
644
1bit

1bit

In high-end audio, simplest is best.
And compared to conventional PCM,
the new DSD system is far simpler.

[Noise Shaping)

Super Audio CD

"SACD conveys the
recorded performance
to the listener as
accurately as possible?
-Steve Epstein, Sony Classical
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"After having made
several recordings with
this technology, there is
no going back to
PCM —at any word
length or sampling rater
-Tom Jung, Digital Music
Products (DMP)

DIRECT STREAM DIGITAL/FIXED P

g
- I

full

Performance
Presenting the SCD-1.
Super Audio Compact Disc is a milestone in music
reproduction. So to demonstrate the new format to
the fullest, Sony has built alandmark component: the
SCD-1 Super Audio CD /CD player.
The SCD-1 features Accurate Complementary Pulse

The laser pickup signal
is especially sensitive to
electromagnetic interference.
That's why the Fixed Pickup
mechanism minimizes servo
current, reducing interference.

(ACP) density modulation that defeats the switching
distortion associated with conventional high-speed
semiconductors. Our Dual Discrete

optical pickup

has two lasers — one dedicated to CD, the other
optimized for SACD — for superb readout accuracy
on both types of disc. Plus the rigid Fixed Pickup
mechanism

minimizes

unwanted oscillation and

servo current distortion.
Achieving higher standards for standard CD.
The VC24 digital filter.
S-TACT stage, and Current
Pulse

DIA

converters are all

ICs designed and built by Sony.

Critical listeners will also appreciate that the SCD-1
is

arguably

Sony's

best

CD

player

ever.

The

Synchronous Time Accuracy Controller (S-TACT) is our
most effective method yet for suppressing time-base
jitter. Our Current Pulse D/A converter vanquishes
the

imprecision

of conventional, voltage-based

systems. And the VC24 digital filter performs twice
as many operation steps, for an altogether higher
degree of precision.
The SCD-1 uses Sony's
superbly rigid Base
Pillar construction.

Built to last.
Air-borne, shelf-borne and internal vibrations can
subtly degrade your music. The Sony SCD-1 controls
this problem across the board. The chassis features
an all-new Base Pillar (BP) construction which
combines two 5-mm base plates to form a massive
platform nearly half an inch thick. On it reside seven
high-carbon cast iron pillars, 4.5-mm side walls and
a 5-mm top plate. And the entire chassis rests on
eccentric, pinpoint, gel-filled insulator feet. As a
result, the SCD-1 maintains effortless transparency
and detail - from the softest pianissimo to the

ammill1111111111»

loudest fortissimo.

ACINV

There's also a more accessible Sony SACO player.
The SCD-771E5 incorporates most of the same
technology as the SCD-1, including the Fixed
II I

Pickup mechanism and ACP circuitry.

wear.

Music.
Legendary music.

"..SACD's
petfonnance is truly
astep forward in
consumer nitish•
presentation. .r
-John Eargle, Director of Recording,
Delos International
ern
Rme,o.

SACO has triggered an outpouring of music by the
world's preeminent artists, both past and present.
Jazz greats like Dave Brubeck, Miles Davis, Herbie
Hancock, Milt Jackson, Wynton Marsalis and Oscar
Peterson. Classical stars like Emanuel Ax, Glenn
Gould, Yo-Yo Ma and Isaac Stern. And the world's
finest orchestras under the batons of Leonard
Bernstein, Eugene Ormandy, Wolfgang Sawallisch
and Bruno Walter. These performances were singular
events. Now captured on SACD, these titles gloriously
demonstrate music the way it should be.

"The kind of resolution
Iam accustomed to
experiencing while in
the studio, listening
to the direct
microphone feed."
-Joe Harley, AudioQuest Music

•eb.

SONY

SUPER AUDIO CD
To find out how much more there is to hear, visit aSony SACO retailer.

Call 1-800-222-SONY or visit
www.sony.com

Sony Electronics Inc. 1Sony Drive. Park Ridge NJ 07656 http://www.sony.com
01999 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Sony, DSD, Direct Stream Digital,
Dual Discrete, Super Audio CD, the DSD logo and the Super Audio CD logo are trademarks of Sony. Direct Stream Transfer is atrademark of Philips.
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A nourishing box-lunch picnic.

What got me thinking about all of
this is the recently launched and ongoing limited-edition — no more than 500
copies of each—Classic Records 45rpm
series. Expensive? Yes. (Approicimately
$10 per disc, so afour-LP set is $40)
Worth it? Clearly. These records and
boxed sets will not be around forever, or
even for long. As time passes and they
appreciate in value (as they surely will),
many of you will be wondering, "What
was Ithinking by not buying afew?"
Count on it.
What's the big deal about these sets?
When you master for 45rpm playback,
you can stretch out the length of the
groove undulations. This reduces the acceleration demands of the peaks and valleys, making it much easier for your cartridge to trace them. Dynamics are pretty much limited only by what's on the
tape, and distortion is greatly reduced,
especially at the inner grooves —which,
on this series, don't go all that fin in. And
Classic's 45rpm series features one-sided
records for better platter/LP contact
The downside is the limited amount of
information you can fit on arecord side at
45rpm. What can fit on one two-sided
33% LP can require four or five singlesided 45s. So, yes —when you play these
sets, you'll be getting up more often, and
this can be potentially spell-breaking, particularly with classical music. It's astep
back in many ways, at atime when you
can sit down and listen to an entire symphony on one CD —except that you'll
lose interest after 10 minutes.
Bottom Line: The sound of these
45s is so spectacular, you won't mind
getting up.
For instance...
Why is it that, more than 40 years after
the performance, Belafonte At Carnegie
Stereophile, October 1999

Hall is still interesting to anyone? It's so
easy for cocky types to dump on Belafonte and those who enjoy this slice of
recorded history No, Belafonte's not
Eddie Vedder or Fred Durst, and he's
certainly not Sonny Rollins — and that's
fine. Perhaps Belafonte was/is not an
"artist" but merely an "entertainer." So
what? His command of stage and audience that spring evening in 1959 is still
awe inspiring and, yes, entertaining.
What's more, the live recording is
among the finest you'll ever hear —
especially at 45rpm. It's sick how much
better the high-speed version is, how
much more detail you'll hear, how
much more space you'll feel, how much
bigger, cleaner, richer, and more relaxing is the overall presentation.
Eight records in a handsome black
box (LSO 6006-45) will set you back
over $80, but if you're afan of this performance and recording, do yourself a
favor and drop the cash. DSD and
DVD-Audio notwithstanding, this is as
close as you'll get to the sound of amaster tape, of being transported back in
time and reliving the event as if was
occurring live in your listening room.
Idon't care how many times you've
played the original, or even Classic's
33% reissue — you'll hear it anew way
at 45rpm. Stage depth is greatly increased, and as Belafonte walks around
to kibitz with the musicians and work
the audience, you'll be amazed at where
he ends up on the stage and in your listening room. Good as the 33% version
is, it will sound congested and compressed in comparison. Sibilance you
may have thought was part of the recording will be gone, leaving the most
lifelike, three-dimensional apparition of
Belafonte you've ever heard.
Of course, if Belafonte isn't your bag,

who cares how good the recording
sounds? Classic's got another title critics
love to hate: Dave Brubeck's lime Out
(CS 8192-45). Perhaps Brubeck is to
jazz what The Boston Pops is to classical music, but there's always Paul
Desmond's lyrical sax and Joe Morello's
drumming. No hard sell will convince
any jazz aficionado that the Brubeck
Quartet made meaningful music, but
Time Out is aclassic, and that's the name
of the label.
The 45rpm edition of Time Out is
worth owning just for "Take Five" and
the other crowd pleaser, "Blue Rondo A
La Turk." Again, the sound is so physically big, so incredibly dynamic, you'll
find yourself sinking in and enjoying
this disc just for the sheer physical pleasure of it. Morello's cymbal crashes and
bass-drum explosions are entertainment
enough, but Desmond's airy sax creates
asonic soufflé that's positively intoxicating. And if you haven't heard it before,
the tape edit on "Take Five" will jump
out at you like ajack-in-the-box.
This is the kind of prose that makes
people hate audiophiles. Who cares?
Sonny Stitt Blows the Blues (MG VS
6149-45) features the hard-blowing,
Bird-like alto saxophonist in asinglesession L.A. pickup date with Mel
Lewis, Leroy Vinnegar, and Lou Levy
— not aset that changed the world,
but damn enjoyable and very well
recorded, though the separation is
excessive. Classic's 33% reissue is
good, but the 45 is so much better,
especially dynamically. Vinnegar's bass
has much better focus, definition, and
extension, Lewis' cymbals are more
biting and detailed, Levy's piano is
cleaner, and Stitt's sax is BIG and
round between the speakers. A great
set for late-night listening.
51

"The
Best
Keeps
Getting
Better"
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Synergistic Research

"I recently replaced my Resolution Reference Phase ll interconnects with an updated version. The difference in performance between the old interconnects and the new version
featuring Synergistic Research's proprietary Discrete Shielding is pretty startling. There's a
lot more air and harmonic detail, with greater bass extension, and deeper, more open
soundstaging; there is also significantly more high frequency information, yet the
overall frequency response is alot smoother, less brassy and forward. It made
the old interconnects, themselves no slouches, sound rather veiled by
"Designers' Reference
\ comparison. Damn." -Chip Stern, Stereophile, April 1999, Vol.22
,
on the effects of Discrete Shielding!
reigned supreme over all other
AES/E'BU's I've tried." -Jonathan
Scull, Stereophile, Vol. 21 No. 1on Syn"...like the Resolution Reference speaker cables, the
ergistic Research Designers' Reference DigiDesigners' Reference interconnects are the best
tal prior to Discrete and Active Shielding!
I've heard to date." -Brian Damkroger, The
Absolute Sound, Volume 21 Issue 111
on Designers' Reference Interconnect and Resolution Refer*Call now for anew brochure on Active
ence Speaker Wire prior
and Discrete Shielding 1-800-578-6489 or visif'
44 1
"4e
to Discrete and Active Shielding!
our new web site at www.SynergisticResearch.com

fe,

S

ynergistic Research SOI Superior Ave. Newport Beach Calif 92663 is Inel 1-949-642-2800

Classic's classical 45s
With originals of Fritz Reiner and the
CSO's legendary 1954 stereo recording
of Strauss's Also sprach Zarathustra (RCA
Living Stereo LSC-1806) going for
$500 and up, Classic's original 33% reissue was much anticipated, and very disappointing to many. Of course, if you
didn't have the original, you didn't
know what you were missing, but for
those few lucky enough to own the
original, the reissue was sufficiently off
the mark sonically to preclude recommendation. The strings were aparticular letdown: hard and dry compared to
the original's lush and silky tone.
Now Classic has gone back and
found a second production master —
not the one it was originally given by
the late Jack Pfeiffer — and cut it at
45rpm (LSC 1806-45). Apparently the
original 30ips two-track master had
been spliced into a stereo demo reel
played for executives at ameeting and
was subsequently lost. Two 15ips production masters survive, and while
Pfeiffer preferred the one he provided,
the one used for this issue is clearly
warmer, and closer to the 1954 LP —it's
the very same tape used to master the
original pressing.
The difference is more than simply
the speed increase: Ihave a45rpm test
pressing of the other tape, and this one
is much better. In terms of detail, presence, dynamics, and size, this 45rpm
version rules, though some diehards will
still prefer the original's warmth even
though it comes at the expense of highfrequency extension, clarity, and dynamics. But good luck finding acopy —
and do you really want to spend $500 or
more when you can have this superbsounding reissue?
So in the "I could kick myself"
department, if you've got money for
only one Classic 45rpm reissue, don't
miss Zarathustra. Even if you don't like
classical music, get this — you'll grow
into it like your older brother's suit.
Classic has also issued a nine-disc
45rpm boxed set of one of the rarest
and most-sought RCAs: The Royal
Ballet: Gala Performances (LDS 6065-45),
originally part of RCA's opulently packaged Soria series. This set, licensed from
British Decca and recorded in famed
Kingsway Hall by Kenneth Wilkinson,
features spectacularly natural sound
with some of the cushiest strings ever
put on tape. Ihaven't heard the original
two-LP set, and you have to ask yourself
if you really want to listen to excerpts
from Swan Lake, The Nutcracker, et al in
what Igather are not the most inspired
Stereophile, October 1999

readings. Nonetheless, the sound on this
set is absolutely ravishing, and it will
surely become acollector's item.
Classic has been listening to its customers; the other recent classical titles
issued at 45rpm include the indispensable Piaures at an Exhibition (LSC 220145), Scheherazade (LSC 2446-45), Gaitè
Parisienne (LSC 1817-45), Witches' Brew
(LSC 2225-45), Lt. Kije and Song of the
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If you've got money for
only one Classic 45rpm
reissue, don't miss
Zarathustra.

Nightingale (LSC 2150-45), The Pines of
Rome and The Fountains of Rome (LSC
2436-45), and The Reiner Sound (LSC
2183-45). The originals of these are all
highly prized by audiophiles, RCA collectors, and just plain music lovers.
There will be more classical and
jazz titles coming as well on 45, including Ella Fitzgerald's Clap Hands,
Here Comes Charlie! (V6 4053-45) and
Let No Man Write My Epitaph (V6
4043-45) (both on two-disc sets, featuring selected cuts), as well as Mingus
Ah-Um (CS 8171-45) in its entirety.
The time to buy these limited edition
LPs is not later, but now. There won't be a
later. By the way, the RTI pressings were
uniformly flat and dead quiet. Iplayed
through every sealed set Classic sent me
to audition, and there were four or five
pops and ticks in total. That's impressive.
Website alert
A while back Ipromised alist of good
vinyl websites, and I've been compiling
them ever since, but afew weeks ago
someone sent me the mother of all
vinyl websites, the one that lists all or
most of them in one place: www.hel
sinIci.fi/-tuschano/records/. Go there
and don't look back! There are hundreds
of sites where you can buy and sell vinyl
and learn about other collectors' fetishes.
An example of what I found is
www.yokono.com/collection/beatles/
ulc./1p/uk_lp.html. If you have areasonably fast modem, you'll learn about and
see everything you wanted to know
about collecting original British and
Japanese Beatles albums. It's afantastic
resource with great colorjacket and label
scans, and examples of what separates
first, second, and later pressings, etc.

Plug that
nasty AC
Into one
of our
power
gener

You have simply NEVER
heard anything like this
in your life.
The Power Plant series
of AC generators creates
perfect power for your
system...and we can prove
it in your home.
PS power amps and the Digital
Lens Il are next.

Audio
WWW.PS AUDIO.COM
877-772-8340

Check our discussion page!
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DEFINING AFFORDABLE

HIGH

END

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES

Twenty years of avant-garde
manufacturing and engineering enables
KIMBER KABLE to offer the most
significant 'sane' loudspeaker cables
in High End audio.

The Monocle, BiFocal (biwire) and
TriFocal (triwire) cables allow signal to
flow untouched by external vibration
and RF influences. Each model
has been engineered and precisely
manufactured by KIMBER KABLE
to deliver the highest fidelity while
maintaining aconservative price.

Visit our web site or contact us for more
information and your nearest dealer.

Monocle X - 58o eight foot pair*
Monocle XL - 88o eight foot pair*

fib

KIM3ER KABLE
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2752 South 1900 West. Ogden Utah 84401 • 8cm-621-553o •fax 8cm-627-698o • www.kimbercom

Analog
Very cool site.
Another one Ifound on the "helsinki"
site is www.alphalink.com.au/- sfy/
RT/FC/FHalbum.hmil. That's aRichard Thompson/Fairport Convention archive with great color scans of original
British LPs, song listings, links, etc. Tim
Buckley fans might want to check out
www.alphalink.com.au/
sfy/RT/FC/F Halbu m.html.
And so it goes. You can spend the rest
of your life surfing the Web for vinyl.
Believe me, an hour passed between
these two paragraphs!
I was in Chicago recently and
stopped in at Hi-Fi Records, a neat
new/used record and CI) store on
North Rush Street. Ifound the first of
three two-LP sets (Captain Beefheart and
His Magic Band Grow Fins fel: Just Got
Back From The City/Electricity, Xeric
)(ER-LP-98) that will comprise (Grow
Fins), the five-CD Captain Beefheart
boxed set just out on John Fahey's
Revenant label (www.beefheart.com).
The LPs are being issued by Table of the
Elements in Atlanta, and both the gatefold packaging and the pressings are
first-class. Included is afill-sized (11 1
/"
4
square) 24-page booklet with interviews, essays, and cool photos.

All of the music on these two discs is
unreleased Beefheart demos and live
recordings. If you're aCaptain fan, it's a
must-have. If you're not familiar with

Ifinally got the finished
180gm, gatefold-jacketed
Byrds albums from
Sundazed. The price
is right: $12.98 each!
his brand of psychedelta blues'n'hollers,
punk rock, and whatever else, this set
isn't ahad place to start. A surprising
amount of it sounds like the Stones'
Out of Our Heads album. These vinyl
editions are sure to become collector's
items, so ... you know the drill.
And finally, in this all-software column (that's what happens when you
move and your system sits in boxes for
three weeks), Ifinally got the finished
180gm, gatefold-jacketed Byrds albums
from Sundazed (www.sundazed.com).
If you're aByrds fan, you'll want these
first four issues. The price is right:
$12.98 each!
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Department of Corrections
In my review of the Conrad-Johnson
Premier 15 phono section in the July '99
issue, Iwrote about ademo Isaw in
Germany where Irecalled "seeing the
Clearaudio/Souther, Immedia RPM-2
and arm, VP! TNT Mk.IV/JMW
Memorial, Basis 2500/Graham 2.0,
Oracle/Graham, Linn LP12/Ittok, SME
Model 20/SME V, and some others..."
Well, my German correspondent —
who shall remain nameless, but who
helped set up that demo — tells me that
my memory was quite faulty. Almost
none of that stuff was in the demo. Sorry
about that.
Another German faux pas: The
Pagode stand Iraved about in that same
issue's "Analog Corner" is manufactured
by Finite Elemente, not Infinite Elemente. Duh.
Last but not least: In my show report
in the August issue, two Thorens turntables were priced incorrectly. The 2001
Isotrack costs $3600, not $2600. The
Ambiance costs $8000, not $9000. So
on average, Ihad everything correct!
In heavy rotation
Nothing. My system was down for
three weeks while Imoved.

AFamily of Winners
"As much as Iliked Magnepan's
earlier version of this system, the
3.5, Ihave to say that the MG3.6
represents aserious and heady
advance over its predecessor.
Jim Winey has incorporated
some of the tricks he learned (or
returned to, as the case may be)
in the design of the shockingly
good Maggie® 1.6 and put them
to good use here."
*Harry Pearson, The Absolute
Sound, June/July, '99
"At an unbelievable $1475 the
pair, this one (MG1.6/0R) is going
to knock 'em dead."
*Harry Pearson, The Absolute
Sound, July/Aug.,98
"In my 20 years of involvement in
the audio hobby, Ican't think of
another product that has offered
as much performance for as little
money as the MG1.6/0R. Highly,
very highly recommended."
"Brian Damkroger, Stereophile,
January, '99

"...that's what the (MG)1.6's are-the best sound you can buy for
fifteen hundred dollars."
Von Valin, Fl magazine, July, '99
"...the newest model from
Magnepan, the two-way, quasiribbon-sporting MG/2/0R--which
sells for the astonishingly benign
price of $950 per pair--are among
the most musically realistic
sounding speakers I've heard of
late. With that in mind, it's hard to
imagine large orchestral works
being better served than they are
by Magnepans, so lifelike and fullscale is the soundstage (which in
my room was akin to first-tier, not
orchestra, seating) and so effortless their ability to swing to full
orchestral climaxes."
'Wayne Garcia, Fl magazine,
March, 99
*Quotes reprinted with permission

111 MAGNEPAN
1645 Ninth Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

1-800-474-1646 -FAX 1-651-426-0441
Visit our Website for special offers --www.magnepan.com
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COMPRESSED
eo‘
CONDUCTOR
TECHNOLOGY (CCT)

Lower Resistance, Better Flexibility
and Mechanical Stability.
Greater High Frequency Surface Area
with minimal dielectric effects.
%. Minimal Strand-To-Strand jumping
for better imaging.

Breakthrough application combining the finest aspects
of stranded and solid core conductor technology
CCT
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Straight Wire has produced award-winning cables for over 15 years. Chosen for personnel and
corporate usage by numerous high-end and mainstream companies including Sony ES, JBL Synthesis,
B&W, Thiel, Klipsch, Aragon & Accurus to name afew. They rely on our no-nonsense designs &
engineering, build quality and consistency to allow their components to perform best.
Straight Wire led the way with Air-Space Dielectrics and Symmetrical Coaxial Designs in 1988;
Microporous Teflon Tapes and Advanced Coated Coppers in 1989; Hybrid Foam TPR insulation and
Coated Silver/Copper Hybrid conductors in 1994. Now Compressed Conductor Technology (CCT)
is introduced in 1998 in
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CRESCENDO &SERENADE speaker cables.

RMANCE FROM YOUR SYSTEM with CCT from

STRNGHT WIRE
2032 Scott Street, Hollywood, FL 33020, USA •Phone: (954) 925-2470 •Fax: (954) 925-7253 •www.straightwire.corn
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ohere Iam expounding on the
tendency of audio components —
especially tubes, capacitors, and
resistors — to become microphonic, and
you're wondering how you can find out
if there's any of that shakin' goin' on in
your system. And you want to do it easily and for next to nothing. The first
thing you do, then, is listen carefully to
Victor Tiscareno of AudoPrism. The following is his big idea, and adamn good
one it is.
Get thee hence to the nearest
RadioShack. Ask for their $11.99 Mini
Audio Amplifier/Speaker (part *2771008), and don't forget a9V battery.
Then pick up part *42-2421 — ashort
lead with alAi" mini-phone plug on one
end and apair of alligator clips on the
other. Then get part *42-2444, another
small cable with amini-plug to apair of
RCAs. They'll set you back something
around $2.50 each. Then, after making
sure no one sees you coming out of
RatShadc, find apair of RCA shorting
plugs. If you can't score afew at your
local high-end dealer or electronics supply house, make them up yourself
Separate acheap interconnect pair, cut it
in half, strip the wire off behind two of
the RCA connectors, and simply tie hot
and ground together. Shorting plugs are
optional, by the way. If you can't find
'em and don't wamia do anything with
your hands besides ... then don't worry,
be happy. If your system runs balanced
you can still get organized, but it's abit
more work finding the parts and putting
them together.
Back at home, fire up the system and
leave the preamp on Mute, or run the
volume down. Leaving the speaker
cables in place, attach the alligator clips
to the speaker binding posts, click the
mini-phone plug into your Mini Amp,
and turn up its volume. With 40dB of
gain, you'll hear your system's noise
floor. Do not play music or let any signal
appear at the amps' outputs, or else:
fried Mini Amp. And another thing —
this little guy should never be put across
apower supply! AudioPrism makes the
Noise Sniffer for snuffing out the gremlins riding the power line, but the Mini
Amp isn't meant to carry 120VAC.
Perhaps you'll hear hum, hiss, noise,
Stereophile, October 1999
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experiment with alittle glob of Blu-Tack
and see if it's worth further investigation.
The Mini Amp Method is also a
cheap, easy way to explore the noise
characteristics of anew tube set or replacement tube pair. Use apencil with
an eraser, or find the Dynaclear Tube
Tapper you always knew would come in
handy one day. (This is an audiophile
pencil, believe it or not, with aTtop and
two eraser heads. Bongggg ... paging
David Lynch!) One gently taps atube
In my experience, modern
while listening to the Mini Amp. Now
tubes are quite robust
that's what Icall acheap tube tester!
In my experience, modern tubes are
and nonmicrophonic,
quite robust and nonmicrophonic, be
they Russian, Chinese, or Slovak. Some
be they Russian,
desirable NOS (new old stock) Telefunkens and Bugle Boys can be noisy
Chinese, or Slovak.
when tapped. That doesn't mean they
won't sound perfectly wonderful. But
It might be less than you think. Of with microphonic tubes of any pedigree,
course, be sure to shut off the amp be- you can now experiment with different
tube-damping accessories to see which
fore plugging in or out.
Next, switch to the mini-plug-to- one most quiets the racket. Damping
RCA cable and insert the leads into microphonics doesn't guarantee improved
your source components' outputs, both sound, but I'd call it agood bet.
In general, acertain amount of hiss
tubed and solid-state. The rest of your
system can be turned off while you do from thennionic circuitry is normal and
this, with only the device under test acceptable. A roaring sound might indipowered up. You might be surprised at cate agassy tube. Thunder —described
how your phono stage roars and spits, or in the manual for the George Kaye Small
at the character of atubed preamp's Signal Tube Checker as "a rumbling lownoise floor. While typically lower in frequency avalanche" — generally indilevel, asolid-state noise floor bears ex- cates leakage or ashort in the heater
ploration as well. Lightly tapping the cathode. The tube might work, but not
chassis at different points will show up well. Tinkling bell-like sounds or whisany resonant hot spots resulting in zing- tles mean you've found amicrophonic
ing tubes or other microphonic compo- tube. Valves, as the British call tubes, can
nents. You can try gently tapping capac- oscillate in the audible and supersonic
itors and resistors in both tubed and ranges whether they're being bonged or
not. And here's another little tube tidbit:
solid-state gear as well.
What to do if your solid-state gear is Did you know that tubes are photosensiresonant or noisy? Try adding alittle tive? Listen for achange in the noise
weight to the top cover, or mount the floor as you vary the amount of light
unit on inexpensive Vibrapods or other falling on the component under test.
Another great setup trick from
Sorbothane-like footers. There's always
the bubble wrap/air-bladder route to in- Twealcer Tiscareno is perfect for elimiexpensive low-resonance tuning. And nating RFI-induced hum in high-gain
Mango Audio Labs makes available sev- phono stages. Simply loop the interconeral interesting vibration-control de- nects between turntable and preamp,
vices. They're little damping dots you which de-tunes the antenna effect.
press directly onto capacitors, resistors, Then move the "antenna coil" around
and even ICs. (They even offer Window until you find anull point, et voilà —
and Room Tuning Dots!) The Mango quiet vinyl replay.
Ah, life is good.
devices aren't exactly cheap, but you can

or tube rush. Try switching front-end
components with the source selector on
your preamp and listen to the noise
floor. It's always agood idea to mute or
lower the volume when switching
sources. Listening to your home-made
noise sniffer with the amplifier's inputs
shorted makes clear what the amplifier's
contribution to the overall noise level is.
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Larry Greenhill: Loudspeakers

yHI-FI '99 assignment — to cover all loudspeakers in two days — would have been impossible under the usually crowded Show conditions. But my task was eased by light attendance on
the last Trade Day and areduced number of manufacturers present —Snell, B&W, Bryston,
and Krell weren't there. Ipolled other Stereophile reviewers, visited manufacturers' websites, consulted
senior editor Jonathan Scull, called or e-mailed all of the above after the Show, and visited four Internet
'zines: www.stereophile.com, www.soundstagelive.com, Clement Perry's www.stereotimes.com, and
Steven Rochlin's www.enjoythemusic.com.
Idivided this report into three groups of loudspeakers: those below $4000/pair (less expensive), those
above $4000/pair (expensive), and those Ididn't spend enough time with. All prices listed are per pair.
Many of the less expensive speakers provided surprisingly good sonics. Coincident Technologies'
Eclipse provided aclean, open midrange and treble. Rated at 92dB/W/m sensitivity, this three-way system
has a1" titanium tweeter, 5" polypropylene midrange, and two side-mounted 8" woofers. The Eclipse's
nominal impedance is 15 ohms; Manley 300B tube monoblocks provided just enough power (18W).
Ray Kimber demonstrated his DiAural loudspeaker circuit (patent pending), designed to reduce the
Doppler distortion present in music recorded with microphones. While Kirnber warned that the circuit
wouldn't work in hybrid or electrostatic speakers, it currently is available for dynamic loudspeaker
crossovers. Those who heard Kimber's two-way demonstration speaker praised its
good bass response.
Very dynamic, punchy sound was heard from mbl ofAmerica's attractive 311D
"Terrific imaging, wide soundminimonitor ($3500/pair) on silver stands. Its low sensitivity rating of 84dB/W/m
staging and open highs," said LG
requires muscular amplification, however.
of System Audio's 3070 speaker,
Paradigm introduced anew version of the
seen here with Peter Hansen.
On the far right: Silverline's
Reference Series Studio 100 ($2200), featuring
Alan Yun with "a real
two 8" polypropylene bass drivers, a6.5" waxdiscovery" the Sonatina. >
loaded polypropylene midrange, and a1" dome
tweetet Another new offering, the Reference
NW*
Series Active 40, uses a125W amplifier to
power two 6.5" drivers for bass and
midrange, and a50W amplifier to drive
the 1" tweeter. Both speakers were
used to good effect in Paradigm's
high-definition home-theater demo
of A Bug's We, with a pair of
Reference Servo-15 subwoofers
providing huge amounts of
low-end punch and slam.
PSB Speakers introduced
its new Stratus Silver i
($1799),
a4ohm, floorstanding "2.5"way dynamic speaker with a
1" aluminum-dome tweeter
Stereophile, October 1999

In the E.A.R./Impact room, Shovvgoers
could compare SACD, DVD-Audio,
and CD versions of the new Water
Lily Acoustics recording of the
Philadelphia Orchestra. Seen here
are (left to right) Dan Meinwald
(EAR.), Mark Conti (Impact),
and Kavi Alexander (Water Lily). >

Town!

Larry Greenhill, Robert J. Reina, Zan Stewart, Rick Rosen, Lonnie Brownell,
and Jonathan Scull report from HI-FI '99, held in Chicago in May

A At the "Ask the Editors"
session, another bad joke is
delivered with impeccable
timing by moderator
Jonathan Scull.

Naim's Phil Ward with
his NBL loudspeaker. >

4

< Nearfield
Acoustics' George
Bischoff stands
proudly by his
PipeDream
speaker.
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YOU'RE LISTENING TO IT: RF interference in your AC line. If you could turn it off, you'd
hear your system as it was meant to sound: clean, pure and pristine, with abackground
as black as adarkened theater and a soundstage as palpable as the real thing.
New ISM Power Products control RF and EMI with individual CeralexTM units on the Live,
Neutral and Ground lines. Unlike typical power conditioners, there are no low-grade
transformers, so the design is compact and RF/EMI is absorbed without restriction of
AC current flow.
The ISM Power ModuleTM ($395): for power amps, subwoofers and electrostatic
loudspeakers. The ISM Power ScreenTM ($695): separate analog and digital outputs for
everything else in your system.

TARAIABS
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Lcarier

Phone: 541.488.6465
www.taratabs.corn
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and apair of 6.5" woofers, improved pedestal, and redesigned
Armstrong's "St. James Infirmary." Driven by Electrocomport. Paul Barton, PSB's president, had just finalized the designs
paniet's huge, black Nemo amplifiers (600W, $15,000) — crefor the new Image series, including the large Image T Tower,
ated especially to drive the B&W 801 Nautilus —the Circe
scheduled to be in stores by late summer.
reproduced Rutter's Requiem (RR-57CD) with room-shudderA real discovery was the Silverline Audio Sonatina
ing pipe-organ bass, massed choral voices, and no sign of corn($3495), afloorstanding three-way with adual woofer system
pression at high volume levels.
that played taut, well-defined bass without distortion.
The Avalon Acoustics Arcus loudspeaker ($6995) genFinished in bird's-eye maple, the Sonatinas were powered by
erated an impressively large, dynamic soundstage. A twoKR Enterprise's VT-8000 Vacuum transducer (75Wpc).
way, floorstanding, bottom-vented system, the Arcus features
The Sonatinas reproduced awonderfully transparent guitar
a1" inverted titanium-dome tweeter and an 8.5" Nomex/
accompaniment from Emmylou Harris' Spyboy (Eminent
Kevlar woofer. It was used in ahigh-resolution presentation
EM-25001-2).
of an Analogue Productions Originals recording session of
Open, sweet-sounding sonics were heard from the relaDavid "Honeyboy" Edwards at Blue Heaven Studios, with
tively sensitive (91dB/W/m) Soliloquy SM2A3 rninirnoni24/96 audio and full-motion, widescreen digital video.
tors ($1595 in rosewood with stands), driven by the
Although the Muse Electronics, Cardas Audio, and
Cary CAD2A3 monoblocks ($3995)
Acoustech equipment worked superbly with the
and aCary SLP-50 preamplifier
Arcus, nothing quite equaled the live guitar
($1295) fed by aRega Planar
While value-oriented
accompaniment provided by Analogue
25 turntable ($1295).
Productions recording artist Jimmie Lee
Terrific imaging, wide
speakers offered good sound
Robinson.
soundstaging, and open
My very first serious listening session
highs were produced by
at reasonable costs, the more
at HI-FI '99 — one not equaled in scope
System Audio's 1130
expensive loudspeakers
or intensity by anything else Iheard at
two-way ($1100) and
the Show — was Dynaudio's Evidence
3070 2.5-way ($5000)
produced no-holds-barred,
loudspeaker ($85,000). Dynaudio presiloudspeakers, driven by a
dent Wilfred Ehernholz walked the assemMagnum IA-200 amplifier.
jaw-dropping sonics.
bled members of the press through the
Providing a precise layering of
design features of the 297-lb Evidence, including
voices and instruments in a deep
----amodular construction that locks together the speaksoundstage, System Audio's dynamic floorer's two bass cabinets and central aluminum tweeterstanders delivered some of the best sound at the Show.
midrange unit with precision mechanisms. The crossover
Amazing bass emerged from Totem Acoustic's ultra-thin
uses ashallow-slope design with plug-in modules for each
Arro ($1100) and Forest ($3200) dynamic floorstanders.
frequency network. Although the Evidence is 82" high, its
Driven by AudioPrism Debut II amplifiers ($2495) and the
narrow footprint (9.6" wide by 22" deep) and controlled verSilver Signature Mantissa preamplifier ($5500), the Forests
tical tweeter dispersion focus the musical output on the lispresented pipe-organ recordings — both Rutter's Requiem
and the opening of Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D Minor — 5;', t ,
with thunderous, pulsating authority. Totem's Vince
Bruzzesc has optimized these speakers with unique decoupling/cabinet tuning devices: The Claw self-centering ballbearing and spike supports for bass enhancement, and The
Beak — a supercomputer-modeled aluminum
pod that sits atop the cabinet — to provide more
linearity in the 16-20kHz range.
While value-oriented loudspeakers offered
good sound at reasonable costs, the more
expensive loudspeakers at this Show produced
no-holds-barred, jaw-dropping sonics.
Perhaps they sounded as good as
r.
they did because they'd been optimized for two-channel operation
and tuned to overcome the
Palmer House Hilton's cramped
concrete rooms.
A ProAc's Model 3.8 loudspeaker made great music driven by
Classes humongous Omega amplifier.
Acarian Systems' Alón Circe
($12,000) put on two very different performances. Driven by
Herron Audio's all-tube M-150 I
I
I
-..,
monoblocks (150W, $5300),
VTSP-1 preamplifier ($3650), and
VTP H-1MC phono preamp
($3250 for moving-coil), the Circe
did best at accurately reproducing
4 Wilson's Trent Workman with
vocal timbres and presenting startling
the v6 0 of the venerable
vocal realism, as heard on Louis
WATT/Puppy speaker system

:,-
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Audiophile
Systems, Ltd.

Aliens Take Control
It's finally happened. Aliens have taken control of our music. What aliens? The
British, of course -specifically those folks at ARCAM. What music? The music you
relax to in the Jacuzzi, or exercise to in the family room, or read with in the den.

High Performance
Audio Components

Digital Converters
& Upsamplers

C, M & X Series
Loudspeakers

Arcan RIPh/ le
Multtroom RnPlifler

1

-
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With the MARC (Multi-Area Remote Control) plug-in module for the Alpha 10
Integrated Amp, you can now enjoy true high-performance audio throughout
your home -and still afford to buy groceries. MARC is a 5-zone multi-room

Inversion & Classic
Loudspeakers

controller with independent source selection and volume control for each zone.
An impressive array of features...continued at www.asIgroup.com/october/marc.htm

Aegis Series
Loudspeakers

Aegis One, Competition Nothing
When we first heard the $299 a pair Aegis Ones we

SEARCH

were speechless. So we thought we'd let Britain's
What Hi-Fi? write the rest of this article.

a

"...the Aegis Ones are capable of jaw-dropping
performance. Their ultra-light 13cm aluminum
alloy cones give them a crisp, dynamic quality
unparalleled at the price, impressing with

High Tech Carbon Fiber
Drivers, Handcrafted
Cabinets, and Allen
Boothroyd Styling -Read
about the new Castle
Acoustics Inversion Series.

The Need for Speed -We
test drive the Audiovector
M1 Signature loudspeaker.

exceptional levels of clarity and presence. Place them
on sturdy stands and their midrange definition is
superb, brimming with pace and snap, while bass
weight is strong enough to... continued at
www.asIgroup.com/octoberlaegis.htm

Up Yours!
In the January of 1999 Stereophile
Jonathon Scull said, "Imagine your entire collection of CDs
rendered with stunning clarity
and utmost musicality...lt doesn't
get any better than this."
He was talking about the amazing

CONTACT I:1

transformation that takes place
when conventional CDs are upsampled from 16/44 to 24/96 with a piece of
professional studio gear made by dCS called the 972 Digital to Digital Converter.
Now, with the introduction of the dCS Purcell, a home version of the 972, anyone

AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.
8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658

with a24/96 DAC can breath new life into their entire CD collection. And, if you
happen to be the proud owner of adCS Elgar Ring DAC, you can even upsample
to 24/192!
How's it work? Well, the...continued at www.asIgroup.comloctober/purcell.htm
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president, Charles van Oosterum, explained that each threetener, making the Evidence less room-dependent than other
way, ported, 8 ohm Ceramique consists of a 1.5" cloth
large loudspeakers. Driven by aMark Levinson Reference
ScanSpeak tweeter, 4.5" concave ceramic midrange, and
System —No31.5 CD transport, No30.6 DAC, No32 preEton 11" woofer, all internally wired with silver-gold alloy
amplifier, and two No33 power amplifiers —the Evidences'
cables. The Ceramique 1.0 displayed superb resolution, with
sound was spectacular. Dynaudio's music showcased the
adeep, broad soundstage and effortless dynamics. One visispeaker's strengths —very convincing reproduction of naturtor to the TreMa/Kharma/Larnrn suite interrupted our
al piano sound, precise resolution of timpani head overtones,
reverie to ask, "Why are you all sitting so still?"
and huge dynamic range — but also revealed an emphasis on
mbl ofAmerica provided aclean, highly dynamic sound
vocal sibilants. However, Ihad no nits to pick
with apair of imposing 101D Radialstrahlers ($32,900) drivwith its reproduction of
en by mbPs 9006 amplifiers (470W) fed by an mbl 6010C
"The Mooche," aclassic
preamplifier, 1621CD transport, and associated cables.
Duke Ellington jazz
Dynamic sonics with lots of pace'n'rhythrn were generatpiece
recorded
by
ed by Meadowlark Audio's Hot-Rodded Heron ($5000).
Jerome Harris' band on
Employing a 0.75" VIFA paper-cone dome, a 4" Audax
Rendezvous
(StereoAerogel midrange, and two 7" woofers, the Heron follows
phile STPH013-2). The
Meadowlark's design philosophy of first-order crossovers,
acoustic was outstanding
time-coherent driver arrays, and transmission-line bass sysin its dynamics, capture of
tems. As it played "The Mooche," Chip Stern and Iagreed
the bass guitar, drum-head
that we preferred the Hot-Rodded Heron to the larger Blue
timbre, and just the right
Heron speaker ($8000), at least in a
edginess on the saxoPalmer House room.
phone. Even the album's
Nairn Audio's Phil Ward
recording engineer —John
The acoustic was
introduced me to the passiveAtkinson — was pleased.
configured Naim NBL, or
Sounding especially good were
outstanding in its dynamics,
Nested Box Loudspeaker
EgglestonWorks five-way Rosa
($11,300). He designed
($9500) and two-way Isabel ($2900) capture of the bass guitar, drum-head
the NBL to sit near the
loudspeakers. These were driven by
rear wall but far from
the new 250Wpc Mark Levinson
timbre, and just the right edginess on
side walls. System Q is
No335 amplifier ($7500) resting on
maintained over differaZ,oethecus stand ($1940), aMark
the saxophone. Even the album's
ent volume levels by
Levinson
($6500) andNo.3805
Transparent
preamplifier
Ref
recording engineer—John Atkinson
venting the bass cabinet
,
erence
into the main cabinet via a
cables. A Z-Systems RAP-1 reference
—was pleased.
precision acoustic resistance.
equalizer ($5000) had the system fine-tuned
Different drivers are isolated in three
to aT, allowing the Rosa speaker to disappear to
cabinets inside the main cabinet to avoid
be replaced by athree-dimensional, rock-solid image of
driver intermodulation. Two horizontally opposed 8" bass
the chorus in Rutter's Requiem.
units fire out of the cabinet sidewalls in apush-push configuThe Hales Design Group's expensive Alexandra loudration. Driven by Nainri NAP 135 mono amplifiers (75W),
speaker ($30,000), driven by Balanced Audio Techthe passive NBL exhibited excellent rendering of vocal timnologies' VK-60 tube amplifiers ($4950) and VK-50SE preamplifier ($7500), provided stunningly transparent sound,
layered soundstiging, rock-solid imaging, and detailed bass.
Robert J. Reina's Most Exciting
Deceptively small for afull-range, three-way floorstander,
Affordable
Products at HI-Fl '99
the 180-lb Alexandra features a40-lb midrange-tweeter head
Sounds Like My Big Brother Award: Both the Silverline
unit of machined aluminum. Its beryllium-diaphragm ribbon
SR12 ($695/pair) and the System Audio 1105
tweeter, driven by neodymium magnets, extends the speak($500/pair) loudspeakers shared the open, transparent,
er's rated frequency response to an incredible 80kHz, ±3dB.
and tactile character of the companies' more expensive
Emmylou Harris' voice on Spyboy had the best timbre, transwares.
parency, and realism I've heard anywhere. This system gave
Why Didn't They Think of This Before? Award: The
me goosebumps!
NAD L40 CD receiver features an entry-level CD player
Very dynamic, detailed sound was made by the new
and receiver in one box, controlled by asingle user-friendly
Joseph Audio Pearl ($15,000). Named for the designer's
remote. NAD also sells a complete system package,
mother, the Pearl uses the company's Infinite Slope
including a pair of PSB Alpha Mini speakers and
Crossover with 120dB/octave rolloff to coordinate the sysPhoenix Gold speaker cables, for $799. The excellenttem's 1" silk-dome tweeter, 6/5" magnesium midrange (with
sounding combination was most remarkable because of
copper phase plug), and two 8" aluminum woofers with
the NAD's Bass EQ switch, the most useful tone control
four-layer voice-coils. Ihad to agree with Chip Stern that the
I've ever seen —just press the button and add half an
Pearls, driven by aVTL TL-5.5 preamp and VTL MB-750
octave of bass without adding any noticeable coloration
Reference monoblocks, sounded "see-through, deep, and
higher in the spectrum.
holographic, with unbelievable soundstaging."
Sounds More Expensive Than It Is Award: The Odyssey
Ilistened, with eyes closed, to Ravel's Boléro (Teldec 0630Stratus power amp from Symphonic-Line —150Wpc
13133-2) on apair of Kharma Ceramique 1.0s ($14,999)
for $1295!!!
-Robert .
). Reina
driven by Lamm ML.1 monoblocks (100W, $16,000), using
Kharma power, interconnect, and speaker cables. Kharma's
Stereophile, October 1999
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"The GCD-750's D/A converter isfirst-class."
Lawrence W. Johnson, for AudoVideo Interiors (January 1999)

"Vocals were simply terrific with the ADCOM"
Wayne Garcia, Fi (February 1999)

"The GCD-750 simply sounded musical."
Anthony H. Cordesman, AUDIO (March 1999)

Simply Outstanding.
10 Timber Lane

Marlboro, New Jersey 07746
1999 ADCOM

732.683.2356
All rights reserved

Fax 732.683.2358

wvwv.adcorn.corn
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bre, resolution of choral voices, and delineation of dynamic
contrasts. The triamped active Naim NBL in the next suite
had "remarkably... stable soundstaging," according to Chip
Stern —afier he'd "popped the cover on the crossover to deemphasize midbass, making the system even sweeter and
more open."
Especially eye-catching was Nearfield Acoustics'
PipeDream Model 15 loudspeaker system ($24,000).
Veneered in deeply lustrous bubinga, an African rosewood,
the Model 15 consists of a90-driver line-source array —15
midranges and 30 tweeters per 5' tower—with four 18"
woofers (two per subwoofer in apush-push configuration)
and an equalizer-crossover. The towers have a nominal
impedance of 5.5 ohms and asensitivity of 94.5dB/W/m,
enabling them to be driven by the 18W Lamm ML-2s
($23,990). Operating from 65Hz down, the subwoofers
require aminimum of 200W of amplification. Sonics were
smooth, open, extended, and involving.
ProAc's Richard Gerberg was demonstrating the ProAc
3.8 full-range floorstander ($7200), driven by a Classé
Omega amplifier. The speaker has a1" soft dome, air-cooled
tweeter, and two 7" carbon-fiber woofer-midrange/bass
drivers. Finished in arich ebony veneer, the 3.8s delivered a
smooth, open response.
Vienna Acoustics' three-way, floorstanding Mahler
($9800) impressed me with its dynamics, wall-to-wall soundstaging, and resolution of vocal lines. Two side-firing, 10"
Eton honeycomb cone bass drivers (22-70Hz), two 7"
midranges (70Hz-4kHz), and one 12" ScanSpeak siliconlayered silk-dome tweeter 4-20kHz) comprise the driver set.
This loudspeaker's timbrai accuracy, dynamic range, and low
distortion rival those of many more expensive full-range systems, and provided one of the best sounds at the Show.
Wilson Audio introduced the WATT/Puppy 6.0
($18,600), asignificantly upgraded version of this classic loudspeaker that extends the bass response one octave deeper, to
reach 20Hz. To accomplish this, the new 6.0 is taller and
deeper than the 5. The 6.0 uses two 8" woofers, one 7"
midrange, a1" inverted-dome tweeter, and
has a high system sensitivity of
92dB/W/m. In order to better tune the
6.0 to the room, it now employs the
same phase-alignment construction —
angling the upper WATT unit with
spikes of different lengths —used in
the company's MAXX speaker.
The all-Wadia system support
electronics — featuring the
exotic 390 decoder controller and 790 PowerDACs
($70,000) — provided
open, dynamic, effortless
power. The demonstration
music seemed dynamic
and forceful, especially a
startlingly realistic and
involving song from Paul
McCamiey's Unplugged.
YBA's new Gala loudspeaker ($6000) and GalaSW subwoofer ($7000) were
shown, for the first time, in
Audio
Plus's
crossover
room, which featured home
theater and superb audio.
Stereoptule, October 1999

Looking like an asymmetrical WATT/Puppy, the Gala
consists of a0.5" tweeter and a5" mid-woofer, and the
Gala-SW has one 10" woofer. Both enclosures are constructed of awood/cement composite, as well as being
internally lined with asheet of lead lmm thick. The YBA's
sonics were dramatic and involving.
My brief visits prevented me from commenting on many
of the respected loudspeakers at HI-FI '99. From fellow
Stereophile writers and from the Internet 'zines, Iheard positive accounts of the Atma-Sphere Project T-3, Epos ES12,
Gershman Acoustics GAP, Impact Charisma speaker and
La Bomba subwoofer, Infinity Prelude MTS, Kirksaeter
Audio Silverline 200, Legend Audio Design minimonitor,
Linn ICeltik driven by Klimax monos, Martin-Logan
ReQuest, Merlin Music Systems VSM-SE, NHT VT-3,
Odyssey, Stanley Linnbar Audio UD-65 Pro, and the
Waveform Mach 17. Ihope to spend more time with these
products —or their successors —at the next Show.

Zan Stewart: Recorded Music

E

very report from HI-FI '99 essentially focuses on the
hardware. Here's one that spotlights the software,
which is what you might expect from aStereophile
music writer. My job at the Show was to find music that I
liked and tell you how it sounded, keeping in mind both the
gear it was played on and the room in which it was played.
An easy starting point was the Thorens exhibit, because it
was located afew doors from my own room —I could always
hear what they were spinning as soon as Iopened my door.
One favorite was Dave Brubeck's "Take Five," which was
auditioned on the Ambiance turntable, TMA 2000

mammal

A One of jazz critic Zan Stewart's best-sounding rooms—Vandersteen 5
speakers driven by Audio Research amplification.

< Musés Kevin Halverson,
leading the 24/96 revolution.
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It's Coining
Loudspeaker technology
living up to the promise.
Anew way.
Breakthrough advances in
both electrostatic transducer
and dynamic driver implementation unfold the audio
experience to new holographic levels—effortlessly.
les coming in January, but you
can find out about it now.
Contact your MartinLogan
dealer or visit our website for
aglimpse of the future—the
uncompromised heart of any
system.

M ARTIN LOGAN
785.749.0133
www.martinlogan.com
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Expect to read about it in "Analog Corner,"
goes into both receptacles of astanwhere Mikey will tell us if Vinyl-Zyme's
dard wall plate.
grunge-removing properties make Nirvana
The Power-PC' from Goguen
LPs sound like the Archies.
Industries was aserious turn-on. Its
It was great to see new developments
eight outlets of conditioning can be set
on the vinyl frontier. One guy who's makfor sequential, user-programmable
ing the future safe for LP lovers is Music
timed power-up/down. It's triggered by
Hall's Roy Hall, whose cool MMF-2
remote control, acomponent, or even
turntables are selling like they're not
tag-teamed by another cascaded Powergoing out of style. Roy showed us the
PC" unit, which can either pick up
decidedly tweaky Ringmat Support
where the previous one left off, or work
System from Ringrnat Developin parallel. Among numerous features is
ments, which consists of color-coded
the exclusive Surge Ground
System,
shim mats of different thicknesses to
which diverts all dangerous current events
compensate for LP variations, so
to an external ground path, away from
your VTA will always be right. It
your cherished equipment, and that's good
news. It could be worth the $1200 asking
to d. Robe Ste i
n cRoimngecsapwith$370.
cabtesLP
Statmat and
price just to watch the front-panel LEDs
.
COtnre-and l
itttasystem
s
ate
e.Those of you who still listen to CDs
and your equipment cycle up and down at
The cabie
reak.
CO.”1have not been forgotten. Ultrasystems'
the flick of abutton.
ab
Robert Stein showed us the Audio Desk Systeme CD
What's the surest way to isolate your systakes
Lathe ($495-$550). This cool tool gently grinds little
tem from the electrical grid? You could try unplugging
curlicues from the edge of your disc (it's true) to make it spin
your components, of course, but Paul McGowan at PS
smoothly and to leave it with an edge beveled at 38°, giving
Audio has abetter idea. The Power Plant Series of AC synit the desired reflective properties As Prescribed By Science.
thesizers take the AC energy from your socket, convert it to
If you want to listen to CDs, just not all the way through,
DC, and then — using a high-end stereo amp and DSP
the Xtrax System from Xtrax Labs might be for you. Just affix
sinewave generator —convert it back to AC to deliver apure
one of their stickers around the spindle hole of your disc and
60Hz, 115V output. The smallest unit, the P300 (four outblacken out the square corresponding to the track you'd like to
lets, 300W, $995), should handle most source components.
edit out. Place the disc in acompatible player and voilà —you'll
We look forward to trying one soon.
never have to listen to "I'll Follow the Sun" again! The logic
The power line isn't the only link of the audio chain beset
circuit required adds only about four bits to the manufacturby unwanted nastiness. Have you looked at your LPs under
ing cost of any digital media player.
an electron microscope lately? The researchers at BuggIn the interest of supporting your local audio system,
tussel, LLC have, and what they found in those precious
Musical Advancement Company (MAC) introduced
grooves is abreeding ground of microorganisms, as in bactetheir three-shelf Grand Stand component rack. It's fitted with
ria and fungi. Yeeuchhh. That's why they've developed Vinyltheir platforms, which make a sandwich of three woods
Zyme Gold, our Tweak of the Week. It's anontoxic, enviselected for their sonics and bonded by vibration-controlling
ronmentally friendly enzyme solution that digests microbes
adhesive. Yung. DJ Casser showed us his new Black
in 15-30 seconds, urging their little hooked feet to relinquish
Diamond Racing Screw Things — carbon-fiber discs
their hold on your vinyl (and the other grit and detritus they
designed to be bolted between Pyramid Cones and loudattract and cling to) and leaving it far more mic-rophotogenic.

Rick & Lonnie's HI-FI '99 Room System

II

fyou start with agood room, you're
well on your way to good sound.
This year Rick and Lonnie started
with a good room —maybe the best
ever. It was a large, rectangular box,
roughly 15' by 20', with beds at one end,
aTV cabinet at the other, and aplush
chair that could be waltzed into the
sweet pot. All that was needed to make
beautifùl music was some equipment.
This year's cast of components
included the California Audio Labs
CL-20 DVD player ($2495) as the
audio/video source, with the venerable
RadioShack CD-3400 on deck for
CD-Rs. The Anthony Gallo Acoustics Nucleus Micro speaker system
($699, including wire and woofer-ball)
with stands was driven by the brand-
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new VTL IT-85 integrated amp
($2500). All were musically joined
with the help of Cardas Neutral
Reference interconnects ($480/meter
pair) and Crosslink IS speaker cables
($135/2.5m).
It took longer than usual for everything to break in and to get the speaker
placement just right. The final adjustment involved the woofer: placing it
directly on the floor — anywhere —
resulted in bass that was heavy and onenote-ish. Many things they tried, but
the winning combination was found by
filling aPalmer House ice bucket about
halfway with water, placing it on the
floor between the speakers, and setting
the sub on top. The bass tightened up
and everything else fell into place —so

much so that R&L felt it offered one of
the best sounds at the Show. Listening
to Jimmy Scott's heartbreaking rendition of John Lennon's "Jealous Guy"
from Holding Back the Yeats (Artists
Only! AOR-11, CD), they noted that
the portrayal of the piano was one of
the most lifelike they'd heard; also, the
clarity of Scott's trailing consonants was
consonant with the most revealing systems elsewhere at the Show.
A Showgoer known only as Chris
saw Rick and Lonnie in the elevator
and asked if they had aroom system.
"Sure!" they replied (almost in unison).
"Wax= hear it?" Chris, if their room
got avote for Best Sound, Rick and
Lonnie thank you!
—Lonnie Brownell & Rick Rosen
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Spectacular
every venue_

ProAc Response 1SC, 2.5, 3.8, 5
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11111011.
.
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includes three interconnects and three speaker cables, offerspeakers/components that accept threaded feet. BDR stuff
ing varying degrees of detail vs warmth, allowing the user to
can really improve the sound. That's why we were intrigued
match wire to system.
by DJ's top-secret prototype carbon faceplates for Thor
We immediately identified with an outfit, new to us,
components. Could be an idea whose time has come.
called Twisted Pair Designs. They were showcasing their
pARTicular Contemporary Design's new Upright
Dfn speaker cables ($650/8ft pair with spades), interconnects
freestanding CD/DVD stand is in keeping with the elegance
($375/meter pair with RCAs), and digital interconnect
of their component and speaker supports. Made of aircraft
($200/1.5m with RCAs or BNCs). The Twisted credo is to
aluminum, it holds 190 discs in an easy-to-read orientation,
use high-quality, mil-spec materials and proven engineering
and can be fitted with optional décor-complementing vertiprinciples —no snake oil here.
cal wooden inserts and atop-mounted halogen lamp, which
If you're burned out from day-trading Internet stocks, you
is activated by merely touching the stand — anywhere.
might want to switch to the precious metals market — espeOnce you've supported everything else in your system,
cially silver, given how many wire products using silver were
support your own bad self with the Winter's Tale Apollo
on hand. It should come as no surprise that
chair ($2995). The stylish recliner hooks up to any elecSilver Audio uses pure silver for all
tronic sound source to provide afull-contact vibrotheir conductors. Not so obvious is
tactile experience. Does it help to duplicate the
that they use multiple small Litz
live musical experience? Maybe. It feels neat,
Don't let anyone
strands across the line —slivers
though. Isn't that more important?
of silver. Silver isn't cheap, but
Treat yourself; by all means, but don't
tell you tElat cables and
their newest offering, the
forget to treat the most important compointerconnects are tweaks or
Silverlight 2.0 interconnect, is
nent in your system: the listening room.
downright
affordable
at
Acoustic Sciences Corporation, the
accessories —they're
$140/meter pair.
Tube Trap people, have introduced the conThey eschew silver bullets, but
components too.
sumer-friendly and affordable ASC Proponent
the folks at Vampire Wire were
Series acoustic components. The tall, square Corshowing prototypes of their Continuous
nerstone ($389) is meant to control the bass in the corCast Silver speaker cables ($125-$150/ft) and
ners, the flatter Fresco ($339) takes care of the reflection
interconnects ($700/meter pair). Harmonic Technologies
points on the side walls, and the Foundation ($329) is acomsu 141 ests you use their new Pro-Silway Mk.II interconnects
bination subwoofer stand/bass tamer. ASC's liberal, affordable
($399/meter pair with RCAs, $439 balanced with XLRs) to
manufacturer loaner policy meant that many rooms at the
dress your system to the nines — seven nines, to be exact,
Show were using them. They seemed to work well.
as that's the purity of their Single Crystal silver conducAccessory or actual compotors. Legend Audio, who also offer lines of electronics,
nent? The diminutive
speakers, and stands, debuted their Legend 4 speaker
Nagra SN portable
cable ($2400/10ft pair) and Legend 6 interconnects
analog tape recorder is
($975/meter pair). Each uses amixture of copper and
all two-reel. It offers
— can you guess? — that's right, silver strands, silver
legendary Nagra perbeing predominant.
formance and combatSo try some new wires —maybe this is the year you
strength, precision-jewgo
silver, and we don't mean your hair. And when you
elry build quality in a
paperback-sized package. It'll come in handy if
you're planning on doing
any concert bootlegging
or covert surveillance
work —in fact, it was orig4r Elusive Dises Robert
Banff and his vinyl:
inally developed in the
Color him happy.
1960s to record conversations in the Kennedy White
House. Only tapeheads with
Pentagon budgets need apply,
however — it lists for acool
lonson couldn't tollow
$10,000.
‘nlinglass_
ewithout reacing
Flash! That's the simple,
telseoabrtnti:hese:cnsaatie,zpv,cjioarn(ten
certs ohr e
sa
g
x
r
powerful, ergonomic remote
an d A
an
l\ en
that will operate any CD player or preamp, so long as it's also *1:::1,fl" (drunis) .
from Naim Audio. It's smart
enough to know it's Naim.
Don't let anyone tell you that cables and interconnects are
tweaks or accessories — they're components too. (Try to get
your system to work without any.) We're ready to wire you
the 411 on them right now. Straight Wire has taken their
product line to anew level. In fact, they've createdfour Levels,
straightforwardly titled Levels 1 through 4. Each Level
Stereophile, October 1999
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The World's Most
Accurate
Loudspeakers &
Cables?

The Best Sound at HI -FI '99
Exhibitor

Other Brands Shown

Wilson Audio Specialities

Wadia
Graham Engineering,
Stanalog, van den Hul

Audio Power Industries, Cardas,
VTL, Joseph, Oracle Audio
mbl of America
Hales Design Group

SC-IWA

Vandersteen, Audio Research

Holm Audio, Nordost,
Black Diamond Racing
Nova Audio
Lamm Industries, Kharma
Holm Audio, Totem,
AudioPrism
Sumiko
Dynaudio
Legend Audio Design
Eggleston Works
Manley Labs
Merlin

Definitely.
While many manufactures
claim their loudspeakers or
cables are accurate, almost none
offer any convincing proof. Yet
proof is always available if afull
set of accurate measurements
exist -for no audio component
can truly ever sound more
accurate than it merares.
Although we at DAL take
measurable accuracy very
seriously, we also regularly
compare our loudspeakers with
live musical performances (in
real-time) -lust to make sure
that no audible difference existWhy not listen for
yourself and discover why
DAL loudspeakers are
demonstrably the "world's
most accurate loudspeakers"?

Lanun Industries, Nearfield
Sony
Gershman Acoustics, SimAudio
Waveform
Soliloquy
Silverline Audio
Tact Audio
Nairn Audio
Polk Audio
Linn Products
ProAc, Musical Surroundings,
Classé, MIT
Paradigm, Music in Motion
Alón by Acarian, Fanfare,
Herron Audio
Premiere Music and
Film Systems

Divergent Technologies
Infinity Systems
Naim Audio
Acoustic Sounds

Phone:719-592- 1159
Fax:719-592-0859
onail:102365.2026@comptisen L. coot
WEB SITE:www.dunlavyaudio.com
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8.4%
7.8%

Pro Musica,
Balanced Audio Technology
Quintessence, Basis, Graham,
Benz Micro, Musical Surroundings,
MIT, Sony SACD
Electrocompaniet,
Alón by Acarian
Conrad-Johnson, Cardas Audio

6.5%
5.7%
4.9%

3.9%
3.8%

TreMa Sound
3.5%
Stanalog, Silver Signature,VPI,
3.3%
pARTicular, Harmonic Technology
Sonus Faber, Vienna Acoustics,
3.1%
REL, SME
Mark Levinson Reference

3.05%

Mark Levinson, Transparent,
Pioneer, Zoethecus
Tammy

2.6%

3.0%

2.4%
2.1%

Joule Electra, JPS Labs,
Walker Audio
VP'
Philips, Super Audio Compact Disc

Cary Audio Design, Rega
KR Enterprise
Pro Musica, Meadowlark Audio,
Nagra, Rega, pARTicular, Contour
Cinepro

1.8%
1.7%
1.6%
1.6%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.4%
13%

Avant-Garde Home Entertainment
Quintessence

13%
125%

Paradigm Reference, AudioStream,
Sonic Frontiers, Anthem, Premier

12%

VPI

1.1%

Audio Plus Services, Cinema Tech,
Faroudja Labs, Phast, Stewart
Filmscreen, Straight Wire, YBA,
Middle Atlantic

1.1%

Art Audio USA, Chang Lightspeed

1.0%
0.9%
0.9%
0.9%

Avalon Acoustics, Cardas Audio,
Muse, Acoustech

Audio Consultants

Ayre, B&W, Goldinund, Myryad,
Pass Labs, Thiel, Transparent
Audio Labs, Z-Systems

Coincident, Silver Audio
KR Enterprise
Holm Audio

Manley Labs
0.75%
NBS Audio, Helios Etna
0.75%
Bybee, Cary Audio Design,
0.70%
Joseph Audio, Sound Connections

DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS, INC.
Colorado Springs. CO 809.19

Percentage of
Votes Cast

All other exhibitors each scored less than 0.7% of the votes cast.

0.8%

-John Atkinson
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emanating from Kharma Ceramique is via Lamm tube
power. Nearfield Acoustics' tall PipeDream speakers sounded
utterly wonderful, once again powered by acombo of Lamm
amps. Making good sound in one room at aShow is ablessing.
Two rooms is amiracle.
The solid-state brigade was making merry too. Electrocompaniet Nemo monoblocks were fab on the Alón Circes.
SimAudio/Gershman Acoustics were entirely musical,
along with the small Avalon/Muse system. Mark Levinson
Reference electronics showed the potential in
the $85,000 Evidence
loudspeaker system from
Dynaudio. It needed
more room, but sitting up
front and listening to
them like huge headphones knocked me out. I
don't think I've ever heard
the midbass sound quite so
Jonathan Scull: The Outra
effulgent: taut, in control,
ell, this was one damn exciting Show
yet redolent with harmonic
— compact but powerful. On the leadinterplay and detail. Not to
ing technical edge, Sony's SACD and
be outdone, Wadia PowerDVD-Audio folk extolled the virtues of their
DACs drove the new Wilson
media and explained why our digital future lies
WATT/Puppy 6.
with one or the other, or possibly both. As
The seminars were keenly
you'll read elsewhere, Sony showed up with
attended, and, Friday through
their first-generation SACD player, the SCD-1.
Sunday, the live-music events
Aside from Sony's own demos, which were
provided chewy morsels of
always packed, audiophiles sampled the ca $5k
The Real Thing. Patricia Barber
unit with both SACD and 16-bit/44.1kHz
sold out several times, in fact. I
dual-layer media in affable Richard
fast-talked Kathleen, me, and
Vandersteen's room on Audio Research
Jos
Theeph
end
Pearlong
of a
days demoing of the new
some of the boys in despite the
electronics. Dual-read lasers pick up the pits
lspeaker: Jeff Joseph rests his dogs.
crush; Barber was fantastic, and
on asandwich-construction disc — it took a
captivated the audience comfew seconds to "reinitialize" between formats, but SACD's
pletely. The Atkinson/Perkins/
superiority couldn't be questioned. Interestingly, Sony is
Reina/Stewart Quartet did two memorable and soulful jazz
coming into the audiophile market with a(for now) purist
sets, as did the Antony Michaelson Quintet and Union.
two-channel approach.
Doug MacLeod and Rebel Souls shook it up, as did the
DVD-Audio isn't lying down on the job either, and, espePatrick Noland Trio and Lorna Hunt in their own perforcially given Meridian's efforts, the future looks digitally bright
mances. And let's not forget Acoustic Sounds' Original
(only in the best possible sense!). While Sony will be offering
Blues Players on Saturday night, featuring Jimmy D. Lane,
multichannel and "classical" two-channel on the same disc
Jimmie Lee Robinson, Eomot RaSun, and 83-year-old David
somewhere up the road, it seems DVD-Audio is determined
"Honeyboy" Edwards. Shake it, baby!
to give us multichannel now. In the event, don't panic; it'll be
The installation that really captured me, heart and soul,
some time before the Future of Digital shakes out and there's
was the "crossover" Yl3A room — music and video, with no
software to play on it. In the meantime, 16/44.1 never soundgreat compromise either way, but with the wink more or less
ed better, especially when upsampled.
toward two-channel. Local dealer Ken Johnson went all out
By the way, in case you were wondering — if it's about
for the Show. This Reporter's largish audiophile butt sank
music, Stereophile is interested. If it's got apicture attached, it's
into an unbelievably soft, comfy leather recliner as the lights
over to Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. Sharpened pencils
dimmed and ascreen descended from above. It wasn't really
hovering, we're makin' inquiries and takin' names. Given
surround sound, as they used two-channel audio for video
that, Ihave to admit Iwas heartened by the show of hands at
playback. A preamp bypass on arack full of YBA gear made
"Ask the Editors" sessions when attendees were asked if they
it happen, and allowed for excellent results in both formats.
played two-channel, vinyl, home theater, or all three.
When the screen furled up and Yves-Bernard André played
Roughly 70% of hands shot up for two-channel, and close to
one of his own recordings, of Schumann's String Quartets,
60% indicated vinyl in the house —a real shock. The balance,
Op.41 Nos.1 and 3, Isank even deeper into the cushy leather
overlapping slightly, were into home theater or both. One
chair and drifted free while following each effervescent musinattily dressed worthy from L.A. wanted the lowdown on the
cal line. Audiophile heaven.
best speakers for his poolside home-theater system! Tom
There was lots of new software available. My favorite by far
Norton nearly swallowed his tie. It was funny.
was Kay Alexander's new recording ofJon Hassell, Fascinoma
Given these excitable digital doings, the flame of the analog
(Water Lily Acoustics WLA CS-70-CD), with Ry Cooder,
faith burned brightly —Brother Fremer brought you The Word
Jacky Terrasson, and Ronu Majumdar. Fan-flubbin'-tastic!
in September's "Analog Corner." Tubes were much in evidence,
Jazz and world-music fans, don't hesitate asecond — grab it
if not overwhelmingly so. Joseph Audio/VTL and Nagra/
up pronto. Ican't stop playing it.
Meadowlark were enjoyably prominent as was the ear candy

do, don't let your hall closet turn into atangled snake-pit of
old wires — find them anew home via anew service from
The Cable Company: www.usedcable.com. This new site
promises do for cables and interconnects what eBay has done
for everything else. It should be up and running in
September.
Once you've got your cables just the way you like them,
make 'em even better with the WaveGuide from AudioPrism. Machined from asolid chunk of Delrin, the
WaveGuide is asmallish block that clamps around
anything that looks like a wire. Many are the
improvements that are claimed to be yours by so
doing.
So remember: Tweaks, accessories, and cables I
help build your system to its full potential. And it
ain't over until the fat lady sings... as if she's right
in your listening room! -Rick Rosen & Lonnie Brownell
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omponents listed here are ones
that have been formally reviewed in Stereophile
and have been found to be among the best available
in each of four or five quality classes. Whether a
component is listed in Class A or Class E, we highly
recommend its purchase.
Each lisüng —in alphabetical order within dasses —
is followed by abrief description of the product's
sonic characteristics and acode indicating the Stereophile Volume and Issue in which that product's report
appeared. Relevant reviews that appeared in our
companion Stereophile Guide to Home Theater are
indicated by "SGHT.1 No.1"; ie, the component
was reviewed in the Stereophile Guide to Home
Theater, Volume 1Number 1, which was published
in December 1994. (Vol.1 No2 of the Guide was
published in September '95; Vol2 Nos.1-4 in
1996, Vol3 Nos.1-4 in 1997, Vol.4 Nos.1-10, Issues
11-20, in 1998, Issues 21 through 30 in 1999.)
Please note that dedicated home-theater products
are no longer included in this listing but are part of
Stereophile Guide to Home Theatees "Recommended
Components," the most recent version of which
was published in that magazine's March/April
1999 edition (Issue 23, Vol.5 No3).
Some products listed have not yet been
—ported on; these are marked (NR), for "Not
Reviewed." We recommend that you read any
product's entire review before seriously
contemplating a purchase (products without
reviews should therefore be treated with more
caution) — many salient characteristics, peculiarities, and caveats appear in the reviews, but not here.
To obtain back issues of the magazine, visit our
website: www.stereophile.com. We regret that we
cannot supply photocopies or e-mail copies of individual reviews. Some reviews are reprinted in the
website's "Archives" Section: these are marked
"VVVVW." More are added each month, so check
the on-line listing.
In general, components do not remain listed for
more than three years unless at least one of the
magazine's writers and editors has had continued
experience with them. Discontinuation of amodel
also precludes its appearance. In addition, though
professional components — recorders, amplifiers,
monitor speaker systems — can be obtained secondhand and can sometimes offer performance
that would otherwise guarantee inclusion, we do
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Isis.The latest performance.
Innersound launches Isis a hybrid electrostatic speaker with transmission
line base which is seamlessly integrated with the electrostatic element.
Isis is a smaller, less costly version of its bigger brother Eros designed to
compliment smaller rooms while still retaining the "Magical" electrostatic
sound of its bigger brother.

InnerSound Inc.. 1700 Highway 16, Whitesburg, GA 30185 USA. Tel: (770) 838 1400. Fax

(770) 838 0111

INNEft.A5UND

InnerSound (UK), International House, Horsecroft Road. Harlow, Essex CM19 5SX. Tel: 441279 442700. Fax: 44 1279 442701

www.InnerSound.Net

not generally do so. Stereophiles "Recommended Components" listing is almost
exclusively concerned with products
currently available in the US through
the usual hi-ti retail outlets.
How recommendations
are determined
The ratings given components included
in this listing are based entirely on
performance — je, accuracy of reproduction — and are biased to an extent by
our feeling that things added to reproduced sound (eg, flutter, distortion, colorations of various kinds) are of more
concern to the musically oriented listener than are things subtracted from the
sound (tg, deep bass or extreme treble).
On the other hand, components
markedly deficient in one or more
respects arc downrated to the extent
that their deficiencies interfere with the
full realization of the program material.
We try to include in "Recommended
Components" every product that we
have found to be truly excellent or that
we feel represents good value for money.
Bear in mind that many different tastes
are represented. The listing is compiled
after extensive consultation with Stereophile's reviewing staff, editors, and publisher emeritus, and takes into account
continued experience of aproduct after
the formal review has been published.
In particular, we take account of unreliability and defects that show up after
extended auditioning. The fact that a
product received aEivorable review cannot
therefore be regarded as aguarantee that
it will continue to appear in this listing.
The prices indicated arc those current at
the time the listing was compiled (August
1999). We cannot guarantee that any of
these prices will be the same by the tinte
this issue of Stercvphile appears in print.
Where we have found aproduct to
perform much better than might be
expected from its price, we have drawn
attention to it with a$$$ next to its listing. We also indicate, with atr, products
that have been on this list in one incarnation or another since the "Recommended Components" listing in Vol.19
No.10 (October 1996). Longevity in a
hi-fi component is rare enough that we
think it worth noting (although it can
also indicate that the attention of design
engineers has moved elsewhere).
A note on editorial style is in order.
When apassage is quoted from the original review, the past tense is used. But when
the comment is taken from amore recent
private communication from areviewer,
the present tense is used. For example:
"Sounded so good Ihad to cry," said JA of

the original version of the Symphonic
Bombast A-123 in his review ST demurs,
however saying that the current Mk.Vla
makes his reference speakers "sound like
the woofers are disconnected!"
We are not sympathetic toward letters
complaining that the Symphonic Bombast A-123 that we recommended
heartily two years ago no longer makes
it into "Recommended Components."
Where deletions are made, we endeavor

How to Use the Listings

Carefully read our descriptions here,
the original reviews, and (heaven
forbid) reviews in other magazines
to put together ashort list of components to choose from. Evaluate your
room, your source material and
front-end(s), your speakers, and your
tastes. With luck, you may come up
with aselection to audition at your
favorite dealer(s). "Recommended
Components" will not tell you what to buy
any more than Consumer Reports
would presume to tell you whom to many!
Class A

Best attainable sound for acomponent of its kind,
without any practical considerations; "the least
musical compromise." A Class A system is one for
which you don't have to make aleap of faith to
believe that you're hearing the real thing.

Class B

The next best thing to the very best sound reproduction; Class B components generally cost less
than those in Class A, but most Class B components arc still quite expensive.

Class C

Somewhat lower-fi sound, but far more musically
natural than average honic-component high fidelity; products in this class are of high quality but still
affordable.

Class D

Satisfying musical sound, but these components
are either of significantly lower fidelity than the
best available, or exhibit major compromises in
performance — limited dynamic range, for example. Bear in mind that appearance in Class D still
means that we IrCOMMalli this product —it's possible to put together amusically satisfying system
exclusively from Class D components.

Class E

Applying only to loudspeakers, this "Entry Level"
classification includes products that may have obvious defects, but arc both inexpensive and much better than most products in their mid-fi price category.

Class K

"Keep your eye on this product" Class K is for
components that we have not reviewed (or have
not finished testing), but that we have reason to
believe may be excellent performers. We are not
actually recommending these components, only
suggesting you give them alisten. Though the
report has yet to be published in certain cases, the
reviewer and editor sometimes feel confident
enough that the reviewer's opinion is sufficiently
well formed to include what otherwise would be
an entry in one of the other classes. marked (NR).
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to give reasons (there are always reasons).
But remember: Deletion of acomponent
from this list does not invalidate abuying decision
you have made.
Individual reviewers mentioned by their
initials are: Larry Archibald, John Atkinson, Lonnie Brownell, Martin C,olloms,
Anthony H. Cordesman, Brian Damkroger, Robert Deutsch, Shannon Dickson, Jack English, Michael Freme4 Alvin
Gold, Corey Greenberg, Larry Greenhill,
Robert Harley, J. Gordon Holt, Larry B.
Johnson, Muse Kastanovich, Guy Lcmcoe,
Lewis Lipnick, Fred Manteghian, Paul
Messenger, Bebo Moroni, Thomas J.
Norton, Russell Novak, Dick Olsher, Wes
Phillips, Robert J. Reina, Kalman Rubinson, Markus Sauer, Donald A. Scott,
Jonathan Scull (J-10), Chip Stern, Steven
Stone, Sain Tellig, Stephen W. Waticinson,
Peter van Willenswaard, and Barry Willis.

TURNTABLES
A
Forsell Air Force One Mk.II: $30,000
Sophisticated two-chassis, air-beating Swedish 'table with
thread drive mid parallel-tracking, air-hearing toneann. J10 enthused over its 3-1) image solidity, tight, deep bass,
super-plush midrange, and -enormous palpability factor."
Very similar Fond Air Refemoce (515,500) Licks the airbearing Flywheel drive wstenr, it uses an internal motor
and asilicone-mbler belt. (Vol.17 No.1)
Linn Sondek LP12 with Lingo power supply:
$3045-$3120, depending on finish $SS •
Compared with dw Valhalla model. the Lingo-equipped
version minimizes the LPL2's propensity for aslightly fat
midbaw subjectively extending the low frequencies by
imodier octave. The Lingo upgrade alone costs $1450.
The Tr.unpolin suspension reduces die effect of the support. Cirkus bearing/subchassis, now fitted as stuulard.
ants $595 including labor as
upgrade kit, and Mrther
extends and tightens the turntable's kiss, leatl.i.rag to aClass
Arating. according to MC, JA, and LG (as long as agood
support is used, adds MC). "A deeper, more profowid
silence," enduises WP over die Cirkus mod, adding that
wlut stunned him was "die extent to which surface noise
receded into insignificance." Superbly low measured nunNe and excellent speed stability minforre die feeling of
maxi lllll in musical involvement offered by this classic
belt-drive turntable. Good isolation from shock and vibration. While die felt nut doesn't offer die greatest degree of
vibration suppression within the vinyl disc, what absorption it does offer is ointbrin with frequency. Despite flirtations with other decks, JA remains mie to the basic design
he has used now for more dun 20 years. (Vol.14 Not
Vol.16 No.12, Vol.17 No.5, Vol.19 No2)
Nairn Armageddon LP12 turntable
power supply: $1250 s?
A430 VA low-impedance transformer designed us drive
the Linn L1'12 tlasik turntable while isolating it from
pouerline noise. WY was enthusiastic, citing die unproved
pace And energetic presentation of the music over his
Valhallid L1'12. "The snap and surge of the rhythms
that propel the song along were better served," he
asserted. However, this came at the cost of ultimate bass
extension —a tradeoff that many would not undertake
willingly (JA, for one). Highly recommended — MC
agrees with WP that the Armageddon LP12 is aClass
Amrntable —but audition b.f,rr conunitting your Linn
to surgery. (Vol.19 No2)
Oracle Delphi Alk.V: $3100 $U
"Superbly machined and finished," says MF. "Airy and
rich-sounding, with impressive focus and fine resolution of low-level details." He also found "the 'table's
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high-frequency performance was smooth yet detailed,
indicative of outstanding speed, stability, and effective
energy transfer from the motor to the platter." Turbo
power supply adds $550. (Vo120 No.12)
Simon Yorke Designs Series 7Precision
Analogue Disc Transcription System: $10,000
This built-to-order belt-drive, suspensionless turntable is
MFs current reference -and that of the Library of
Congress. MF:
complete system... is aformidable
analog playback system, amasterful work of visual and
sonic art that's hard to fault. It provides agloriously cohesive, always musical sound -a superbly balanced sonic
picture that combines deep, tightly focused bass... with
extended, detailed edge- and etch-free high frequencies
devoid of brightness or exaggeration.... There's nothing
"hi-fi" about the Yorke combo; it just sounds musically
'right' whether handed hard rock or Heifetz."Steimphile's
"Analog Component of 1998." Package including Active
Vibraplanc: $11,500. (VoI21 No.6)
Spotheim La Luce: $18,500 with SpJ tonearm
This 'table's elegant clear-acrylic and stainless-steel form
will stop audiophiles "dead in their tracks," said J-10, and
provide "sparkling, pellucid, articulate sound." The Spi
tonearm allows precise adjustments of overhang,
azimuth, and VTA. Both turntable and motor should be
placed on their own solid platforms; once set up, they're
"stable and easy to use." (VoI21 No.10)
VPI TNT Mk.IV: $6400 with air suspension,
flywheel, SDS, new bearing assembly
Modular design allows owners of older models to upgrade easily and inexpensively, or lets the impecunious
start with the TNT Jr. and upgrade as finances allow.
Slightly on the warm side of neutrality, asserted MF, but
"big, full, weighty, and rich." The nussive 'table's speed
stability and ultra-low noise floor "'floated' the sound so
far beyond the reality of astylus in agroove, it liberated it
from the mechanical world to the living, breathing, real
musical world." WP, along-time Layne, feels the current
iteration finally swings realistically and concurs with LA,
RJR, and MF: Definite Class A. The turntable if you "love
the sound that only analog can provide, have asubstantial
record collection, and are looking for atuneable that will
take you and your records well into the new millennium," according to BI), who also remarked on the
MILIV's high-quality design, build, and performance.
Includes air suspension, flywheel, Synchronous Drive
System (SDS), and bearing attachment Mk.3 upgrade is
$1400:, bearing attachment upgrade is $400 plus old bearing; SDS motor-speed controller is $800 plus old PLC-2
unit, $1000 as astand-alone. About the $1)$, MF sez:
produced] greater overall musical authority, including
tighter bass, cleaner transients, and better attacks." (Vol.19
No.11, Vol.22 No2, turntable; Vol.22 No.6, SDS)
Well Tempered Reference: $5495 with tonearm
"Elegant," "simple," and "unorthodox" seem to characterize this belt-driven 'table with integral record damp
and filament-bearing, viscous-damped tonearm. BD
enumerated its strengths: "simplicity, ease of use and
optimization, stability, and vivid dynamic sound."
Shortcomings were "an obscuring of low-level and
inner detail, and atonal balance on the warm side of
neutral." He recommended it "unhesitatingly" to those
considering spending about this much on an analog rig.
Reference tonearm alone: 51995. (Vol.22 No.8)

Kuzma Stabi S: $1200
"Solid, stable, brawny, tuns at precisely 33 t
is and 45 as it's
supposed to, and just plain looks like it means business,"
Mikcy said. When combined with the Rep RB600 tonearm, it offered "a level of background 'blackness' you usually hear with far more expensive 'tables." With the Stogi
Stonearm ($700), he found "focus, weight, and image
stability were outstanding," and felt that the combination
was "an astonishingly good value." He adds, "No suspension means that careful placement is critical." (Vol.22 No.7)
Regs Planar 9: $2795
Refined inipmvement rung upon the Planar 3. MF
praised its lively, exciting presentation, finding it superior to the Planar 3in terms of focus, bass extension,
and neutrality. Lack of sprung suspension dictates the
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use of some sort of anti-resonant base. MF was most
impressed with the Planar 9as asystem incorporating
Rega's RB900 tonearm and Exact cartridge. Those
looking to mix'n'match, he felt, might be better served
elsewhere. (Vo120 No.8)
Regs Planar 25: $1275 with tonearm
Sam's favorite 'table! "A beautiful, brilliant piece of
engineering," he says. "The same goes for the RI3600
ami, which is usually installed on the 'table. Once you
set it up, you can forget it. Nothing twcaky here. Itega
turntables have an exceptional reputation for reliability."
In fact, he thinks this will be the last turntable he ever
buys. MF adds "Dynamic, exciting sound. Compact and
easy to use." (Vol.22 Nos.3 & 5)
VPI TNT Jr.: $2800 e
Capable of being upgraded in easy stages, the hie-mass
Jr. uses asimple Navcom suspension and, according to SS,
is "absurdly simple to set up." It was a"blacker soundstage" than VPI's popular 11W-19, he found, commenting that it had excellent low-bass extension and definition.
Tripod pulley system, PLC (power-line conditioner), and
new drive-belts for the TNT Jr. take it most of the way
toward full TNT status. (That requires replacing the suspension -an $800 option.) SS thought the changes "subde but pervasive," particularly lauding the improved
soundstaging. Knocking on the door of Class A. West
Coast price is $3100. (Vo118 Nos.1 & 11)
Wilson Benesch Full Circle: $3895
From the UK comes this "mid-budget" entry, which
MF declared a"magnificent piece of industrial design
and precision machining" that is "extremely compact,
graceful, and original." He now says, "An ingenious,
compact design that sounds assured and refined." Price
includes Ply moving-coil cartridge and ACT 0.5 tonearm;
with ACT 0.5 toncarm alone, $2995. (Vol.21 No.11)

Linn Sondek LPI2 Valhalla: $2150-$2225,
depending on finish cï
The standard aping vshich newer turntable designs have
been measured for almost two decades, the Linn is felt by
sonic to have sonie coloration, particularly in the upper
bass. Latest version has alaminated armboard and Cirkus
bearing/subchassis ($595 including labor as an upgrade
kit), which result in aconsiderably more neutral sound. It
is harder to set up and is more likely to go out of adjustment than many turntables, though with the latest
springs, Trampolin suspension, glued subchassis, and Cirkm mod, it's now much better in this respect (Low-bass
extension suffers when the LP12 is not set up correctly.)
Still sets a high performance standard, found WP though it can certainly be bettered in one arca or another, its balance of virtues is hard to improve upon. A version with aBasil( power supply is available for $1690.
(Vol.7 No2, Vol.13 No3, Vol.16 No.12, Vol.19 No2)

D
Music Hall MMF-2: $299 with cartridge $$$
The MMF-2 is a"great way to step into analog on a
budget," claimed MF (no relation). The 'table features
aflat-belt/crowned-pulley drive, which some think is
the "best way to go for lowest wow and flutter." He said
it comes with aVTA-adjustable arm and aGoldring
Elan cartridge, which provide awarm, midrange-rich
sound, adding that the MMF offers "serviceable performance, is ridiculously inexpensive, and [is] the first
step to asatisfying life of analog bliss." (VoI21 No.10)
NAD 533: $449 with cartridge
NAJD% variation on the Rep 2, with an MDF platter
instead of the Regis glass, and aGoldring Elektra cartridge. MF called it a"strong peifonner and an incredible
value for the money." lise lack of VTA and azimuth
adjustments may be adrawback for some; MF ultimately feels the real, if more expensive, (Regs) deal is the way
to go. (Vo121 No.10)
Regs Planar 3: $695 SSS *
Regs Planar 2: $495
Two synergistic mixes of no-nonsense deck with superb
arm (included). Lack of environmental isolation may be
problematic (see "Letters," Vol.16 No.10). However, MF
crowed "outstanding performance" about the Planar 3.

"It's quiet, dynamic... free of obvious tracking distortion or other supposed analog problems, extremely well
balanced top to bottom, offers very deep and reasonably
tight bass, and will do no damage to your precious
records." Then he threw down his analog gauntlet: "If
you're an all-CI) kind of audiophile, here's the kicker: I
think the Rep 3will blow your mind, even if you have
avery high-priced spread." MF found the very similar
Regs 2an "incredible bargain," proclaiming it to have
speed stability and an arm far better than the 'table's
price should allow. The Planar 3can be obtained in a
dedicated version for playing 78s. (Vol.7 No.1, Vol.8
No.6, Vol.19 No.12, Planar 3; Vol.19 No.12, Planar 2)

Rockport Technologies Sirius II, SME Model 20,
Immedia Revolution & RPM-1.
Deletions
It lllll edia RPM-2 discontinued; Thorens 11) 320
Mk.III replaced by TI) 325, not yet auditioned.

TONEARMS
A

Clearaudio/Souther Tri -Quartz Improved:
$2500 ce
SS felt that the TQrs assets -elegant design, longevity,
resolution, low-level detail, superb soundstage delineation, top-end air, and accurate midrange re-creation far outweigh its relatively minor shortcomings of areticence in the bass and a daunting setup procedure.
"Mates synergistically with Clearaudio S-type cartridges,"
SS opines. MF was not impressed. In his opinion, the
TQI is difficult to set up, fiddly, and mechanically suspert - he has concerns about record wear, among
other things. But he allowed that, when mounted on
the Clearaudio Reference turntable, the TQI "produced
abig, downright intoxicating sound - rich and reachout-and-touch-it transparent." Clearaudio offers an
upgrade for older arms to TQI status for $700. Price is
$1000 when purchased with Clearaudio Reference
turntable. (Vol.18 No.4, VoI20 No.11, VoI21 No2)
Graham 2.0: $2250-$3000, depending on options
The most significant difference between the 1.5 and the
2.0 is the latter's rigid mounting platform (An SMEstyle mount version is also available; series 1.5 tonearms
can be updated to 2.0 status by the factory for $750.) "A
major improvement sonically (in the bass) and mechanically," writes M F. "The Graham 2.0 is one of the most
neutral, revealing cartridge carriers you can buy, though
Iwouldn't mind abit more bloom and richness -a bit
more generosity-in the mida and upper mids." Purchasers should experiment with arm cables, which can
make abig difference. Ease of setup and removable arm
wand "make it time arm for those with multiple cartridges." The Graham 2.0 is appropriate for use on a
Linn Sondck LP12 - the Graham LP12 three-layer
annboard costs 5150. (VoI21 No.2)
Immedia RPM-2: $2895
This medium/high-mass damped wripivot toncann is,
for now, MFs favorite; WP, too, is abig admirer. Sez
Mikey, "It is... brilliantly designed and executed, and it
sounds bitchin'r Not for everyone, however. It must be
mounted on awell-isolated anrilxiard. Some will find the
13PM2's "just the fans" delivery lean, but WP thinks it's
just reporting what's diere, adding next to nodUrtg of its
OWII. Others may find it abit too "fiddly" -changing
VTA also involves changing VTF and damping. New sixnines copper wiring harness and grounding scheme
inipmves low-level resolution, increases spaciousness, and
quiets background even further, adds MF. (VoI20 No.5)
Linn Ekos: $2595 t>
Cleaner-sounding than the Wok (upon which it's loosely
based), the F_kos rivals the SME in overall neutrality while
offering asomewhat brighter, inure energetic presentation of the music. The treble is nevertheless superbly
transparent. The Elms also provides amuch better match
with the Linn LP12 than the English anis, which loses
control of the bass when mounted on the Scottish
turntable. MC also found the Ekos's bass to be more
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tuneful and "open" than that of the original Wok.
Azimuth adjustment is not possible. Some users have
reponed long-terni problems with thc bearings; the
sample JA bought in 1989 has been okay in this respect.
(Vol.12 Nos.3 8c 4, Vol.13 No3, Vol.16 No.6)
Naim ARO: $2250 tr
"An inner balance and harmony consistent with thc
musical message," says MC of this unipivot design. MS
found the ARO to offer superb timbral accuracy,
soundstaging, dynamics, and rhythmic integrity. He
also found it less bright than the Linn nos, and better
balanced in the bass than the SME V. WP concurs,
ranking it high among the arms he's auditioned, but
cautions that the lack of any overhang adjustment dictates careful cartridge matching, or the ability to drill
new armboards with different radii from the spindle for
each new transducer. Additional arm tops cost S1250.
(Vol.16 No.6, Vol.19 No2)
Rega RB900: $995 $U
Upscale version of the RB300 with superior bearings
and mounting scheme. MF felt the '900 performed as
well as toncarms costing twice the price when mated to
the right cartridge -said mating being constrained by
the Regis lack of provision for VTA adjustment, which
MF considers problematic depending upon the choice
of cartridge. VTA-raising spacers may alleviate the
problem with some cartridges. Rega's own Exact cartridge is designed to mate with the arm, thus benefiting
from the arm's added rigidity. (Vo120 No.8)
SME Series V: $3250 et
This beautifully constructed pivoted tsunami has an extraorditurily neutral midrange, with one of the lowest resonant signatures in this region (though 1)0 feels the
Graham offers slightly more midrange detail). It is easy to
set up, and VTA and overhang are adjustable during play,
but there's no azimuth adjustment -something that DO
feels to be asignificant drawback. 'Ile best kiss perfor!Mina' on the market," said SWW. LA concurs, using the
V on aVP1 TNT, but JGH, JA, DO, .ux1 LL feel that the
whole bass range is somewhat exaggerated. Not recommended with the LPI2. Some compatibility problems with
cartridges having low height. A less versatile version, the
IV.Vi (which uses Series V bearings and Magnan Vi
wiring), appears to offer the V's sonic virtues and more at a
lower cost ($2750). (Vol» No.6, Vol.14 No.8, Vol.16 No.6)
VPIJMW Memorial toneartn: $1400 US
Unipivot roncan n features vestigial antiskating, which
disconcerted ME Nonetheless, he enthused over its
lush midrange, ultra-smooth top end, and rock-solid
imaging and soundstaging. "Subjectively," he observed,
"it seemed to have lower distortion than any other pivoted arm I've heard, but part of that might be the result
of its sm0000th frequency balance. Inner detail was
outstanding." However, he added, "I think there's aslight
midbass exaggeration that may be part of the spreading
warmth above this range, and which gives this arm its
inviting midrange." WP admires the arm, but suspects
we have not seen its ultimate incarnation yet. BI) says
of the 12" version, "lowers the original's already low
distortion. The background is blacker and the ami
seems to float an infinite well of inner and low-level
details. The tonal balance is more neutral, but combined with the TNT III or IV, is still warm and inviting." Additional arm assemblies cost $400. (Vo120 No.1)

Rega RB300: $425 $$$
Rega RB600: $695
The Rega offers very good detail, depth, midrange neutrality, ambience, and precision of imaging, almost creeping into Class A. Works well with the Rega and Roksan
'tables. The Audio Advisor also offers it as apackage with
the VPI I-1W-19 Mk.111 and Jr. turntables. Lacks any
form of height adjustment, however -VTA can be
adjusted only by adding spacers under the base. Similar
but closer-tolcranced RB600 is "the budget arm for now,
worth spending the extra over the RB300 to get the better cabling, etc.," sez Mikey. (Vol.7 No.7, Vol.10 No.1,
Vol.19 No.12, R13300; Vol.22 No3, RB600)
Wilson Benesch ACT 0.5: $1495
A redesigned version of WB's ACT 2.0 that checks in
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at half the price. Azimuth and VTA are adjustable, but
because the shaft is neither threaded nor calibrated,
adjustments may not be as easily or accurately made as
"sonic tweaky audiophiles feel they need," said ME
"Fine performance, completely adjustable, abit roly-poly
ergonomically, but easy to get used to," he elaborates.
(VoI21 No.11)

PHONO CARTRIDGES
A
Clearaudio Insider: $7500*
J-10 fell hard for tins pricey low-output moving-coil.
"Perfecdy transparent, neutral, and supremely musical...
fit] always pulled the best out of the vinyl it traced." He
went on to praise the "quick and sure hand it displayed
with transients and dynamics, the colorful palette, and
the ease with which it threw up asoundstage," concluding that it's "the best cartridge in the world." SD
harmonizes: "Still the king." (Vol.19 No.5)
Crown Jewel Special Edition: $2650
Beautifully built low-output moving-coil cartridge that
MF deemed "one of the most seductive and lushsounding ... I've heard in my system." He further elaborated: "while its tonal balance leans slightly toward the
warm, liquid, lush side of the spectrum, the Jewel offers
a reasonably neutral overall frequency balance, combined with smooth high-frequency extension on top
and solid, authoritative bass response on the bottons."
It's likely to present an excessively warm portrayal if
teamed with gear already headed in that direction, he
warned, but overall is "an extremely attractive combination of refined attributes aimed at the sophisticated listener." Current version has arevised cantilever material.
(Vo120 No.4)
Koetsu Rosewood Signature Platinum: $5500
This handmade, "highly communicative" work of art
features silver-clad six-nines copper wiring. In the words
of J-10, it did a"remarkable job of melding traditional
values of lushness, harmonic fullness, sweemcss, and
musicality with today's requirements for linearity,
extension, air, focus, palpability, and openness." Very
fuse, if you can pay the "considerable tariff" Rctip and
refurbish: $2200. (Vo121 No.11)
Koetsu Urushi: $4000
Another good looker in the Koetsu line, with coils
wound from six-nines copper and aprice that makes
potential buyers think at least twice. But, as MF said,
those who value "image solidity and three-dimensionality, harmonic richness, liquidity, and tonal opulence...
will gravitate toward the Koctsu -Lush, yet revealing,
harmonically suave." Retip and refurbish: $1800. (Vo121
Non)
Lyra Clavis Da Capo: $1895 SSS •tr
"Demands precise setup," cautioned MF, but offers
superb focus, three-dimensional solidity, spatiality,
detail, and air. However, he asserts, "Some will find the
highs too forward and 'zingy,' the balance too lean and
detailed, the bass too taut and not sufficiently luxurious-sounding." 1)ynamic balance atouch "reserved" due, possibly, to its 250pV output. Even so, "I loved id"
he concluded. (Vol.19 NoA.)
Lyra Parnassus D.C.t: $3495
Ilse most "revealing, detailed, and transparent cartridge"
MF had ever heard in his system; ideal for those who
value "transparency, 'speed,' retrieval of inner detail, and
stolid hut exciting neutrality." He sums up: "I>ynamic
and detailed from top to bottons, yet ultra-coherent. The
scams don't show." PM demurs, however, finding the
presentation somewhat on the "hi-fi" side. Retip: $1850.
(Vo121 No.10)
Transfiguration Temper Supreme: $3800 Y:1
MF and WP consider this the best they've heard yet,
although 250µV output dictates quiet preamps with
lotsa gain. "Liquid and luxurious from the very highest
to the very lowest frequencies," declared MF of the
previous version. "Relaxed detail that never overwhelms the musical integrity," WI' counters. They
could probably go on for hours. Now distributed by
Graham Engineering; current Supreme version uses
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Graham's Special Silver Wire. Trade-up of old Temper
costs 51600. (Vol.19 No.7)
van den Hul Frog: $2500
"[Morel expensive cartridges are going to be hard put to
justify their cost with the Frog around," proclaimed WP
of this moderate-output (65011V) moving-coil. "A healthy
output can be aseductive thing. .1 was able to turn
down my preamp substantially while maintaining high
output levels, and crescendos and other climaxes gained
considerable heft. The lower noise floor meant Icould
hear ftirther into the recordings as well." vdH estimates
stylus life at 3000 hours -as much as twice the norm and also offers retipping for $500. (Vo120 No.7)
van den Hul Black Beauty: $4000
This moving-coil cartridge generates 500p.V, said Mr.
Scull, and is best suited to alow-noise, solid-state phono
preamp with lots of gain. He thought it offered "an extraordinary sense of air," "rich harmonics," and "lots of
body." Compared to J-10's reference, the Grasshopper IV
GLA, the Black Beauty sounded "slightly more restrained, alittle more harmonically fleshed out throughout the frequency band, and atouch more forgiving on
top." A variant (not reviewed, $5000), with "a mighty
ImV output," might be better suited to hybrid or alltube phono preamps. Note: vdH will adjust any Black
Beauty or Grasshopper cartridge to suit your toncams or
turntable. Standard rebuild, $500. (Vo122 No.5)
van den Hid Grasshopper IV: $5000 er
Now distributed in the US by Stanalog Imports, the
hand-built Grasshopper IV differs significantly from
earlier 'hoppers and incorporates AJ van den Hul's latest
thoughts on cartridge design. Changes significantly
during break-in, after which it is not as analyticalsounding as the Symphonic Line RG-8, but "balanced
more toward the relaxed, rich, and musical," decided J-10.
The vdH also features a"very wide and envelopingly
deep soundstage." Compared with the Black Beauty, the
BB was "more round, almost opulent, with huge
amounts of air and avery strong sense of the original
recorded acoustic," while the IV was "sharply focused,
layered, startling. and dynamic." (Vol.18 No.7)
Wilson Benesdt Analog: $3800
"You deserve avisceral thrill for this kind of money,"
deadpanned J-10. "You should find yourself exploring
heretofore unknown nuances, even in the most familiar
of recordings. That's the pleasure of analog, and that's the
pleasure of the Analog.... Midrange textures were to die
for, the highs sweet and beckoning, but quick and sparkly too. The bass was altogether acoustic and 'vibratory,' as
Iseem to have written in my notes.... Ihaven't heard
better [at the price], and it significantly outperforms the
$1500-$2500 cartridges Tye auditioned." (Vo121 No2)
Wilson Benesch Carbon: $2800
Low-output moving-coil cartridge uses acarbon-fiber
shell. MF found the Carbon "a fast, very detailed transducer offering superb extension at the frequency
extremes and outstanding linearity in between." He
also loved its "image focus, speed, and control throughout the audio hand." Yet he wasn't comfortable with its
(perhaps overly) vivid tonal color or ultra-fast perspective - features that, he allows, make for exciting listening. A careful audition is recommended. (Vol.19 No.12)
Win Research SMC-10 Super MC: $2500
"A winner." decreed J-10. "It offers tremendous performance at afairly reasonable price." The SMC-10 "lud an
overall sonic character that's easily described: din; baby.
The sound was always big, bold, fast, and electric." 330p.V
output may pose problems for some phono sections, in
which case the Win Research MC step-up transformer
($1500) "will easily deliver that slice of genuine high-end
sound we're all after," said J-10. (Vo121 No.6)

Goldrikg Excel VX: $995 SSS
"I inunediately liked the Excel's warm, relaxed, yet
detailed sound," said ME "It did an outstanding job of
capturing the acoustic envelope -the spatial context
surrounding instruments and voices on live recordings.
... [Its] other strongest suit was capturing the textures
of voices and instruments." Slight top-to-bottons grain
did not detract substantially from MFs admiration. "A

record's end. "Once Ihad all of the parameters pryperly
adjusted, it worked flawlessly and reliably," MF reports.
Ah, there's the rub - getting it properly adjusted may
well provide some heart-stopping moments as your
tonearm goes flying through the air. (Vo120 No.5)
Hi-Fi News Et Record Review Test LP: $25
Although MF was frustrated by the enigmatic instructions, he deems this an essential tool for analog setup.
Ortofon XI-MC: $135
Available from Acoustic Sounds. (Vo120 No.1)
High-output MC that MF praised for its "surprisingly good
K-A-B SpeedStrobe Digital Phonograph Speed
low-level resolution." lkspite some graininess on top, "a
Readout: $89.95 *
very good performer for the money." (Vol.19 No.12)
Easy-to-use strobe disc simplifies precision adjustment
Rega Elys: $225
of turntable speeds from 33'ís to all of the variations on
This MM cartridge, MF discovered, "offered high out"78." "les just fantastic," effused J-10. "It looks cool, and
put, tonal balance, and good extension top and bottom."
it's asnap to perfectly set the speed." (Vol.19 No2)
On the downside, "it accentuated surface noise and was
LAST Power Cleaner for LPs: $34.50/ 3/4-oz
less than exemplary at the very bottom." (Vol.19 No.12)
bottle with applicators tr
Sumiko Blue Point: $195 *
This small bottle of Freon-free cleaner is enough to treat
Rather awoolly bass, duc to the P-Mountladaptor con75 Ll's. JE found just three drops sufficient to remove
figuration, but a sweet balance lacking any nasality,
dirt, dust, and grime from garage-sale records, though
thought CG of this high-output MC. (Vol.16 NoA,
he discovered that a subsequent wash with his VPI
Vol.18 No.8; see also "Analog Corner" in VoI21 No.10.)
HW-17 was still required to reduce groove noise to
acceptable levels. "A worthwhile companion to LAST's
wonderful Record Preservative." (Vol.17 No.5)
Transfiguration Spirit, Benz-Micro Ruby Two, ClearLAST Record Preservative: $35.50/2-oz bottle er
audio Aurum Beta, Linn Addy 2, Sounds of Silence
Significantly improves the sound of even new records,
Crown Jewel SE, Grado Statement.
and is claimed to make them last longer. A 2-oz bottle
Deletions
contains 60 treatments. (Vol.5 No3)
AudioQuest 7000 Fc5 discontinued.
LAST STYLAST Stylus Treatment:
$28.50/ 1/4-oz bottle
Stylus treannent designed to reduce friction between
groove and phono cartridge. Some manufacturers caution against it, claiming it migrates up the cantilever and
attracts dust - thus clogging the amiature. One reader
Allsop Orbitrac 2(model #77500)
suggests applying treatment to brush rather than stylus,
record cleaner: $39.99
which would reduce the possibility of overapplying.
MF considers this indispensible for optimum vinyl hyMF has found STYLAST effective, but expresses congiene -he uses it to clean records &fen. using avacuumcern over possible cartridge damage. (Vol.18 No.12)
operated cleaning machine. Otherwise, he maintains,
Lewis Electronics Absolute Polarity Control: $600
the machine's intake pads become contaminated and,
Benz-Micro Glider: $750 555 *
MF recommended this device to those who can hear
in nini, contaminate every future record cleaned upon
"The aural pictures the Glider paints," Lli effused, "are
the difference in polarity when switching channels. It
it. (Vo120 Nos.1 & 4)
so good they really give you aglimpse into the original
allows you to invert polarity via awireless, remoteAudio Physic cartridge demagnetizer: $399 *
event." Citing the cartridge's presentation of detail, pincontrolled box: Plug your phono cables into the box,
MF found this expensive device most effective in mainpoint ima¡.eng,„ and almost physical presence, he did
and the box into your preamp or phono stage; then
taining that "like-new" quality of his MC cartridge. He
cavil that some may find the midbass on the soft side of
click the remote to "instantly" reverse both leads and
recommends placing the stylus in the groove of astaaccurate. "Powerful stuff," he said of one night's audiswitch LP absolute polarity without degrading the signal.
tionary record when using in order to center the coils
tion; "magic, in fact." Retipping costs $400. Borderline
Check cartridge compatibilty before you buy. (Vo122
in the magnetic field. (Vol.18 No.12)
Class B. (Vol.19 No.8)
No.6)
CA 22D2 record brush: 525
Benz-Micro MC Gold: $350 555
Lyle Cartridges alignment tool: $19.95 555 Y.
"When used in aconscientiously applied program of reg"A real sinotnhy," MF proclaimed. A luxurious top end
Inexpensive but invaluable - this sliver of mirror has
ular vinyl hygienic," MF asserted, "these brushes.., are
and agreat sense of liquidity were compromised somealignment markings and aspindle cutout. Slip it into
very useful for manicuring loose, dry dust from already
what, he felt, by compressed dynamics. (Vol.19 No.12)
place on your platter and use the classic two-point grid
cleaned records. Irecommend giving even the cleanest
Grado Reference Platinum: $300 SU
system to make sure everything's aligned. The mirror is
record in your collection aonce-over." (Vol.19 No.11)
"The new Grado 'sound' is more neutral" than the old,
the trick - it allows you to sight the cartridge's position
Cardas Sweep Record: $24 *
RJR said. "Overall, the sound balance was natural and
against the markings themselves. "An essential tool,"
Inexpensive degaussing aid for cartridges that also, it is
uniform, save for a slight midbass thickness... An
declares WP. (NR)
claimed, ultrasonically cleans the stylus. The record feaextraordinary value for entry-level audiophiles. "Oil
Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2record-cleaning
tures blank, ungrooved areas that facilitate antiskating
some turntables, hum may be audible at the end of
machine: $839 *
adjustments -or, for linear-tracking arms, level. MF
records -check before buying. (VoI21 No.6)
Nitty Gritty 2511 record-cleaning machine: 5599 tr
found it effective, especially when considering its price.
Ortofon MC-I5 Super Mk.II: $225 $$$
Nitty Gritty 1.5H record-cleaning machine: 5529 *
"Wouldn't be without it!" enthuses J-10. (Vol.18 No.12)
"A real sleeper," according to MF, "offering very neutral
The Mini Pro is asemiautomatic machine that cleans
DB Systems DBP-10 protractor: $39.95 *
•••
tonal balance -a bit lean, if anything - good ambience
both disc sides simultaneously. The 1.5 is identical to the
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tangency.
retrieval, fine extension on top without grain or glare,
2.5 but substitutes black-vinyl woodgrain for the Litter's
JA's and JGH's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)
good control below, and impressive overall dynamics."
genuine oak side panels. Instead of avacuuming "toneDecca, Hunt-EDA, Goldring, or Stacibrush
For his taste, it tracked atad heavily at 22 grams, -but
arm," as on the professional Keith Monks machine, the
carbon-fiber record brushes *
it provided aquiet background from which the music
NG cleaner uses avacuum slot. Cleaning is efficient and
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle apinst the
emerged." (Vol.19 No.12)
as good as Nitty Gritty's Pro, at asignificantly lower
appnoching ¡Tomes and slowly slid off die record), diese are
Reza Exact: $595
the most effective dry record-cleaners available. (JGH dis- price, though it takes twice as long, cleaning each side of
nuid-bink MM IViihOlif a removable stylus that MF
an LP in turn. While the vacuum-cleaning Nitty Gritty
eves, feeling that they leave die dust on die record.) No
claimed -will get your heart racing, that's for sure." The
does anearly equivalent job on dusty albums as the simsubstitute for al oci.asional wet wash. (Wil.10 No.8)
Analog Kid was knocked out by its explosive, energetic
etiee
ilarly priced VPI HW-16.5, CG felt that the VPI's hardDiscwasher 04 Record Cleaning System: $19.95 tz
sound. breathtaking midrange purity, and transient snap.
bristled brush did better with really dirty LPs than did
If you don't have arecord-cleaning machine, the DW
He was less fond of its "aggressive" top end and abundant
NG's velvet one. He found the effect of both was to
system will do an adequate job on relatively clean
low-frequency and rnidbass energy. Even so, lie teemproduce aless colored, more detailed midband sound
records, but won't get out the deep grunge, wrote JGH.
mended auditioning the Planar 9as asystem incorporatfrom LPs, as well as provide the expected reduction in
If you liegin to accumulate lots of gunk on your stylus
ing this cartridge, and concludes that "the Exact could
surface noise. (Mini Pro, Vol.8 No.1; 2.5Fi, Vol.7 No.5,
after cleaning your record with an older I)W brush, the
• - bring asomewhat reticent system to life." (Vo120 No.8)
Vol.8 No.1; 1.5Fi, Vol.17 No.5)
bristles are wont our, send it back for resurfacing or buy
• Shure VI5Vich1R: $350 SU
Nitty Gritty Model 1.0 record-cleaning
.1 new one. A high-torque turntable is required. (NR)
While the latest version of this venerable design didn't offer
machine: $269 555 *
Express Machining "The Lift": $99.95 (chrome),
MF "all the air and space prescrit on live recordings, or the
Audio Advisor Record Doctor II: 5200 555
kind of front-to-back layering of perfectly formed images I $119.95 gold-plated
Both of these machines (the latter is manufactured for
Pricey mechanical device that lifts manual toneanns at
hear from the top-shelf moving-coils. and it didn't recover
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the small microbursts of energy that make music %timid
Mikcy nevertheless co,icluded that, "if you're looking
for music with areasonably honest portrayal of the harmonic =mire of the real thing,
get it from the
V15." Street price can lx• around $275. (Vo120 No.7)

D

PHONO ACCESSORIES &
RECORD CLEANERS

•-•

IJ

good tracker at 1.7 grams, extremely dynamic, detailed,
yet rich, harmonically suave, rhythmically competent,
airy and extended on top, taut yet warns on bottom, the
Excel is asuperb perftinner at any price, and areal bargain
at $995." (VoI21 No3)
Grado Reference: $1200
"The finest fixed-coil camidgc I've ever heard, and one of
the finest-sounding cartridges I've ever heard -especially in the midrange -nsardless of design," said MF. But
it has some quirks: It was bard to optimally adjust overhang. and it can be susceptible to motor noise. Not as
detailed or refined as the better moving-coils, "but what
it did in the middle was so pure and right, and what it did
on the bottons so dynamic and note-perfect (if not the last
word in bass extension),1 found myself listening to record
after record long after Ishould have stopped." "Just misses Class A by not having the top-end resolution and air of
the best MCs, but out-tracks all of them and doesn't
require aheadamp," he adds. (VoI21 No.3)
Grado Reference Sonata: $500 SU
-Represents aleap of pertomunce beyond the Platinum
and hints at what ui expel isive MC can do," said RJR "Mspnwed detail. mansion speed, and decay, and improved hall
sound were very noticeable... No cartridge reproduces a
female voice better than this... It may be difficult to rationalize spending much snore for acartridge." He adds that
"it competes with all but the best of today's moving-coils."
On sonne turntables, hum may be audible at the end of
records-check before buying. (VoI21 No.6)
van den Hul MC-I0 Special: $1200
"Immediately distinguished itself.., in one area: highfrequency purity and resolution," said MF. "The MC10 offered the purest, most refined and resolved high
frequencies, absolutely free of grain and grit." It was
somewhat reticent in the bass, however, and "too polite
for rock, outstanding for classical and jazz." (VoI21 No.3)

100% LINN
New Linn amplifier technology leaves your performance, installation, air-con,
mains supply, noise, weight and decor problems behind with better sound, more power,
higher efficiency, smaller size, lighter weight, cooler running and hum and buzz free
pitch accurate silent power.

THE

LINN

KLIMAX

LINN

the only sound °
The new Klimax with full Aktiv Keltik System can be heard at:
Audio Systems, Austin, Tel: 512 451 5736

Audio Visions South, Tampa, Tel: 813 871 2989

California Systems, San Diego, Tel: 619 571 7332
Electronika, Boston, Tel: 617 859 8001

Ears Nova, Great Neck, Tel: 516 466 5674

Sound by Singer, New York, Tel: 212 924 8600

Sounds Like Music, Phoenix, Tel: 602 993 3351
Simply call 888-671-LINN or visit our website on www.linninc.com for reviews and information on
Linn whole home multi-channel total entertainment solutions.
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Audio Advisor by Nitty Gritty) are manual units that
offer the least expensive way to effectively clean LPs.
Record Doctor Il differs from the original in that it has
aroller bearing to make turning the LP easier when the
vacuum-cleaning motor is on. The earlier model can be
fitted with a roller-bearing accessory - available for
$17 including S&H from K-A-B Electro-Acoustics, P.O.
Box 2922, Plainfield, NJ 07062-2922 -- which fits
beneath the existing platter. The Nitty Gritty 1.0 is also
available as the oak-finished 2.0 for $329. (NR)
QR/DNM Design Ringmat Mk.0 XLR
turntable mat: $90 cr
RD found this paper/cork mat (available in three thicknesses) to both reduce groove noise and increase detail
resolution when used on his Lingo'd Linn. ST had
some initial difficulties with the cork rings detaching,
but he found the Ringinat to turn his AR into amore
detailed, more neutral-sounding 'table. Changes in the
cork rings and their spacing result in "greater clarity,
focus, slightly tighter bass, and awider, deeper soundstage," according to St who proclaimed it "The only
mat that matters." MF points out that, while it changes
the sound of glass-plattcred 'tables such as the Rega, not
everyone will find the change an improvement. Now
distributed in the US by Music Hall. (Vol.17 No.5,
Vol.18 No.1, Vol.19 Nos.6 & 11)
Rega cartridge torque wrench: $125
Expensive, but a must, MF felt, "for serious analog
addicts and professional installers." Agreed, scz ST, but
"for God's sake be careful with this thing, especially with
the new Grado wooden-bodied cartridges... best used
with very strong-bodied cartridges-such as Rega's."
(Vol.19 No.11)
Shun Mook record clamp: $1800 et
The best record weight J-10 has used on his Forsell
turntable, "bar none." Ridiculously expensive, however.
(Vol.17 No2)
The Disc Doctor's Miracle Record Cleaner:
$2L95/pint plus $5.50 S&H
MFs favorite LP-cleaning stuff, in combination with
the Orbitrac and the VPI HW-16.5. A quart of fluid
costs $33.95 plus $7.50 S&H; a half gallon costs
554.95/510 S&H. Size A LP brushes cost 534.95/pair,
Size B for 45s cost $25.50/pair. Replacement pads for
brushes cost 59.95/4. (Vo120 No-3)
Thor Audio The Phono-Burn: $350
An MF five. "'Bums in phono stage and entire systems
for those who can't wait, and especially for reviewers of
analog gear." Just plug it into aCD player and your phono
section, set the player on "repeat" for either the MM or
MC CI) track, and let it cycle for aday or so. If the phono
section is connected to your system, it an also "burn in"
your entire system, he pointed out. "No audiophile dub
[into analog] should be without one." (Vol.21 No.10)
Townshend Audio Elite alignment gauge: $35
Plastic cartridge-alignment gauge that frustrated MF as
an initial setup gauge, but, he writes, "as afinal diagnostic check on the quality of your (setup], it is indispensable and not expensive.... Once you're done [using
it,] you know where you stand in terms of distortion,
not just geometry." (Vo120 No.11)
VPI HW-17 record-cleaning machine: $1100 •:;,.
VPI HW-I6.5 record-cleaning machine: $485 e
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring
quality, the VPI '17 cleans one side at atime, semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty Gritty. "Best I've
used," says LA. "A highly functional and convenient
luxury," said Al-IC. Latest version has aheavier-duty
vacuum system. The '165 is amanually operated version
with anoisier motor. Adjusts automatically to thickness
of record; gets hot quickly. Of the HW-17F. MF says,
"Fast, convenient, beautifully constructed, and can be
used indefinitely without overheating, the fan version
of the 17 is well worth the extra money for those post
garage sale/record convention, analog orgies when
only cleaning the whole pile will do." (HW-17, Vol.8
No.1, Vol.19 No.6; original FIW-16, Vol.5 Nos.7 & 9;
MW-16,5, Vol.17 No.5, Vol.19 No.6.)
Walker AC motor turntable drive: $1500
This conditioner comprises atransformer, two sets of
ultra-high-speed diodes, asinewave generator and wave-
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shaping circuit, a25W power amplifier, and asecond
transformer to prevent any residual motor hash from
coming back down the line. It "made a noticeable
improvement in bass dynamics, image solidity, and focus,
and especially in transient speed and purity -not earthshaking, but not subtle either," MF deduced. But "icing
on the analog cake for the finest 'tables." (VoI21 No.11)
Wally Tractor cartridge-alignment gauge: $85
Wally-VTA-Tractor: $85
The cartridge-alignment device is specific to the toneanis you're using: If you use an arm for which there is
no stock model, the company can manufacture aWally
Tractor based on measurements you provide. MF says
this device is "easy to use, reasonably priced, and you'll
know where your stylus sits (and where it should sit) all
across the record. Highly recommended." The Wally
Tractor is one of arange of Wally set-up accessories,
including the Wally Skater and Wally Scale, all of
which arc recommended by MF. Distributed by Pro
Audio Ltd. (Vo120 No.11, VoI21 No.5)
'Winds ALM-1 stylus downforce gauge: $599
Winds ALM-01 stylus downforce gauge: $799
There arc two models of this electronic stylus-pressure
gauge: one measures in tenths of agrain; the more
expensive one in hundredths. Built-in spirit-level aplus.
"Absurdly expensive, but the last word in accuracy especially the model that measures to the hundredth of
agram," MF sez. "If you can afford either, get one."
(Vo120 No.1)

Record Research Labs LP4,9, Immedia Needle Nectar.
and Clearaudio Diamond Cleaner stylus cleaning fluids. Benz/ Aesthetix MC demagnetizer, Wally Scales.

CD PLAYERS
A

Audio Research CD2: $3495
"Every time 1thought Ihad ahandle on what the C1)2
did best," WP said, "I heard anew CI) that emphasized
some [other] aspect of musical communication, and the
CD2 would turn out to be equally adept at that quality
too. Duh..., the whole point of ahigh-transducer is to
accurately reflect what it's been fed." And this, he reckoned, the CD2 did about as well as any of the current
crop of state-of-the-art CD players. "If you crave the...
blended sound (of] mid-hall, but also value precision
and amiability, then the Audio Research could be the
final stop on your pilgrimage toward musical nirvana."
(VoI21 NoA)
Balanced Audio Technology VX-D5: $4500
Even picky J-10 was spoiled by this single-box CD
player with tubed output stage. "The VIC-D5 turned
out one of the most developed midbands I've ever heard
from adigital product.... Imaging within the soundfield was corporeal, highly palpable, and presented with
lots of body and presence. The upper midrange
through the treble was detailed, liquid, and inviting even transparent and incisive -all at the same time....
(Its] acoustic, high-quality bass goes down quite low
enough, then slightly bulges out in the very stygian
depths.- [although] it could have been a touch
tighter." (Vo121 No.5)
California Audio Labs CL-20
DVD/CD player: $1495 $$$
CL-20's price is amply justified by its audio performance alone," enthused KR, who appreciated its "superb
tonal balance, transparency, and imaging," and pronounced it "devastating" with 24/96 discs. JA felt that
the ability to play both CDs and DVDs hadn't "compromised the CL-20's performance as aCD player." But "a
tough call," sums up KR. "The CL-20 has become my
resident reference player. The audible differences
between the sound of the CL-20 and the dCS Elgar are
almost trivial. With 24/96 DA1)s, they evaporate. On
the other hand, it's our responsibility to discern and
describe these small differences." So Class A for DVD
playback, borderline Class B for CD playback. About to
be replaced. (Vo122 No.1)

Linn Sondek CD12: $20,000
"Somehow, this Cl) player just seems to exalt the music it's easily the finest CD player I've had in my system," says
WP "But mirk is it ever expensive!" Not, perhaps, asane
purchase, but good enough to drive you more than abit
crazy. I
Mmeasurements were "about as good as Ihave seen
from aCD player," understated JA. (Vo122 No2 WWN1V)
Mark Levinson No.39: $5995
Versatile Cl) player offers digital inputs (both TosLink
and S/PI)IF on RCA) and output, digital switching,
and high-quality variable output in the analog domain.
WP said it "reproduces music on the most exalted
level." He also was impressed by its "fine ability to place
musicians in space, surrounded by air.... What I
noticed most was being drawn into performances hearing passion where it had not previously revealed
itself to me.... Ijust don't think our current standard
(can) get much better than this." (Vo120 No.11)
Meridian 508-24: $3995 •er
"Detail, air, more of asense of musicians' palpable presence," coupled with "crystalline clarity" and "harmonic
richness," was how Sr summed up the 20-bit version of
this English player's sound. A Crystal delta-sigma DAC is
used, running four DACs operating in dual-differential
mode to offer true 20-bit resolution; it also boasts
improved noise-shaping. Si' praised its rock-stable images
and analoglike sense of ease -"everything sounded so
natural.., harmonically right, tonally rick" He asserted
that "the 'new' 508 is so strong. it belongs in Class A...
with players selling for three times the price." WP thought
this single-box player with 24-bit 1)ACs "is unquestionably one of the very best.- [It] had incredibly natural balanced sound. Given agood recording, it sounded unbelievably open and free from artifice.- Iwas stunned by
the Meridian's slam and deep-bass extension." A basic
remote control is supplied; Meridian's System Remote
costs $110. (Vol.17 No.12, Vol.19 No.6, VoI21 No.5)
Naim CDX: $4250
According to MF, the HDCD-equipped CDX possessed
Naim's usual sonic attributes: "On good recordings the
sound was fast, tight, rhythmically certain, and spectacularly open and transparent, with an ease of presentation
bordering on swagger. Most important, the sonic picture
hung together seamlessly, resulting in convincingsounding music." But it wasn't until he tried it with the
optional XPS power supply ($401:10) that he found himself
engaged enough to "indulge in an orgy of disc-pulling,"
This combo "demands equally accomplished associated
equipment and recordings," he said. (Vo122 No.5)
Naim CD3.5: $2150 $8$
"A great player," WP said. "One with no real weaknesses and some very attractive strengths.... The player
allowed me to hear far into the soundstage, but was not
hyperdetailed in the way digiphobes assume when we
say that - the balance between instruments and hall
was perfect. And the timbre of each instrument was
exquisitely rendered, both individually and in ensemble."
Addition of FlatCap power supply ($750) improved performance "in ways that, while hard to explain, make a
great player even greaten" (VoI21 No.7)
Sonic Frontiers Transport 3: $6999
Sonic Frontiers Processor 3: $6999
SD was "smitten by" this combo's "standard-setting
performance, excellent ergonomics, and great looks,"
and readily endorsed them as the "highest example of
the CD art" he had heard when they are connected by
the I2S datalink. He didn't recommend the Transport 3
as astand-alone unit, however, because it's expensive
and isn't upgradeable to L)V1) status. WP adds: "Used
together, aClass A CD player for sure. But it takes up
an awful lot of real estate, and once you get over the geewhiz gizmo appeal of that iris disc cover, its mechanical
grinding as it opens and closes is like fingernails on a
blackboard every time you play a CD. Twice."
Transport 3price includes a13W3 cable and remote;
upgrade for earlier models to Universal 12S-E status,
$699. (Vo121 No.10, Vo122 No2)
Sony CDP-XA7ES: $3000
TJN was quite taken by this player because it "continued
to sound better the more Ilistened to it. It's not perfect,
but its strengths-a smooth, sweet, detailed sound with

RECOMMENDED

natural warmth and a fine, palpable presence — make
such a strung statement that searching for flaws is alot of
work with little return." Well-bush, too, he asserted, and
"the equal of any player —separates or one-piece units—
at any price." (Vol.19 Non, Vo120 Nos.' & 7)
Wadia 860: $7450
Versatile Cl) player offers digital volume control, digital
inputs and outputs (TosLink, ST-optical, AF-S-EBU, and
S/PDIF BNC). "Ultimately, how you'll value the 860
depends on how you intend to use it," said MC. "It's a
definite success in all departments, clearly better in some
than in others, and will also perform very well without a
preamplifier. Yet its ultimate quality is achieved with the
internal volume control effectively disabled.., and by
using asuperlative, balanced-domain analog preamplifier." From his experience with the less-expensive 850, JA
is not so sure about this last point. Current production is
now 96kHz, 24-bit compatible. (VoI21 No2)
Wadia 850: $4950
This single-box Cl) player with digital-domain volume
control impressed JA as agood'wt "It was in the palpability of images that the Wadia scored —big time," he said,
adding that "used balanced straight into the ...amplifiers,
there was aweight that had to be heard to be believed."
But, he cautioned, "I occasionally got the feeling there was
some mid-treble brightness" when the 850 was used with
apreamp in the chain. If you can do without an analog
preamp, however, "the superbly construacd 850 is aCD
player to be reckoned with," (as long as your system is not
itself on the bright side.) Digital input board adds $995;
digital output board adds $495. Current production is now
961cHz, 2-t-Itit compatible. (Vol.21 No.5)
Wadia 830: $3250 SSS
I
)igital input board (961cHz-capable) costs $495; digital
output board, $245. (See BD's review in this issue.)
YBA CD 1Blue Laser: $6000
Unusual two-chassis integrated player houses the analog
power supply in aseparate enclosure from the digital
circuitry and, like the Cl) 3, employs ablue LEI) to
bathe the CD in blue light. J-10 deemed it "a player of
subtlety and nuance," singling out its "velvety midrange
textures land] aspecial kind of palpability." He concluded that it was "a little more easy to live with than I
might ultimately prefer." RH noted that the unit was
riddled with ergonomic idiosyncrasies and exhibited
"poor bench performance, with severe de-emphasis
errors, low channel separation, high noise levels, and an
alarming amount of intermodulation distortion."
(Vo120 No2)
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Araun Alpha 9: $1599 $$$
KR decided that the distinguishing feature of this
"absolutely superb" CD player is its new DAC module,
which combines aPMD-100 HDCD digital filter and
,arealization of the dCS Ring-DAC with 24/96 potential.JA concurred, saying that with the Ring-DAC, the
Alpha 9 "sets the standard for affordable CD replay."
ST said that the player gives "the most expensive digital separates aserious run for the money." The modular construction makes it easy for owners of earlier
models to climb the Arcarn upgrade ladder. "Barely
lacks the finesse of the top-notch players, but not the
detail, impact, or presence." KR sums up: "Compact,

lightweight, and inexpensive for what you get." (Vo122
Nos.1, 2, & 4)
California Audio Labs CL-15: $1695
An enhanced version of the CL-10 that also functions
as a digital processor/preamplifier. BD said that the
computer interface is most useful in amultimom instal'
lation, an asymmetric listening room, or if mating the
player directly to an amplifier. Both BD and JA found
it to be an outstanding performer. Borderline Class A in
the right system. $2195 with optional balanced outputs;
CL-15 configuration software, $99 for single-user license.
(Vol.21 No.11)
' California Audio Labs CL-10: $1495
This five-C1) changer with HDCD decoding
impressed the heck out of RH with its "warm mid- and
upper bass, laid-back presentation, and spacious soundstage." He also praised "the smooth mechanism, which
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performed flawlessly.... If your idea of fun is loading a
player with six hours of music and letting the good
times roll, the CL-10 is just the ticket." (Vol.19 No.11)
Denon DCD-1650AR: $999 SSS
"A honey oía player," said ST. "The low-level resolution
is fabulous for aplayer that retails for less than $1k. Bass
extension and dynamics are mighty good too." (VoI21 No.6)
Exposure CD player: $2050
MC "confidendy recommended" this British unit for "its
simple, single-ended transistor analog circuitry and the
fine sound it made." He called it an "unusually musical
Cl) player that has very good soundstaffing abilities, is quietly neutral but dynamically resolving, has an involving
and parry character, and is convincing and satisfYing in the
long tenu." Although he noted aslight treble texture, he
did not feel it detracted substantially from his listening
pleasure. The digital volume control is not recommended
for serious listening. (VoI20 No.11)
Myryad MCI00: $1195
"Just afew years back, you would have had to spend
$3000 to get this sound quality from silver disc," JA said.
"Dynamics seemed excellent in general... but overall,
the Mryad player was balanced on the polite side of
reality." And "the Myryad's bass lacked weight in
absolute terms... But the definition was excellent."
Furthermore, "it does throw good space... this player
gives good soundstage.... It is awell-engineered, wellmade, excellent-sounding, thoroughly modem CD player." Current production has the premium quality Crystal
DAC chip. Now distributed by Artcch. (VoI21 No.1)
Rega Jupiter transport & lo DAC: $1790 US
Though it's possible to mix and match, Sain Tell* recommended buying and using these two as apair. (That way,
you also get a"free" Klotz low-capacitance digital cable.)
The Jupiter is basically Rep's Planet design with improved
power supplies and build quality. When combined with
the lo, ST said the Jupiter preserved what he liked best
about the Planet's "full-bodied," "rich," "dyrtunic" sound,
while adding greater resoluàoit He finds its top-loading
design "fun to use," though you obviously can't stack oilier
equipment on top. (Vo122 No.5)
Rega Planet: $795 SSS
"A beautifully mechanically engineered product...
Produces arich, full-bodied, dynamic (but not overdynarnic) sound," said ST. JA was also impressed, but
noted it sounded "just alittle tilted-up at the top end,
which made it a better match for darker-balanced
speakers and electronics." And it perhaps "makes CDs
sound a little more reverberant than Isuspect they
should." In his opinion, "the Planet has amore involving presentation on rock music... On classical CDs,
however... the Rega soundledi alittle untidy" compared to more expensive players. "But at awhisker
under $800, it is an astronomical high-end bargain."
Digital out allows for use as atransport (Vo120 No.6,
VoI21 No2)
YBA CD 3Blue Laser: $3400
Despite sonic quirks — phase inversion, eccentric
ergonomics, unit doesn't automatically initialize
discs —ST was taken by this top-loading Cl) player's
"excellent detail and stupendous spatial resolution."
"Blue laser" is somewhat of amisnomer, as the unit
uses ablue LED to produce (it is said) the optical equivalent of dither. Hmmm. (Vol.19 No.12)

Rotel RCD-971: $695 $5$
This little 12-pounder features HDCD capability, dual
20-bit Burr-Brown PCM-63P D/A chips, a"sophisticated" anti-jitter circuit, and acarefully tweaked analog
output stage. The result? "Smooth, sweet, nonfatiguing
sound," according to ST, and resolution that was "superior to anything I've heard for the price." J-10 adds
"smooth, detailed, extended, HDCD abonus, sounds
excellent for arelatively low-cost player," though according to RJR, "ruthlessly revealing high frequencies
suggest careful equipment matching." (Vo122 No.4)

D
Arcam Alpha MCD: $999
A nifty six-disc Cl) changer that BI) gave top marks to

for those who are "set on achanger's versatility and
convenience." Although it's not as high-end sonically as
he would have liked, he concluded that the MCD was
"clever, adelight to use, and — in background music
mode — wonderful to listen to." (Vo121 No.10)
NAD 515: $499
This affordable five-disc changer exceeded RH's expectations of what is possible at $499: "the 515 had superb
image focus, good spatial resolution, asmooth treble,
lack of glare, and satisfying bass.... The 515's compromises were in ways that were the least musically objectionable." Its coaxial digital output "provides an easy
upgrade path if you add an outboard digital processor,"
he added helpfully. Can a$499 changer be considered
high-end audio? "If that CD player is the NAD 515,
absolutely." (Vo120 No3)
Sony CDP-,CAIES: $350
MK deemed the CI)P-XAIES smoother and more
refined than much of its similarly priced competition,
but somewhat weak dynamically. Digital out, ausable
(but not highly recommendable) variable output control, and abetter than usual headphone output offer
budget shoppers desirable flexibility. (Vo120 No.9)

Ratel RCD991, Adcom GCI) 750, Denon DVD-5000,
Sony SCI)-L
Deletions
Bow Technologies ZZ-Eight not currently available in
the US; I
knoll DCM-360 and Cambridge Audio CD4
SE discontinued.

DIGITAL PROCESSORS

Editor's Note: -11ic sound ot .un pants-au
)transport/digital processor combination will be dependent on
the datalink used —see "Bits is Bits?" by Christopher
1)unn and Malcolm Omar Hawksford, Stenvphile, March
1996, Vol. 19 No_3. Unless mentioned, all processors air
limited to 32/44.1/48IcHz sample rates.

A
Camelot Technology Uther v3.0: $2995 555
"Simply the best DAC I've used to date," said KR in 1998.
He elaborates: "When used without ',tramp and with its
own analog gain control, the sound quality (not the cosmetics or the user interface) of this DAC qualifies it for
Class A. In this twilight of the Red Book standard, I
haven't heard aDAC that gets more from it." Latest Mk3
version offers improved remote control (the rest of the
circuitry is the same). Owners of Mk.1 or IslIc2 versions
may upgrade to Mk-3 at no cost by sending their unit in
widi an RA*. The Uther v2.0 is now shipped with the
new remote at the same price. (Vo121 No.4, v2.0)
dCS Elgar: $12,000
A remote-control 1)/A processor that's future-proof in
that it will decode two-channel, 24-bit 192IcHz and
96kHz recordings (although it does lack HDCD
decoding). "The Elgar sounds simply superb and has a
measured performance to match," JA gushed. While
there were differences between the two units, Our
Fearless Leader felt the Elgar was within striking distance of his long-time reference, the Mark Levinson
No-30.5. However, he added, "the sound of 96kHz
tapes reconstructed by the Elgar was simply more real.
And that is what the High End is all about." J-10 was
entranced by the Elgar, particularly with the dCS 972
used to upsample CD data: the combination gave him
the "inestimable but quiet thrill of knowing that Iwas
close, very close to the music." (Vo120 Nos.7 & 12,
Vo122 No2)
JCS 972 digital-to-digital converter: $6995
J-10 labeled this the "Swiss Army Knife of dCS's pro
audio line" because of its many easy-to-navigate
options. When it was used to up:ample 16-bit/
44.1kHz CD data to a24/192 datastream, he loved
what it did in combination with the dCS Elgar. The
pairing nulled out to be "extremely balanced" and
"absolutely re-platformed digital playback diez-10." A
$5000 consumer version, the Purcell, was introduced in
spring '99. JA agrees with J-10 about the sonic improve-
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Ultimate Preamplification
Introducing the Spectral DMC-30 Reference Preamplifier..
The Reference in Remote Control Preamps

"The DMC-30's technical
specifications are mind-boggling.
Listener involvement and musicality
are almost mystical. It's hard to
describe. You must be prepared to be
'face to face' with your favorite artists."
Terry Menacker
President of Overture
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Overture is pleased to introduce the long awaited DMC-30 Reference preamplifier. Serious music enthusiasts no longer
need to compromise performance for convenience. The DMC-30 gives us what we have been looking for in an "ultimate"
remote control preamplifier: unparalleled clarity, dimension and musical realism, possible only through an
uncompromising instrumentation design, unique in the industry to Spectral.
Remote designs have had noisy processor control systems, attenuators and displays that pollute audio signal pathways
and degrade sonic performance, as well as problematic distortions and "sweet spot" tendencies where one loudness setting
sounds better than others. Spectral's three-year design effort headed by Keith Johnson has eliminated these problems.
Spectral's unique high-speed discrete circuit topology is combined with full remote convenience for the first time in an
instrumentation design, assuring pristine contamination-free amplification and control of audio signals. The result is an
unprecedented level of listener involvement and insight into the musical experience.

Soe.andi DHC 30
Redv.e..«ec kus.•.t./.4e.

To audition the DMC-30, or to receive an in-depth essay by Keith Johnson on the
development of this breakthrough design, please drop by, or call us at 800-838-1812.
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ment when the 972 is used to upsamplc CD data, and
bought one. (Vo122 No2)
Mark Levinson No.30.6: $16,950
(No30, Vol.15 No2, Vol.16 No.6; No.30.5, Vol.17
No.10, Vol.18 Nos3 & 4, No30.6, see JA's Follow-Up
in this issue.)
Meridian 518: $1950 et
Unusual digital-to-digital processor that significantly
reduces datastreans jittet performs digital gain and source
selection, converts data with one digital word length to
data with another -such as when transferring data from
a20-bit master to a16-bit DAT or CD-R -and offers a
choice of seven noise-shaping algorithms. JA uses it to
master Stennphile's CDs, feeling the 518 preserves the
integrity of the 20-bit masters when transferred to a16bit medium. Much to his surprise, however, feeding 16bit CD infomution through it and increasing the word
length to 20-bit going into his LeVillS011 DAC resulted in
tremendous improvements. "It was gooscbump city, even
with recording that usually strike nie as just being notes
by numbers," he raved. (Vol.19 Nos.1 & 7)
Muse Model 296: $3000 SSS
96kHz capable. With Muse's $3500 Model Eight
DVD/CI) transport, this was one of the first two-box
DVD-Audio/-Video solutions to hit the Hie End. "This
system is here to stay," SI) decided, citing its "relatively
modest $6500 price tag, robust PS interface, modular
flexibility, and compatibility with awide variety of twochannel software." He also gave the Muse the nod for
"accurate transient definition, image focus, resolution of
harmonics, and localization of instruments." BI) and MC
are less impressed, however, the latter finding the presentation to be too smooth. (Vo122 Nos.4 & 10)
Sonic Frontiers Processor 3: $6999
A two-box D/A system with aseparate power supply
and afully differential, balanced topology in the analog
and digital domains. SD was "smitten by" it in combination with the Transport 3(see "CD Players"), citing
their "standard-setting performance, excellent ergonomics, and great looks." Price includes Universal PS
cable and remote. (Vol.21 No.10, Vo122 No2)
Theta DS Pro Generation V-A: $3795 *
Above price is for the single-ended version; the version
with hilly balanced I
)AC and output stages costs $5595.
Much better than the Generation III processor that it
replaced in that it has a less hyped-up, more refinedsounding, more musically natural treble balance, yet the
Gen.V-A still features Theta's traditional terrific sense of
dynamics and low-frequency slam and extension. Not
quite as smooth-sounding as the Mk.I1 Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2, and alittle less image depth, but SI) still considers
the Gcn.V to be among the best IVA processors available.
"Although the relative changes fium its predecessor are
small in scale, their sonic impact snakes this upgrade a
highly recommended step for owners of earlier models,"
he concluded, finding the new version's soundstage to be
even better defined than the previous iteration's "famous,
already urunen.se soundscape." Calling the V-A beautifully balanced and atransparent window into every recording, he assessed its overall performance as "as good as I've
hearth." ST-optical input adds $300; Single-Mode input
adds $800. Theta is adding 961cHz capability for $300.
(VoL18 Nos2 & 7, VoL19 No.1)
Wadia
$8950 $$$
RH insisted that the original No27 (along with Spectral's
SDR-2000 Pro and Mark Levinson's No30.5) occupies a
rwsg above the other Class A-rated processors, stating
that "the 27 presented apalpability and inunediacy Ihadn't heard in my system before [due to] the 27's extraordinary transparency, resolution, and natural reproduction of
timbre. Instruinental images were right AM' in the morn,
vivid and alive." The 27's adjustable output -controlled
in the digital domain -allows you to drive apower
amplifier directly fions the 27 without the need for apreamplifier. The downside? You must reconnect your ',tramp every time you want to listen to an analog source.
However, RH concluded, "running straight into the
amplifier took me asignificant step closer to the music the last step between prat sound and goosebump-raising
magic." Current "ix" version can handle 8821cHz and
961cHz data and can be slaved to aWadia 270 processor
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via aseparate doddink coimection -"Class A with abullet!" exclaimed John Atkinson about this combination,
which produced asound that was "jaw-dropping" when
hooked up directly to his Levinson monoblocks. Upgrade
from 27 to 27ix, $450 plus shipping and handling
upgrades will be available for Super Audio CD and
DVD-Audio. (Van No.10, Vo122 No.4)

Camelot Technology Dragon Pro2 Mk.2
Jitter Reducer: $1495
"Should become the new standard for anti-jitter processing," said KR, hut adds, "while the 1)ragon is a
superior 'jitter box' (certainly as compared to the older
I)TbPro), major improvements in modern transport
and DAC design make its incremental improvements
relatively less significant. With older hardware, it is a
major tool." A $300 Mk.3 upgrade is available providing
AC-3/I)TS/96kHz compatibility. All Mk.1 and Mk2
owners can upgrade to Mk.3 status by sending their
unit in with an RA*. (VoI21 No.4)
Encore Ovation4: $1995
The Ovation4 is amusical chameleon, MK discovered,
as it offers two filter settings. On the flatter of the two.
MK said, "the Ovation4 sounded alittle bright... abit
on the lightweight side," although "the microdynamics
were excellent... the bass was deep and tight, but especially right." Switching to the second filter setting, "the
sound became wanner." He concluded by praising its
"high levels of resolution.., portrayals of rhythmic
intensity and micmdynarnics... hamionic body, gentle
softness, even [its ability to convey) the passion of aperfomance." ST-optical input adds $200, balanced versions
costs $2725. (VoI21 No.1)
Theta DS Pro Basic III-A: $2695
The original III impressed 13N with "good detailing,
depth, and alack of any irritating qualities -nothing
artificial about the sound of this converter." If he were
shopping in this price range, he'd put the Pro Basic III
high on his list. WP concurs, finding the "A" revision of
this flexible and substantial DAC arevelation, falling for
its drive and swing. While its sound was detailed, he felt
that it wasn't relentlessly so. He also was floored by in
ability to layer soundstage depth and to extract the last little hit of bass oomph from recording. Single-Mode Laser
Linque optical connection highly recommended, though
costly. HDCD module adds $459; ST-optical input adds
$300; Single-Mode Laser Linque adds $800. (Vol.18
No.11, III; Vol.19 No.5, SGHT2 No3, III-A)

Creek OBH-14 DAC/preamplifier: $350 SSS
As ST put it, the OBH-14 is simply "a I)/A converter
using a1-bit, Crystal CS4390 24-bit-capable chip, to
which has been added ahigh-quality volume control."
It has just "one pair of RCA inputs. No balance control.
No remote-controlled volume. Basically, no nothin'
'cept good, clean sound." Sound that is "rich, full, ripe,
full-bodied." He considered it an ideal upgrade for CI)
players that come across as "somewhat thin and
harmonically undernourished." (Vo122 No.5)
Entech 205.2: $449.95 SU
A slicker, more versatile version of the 203.2 with a
rituels beefier output stage that BD said offered a"noticeably higher standard of performance ... for not too much
more money." Which, given its additional inputs and
user-interface features, it should. JA was astonished by
the "level of measured performance audiophiles can now
buy for less than $500, as typified by [the' Entech
Number Crunchers." (VoI21 No.12, Vo122 No2)
Monarchy Audio DIP: $199 $5$
The DIP demodulates an incoming S/PD1F signal into
respective clock and data lines, which are separately reencoded and clocked out by ahie-accuracy oscillator.
Can also accept digital data florin one input type (TosLink,
say) and output it as another (such as AES/E1311). In sonne
cases, ST found, "everything improved -clarity, midrange, and treble smoothness, spatial resolution, focus, bass
extension, and tightness. Transients were cleaner, qtticket
There was amore natural decay of instruments in time
and space, and not by asmall margin." (Vo120 No.6)

MSB Technologies Link DAC: $349 $5$
"Ilse MSS Link is asteal!" marveled KR of this inexpensive 24/96-compatible D/A processor, and its
"deficiencies were few, consisting of a little lowermidrange emphasis and aslightly forward presentation."
Not had, considering the pricey equipment he pitted it
against. "In view of its performance, cost, and compatibility with 24/96 sources, many CD players would
benefit from being partnered with it, and every DVD
player deserves to be auditioned with it," he concluded.
"Pushing the limits of C." (Vol.22 No.1)
Musical Fidelity X-24K: $499.95 555
Wondering whether to buy anew Cl) player or aDV1)Video player? This 24/96 1)AC, JA said, is the answer:
"Buy aDVD player with a96kHz-enabled digital output
and feed the signal to an X-24K." Bass is alittle soft in
absolute tenns, and the midrange is balanced a little
more forward than the Entech 205.2, but "the sound
quality from CDs will not disappoint, and the X-24K
will be capable of getting sound to die for from the twochannel 24/96 DADs available," he said. (Vo122 No2)
Rega lo: $795 SSS
Borderline Class C. See "Cl) Players." (Vo122 No.5)
The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-2: $499 US
MK thought tisis
converter kit provided "huge
amounts of detail," albeit with abright tonal balance.
"It's clear that the DAC-2 surpasses the 1)AC-1 in
almost C117y capacity, rendering the older converter
obsolete... [and) revealing musical details on familiar
recordings that Iwas previously unaware of." JA concurs as to the unit's superiority to its predecessor, but
doesn't hear the unit as particularly bright. Class C+
was KR's verdict. Upgraded parts-package adds $149;
MK proclaimed the fully loaded DAC-2 "a best buy"
possessing "strong microdynamics, expansive sound.
stage, [and] extraordinary resolution," and suggests that
it knocks on the door of Class B. (Vo120 Nos.1 & 7)

D
California Audio Labs Gamma: $195
"'flic (.anuna is a little overachiever that performs
beyond what one might expect from aDAC with alepton-sized price," punned MK. "Very listenable ... it failed
to offend no matter what kind of recording Ithrew at
it.... it was completely free of any grainy or edgy sounds."
However, he observed, compared with better, costlier
design, it had "reduced dynamics and only mediumsnong bass." RJR concurs, noting that its 1)C power
option makes it akiller additions to an automotive sound
system -but points out that, evens in that context, the
quality of the transport can make asurprising difference
ins the sound. (Vol.19 No.11, Vo120 No.5, VoI21 No.1)
Entech 203.2: $299.95 SSS
Adding the budget-priced 2032 from Monster Cable's
Entech division to your system is like "going from a
black-and-white television to living color," said an enthusiastic BD, who called the DAC a"superb, inexpensive
upgrade for an older or inexpensive Cl) player." Its
most notable contribution, he reported, was its "even
handling of dynamics and instruments' harmonic structures." Not only that, but it's "cute." Borderline Class
C. (Vo121 No.12)

Resolution Audio D-92 & D-98, Theta DS Pro
Gen.VI, Mark Levinson No.360, Burmester 970, mbl
1611HR.
Deletions
Adcom G1M-700, Spectral SDR-2000 Professional, and
Classe DAC-1 not auditioned in along rinse; Genesis
Tedmologies Digital Lens discontinued.

CD TRANSPORTS
A

C.E.C. TL 0: $17,500
No-holds-barred belt-drive transport that j-10 found
an unalloyed pleasure -"a device for those who have
an appreciation for the finer things in life. The most
overwhelming sonic characteristic [is] its ability to lift
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Edge of the Art -Ultimate Home Theater

Aerial Acoustics Takes You to New Heights in
Cinema and Concert Hall Realism...Now Featuring
the Astonishing SW12 Subwoofer
Aerial Acoustics has become recognized as one of the world's finest speaker companies. Extraordinary performance,
superb build quality, beautiful cabinetry and affordable prices make Aerial Acoustics speakers one of the audio industnes best values. Aerial Acoustics speakers are the perfect choice for Home Theater, multi-channel or two channel systems.

AERIAL MODEL 6

Famous Aerial performance in asmaller format. The Model 6is
only 39" tall and 7"wide. Perfect for small to medium sized
rooms. The 6delivers full bodied rich detailed sound, with great
bass extension, and pinpoint imaging. It delivers "big" sound in a
small package.

F40.41 e
S4000

AERIAL MODEL 7B

Our best selling Aerial speaker. The 7B offers much of the
performance of Aerial's flagship 10T, in asmaller size and at a
lower price. Its deep bass, detailed midrange, smooth highs, and
extraordinary dynamic range make it the perfect choice for any
high performance music or home theater system.

14,,,41 107

moo

AERIAL MODEL 10T

The Model IOT has become atrue audio "classic". It ranks as one of the
finest speakers available, regardless of price. Perfectly at home in the
finest cinema or music system, the 10T's frequency extension, overall
resolution, and sheer musicality have made it afavorite with enthusiasts
world wide. When combined with Aerial's new SW12 subwoofer system,
you have one of the finest systems available, regardless of price.

AERIAL MODEL SW12

There is no shortage of subwoofers available in today's market,
but only afew can lay claim to delivering true high-end performance. Flat to below 20Hz, astonishing resolution, and seemingly
unlimited dynamic range, combine with unsurpassed flexibility to
make the SW12 the year's most exciting new subwoofer. Powered
by atrue high-end 400 watt amplifier, other features include, a
parametric equalizer, adjustable damping for speed or slam, and
full remote control operation. Suitable for use with the finest
speakers, including panels.

AERIAL MODEL CC3
AERIAL MODEL SR3

$1400
$2800

The CC3 center channel speaker and SR3 surround speakers complete
the Aerial home theater system, and are the perfect way to expand a
high performance 2channel system into amulti-channel format.

H.41 SW/2
S4S00

Fickt ee3 S1400
140.41 SU S2900

The entire Aerial Acoustics line is on display at Overture.
Please call 800-838-1812 for more information.
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"How do they get this kind of bass out of such atiny
box? Deep, tight, tuneful, and loud enough to rattle
pictures on the wall—this is serious subwoofing!"

Explore New

Robert Deutsch on the Velodyne HGS10
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater,
September 1998

Depths.

•

For over 15 years, Velodyne servo subwoofers have
defined—and redefined—the state of the art in
velcdYn e

low-frequency performance. Now, with the introduction
of the HGS Series, we're offering you achance to explore
new depths. With over 3000 watts of power. Two full
inches of linear excursion. Thirty times less distortion.

Velodyne
1070 Commercial Street, #101
San Jose, CA 95112
Phone (408) 436-7270
Web WWW.Veladvna_rnm

Ruler-flat response to below 20 Hz. They are nothing less
than the redefinition of the best subwoofers in the world.
Velodyne invites you to experience them at select
dealers worldwide.

perfectly immense amounts of information... [remaining] eloquently and enormously hyper-detailed to the
limits of my ability to hear." This, he found, was not
without cost: meticulous setup and precise system
matching are required. (Vol.18 No.5)
C.E.C. TL 1: 84950 $5$ it
Unusual, beautifully constructed belt-drive transport
with amore laid-back, easeful sound than the Levinson
No.3 and less forceful in the bass. Sounds sweet and
extraordinarily musical, however, with alush midrange.
LA's long-term reference. (Vol.16 No.7, Vol.17 No.5,
Vol.18 No.5; sec also RR's response to areader's letter
in Vol.16 No.9, p.25.)
Forsell Air Bearing Mk.11: $10,900 tr
With this -upside-down" Swedish transport, the user
places the CD on the turntable and lowers the laser pickup assembly onto it. The result, according to J-10, is a
mie Class A sound, especially when using its coaxial data
output The lows were extended and fight, the highs airy
and open, the sotindstage gigantic and unbounded; "palp
factor" was the highest J-10 had experienced in his system.
(Vol.17 No.5; see also Vol.18 No.7, p.93.)
Mark Levinson No.3L5: $9495 er
Upgrade to the original No31. "A reference' component
if ever Iheard one," insisted JA. "... asupreme example
of astate-of-the-art, potentially future-proof Cl) transport" The improvement offered over the No31 transport
was substantial, he said. "With the '31.5 recovering the
bits ... I[heard) the best Ihave yet to hear from the 16-bit
digital standard." "However," he cautioned, "even the
cheapest upgrade to '31.5 status, replacing as it does everything other than the chassis and half the power supply, is
quite expensive at ahair under $3000." (Vol.16 No.6; see
also RI-i's response to areader's letter in Vol.16 No.9, p25,
No31; Vol.19 No.10, No31.5.)
Mark Levinson No.37: $3995 $$$
TJN compared this transport to the firmly ensconced
Class A No.31.5 and found the less expensive Levinson
"a little more open and airy, with more apparent depth
and alittle tighter bass.... It sounded better. To me."
However, he pointed out that others might prefer the
more relaxed presentation of the '31.5. The important
thing, as he saw it, is "the price of state-of-the-CD-art
is corning down." (Vo120 No.1)
Muse Model Eight: $3500, including 13W3 cable
A provisional recommendation only, since this DVD/CD
transport has undergone amajor redesign since SD's enthusiastic review. See "Digital Processors." SD is working
on aFollow-Up. (Vo122 No.4)
Theta Jade: $2495
Martin Colloms lauded the CD-only Jade for its "high
resolution of detail, firm bass, sparkling yet unforced
treble, and neutral midrange tonality." (Vo122 No.1)
Wadia 270: $7950
The 270 is identical to Wadia's 850 and 860 CD players,
but has an updated CD transport mechanism, adigital
output, and aMode button on the remote that steps the
pair through three states of "resolution enhancement."
"The sheer vividness of the 270's Wadia's presentation
driving the Wadia 27ix, coupled with laid-back high
frequencies that resembled nothing so much as the real
thing, made this the best Ihave ever heard from any
digital audio technology," JA concluded. (Vol.22 No.4)

Meridian 500: $2395 itr
This British transport's bass was not as tight as that of the
Theta Data Basic, found RI-4, but its treble was smoother.
MC adds that he finds it not as good as the discontinued
Meridian 200 when it comes to pace. But it formed a
musically synergistic combination with the excellent
Meridian 563 processor, striking just the right balance
between immediacy and case. JA enjoys the relaxing balance it produced with the dCS Elgar. (Vol.17 No.4)

Rega Jupiter: $995 US
See "CD Players." (Vo122 No.5)
Rega Planet: $795 MS
The inexpensive Rega (sec "CD Players") works very
well as atransport, both ST and JA discovered. However,
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JA points out that you need to use it with avery good
processor to get better sound than it provides as astandalone Cl) player. (VoI20 No.6, VoI21 No2)

D

Editor's Note: There are currently no Class D CD
transports listed.

Resolution Audio VT960, Theta DaVil), Meridian 800.
Deletions
TL, 2not auditioned in too long atime.

CD ACCESSORIES

AudioPrism CD Stoplight: $19.95
Green, water-based acrylic paint for coating the edges of
CI)s. The green color, which PvW found absorbs the
laser's infrared wavelength, is presumably significant, but
at present we have no idea why this tweak should so
improve the sound of CI)s. Tut it does so, however,
seems to be beyond doubt to anyone with cars to hear
(though no other single product has raised greater guffaws
front the mainstream press). "This stuff worksr report JE,
PvW, and JA, all of whom feel that it increases sound.stage
definition, improves the solidity of bass trproduction, and
usefully lowers the level of treble grain so typical of Cl)
sound. PvW and MC report that awater-based poster
pen, the Uniposca fun Mitsubishi, has awry similar
effect MC also notes that the CD should first be deseaticized and its edges degreased before the green paint is
applied. (Vol.14 No.11, Vol.19 No.10; see also DO's and
'UN's WOES reports in Vol.13 No3, ST's and Ri-i's articles on CI) tweaks in Vol.13 No.5, and "As We See It,"
Vol.18 No.7)
Compact Dynamics CD Clean!: $9.95 cleans
250 CDs *
The essential accessory for those who frequent usedCD huts. (Vol.17 No.11)
Compact Dynamics CD Magic: $14.95 treats
200 CDs *
Rescues badly scratched CDs. "For damaged CDs, this
stuff really is magic!" enthuses JE. Discwashcr and
RadioShack market similar products. (Vol.17 No.11)
Discsvasher CD Laser Lens Cleaner: $14.95 tr
PvW found this CI) fitted with two tiny brushes in a
spiral to be effective at improving the sound of his 18month-old Marantz C1)-80. (Vol.14 No.11)
Nordost Eco 3anti-static spray: $39.95/8-oz bottle
"Spray it on, wipe it off ashot of this on CDs, electronic
equipment, and cables will clean up asurprising amount
of sonic smog," claims liW. BI) and BM concur. WP
adds, "Frustratingly audible when applied to the label side
of CDs." He hates when that happens. (Nit)
Optrix: 516.95/2-oz-bottle treats 100 CDs
CD-DVD disc cleaner and anti-static spray that does a
great job of eliminating fine dust and dirt, says SD,
while preventing the return of dust with its long-lasting
anti-static properties. Even makes most new CDs
sound subtly better, presumably by removing molding
compound left over from disc manufacture. (NR)
QR Design Statmat: $39.95
This piece of thin plastic purports to be "an electrostatic
control system" designed to disperse "the low-voltage
hot spots that would otherwise build up during play."
Whatever. According to sr. it "improved the sound of
every CD Iplayed in every player Ihad, sometimes
quite dramatically." (Vo120 No.12)
Theta Optigue: $50 it(
Refractive-index-matching goop that LL reconuncnds
for use with ST-type glass-fiber datalinks. "Must be
used on the Theta's internal connections to get the full
benefit," he advises. (See LEs Theta Data Series II review
in Vol.15 No.10.)
Deletions
AudioPrism Cl) Bladdight not auditioned in along time.

PREAMPLIFIERS

Editor's Note: Apart from the Conrad-Johnsons,
Audible Illusions, Nagea, and CAT, all the Class A pre-

amplifiers offer balanced outputs. And unless noted,
the preamplifiers listed do not have phono stages.
Note that the Z-Systems nip-1 only accepts digital
sources.

A

Adcom GFP-750: $1250 SU
"The preamp for the audiophile who hates preamps,"
proclaimed WP, impressed by the Nelson Pass-designed
GFP's "unembellishing" openness. "When aproduct is
designed honestly, constructed with integrity, and performs superbly, you've just got to give it proper recognition." Such conclusions were matched by the measurements, which JA said indicated "good engineering." "An
hottest gem - solidly built, cleverly designed, and
offering sound that compares to the best preamplifiers
Iever heard. What's not to like?" sums up WP. (Vo122
No3 WWW)
Audible Illusions Modulus 3A: $2295 SSS
Simple tube design "offers the highest level of performance at abargain price," averred MF, who found the
one-tube-per-channel line stage transparent and deadsilent. Unit boasts mono switch, arapidly disappearing
feature that some audiophiles (WY among them) do not
consider dispensable. Optional MC phono board has sufficient gain for awide variety of cartridges-although
users of extremely low-output transducers may wish to
audition this unit at home before committing. "If the
Modulus 3A isn't the finest-sounding preamp in the
world, regardless of price," MF insists, "it is one of the
finest." RJR concurs. Current version features astepped
attenuator and improved capacitors. Price is with MM
phono stage; MC stage adds $575; silver faceplate adds
$45; 23k gold faceplate adds $195. (Vol.19 Nos2 & 9)
Ayre K-1: $5250
"Some equipment manages to conjure asense of the
realness of the musical experience," according to WP,
and he says the K-1 qualifies. "First and foremost, it is
prodigiously fast and neutral." He also lauded its transparency, seemingly unlimited dynamic range, and
excellent soundstaging. "The phono stage, however,
takes it to an entirely different level. Simply stated, the
Ayre's phono stage is the best I've ever heard: quiet as a
tomb and grainless as flowing water." Remote volume
control adds $250; phono stage adds $1600. (Vo120 No-3)
Ayre K-3: $3250 $$$
The K-3 solid-state preamp with optional phono board.
MF said, "is avery close cousin to the K-1 ... [It] was
dead quiet..." But what really got the analog kid's
juices flowing was the phono section: "The K-3's vinyl
playback performance was among the finest I've ever
heard... bass performance was as good as I've heard...
But what was more important than any one facet of the
K-3's phono performance was the overall picture,
which held together seamlessly and effortlessly from
top to bottom." Remote control adds 5250; phono stage
adds $1000. (VoI21 No.7)
Classé Omega: $10,000
This line-level preamp is dual-mono, fully balanced,
fully symmetrical, and fully remote-controlled. "While
it does have an identifiable character, [it) doesn't have
much of avoice of its own," said J-10. "That's exactly as
it should be. Open, fast, transparent, and extended, it
always controlled the associated amp with alinear, fullrange signal." 73N declared that the measured performance indicated "impeccable operation." A synergistic
partner for the Omega power amp. (Vo122 No.7
WWW)
Conrad-Johnson ART: $14,995
This limited-edition, dual-chassis, remote-controlled
tubed line stage uses five dual triodes per side, these
running in parallel to construct asingle high-transconductance triode that can be run without abuffer stage
or negative feedback. The downside is that things like
channel balance arc controlled by the performance of
the individual tubes used -our sample had adifference between channels of some 03dB. This in no way
bothered WP, who called the ARTs sound "A whole
new hall game.... involving, rich in timbre and nuance,
and staggeringly clear.... It is without compromise."
(Vo121 No.5 WWW)
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Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen: $4395
"It's still possible to find products that can fill you with
wonder," WP insisted upon hearing this tubed, remotecontrol line stage. "Allied with the Fourteen's freedom
from low-level noise was an astounding dynamic range."
True to the music, tonally neutral, and achampion at the
recovery of detail-Class A all the way, he avows. MC
enthusiastically agrees. (Vol.19 No.12)
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1
Ultimate: $5950 *
JE found the Mk.I version of the tubed CAT both harmonically accurate and able to endow music with
"glorious midrange splendor." J-10 called it vividly balanced and "ruthlessly revealing." He also felt that it
excelled in the reproduction of dynamics and of apalpably real soundstage. Phono stage is quiet enough to
work with the AudioQuest 700Onsx. Mk.III upgrade
changes tube complement, making it "definitely quieter,"
said RD. "More lively, yet better behaved than in its
previous incarnation. The Ultimate is the Mk.III with
more capacitors, more components, and anew circuit
board RD said the Ultimate "sounds more relaxed, more
liquid, and draws me more into the music. There is also
an improvement in dynamics, the music seeming to
'breathe' with greater freedom." (Vol.9 No.7, SL-1; Vol.15
No.12, Vol.17 Nos.1, 9, & 11, Vol.18 No.12, Signature;
Vol.19 No.12, Signature Mk.II; VoI21 No.3, Mk.III;
Vo122 No.8, Ultimate)
Jadis RC JP80 MC Mk.II: $20,190
"A gorgeous, gleaming hunk of retro-looking machinery,"
gushed MF in reference to Jadis' first remote-controlled
preamplifier, probably the most expensive full-featured
preamp available. "Two hunks, actually..." While he
cautioned that it may not be the "last word in transient
speed, the delineation of air and space, or the reproduction of amplified bass dynamics," and pointed out that it
works better on classical music than on rock, he said "it
delivers the sound of live unamplified music convincingly -better than any other preamplifier" he had heard. "If
you can afford it and listen mostly to classical music, the
Jadis will make you happy." (Vo121 No.12)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Coherence
Series II: $14,500
SI) endorses this superbly well-made line preamp hir anyone "who insists on the very best across the board, including abulletproof interface to the outside world.., who
expects robust reliability for long-tenu, trouble-free performance; who demands true reference-quality sound without the preamp adding adominant signature of its own;
and who places hie value on superb workmanship, and an
aesthetic design in which form and flexibility of function
are beautifully and uniquely realized." (Vo122 No.9)
JefrRowland Design Group Synergy Series
$5500
Beautifully made solid-state remote-controlled line stage
whose "strong suits ase clarity and low-level resolution,"
according to RD. Optional BPS-1 battery power supply
transformed it, he added. "More dynamic, more transparent, and an overall presentation that just sounds more natural, less 'electronic." Price is with conventional AC supply; BPS-1 battery supply adds 13400. (Vo120 No.12)
Mark Levinson No.380S: $6495
While the circuit, pcb material, and remote-controlled,
MDAC-based, 0.1dB-step, balanced volume control are
the same as those in the No38S (as is the price), the substitution of 106 passive components left JA searching for
words. "How do you describe something that's superficially identical to your reference, but better?... There
was amusical rightness to the sound of the '380S that I
consistently preferred. Stereo images seemed better
defined, and individual sonic objects within those
images had more of arounded, fleshed-out character....
A small difference in objective terms, but one that is,
subjectively, enormously important." (Vo120 No.11)
Meridian 518: $1950 •e.
Digital "preamp" provides control of gain and source
switching. See "I)igital Processors." (Vol.19 Nos.1 & 7)
Nagra PL-P: $9500
Full-function, battery-powered tube preamplifier with
transfomwr-coupled MC phono stage and headphone
output. "It so scrupulously avoided imposing anything of
its own on the sound that, in effect, that absence of asig-
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nature became asignature itself: said J-10. "A rather forward-placed souncistage...enhanced the sense that Iwas
hearing what the mikes heard.... The Nagra's strength
was the way it tradati the signal, bringing out all manner of
inner detail." Also, in the beginning "it was rather cool and
analytic, yet that very clarity allowed all manner of tonal
color to develop. Bloom, yes, but not too much -nothing
artificial, no preservatives." (Vo121 No.1, Vo122 No.4)
SimAudio Moon P-5: $3995
"Should be considered among the finest line preamps
available today," KR said resolutely. It "worked well
with every source and system" and had "transparency,
very low noise, and flexibility of control." Class A if
combined with the appropriate components/systems,
those which are alittle bit assertive, he warns. Comes
with an "imposing" remote-control wand. (Vo122 No3)
Sonic Frontiers Line 2: $3299
"If one can find fault... it is only because of what it
does not do," said KR of this vacuum-tubed line stage.
"It will not impose emphasis or richness or false
dynamics, and if you expect to he impressed with it at
abrief audition, you may be disappointed.- les one of
the most neutral-sounding components I've ever used."
BI) concurs, but muses that "It's odd that it doesn't
evoke astronger emotional response. Is it because it's so
neutral... or is it that it somehow does everything we
notice very well, but is missing something we don't
necessarily notice?" (Vo120 No.12)
YBA Signature 6Chassis: $19,000
The price of this solid-state, full-function preamplifier,
with dual-mono line and RIAA power supplies, left
even the normally impemwbable J-10 gasping: "Can
any component really be worth S19,000?" Apparently
so. "I found this to be apreamp of subtlety and refinement: all shading, gesture, and nuance. But it wasn't shy;
micro- and macrodynamics were rendered with
aplomb.... [It] was utterly transparent._ This finely
wrought, naturally detailed transparency allowed a
delicious sense of air to develop, much enhancing overall dimensionality." (Vo120 No.12)
Z-Systems rdp-1 reference: $5000
"The tone control for the digital age," KR insists. "A
fully transparent digital preamp, the rdp-1 is also aflexible and friendly parametric equalizer. The best way to
correct tonal imbalance in speakers and source material."
Only accepts digital sources. "Editor's Choice" for 1998.
(Vol.21 Nos.7 & 12)

Electrocompaniet EC-43: $1995 SSS
Electrocompaniet EC-4.6: $2995
Two similar-sounding solid-state line stages. The minimalist EC-4.5 has only two line-level inputs-one balanced, one single-ended-while the EC-4.6 has six
inputs. Although ST said "the sound is essentially identical
Ito the more expensive EC-4.6] ... the less expensive unit
may be atouch more transparent." Both sound "harmonically rich and full-bodied ...I could have wished for
acrisper, more incisive presentation. along with greater
openness and airiness... [but to do so' Ithink you may
need to spend much more." (VoI21 No.1)
Polyfusion Audio 940: $3250
"A contender," SS declaimed, that's possessed of anononsense, matter-of-fact presentation in keeping with
its pro-audio pedigree. "Audiophiles who value honesty
and musical truth over eye and car candy will appreciate the 940's rational approach to sound reproduction."
SS found the 230 internal HI)C1) D/A converter
module ($1750) "virtually grainless" and capable of topflight lateral imaging, although he did note "slightly
reduced definition" in comparison to his five-timesmore-costly reference. MK was less impressed by the
230 1)/A module. (Vo120 No3; VoI21 No.1, 230)
Sonic Frontiers Line I: $2499
Remote-controlled vacuum-tube line stage "with as
many inputs and features as anyone is likely to need,"
according to MK. "Its sound quality is hard to fault It
adds little enough coloration and distortion to signals
passing through it that hearing and separating its characteristic sound from the sounds of the system is very
difficult This is what agood preamp needs to accomplish

to do credit to the connected source equipment, and
this the Line 1can do." (Vo120 No.11)

Home HeadRoom: $599 *
Although primarily a headphone amplifier, the Home
HeadRoom makes an excellent single-source preamp with
powet accuracy, and finesse, found WI'. "Bass response was
mellow and there were gobs and gobs of gain...performs
on an unusually high level," he said. (Vol.18 No.1)
Melos SHA-1: $1195 tr
Excellent soundstaging, aneutral, "utterly transparent"
(says CG) midband, and powerful, driving low frequencies are offset only by aslightly dark overall presentation with atouch of upper-tnidband brightness
(says JA, who still uses the sample he bought). Price is
for silver or black finishes; it now has three (unbalanced) inputs. (Vol.15 No.10, Vol.17.No.7)
Musical Fidelity X-Pre: $299.95 SSS
Tubed line stage "may be just the ticket" in an inexpensive system, said ST "It adds warmth, richness, and
fullness of sound," although passive preamplifiers such
as the Creek OBH-12 and Purest Sound Systems Model
SOO "trounce the X-Pre in terms of transparency. Still, if
you need an active preamp - for the gain, for the
buffering, whatever -and money is tight, you won't go
far wrong with the X-Pre." (VoI21 No.1)
Musical Fidelity X-10D: $199.95 SSS
ST proclaimed this tubed buffer stage "the most costeffective CI) upgrade ever to come down the pike." Ser
he, "The unit adds richness, dimensionality, and
improves dynamics" on inexpensive CD players,
smoothing out the treble and adding body to the
midrange and bass. WP claims it works wonders on the
output of his DSS receiver. While MK and JA agreed
that the X-10D was helpful in driving long cable runs especially at low frequencies-they found it reduced
soundstage depth and transparency slightly, as well as
slowing music's sense of pace. However, its effect may
be even more system-dependent than usual, so acareful
audition is strongly urged. Be wary of 1
dB gain in AM
comparisons. (Vol.19 No.11, Vo120 Nos.6 & 8)
NAD 118: $1599
This digital preamp (it also has analog inputs) enchanted
KR with its versatility. "There are quite afew ICI)s]
whose frequency extremes need abit of tweaking; the
118 did that without destroying the musical integrity of
the midrange. It was wonderful to be able to get more
out of those signals, and it certainly was addictive. Was
it worth it? You bet ... The 118 let me improve the
quality of the less-than-perfect sources with which we
all live, and which, by Holes Law, contain the best
music." Considered only for its straight-through sound
quality with digital sources, the NAD easily qualifies
for Class C and pushes at Class B especially if mated
with asuperior external DAC, he adds. (VoI21 No.7)
Anthem PRE IL: $999
A versatile tubed line stage. LB said, "If the word 'tubes'
makes you think'soft"cuphonic,' or 'rolled-off,' the
PRE IL won't fit your preconceptions.... Tonally,
there just isn't much to say about PI, which is about the
best thing you can say about most components.... The
PRE-11:s lack of noise was particularly impressive....
Better sound than you have any right to expect at this
price point -maybe even double." (VoI21 No2)
Source Components Electronic Harmonic
Recovery System: $449
According to ST, manufacturer Jolut Sollecito "admitted it
would be accurate to coil the FIRS an additional output
stage." So what does it do? Sam said that it "has improved
every system I've tried it with, both active and passive preamps. And Iheard no loss of anything ...The HRS helps
flesh out the sound, give it more body and hamionic
Dynunics improved too ...The sound was richer,
hiller, more dynamic. The sowidstage was wider and
deeper-more dimensional." (Vo121 No.8)
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7.-Man Audio Signal Enhancer: $149
Similar to the Musical Fidelity X-10D in that it is designed
to "buffer" op-amp output of inexpensive digital devices,

"Everything should be made as simple
as possible, but not simpl
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-Albert Einstei
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PASSIVE CONTROL UNITS
Editor's Note: While nuny audiophiles feel that a
passive control unit has the potential for offering the
highest possible sound quality from line-level sources
such as CL), it must be noted that the entire responsibility for driving the interconnects, the passive unit, and
the power amplifier input is handed over to the source
component, which may not be up to the task. Careful
auditioning will be essential to putting together amusically satisfying system around apassive unit.

Creek Audio OBH-12: $325 SSS
Sr said this remote-controlled passive preamplifier "isn't
really apreamp at all, but aswitching box with volume
control." Fair enough. He was impressed by its transparency —"ie, in not robbing the system of resolution...
while providing the convenience of remote control."
WP concurs: "Hard to believe anything this tiny could
sound so good." "It's transparent enough to reveal the
characteristics of upstream and downstream devices and
cables," said BW. "The price tag seems abit high, but the
minimalist OBH-12 is all the preang many music lovers
will ever need." Long cable runs between the Creek and
the amplifier are not advised, but, as BW observed, "one
of the benefits of remote control is that you can keep
your cables short." (VoI21 Nos.1 & 4)
Deletions
Purest Sound Systems Model 500 not auditioned in a
long nine; Reference Line Preeminence Two because
of doubts over availability.

PHONO PREAMPS/
MOVING-COIL STEP-UP
DEVICES
A

Audio Research PH3: $1695 SSS
Audio Research PH3 Special Edition: $2495
The basic PH3's "luxurious, liquid midrange bloom
and., iron-fisted bass control" had MFs heart all a
flutter. "Easy to use and endlessly flexible," swooned
WP. "Plenty of gain, low noise, and very high overload
characteristics, plus adjustable resistance and capacitance loading," added MF. "Highly recommended!"
they chorused. ARC's SE modifications of its first
phono section didn't change the specs all that much.
MF noted, but they certainly improved the sound —
"better top-to-bottom control and focus, much greater
high-frequency detail and resolution — without etch —
and greater apparent dynamic range." Worth the
upgrade, feels MF, if you have aPH3 and want "subtle
(but significant) improvements." Upgrade from PH3,
$1250. (Vol.19 No.9; Vo122 No.4. Special Edition)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-P10: $4000
"The PIO neur failed to deliver the musical goods," was
J-10's assessment of this tubed phono stage. User-selectable cartridge loading, high and low gain settings, and
built-in transfomiers attest to its flexibility. "The VK-P10
se.
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detailed, analytical side of the musical tracks," but still
sounds "smooth, never hard or etchy." Quiet and ultrarefined, big soundstage, great image focus, rhythmically
assured. A bit soft on the bottom and not particularly
lush in the mide. Still, easily Class A. Offers both balanced and unbalanced outputs. (Vo122 No.1)
Plinius M14: $3495
Solid-state phono preamplifier built more like apower
amp, according to MF. He was beguiled by its sound,
which he praised as "sm0000th, delicate, and refined
overall, but especially on top, where the M14 skated
with sharp blades on freshly Zambonicd ice." It offers
convenient front-panel-selectable loading, but MF
missed custom resistive loading and capacitive adjustment — features he felt a component at this price
should provide. (Vo120 No.9)
Sonic Frontiers Phono One: $1999
BD characterized this hybrid tube/solid-state phono
preamp as "quiet" and "neutral." It did "a very good job
of reproducing asoundstage and of locating the images
in it," but he felt its greatest strength was in how well it
pulled everything together: "The overall picture was so
coherent and well-balanced that the tendency was to
ignore it altogether." (Vo122 No.5)
Sutherland PH-2000: $6800
"Hideously expensive," said MF of this solid-state
phono preamp. "But its outstanding sonic attributes add
up to the most attractive-sounding phono section I've
had in my system. Build quality is superb, and the loading, gain, and capacitance socket setup allow infinite
adjustability in amatter of minutes. On the downside is
the noise — like 'tube rush' —that becomes obtrusive
only with the lowest-output moving-coil cartridges.
But why should one have to put up with noise after
spending almost $7000?" AJA favorite. (Vo120 No.12)

AcousTech PH-1: $1200
WP called this solid-state MM/MC phono preamp "a
winner when it came to producing dynamic shading ...
(It] conceded little to the best in the arcas of pace and
rhythm... never imposed its own rhydunic signature on
the music... land' had incredible bass extension." (VoI21
No.6)
EAR 834P: $895-$1195
"This may be the phono stage for lovers of well-recorded classical works," claimed RJR, noting its "seductive"
unraveling of detail and ambience surrounding midrange instruments. There did seem to be a"fat muddiness" within anarrow range in the low frequencies, he
allowed, and an overall dark perspective, qualities that
keep the unit from atruc Class A rating. Yet he held the
834P to be "a remarkable piece of work: areferencequality phono preamplifier that would feel at home in
asystem of any price." Sr demurs, however. (Vo120
No.7)
Lehmann Black Cube (Improved): $695 SSS
"The improved Cube is one of the High End's greatest
values," /vhkcy says firmly. "It's as good as most phono
sections costing twice as much — but don't expect miracles. It doesn't reach the exalted levels of the best in
Class A, especially in terms of dynamics and resolution
of inner detail. But what do you want for $695? Quiet?
Harmonic riches? Flexibility? You got it." (VoI21 No.10,
Vol.22 No.9)
Musical Fidelity X-Le: $800 $$$
MF said this three-box, dual-mono, solid-state phono
section "might sacrifice abit of air, sparkle, and 'speed'
on top to provide richness and freedom from grain and
sibilance, but overall it's abrilliant balancing act that
provides absolutely stunning analog performance at a
very reasonable price." He adds that its "big soundstage
and silky string sound make it the ideal choice for classical
music lovers on abudget." (Vo122 No.9)

Musical Fidelity X-LP: $249.95 $5$
"Gets you in the ball park, though it's the bleachers
(with agood view)," notes MF of this cute phono stage,
which cosmetically matches the other Musical Fidelity
pieces. Only available via mail-order with amoney-
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Mark Levinson No32, Audio Research Reference
Two, Burmestcr 808 Mk.V, Blue Circle BC3 Galatea,
BAT VK-40i & VK-50SE, YBA 2.
Deletions
Audio Research Reference 1replaced by Reference 2
not yet auditioned; Audio Research LS-9 and Krell
KRC-HR discontinued; Bryston BP25-MC, Pass Labs
Aleph P, Mclos SHA-Gold, and Conrad-Johnson PF-R
not auditioned in along time; Krell KRC-3 and Lamm
Industries LI now too expensive for Class B.

evinced no particular sonic characteristics of its own," he
concluded. "Its total transparency let the analog front-end
and the recording do the talking.... This is one fine effort,
worth every penny of its asking price." (Vo120 No.6)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15: $3995
A vacuum-tube phono preang with switchable subsonic
filter that MF said is as "rich and seductive as C-J tubed
products tend to be, yet detailed and rhythmically organized." Few preamps will be as "well-balanced and musically satisfying...It was neither sluggish nor 'speedy,' didn't sound syrupy or clinical, and didn't suffer from any
obvious tonal anomalies." JA felt the '15 had obviously
been designed by engineers "who know what they're
doing." lk careful what you place it on. (Vo122 No.7)
FM Acoustics Resolution Series 122: $5500
Ultra-flexible solid-state phono section that MF characterized as "a lot of nothing." What do you get for $5500,
he asked? "No noise, no grain, no glare, no etch, no bloat,
no bloom, no warmth, no cool, no compression, and no
distortion Icould detect" He was floored by the unit's
"inherent delicacy, its ability to offer up warm, palpable,
three-dimensional images from the very front of the
soundstage to the rear corners." Those with large collections of older records will appreciate the unit's adjustable
RIAA curve, which can transform the sound of their discs
radically for the better, he proclaimed. (Vo120 No3)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Cadence: $3300
SD's reference for LP playback: "True reference-quality
sound." Usually powered from the battery supply of the
matching Coherence line preamplifier. Optional standalone battery power supply; $3400; optional standalone
AC supply (if Coherence not used), $950. (Vo122 No.9)
Linn Limo: $1500 $$$
This solid-state, direct-coupled MC phono preamp, aJA
five, doesn't offer aloading network —your sole input
impedance choice is 150 ohms. Nor does it offer much
in the way of gain matching — 54dB and 64dB are your
only options. But WP thought it was about the quietest
phono section he's heard to date, and raved about its natural timbre and powerful bass. PM cites its "sheer emotional impact" and conunents, "It really does sound
'direct-coupled,' with an immediacy that's quite different
from in-yer-face exaggeration, and it's super-quiet too."
Even so, he reports, he'll stick with his reference. (VoI21
No.6 VVWV/)
Lyra Arion Transformer: $1995
The Transformer offers 26dB of gain and is designed
specifically to mate with Lyra cartridges, although it's
suitable for any MC of low internal impedance (6 ohms
or less). "I loved it when Ihad it," MF writes, "but it's
only when it was gone that Irealized how much." He
called it "ultra-quiet... offers outstanding retrieval of
detail, and apurity of sound unique to transformers."
Lack of adjustable cartridge loading may disappoint
some listeners. (VoI21 No.1)
Mark Levinson No.25S: $4390 tr
Available in high- or low-gain versions, this MC linelevel phono preamp features identical circuitry to the
phono section of the No26S. Price includes PLS-226
power supply. Needs careful positioning to avoid hum
being induced into its circuitry from the power supplies
of other components. LA's long-term reference. (NR)
Nains Prefix: $800 SSS
Unique phono section designed to mount inside the plinth
of aturntable (specifically, but not exclusively, the Linn
LP12), keeping the low-level signal path as short as possible. Choice of three power supplies allows for upgradeability, but MC and SS feel that only with the Super-Cap
does it offer Class A perfomunce. WP concurs, but considers performance with the Hi-Cap unusually refined
and articulate as well. Available in three basic circuits,
which allows for sonic flexibility, although careful cartridge matching amust. Flat-Cap power supply adds $750;
Hi-Cap supply adds $1500; Super-Cap adds $4300. Price
is for version with ARO connector, price with SME DINtype connector is $850. (VoL19 No.7)
Pass Labs Aleph Ono: $2500
A discrete, single-ended, solid-state MM/MC phono
preamp that MF called a"very reasonably priced, wellbuilt, utterly flexible product that does all the important
things essentially correctly." It comes from the "more
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although —perversely —it doesn't deal well with awkward loads. JA and MK commented on asmoothing and
fattening of the overall sound with the Z-Man in the circuit, although such changes were extremely subtle and
less so than those of the X-101). Try before you buy.
(Vo120 No.8)
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The ability of these cables to recreate a sense of depth and
space is exceeded by none that Ievaluated.
Roman Zajcew, The Absolute Sound, July 1998.
Quiet, full-bodied, apparent dc to light extension, extreme
high resolution, wonderful spatial qualities, these cables let
the Jadis amplifiers be all they might.
Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, March 1996.
Why play with firecrackers when somebody hands you
dynamite?...The sound knocked me out. These Goertz
speaker cables and interconnects just totally surpassed
the quality of the cables Iwas using earlier.
Clement Perry, The Audiophile Voice, Volume 3, Issue 2.
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back guarantee, so if you're so inclined, you've got
nothing to lose. (Vo120 No.11)
NAD PP-1: $129 SSS
"A pleasant-sounding, low-noise piece that, while lacking
dynamic and transient excitement, sounds surprisingly
rich, round, and satisfying —as long as you don't expect
too much for so little money," MF reported. A truc bargain if you're "creeping your way back to analog" or have
just asmall collection of records. (VoI21 No.10)
Deletions
Conrad-Johnson EF-1, Krell KPE Reference, ¡hotel RQ97013X, and Expressive Technologies SU -1 not auditioned in too long atime to be sure of current raring.

POWER AMPLIFIERS

Editor's Note: Because ok the disparity between typical tube and solid-state "sounds," we have split Class
A for separate power amplifiers into two subclasses.
Nevertheless, even within each subclass, Class A
amplifiers differ sufficiently in character that each will
shine in an appropriate system. Careful auditioning
with your own loudspeakers is therefore essential.
Except where stated, output powers arc not the specified powers but rather those we measured into an 8
ohm resistive load. All amplifiers are stereo models,
except where designated.

A (Solid-State)
Ayre V-1: $7500
"M 'ttubey' ahigh-powered solid-state amp as you'll hear,"
MF declares, "yet it still delivers detail." He especially
praised the 250Wpc Ayre for its "impressive midrange
liquidity, ease, and stability," but notes it "gives up some
rhythmic drive and deep-bass punch in order to give you
the riches." The V-I's overall sound was as "relaxed and
fluid as I've heard from asolid-state amplifier." (Vo122
No.9)
Boulder 2050 monoblock: $59,000/pair
Manunoth 1000Wpc solid-state monoblocks that J-10
declared "about as perfect as they conic." TIN said they
measured adream, too—although each channel should be
given its own 220V circuit J-10 said they "sounded huge,
powerful. and commanding. Their sheer grip arid control
throughout the frequency range was astounding....
Retrieval of detail was extraordinary. The soundstage itself
was wide, deep, and layered." WP concurs, but has to add
that they also sounded light and any despite all that brawn.
And LA proved that sonic speakers (hi, Thiel CS5s, for
instance) really can suck that much power out of an amp —
he actually managed to drive 'ens into thermal overload.
(Vo121 No.9)
Bryston 7B-ST monoblock: $5000/pair SSS er
This 500W monoblock captivated LG with its speed,
drive, slam, and superb control of the mid- and upper
bass. "Open, exciting, transparent, dynamic, effortless,"
he inventoried, calling the 7B-ST "an amplifier that can
handle any loudspeaker load, play wide-dynamic-range
music effortlessly, and excel in imaging and soundstaging." A must-audition for "anyone who needs anew
amplifier for driving high-impedance electrostatic loudspeakers, or dynamic speakers that seem somewhat
bass-shy." When KR compared it to the Moon W-5, he
finind the big Bryston made Liege dynamic contrasts
"more seamless." 20-year warranty! (Vol.19 No.10,
Vo122 No.3)
Classé Omega: $15,000
If you can carry the price —and the amp (it's 250 lbs,
with heatsinIcs) — you've got yourself two separate
amplifiers in asingle chassis that can run class-A up to
110Wpc and class-AB up to frighteningly high power
levels: 506Wpc into 8ohms, 3425Wpc into 1ohm!
It's also capable of delivering a"musical depth," as J-10
put it; "one born of beautifully developed fundamen, tals coupled with full, rich harmonics." JA said that,
when bridged and driving the JMIab Utopias, the
Omega's "bass quality was among the best I've ever
heard." J-10 thought that though the bridged amps
"sounded awesome," the Omega was "sweeter, and
closer to its truc nature" when used singly. (Vo122
No.3 WWV/)
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Forsell The Statement: $35,000 i>
"The Statement has the power to inspire," J-10 decrees.
"You not only listen to music through the Forsell —you
experience it as well." He finds it acoustically enveloping, with awesome bass capabilities and harmonically
rich upper frequencies, achieving an appealing balance
of sound, and sounding effortlessly musical at all times.
Extremely sensitive to AC quality, he warns. TJN finds
the test results unexceptional, given the 360Wpc
amplifier's lofty price. JA points out old-fashioned
crossover distortion in its output. (Vol.18 No.6)
Krell Full Power Balanced 600e: $13,500
MC was smitten by this 600Wpc solid-state stereo amplifiefs "huge, uncompromised peak loudness" and "incomparable power delivery," as well as by its tr.unparency, stateof-the-art depth, and midrange "tubelike tonality." MC
confidently declares the F1'!) 6(X) first among all Class A
amplifiers: "Since that rating means 'the best we know' I
feel, in the light of this design achievement, the rest will
have to be maimed." WI , agrees: "This amp just could
recabbrate the scale." Current production adds Krell CAST
(Current Audio Signal Transfer) as an additional input
option. (Vo120 Nos.4 & 12, VoI21 No.1)
Krell FPB 250Mc monoblock: $11,000/pair
L.G said this 250Wpc solid-state monoblock "is one of the
hest-sounding amplifiers Ihave ever had in my system._
its sound has it all: openness, effortless power, transparency, and no grain. It reinvigorates music, restoring its magic
and joy." Current production adds Krell CASI' (Current
Audio Signal Transfer) as an additional input option. other
price options are $15,275 for a "theater pack three,"
$24,925 for a"theater pack five." (Vo121 No.6)
Lamm Industries M1.1 monoblock: $15,890/pair
"IThey've] got soul, baby," enthused J-10 of these hybrid
140W monoblock power amps; "the magic that makes
it all worthwhile." He also admired "the enormous,
extremely airy, and transparent soundstage they
threw.... The bass was nothing short of phenomenal...
deep, taut, terrifically impactful, redolent with tonality
and individualism. "For the wham of Lamm, you can't
beat [them]," said ST. They had "excellent resolution, a
natural presentation, and lots of dynamic drive.
Powerful bass, too. These amps can reproduce very
minute details, and place them precisely within abroad,
deep soundstage." CS: "The 1.1 puts the -end back in
single. It's one of the most musical amps I've ever heard;
single-ended-triode purity, but with real-world drive."
(Vol.18 No.4, Vo122 No.7)
Linn Klimax 500 Solo: $9500 each, 519,000/pair
(See J-10's review in this issue.)
Mark Levinson No.33H monoblock: $19,950/pair
"If Igo on at length about how great the (150 WI '33H
'sounds,' I'm forced to admit it has asound," Icvetched
WP. "Soundstaging ... was phenomenal —deep, detailed, holographic. Tonal balance was natural, and possesse dpurity and clarity galore. Lew-level detail never
leapt out at me, but existed naturally within the musical gestalt... Paradoxically, the No.33H exists on a
plane where the news isn't about more, it's about less.
It had no grain, no grit, no electronic character that I
could detect. It had no 'warmth?... no MOSFET blur,
no transistor etch, no tubey euphony.... It was practically nonexistent —except that it did what it did better
than anything else I've ever heard." JA's reference (he
bought apair). (Vo121 Nod WVVVV)
Mark Levinson No.334: $5900
Its "superb souks" and "ability to deliver the tremendous bass control and depth previously heard only in
much higher-powered monoblocks" led LG to adopt
the 125Wpc baby of Levinson's No.33 series as his reference. For larger rooms, he warns, the power provided by the 250Wpc No.335 or 350Wpc 336 might be
necessary — or "get another 334 and run them in a
vertical biamplification configuration." Definitely read
the manual before trying to install this heavy, sharpfinned creature. Of the more powerful No.335
($7900), MF found that, compared to the Ayre V-1, it
"excelled at controlling the presentation, focusing the
picture, and achieving asense of seamless sonic stability, though in asomewhat cool and reserved way." He
summed up that the Levinson was an amp that "went

for the head" rather than the heart. (Vo122 No.9)
McIntosh MC1000 monoblock: $13,000/pair
ST deemed this 1000Wpc solid-state monoblock "one of
the most delicate-sounding amplifiers Ihave encountered,
whether tube or solid-state." He was impressed by its
dynamic presentation mid agog over its sweet midrange
and treble: "there were times whets Icould swear Iwas listening to single-ended triode tubes. String tones were particularly dear, clean, and pure. There was no grain, grit, or
spit._ Ican find nodiing to criticize about this amplifier's
sound ...or its behavior." (Vo120 No.8)
Pass Labs X1000 monoblock: $24,000/pair
According to J-10, if you're a"power user with ataste
for the revealing," you should try these "supersymmetrical superamps." He discovered that they delivered "shattering levels of dynamics" while maintaining
"a lightness, afleetness of initial transient and followon harmonic bloom that belied the X1000's huge existence and its powerful sound." He recommended
working with adealer to come up with the perfect
front-end, since the X1000 can be "intolerant of bad
recordings or problems anywhere in the system."
"Fast, powerful, and inscrutable," muttered CS after
hearing these 1000Wpc amplifiers with J-10's JMIab
Utopias. (Vo122 No.6)
Pass Labs Aleph 1.2 monoblock: $14,000/pair
Single-ended solid-state 200W rnonoblock power amplifier drove SS to proclaim. "If you purchase any highpower tube amp without auditioning an Aleph 1.2,
you've failed to fully investigate your options.... They're
hot, they're happening, and they're pretty damn awesome. But exactly what qualities make [them' so sonically
stupendous? (Their) lack of any sort of electronic signature ... midrange to die for... (and) unflappable suavity."
(VoI20 No.11)
Pass Labs Aleph 3: $2500 555
Single-ended. solid-state, 30Wpc, class-A stereo amplifier that caused MK to throw down the gauntlet: "I
positively dare all of you to go out and hear this amplifier for yourselves —even if you currently own much
more expensive amps." JA, intrigued, did; then he lauded its "wide, deep, detailed soundstage; adelicious presentation of recorded detail without getting in your
face; apurity of tone that became addictive; and an ability to go loud... that belied the 30Wpc specification."
sensitivity and power rating demand careful system/
room matching, but magic has always required careful
preparation. (Vo120 Nos.4, 11, & 12)
Plinius SA-100 Mk.11: $4495
This solid-state, suitchable class-A/class-AB, 100Wpc
design from New Zealand impressed WP as "one hell of
an amplifier." He "fell hard for its airy, warm, detailed —
yet decidedly easy to listen to —presentation." In the big
guy's system the SA-100 was plagued by ground-loop
problems, although it was quiet on our test bench.
Careful home-audition is advised. (Vo120 No.4)
SitnAudio Moon W-5: $4795
"Steadfast bass control and tightness," KR declared.
"For speakers that benefit from such control — ie, most
domestic speakers that behave in anonlinear fashion at
very low frequencies—the Moon W-5 is the perfect
mate." If you have Apogees or Maggies, this is the
amplifier. With conventional dynamic speakers, its laidback demeanor is aconsideration. Although the measured output power was 190Wpc, the Moon's power
capability seemed enormous. (Vo122 No.3)
'(BA Passion 1000 monoblock: $16,000/pair
Cite Scull, the "powerful, suave" 300W Passion 1000s
presented the most "clean, controlled, fully developed,
yet utterly transparent bass" ever, particularly "in the
grip of '(BA's own Signature 6 Chassis preamplifier."
He summarized: "For the money, especially when
paired with other YBA front-end components, you'd
be hard-pressed to find more musically satisfying
monoblocks than these." (Vo122 No.!)
YBA 1HC Alpha: $7000 er
RD was seduced by this 85Wpc solid-state amp, declaring
it "Simplement musical ...One smooth amp," he asserted; "...
low-level dynamics were particularly impressive, allowing
the communication of music's ebb and flow." He also
praised its balance and overall detail. (Vol.19 No.6)
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A (Tube)
AudioPrism Mana Reference monoblock:
$15,000/pair
Because of its "lush midrange," "powerful and fulsome
bottom end," and "sweet-natured, airy treble," J-10
declared that this amplifier (complete with switduble
ultralinear or mode output stage) was "perfectly engaging,
and ajoy to experience music through." He did note that
triode "eventually lost its grip" when he cranked the volume to "critical mass and drive," and that the amp was
best "into afairly efficient speaker" (88dB sensitivity and
up). (Vo122 No.9)
Audio Research VT200: $9995
"If the Olympic motto is 'higher, faster, stronger,' then
the VT200's should be 'deeper, wider, solider,'" WP
remarked. "This amplifier is, quite simply, asoundstaging
champeen.... And transparent? Forget about lifting
veils." Be advised that this dual-mono tubed power amp
with ultralinear output stage weighs 118 lbs and, because
of its somewhat audible fan, should be placed as far away
from your listening chair as possible. We found it to give
amie 160Wpc rather than the specified 200Wpc. No
matter —"Simply aprat tube amp with no tube-amp
signature," says Mr. E
(vd2i No.11)
Audio Research VT100 MILLI: $4995 US
This tubed 100Wpc stereo amplifier really lit RJR's wick:
"The MOO is the first amplifier I've heard that reproduces the attack, resonance, and decay of amusical event
equally well —and most important, presents the three
combined as asingle coherent musical event." Moreover,
he found "the noise floor significantly lower than that of
any other amp I've ever heard." This resulted in greater
low-level detail retrieval, acomplete lack of electronic
haze, and aheightened sense of what he called "dynamic
continuity" —meaning that gradations between dynamic
extremes were continuous, not discrete. RJR listed the
improvements offered by the Mid, as: the installation of
InfuiCaps, which "fleshed out the midbass quite abit"; a
higher-quality detachable power cord; an internal fan;
tube damping rings; and doubled power-supply energy
storage (to 540 joules). All of which resulted in an amplifier that behaved like it "was much more powerful than
its nominal 100W rating." Upgrade from VT 100, $995
plus shipping-, $595 for VTIOOs purchased after April 1,
1998. (Vo120 No3, Vo121 No.12)
Cary Audio Design CAD-805C monoblock:
58995/pair er
Single-ended triode 50W design. Ihiver tube and output tube have changed since DO's 1994 review (driver
was EL34, now 30013; output was 211, now 845).
"Power ratings can be misleading," ST said. "The CAD805C sounds big. Humongous, in fact.... It's about
beauty... the palpable presence of the musicians. The
exquisite low-level detail. Ilse perfect timing of the
attack and decay of each note. Above all, the truth of
timbre and the sheer beauty of the music." Bass could
be better, and the "top end may be atad rolled-off. But
so what? The magic of the music is there." Particularly
with zero feedback, adds MC. "'lise space champ'"
sums up Mr.T. (Vol.17 No.1, Vo121 No3; see also MC's
article on feedback in Vo121 No.1.)
Cary Audio Design SLM-200 monoblock:
$9995/pair
These tube monoblocks can be operated in triode
(100W) or in ultra-linear pentode (200W) mode. J-10
was taken by their deep, room-filling bass and startling
dynamic delivery, but what really wowed him was the
way they delivered the music's emotional component.
"[They' reached me in that special way that only the
best equipment manages to." (Vo120 No.5)
Cary Audio Design CAD-300SE Signature
monoblock: $4995/pair
Cary Audio Design CAD-300SE LX20
monoblock: $5995/pair
"These are the inaffic Carys," ST declared of the tubed
11Wpc Signature monoblock. Of course, they use the
30011 ("God's tube," ser ST). "It's alive, man, dim— hiring.
breathing with life and light in away that only agreat
SET amp can.... Instead of being blown away by the
music, I'm drawn into all the music — the quiet
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moments even more than the louder ones. Ihear more
of the score, more of the subtle nuances of the performances. And the harmonic richness!" MC wrote about
the LX20 version, which uses the KR-300B XLS tube:
"Assuming that issues of sufficient power and loadmatching are under fair control, this amplifier stands
with the world's finest.., truly exceptional liquidity,
transparency, focus, and purity of harmonic line."
(Vo121 No.4, Signature; Vo122 No.8, LX20)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve monoblock:
56990/pair
Ilse Premier Twelve gave the "'snappiest,' most coherent
performance from alush-sounding tube amp" that MF
has heard in his system, sounding" 'fast' and rhythmically taut throughout the musical bandwidth ... with all
kinds of music." He added that its sound was far more
powerful than its rated output, 140Wpc into 4 ohms,
would suggest. "An intoxicating brew of midrange lushness, taut bass, fast transients, and overall musical clarity
and drive," he concludes. (Vo122 No2)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A: $3495 $5$ *
While the oriOnal version of this beautifully made
70Wpc tube amplifier failed to light Srs fire, MC felt
that, while its strengths may be subtle, the Eleven should
not be underestinuted. Current "A" version incorporates
minor modifications to make dis Class A amp sound
even bruin thinks WP, who cites an increased sense of
slain and artiadation as the primary improvements. JA
was impressed by the natural and unwavering soundstaging, and finds the unit amust-audition for those in love
with die human voice. (Eleven, Vol.17 Nos2 & 10;
Eleven A, Vol.18 Nos.8 & 9, Vol.19 Nos.3 8t 8.)
Graaf GM 200 OTL: $12,500
Thoroughly modern 200Wpc tube OTL amplifier that
J-10 declared "capable of conjuring up stunningly beautiful music." "You couldn't call the GM-200 a'sweet'
amp," he mused. "It's got too much of the crystal-clarity
thing going. Yet.., within that clarity and purity of sound
Iheard all the colors and resoiunces oldie musical rainbow." And despite common knowledge that OTLs don't
deliver bass, "the bass could sound positively menacing."
(Vo120 No.9)
Lamm Industries ML2 monoblock: 529,290/pair
ST liked the 14W 1-amm for many of the saine reasons
he "flipped" over the Pathos Twin Towers: "superior
resolution, astunning way with transients, and harmonic purity" of the kind he associates with single'
ended designs. Plus, it added liquidity and resolution.
Overall, he found the ML2 to be the "finest amplifier"
he has heard to date. His only difficulty was with "the
price of such perfection." (Vo122 No.7)
Manley Reference 440 monoblock: 512,000/pair
Manley Reference 240 monoblock: $9000/pair
These very similar high-powered mono push-pull amplifiers can be switched to either triode or pentode operation, and provide for adjustment of global feedback and
runoff of ultrasonic frequencies. As aresult, J-10 found the
440 to suffer somewhat front multiple-personality syndrome. However, he did find its presentation musically
inviting and gorgeous-sounding under the tier conditions. Rated around 400W in tetrode mode, in triode
mode the 440 still nunages to deliver 160W into 8ohms.
The smaller 240 monoblock "excels at transmitting the
raw emotion and live energy of live music," claimed SS.
"I)tunn good." (Vol.18 No.12, 440; Vol.19 No.5, 240.)
Nagra VPA monoblock: $13,200/pair
"Respect the VPA as the hot-running, high-voltage device
it is and It Will Provide," exhorted J-10. This slims, 30-lb,
60W vacuum-tube monoblock has aclass-A push-pull
output stage and abalanced input stage, which made for
"unambiguous" presentation, sonic qualities that "wrap
around" you, and inueng dut was "extremely holographic without being flashy." Though it didn't take well
to bens overdriven, the sound was "altogether extraorditury" whets combined with the Nagra PL-I' preamplifier
(see "Preamplifiers"). (Vo122 No.4)
Quicksilver M-135 monoblock: $6500/pair
Handsomely designed 135W rnonoblock that can use
awide variety of output tubes — although ST preferred
the sound of EL34s. "It's classic tube," he asserts:
"smooth, sweet, dimensional, and powerful as hell."

Powerful but liquid at the same rinse, he tells us. Bass is
full, but not tight by solid-state standards, and he would
not recommend open floor placement to parents of
toddlers, due to sharp corners on the faceplate. His conclusion: "The best pentode amps I've had in my system." However, MK found the Quicksilver wannersounding and more veiled than the Pass Aleph 3.
(Vol.18 No.12, Vo120 No.4)
Sonic Frontiers Power 2: $4999
This 110Wpc tube power amplifier impressed RJR
with its build quality. "Sonic Frontiers is fanatical about
providing very high parts and construction quality for
the money." Also impressive, he noted, were its "exemplary drumics ...superb resolution of inner detail,
and ... realistic soundstage presentation.— Its natural
perspective was very easy to listen to: relaxed but not
slow, laid-back but not rolled-off" Its "sunny and
wino" dispositions may strike some listeners as too
much of agood thing, but overall, RJR assessed the
Power 2as "one of the finest-sounding amplifiers I've
ever had in my house." Itl) seconds the Class A rating,
while TJN points to the very low output impedance as
being abonus. When KR compared it to the Moon W5, he found that the S-F had "a glowing presence in the
midrange that the Moon W-5 lacked," and that its relatively mellow bass and soft treble were "advantageously
mated to the Genesis 500s." (Vo120 No.5, Vo122 No3)
Transcendent T8 OTL monoblock: $3595/pair
This output-transformerless monoblock amplifier,
which can deliver 80W into 8-ohni loads (50W into 4
ohms), had J-10 in du-all. "Clarity in perfect union with
musicality, not one at the expense of the other, as is
often the case," he breathed heavily. "The midrange
was just beautiful, integrating perfectly with the rest of
the frequency spectrum, alive with fuse detail, harmonics,
and realistic transient snap... .
The bass sounded large
and in charge, always in perfect control.... They were,
at all rinses, effortlessly musical." Careful speaker
matching amust, as with all OTL designs. Now sold
factory-direct (Vo120 No.11)
Vacuum Tube Logic Wotan Reference MB-1250
monoblock: 527,500/pair
Behemoth two-storey, tubed (24 6550s per side!)
monoblock that delivers 600W in triode or 1200W in
pentode. J-10 found significant differences between the
latest version and the original samples he reviewed —
and the latter were good enough for inclusion in Class
A. There are changes in the chassis constructions, power
supply, circuit boards, and grounding scheme. The bass
is now tighter and deeper. J-10 raved: "Subtle and
refined? Absolutely! Grainy? NCY11 Power to pare? By
the boatload! Tonal shading and color? First-class!
Midrange magic? Nothing but the best!" He did go on,
but you get the idea. (Vol.19 No.10, Vo121 No.6)
Vacuum Tube Logic MB-750 Signature
monoblock: $14,490/pai'r
Vacuum-tulx• monoblock amplifiers with switchable
750W tetrode/350W triode push-pull output stage.
Power was an aphrodisiac for BI): "It adds adynamic
punch and precision that injects music with more of the
snap it has live. Sharp transients, subtle dynamic shadings,
thunderous crescendos — they're all reproduced effortlessly and accurately Images are detailed without being
overblown or overetched; they're wonderfully threedimensional, and firmly fixed within asound.stage and
acoustic that draws the listener into the original space."
However, he added, they're "shaded abit toward the
romantic, or warns and liquid side of transparenc-y
landl lacked the nth degree of refinement iti their
reproduction of low-level detail." Reference version,
not yet auditioned, costs $16,500/pair. (Vo120 No.12)
Vacuum Tube Logic MB-450 Signature
monoblock: $7490/pair cr
MF compared apair of MB-450s to Conrad-Johnson
Premier Twelves and found they "created abigger soundstage and did abetter job of giving the listener the sense
of being in alarge space —when that was the venue....
Overall, the 450s sounded warmer, riper, and more laidback, particularly in the tnidbass." The monobkx-Ic
those who need "lots of clean tube power to drive Lug,
speakers," concluded ME and want "a dependable pair
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AUDIO OUT
Introduces Two New Reference Products

111,

iebie
Mark Levinson No. 32
$15,000

Mark

Levinson

announces

their

first

ever

"Reference" preamplifier. The No. 32 is a two
chassis design in which the power supply and all
control circuits share an enclosure, while the
sensitive audio circuitry is isolated separately.
The No. 32 establishes a new standard of
mechanical integrity by using advanced metal
casting and sophisticated damping technologies
to eliminate microphonic colorations.

A long time industry reference, the WATT-Puppy
has garnered

more praise then

perhaps any

other loudspeaker in modern times.

The new

WATT-Puppy 6 expands on that performance,
now allowing for phase alignment between the
WATT and Puppy. The new Puppy has been
completely redesigned for state-of-the-art bass
extension and control.

Call today to audition
these great new products!
Wilson WATT-Puppy 6
19 900
VISA

er

MASTERCARD

air
DISCOVER

www.audiooutlet.com
For Preowned Specials

AMERICAN EXPRESS

FINANCING

69 S. Moger Ave., Mt. Kisco, NY 10549
Hours: Mon-Fri. 10am-7pm Thurs. 10am-8pm Sat. 10am-5pm

Phone: 914-666-055() Fax: 914-666-0544
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Another liccuphase Installation.
n
questionahly, th pinnacle of audio systems ac quired hy the truly discerning listener. Recomm end ed
an d
installed hy select dealers worldwide. Wheth'er you are considering analog or digital, the extraordinary equipment
from Accuphase will exceed your highest expectations.

(shown) is the most sophisticated advanced digital
voicing equalizer available.
Utilizing ultra high-speed
DSP technology, the
--DG-28 has the power Islauseièmsmece----..,--,=.0eZetei
to effectively reshape
any listening
environment.
The DG-28

,7(rCCUID[10Se

For furtlt,r information:
AXlS Di,triLtion Inc.
Tel. 310-329-0187 •Fax 310-319.0189
www.accuphaee.c.

"

ATimeless Masterpiece!
VA
ERSTEE\
AU DO Vode 5
In loudspeaker design, state-of-the-art is never static; it is inevitable
that the best of tomorrow will surpass the best of today. In the deep
bass, state-of-the-art is seldom realized; even in the best rooms,
every placement is acompromise.

The VANDERSTEEN Model 5is the only loudspeaker with adjustable,
active multi-band low-frequency room compensation for perfect bass in
every room. It is the only fully modular loudspeaker, completely upgradable

in your home using just aphillips screwdriver and soldering pencil. The Model 5s
are built to be the best today and engineered to be the best tomorrow.

Al

Call, write, or visit us on the web for complete information and the name of
your nearest carefully selected Model 5dealer. www.vandersteen.com

DV \S 0\AL
116 West Fourth Street, Hanford, CA 93230

TY®
(559)582-0324

In Canada, call Justice Audio (905) 780-0079
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RECOMMENDED

COMPONENTS

Aragon 8008ST: $1999 $$$
TJN was so taken with this 200Wpc solid-state amp
that he enthused over its "effective combination of body,
richness, and detail," though he did note that the top
end could turn dry and zippy on hard transients.
Overall, he rated this amp equal to power amps costing
as much as five times more. "Make the comparison," he
urged; "... it just might make you feel alot better about
your budget." A $500 optional upgrade adds balanced
inputs, two transformers, enlarges the output stage, and
doubles the power-supply capacitance, the result being
the 80081313 (not auditioned). TIN found the threechannel version, the $2499 Aragon 8008x3, "every bit as
good aperformer -an open window on the source."
(Vol.19 No.6, VoI21 No3, 8008ST; SGHT3 No.1,
8008x3)
Arcarn Alpha 10: $1599
This 115Wpc amp's modular architecture. WP discovered, lets you change it from "a conventional stereo
Bel Canto SETi40: $5200
amplifier accepting line-level inputs - to an amp with
Asingle-ended, cbss-A, 37Wpc integrated amp using 854
an MM/MC phono section, atwo-channel AV receivtriodes that Si' considered simple, elegant, neat, and abarer with Dolby AC-3 processing (DTS too, probably), or
gain. It's "rem and futuristic at the sanie time," he noted,
the control center for afour-zone, multiroom music
combining an "antique" tube with the Crystal CS3310
system," although at review time only the phono secvolume-control chip. And it will "drive most loudspeakers
tion was available. Two-channel Alpha 10P ($1199) is
to sufficient levels for most people in most moms," with a
the power-amp version. WP declared the 10 "a great"goosebump factor" that "compares with the very best
sounding performer... punchy and clean, but never
low-powered SET amps." Ring tower option is $360/pair,
harsh or antiseptic," and suggested adding an Alpha 10P
cover available for $180. (Vo122 No3)
and biamping the speakers to get "more of everything:
EAR V20: $4595
more bottom-end authority... more air and delicacy
(See CS's review in this issue.)
and tightness.... But no more than seemed right."
Jadis Orchestra: $2495 SSS
"Beefy-sounding amplifier loses a little detail when
40Wpc tube detain' (employing EL34s) that ST called
compared
to Class A contenders, but very difficult to
"un uraijadis." Line stage is passive (no tape loop or phono
fault on any level," he decided of the Alpha 10.
section is provided). Parts quality is high: the transformers
Optional phono section, $100. (Vol21 No.12)
are wired with OFC, there are no circuit boards -everyAudio Electronic Supply SE-I 2A3: $1280 kit,
thing is hard-wired, and the tube sockets are ceramic.
$1480 assembled
"Really does sound like an orchestra - full-bodied, harAudio Electronic Supply, the direct-sales division of Cary
monically rich..." ST says. He also praised its bass extenAudio Design, has greatly improved the SE-1 with
sion and dynamics. However, the bass could have been
upgraded transformers and the addition of afilter choke
tighter. and the amp isn't the last won) in low-level resoin the power supply. ST claimed that when it's used with
lution. "A little pricey here," Sam concludes, but "a very
KR 2A3 output tubes, this amplifier is firmly in Class B
fine amp nonetheless." (Vo120 No.11)
and sounds much more powerful than its 5Wpc rating
Pathos Acoustics Twin Towers (C): $4950
would suggest. "Better to have 5great watts than 100
"May be just the thing to end your hi-fi misery!" ST sugcrappy ones," says he. lie noted, however, that it's best to
gested, and it's only "5562546." This 35Wpc singleavoid 4ohm speakers, any speaker widi awidely varying
ended tube/transistor hybrid design had solid-state bass
impedance curve, and any speaker that "needs" to be
that was "tight, taut, with astonishing speed and control";
played loud. Prices plus shipping, many options available.
transparency that took his breath away (though the amp
(VoL17 No.11, VoI21 No.5, Vo122 No.9)
is "a little cool"); extraordinary detail and musicality, and
AudioPrism Debut
$2495 *
"spatial resolution in spades." In short, "an exciting alterST recommended the Mk.1 version of this 50Wpc,
native to single-ended Modes." Price is for standard (C)
EL34-based tube power amplifier for its superb build
version with stepped attenuator; (R) is standard with
quality, excellent adjusnnent flexibility -it offers difremote volume control, $4950; (RR) is reference model
ferent levels of feedback, a variety of grounding
with remote volume control, $5700. (Vo122 No.1)
options, and multiple output taps -and excellent bass
YBA Intégré DT: $2345 $U
and dynamics. 15W is working on aFollow-Up review
"A 50Wpc integrated amp, even with aphono stage,
of the Mk.11. (Vol.19 No.10)
hardly seems like abargain at $2345," ST allowed. "But
Bel Canto SET 80 monobloek: $8200/pair
it is. You get beautifully detailed, neutral sound, a
This balanced SE tubed 70Wpc rnonoblock "offers an
superb tonal balance, magnificent build quality, and
archetypal tube SE midrange," according to MC. "It also
exquisite styling... the $400 extra you pay for the tnovpacks asubstantial kick in the bass, unexpectedly so for
ing-coil module seems almost ridiculously cheap when
the genre. Remarkably, its designer has succeeded in
you hear the quality of the phone reproduction."
achieving genuinely high powers from aSET amplifier
Version without phono stage costs $2195. Version with
without compromising sound quality." He did note,
single transformer, not reviewed, costs $1945. (Vol.19
however, that the amp possesses "moderate transparency
No.12)
and rather average rhythmic expression leading [toi a
laid-back character that was less involving than Ihad
hoped for, despite above-average rendition of dynamics
Adcom GFA-5802: $1750
and aquite good sense of space." (VoI21 No.5)
MF called this 300Wpc solid-state stereo amplifier "a
Bryston 4B-ST: $2397
tremendous value for $1750.... With its enormous
(See LG's Follow-Up in this issue.)
power reserves and high current capability, the 5802
Bryston 3B-ST: $1650 $$$
probably can drive any speaker load it is presented....
This 120Wpc solid-state stereo power amplifier "packs
But that doesn't mean it's the ideal amplifier for every
plenty of power for abantamweight," proclaimed LG.
loudspeaker," he cautioned. "Overall, lit's' aconsistently
"In the arcas of bass and midrange dynamics, punch and
sweet-sounding amplifier from top to bottom. It
solidity... it equals top amplifiers." However, he noted
exhibits a'tubelike' liquidity, especially in the midrange,
that amps in Class A possess greater transparency, openand save for aslight 'coolness' in the upper midrange,
ness, and soundstage depth. On the other hand, the
the best word to describe its overall character is 'warm'.
Bryston's clean power, modest cost, and 20-year war„But somehow the tremendous power reserves don't
ranty offer alot of value for the audiophile on abudget.
add up to the kind of ultimate control, authority, and
(Vol.19 No.10)
slam Iexpected." (VoI21 No.4)

amps that deliver abig, rich, three-dimensional sound at
a(relatively) bargain price." "Slam, slant, and still more
slam!" cries CS. (Vol.19 No.7, Vo122 Nos2 8: 4)
Valve Amplification Company Renaissance
30/30 Mk.III: $6490
ST enjoyed this push-pull, cathode-bias, class-Al amplifier so much he had ahard time letting it go. Its power
132Wpcj was the key: "Don't assume that this is asmall
amp.... [It] has the power to drive avariety of realworld speaker loads without the dynamic compression
so typical at, say, 8Wpc." You get specially selected
Golden Dragon 4-300B output tubes from China,
which he found "lush and atmospheric," and caused
him to declare that the Mk.111 "gets you as far as you
can go with push-pull 30013 sound." Upgrade from
Mk.1, $1309; upgrade front Mk.11, $859. (Vol.22 No.6)

A (Integrated)
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Cary Audio Design CAD-572SE monoblock:
52495/pair
A "top-notch performer" that features Svedana 572-3
output triodes and asingle-ended output stage with just
2dB loop negative feedback. MC felt that this 20W
design deserves "to become aclassic" because it has the
ability "to draw attention away from itself and encourage
one to focus one's cars on the music." RD enthusiastically agreed, suggesting that Class A would be closer to
the mark. (Vol.21 Nos.10 & 12)
Classé CA-100: $1495
RJR called this solid-state 100Wpc amplifier "a superb
performer whose many and well-balanced strengths are
reminiscent of those found in much prider gear. Its
effortless dynamics and high current capability should
enable it to provide exemplary performance when
paired with abroad range of speakers. None of its flaws
are serious..." A touch of euphonic sweetness in the
midrange, combined with "a bit of tension, asharpness"
in the upper mids, and aslight darkness in the extreme
high octave compared to much more expensive amplifiers. "My favorite amplifier under $2000," quoth RJR.
(Vo120 No.12)
Conrad-Johnson MV-55: $1995 $$$
The value-for-money, 45Wpc MV-55 "gets the harmonics right," according to ST, who rates this amp "a
classic, asteal, *&@4éing fabulous!" Its sound features
"lots of spatial bloom ...Female vocals sound ravishing,"
he says, concluding that "in terms of sheer musicalitytruth of timbre, hammnic rightness, fullness, richness there may be few amps at any price that can surpass the
MV55.... If you have reasonably sensitive loudspeakers,
Iurge you to give the MV55 aserious listen-this amp
is a'must-audition.'" (Vol.19 No.10, Vo120 No.4)
Electrocompaniet AW-60: $1995 SU
ST thought this solid-state 60Wpc stereo power amplifier's bass sounded good -"tight and defined. And the
harmonic presentation was quite pleasing through the
midrange." Choose your speakers carefully, however.
"If your speakers are warm, rich, mellow, slightly soft
on top, then you get too much of agood thing with the
Electrocompaniet. If you think your speakers sound
thin, analytical, overly bright, then [4 might be just
your ticket to civilized European sound." (VoI21 No.1)
IChzergetics KBA-280: $2795
Fan-cooled, 140Wpc, class-A powerhouse. "If your criteria for good sound include adetailed yet unexaggerated
top end, liquid sweetness, an immediate-sounding yet
natural midrange, and solid bass, this may be your
amplifier," said TJN. "It doesn't disappoint in any way,
either in subjective listening quality or test-bench competence." (VoI21 No3)
McCormack Power Drive DNA-I: $2095 SU ir
Beautifully made, this relatively inexpensive 175Wpc
solid-state amplifier had RH waxing lyrical about its
sound: "wamt, sweet, punchy, and eminently musical."
With a more laid-back, less dry balance than the
Boulder 500AE (now discontinued), the DNA's soundstage presentation featured asuperb sense of palpability,
noted both RH and JA. "A strong Class B product that
is knocking on the door of Class A." - RH. A KR
favorite: When he compared the McCormack to the
Moon W-5, he found it "decidedly more lively and
gripping." He also adds that "Steve McCormack's new
circuit rebuilds (Revisions A, B, and C), go way beyond
the parts exchanges of the Deluxe Edition, and are an
obvious and worthwhile upgrade path. Buy Class B
now and be upwardly mobile." (Vol.15 No.4, Vo122
No); see also 1)eltuce version review in Vol.18 No).)
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5: $1495 $$$
Smaller- 120Wpc -sister to the I)NA-1, the DNA-0.5
floated IJN's boat in abig way: apalpable midrange, crisp
transients, air and detail to spare, and plenty of punch to
percussive bass. "An Aladdin among amplifiers," he proclaimed; "a diamond in the rough!" ST agrees, calling the
I
kluxe Edition version ($1795) "an incredible achievement.., atotally honest, no-BS product" and "one of the
best amplifiers, period." (Vol.18 Nos2, 5& 12)
Mesa Engineering Baron: $3995-$5000, depending
on tube options
Tubed stereo power amp has aplethora of operating

Nordost Corporation 420 Franklin Street, Framingham, MA 01702 U.S.A.
Tel: 508-879-1242 Fax: 508-879-8197 email: nordostflatline@msn.com
Nordost (UK) Limited Unit 7, Aber Park Industrial Est. Aber Road, Flint, Flintshire CH6 SEX U.K.
Tel: +44 (0) 1352 730251

Fax: +44 (0) 1352 731273 email: enquiriesenordostuk.com

Web site: www.nordost.com

The Best Enclosure
Is No Enclosure
Listen to the experts about Alón open baffle speakers—
"The Circe are the
'quietest' speakers
I've ever heard, the
most revealing of air
and silence around
and between the
notes and of the textural quality of each
instrument's initial
tonal attack as well
as its harmonics."
—Circe. Art Pfeffer,
The Absolute Sound.
issue 112

"...at HI Fl 98 last
June, ...the sound
in the Alón/Cary room
was the talk of the
show. With the right
system and the right
music, you can easily
ask yourself. 'How
could it get any better
than this?"

"Carl Marchisotto has
hit one out of the park
with the Lotus SE.
This is real HI-Fl
and something I
could both enjoy
owning myself and
recommend happily
to anyone who asks."
—Lotus SE MKII,

—Circe, Wes Phillips,
Stereophile. May '99

Art Dudley,
Listener Magazine.
Spring '99.

Acarian v
stems
1.1 tliTIA,

Hunter's Run, 181 Smithtown Blvd., Suite 104, Nesconset, NY 11767
516/265-9577 •Fax 516-265-9560
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options: choice of output transformer taps, four negative
feedback levels, and four operating modes — class-A
triode (60Wpc), class-AB pentode (150Wpc), 35 triode/
'/3 pentode (90Wpc), or 1s triode/ 2/3 pentode
(120Wpc). CS loved this amount of flexibility, being
made of (aliens) sterner stuff than JA, who found a
mode that worked for his reference speakers and stuck
with it. Triode mode with minimal feedback, quoth he,
was "seductively sweet-sounding," although the frequency extremes were rolled-off and dynamics restricted.
For CS, however, "the Mesa Baron is the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth." Since the
Baron has high output impedance and progressive distot-6°n characteristics, its sound will vary more than
usual depending upon the loudspeakers it is asked to
drive—mandating careful prepurchase audition.
However. JA concluded, "when everything does go its
way, it will give its owner much musical enjoyment
and can be recommended." Price is with 5881 output
tubes; with E34Ls the price is $4500, with KT99As
it's $5000. Early Barons can be modified to take the
new tubes for aone-time service fee of $270. (Vo120
No.1)
Moth Audio S2A3: $1800 555
"More powerful, subjectively, than you might think
from a flea-sized 3W [tubed] amp," assures ST
"Fabulous styling. Funky. Fun. Will work best in small
rooms." New lower price lowers the cost of admission
into SET-land. (Vo121 No.5)
Muse 160: $1900 $5$
MF was "surprised and delighted by the tubelike shimmering liquidity" of this 160Wpc solid-state amplifier's
midrange. "Equally impommt, the amp's top-to-bottom
presentation was both tonally and rhythmically coherent." Its sins, he said, were mainly of ontission: mild
compression of the soft end of the dynamic spectrum;
slight loss of low-level resolution; and agenerally soft
somewhat relaxed presentation. Yet, "with its high
power output, high current capabilities, its 30dB of gain,
and its stability into any kind of load, the 160 can fit
comfortably into any existing audio system." (Vo120
No.10)
Plinius SA-50 Mk.111: $3495
"Build quality is outstanding.... It can run class-A or
AA3.... And you can switch on the fly—with the amp
playing... bass definition and extension are excellent ...
achamp when it comes to 'letting go of notes'... transient response is superb.... So are spatial resolution and
presentation," said ST of this 50Wpc solid-state design,
concluding that the Minim had "a certain illuminatedfrom-within quality that breathes light as well as life
into each musical performance." (Vol.21 No.11)
Proceed AMP-2: $1995 ‹r
TJN finds the sound of this affordable 150Wpc stereo
amplifier gripping—with adetailed, hill-bodied quality revealing every nuance without extending into
hyper-detail. The bottons end sounds deep and tightly
controlled, while at the opposite end of the scale the
sound is pristine, albeit with atrace of dryness at the
top. Some may find it too revealing, he cautions, yet it
struck him as accurately portraying what's on the
recording. Also afavorite of DAS, who feels it works
best with speakers having "lots of uncolored meat in
the low end." "Ilse three-channel AMP-3 ($2995) is
identical other than using three rather than two amplifier modules. Upgrade from two- to three-channel
costs $995. (Vol.18 No.5)
Sonic Frontiers Power 1: $2499
Push-pull 55Wpc stems tube amplifier that MK recommended "for its superbly balanced rendering of voices
and insmiments.... There was plenty of accuracy and
extension in the treble, and the bass was ... solid...
[The] sound was exceptionally clean and clear, with
very black silences." While he did not feel the Power-1
was quite up to his reference in soundstage bloom, or
could "provide quite as clear awindow into the music,"
he deemed it "good performance for the price." (Vo120
No.II)
Vacuum Tube Logic MB 175 Signature
monoblock: 55490/pair
This tubed monoblock produces I75W in tetrode
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mode or 90W in triode (switchable). MF lauded its
"deep, well-controlled, well-damped bass," as well as
its neutral, "if tending toward the lean side," tonal balance. While he felt the VTL didn't offer "the ultimate
in soundstage depth," something that keeps it from
Class A, he was impressed by the "outstanding highfrequency extension, transient speed, and airy overall
presentation.... An outstanding combination of sonic
and technical virtues at amore than reasonable price."
(Vo120 No.6)

B(Integrated Amplifiers)

Audio Analogue Puccini Special Edition:
$1195 US
"Any shortcomings are slight, considering the amp's price,
build quality, and overall quality of sound—harmonic
richness, stunning purity of tone, sheer musicality," quoth
Sam. Once you've burned it in for the recommended 100
hours, he added, "it's like having Italy in your listening
room —it sings. I swearr Plus, it comes with an
MM/MC phono section. A strong Class B at aprice
more in keeping with Class C, he says of this 50Wpc
design. (VoI21 No.12)
Audio Refinement The Complete: $995 $5$
CS considered this simple, elegant, 60Wpc amplifier to
be the 'leaner, meaner" version of YBA's Intégré UT.
The sound was "laid-back, transparent, and tonally
neutral," with "excellent rhythm and pacing." One
caveat Carefully consider how much speaker you want
even though it takes la lot] "to make this amp clip, it has
its limits ..." The $50 optional remote was "well-crafted" but not "very intuitive" — an updated version is in
the works. (Vo122 No.4)
Bryston B-60: $1495 $$$
ST was mightily impressed by this solid-state 60Wpc
integrated: "The midrange was especially smooth and
sweet, making it apleasure for mc to listen to chamber
music. Treble was well extended—certainly not
rolled-off... but it wasn't exaggerated. Bass was richly
delineated, tight and tuneful..." Not apowerhouse,
however, he cautions — match speakers to it carefully.
"Stealth high end," LB said. "The Bryston provided a
clean, detailed, transparent soundscape without stridency —or, put another way, offered the virtues of solidstate without the vices." "Almost as good as solid-state
gets in every respect except power," scz ST. "This will
be one of the great hi-fi classics!" WP claims — he listens to his up to eight hours every day. 20-year warranty, remote control adds $300. (Vo120 No.5, VoI21
Nos.7 lk 10)
Conrad-Johnson CAV-50: $2495
The 45Wpc tubed integrated with apassive input stage
is "a particularly good sonic value," said MC, although
he had some misgivings about its middling input sensitivity and its ability to handle reactive loads. But he was
unequivocal about its sound: "[It has an] easy-listening
quality —combined with good rhythm and drive; afine,
deep soundstage; good, dynamic delivery and load
drive; and asweet tonality that held steady throughout
the frequency range." ST liked it too: "Maybe the bestsounding push-pull tube integrated you can buy.... you
hear the music first, then the detail." (VoI21 Nos.8 & 10)
Densen Beat B-100: $1295
This 60Wpc solid-state design was slow to warm up in
MCs system, but when it did, it "rewarded the listener
with good transparency and apure, open treble devoid
of the grain usually found in this price range... .
Bass
was pretty good... rhythm and dynamic expression
were above average." The Beat B-100 "is recommended, provided that you use 'twin'-type speaker cable...
speakers of 4to 8ohms, and that you leave it powered
up semipemuncndy." "Budget solid-state at its best!"
agrees ST. (Vo120 No.9)
LFD Mistral: $1095 SSS
This 50Wpc solid-state integrated is "proof that simpler
is better," according to ST. "'The openness and airiness
is the thing here. Good resolution, too. The story here
is simplicity. Get asimple circuit that works and tweak
it to death, then QC the production like crazy. Way
recommended." WP heard it at Sam's place and was
also smitten. (VoI21 No.9)

Linn Majik-1: $1195
"Don't be put off by the 33Wpc power rating," RI-1
cautioned; "the Majik-I has the ability to deliver current
into low impedances, and can increase its power output
to 100Wpc into 2ohms. Inever wanted for power in
my small room." The amp "excels in several areas:
reproducing natural timbres, throwing an incisive yet
relaxed soundstage, and most of all conveying the
music's life and energy." Price includes remote control.
At $100, the optional phono stage is abargain. RH's top
choice under $2000. (Vol.19 No.12, Vo120 No.9)
Mesa Tigris: $2495
A "thoroughly modem amp with an old-fashioned
heart," stated CS, who said the 24Wpc Tigris offered
"more than enough power and dynamic headroom to
build asystem around." Combines the sweet sonic attributes of class-A performance with the ability of its sound
quality to morph depending on the loudspeaker used
and the output stage setting. TJN had atough time with
its unflat frequency response, high source impedance,
and high distortion, but said, "if you like this sort of
sound, you'll likely consider the measurements irrelevant
anyway." Definitely one to audition with yourown speakas
before purchase. (Vo122 No.8)
Musical Fidelity A220: $999.95
This 50Wpc solid-state integrated amp is biased heavily
into class-A, which nukes it run hot, hot, hot, cautions ST
Good ventilation is amust. ''Ihe A220 had alovely liquidity that many tube amplifiers struggle to achieve. Plus it had
solid-state drive and dynamics. Subjectively...the A220
sounded more powerful than 50Wpc." (Vo120 No.5)

Rotel RB-991: $999
"An exceptional performer," said RJR, "especially considering its moderate price and generous power rating
(240Wpc into 8ohms, 416Wpc into 4ohms). Its resolution of detail and overall neutrality hint at aperformance level that one would expect from an amp costing two or three times as much." TJN, after measuring
primarily in unbalanced mode rather than balanced,
conceded that this powerhouse's "test-bench performance is excellent in [either] setup." He advised keeping the load "above 4 ohms, as Rotel recommends."
(Vo122 No.8)
Marantz MA-700 THX monoblock: $500 each
Solid-state 200W amplifier. "Powerful and dynamic, with
the slam and transient precision of amps costing much
more than apaltry $500 per channel," said FM. "Md to
that ameaningful lack of compression, asolid and unwavering soundstage, and arich tonality that, if not completely accurate, is at least wonderfully complementary to
the home-theater environment." Slight diminution in
top-octave air imparts warmth to overall presentation.
Compared to more expensive references, the MA-700
also glosses over microdynamic detail. (SGHT.4 No.1)
NAD 218 'THX: $1099
The TI-DC-certified, 250Wpc NAD has a"soft and forgiving tonal balance, coupled with arich dimensionality,
which makes it avery easy amp to listen to on awide
range of program material," RJR said, though its "killer
bottom octave is offset by two shortcomings: athick
midbass and limited high-frequency resolution." His
conclusion? "The NAD isn't perfect, but it's an extraordinary performer for its price and power rating."
TJN: "a fine set of measurements for one very powerful
amplifier" — especially into low impedances, adds JA.
(Vo122 No.8)
Parasound HCA-1000A: $595 in
Improved version of the $575 HCA-1000, sporting a
more robust power supply, asecond pair of RCA jacks
(to facilitate "looping" two or more amps to asingle
source), and an auto turn-on circuit BW was impressed
by the original 1000, and particularly taken by its detail,
soundstaging, and dynamic attack. However, he felt its
bass reproduction lacked body, a shortcoming the
1000A specifically addresses with its beefier power supply. "The 1000's few shortcomings have been completely addressed in the revision," he concluded, making
it "a serious contender in affordable high-end amplification." (Vo120 No.8)
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Anthem AMP 1: 51299
Push-pull vacuum-n:1 ,c 40Wpc power amplifier.
"Excels at just about every parameter," said LB. "It's
tonally clean, with everything from the low lows to the
high highs rendered just right, and it's boss, man, at the
infomiation-retrieval game. It'll get up and shing-a-ling
and do the thing when it's time to bust-a-move. But the
best part is the AMP-1's sheer musicality —it doesn't just
get the notes right, it plays the tune." (VoI21 No2)
Vacuum Tube Logic ST-85: $1750
Need astereo amplifier with awell-defined upgrade
path? If so, "step right up," said LB, who backed this
command with: "The VTL ST-85 is solidly built and a
breeze to use.., lit] offers outstanding performance
driving real-world speakers... land it] imparts a3-D
sense of the original event while retaining truth of timbre, a combination that very few components can
match, at this or any price." Measured output power
was ahealthy 64Wpc. Used as monoblocks, the ST-85
jumps into Class B. he decided. (Vo122 No2)

C (Integrated Amplifiers)

nt,”

Creek 4330: $495 555
"Performance for the price... makes the Creek... a
breakthrough product," said ST of this 40Wpc solidstate integrated amp with apassive line stage (plug-in
MC phono module available for $60). "The resolution
of low-level detail, from an amp this size at this price.
is... almost staggering — not far from the very best I've
heard at any price." Bass and midrange "are not as full
as Imight like, but the sound is very smooth, very
sweet, and the treble is nicely extended without ever
sounding peaky.... Exactly what we need in budget hifi: sound quality so good that you may feel no need to
mess around with more expensive stuff." "Most of the
time size doesn't matter," commented WE, ignoring
the irony inherent in his making the statement. "If it
did, Creek would have never managed to fit all that
music into the 4330's tiny little box. The Creek 4330
isn't just agreat amplifier for the money, it's agreat
amplifier, period." Remote control adds 5100; MM
module is $60. (Vo120 No.11, VoI21 No.8)
Denon PMA-2000R: $999
ST was impressed by this 80Wpc solid-state integrated's
user-friendly features (remote control, tone controls,
MM/MC phono section, headphone section), as well
as its "clean, clear, articulate sound that is totally nonfatiguing and free of grit, grunge, and glare." Still, he
found the sound "just a little uninvolving." Nonetheless, he urged, "Tell your friends." (VoI21 No.6)
Musical Fidelity X-AI: $599.95
ST liked this solid-state 50Wpc integrated. "The sound
quality is so good for so little money that you might
seriously question the need to spend more." It's gone
up $100 since he said that, but still he insists: "Even at
$600, the new 'street' price from Audio Advisor, this is
an attractive buy. Tubelike sound, excellent build quality
for the price, and unusual styling. Can't go wrong."
(VoI21 No.7)
Myryad MI120: $995
This 60Wpc solid-state amp is musical. ST decided, "if
by 'musical' you mean sweet, smooth, liquid." However, "the sound, overall, could use more body." Analog
lovers arc well served — onboard phono options
include MM and MC boards at budget prices, and the
headphone jack runs off the power amp rather than a
cheap'n'cheerful op-amp. MM phono stage adds $129;
MC phono stage adds $159. Now distributed by
Artcch. (Vo120 No.1)
Regs Brio: $595
WP called this 30Wpc solid-state integrated with
phono section "a lively, well-balanced amplifier that
rendered up realistic, musically engaging sound at all
times.... A shade on the polite side," he thought, and
he "was aware —at times —that the Brio adds aslight
texture to the music." 30W output necessitates careful
speaker matching. (Vol.21 No.9)

D

Editor's Note: There are currently no Class D amplificrs listed.
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Accuphase M-2000, Sonic Frontiers Power 3, Cary
CAI)-1610 and 2A3 monoblodc, Jadis 845, Lamm
Industries ML-1, Nagea MPA, Wavac HE-833A
Parasound HCA-3500, KR Enterprise VT8000,
Electrocompaniet Nemo, Rotel RB-1090, Sirius D200, Manley Stingray, VAC Avatar, Jeff Rowland Design Group Models 10, 11, and 12, YBA 2HC, McIntosh MC2000.
Deletions
Bow Technologies Wazoo and Audio Note OTO
Phono SE not currently available in the US; Reference
Line Preeminence One Silver Signature because of
doubts about availability; Audio Electronics SE-811
monoblock, Ayrc V-3, Balanced Audio Technology
VK-60, Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight A monoblock,
Cary Audio Design CAD-3005E1 and SLM-100
monoblock, Krell ICAV-300i, all not auditioned in too
long atime; Musical Fidelity A-2 in favor of lowerpriced Musical Fidelity X-A 1.

day money-back trial period. Price includes line-level
crossover, optional grilles add $585/pair. (Vo120 No.6)
Wilson Audio Specialties MAXX:
$38,900/pair
(Vo122 No.5)

A — Restricted Extreme LF
Artemis Eos Signature: $8200-$10,600,
depending on finish (stands necessary)
According to KR, "the EOS Signatures pull off the
biggest trick of all: They simply disappear!" Without
matching bass modules, KR says, the speakers were
somewhat lighter in balance, but he preferred them
solo for many sources. He noted atouch of "glint"
around 6IcHz, but was not particularly bothered by it.
Tweeter and midrange are wired acoustically out of
phase with one another—which didn't upset him
because he never listens in the nearficld. For those who
do, simply reverse the tweeter connections. Adding the
Bass Modules gives the Signatures extra heft, moving the
combo into full-range Class A territory. KR recommends giving them lots of room (place them aminimum
of 10' from the listening position). "Bass is substantial and
firm; the lack of high-pass filtering is of little concern
except for hcadbangers and PA use." Easy to drive and to
Editor's Note: Class A "Loudspeakers" are sufficiently
place ("if not to move"). Matching Artemis Eos Bass subidiosyncratic and differ enough from one another that
woofer costs $9400-$11,500, depending on finish.
prospective customers should read Stereophile's original
(Vo120 No.10)
reviews in their entirety for descriptions of the sounds.
Audio Physic Virgo: $5395/pair
Ihave therefore just listed every system or combination
"Where'd they go?" asks MF, observing that "The
that at least one of Srereophile's reviewers feels, as aresult
Virgos flat-out disappeared. Aside from pulling avanof his or her experience, to approach the current state
ishing act, what they do better than any other speaker
of the art in loudspeaker design. (Note that, to be eligiI've auditioned ... is resolve low-level detail: spatial and
ble for indusion in Class A, the system must be Oambient information, and especially texture and touch
range —ir, feature full-power bass extension to 20Hz.
in the lower midbass and upper bass." But they don't, he
It must also be capable of reaching realistic sound-presconcedes, "give me the visceral sock-to-the-stomach
sure levels without any feeling of strain.)
bass" that some audiophiles crave. He also wonders if
For those unconcerned about the last few hertz of
there isn't atouch of midbass warmth, aquality he finds
low-bass extension, we have created "Classes A, B, and C
easy to ignore — if not actually crave. "Worth alisten, if
(Restricted Extreme LP)" for speakers that are state of
you've got the scratch — it may well be the best speaker
the art in every other way. Candidates for this class must
under $10,000, and if not, one of the best," he equivostill reach down to at least 40Hz, below the lowest notes
cates. AJA Ewe. (Vol.18 No.9, Vo122 No.6)
of the four-string double-bass and bass guitar.
B&W Silver Signature: $8000/pair (stands &
In addition, such has been the recent progress in loudspeaker design at amore affordable level that we have an
cables included) er
extra class: E, for "Entry Level." Someone once asked me
Expensive two-way minimonitor with outboard
crossover uses silver wire throughout and successfully
why Sierrimhile bothers to review inexpensive loudspeakpulls off the trick of persuading its listeners that it's
ers at all: In effect, aren't we insulting our readership by
much bigger than it really is —at least at moderate spls.
recommending that they buy inexpensive models?
Remember: It's possible to put together amusically satUseful bass exists down to 32Hz, with adelightful
combination of weight and articulation. The uncolored
isfying, truly high-end system around arty of our Class I)
presentation is astonishingly transparent, soundstaging
and Erecommendations. That's why there listed —and
is superbly palpable, and tonal balance is alittle on the
why you should consider buying them.
polite side, but the Silver Signature is, overall, the most
A
musical-sounding design to come from B&W that JA
Artemis Eos Signature with Large Base Modules:
has heard. A WP favorite. (Vol.17 No.6)
$17,600-$22,100/pair, depending on finish
B&W Nautilus 805: $2000/pair $$$
(stands necessary)
(Vo120 No.10)
B&W Nautilus 801: 311,000/pair
(See LG's review in this issue.)
(Vo122 Nos.1 & 5)
Dunlavy SC-IV/A: $7995-$8495/pair,
Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI:
depending on finish
$23,995/pair
A three-way, dynamic improvement on the SC-IV that
Price is for light and black oak finishes; rosewood and
RD said "has reached the point where — with the best
cherry veneers add 51000/pair. (Vol.19 No.8)
source materials and associated equipment —it sounds
EggkstonWorks Andra: $14,900/pair
less like aspeaker and more like the music that's being
(Vo120 No.10)
reproduced." It had, he added, "timbral accuracy,"
JMIab Grande Utopia: $70,000/pair
"tremendous coherence," "exceptional top-to-bottom
(Vol.19 No.5)
integration," and "stupendous" bass. Both Dtudavy and
JMIab Utopia: $30,000/pair
RD suggest placing these speakers along along wall,
widely separated. JA holds back the ultimate Class A
(Vo121 No.4)
Revel Ultima Gem/Sub-1.5: 14,500-518,500/pair,
full-range accolade until he has resolved the question of
the SC-IV/A's true bass extension to his own satisfaction.
depending on finish
Matching stands cost $1500/pair. (SGHT.4 No.6;
(Vol.17 No.4, Vol.18 No.3, original version; VoI21
VoI21 No.10 WWW)
No.11, IV/A)
Revel Ultima Salon: $14,400-$15,500/pair,
JMIab Mezzo Utopia: $13,000/pair
Three-way, tloorstanding, reflex-loaded, dynamic louddepending on finish
(Vo122 No3 WWW)
speaker—a "superb all-around performer with no serious
Sonus Faber Amati Homage: $20,000/pair
chinks in its armor," Paul Messenger noted. He particularly liked the way it "managed to combine the sort of
(Vo122 No.6 WWW)
Waveform Mach 17: 88495/pair $$$
intimate musical coherence and communication of a
Three-way, floorstanding loudspeaker requires tri- high-class, two-way design with the typical scale and
weight of afull-size floorstander." Superbly transparent
amplification. Available factory direct only, with 30-
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upper mids and highs hut lower raids can he aweak
area. (Vo122 No.7)
mbl lila: 515,580/pair
This idiosyncratic-looking loudspeaker represents a
serious attempt at producing a mie omnidirectional
source. It impressed JA with its "remarkably effective
and well thought-out engineering." The woofer's bandpass loading scheme gave the bass a"puddingy" character, meaning that it could lag somewhat behind the rest
of the speaker's presentation —a bigger problem with
the more prominently recorded bass lines of jazz and
rock than with orchestral or chamber music, he said.
Even so, he "fell in love with this speaker's sweet, detailed midrange, clean, transparent high frequencies,
grand, sweeping soundstaging, and, above all, the
majesty with which it presented much of the music I
love." A powerful amp is necessary. Price is for satinblack finish; price in piano black is $20,10C1/pair.
(Vo120 No.4)
Revel Ultima Gem: 56000-58000/pair, depending on finish (stands necessary)
TJN was very impressed by these stand-mourned, twoway, four-driver, reflex-loaded loudspeakers. "The
overall balance ... is alittle lean rather than rich ...But
it is very 'fase: Transients snap, the top end is detailed,
and there is plenty of air around instruments and voices, even with the Geins' rear tweeters turned off
isn't asweet sound, but it's immediate and alive... only
occasionally do Iget the feeling that the Revels are ahtde analytical and pushy in the low treble." Stereophile's
Joint Loudspeaker of 1998, and JA's new reference,
who noted "image specificity, freedom from coloration,
excellent dynamics, and freedom from grain." With the
Ultima Sub-15 subwoofer, achieves truc Class A performance. Matching stands cost 51500/pair. (SGHT4
No.6; VoI21 No.10 WVVV/)
Tammy Churchill: 514,000/pair
A 177-lb reflex-loaded two-way engraved with a"V" for
"Victory." From first glimpse to last. I3W found himself
thinking "huge, warm, and intimate," all the while
enjoying the Churchill's "all-enveloping" soundstage.
The design, he explained, "is athrowback to the stiffcone, large-vented cabinet designs that were popular in
the 1950s and early 1960s," but "belies athoroughly
modern performance, notable for its extended bottons
end and enonnous power handling." Obviously at its
best "in large environments." (VoI21 No.12)
Verity Audio Fidelio: $6850/pair
Price is for standard black finish; piano black finish costs
57150/pair. (See ST's review in this issue.)

Editor's Note: Note that all the full-range Class Brecommendations, with the exception of the Aerial 711 &
8and Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano (which have
optional stands), are floorstanding models.

B- Full-Range

Acarian Systems Alón Circe: 512,000/pair
Although this three-way flosrstander turned out to be a
speaker Wes Phillips "respected rather dun loved," he
praised it for its "midrange and high-frequency purity." He
said the bass was deep, well-tuned, and a"trifle warm" —
perfect if you're a"tube-using music lover with ayen for
'60s jazz." After measuring, JA suspected that the Circe "is
very fussy when it comes to optimizing setup and room
placement." JA also felt it too colored for Class A. Severe
disagreement among the magazine's reviewers about the
Circe's merit mandates Class Brating, though J-10 points
out that these speakers have sounded superb with tube
amplifiers at shows. (Vo122 No.5)
Acoustic Research AR-1: 52500/pair
LG conjectured that this speaker, with its 15" powered
woofer and high sensitivity (95dB/2.83V/1m), would
be a"perfect match for single-ended mode amplifiers."
He found that it was agood match, and praised its"very
transparent, open, airy highs, tight bass, and an uncolored
midrange." The clarity, speed, and transparency of the
treble and mids, however, are not complemented by
the woofer, which is slower. He recommended checking the woofer before you buy, as problems with the
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samples he had "confounded" the speakers' "crystal
transparency, natural timbre, and good imaging." A solid
Class B rating, he sumised. (Vo122 No.6)
Aerial Acoustics Model 8: $5000-$6000/pair,
depending on finish (stands optional)
"Almost afull-range speaker," MF writes, "with gutsocking, dynamic bass and abit too much midbass —
although a big room cures that to a great degree.
Superbly engineered and built. An outstanding value
for the money, but needs lots of clean, controlled
power. Good image focus and big, though recessed
soundstage." Lacks the "airy excitement" and "ultrahigh resolution of inner detail" lie craves and the "fingersnappin' speed" he insists on. Works best in abig mom.
TJN didn't find that the latest version was significantly
different from that originally reviewed. Optional sandfilled spiked stands, $500/pair. (VoI21 Nos.1 & 11)
Aerial Acoustics Model 7B: $4000-$5000/pair,
depending on finish (stands optional)
RD commended this speaker for its "top-level engineering and craftsmanship at afair price," qualities he
finds typical of designer Michael Kelly's work. In addition to what he considered its major asset —soundstaging —he said, "the 7B is always true to the music, and
its sonic personality would particularly complement
systems that would otherwise sound lean, cold, and
clinical." JA agreed that it was "superbly well engineered," and wasn't at all surprised that RI) "liked its
sound so much." Optional spiked stands, 5400/pair.
(Vo122 No.7)
Audio Physic Caldera: 518,995/pair
This three-way floorstancler is built as three separate,
decoupled enclosures, offering unusual flexibility us coupling the woofer to the floor. This level of refined development captivated MC. "It sounds complete and completed, and is emphatically not aprototype rushed to
trucker," lie marveled. "limal balance proved highly
accurate ...lalthoughl the tonality was warmer than Ians
used to." He also commented ois the Caldera's fluid
sound and "sense of stability and inner calm...
Impressive on the grounds of pure quality alone, it quietly grew on nie. Its introspectiveness, even-handed
powers of resolutioi, and ability to surprise by telling
more about the inner harmony and balance of favorite
works, continued to satisfy." Although the impedance
mapitude does drop below 4ohms for much of the
upper-bass region, the phase angle is generally low, so a
good 4ohm-rated tube amplifier should not have drive
problems. Expensive, hut strider the right conditions
could well offer Class A sound. (Vo120 No.8)
Avantgarde Duo: 514,700/pair
MC was impressed by these three-way loudspeakers
with midrange and treble horns and active, reflexloaded woofers. "To appreciate the qualities of Avantgarde's Duo, it's necessary to discard ... the analytical
view that all must be in perfect balance... .
There's true
sonic value in that majestically broad, dynamic
midrange, in the obvious microdynamic delicacy, the
near-zero distortion, the potential for very high sound
levels, the easy amplifier loading, and this speaker's
compatibility with low-powered purist mode amplifiers." PM is atad more reserved: "The treble doesn't
quite match up to the mid (it's also abit bright), while
the bass is adisaster area. Obsessives might go for the
mid/top alone, tinkering with the crossover...and
then add... subwoofers on the bottom end." Would be
Class A if not for the bass. Price includes two SUB217R
woofer modules. (Vol.21 No.6)
Celestion A3: 53499/pair
CS called this three-way floorstanding loudspeaker
"that rarest of sonic birds: aspeaker that does justice to
rock and r&b while optimizing acoustic sources, and
without unduly italicizing any particular frequencies.
The A3 gets out of the way and lets the music shine
through, whether depicting the transparent inner
details of acoustic instruments, the rhythm and pacing
of straight-ahead jazz, or the bone-rattling transients of
no-holds-barred rock." Sit in atall chair, with your cars
above the tweeter axis, and there will be asuckout in
the presence region; sit below that and it fills in just
fine. (VoI21 No.6)

Dynaudio Contour 3.3: 57299/pair
"Its balance of strengths — tonal neutrality, dynamic
expressions, and taut, unexaggerated bottom end" —
impressed WP tremendously, despite his feeling that
the bass region was somewhat lean. "In addition to its
finely nuanced presentation of swing, it was achampeen at revealing the emotional subtext of the musical
event." Needs powerful amplification to open up.
(VoI21 No.1)
Dynaudio Contour 3.0: 55399/pair
This floorstanding three-way "is the dynamic speaker to
beat in die $5000/pair price range," said W. "Its rhythmic
drive, dynamic range. low distortion, and bass definition inject the listener with the energy of alive rock
concert. It's ability to involve the listener in the music
is simply awesome." PM concurs — mostly: "The presence is just atad laid-back," he says, but allows that the
"sound is very transparent/unboxy and its imaging is
lovely. Best of all, it's unusually free from rinse smear,
especially for athree-way. It struggles abit with modern
bass lines (Massive Attack, Prodigy, etc.) and has the
usual feeble dynamic expression of low-sensitivity (85dB)
designs." (Vo121 No.9)
Energy Ventas v2.8: $6000/pair *
This tall, "hi-wch"-looking three-way/four-driver designs from Caluda uses adome midrange unit and has a
flat midrange/treble response, impressive dynamics, and
near-textbook horizontal dispersion. Borderline Class A
sound and imaging are the result. However, die bass is
balanced to be rather generous in all but very large
moms, found TIN. "Ile mils and highs arc exceptionally articulate, balanced, and accurate," adds WP. The
v2.8 caribe ni-wired or tri-amped; some owners recommend reducing the midrange level by wiring a1ohm,
10W resistor in series with the "hot" terminal. (Vol.17
No.6; also see IJN's Thiel CS7 review in Vol.18 No.10.)
Focus Audio Model 88: 58800/pair
Three-way floorstanding dynamic loudspeaker that
engrossed JA during his review audition. "It offers...
excellent stereo imaging, clarity, bass extension, and
dynamics. Balanced alittle on the forward side, and
with low frequencies that will be overgenerous in
smaller moils, it nevertheless sounds eminently musical." Current production has aslightly revised crossover.
WP felt that, "while preserving oodles and oodles of
bass power and extension, the [latest) Model 88 does
not suffer from the excess of it that JA experienced...
but they've managed to preserve the accuracy, soundstaging precision, and uncolored honesty he admired."
(Vo120 No.6, VoI21 No.4)
Genesis 500: $11,500/pair
On lxing introduced to the "graceful and physically
unobtrusive" Genesis 500, KR found it had the "most
consistently musical and integrated" bass of any speaker
he had used, and that it was "one of the most tuneable,
adjustable speakers on the market." Because of this
adjustability, he advised starting with the factory settings and tweaking subtly and carefully. He points out
that the imaging anomaly he detected and the frequency
variations JA measured are "subtle audible detractions
from an otherwise superb performer" and sums up
"Class B. with regrets." (Vo122 No.5)
Gradient Revolution: $3995/pair
"iVila la revehicidtt!" exhorted 1)0. He found the
Revolution, designed to be less room-dependent than
ordinary speakers, "quite endearing," although not
spectacular in conventional audiophile terms. He
decided their greatest strengths were organic wholeness, solid iniang, excellent microdynamic expression,
and convincing rhythmic drive. Original review samples
turned out to have abroken crossover. JA's Follow-Up
endorsed DO's enthusiasm for this unprepossessinglooking but neutrally balanced speaker, and he adds
that the bass quality and extension are both simply
excellent. MF also agrees, adding that the Revolutions
work eras as rear-channel speakers in aDolby AC-3
systen;. (Vol.18 No.5, Vo120 No.3)
Hales Design Group Transcendence Five:
55990/pair
RI): "With its tonal neutrality, timbral accuracy, highresolution midrange and treble, expansive soundstage,
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THREE GOOD REASONS TO VISIT
AMC
CORMACK AUDIO DEALER
McCormack components have long been lauded
by critics and music lovers alike for their musical performance
and exceptional value. McCormack Audio is proud to announce
three new components that embody
our commitment to high value, high performance products. The
DNA-125 and DNA-225 distributed node amplifiers
reflect Steve McCormack's latest thoughts on
amplifier design. The perfect companion to these
DNA amplifiers, the RLD-1 provides exceptional musicality
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:in afully remote controlled preamplifier. A fixed level theater
input allows use in ahome theater system without
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Audition these fine components at your local
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music and cinema.
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with few compromises in performance... they have
few deficits, aside from their inability to pump alot of
air at the low end. They threw ahuge soundstage, were
balanced at both high and low listening levels, and were
remarkably uncolored, if powered appropriately and
located carefully." Don't pass up achance to audition
them, he suggests. As of 1999, distributed by The
Sound Organisation. (Vo120 No.2)
Soliloquy 5.3: 81895/pair
KR found that this speaker deserved to be judged "solely
on the basis of its superb perfomunce and construction,
and on its suitability for your room. Its spatial presentation is excellent, and voice and instrumental balances
are natural and satisfying. Mated with asympathetic
amplifier and decent source materials, the 53s can be
an open window into the recording venue. Their
dynamic limitations are a bit restricting with postRomantic blockbusters, but that is merely concomitant
with their size." (Vo122 No.9)
Sonus Faber Concerto: 51895/pair
(stands necessary)
"There's great musical potential here," said MC, especially if particular care is g
i
vers to system matching - he
felt they needed at least 70Wpc if you want to hear
what they can do. "The presence range was slightly dull
on first hearing, but Iquickly came to accept this,
enjoying the fatigue-free sound levels as well as aquality of musical flow and rhythm usually the province of
much more expensive loudspeakers." Piano-grade
black finish for side panels adds $200. MF added that
"With good source material, astereo pair of Concertos
can create ahighly transparent, uncolored, finely detailed
sonic picture that blends focused, pinpoint imaging and
voluminous dure-dimensional soundstaging." Moderately high stands are required for optimal sound quality -the listener should not he able to see the top of
the cabinet. (VoI21 No.1, SGHT4 No.6)
Thiel CS1.5: $2190/pai' r
*
"Among the most exciting speakers I've encountered in
years!" exclaimed the occasionally occupationally jaded
Mr. Telfig, adding that, "If you're after truth of timbre,
resolution, superb soundstaging... midrange magic and
clarity... the CS1.5 may be just what you want." MK
concurred, noting that the 13 reveals "Detail, detail,
detail," allowing him to get all the way into the recording,
Noting a"hashy" quality in the 7kHz region, he observed that it nonetheless did not inhibit his enjoyment
of the speaker. Dynamics are naturally limited; while
the second-smallest listel goes lower in the bass than
you might expect, it's still a"wonderfully sane" speaker
"that's about quality, not quantity," in the words of ST.
"A lot of speaker at an affordable price," JA said. West
Coast price is $2230/pair. (Vol.17 No.8, Vol.18 No.11,
Vol.19 No.5)
Totem Signature Model 1: 51995/pair
(stands necessary)
An improved parts package marks the difference
between the Model 1and the Signature version. LG
writes of "astonishing LF response for such asmall
speaker, with improved reproduction of vocal music,
dynamics, soundstaging, and bass response 'compared
to] the original." It also, he says, "plays louder and overloads more gracefully than the manufacturer's larger,
more expensive Tabis loudspeaker." With the Model 1
($1595/pair), he admired its "smooth, sweet highs,
strong dynamics, palpable three-dimensional imaging,
and strong bass response." Although he cited an on-axis
upper-midrange prominence, he admired their "tight,
solid, rhythmic bass and palpable imaging." (Vol.16
No.4, Model 1; VoI21 No.1, Signature Model I.)
Vienna Acoustics Mozart: $2500/pair
This compact, floorstanding two-way impressed RD
with abig sound that belied its diminutive footprint.
"lise soundstage was deep and wide, extending well
past the walls of the listening room....1mage size was
realistic - no toy violins or baby guitars here, nor were
they bloated... but it's all for naught unless the speaker
is able to reproduce vocal and instruments' timbres in a
manner that resembles what you'd hear live." Which,
he felt, they did. ST demurred, calling them "Bland,
man, bland." When testing them in Santa Fe, we dis-
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covered the tweeter to be wired out-of-phase with the
midrange/woofer drivers-the manufacturer insists this
results in "delivered sound" that is superior -resulting
in alack of presence in all but the largest moms. One can
easily reverse the speaker leads on one set of drivers with
these biwirrd speakers, or tilt the speaker back as RD
did. Either way, the resultant sound is then worthy of recommendation. (VoI20 No.1)
Wilson Audio CUB: $6390-$8180/pair,
depending on finish (stands necessary)
TJN thought it would be easy to dismiss the CUB:
"No real bass, some midrange coloration and low-treble
brightness, and not quite enough low-end sparkle."
But, he allowed, that short list doesn't factor in their
"openness, dynamic punch. and all-around ability to
make soundtracks come alive." Their "forward, immediate presence ... might prove to be aliability in some
systems... If all the pieces don't fit -particularly in a
two-channel system - you won't get the sort of sound
quality you have a right to expect at these prices.
However... it isn't all that difficult to get things right
with the CUBs." (SGHT.4 No.1, VoI21 No.4)

C - Full-Range
Janice Concert 11: 53800/pair (stands necessary)
"Sounds very matter of fact." said SS, "with little extra
midrange warmth or sclunaltz. Male voices never sound
hooty or boomy through the Concert 11 s, even at high
SPLs ...The top end is extended and smooth, but not
sweet._ Iwas also impressed with the low-frequency
dynamic capabilities of the Concert 11 s." Soundstaging
is decent but "not as wowie-zowie as some designs."
Overall balance somewhat on the cool side of neutral.
(SGHT3 NoA)
Linn AV 5140: $2595-52795/pair,
depending on finish
Magnetically shielded, three-way, reflex-loaded floorstanders that MK deemed "well balanced" and "competitive." "They have enough bass to do credit to had
rock... smooth enough midrange for classical...
smooth enough treble for new wave, enough detail for
purist-miked recordings, and bumpin' dynamics for da
funk." Not to mention high power-handling capabilities
and ease of placement. HF sounds slightly shelved-up
compared to the midrange and LF regions. Available in
active version. (Vo120 No.5, SGHT5 No.2 WWW)
NHT 2.5i: $1300/pair $5$
"Improved" version of the 2.5 features anew 1" metaldome tweeter and 6.5" midrange driver. LB was impressed by its "SlYi0113 bass," natural ("not ()wretched")
detail, and lively presentation. Perhaps, he felt, the
upper-bass/lower-midrange exhibited "slight (and Ido
mean slight) leanness," but, he allowed, "this perception
may have been accentuated by the power of the lower
bass." A most important product, "offering such ahigh
level of performance at areal-world price." Price is for
black laminate finish; mahogany or sycamore laminate
adds $150/pair. (VoI20 No.10)
Paradigm Reference Studio 100:
$1800-$2250/pair, depending on finish
This three-way, four-driver, floorstanding, reflexloaded design actually had as experienced areviewer as
1)N asking, "Is [this' the best loudspeaker in its price
range?... It combines asolid bass with an uncolored
midrange, fine soundstaging, and adetailed, open top
end." Shortcomings include an occasionally crispy top
end and (sometimes) an audible edge in the mid-treble.
"But," the good major concluded, "you should definitely give the Studio 100s alisten." Borderline Class B.
(Vo120 No.8)
Professional Monitor Company IB-IS:
54500/pair (stands necessary)
KR was of two minds about this three-way standmounted transmission-line speaker. "(Its] strengths are its
superb harmonic integration across the frequency specmini and its almost complete lack of grain and blurring.
In addition, its rendering of fine dynamic modulations is
as good as any....1 would have preferred better definition in the lowest tones and abit more image width." He
concluded, "I respected this speaker more than 1loved
it." PM adds, "It's laid-back to afault, but otherwise nigh

impeccable... with delicacy, transparency, and even a
measure of dynamic literacy that can match many models at twice or thrice the price." Matching stands cost
$499/pair. (VoI21 No.9)
PSB Stratus Bronze: $1099/pair SSS
MK called this floorstanding -2+ way" "one fuse-looking,
affordable speaker... With good to excellent performance in just about every specific area you can think of,
the Stratus Bronze is abona fide bargain. Music lovers
who want plenty of bass need look no further.
Rodenioll fans especially should carefully consider its
virtues before choosing another." Gloss black finish
adds 5150/pair. (VoI21 No.7)
System Audio 1070: 52500/pair
BW called this two-way, twin-ported, borderline Class B,
floorstanding speaker "a rugged, reliable performer that
never let nie down, regardless of the material Ithrew at it.
With its punchy bottons, lyrical midrange, and extended
top end, it was capable of providing sustained satisfaction ... A limited bottom octave was the speaker's only
drawback -substantial output from 20 to 40Hz is asking
alot from something that's closer to aminimonitor than
to afull-range speaker." (VoI21 No.8)
Thiel CS.5: $1450/pair /Dr
LB likened the baby Thicls to agood flanker: "they go
deep and wide" in their soundstage. Detailed but not
edgy, and capable of producing honest bass -just not
the lowest octaves. Not designed to play "REALLY
LOUD," LB reports, but sufficient for most listeners.
His final assessment: "I think they're swell and provide
alot of sound for the money." West Coast price is
51480/pair. (Vol.18 No.10, Vol.19 No.5)
Triangle Electroacoustique Zephyr II: $1095/pair
"Electrostatic sound - very clear, clean, and super fast without the expense, the possible unreliability, and the
room-placement problems. Easy to drive, too," noted ST
of these two-way floorstanders from France. "Resolution, speed, clarity are up there with the very best," he
confided. "All you sacrifice is the bottons octave of bass,
the ability to play crazy loud, and the last word in soundstaging and imaging." (VoI21 No.11)
Vandersteen 2Ce: 51295/pair US t>
(stands optional)
The current version of Richard Vandersteen's classic
three-way design has a larger cabinet and a revised
drive-unit. The intrinsic balance is alittle on the warm
side, with aforward midrange and rather limited transparency and image focus. However, while there may be
other loudspeakers that perform better than the 2Cc in
one or more areas, there à not aspeaker in its price
range that does so little wrong across the board. TIN
wrote that it spreads its compromises so that there is no
particular area of weakness; DO was impressed by the
2Ce's tonal balance and sense of pacing; JA noted that
it offers more extended lows than its competition. A
great value for the dollar. The Vandersteen bases for the
2Cc cost $125/pair. A Signature version ($1495/paid is
now available. (Vol.16 Nos.4 & 9WWW)

C - Restricted LF
Acarian Alón Petite: $995/pair $5$
(stands necessary)
-Leis just dub them 'first among equals,'" suggests WP
of this affordable minimonitor. Care must be taken not to
play them too loud or attempt to take them too low, but
other than those caveats, he found them to "perform way
out of their price class." Refined perfomiers and imaging
cltunps, he extols. RJR, also afan, claimed that paired
with aquality budget integrated amp, the Pente sets a
new standard for an under-52k system. Must be tilted
back for best performance. Santos rosewood veneer adds
5200/pair. It.111 called Alón's $500 PW1 woofer "the perfect accompaniment to the Petite for those who want
more bass extension." Perhaps so, muses WI', but the
$500 could go along way toward a better amplifier,
which might control the Petites better and accomplish
much the sanie thing. Home audition of the woofer recommended. (Vol.19 No.1, SGHT2 No3, Vo120 No.2)
Aerial Acoustics 5: 51800-$2500/pair,
depending on finish (stands necessary)
"Make no mistake," proclaimed RH, "the 5's midrange

"The X-Ray player delivers crystal clear,
incredibly detailed sound that opens up the music and
brings it to life without coloring it in any way."
"In fact, you'd be hard pressed to find abetter CD
player than the X-Ray for this side of $1,700."
—Ken Kessler, HIFI News & Record Review,

January 1999

Musical Fidelity components
are available in the US exclusively
at Audio Advisor.
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sonic signature, which he described as distant and somewhat dark. Neither MF nor ST found this obtrusive, so
careful audition is recommended. (Vo120 No.I0, VoI21
No3, SGHT.4 No.1)
Linn Tukan: $795-$895/pair, depending on
finish (stands necessary)
RH found the Tukans forgiving of less than optimal
placement - areal bonus for those with limited siting
options. "They threw awonderful soundstage from the
most unlikely locations; but when positioned optimally
[they] produced aso
gsoundstage, with transparency,
palpability, and pinpoint spatial resolution." Bright and
lively tonal character "heightened the sense of presence
and detail, but at the expense of some etch and ...longterm fatigue." However, "there was something musically
engaging about this little speaker," he concluded. "A
must-audition product." (Vo120 No.4)
Paradigm Active/20: 31600/pair $$3
(stands necessary)
Active (50W for tweeter, 110W for woofer) two-way
loudspeaker that JA described as "a superb-sounding,
well-engineered bargain." Low-frequency definition
was "okay," and there was "a slight dryness in the midtreble ... but this was minor in degree and didn't get in
the way of the music." Incorrigible sometimes-headbanger JA was able to trigger the thermal protection
circuits repeatedly - those who listen consistently at
high levels should take note, though Paradigm has since
modified the protection circuitry. Yet at saner levels,
their excellent stereo imaging, soundstaging, and ability
to reproduce "music's broad sweep" impressed him.
"Enthusiastically recommended as the affordable reference for minirnonitor sound quality" Matching Premier
stands cost $179/pair. (Vo120 No.11)
Paradigm Reference Studio 20: 3650/pair $5$
(stands necessary)
Passive, less tightly specified sibling to the Active/20.
"From the upper bass to the upper midrange, the harmonic structures of sounds, their timbres, were as natural as I'd heard from any speaker," RJR said. "The
reproduction of vocals, woodwinds, and brass instruments on well-engineered acoustic recordings was
spooky in its realism." Minor quibbles: "HF range was
slightly highlighted, giving the sound a rather crisp
presentation," and, while the bass was "extended, natural, quick, dynamic, tuneful," it had "a slight roundness or warmth in the 60-80Hz range." Still, "by a
wide margin, the finest speaker under $1000/pair
ever heard." Matching Premier stands cost $179/pair
(Vo121 No2)
Platinum Audio Studio I: $995/pair
(stands necessary)
ST calls this ixined two-way "a good buy." "The soundstaeng is superb... the clarity is exceptional ... What's
more, the clarity of the tweeter is not compromised by
any muddiness or lack of speed from the 5" midrange/
bass driver." Careful amplifier matching necessary. Sonic
will find die tonal balance ashade relentless, but "there's
awonderful sense of timing and pacing to go along with
all that crisp, clean, articulate detail." (Vo120 No.7)
PSB Stratus Mini: $1049/pair
*
(stands necessary)
"Superbly enOneered offering alot of performance at
aprice lower than you would expect," declaimed JA.
Treble somewhat laid-back and bottom-end extension
benefits from judicious lxitinclary reinforcement, yet
"when everything is right... die result is clean, colorationfree, grainless, nuisically satis4ig sound, with superb
sotingistaging." Gloss-black finish adds $100/pair, matching MS-2i stands cost $199/pair. (Vol.19 No.6)
Totem Acoustic Tabù: 32995/pair (stands necessary)
While LC reveled in the Tabn's "open treble response,
transparent midrange, and palpable, three-dimensional
sonic image," he says dut they have atendency to become
"analytic and show an exaggerated presence effect when
playing sopranos, chorus, sir rock." JA was disappointed in
their measured perfomunce, noting asignificant lack of
energy in the crossover region - frequendy indicative of
hollow sound or adistant character, unless listened to off»
axis. 12-18" stands recommended for that reason.
(Vo120 No2)

D
Mission 731i: 3299/pair SSS (stands necessary)
"A masterpiece that will enable even the most destitute of
music lovers to pin admission to our exciting hobby,"
raved RJR. Of the current production version, RJR felt
"the new silk-dome tweeter in the latest version of this
honey addirsses the earlier speaker's greatest shortcoming,
dark and recessive high-firquency performance." He's also
chuffed about their "level of transparency and top-end
sparkle.. To these ears, the speaker now competes with
most speakers I've heard under $1000/pair." PM and WP
like 'on too, although they're atad more reserved, calling
die 731i a match for B&W's DM302. (Vol.19 No.11,
VoI21 No.4)
NHT SuperZero: 5250/pair $55 *
(stands necessary)
Not just hmited bass, but so low frequencies at all, leading
to athin balance that fails completely on orchestral music.
lf, like SS, you play alot of large-scale classical music, you'll
miss the point of this tiny speaker. With the right kind of
music, "die best-sounding speaker under $1000!" sez CG,
who was impressed by die resolution of detail, accurate
midrange balance, and incredibly spacious soundstiging.
The treble is atouch exaggerated, however, which is further emphasized by die speaker's lack of bass. (Vol.17
Nos.I & 9)
Signet SL256: 3400/pair (stands necessary)
This little reflex two-way "could make you think that
the knee in the price/performance curve... starts lower
than you might have previously believed," proclaimed
MK. He found stands - good ones -essential for producing the best sound. No truc low bass is present, but
this is subjectively offset by "forgiving" HF. Yet, he
reflected, "despite the slightly soft balance, they did not
shy away from uncovering subtle yet important musical
details in the top end of their range." And "their particularly seductive midrange well serves vocal music,
woodwinds, and guitars." (Vo120 No.6)
Totem Mite-T: 3895/pai'l. (stands necessary)
SS found this two-way symmetrical-array design was
limited in dynamic expression and erred "slighdy on
the warm side of neutral. The lower midrange and
upper bass are more prominent, while the upper
midrange and lower treble are abit recessed," which
limits the speaker's apparent resolution. "The good
news is, the Mite-T speakers never sound hard or nasty
at high volumes.... lkspite their dynamic limitations
and slightly reticent upper midrange, the Totems arc
pleasant and seductive." (SGHT.4 No.5)

E

Optimus Pro LX511: 3300/pair
(stands necessary) *
Based on adesign by Linacum (who make the tweeter
subassemblies), the LX-511 has become acyberspace
favorite, with many threads spun concerning modifications. Low frequencies boomy and undefined, but the
high frequencies sound so promising, ser JA, dut one
wants to do somahing. Try stuffing the ports with drinking straws, he advises. At full price, they face stiff competition from PSB and NHT, but, purchased during
one of RadioShack's frequent sales, they have alot to
offer the classical music-loving audiophile. They also
shine as surround-sound speakers. (Vol.18 No.6)
PSB Alpha A/V: $249/pair $33
(stands necessary)
"An outstanding audio bargain," proclaimed JE of this
little two-way. lksigned to be used close to the rear
wall, the Alpha plays surprisingly loud, without strain,
though toe-in is best avoided to minimize hardness.
Optimum with electronics that sound soft. Imaging
somewhat vague compared with the similarly priced
Dana Model 1
s. Upper bass alittle exaggerated and a
bit "hooty" compared with the NHT SuperZero, but
gets the midrange right. JA's auditioning of current
A/V version continues the recommendation. (Vol.15
No.Z Vol.17 No.1, SGHT.1 No.1)
PSB Alpha Mini: $199/pair US û (stands necessary)
LBJ liked this speaker's "warmly voiced, smartly matched"
sound. "There's aplace and aneed for arewarding system
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and treble [are] world-class." However, he felt them to
be somewhat reticent in the bass, calling their LF
extension "rather limited, even considering their size....
But the bass Idid hear was superbly articulated and
detailed." The 5s fared better when goosed abit, RH
discovered. "Openness, dynamic expression, and
soundstaging... all of these qualities improved as the
volume was increased." WP feels that the right amp
goes along way toward wresting the most out of the
5s -pairing them with the Classe CAP-100 and Krell
KAV-300i produced controlled, open, authoritative
sound even at low listening levels. Matching stands cost
$500/pair. (Vo120 No.4)
B&W DM302: 3250/pair $55 (stands necessary)
"What kind of speaker ran you get for $250?" inquired
WP before answering, "One that disappears ... ;
one that
tells you what's on the recording with surprising accuracy; one that shows you what all this audio brouhaha is
about. True, you don't get alot of low-end information
-although most listeners will be surprised at how touch
is there -and there are limits as to how loud you can listen. But these are minor quibbles. When you consider
that even the most expensive loudspeakers are compromised, it's amazing how much performance Li&W has
wrested out of a$250 small monitor speaker." PM thinks
"the 302 proves afine match for 'typical budget electronics,' if abit cautiously balanced for serious kit." 1997
"Editor's Choice". (Vo120 Nos.10 & 12, VoI21 No.4)
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-I AV: 51495-$1695/pair,
depending on finish (stands necessary)
Its lean, somewhat overdaniped LF balance and somewhat bright mid-treble will make carefill system- and
room-matching essential. But in the right context, the
little Dunlavy's clean, clear midrange, grain-free HF,
and well-defined imaging will give alot of niusical pleasure. Needs alot of break-in, JA found.' The speaker
also works very well in ahome-theater setting, points
out RI), adding that the SC-1 both makes an excellent
center-channel speaker and benefits from agood subwoofer Sounds best with its grille on. SS found the current
AV version, despite drive-unit revisions that make it
considerably more expensive, to sound remarkably similar
(Vol.17 No.12, SGHT.4 No2)
Dynaudio Contour L3 Mk.II: 32399/pair
(stands necessary)
"Among the very few loudspeakers at any price that are,
as near as Icould tell, totally uncolored," exhorted RN
of the Mk.l. "And they imaged like bastards.., the only
obvious compromise they made was in sensitivity but in today's market, watts is cheap." MasterStands add
$399/pair, UltimaStands add $699/pair. The Midi
version is under audition by JA; preliminary signs are
that the recommendation is continued, with possibly a
Class It ranking. (Vol.19 No.I I)
Joseph Audio R3A7si: 51299-31499/pair,
depending on finish * (stands necessary)
Mellow-balanced -but naturally detailed -minimonitor
that, JA asserted, represents good value. While the relaxed
presentation of the HF rendered even the fizziest rock
recordings in an acceptably pleasing manner, JA had
minor quibbles with the midrange response and stereo
imaging, Strongly recommended, however. Upgrades are
available. Signature version currently being reviewed
met well be Class B. (Vol.19 No2)
KEF RDM Two: 31200/pair (stands necessary)
Two-way design incorporates KEFs "Uni-Q" technology,
which places the 1" tweeter in the center of the 6.5"
woofer. ST was most struck by their "combination of
overall clarity and the ability of the speakers to place
soloists and their instruments precisely within the soundstage." MF "loved five of 'em in home-theater mode,"
lauding their "nice, tight three-dimensional picture with
good depth presentation." He also praised their smooth
frequency response and rich overall balance, despite their
lack of deep bass. WP, however, was bothered by their
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Mirage MRM-1, Monitor Audio Studio 60, NUT 2.9,
Acoustic Energy Aegis One, Revel Studio, Meridian DSP
6000, Even & Shaw Elan, I
Liles Alexandra, Meadowlark
Shearwater and Kestrel, Wilson-Benesch The Bishop,
Thiel CS72, Mapepan MG3.6/R, Avalon Eidolon.
Deletions
Aerial Acoustics 10T, NHT 3.3, ProAc Response 2.5,
Totem Acoustic Mani-2, Genelec 1030 AMP, Platinum
Audio Solo, Energy Connoisseur C-2, all not auditioned
in along time; Wilson Audio Specialties WATT/Puppy
System 5.1 and WITT Series IL B&W DM602, all
replaced by new models not yet auditioned; Audio
Artistry Beethoven and Curio Academy One because
of doubts about availability

SUBWOOFERS &
CROSSOVERS
A

Audio Physic Rhea: $5995
MF loved this powered (300W) subwoofer. -When the
Rhea was properly dialed in, it never thickened or
slowed kickdrums or acoustic bass. It didn't attach itself
to baritone voices. Iwondered whether it was doing anything until Iplayed some music that contains really deep,
ftunkunental bass tones... That the Rhea hit me where
it hurt. Where Iwant to hurt._ Getting those bottom
octaves right is expensive and tricky, but once you have
them, doing without is not an option." (VoI21 No.9)
Genesis Technologies 900: $1900
Active 500W sealed-box subwoofer with 15" driver
and remote control. "Awesome," said JGH. "Bass frequencies are floor-shakingly deep and impressively
authoritarian, but also very detailed, with excellent
pitch resolution — and the sub's ability to handle very
high levels seems limitless. It never bottomed out, even
on the heaviest bass... and the system as awhole never
became confined or congested. no matter how much
noise Ithrew at it." Price is for black finish; rosewood
veneer adds 5300. (SGHT.4 No.1)
M&K MX-5000THX Mk.II: $2695 e
TJN has heard few subwixifers that can match the
powered MX-5000TEDC's "ability to make alistener
want to jump up and flee with the onset of atransient."
On music, lie also found it impressive and authoritative —"Up there with the best subwoofers, and, in
some respects. at the head of the pack." Mk.II version
overcomes the dynamic-range li lll itations that TJN ran
into in his large mom with the earlier version. (SGHT2
No2; SGHT4 No2, Mk.I
REL Studio II: $8000
This powered "sub-bass system" has an adjustable highpass filter and aDC-coupled 300W amplifier. "It truly
lives up to its billing as asub-bass system," WI' said. "And
it seems to do so with speakers that Ithought needed little or no bass reinforcement, as well as with those that
benefit from an extra half (or even whole) octave of bottom-end. But it does more than that. It also makes your
primary loudspeakers possess even more of those magical
qualities you bought them for: more airiness, more sense
of space more magic." (VoI21 No.7)
Revel Ultima SUB-I5: $4500
Revel LE-1 subwoofer crossover/amplifier:
$6000 each
TIN called the SUB-15 "superb on music... In terms of
extension and bass quality though, it is possible to equal its
music performance svith less expensive subwixifers. But
I've also heard the Revel subs in moins much smaller than
mine... [where it clearly Can plumb die depths when
required." Employ the SUB-15 with die Revel Ultima
Gent speakers, JA said, and "you'll have a"superbly engineered, mie Class A speaker system that will raise goosebumps with all kinds of music." Ile was "continually
impressed" with how well it defined the bass notes, and
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how quickly the subwoofer started and stopped (though
TJ N points out asomewhat limited dynamic range for
home-theater use). The LE-1 "added avery faint treble
haziness to die system's presentation that was noticeable
on direct comparison but was not simificant when Iwas
assessing the system on its own sonic merits." (VoI21
No.10, SGHT4 No.6)
Snell SUB 1800: $2500 eadi
Huge, THX-specified, passive subwoofer using an 18"
drive-unit that beats out all corners for its combination
of bass extension and dynamic range. (Vol.18 No.7,
Vol.19 No3)
Velodyne HGS-18 subwoofer: $2799
(See LG's Follow-Up in this issue.)

Paradigm Reference Servo-15: $1500
This compact, self-powered, servo-corrected subwoofcr
has multiple control settings, and so offers numerous
setup options. LG says it is well engineered and "gives
no sign of the distortion, overload, or bloat that is heard
with so many subwoofer units." He also says, "Combined with dynamic loudspeakers or dynamic satellite
speakers, it delivers borderline Class A sotties; Class B
with electrostatics." Price is for black ash laminate; light
cherry or rosewood adds $250. (Vo122 No.8)
REL Acoustics Strata II: $1195
This reflex-loaded, powered (60W) design "was obviously designed with aset of priorities different from those
of the vast majority of today's boomboxes," observed
RH. "Moreover, lit' offers ahuge range of connections
and setup adjustments, suggesting it will work well in
different systems and moms." What impressed him
most "was its ability to add weight and extension, and
to expand the soundstage without ever calling attention
to itself." (Vo120 No.8)
REL Acoustics Q100E: $995
"Why mince words?" asked MF. "The REL Q100E produces the best bass I've ever had in my living-room
home theater. —Ile sub never intruded on the musical
purity and clarity.. The Q100E simply adds the bottom octaves, which, for most material, translates into a
greater sense of space and ambient richness rather than
bass 'notes' per sc. There isn't really much musical information that low, but when it is present in arecording,
the REL delivers it stealthily." (SGHTA No.6)

Hsu Research TN1225HO: $350
MF said, "While the Flsu is impressive at providing
deep, mont-shaking bass at areasonable price, it doesn't
perform miracles. Even with the crossover set to
40Hz — the lowest setting — Iwas able to identify the
sub's location with greater ease than with any of the
other subs I've had in the morn... .
For this reason, I
think the Hsu is better suited as a'last two octaves' subwoofer coupled with... speakers extending down to
40Hz or so." 250W amplifier costs $399; 500W amplifier $649; active crossover is $450. (SGHT.4 No.5)
PSB Alpha SubSonic I: $439
Remarkably compact powered subwoofer that, despite
what its name might suggest, offers respectable bass perfomunce down to about 40Hz — which, JA pointed out,
is -approximately the frequency of the lowest note of the
four-string Fender or double-bass" (SG HT3 No3)
Deletions
Bryston 10B electronic crossover not auditioned in a
long time.

HEADPHONES &
HEADPHONE ACCESSORIES
A

Grado Reference Series One: $695 *
WP found the RS One headphones clean, warm, and
dynamic —capable, he claimed, "of portraying music as
an arrive art form." Yet he had qualms about their lowlevel resolution, dark tonal character, and ability to recreate spatial and ambient information, especially in

light of their price. JE disagreed, declaring, "I just love
these headphones." RJR cites their tonal darkness but
thinks them reference quality, if not high value. SS says
that for reference monitoring, they're "too be! canto for
accurate decision making." ST: "They impart richness,
body, and sweetness, particularly to strings." They need
power, he cautioned — they "can sound sluggish and
lacking in detail" when driven by low-output headphone circuits. Grados Reference Series Two cans
($495) arc very close in sound quality to the RS1s, ST
said. "It's the full-bodied sound —especially the luscious, rich, resonant bass —that makes the Grado
'phones special." (Vol.19 No.7, Vo120 No.1, VoI21 No2)
HeadRoom Max headphone amplifier: $1333
Designed to take advantage of new surface-mount
parts, Max is the finest headphone amp yet from
HeadRoom. WP maintains. While he found it fast,
transparent, articulate, and unusually capable of exploiting the frequency extremes, he praised above all its
"coherent articulation of the essence of music.... With
this amplifier and astate-of-the-art headphone such as
the Sennheiser HI) 600, dynamic headphone technology has come of age," and "Electrostats no longer outperform their competition." Sanie circuit, employing a
different volume control, is available in simpler chassis
as the Maxed-Out Horne HeadRoom for $999. (Vo120
Nos2 & 12, VoI21 No2)
Sennheiser HD 600: $449.95
WI? KR, and ST are unanimous in calling these the
best dynamic headphones they've ever heard. "The
only ones with which Ihave ever been physically or
sonically comfortable," says KR. "Sennheiser has kept
all of the qualities that made the HI) 580 among the
best of its breed, and in several areas has even managed
to better it impressively," according to WP. Sez ST,
"The magic of the HI) 600s is their midrange —a purity
of tone, especially when driven by tubes, that is quite
special." (VoI21 No2)
Stax Lambda Nova: $850-$3150
The latest iteration of electrostatic Lambda headsets is
faster, more vivid, and less colored dun the Lambda
Signature, which preceded it. Gets very close to the
much more costly (and currently unavailable) Stax
Omega. Signature S includes tube energizer/amp
module capable of switching between two inputs.
Signature W has passive preamp/tubed energizer-amp
module that accepts three inputs. Basic costs $850;
Classic, $1425; Signature S, $2365; Signature W, $3150
(Vo120 No.6, Vol.21 No2)

HeadRoom Supreme portable headphone
amplifier: $449 $$$
Small, beautifully made, battery-powered solid-state
amplifier based on aproprietary surface-mount module
and featuring switchablc intrachannel cross-feeding and
tinte delay to render headphone listening to stereo programs less artificial-sounding. The effect of this is surprisingly subtle in A/B comparisons, but proves much
less fatiguing in long-term listening sessions. Includes a
treble-boost switch. Drives dynamic headphones to
high levels with authority and excellent clarity, without
this being associated with any brightness. JA bought a
Supreme to drive his Sennheiser HI) 580s, with which
it makes a very musical-sounding combination. JA's
auditioning of the $599 Cosmic version suggests that it
is, indeed, cosmic. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 2, Vol.19 No.7, VoI21
No2; see also WP's review of the $129 HeadRoom
Traveler Bag in Vol.18 No.10.)
Home HeadRoom headphone amplifier: $599 et
This AC-powered sibling of the portable HeadRoom
amplifiers impressed WP no end. "Performs on an
unusually elevated level," he concluded, agreeing with
other Sterrophile writers that the HeadRoom crossfeed
process, while subtle in its effect, significantly reduces
listener fatigue. SS also finds the Home HeadRoom,
driving Sennheiser '580s, to be the ideal location
recording monitor. (Vol.18 No.1)
Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifier: $1095 tr
Three line-level inputs and two low-impedance headphone outputs. Combines tube (Sovtek 6922) voltage
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on this scale. and the PSB package filled the bill." Wide,
even, lateral dispersion, but sit with your ears on or just
sliedy alxwe the tweeter axis. (SGHT.3 No.3)

Great Looks!
Superb Value!!
Rugged Designs!!!
Terrific Sound!!!!

friendly parametric equalizer" as well. "The best way to
correct tonal imbalance in speakers and source materiaL
Tlu. tone control for the digital age." However, he cautioned, it is not auniversal Band-Aid. "While the nip-1
can modify the amplitude response of [a] speaker, it cannot correct phase interactions between drivers, nor can
it change the radiation pattern of Ial speaker." But used
judiciously, "it is avaluable tool." (VoI21 No.7)

Meridian 504: $1395 $8$ *
Unusual clarity and wide, deep soundstaging, decided
LG, coupled with an excellent sense of musical pace, an
uncolored midrange, and deep, powerful low frequencies. No selectable IF bandwidths, however, and neither
high-blend nor muting can be switched off. Meridian
system remote costs 5110. (Vol.17 No.10)

Rocktron Circle Surround HTD-1 5.2.5
surround-sound decoder: $999
"Just as Dolby Pm-Logic is being superseded by the
digital audio formats, Circle Surround has come along
with what is probably as good amatrix decoder as we
will ever see," said JG H. "Circle Surround delivers dramatic improvements in realism from music sources,
plus movie surround performance that's almost as good
as it gets." (Vo121 No.8)

Myryad MT100.
Deletions
Onkyo T-4310R R.D5 and Thorens TRT-2000 no
longer available; Accuphase T-109 and Fanfare FT-1
not auditioned in too long atime to be sure of rating.

FM ANTENNAE

Editor's Note: No indoor antenna can compete with
agood roof or mast-mounted outdoor antenna, but
because apartment dwellers often don't have achoice,
we list the following indoor models that we have found
to work well: AudioPrism 8500 ($499, Vol.14 No.6),
AudioPrism 7500 ($299, Vol.12 No.5), AudioPrism
6500 ($125, Vol.13 No.9), Magnum Dynalab 205 FM
Booster ($295, Vol.10 No.6), RadioShack amplified
indoor FM antenna ($29.99, Vol.19 No.11), and Fanfare
FM-2G ($85, Vo120 No.12). Outdoor antennae we
have reviewed and recommended are the Antenna
Performance Specialties Sniper ($595) and Antenna
Performance Specialties APS-13 FM (5225), the original
version of which were reviewed in Vol.19

Headroom Airhead.
Deletions
Cary Audio Design CAD-300S11, Melos SHA-Gold, and
Etymotic Research ER-4S not auditioned in along nose.

FM TUNERS
A

Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic: $5500
Using aclosed-circuit comparison setup in which the
sound from CI) could be compared with its sound via
the miter under test, LG found this superbly made tuner
to be the most neutral he's heard, offering amusically
satisfying sound with ahighly defined bass response and
a"total absence of white FM haze." RF perfonnance
was also excellent, if not quite matching the Rotel RI IT10's. The FM Reference pulled in more FM stations
with acceptable or better sound quality than any other
tuner LG had tried. His verdict? "Redefines the state of
the art in FM misers" with respect to its tuning ability
FM signal display, and sound quality. DAS has doubts
about the miter's four-gang front-end performance in
areas of very high signal strength, however. $1040
upgrade to "Reference Classic" status involves replacement of numerous parts. "Overall," LG said, "the DaySequerra Classic upgrade yielded amuch brighter 'scope
trace, much increased signal sensitivity... Best of all, lit]
doesn't affect the miter's audio section, which remains
one of the finest-sounding available." (Vol.14 No.12,
Vo121 No.1)
Linn Kremlin: $4400
This wide-band tuner, like many British designs, features
poor selectivity and sufficient (but not overwhelming)
sensitivity -a problem in RF-saturated urban arras,
observes 1)AS. Paired with atop-notch, highly directional outdoor antenna feeding it "dean" RF, DAS adjudges
it "highly recommended." (Vol.19 No))
Magnum Dynalab MD 108: $5500
"Gets 'radio stationsi even after they've signed off,"

COMPLETE AUDIO SYSTEMS
D

Denon D-M3 System: $449
Comprises the Denon 1)-M3 CD/receiver and Mission
MS-5 loudspeaker. (See KR's review in this issue.)

NAD/PSB Music System.

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
Accuphase DG-28 Digital Voicing Equalizer: $8200
SS called this digital equalizer "a great EQ device. It's
easily the best I've heard for source-material corrections.
If you spend most of your time listening to long-dead
artists captured on less than ideal recordings, you'll simply
adore this equalizer. It ain't too shabby on room corrections either." But, he cautioned, "For audiophiles who
use primarily analog source material and demand Class
A sound, the optional input cards may ttot be the way to
go." (VoI21 No.6)
Z-Systems rdp-1 Reference digital
preamplifier: $5000
A digital preamp, but, as KR points out, "a flexible and
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RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Editor's Note: We have only included products of
which we have direct experience. Anyone about to
undertake serious recording should ignore all "amateur"
microphones; as arule of thumb, you should spend as
much, or more, on agood pair of mikes as you do on
your recorder.

A

DPA 4006: 82060 *
Originally sold tinder the &del & Kjaer brandrume,
this omnidirectional, 48V phantom-powered, '/2" capacitor microphone has high dynamic range, extended bass
response, and abasically flat response marred only by a
small peak in die top audio octave and a rather
depressed lower treble. Comes with both dififise-field
and free-field grids. A "nose-cone" is available to give
mie omnidirectional response and aspherical acoustic
equalizer to give amore directional response. A calibrated sample is used by Stereophile to measure loudspeaker responses. (NR, but see "Follow-Up" in Vol.14
No.10, and audition Stereophiles Gwen CI) and track 5,
index 7on the first Stereophile test CD.)
DPA 4011: $2190 *
JA finds this uncolored 1
/
2"mike -cardioid cousin of
the 4006 - to give solidly defined, vivid stereo imaging
when used in an ORTF configuration, which is what
he used to record Stereophile's Festival, Serenade, and
Encore Cl3s, reinforced by aspaced pair of II&K 4006s.
(NR, but see Vol.19 No.1)
dCS 902D A/D converter: $6850
1)ata output is switdiable between 24 bits and anoiseshaped 16 bits, but measured resolution is doser to 20 bits,
JA found. This is still astonishingly good, however, and the
dCS (now offering 96kliz sampling) is his recording reference. JA /girl's with SS that tIse dCS is balanced on the
mellow side rather thin up front; this, he feels, is optimal
for live classical recording given the unies superb transparency and retrieval of the full detail of live sound. (NR,
but see "The Rlupsody Project," Vo120 No.6)
Millennia Media HV-3B stereo microphone
preamplifier: $1895
JA used HV-3B preamps for Stereophile's 1997 Rhapsody
release and was extremely impressed by this solid-state
design's combination of transparency and very low noise,
quieter even than the Millennia. He subsequently
bought one for future recordings. "High Voltage"
option for B&K tnikes adds $400; high resolution gain
switches add $150 per switch. (NR)
Millennia Media M-2a stereo microphone
preamplifier: $2895
The M-2A (originally called the Forssell) is atransformerless dual-mono tube design that JA finds to be
among the quietest, most transparent preamps he has
tried. He bought asample to make Stereophile's 1996
Serenade recording. The combination of the M-2a with
B&K 4006 omnis gives asound with tremendous lowfrequency weight and impact. (NR)
Nagea-D: $25,750 fir
The ultimate one-box digital recorder: To see it is to

aoldwoD

Parasound T/DQ-1600: $385 $8$
"Presents agood balance of RF and audio factors," DAS
maintained. "Tonal balance was neither overly crisp nor
boomy and reflected what was being broadcast." The
tuner had excellent stereo separation and phase integrity,
he found, with very good S/N ratio with mediumstrength or stronger sigfials -weaker signals highlighted
its lack of noise-reduction and high-blend circuitry.
(Vol.19 No.12)

Creek OBH-11 headphone amplifier: $199
"Dynamic, detailed, smooth, controlled in the bass, and
extended in the treble without being overbright," said
ST. "The 01311-2 power supply ($100) makes it sound
even faster, clearer, and more dynamic." (Vo121 No.2)
Grado SR60: $69 $$$
The SR60 offers arather dark-toned balance, with a
full bass and excellent resolution of detail. A more forward midrange. however. Uncomfortable. The $150
SR125 - not yet reviewed - is aJA favorite. (Vol.17
Nos.6 & 10)
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marveled DAS. Tuner offers balanced mode, the sound
of which, he thought, "did justice to the finest FM stations. In unbalanced mode, the audio quality had less
refinement but was still very good." I.5dB capture rano
is "adequate for all but the most stubborn cases,"
although sensitivity in Super-Narrow bandwidth position was lower than spec. Stenvphile's "Analog Source of
1997" (Vo120 No.5)

swa4shs own

gain stage with FET-follower outputs. Gets the most
from good dynamic cans, such as the Sennheisers and
Grados, with iron-fisted bass control and superb transparency. See "Preamplifiers." (Vol.15 No.10, Vol.17 No.7)
Musical Fidelity X-CANS
headphone amplifier: $249.95
"The midrange and treble are glorious: delicate, detailed,
liquid," said ST. Better with headphones that have controlled bass response, such as the Sennheiser HI) 600.
WP felt it had limitations in bass extension and lacked
some top-end sparkle compared to more expensive
units. "Low Class h" he summarized. X-PSU powersupply upgrade available for $199.95 (if purchased
together, combined cost is $399.90); Sans recommends
(VoI21 No.2)
Sennheiser HD 580: $349 $8$
Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed open-back dynamic headphones with full, extended low frequencies. AG found
the HD 580s to be "too civilized," but WP comments
that some audiophiles miss the grain and other "hi-fi"
signifiers that the Sennheisers simply do not exhibit.
Comfortable. JA's dynamic headphone reference all he
heard the Sennheiser '600. (Vol.17 No.12; also see
"Industry Update," Vol.17 No.1, p.41; TJ N's headphone
review in Vol.17 No.2, p.114; and SS's review of the
Sennheiser IS 850 headphones in Vol.18 No.10.)

COMPONENTS

SJOSSODOM IDU6!S

RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED

want to touch it is to want to buy it, says JA. (We bought
st!) The superbly built Nagra uses open-reel tape to
store two or four channels of up to 24-bit data. (One 5"
reel of Ampex 467 holds one hour of four-channel data
or two hours of two-channel data.) Four channels of
both analog and digital (AES/EBU) I/0. Built-in A/D
converters offer 20-bit resolution. Built-in mike preamps offer phantom power, enormous headroom, and
arc superbly quiet. Sophisticated built-in software offers
versatile usage options; optional DOS program allows a
directory to be created for each tape, to access individual
takes, overload points, examine error rates, etc. Nagra
can even diagnose your machine over the phone, using
its built-in RS422 port. Recording Ferini/ with the
Nagra -coupled with the editing process -made JA a
big fan. "Operationally, the unit was a dream," he
enthused, adding emphatically that it was the finest
audio recorder he has ever used. Portable, practical, and
capable of producing tapes of the highest quality. Highly
recommended. Latest version can record at 96kHz sample rate but at the expense of losing two channels.
(Vol.19 No.1)

Sony TCD-D8 DAT recorder: $899 with case e
Tiny portable machine that makes excellent location
recordings, provided you use an external A/1) converter.
Short internal battery life is aproblem. A separate company, called Eco-Charge (P.O. Box 956, Boulder, CO
80306), makes an external lead-acid battery pack
($119.95) that SS highly recommends. The TCD-D8 is
the replacement for the similar TCI)-D7 and now
includes 44.1kHz digital input/output and AC adaptor.
A JA favorite. (Vol.18 Nos.1 & 6, TCD-D7; Vol.19
No.10, TCD-D8)
Sony SBM-1 A/D processor: $499 et
This outboard Super Bit Mapping A/D converter is
intended to be used with Sony's TCD-D3,1)7, and 'D8
portable DAT recorders and, reports SS, addresses and
solves most of their shortcomings. "98% of the sound
of the 1)TC-2000ES at 25% of the price," he says.
Reliable, extremely portable, and good-sounding, its
only tradeoff is aloss of ergonometric functionality dic. rated by its small size. (Vol.18 No.6)

COMPONENTS

CDR880 CD-R/CD-RW recorder replaced by new
model not yet auditioned.

TEST EQUIPMENT

AudioControl Industrial SA-305I Spectrum
Analyzer: $995 á
Portable (battery-powered) and inexpensive 'i3-octave
analyzer with pink-noise source, ANSI Class II filters,
accurate calibrated microphone, and six nonvolatile
memories. Parallel port can be used with any Centronics-compatible printer to print out real-time
response. Factory update increases maximum spl capability; and resolution to 0.1d.B. (Vol.11 No.6, Vol.12
No.3)
George Kaye Audio Labs Small-Signal
Tube Checker: $549 á
lite essential companion for the dedicated tubcophile,
this well-made device tests voltage gain, noise, and
microphony with the small-signal tube used in typical
prcamp circuits. Tests both 6.3V and 12V types. As well
as ameter, aheadphone jack allows users to hear what's
right and wrong with their favorite tubes, and to look
at the output and the distortion+noise waveform with
an oscilloscope. (Vol.17 No.6)
Goldline DSP 30 Spectrum Analyzer: $1625 *
Portable (battery-powered) ',octave analyzer with
higher dynamic range and better signal resolution than
the ubiquitous AudioControl (one software option
gives 60 bands between 27Hz and 800Hz). Features six
memories and avariety of post-processing options; can
also be controlled by an external PC through its RS232 port. Latest software includes aWindows-based
interface and anumber of other refinements. (NR)

MISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES

liot for music, he soon saw it as a"much more convenient
. portable music system than Cl)." "Impressive sound
fium asmall, flexible portable recorder. Quiet, dynamic,
sweet, and reasonably detailed," he added. Since then, the
MZ-R50 has been superseded by the MZ-R55, which
‘....,».
packs a smallet longer-lasting battery. Ten 74-minute

Audio Advisor Elfix AC polarity tester: $29.95 e
Components tend to give the best sound with the lowest potential between their chassis and signal ground.
JGH found using the Elfuc to be an easy, noncontact
method of optimizing this aspect of perfomiancc, in
conjunction with AC "cheater" plugs. (Vol.15 No.6)
AudioPrism Noise Sniffer FtFI/EMI detector $195
An "electronic detective in the campaign to eliminate
noise," said Chief Willis. "Simply plug it in and turn up
die volume -its small built-in loudspeaker svill reveal
where your problem outlets arc." Then you can turn to
AudioPrism's QuietLine Parallel AC line filter for acure.
"A must-own product, period," says III). (Vo121 No.12)
AudioQuest binding-post wrench: $7.95
A peat idea impnwed -similar to the POSM1211, but
with ametal sleeve reinforcing the sockets. (Vo120 No.9)
AudioQuest RF Stoppers: $39/8 Ur.), $60/4 (Sr.)
ST found these ferrite rings to improve the sound from
CD when clamped over the interconnects between
player and preamp. He also found the sound improved
- less pit -when aring was clamped over the coaxial data lead between transport and processor, though
we would have thought that this would increase jitter.

recordable MI> list for $55. (VoI21 No.11)
Sony WM-D6C Pro Walkman cassette deck: $399 á
A pocket-sized stereo recording system of surprising

Best used with AC power cords, JA feels. Equivalents
can also be obtained from RadioShack. (Vol.14 No.1,
TI )K version)

quality and versatility. Alvin Gold feels that to spend
more on acassette deck would be awaste of money.
The less expensive WM-D3 ($269) is half the size hut
keeps most of the quality. Higher wow and flutter,
however. (Vol.7 No.6, Von() No.6)

Bluenote Midas Series Hi-end tube dampers:
$89/pair
Italian devices lower tube microphonics, J-10 discovered,
resulting in tighter focus, integration, and bass. While they
enhance transparency, he worried that they might subtly
cLunpen "bloom." Even so, consider them :in indispensable accessory," our vidiun auclionaut maintlined. (Vol.19
Nos2 & 4)
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AK(. ItlucI.iise microphones: $554-5934
Super-compact capacitor microphones that the acornmon SE300B powering module with interchangeable
twist-click capsules ($228-$608). "Extraordinarily
clean, well-balanced sound at ridiculously low prices,"
liotes JGH. (NR)

D

.
Sony MZ-R50 portable MiniDisc recorder: $399
Although MF bought this little recorder for interviews,
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Apogee, dCS 904, and PrismSound 20-24-bit A/D
converters, Dorrough AES/EBU peak/average level
meter, Bryston BMP-2 microphone preamplifier,
Schoeps Colette microphones, EAR 824M stereo
microphone preamplifier, PrismSound MR-2024T "hit
splitter" for MDM recorders, Tascam DA-38 MDM,
Shure SM-81 canlioid microphone.
Deletions
Manley Reference A/D converter discontinued; Philips

Checkpoint 770 P-SAS laser alignment tool: $189.95
"The ideal device for positioning speakers," RI) said
energetically, agreeing with LB that it should be "in the
tool chest of every audiophile who wants to get the best
sound from loudspeakers." It's easy to use -just turn it
on, hold it against the speaker's front panel, then adjust
the speaker's position until the "appropriate toe-in and
vertical orientation are obtained" -and is much more

effective than "eyeballing the speaker from the listening
position." (Vol.21 Nos.1 & 11)
Densen DeMagic CD: $29.95
This three-minute Cl) "sends a hideous, pounding,
almost chainsawlikc demagnetizing tone through your
system... as it cleans magnetic-induced distortion from
hi-fi," ST claimed. "I won't describe the improvement
as dramatic -it's subtle, but definitely worthwhile."
But leave the room when you play it or risk notching
your hearing for an hour. (Vo120 No.12)
Deoxit/Preservit contact conditioner: $29.95 1:t
The right stuff for cleaning up dirty and/or oxidized
plugs and contacts. Available from Old Colony Sound
Lab. Toll-free tel: (888) 924-9465. (Vol.10 No.6)
Dytiadear Postman Bilidnig-Post Wrench: $7.95 tr
lise ideal way of tightening five-way binding-post connections without overtorquing. The reviewer's friend.
(Vol.17 No.11)
Kontak: $39.90 t.
Far and away the best contact cleaner CG has used.
"The gains in transparcrit-y and purity are startling,"
gusheth he. Now available in the US from The Sound
Organisation. (NR, but see "Industry Update," Vol.15
No.5, and "Manufacturers' Comments," Vol.15 No.9)
Mondial MAGIC video ground isolator: $99 it
Provides effective antenna and cable-feed isolation for
those whose video systenis have hum problems. A
splitter version is available for $149. (Vol.15 No2)
Music Sciences 02 Blocker: $69.95/ 4-oz. bottle;
$19.95/1-oz. bottle; $9.95/6 foam pads;
$49.95/36 treated plastic bags
These products are "designed as atotal solution that
thoroughly cleans all parts of asystem
improves
conductivity while providing ongoing corrosion protection," observed SI). The key ingredient is aproprietary
blend of vapor corrosion inhibitors (VC». SI) was initially dubious as to claims of enhanced sound quality,
hut was convinced that it inhibited corrosive decay over
time. (Vo120 No2)
Shakti electromagnetic stabilizer: $230 *
Passive component containing passive circuits intended
to absorb and dissipate the EMF generated by active
audio gear. J-10 and WI' found them effective to varying
degrees, depending on the components they were used
with. J-10 discovered that "focus, transparency, clarity,
and speed were better, as was the sense of pace." RD
fiiiind that die Sonic Frontiers SFI)-2 Mk.II sounded
better - less upper-midrange gain-with the Shalcti
placed on the chassis above the transfininer. WP uses
them on his power amps, but cautions that using too
many in asystem will close it down and make it sound
dull. (Vol.19 Nos2 & 4; see also "Industry Update" in
VoI21 NoA, \VVINV)
Shun Mook Mpingo Disc: $50 each e•
Shun Mook Spatial Control Kit: $450 á
Shun Mook Spatial Control Quartet/Sextet:
$2288/4 stands and 32 Mpingo discs, $3220/6 stands
and 44 discs
The Mpingo Disc is an ebony disc just over 1.5" in
diameter and 0.5" thick. Three discs bonded to awooden L-bracket make up the Spatial Control Kit, which
can be used to "nine" asystem's imaging. Read J-10's
review carefully to get the full scoop on how to use the
I)iscs, but J-10 is convinced that they effect amajor
improvement in the sound. "Yup, they work," agreed
ST; "they make my $78 AR turntable sound like JA's
Limir ("Ssh-yeah, right," pouts JA) Though he's not
sure why the Shun Mook I)iscs have any effect, ST does
point out that they can make the SOUIld WM( if not used
correctly. "Try one or three. Never, never two." (Vol.17
Nos2 & 12 \VWW)
Versalab Red Rollers, Flat Rollers, Split Rollers:
$135-$260/pair
WI' found these RE-blocking components, designed to
surround sign.d-carrying cables. to be effective in canceling
hash and harsluiess caused by radio-frequency contamination of the envinannent. Ile did SIMS\ however, diat they
are most effective if used throughout the system and in
conjunction with the other Versalab poducts. JE and J-10
demur. SS, located up in the clean air of the Colorado hills,
found little benefit. (Vol.19 No.6, Vo120 No.7)
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Designing the world's greatest amplifier, the S120,000 Krell Master
Reference, led Krell to anew understanding of signal transference between
components. With conventional technology, preamps and sources convert
amperage to voltage and send it down awire to its destination where it is
converted back to amperage again. This results in significant signal loss and
unpredictable interactions, which are responsible far the mysterious art of
"matching" components and cables to get adesired sonic result. Anew
means of transferring signals had to be found to insure the sound of the
world's best amplifier wouldn't be lost. Krell developed cAsr... (Current
Audio Signal Transmission), arevolutionary system in which all Krell components never go out of the current gain mode. Cable impedences and non-linearities are virtually eliminated. With CAST, it doesn't matter how long the
connecting cable is—ten feet, or ahundred feet, or more. This means that
preamplifiers and power amplifiers can be placed where they are needed
and wanted. It's equally ideal for wiring awhole-house system. CAST
makes the best even better.
All new Krell preamplifiers, CD players and Class Aamplifiers employ CAST.
The unmatched performance of the Master Reference amplifiers has been
trickled down to agreat extent in the new Krell FPB200Mc
FPB300Mc FPB600Mc Stereo Amplifiers and
250Mc, 350Mc and 650Mc Mono Amplifiers. The
best has truly gotten better.
CAST first graced the new KPS25sc CD Playback
System. This amazing component combines areference CD transport,
DA( and analog preamplifier in one chassis. Coupled with aKrell amplifier,
you'll experience musical detail, authentic tonality and timbre, lifelike imaging, and dynamic impact that are simply unmatched.
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Versalab Zap!: $49.95
Simple and elegant solution to uncontrolled static discharge, the Zap! is agrounded brass disc that sits next to
your components. WP claimed it "invites your caress,
subtly urging you to ground yourself every time you
pass by.” While home-brew versions would work as
well, he found the satin finish seductive. (Vo120 No.9)
WBT 0101 RCA plugs: $140/4 *
The best, although the orinal steel locking collet now
replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis. WBT 0144
RCA plugs cost $80/4. Distributed in the US by
!Gruber Kahle. Both now include acomplete set of
strain-relief ferrules and alength of WBT 4% silver solder,
hence the price change. (NR, but see "Industry
Update," Vol.12 No.9.)
Wireworld Interconnect Comparator: $600 á
RH dubbed this "an invaluable tool for characterizing
sonic differences between interconnects," although he
pointed out that most audiophiles probably do not
need to own one. He recommends that service-savvy
dealers or audio clubs might consider acquiring one to
loan around. MF would rate it higher if the logistics of
the bypass function were less fiddly. (Vol.19 No.8)
XL0 TPC (Ilse Perfect Connection) contact
treatment: 99 cents/packet
Electrical contact treannent that, according to its manufacturer, neutralizes the effects of oxidation. J-10 treated his system and reported hearing increased transparency, better soundstaging, sweeter highs, deeper and
richer bass, and a"quieter and thus more 3-D soundstage." He promulgated that "This 99-cent tweak will
do as much for your system as spending $1000 or more
on components." One packet is enough to treat one
system once. (Vo120 No.3)

Kimber Power Kord: $20/ft plus $80 for
termination er
ST uses Kimber Kords throughout his system, and
noted tremendous differences with aJadis Defy-2 But
try before you buy, he warns. (NR)
Lightspeed CLS6400 ISO fine filters: $535 er
With four double-filtered analog and two fully filtered
digital AC outlets and an 1800W/15A capacity, the

PEARL tube dampers for miniature rubes redesigned,
new version not auditioned.

transfonnerless Lightspeed filter can handle all but the
most power-hungry system, says SS. RD likes the fact
that, in contrast to some transformer-based power-line
conditioners, it doesn't hum, nor does it limit dynamics.
SS points out that it appears to be good at solving
ground-loop problems. The $735 CLS6600 ISO 20A H
has hospital-grade plugs and outlets with 2400W/20A
capacity. (NR)

Audio Power Industries Power Wedge Ultra 116
power conditioner: $1499
Wes Phillips described this balanced AC line conditioner
a"well-built, intelligently thought-out solution to the
1
,
1,41:nu of power-line-borne noise and the vagaries of
pound-loop hum." Though he cautioned that you

Pc

perform on apar with other, far stiffer premium AC
cables, he finds. (NR)
Cinepro PowerPRO 20 AC line balancer: $1795
A 75-lb line conditioner that supplies balanced 120V
AC power, filters incoming RF1, protects against
incoming line spikes and lightning, and warns of very
low or very high voltage. WI' said that with the systems
he tried, "it offered anoticeable sonic improvement —
not merely suppressing AC hum and RFI grunge as
promised, but allowing me to more closely approach
the known surface of the music." He did mention that
it is probably most useful in high-quality rather than
mid-price systems. (VoI21 No.11)
Electra Glide Rd...rues. Glide AC cords: $1200 each
"Hideously expensive." MF proclaimed. "But try them
and you'll waist them." The reasons? They "increase
blackness, focus, bass solidity, detail, and dynamic-s."
(VoI21 No.11)

Caig ProGold contact enhancer, XLO/Reference
Recordings Tel &Buni-in CD.
Deletions

POWER-LINE
ACCESSORIES

shouldn't look for any line filter to compensate for alaggi
ng component, if your system is refined enough, the 116
"can take it to an even greater resolution." In this context,
it got his emphatic recommendation. (Vo122 No.4)
AudioPrism ACFX AC line conditioner: $399.95
A two-outlet power line filter for high-current gear. A
"valuable asset in applications where power amps are
positioned at the other end of the mom," BW noted, and
an "excellent addition to your system." (VoI21 No.12)
AudioPrism Power Foundation Ill AC line
conditioner: $695.95
"Clean up your AC t" with the Foundation Ill, encouraged
liW. It "improved the performance of every piece of
equipment Iused with it," all without current limiting, a

n

Aural Symphonies Missing Link Cubed V3:
Big Black Cable $800/6fi
The Missing Link is Aural Symphonies' entry in the nocompromise AC cable sweepstakes. "It's gigantic! It's
stiff!" exdaims J-10. SS notes that this "big intitha" is best
suited for power amps and other massive components, as
they can easily topple featherweight components. As with
all high-end wire, only careful auditioning in your own
system will determine if its benefits warrant its cost. (NR)
Camelot Technology Sir Bors Reference AC
power cord: $349/1.5m
SS finds this AC cable to combine excellent materials
and substantial shielding with good flexibility. Seems to

drawback present in otherwise effective surge protectors.
With the Ill, "clarity, dynamics, imaging, and apparent
power" all improved substantially enough for him to
deem this "an essential component" and quickly send
AushoPrism acheck. (VoI21 No.12)
Audioprism LE-1 Mk.I1 Quiedine Parallel AC
line filter: $224.95/8
An important step in the war against noise. According to
BW, these devices look like AC adapters minus the wires,
and contain "extremely effective noise-suppression circuitry that works by shunting all the noise to the 'neutral'
side of the power line." In Isis house, all noise "vanished
instantly as soon as the QuietLine was plugged in." Use
die filter on the same circuit as the offending device for
best results. (VoI21 No.12)

Panama's Max 1000+ surge protector/Line
conditioner: $299 itr
"Many thwsderstomu have come and gone," says SS, "but
none of my video gear has been damaged." Parsamax
offers aunique warranty —if your gear gets fried while
hooked up to one of their units, the company will replace
it (though their fine print does list conditions dut must he
rises for this to happen). SS doesn't reconunend die
Panamas be used with power amplifiers. He also points
out that it shuts down on bniven-outs or sudden hiepow, d
emand, -For low-power components and video
gear, the Panama( is dse Meapest peace of mind Iknow,"
he sums up. "Sounds good, too," adds BW, conunenting
that it nude his gear sound "a bit cleanet inore fully
'shaped,' better defined, more open, and alive." (Vol.19
No.11)
Synergistic Research Reference AC Master
Coupler: $600/5ft
"Brings out the best in whatever components you hook
it up with," declares J-10 of the AC cord. "Lets the
music through more effortlessly." (NR)
TG Audio Labs HSR Squared Power Cord: $480
"This elaborate high-capacitaice, low-inductance power
cord consisting of seventeen 18-tutsge wires connected
via asingle IEC connector revealed incur detail, dynamics,
bass, and soundstaging info, and more extended and
sweeter highs from my Audible Illusions Modulus LI
preamp than did the stock cord," says RJR. (NR)
Versalab Wood Blocks: $180-$250
Versalab Ground Block: $85 *
WP used die Wood Blocks —AC RF filters—in conjtuscnon sods the other Versalab component, finding that, used
as asystem, they did unmask detail and nuance obscured
by RF contanniution. The Ground Block is an RF filter for

!pounding paths (suds as the separate ground connection
on atonearrn) designed to he used with other Versalab filters. WI' recommends it highly when used in conjunction
with other Versalab components. (Vol.19 No.6)
Yanumura Beta AC cords: $520/1m for 2-pin
Tamainura Quantum AC cords: $12135/fin for
3-pin
MF used apair of diese ridiculously expensive highquality cords when testing asystem, and found that
switching to "standard-issue AC cords nude adepressingly 'softening sonic difference." "Not quite as explosive as the Electra Glides, but seemingly lusher and more
billowy in the midrange," he stated. (VoI21 No.11)

PS Audio P300 Power Plant, Yamamura Ciabattas,
Power Science LTD Foundation Conditioner, Synergistic
lksimers Reference Master Couplets Squared, TG Audio Lab PC-3 AC cords & Power AC Outlet Center.
Deletions
Aural Symphonies Big Blue Cable discontinued; MIT
Z-Center, Z-Iso-Duo, Z-Stabilizer Mk.II, and Z-Cord
II not auditioned in along time.

STANDS, SPIKES,
FEET & RACKS
Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities, but, briefly, agood
stand has the following characteristics: good rigidity;
spikes on which to rest the speaker, or some secure
clamping mechanism; the availability of spikes at the
base for use on wooden floors; if the stand is steel, provision to keep speaker cables away from the stand to
avoid magnetic interaction; and the correct height
when combined with your particular speakers (correct
height can be anything from what you like best to the
manufacturer's design height for best drive-unit integration). Though Siermphile hasn't reviewed speaker
stands, it's not because we think they're unimportant —
for speakers that need stands, every dollar spent on
good stands is worth $5 when it comes to sound quality. Brands we have found to offer excellent performance are Arcici Rigid Riser, Merrill (see Vol.18 Nod,
p.39), Sound Anchor, Target, Santis Systems Steel and
Reference, and Linn. (Sound Anchor also makes ais
excellent turntable stand, reports TJN.) Interface
material between the speaker and the stand top plate is
critical: Inexpensive Blu-Tack seems to reduce the
amplitude of cabinet resonances the most (see Vol.15
No.9, p.I62).
Arcici speaker stands: 5145-$495/pair itr
Available in versions for the ESL-63 and the original
Quads (both $335/pair), and for the MartinLogan CLS
(S495/pair), these elegant stands enable electrostatic
speakers to perform as God intended. Clamps them in
arigid embrace, raising the panels the optimal height
off the ground. Now includes Super Spikes. The CLS
version allows both the height and back-tilt of apair of
Logans to be optimized. Arcici's inexpensive Rigid
Riser stands ($145) offer adjustable height. (Vol.10 No.1,
Quad ESL; Vol.17 No.6, CLS)
AudioPrism lso-Bearings: Small (2.5nun),
$54.95/3; large (3.3trun), $84.95/3 *
Squishy, nonreactive polymer balls with plastic cups arc
recommended by CG for effective acoustic isolation.
(NR, but see Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
AudioQuest Sorbothane Feet er
Now in anew bright blue, more reactive formulation,
these feet arc the best means of isolating components
from vibration. A set of four Big Feet costs $69; four
Little (Cl)) Feet, $45. (NR)
Audio Selection Cones (formerly German
Acoustics): $11 each *
These effective brass-colored steel cones have removable
hardened tips. (NR, but see Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
Audio Stream Premier R-series rack system:
from $139 *
System consists of R-30 Expandable Rack, $179; R-ES
E' l(pinion Shelf, $49; R-CC Cable Channel kit, $35; and
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Meadowlark Audio speakers maybe the best transducers to come along in
adecade. They outperform everything in their class. In fact, they easily surpass speakers costing two or three times as much. The secret? They've
defined anew class of loudspeaker: time coherent designs using simple first
order crossovers and transmission line bass loading. Time coherence, to preserve music's essential timing; simple crossovers for dynamism and easy
amplifier loads; and transmission line for exquisite and articulate bass
response. The result is an emotional experience you've got to hear to

Meadowlark
Audio's Hot
Rod Kestrel

believe.
The Hot Rod Kestrel are the least expensive in the line and the
best under S2000 speakers on the market. Two-way floor standing mini-towers, the Kestrel's disappear into adeep, well delineated soundstage. Bass
extension, articulation and drive are amazing for aspeaker that takes up so
little room. Very compatible with modest systems and agreat way to start
your high-end system. Asteal at S1500.
The S2900 Hot Rod Shearwater smokes the competition. Its
drivers and construction are unheard of at this price. The result is aspeaker

Meadowlark
Audio's Hot Rod
Shearwater

that disappears into adeep and wide soundstage. Pace, drive and heft are
quite realistic. Timbres are faithfully portrayed. Vocalists sound like they are
in the room with you. No fatigue, no doubts, just pure, stunning music.
It gets better. The Hot Rod Heron takes on some of the most
highly touted speakers up to three times their modest S5000 price. Rather
than ablurry crash, you'll hear the wood of the stick as it strikes the cymbal, then the swell, sheen and decay of the brass. Vocal sibilants sound like
breath rushing towards you, not bursts of noise. You'll hear the horsehairs of
the bow massaging the metal of the violin string. In short, its the fanatical
Meadowlark
Audio's Hot
Rod Heron

attention to detail coupled with the simplest possible design that yields this
kind of performance, one you won't soon forget.
Personally, I
cam going crazy with anticipation over receiving the new top
of the line Meadowlark Audio Blue Herons and Nightingales. When you hear
them, you'll know why.
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R-10 Amp Stand, $69. Excellent value, noted SS, but not
rigid enough for use with aturntable. (Vol.16 No.10)
Billy Bags 1823/1824 amplifier stands: $349/5269 O
Billy Bags 4802 component stand: $795 standard,
$1198 custom
Billy Bags Design 5505 series component rack:
$1098 o
RH had nothing but praise for these solidly built -and
sand-filled -- welded metal component racks. Available
in stock configurations or custom-built for specific systems. RH ates tightened image focus, greater dynamic
contrasts, and increased resolution of low-level detail as
results of using the Billy Bap stands -although he
noted that turntables may require additional, or different,
isolation schemes. (Vol.17 No.12, Vol.18 No.11)
Black Diamond Racing Pyramid Cones: $20 each
"Expensive, but very effective," according to J-10. WP
and JA, who generally use these whenever they need to
support electronic components, concur. (Vo1.21 No.6)
Black Diamond Racing The Shelf: $440-$875 rt
Heavy, costly, but extremely free from torsional flex,
this loaded carbon-fiber isolation platform impressed
WP with a "marked increase in perceived silence"
when placed under equipment. He also noted that lowlevel musical information became more prominent
with the support in his system. J-10 said, "Transparency
was greatly enhanced, coupled to agreater sense of air
and original acoustic." WI' maintains that when he
"wants to really hear what acomponent is doing-as
free as possible from the effects of its environment-it
ends up on The Shelf." (Vol.19 No2, Vo121 No.6)
Bright Star Air Mass 3: $99
Ingenious, inexpensive, and effective air-bladder product
that damps out floor and air-honte vibrations, MF said.
WP agrees. Originally called Air Mass 1. (VoL20 No2)
Bright Star Audio Rack of Gibraltar Iequipment
stand: $1495-$1595
Bright Star Audio Big Rock 1: $175-$199
Bright Star Audio Little Rock 1Isolation Pod:
$149-$165
Bright Star Mini-Rock FVPI isolation base: $129 o
A very effective isolation system for control of unwanted
vibrational energy. Individual components float on a
sand bed for energy dissipation, and are weighted down
with the Little Rock to minimize spurious vibrations.
Sonically, the payoff is enhanced resolution of the music's
nuances, says 1)0. RN adds that this system consistently
tightens the bass, increases sonic transparency, and
smooths treble hash and grain. The Bright Star TNT Big
Rock is a$275 sand table specially sized to support the
TNT. WP, MF, BD, and RJR all use one under their
VP1s, as they provide astable surface and offer suds sonic
benefits as alower noise floor and increased bass. The
Mini-Rock Fis specially sized for use under the TNT's
flywheel. (Vol.16 No.5; Vol.18 No.11, Mini-Rock F:
Vo120 No.4, TNT Big Rock.)
Bright Star Ultimate TNT Suspension System: $941
Simple, affordable, effective isolation system for the
VPI TNT that combines astatic pneumatic isolation
mount with mass loading. WP noted that "high frequencies seemed clearer, less smeared - lunnonics
leapt off strings and floated independent of the fundamental.... Bass sounded more deep and taut, especially
sustained notes or anything in the bottom two octaves
of the piano." B1) agrees, finding that the Suspension
System lowers the TNTs (already low) background
noise, resulting in subtle but noticeable improvements
in image dimensionality, ambience, and inner detail.
(Vol.20 No.7)
Ebony Pyramid footers: $45/set of 3
"At $45 for aset of three," J-10 said. "these guys are areal
bargain, and highly recommended as an antidote for
lean, harmonically threadbare systems." (Vo121 No2)
ECS ball-bearing isolation devices: $59.95/set of 3
Felt pads on the bottom may keep feet from marring
wooden floors, ST said, but they nuy also cause your
gear to slide around on slick shelves. Possibly not as effective on carpet as on bare floors, he surmised. Price is for
version to go under electronic components; threaded
version (for speakers and stands) costs $69.95/set of 4.
(Vo120 No.12)

COMPONENTS

G-Flex MI vibration damping devices:
$195/set of 3
With the M Is in place. J-10 thought "the sound was
tight and transparent, the speed and clarity building up
from the lower to the upper rinds and up into the lower
treble._ The highs were open, quick, and extended."
Bass seemed less controlled than with the best footers
he's used, however. (VoI21 No.3)
Golden Sound DH Cones, Squares, and Pads:
Super Cones cost $100/set of 3; Jumbo Cones cost
$70/set of 3; large, $50/set of 3; medium, $40/set
of 3; small, $20/set of 3. Squares cost $30/set of 3;
$40 set of 4; Super Pads cost $250 (19" by 17' by
thick); others cost $150 (12 Ih" by 17 %lay t
h" thick)
With the Cones alone, J-10 "noted alift in overall transparency, with aslightly tighter focus." Using the Squares
alone, "the sound was softer than the Cone/Square
combo... but nevertheless got high marks for asweet
and pleasant presentation." And in combination? "lise
highs and upper midrange were beautiful and open, the
midrange had just the right amount of juice, the lower
midrange wasn't boomy at all, and the bass extension
was excellent." ST is also afan, particularly of the Pads,
which "wrought quite an improvement in sound under
my Cary SE300Bs." (Vo120 Nos.11 & 12)
Harmonix RFS-65/RFS-66 tuning feet:
small, $400/4; large, $470/4
'Ilse feet - both large and snsall -"seemed to bring out
the depth, resonance, tonality, and burnish of the very
notes themselves," said J-10. "While Ican't promise you
they'll work their wonders under every component
imaginable - you should always listen for yourself and
judge - they usually worked for me." (Vo120 No.12)
Lovan Classic Modular Racks: $109-$549
An elegantly simple, adaptable, and absolutely rigid rack
design consisting of spiked three- or five-fixsted modules
designed for stability and stacking in combinations of
high aid low height issodules. Supporting columns can be
filled for additional stability. Kit's double-width AVR
rack shelves needed alayer of 1)ynaMat to completely
deaden them. (NR)
Magro 24 Component Stand: $448 Û
These unique stands lean against the wall. Elegant.
Highly recommended by WP, who found that Isis system sounded better (presumably because the stands are
nonferrous). Magro 24 Console costs $218; Magro 24
Cl) Holder costs $68. Magro 35 Radius Video Stand
costs $498. (Vol.18 No2)
Michael Green's Audio Video Design MTDs for
electronics: $68.95/3 o
Sharp-pointed cones, formerly called AudioPoints,
made of solid milled brass that RD found to be the best
in tightening the bass and improving the midrange
focus of 1)unlavy SC-IV loudspeakers. A set of four
variously threaded loudspeaker points costs $103.955114.95. (NR)
Michael Green's Audio Video Design Deluxe
JustaRack: $354.95-$$894.95
Rigid, well-made component rack. Similar ClampRack
-see Vol.15 No3, p.140 - allows the components to
be squeezed to reduce the levels of vibration-caused
sonic spuriae. (Vol.16 No.10)
OSAR Selway & Magruder equipment racks:
Selway complete system, $895; other Selway
options, $220-$365; Magruder options: $295-$445
Wes Phillips found these items noteworthy for their
construction: three well-made racks nest together to
¡eve "the [appearance] of being asingle unit." Options
include the ability to damp the franc with lead shot or
sand, the possibility of adding Sorbothane pucks or
brass cones, and, of course, achoice of colors and proportions. The Selway series is sized for "standard audio
components": the Magruders are "perfect for larger,
heavier power amplifiers." (Vo122 No.6)
Salamander Designs Archetype System equipment
racks: $109.95 -5389.95, depending on size and finish
Remarkably versatile system of equipment/accessory racks
that liad WP redecorating like crazy. Exnemely handsome
wood finishes make these easy to integrate into real homes.
Those desiring the utmost in stability and rigidity will need
to seek other solutions. (Vo120 No.9, VoI21 No.10)

Salamander Designs Synergy System equipment
racks: $249-$649, depending on size & options
Modular audiophile furniture lust brimming with
options, and so handsome" that it stopped WI' in his
tracks. Its versatility stems from the four posts that
securely support top and bottons, and are grooved to
accommodate the optional doors, side panels, shelves,
and drawers. WP said he got "that sense of clarity and
detail" when he placed equipment oil die shelves with
spikes or rubber pads instead of on the top plate, which
"tended to add avery slight degree of haze." Extremely
solid and stable - recommended for anyone looking
for asolution to audio clutter. (Vo121 No.10)
Sanus Systems CF-4/CF-5 component stands:
$449.99/4, $499.99/5
Latest versions of component racks of four and five
shelves that TJN recommends as being good value.
Assembly requited. (Vol.14 No.11, Vol.16 No.10)
Silent Running turntable base: $600-$850,
depending on finish
Multidensity, multilayered. resonant-d.unped,
rigid low-mass platforni designed specifically for the
Clenaudio Reference turntable. "Absent aVibraplane or
other active air support," MF says, "I wouldn't want to
twos the highly microphonic ClearAudio 'table and arm
without this sophisticated isoLition stand." Ikluxe version costs $1100, any color. Limited "Ohio Class" editions
costs $2000. (They also produce custom isolations bases
(IsoBASE) for any component.) (Vo120 No.11)
Solid PolyCrystal Equipment Isolators: $65/3;
Reference version $150/3
Isolators art' stubby cones employing PolyCrystal, acomposite made from inert nuterials embedded in resin.
They are meant to be placed under electronic equipment.
"The Isolators vitinsl like what they arc," said J-10: "irregular crystal junctions within the resin matrix that absorb
wayward wsonances. The clarity and richness of the
sound is, Ibelieve, due to the absence of resonance-induced colorations. Whatever, it was sexy and engaging it made me feel young again." He says they work beautinulls with PolyCrystal racks and shelving. (Vo12.1 No.4)
Solid PolyCrystal Brass Spikes: $49.95/4 (1.25"),
$79.95/4 (1.75")
Tall and shins, these spikes are made of brass encased in
PolyCrystal and have 1
/
4"-20 threaded shafts, which
allow them to be substituted for the stock threaded
spikes on electronic components or speakers. J-10
found them effective, calling the resultant sound "beautifully opens, clear, and lovely"- if "a touch darkersounding" than some others. (Vol.21 No.4)
Sound Anchors Cone Coasters: $20
Amachined stainless-steel/Kevlar/polyester sandwiched
disc designed to prevent speaker spikes front mining
your floors and to prevent vibrations from being traitsmined through wooden floors. RJR found that using
them with his Alón Vs resulted in greater perceived
detail and "faster" bass. (NR)
Sound Organisation Two-Tier equipment
stand: $170
A "no-nonsense black-on-black, form-follows-function"
two-tier stand "designed to make components sound
better." As WI' described it, the "tubing can be filled
with sand or shot, and the top shelf has threaded spikes
so it can be precisely leveled. The bottom shelf rests on
pointed flanges welded to the stand." And rhea he said,
it "gets out of the way of the equipment resting on it as
completely as anything Ihave ever used." One of the
best values out there. (VoI21 No.10)
Symposium Acoustics Energy Absorption
Platform: $299
This laminated aluminum/fiberboard/foam shelfjazzed
MF with the "top-ro-honoris authority, focus, and slain"
that his system gained when the platform was installed
under his tunstable. Price is for 18" by 14" size; $449 for
19" by 21". (Vo120 No.5)
Symposium Rollerblocks: $250/set of 3,
$330/set of 4
For improved resolution from your Cl) player (or any
other digital equipment), Sans Tellig recommended
these precision-machined items, which consist of ablock
with aball lx•aring set ins ahemispherical depressions.
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LINN

stonishng
performance

Few ED players ever make it la the elite group considered by the audio
community as the very best. This is one of them. The Sondek CD12 ED player, is the finest one-piece player yet from Linn. From its ingenious touch controls to its beautifully machined case and transport, this is a
truly amazing machine. Said Wes Philips in his February 1999 Stereophile
review, "The Linn Sondek (D-12 is the best ED player I've ever heard and
the one I'd want to listen ta every day." The exhaustive design effort behind
the (D-12 led to several design breakthroughs, some of which can be found
in the following new products.
It's hard to predict what will strike you first about the Klimax 500
Solo Power Amplifier (S20,000pr); it's sleek and stunningly
elegant appearance or its remarkable musicality. One of the best sounding

Sondek CC12

amplifiers we have heard, its newly designed and patented power supplies
enable this amazing amplifier to measure lust over 2" tall. The Klimax is a
true high-end, high-power, monoblock amplifier capable of driving any

Klimax Mono Ampli'ere

speaker with astonishing clarity and drive. Inside its carved aluminum case,
[inn's patented power circuits produce aconservative 290 watt. But numbers
never tell the story; your ears will.
Two new ED players just arrived from Linn. The lkemi (S35951 sounds
reminiscent of the S20,000 (D-12, but at amuch lower cost. Part of the
secret is Lion's exclusive "2-D" audio processing and the new Linn Mekto
transport. From it's milled aluminum drawer to its newly integrated ultra

Ikenil CD Player

rigid circuit board +transport system, you will hear [inn's digital magic in a
whole new price range. Easily integrated into afull Linn whole-house system,
or can drive opower amplifier directly with its built-in volume control.
The Genki IS] 6951 is amoderately priced ED player with obuilt-in

Genki CD Player

volume control to directly drive an amplifier. Also included are fixed and
variable outputs for easy multi-room play. Agreat way to build your first
Linn system.

SOUND 1)\- SINGER
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Optional Totem "Beak" tuning system
—discover its amazing ability on any speaker.
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ACOUSTIC
$11 00/pr.
40Hz to 23kHz
± 3dB with proper
placement

4665, Bonavista avenue, Montreal (Quebec)

$1500/pr.

$3000/pc

<39Hz to 2IkHz ± 3dB

<33Hz to 20kHz ± 2dB

H3W 2C6 CANADA
Tel: (514) 259-1062 Fax: (514) 259-4968
www.totemacoustic.com
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VTL Wotan
Best Sound
of the Show

MB-1250
Monoblock

Hi-Fi '98

"....the Wotan is capable of

Joint Winner

reproducing the most
delicate music with

Amplification

convincing nuance when

Component

called on to do so, as well as

Of The Year

responding to the call for
sheer power and utmost
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control. Tight deep bass and
an astounding lack of
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4774 Murneto Street #10, Chino, CA 91710 USA
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Tel: (909) 627-5944 • Fax. (909) 627-6988

convinced our crew that this
was one of 1998's best."

Please contact us for your nearest authorized
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SP-31,$240/2
"Nail your friend's foot to the floor," Audio Physic
designer Joachim Gerhard requested of me, "then
touch his forehead... he'll fall over. HA HA HA HA."
The Yamasnura speaker bearings replace points with
ball-bearing platforms that don't move, but "give" just
enough to dissipate vibrational energy stored in speaker cabinets. They work under smaller floorstanding
speakers like the AP Virgos, reducing remnants of
"boxy" colorations, though you're probably skeptical.
"Try 'em, you'll like 'ens alot," advises MF. (NR)
Z,oethecus audio stands: e.Shelves, $34 each;
z.Pods, $140 each; z.Slabs, $200 each
Attractive frames carry eShelves (aluminum-topped,
medium-density fiberboard), z.Pods (nine-layer, constrained-layer-damped), and/or solid zSlabs, all of
which rest on phenolic comer crossbraces dotted with
Isodiscs to "isolate the shelves from floor- and airborne
vibration." Shelves are best for mechanical devices like
turntables and transports, Pods for electronic ones.
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According to MF, "the isolation part works extremely
well.., the energy-draining shelves seem to work as
well," though he now says they "can impart aslightly
'squooshy' sound to some components." (Vo122 No.7)

A.R.T. Q-Dampers, Laser-Base Component isolation
frame. PolyCrystal racks, Signal Guard II isolation
platforms.

ROOM ACOUSTICS
TREATMENTS
Argent RooinLens: $399 each, $1195/3
These room-tuning devices "act as asingle broadband
resonator," J-I0 reported their designer as saying. What'd
he hear when he tried them? "The Lens, first and foremost, let through more information about the recorded
venue. The byproduct of this was aheightened sense of
articulation, both in the micro and macro senses. Pace
and timing were somehow enhanced... Transparency
was definitely improved, so the palpability factor was
higher. All the usual audio suspects - tightness and articulation in the bass; clarity and harmonics in the
midrange; extension, linearity, and sweetness in the
highs- were nicely served." RI) was thrilled with the
RoomLens, saying the system is "easy to place, takes up
less space than most other room-treatment devices, and
looks cool" And, oh yeah, it allowed him to "hear more
of the recorded ambience and less of the listening room."
(Vol.21 Nos.8 & 11)
ASC Cube Trap II: $370
"A smaller, more cosmetically acceptable, more affordable
version of the classic Tube Trap," writes RJR. "Very effective at taming mid- and upper-bass room anomalies.
Looks like an attractive Vandersteen speaker sitting there
in the cornet" (NR)
ASC Studio Trap: $315
Adju.stable tripod-mounted room-tuning device that represents the "latest in TrapThink from ASC," according to
J-10. The front half is treble-reflective for a brighter
sound, while the back side is treble-absorptive for adrier
acoustic. He highly recommended the Traps for "anyone
whose family will allow them to populate the listening
room with gobos." (Gobas are "sound-absorbing panels
used to stinuund performers in recording studios.")
(VoI21 No.12)
ASC Tube 'naps: $248-$798, depending on size
and style e,
Relatively inexpensive but remarkably effective roomacoustics treatment. Tube Traps soak up low-to-high
bass standing-wave resonances like sponges. WP
agrees, using Traps to optimize the acoustics of his
room for MartinLogan SL3 electrostatics. (Vol.9 No.3,
Vol.IS No2, Vol.16 No.12, Vol.19 No.l, Vo120 No.5)
Cambridge Signal Technologies SigTeda TF 1121
Time Field Acoustic Correction System:
$6490-$12,990, depending on options
Sophisticated digital acoustic equalization system presents "an elegant solution to the problem of acoustically
corrosive envimnments," reckoned SS. While he found
the differences wrought to be subtle, he noted that
female voices sounded more harmonically complete,
that inner detail was improved, and that lower bass transients were cleaner and better delineated. Imaging was
also improved. However, the system added aslight sense
of grain and lacks asufficiently high-end A/D section to
satisfy most analog devotees. (Vol.19 No.12)
RoomTunes (Deluxe Ifoorstanding):
$298.95/pair
RoomTune CornerTunes: $103.95/4 et
RoonaTune EchoTunes: 252.93/pair tr
Idiosyncratic and effective "less-is-more" acoustic treatment for your listening mom. GL was highly impressed,
though others point out that care should be taken to not
overdo things. The "Basic Tune Pak" room-treatment set of
four TuneStrips, tour ComerTunes, and two EchisTunes
costs $328.95. Four TuneStrips cost $179.95. A MiniTune
Pak (same 10 pieces, but smaller) for small- to mediumsized moms costs $229.95. (Vol.15 No3, Vol.16 No.1)

RPG Diffusor Systems "Acoustic Tools for
Home Theater"
Effective method of adding diffusive and absorptive treatment to alistening mom. RPG Diffusor Systems offers
complete roorn-treatment packages, called "Acoustic
Tools for Audiophiles 1& II," which can be installed in a
matter of hours. RPG also offers Xs "SoundTrac" package
for no-compromise home-theater Mediations, working
directly with the client, architect, and/or acoustic consultant. (Vol.11 No.4, Vol.16 No.5; see also TJN's artide on
listening rooms in Vol.14 No.10)

Echo Busters,

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES &
INTERCONNECTS
Editor's Note: Rather than place cables in the usual
"Recommended Components" classes, we've just listed
those cables that members of the magazine's review
team either have chosen to use on along-term basis or
have found to offer good value for money. They are
therefore implicidy recommended. Where acable has
been found to have specific matching requirements or
an identifiable sonic signature, it is noted in the text.
"Try before you buy" is mandatory with cables; many
dealers have aloaner stock to make this easier.

INTERCONNECTS

Alpha-Core Goertz Sapphire: $341/1m pair
terminated with RCAs
Alpha-Core Goertz Tourmaline: S87.50/1 ni pair
terminated with RCAs et
Flat-conductored interconnects that DAS enthuses
over. Offers lower inductance than shielded cable, yet
has excellent RF rejection. "Impressive." (NR, but see
J-10's interview with Alpha-Core's Ulrick Poulsen in
Vol.19 No3.)
AudioQuest Topaz: $79/1m pair er
Slightly lean midbass, according to RH, but otherwise
uncolored at an affiudable price. Great value. (NR)
AudioQuest Lapis x3: $575/1m pair terminated
with RCA plugs or AQ custom XLRs and direct
gold-plated FPC sockets and pins er
Tonally, the latest version of Lapis (which uses RCA
plugs made from Functionally Perfect Copper, or FPC,
with the gold plating applied directly to the copper)
seems to fall midway between the "mellow" cables MIT, Monster -and those that arc rather up-front in
the treble, such as Madrigal HPC and Straight Wire
Maestro. JA feels, however, that its outstanding virtue is
alack of grain that allows correct instrumental textures
to flow freely and adeep, well-defined soundstage to
develop. Auditioning of current-production Lapis,
which uses Teflon insulation and long-grain, solid-silver
conductors, suggests that this is the best AudioQuest
interconnect yet, apart from their even more expensive
Diamond x3. Auditioning of identical lengths of Lapis
fined with Neutrik XLRs and AudioQuest's OWII custom
XLRs suggests that the latter represents auseful step
forward in sound quality! (NR)
AudioQuest Diamond x3: $950/1m pair with
RCAs or AQ custom XLRs and direct gold-plated
FPC sockets and pins Cr
Superb resolution of detail coupled with amusically
natural midrange and excellent low-frequency weight.
JA's reference. (Vol.19 No.8)
Cardas Golden Cross:
$750/1m pair, balanced or unbalanced et
Slimmer and more flexible than Five C, the Golden
Cross offers outstanding resolution of low-level detail,
finds SD, with an even, wide-open balance and aquiet,
silky-black background. Gone are the slightly forward
upper muds noted by JE of the Five C. (NR)
Cardas Neutral Reference phono interconnect:
balanced or RCA 1,480/1m, MOO/1.5m, $725/2m
Wired with DIN to XLR comsectors for Graham toneanus, this is Caritas' most neutral interconnect yet, accord-

Spa

Once they're in place, he said, the sound "just tightens
up, deans up, dears up. 1hear more low-level information.
Imaging improves. Timing, too.... Transients are crisper.
Ihear improvement in just about every respect." The
only drawback (outside of cost) is that the player might
"roll around alittle" when you load adisc or hit Play. SD
shared STs enthusiasm; MF became abeliever in the
"high-roller" phenomenon when he put his Virgos on
similar-acting Yamarnura speaker bearings. (Vo122
No.4)
Target VR series equipment racks: $125-$400 er
Finished in basic black, these useful but inexpensive
racks feature rigid, welded rectangular-steel-tube construction, price dependent on height and number of
shelves (from two to five). Spiked feet arc supplied, with
the top shelf resting on upturned, adjustable spikes to
optimize it for turntable use. The company's wallmounting turntable shelves ($125-$200) arc possibly
the best way of siting your turntable out of harm's way,
says JA. (NR)
Vibraplane Model 2212 Active-Air Self-Leveling
Air Table: $4950
Isolation platform designed to stabilize electron microscopes and other precision laboratory gear that SD
enthusiastically endorses for use in hi-fi systems. "Unlike
many improvements that blend into your normal expectation after afew weeks of acclimatization, you'll appreciate the visceral presence that the Vibraplane adds to
both digital and analog playback every time you spin
some wax or plastic," he predicted. He was also chuffed
by improvements in imaging, low-level tnicrodynamics,
timbrai midi, and percussive impact, claiming that "every
aspect of the sonic presentation took on new life J-10
found the Vibraplane worked well with CD players and
transports. Active system includes air compressor. The
2210 Passive-Air version, which needs to be pumped up
manually, costs $1695 plus S&H. (Vol.17 No.5, Vol.18
No.11, Vo120 No.5)
Vffirapods: $6 eadi; available singly or in packs of 4
A KR favorite. "Placed under Cl) players/transports,
DACs and preamps, the small (less than 3" diameter),
formed Vibrapods isolate and enhance performance.
Different models rated for loads of 2-28 lbs; match the
quantity to the component. Ikeep a box of them
around so that no component goes without," he says.
(NR)
Walker Valid Points: $260/set of 3large cones
and 5discs; other sizes available
Heavy brass-alloy-and-lead cones, with points that rest
atop large, brass-ringed, lead-filled "tuning discs."
"Definitely worth checking out," MF said, "and Walker
will refund your money if you're not satisfied. (You
must reruns the set within 30 days in the original condition)" MF adds that "not only do Ilike them alot,
they're well worth the price -as Iclearly found when I
put aset under the Ayre K-1 and added afew of the
discs on top." Combined height may be too tall for
some racks. Super Tuning Kit indudes three large cones,
five discs, and four 1" discs for $395. (Vo120 No.5,
VoI21 No.11)
Yamamura Speaker Bearings: SP-Q, $295/2;
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System...
Is Your

Missing A Component?
HI-FI '98. LOS ANGELES-- Four of the top five
'Best Sound at the Show" vote-getters used ASC
Tube Traps'. Not surprising since most of the top
high-eilci audio and home theater manufacturers use

.—

ASC products in their reference systems.
Why ASC?

Because ASC's patented acoustic

treatments have solved room acoustic problems in
thousands of homes, studios, and pro installations.
If your system isn't delivering the clean, powerful
bass and image focus you paid for, the problem may
not be in the gear, it may be in the room. A few
hundred bucks invested in ASC room treatment can
let your system sound as though you spent
thousands on better woofers and class 'A* rated
electronics. You'll find the missing component at
your authorized ASC retailer. Call us...

1-800-ASC-TUBE

!•'

www.tubetrap.com/541-343-9727
fax:541-343-9245

"...the hottest of the newer cable kids on the
block was Harmonic Technology."
Shannon Dickson, Stereophile
May 1999

Engineered &Manufactured in Germany,
Enjoyed by music lovers around the world
mbl of America
PHONE 602 991 8001

FAX au-991-8197

www.mbl-hifi.com
mbl east 860-651-7945 mbl west 818-712-6943
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— Single Crystal Wire for Superior Audio and Video
13100 Kirkham Way, Unit 212, Poway CA 92064
phone 858 486-8386
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ing to MF. Open, decided and harmonically correct.
(VoI21 No.10)
Discovery Signature interconnect: $450/m. RCA
or XLR termination *
Dual-shielded, multistrand, low-capacitance cables
whose performance/cost ratio impressed J-10. Also of
note, he felt, were the RCA connectors -sourced front
Clcaraudio -which were of extremely high quality and
low capacitance. "Excellent imaging and dynamics," said
he; "a lot of performance for the money." "Sweet high
frequencies." adds RN. (Vol.18 No.12)
Esoteric Arens: $550/1m pair with either Accu-link
locking RCAs or Neutrik XLRs
"At last!" exclaims WP, "A flexible high-end cable." He
found it easy to manipulate in tight confines, and is
happy to report that its sweet highs, articulate midrange,
and tight, well-defined bass response were net on the
money. (NR)
Hovland Tonearm-to-Preamplifier cable:
$'795/any length up to 1.5m pair with RCA or
straight DIN terminations; $835 with 90* DIN
connector; $40 extra for preamp XLR
"If you're willing to spend $700 or more on apiece of
cable to go between arm and preamp," MF writes, "and
you can audition with amoney-back guarantee, go fie it!
But don't expect to send it back." With the Hovland connected to his Graham 2.0 arm, "the Graham took on a
relaxed, warm, more physical feel -yet all of the detail,
depth, dynamic authority, and three-dimensionality
remained." (VoI21 No2)
JPS Balanced Superconductor 2: $1399/1m Gold
Neutrik XLR-temtinated, $200/additional 0.5m
These unwieldy double-runs of the already stiff
Superconductor2 coax have become Kit's resident balanced interconnects as of early '99. Eerily quiet backgrounds and silky and detailed highs even with 7.5m
runs in noisy NYC. (NR)
Kimber KCAG: $360/1m pair, plus $80 for RCA
and/or XLR termination *
Unshielded but astonishingly transparent, and offering
improved image focus and even better clarity when
compared with Kimber's PBJ. AJE and 7JN favorite.
(NR, hut see Vol.16 No.7)
Kimber Silver Streak-147: $140/1m pair, plus
$80 for RCA termination
This low-impedance, low-resistance cable "represents a
major performance breakthrough for the price," ST
averred. Its secret? Only the signal-carrying portion of
the braid is silver -the returns are copper. ST reported
gains in clarity and quickness. "The sound is cleaner,
quicker, less confused...1 suggest you mn with the
Streak." BW adds that the 'Umber's excellent resolution of detail and transients has to be balanced against
the fact that it might add too much "zip" to already
bright systems. (Vol.19 No.11)
Kimber PBJ: $18/1m pair, plus $60 for RCA
and/or XLR termination $$$
Unshielded cable that CG found to come very close to
KCAG in his system, citing its HF detail, air, clarity, and
tonal accuracy. For those with RFI problems, 'Umber's
KC1 ($36/1m pair, plus $70 for RCA and/or XLR termination) is the same cable with agrounded shield, but
doesn't sound quite as good. (Vol.16 No.7)
Madrigal CZ-Gel-1: $495/1m pair
JA finds this balanced interconnect to be spacious and
easy on the car, if not quite as dynamic-sounding as
AudioQuest Lapis x3. (NR)
MIT MI-350 Reference CVTerminator:
$1995/1m pair; $2060/1.5m pair *
Fast, detailed, not-present sonically -and very, very
dear! With truly neutral components, an unbelievable
level of resolution becomes possible. Not kind to any
form of bloat, uncaring, or associated euphonia, however. Massive network cases at both ends make it impossible to use multiple sets -there just isn't enough room
behind the prcamp, moans WP. (Vol.19 Nos.1 & 8)
MIT MI-350 Twin CVTerrninator Series II:
$1295/1m pair
RJR's reference interconnect. "Transpamin, dynamic,
and impressive performance at frequency extremes,"
says he. (NR)
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mrr MITenninator 6interconnect: $29.95/1m pair

"MIT has pushed their performance level down into
the bargain-basement price range for the first time, says
RJR. "The Terminator 6 wires share the coherence,
neutral tonal balance, and soundstaging capabilities of
the pricier MIT wire. There's just less of everything
there." (NR)
Nirvana S-L Series interconnect: $695/1m,
$'295/1.5m, $895/1m
BD says, "The Nirvanas are slightly laid-back in character, perhaps just abit soft on sharp transients and at
the frequency extremes, but with anatural coherence
and ease that make alot of other cables sound slightly
strained. Other strengths include ahuge soundstage
and images that are detailed and tangible, but not the
least hit etched or spotlit." (NR)
Nordost Blue Heaven: $199/1m pair (unbalanced),
$259/1m pair (balanced)
The Blue Heavens are the least expensive of Nordost's
premium hue. Compared to the very best (including
Nordost's own Red Dawn and SPM), they're alittle
splashy its the upper midrange, notes BD, accentuating
transients at the expense of inner detail. Their tonal balance is also tipped slightly upward. However, he found
they have aspeed and openness that's unusual in this
price range. "They can really boost the goosebumps
factor of an entry-level system," he said, adding that
"[these interconnects arell the new reference in reasonably priced and/or small-system cables. (Vol.21 No.6)
Nordost Reference SPM interconnect:
SHOO/1m pair
"Whether configured as speaker cable or interconnect,
SPM is simply the best Ilure ever heard," writes BW.
"Speed, Precision, and Musicality: this product's performance exceeds its hype." (NR)
Precision Interface Technology DIN-to-RCA
cable: $990/0.6m
Expensive and well-constructed, but to MFs ears "not
quite as dr.unaticully 'right' as the Hovland." (VoI21 No2)
Straight Wire Maestro II: $250/1m pair terminated
with locking RCA plugs (MSI) or balanced with
Neutrik gold XLRs; $120/additional meter *
Less laid-back than AudioTruth Lapis or MIT 330,
with superb presentation of detail. May be too bright in
sotne systems. (NR)
Synergistic Research Alpha Sterling: $170/1m pair tr
One of the hest-sounding interconnects GL has tried;
lie also notes that it's easy to handle and is fitted with
excellent RCAs. Available shielded or unshielded. (NR)
Synergistic Research Designer's Reference
Interconnect: $2000/1m pair, $1000/pair each
additional 0.5m n
These interconnects do everything superbly, says BD,
who found that they're essentially neutral in terms of
tonal balance and dynamics across the frequency spectrum. l'articular areas of excellence, he sums up, include
arealistic balance of inner detail and coherence, image
dimensionality, and ambience recovery. J-10 agrees, noting that the Synergistic is "wide-hand, ultradpurnic
(micro'n'macro), colorful, hamionic, detailed, 'with] lots
of air in a huge soundstage, deepest bass, beaucoup de
midrange resolution and texture, landj highs as sweet as
your equipment can dish out." However, he did find it
"a touch biased toward the large-gestured and grand
rather than the small and well-formed." (VoI21 No.1)
TARA Labs The One: $1895/1m pair, terminated
with RCA. BNC, or XLR
"Expensive stuff," J-10 said, but "... it's worth the hefty
price of admission." Fie liked "the nuance, the quiet,
detailed, and airy soundscapes [the] swing and pace...
It's hard to beat The One for freedom from low-level
grunge." (VoI21 No.8)
TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core" "Decade":
$795/1m pair terminated with RCAs, $828/1m
pair with XLRs
"The 'Decade' interconnect images in an absolutely
first-class manner," J-10 observed. Despite noting their
"fine initial transient handling," he preferred to dwell
on "how sweet the 'Decade' sounded, without any of
the negative connotation such an 'accusation' might
incur.., the sweetness lay baween the notes." Unique

connectors allow for "star grounding" by joining the
cable pair's shields -an option WP found effective in
banishing audible gremlins. Betters the sound of the
excellent TARA Labs "Master" Generation 2by amargin that RD would not have thought possible.
"Wonderfully open-sounding and detailed throughout
the range," he adds. (Vol.19 No.12)
TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core' "Master"
Generation 2: $395/1m pair terminated with
RCA plugs, $42,8/1m pair with XLRs er
An It]) favorite interconnect, with aclear, open, uncongested quality. Clean, precise, and stunningly uncolored,
agrees WI'. The Generation 2revision preserves the clarity of the original but has eliminated the stiffness that RI)
hated about the earlier version. GL notes that it comes
with equipment-friendly locking RCAs. Conductor
configuration mitigates against tight turns or kinks, however, so plan cable routing carefully, advises WR Unique
common shield connection makes this the cable WP
turns to when plagued by voodoo hums -besides, he
allows, "it just makes good sense." (NR)
Transparent MusicLink Ultra: $925/1m pair
terminated er
Similar in broad terms to the MITs that Transparent
used to distribute, the Transparent interconnect works
well in aWATT/Puppy-based system, says JA. (NR)
Transparent Reference Single-Ended:
$2000/1m pair •
Very, very pricey, but ney right at captunng acorrect
sense of timing, says WI'. Not even to be considered,
however, unless you've dealt with the basics in your system, he wants. (Vol.18 No.5)
Wireworld Gold Eclipse III: $1200/1m pair,
RCA or balanced; $450 each 0.5m pair *
Expensive interconnect but very transparent, with little
editorial effect on the signal in either balanced or
unbalanced fonin, found RH. (Vol.19 No.8).
Wireworld Atlantis II: $90/1m pair, $18 each
additional 03m $$$
"A good budget interconnect," concluded RH, who
could catalog a list of shortcomings vis-à-vis the
$1000/pair competition, but considered it "fundamentally uncolored" for its price. (Vol.19 No.8)
XLO The Limited Interconnect: $2200/1m pair,
$1600 each additional m/pair
Having much the same sound as the entire The
Limited line, these interconnects carry on XL0's tradition of extension, speed, clarity, and transparency notes
J-10. But they also embody a"beautiful array of tonal
color, harmonic fullness, and sweemcss in the highs
that arc just beyond the reach of their previous best
efforts." Bass is outstanding as well. (NR)
XL0 Signature Type 1.1: $625/terminated 1m
pair; $500 each additional meter-pair (shielded
version available at slightly greater cost)*
J-10 thinks describing this interconnect to be apiece of
cake: "neutral, detailed, very fast, alive, exciting, with a
really big soundstage, plenty of well-controlled deep
bass, a humpless midbass, and a somewhat leaner
midrange than some cables, and airy, open highs." Whew.
(Vol.18 No.9)
XL0 Signature Type 3.1 shielded phono cable:
$750/terminated 1m pair; $600 each additional
meter-pair
"How does Roger ISkofil do it?" marvels J-10, entranced
by the "ultrasilent" presentation, blacker backgrounds,
vivid and dimensional manner, and constant image and
tonal balance that characterize this cable. Its retrieval of
information is, he posits, without peer. While he considers it supremely neutral, "its clean, quiet, quick, and
wide-band response could exacerbate bright or gritty
recordings." (Vol.18 No.9)
Yansamura Millennium 6000: $1050/1m pair
with RCA interconnects
Yamantura cables and accessories arc once again being
imported into America. MF finds that these ultraexpensive interconnects, along with the speaker cables
($525/1m pair) and AC cords arc by far the most open,
rich, liquid, neutral-sounding. no lllll echanical and
musical cables he has ever heard. System dependent?
He doesn't know, but in his all-tube system the
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Millennium 6000 rules! Pure and open. e.rain uni
etch-free. .c.t detailed and ultraquiet —1 can forget
about cables and just listen. Ihave atough room, and
yet, as namufacturers 11410 actually boffin to sit down and listen when tiny visit continually tell me, despite the room's
problems, 'You get great sound down there.' Igive a
great deal of credit to Yamatuura's cables and accessories. But for some reason they rang like crazy with
the Adcom amp Ireviewed in Vol.21 No.4." (NR)

Straight Wire Virtuoso and Concerto, Synergistic
Research Phase Two Mk.V & Active Shielding,
Nirvana SX, Wireworld GEI, Kimber Select.
Deletions
XLO Reference Type 1not auditioned in along time.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES

Alpha-Core Goertz AG2 Veracity: $82.80/fi cu
Alpha-Core Goertz MI2 Veracity: $10.20/fi SSS o
J-10 was quite taken by the nine-gauge. high-capacitance
silver cables, calling them "ultra-clean and delightfully
fast." He also admired their extreme high resolution and
wonderful spatial qualities, though he did note some
degree of lightness in the bass. The less expensive (-tipper
version is an LB favorite. (Vol.19 No.3)
AudioQuest Midnight Hyperlitz: $415/8k pair
terminated, 5495/10ft pair terminated
Almost as good as AudioQuest Clear at amuch lower
price. (NR)
AudioQuest Indigo: 5187/8fi pair, $215/10fi pair
555
Neutral, clean sound with excellent resolution of detail,
says RH. "The bargain in affordable cables." (NR)
AudioQuest Type 6+: $165/10fi pair, terminated
SSS *
A significant step up sonically from the Type 4, says
RD, at what is still avery reasonable price. (NR)
AudioQuest Type 4: $2.50/ft SSS *
"The best cheap speaker table on the market, and much
better-sounding than F14," claims CG. "Try this stuff
before laying down long green for expensive cables." (NR)
AudioQuest F14: 95 cents/ft SSS e
Inexpensive flat-twin solid-core cable that RH enthusiastically recommended as excellent value for money.
Comes in blue or white. (NR)
AudioQuest Argent: $1055/8ft pair terminated;
51295/10ft pair er
This has many of the sonic attributes of AudioQuest
Dragon, RH's reference, at a lower price. Excellent
dynamics, articulate bass, and good soundstage depth.
Also musically coherent and natural, notes RH. (NR)
AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz: 51895/10fi pair
terminated, $1535/8fi pair terminated (most
common length) et
Very expensive, but solid bass reproduction with aclear
(ha!), open midband and treble. Can sound rather lightweight in some systems, but almost defines the term
"neutrality," says JA. Uses six-nines pure copper bundles
in acomplex lay that brings every conductor to the surface to the same extent. (NR)
AudioQuest Dragon: $4595/10fi pair terminated,
$3695/8fi pair terminated *
AudioQuest Sterling: $2895/10fi pair terminated,
$2335/8ft pair terminated er
Two silver-conducffired speaker cables that are maximally smooth and munparent, according to RH and JA.
JA also finds the powerful bass performance of Sterling
to be its strongest suit. (NR)
Cardas Cross: $398/1m pair
Relatively affordable speaker cable that remains aJA
favorite. (NR)
Cardas Neutral Reference: $5480/1m, balanced
or RCA; $600/1.5m; $725/2m
The latest speaker cable in Cardas' line is an affordable,
ultra-flexible design that lives up to its name and
exceeds the performance of their more expensive
Golden Cross. 'A 20' run sounds as good as a3' cable,
making it agood candidate for high-end multichannel
connections," says SD. (NR)
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Discovery 123: $320/8ft pair terminated ts
"Unbelievably high performance for relatively low
cost," effuses J-10. Unshielded speaker cable that can be
configured for single, bi-, or triwiring at no additional
charge for termination. J-10 found it "had great bottom-end heft and pitch definition, aclear and detailed
midrange, and excellent highs (if not quite as extended
as souse of the multi-kilobuck cables)." (Vol.18 No.12)
Dunlavy Audio Labs DAL-Z6: $400/8ft pair,
$475/12ft pair, $550/16fi pair, $675/24fi pair *
A fairly inexpensive cable that SS recommends highly.
While it doesn't warm up or harmonically enrich a
speaker's sound, neither does it emasculate or whiten it,
he notes. A nice ergonomic touch is the use of interchangeable screw-in terminations (
3„" spades,
'4
spades, or banana plugs, $40/4). (NR)
Kimber Kahle BiFocal-XL: $1800/8fi pair with
WBT connectors
The XL version of the BiFocal cable doubles the number of connectors, and "in the right system is abig step
up in every way," reported 111). The improvement, he
says, "adds just ahit of tangibility, and slightly better
extension and accuracy at the frequency extremes."
(VoI21 No.5)
Kimber Kahle BiFocal-X: $1200/8ft pair with
WBT connectors
A different Kimber cable design, the Iiirocal-X offers
"a well-balanced mix of characteristics that should mate
beautifully with awide range of systems," according to
BD. He adds, "These cables do just about everything
right and are among the very best I've heard." (Vol.21
No.S)
Kimber 4AG: 2180/8fi pair with WBT connectors *
An expensive hyper-pure silver cable that cams offer a
glimpse of audio heaven. Significant system sensitivity,
points out 1)0, so be sure to check for compatibility
before you buy. No charge for tennination. (NR)
Kimber 4TC: $7/ft 555 *
Kimber 8TC: $12/fi $5$
A double nun of 8TC greatly improves the sound, feels
1)0. Excellent bass. (NR)
Kimber 4PR: $L60/ft $55 *
Ille least expensive cable from !Umber was found to
have good bas;, but a"zippy" treble and poor soundstage,
according to 1)0. With inexpensive amplifiers, however,
its good RF rejection, compared with zipcord or spacedpair types, will ofien result in abetter sound. (NR)
MIT MITermkator 6speaker cable: $59.95/8fi pair
Great value, sez RJR. See "Interconnects." (NR)
Monster Cable M2.2s: $450/8ft pair with M
Spades; $625/8fi biwired pair (M2.4s)
"Excellent, fast, deep, transparent bass," said J-10, listing
this cable's attributes: "no upper-midrange bloat;
midrange toy well developed; upper mids smooth, not
quite revealing; and treble slightly tweaked up in the
presence region, vivid, then shelved back atouch above,
with ahint of grain right in that little munition area on
top. Large-scale dynamics were good to jolly good, but
low-level shifts in microdynarnics weren't handled quite
so well.... Iliked the cables anyway" (VoI21 No3)
Nains NACA5: 55/fi 555 te.
Inexpetnive cable that ST found to work well with the
Spendor S100 loudspeaker. Worth investigating as a
good-value cable, thinks JA. (NR)
Nirvana S-L Series speaker cable: 51095/2m,
$1495/3m
A 111) favorite. See "Interconnects." (NR)
Nordost Blue Heaven: 5399/2m pair with spade
or banana plugs
The Blue Heaven speaker cables are sonically very similarsounding to the interconnects, notes III), with aslightly
tipped-up tonal balance. 'Exceptionally good low- to
midpriced ...speaker cables," B1) said. "Their distinctive
design promised —and delivered —a fast, clean, dynamic sound.... Within their price range and in the systems
for which they are intended, they're nothing short of
magiml." (VoI21 No.6)
Nordost Reference SPM loudspeaker cable:
$3350/2.5m pair
A BW favorite. J-10 loves them too. See "Interconnects." (NR)
1

"

OCOS cable: $10/ft plus $75/pair terminated 5
,
55
Distributed by Sumiko, this idiosyncratic cable was
found by LG to have aspeed and clarity he hadn't heard
from other cables. He found the bass to be alittle lightweight, but votes it a"three-star" design. (NR)
Purist Audio Colossus Rev.B: $1600/1.5m set *
The fulled "water" cable with afluid-filled insulating
jacket. AB finind "resoundingly open staging with a
remarkably distinct lower-midrange/upper-bass presentation that lends music agreat sense of pace." (NR)
RadioShack 18-gauge solid-core hookup wire:
$3.99/60fi spool SU o
Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet ST
reports that this cable is okay sonically. You have to
choose for yourself whether to space or twist apair for
best sound (or even whether to double up the runs for
less series inspesLuice). (NR)
Straight Wire Maestro II: $680/10ft pair, $30/ft
Clean .ms1 tight with little residual brighniess after
burn-its, notes Kit. In the 6' lengths he uses, they're
extremely revealing of amp and speaker foibles. (NR)
Synergistic Research Designer's Reference
speaker wire: 54000/10fi pair
Like the 1)esigner's Reference interconnects, BD finds
these speaker cables to be essentially neutral. "They add
so little character of their OW11 to asystem's sound that
they'll likely seem unimpressive on first listen," he
warns. CS agrees, adding that he was "impressed with
the way they just get out of the way and let you zero in
on the music ... [they] throw agood image with alot of
air in it, natural highs, smooth midrange, and nice, tight,
uncolored bass." J-10 concurs: "one of only ahandful at
the very top of the cable hill." (VoI21 No.1)
Synergistic Research Signature Nos.2 & 3:
5675/10ft pair *
"Highs-nez, wide-bandwidth cables that let the music
speak for itself," sums up J-10. Dealer can fax Synergistic
alist of components and receive back areconunended
list of cables, depending on system, room acoustics, and
customer's musical tastes. (Nlt, hut see J-10's interview
in Vol.18 No.11.)
TARA Labs The One: 55200/10ft pair;
$6100/12ft pair
This low-inductance speaker cable impressed J-10. "Ilse
soundstage was.., utterly transparent out to its farthest
comers. In its naturalness, music was somehow more
fully available to nie. Pace and timing were enhanced by
this clean, natural clarity of presentation... Imaging was
gee-whiz palpable
ut transcended the 'picture' to
embody the essence of the music." (VoI21 No.8)
TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core" "Decade":
$2200/8ft pair, $2700/10fi pair, $3200/12fi pair tr
Not as nitach of an improvement over the RSC
"Master" Generation 2 speaker cable as the RSC
"I)ecade" interconnect represents over its RSC
"Master" Generation 2 equivalent, but dynamics are
slightly better, and it corrects avery slight tendency
toward leanness. The cast spade-lugs are beautifully
made, but with some speakers (mg, Dunlavy SC-IVs)
they're difficult to attach its a biwire configuration,
finds RI). "Images were never shadowy, wispy, or lacking in body" with this cable, J-10 avowed. ""The
Decade was quiet, wide-band, lithe, and agile." (Vol.19
No.12)
TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core" "Master"
Generation 2: 5810/8ft pair, $990/10ft pair,
$1170/12fi pair *
III) found that these cables have wonderful lucidity and a
top-to-bottom coherence that's truly heavenly: "l'he
Almighty sure knows His cables." All found it to have an
endearing smomstIviess, "but without obvious loss of detail
due to softness." 1)0's favorite speaker cable: "Quite
spectacular in its resolution of spatial infOnnation," he
says. The latest Generation 2has greater top-end air and
is more flexible, notes RD. SI) feels it is "definitely reference caliber." (NR)
Transparent Audio Reference: $4800/8ft pair,
$5000/10ft pair, $5200/12fit pair; spade-terminated er
Hideously expensive. notes WP, but this speaker cable
resolves the timing involved in music — not just at the
level of overtones relating to fundamentals, but also at
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the global harmonic/melodic level. They also portray
silence as aphysical, not just atheoretical, reality, he
adds. That means he likes them. (Vol.18 No.5)
XLO Limited Edition The Speaker Cable:
$9500/8ft pair
'This cable, built of amulticore "quad" cable lay terminated with spade lugs, is also suitable for shotgun or
biwire terminations. J-10 took it for arun and found
that, after arather inconsistent break-in period, it "was
revealing in the extreme," and put him "one step closer to no speaker cable at all between crossover and
amp." (Vo122 No.1)
XLO Signature Type 5.1: $120/running foot
plus $150 termination/pair cr
"Ilw jewel in the XL() crown," J-10 states emphatically, despite confessing it to be "...big, heavy,
unwieldy, and apositive bear to triwire." Small prices to
pay, he feels, for sound he praises as "transparent yet
full-bodied, and they imaged like nobody's business.
The entire bass range was as close to perfect as I've
ever heard from acable. Midbass detail was unfettered
by colorations and frequency anomalies.... The upper
midrange and treble... were completely grainless and
free of brightness or other artifacts." (Vol.18 No.9)

Straight Wire Virtuoso and Concerto, Wireworld GE!,
Kimber Select, Cardas Golden Reference, PSC Pristine,
AudioQuest CV-4.
Deletions
X1.0 Reference Type 5not auditioned in too long atime.

DIGITAL DATA
INTERCONNECTS
Editor's Note: Extensive auditioning by RH suggests
dut all the coaxial data cables listed below are better than
conventional. TosLink-fitted, plastic fiberoptic cables,
which in general don't give as tight abass or as focused a
sounrlaape (see the introduction to "Digital Processors").
You don't get that essential sharpness of image outlines,
the sound becomes more homogenized," quoth he, which
is why we no longer recommend any TosLink intercom
nects. JA points out that the specific character of any particular cable will depend heavily on the transport and
processor it connects.
Apogee Electronics Wyde-Eye AES/EBU
datalink: $51.90/0.5m; $57.90/1m; $63.90/2m;
$73.90/3m; $87.90/5m $115.90/10ni $$$
"If you haven't heard this 110 ohm balanced data cable,
you're missing out!" expostulates LL, adding that it's
"more transparent, more musically honest than any I've
heard - and it's ridiculously cheap!" (In bulk, the cable
costs around $3/ft.; minimum 500ft.) JA is also impressed, and use 50' lengths for his Stereophile recording
sessions. KR, however, while agreeing that Wyde-Eye
is an excellent value, notes that it is less transparentsounding than the (much more expensive) Illuminations. Also available for the same price in a75
ohm version for S/PDIF applications, using Canare's
true 75 ohm RCAs. Bulk cost for both cables is $3/ft,
minimum 500'. (NR)
AudioQuest Digital 2AES/EBU: $225/1m with
AudioQuest XLR plugs
AES/EBU cable using silver-coated long-grain copper
that JA feels is acontender. Open-sounding and spacious when used between Levinson No31.5 and '30.5,
he found. (NR)
AudioQuest OptiLink Pro 2: $325/1m with
AT&T-ST termination ís
Expensive ST datalink that JA and JE reconunend highly.
Excellent bass performance, with power, clarity, and
dynamic contrast, says JE. Rich sound. ST terminations
can be fragile, adds JA. (Vol.16 No.11)
Canare DigiFlex Gold I75 ohm cable:
$45.95/3ll $$$
Before you try any of the expensive coaxial links, you
should try this inexpensive, true 75 ohm cable, advises
CG, who rates it as his first choice in adigital cable at
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any price, even preferring it to the ICimber AGDL JA
uses the 110-ohm version in various lengths for CI)
mastering. (Vol.16 No.7)
Illuminations D-60 DataFlex Studio S/PDIF
datalink: $225/1m plus $40 RCA or BNC
termination SSS
It's hard to get Stenvphile writers to agree on anything, but
RH, RD, J-10, KR, LB, RIL and WP all use this, originally called Illuminati D-60, as their reference. "Sometimes
mercilessly revealing," KR maintains, "but never harsh."
"Fast, open, and detailed," raved J-10. "Focused and
nuanced," concurs WE "Smooth yet highly detailed, spacious soundmige, and lack of hardness and edge," says RH.
(VoL19 No.5)
Illuminations DV-75 digital/video interconnect
S/PDIF: $125/1m plus $40 for RCA, BNC,
and/or "F"-type termination
It should probably be numbered the VR-45, as it fits
between Illuminations' universal reference D-60 and
the budget-minded D-30, but VR-75 it is. LB finds that
it gives, in his system, performance on apar with the
D-60 for afraction of the price. (NR)
Illuminations Orchid AES/EBU datalink:
$480/1m plus $40 XLR termination cr
Expensive, but the best AES/EBU link JA has used.
J-10 loved the Orchid's midrange liquidity and detail,
but preferred Illumination's S/PDIF cable overall. SD
(almost) doesn't equivocate: "Probably the best out
there for now.... A stunner!" RH and RD are also fans.
New lower price usefully brings this cable in reach of
more music lovers. (Vol.19 No.5)
Madrigal MDC-1: $285/1m sAs
Excellent soundstaging and image focus, reported JE,
when this AES/EBU datalink was used between the
Mark Levinson Nos30 and 31, as well as an open-sounding, extended treble. JA concurs, feeling that Me Madrigal
is only bettered by the Illuminations Orchid and
AudioQuest Digital 2AES/EBU cables. (Vol.16 No.11)
Mango Apparition Reference Series 5.0:
$595/1m
This digital cable, which has become less stiff and easier
to work with in its last several iterations, is 2J-10 favorite.
"Air, air, and more air!" he shouts, adding that the midrange is as good as digital gets. "Delivers the signature
Marigo enormity of soundstage, coupled with tremendous bloom." (NR)
Synergistic Research Designer's Reference
Digital: $1000/1m, $1500/1.5m
The AES/EBU-terminated version of this datalink
"reigned supreme over all other AES/EBUs" J-10 has
tried. "Bass was tight and controlled ... the midrange
was colorful, textured, and graciously harmonic on
many recordings" -although perhaps not as opensounding as the best S/PDIF cables he has heard. "The
BNC coax proved afirst-class perfomier, more revealing than the trick AES/EBU version (which nonetheless showed deft charm on less-than-stellar recordings)."
(VoI21 No.1)
TARA Labs The One digital: $895/1m, terminated
with RCA. BNC, or XLIt.
One ofJ-10's two reference digital datalink. (Vo121 No.8)
TARA Labs RSC'' "Master" Digital Generation
2: $295/1m, RCA or BNC terminations,
$313/1m with Xlits
Very stiff and awkward to handle, notes RD, but it does
sound exceptionally transparent, especially in AES/
EBU form between his PS Audio transport and processor. RH also recommends it highly. Current "Master"
version is less stiff than its predecessor. (NR)
XLO Limited Edition Digital:
$1100/m terminated
J-10's other new reference. "It never sounded overanalytical or left nie cold -musically or emotionally." (VoI21

BOOKS & COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
CALSOD loudspeaker system optimization
program, version 3.10: 8269 with on-disc
manual tr
User enters measured drive-unit response, impedance
and sensitivity, and target response; program designs
appropriate crossover filter networks. Latest version
handles double-ported bandpass enclosures and can
calculate the effects of LF room gain, enclosure leakage,
and absorption losses in sealed-box, vented-box, passive-radiator, and bandpass systems. Thiele-Small parameters can be calculated from two impedance measurements, and data can be imported from the IMP
PC-based measurement system. Standard 1.40 version
costs $69.95. Available from Old Colony Sound Lab,
P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458. Tel: (603)
924-6526. Fax: (603) 924-9467. (Vol.13 No.11)
FIT 5.0 room response software: $199.95
KR says, "This Windows 95 program is the most costeffective and critical way to assess your room and system
acoustics and monitor your adjustments to them. Unlike
modeling programs, ETF actually measures room
responses and modes, and is an essential tool for users of
equalization and correction systems." J-10 and SD concur. Compared with ETFs 4.0 software which was
reviewed by KR, ETF 5.0 contains arevamped interface,
afull MLS-based signal generator/analyzer with both
post process and pseudo real-time capabilities. Very easy
to use and requires only adecent duplex sound card and
microphone. www.effacoustic.com. (VoI21 No.7)
LEAP 4.6 Loudspeaker Enclosure Analysis
Program: $395-$1195
Highly recommended by 1)0 and mudt used by professional designers, LEAP imports raw drive-unit data (it
accepts Audio Precision and MLSSA files as well as data
produced by Audio Teknology's own LMS system) and
optimizes aspeaker system's crossover network to meet
the user's target specifications, either on- or off-axis. (It
also averages responses to give a speaker's power
response.) The fully loaded LEAP 4.6, which includes a
SPICE-type passive network analyzer and an Active
Filter Library, costs $1195; abasic version costs $395, to
which modular upgrades can be made for $175 each.
Available from LinearX Systems, Inc., 9500 SW TualatinSherwood Road, Tualatin, OR 97062. Tel: (503) 6129565. Fax: (503) 612-9344. Web: www.linearx.com.
(Vol.13 No.11)
SpectraLAB 4.32 rev.15
An outstanding computer-based FFT analyzer suited
for both acoustic and electronic measurements. Capable
of 24-bit, 96kHz sampling and awhopping 1million
FFT points when paired with an appropriate sound card
such as the new Lynx-ONE or Digital Audio Labs'
CarclIkluxe. sysvw.soundtechnology.com (NR).
Visual Ears: $89.50 *
Inexpensive but excellent computer program for PCs
and Macs. Available from KB Acoustics, P.O. Box
50206, Eugene, OR 97405. Tel: (541) 935-7022.
Allows an audiophile to move simulated loudspeakers
and asimulated listening seat around asimulation of his
or her room (in three dimensions) to find the position
that gives optimal performance below 200Hz or so.
(Vol.13 No.12, DOS; see "Industry Update" in Vol.19
No.4 and "Fine Tunes" in VoI21 No.8, Windows.)
The Complete Guide to High-End Audio:
$29.95 (softcover) plus $4.95 S&H
Written by erstwhile Stereophile writer Robert Harley,
The Complete Guide to High-End Audio offers explanations
of how to listen critically, how to optimally set up your

No.8)
Yamarnura Millennium 6000: $525/1m
MFs reference. See "Interconnects." (NR)
Deletions
Aural Symphonies Optimism, Cardas AES/EBU,
XLO Signature Type 4.1, TARA Labs RSC"Decade"
Digital, Kimber AGDL DigitalLink, all not auditioned

system, and how to get the best sound for your buck. It
will also give you the background and technical information you'll need to get the most from reading
Stenvphile Beginning audiophiles must read the appendices
first. Hardcover edition costs $39.95 plus $4.95 S&H.
Second edition (not reviewed) was published in the fall
of 1998. Available from Acapella Publishing, P.O. Box
80805, Albuquerque, NM 87198-0805. Tel: (800) 848-

in along time.
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Vitchell Froom

M

itchell Froom is an idea man.
That's why his producing/arranging talents are sought by the likes
of Richard Thompson, Elvis Costello, Jimmy
Scott, Randy Newman, Bonnie Raitt, and
Los Lobos. Froom and his regular cohort, engineer Tchad Blake, are also musical members of
the Latin Playboys — asister band to Los
Lobos—whose first two records contain some
of the freshest sounds in modern pop. In
Froom's Manhattan hi-rise home, we talked
musk, while the New York cacosymphony
wafted in from below.
"I usually listen every day, but Idon't
go out and buy current records. When I
did that Igot real depressed about it. I'd
go to arecord store, look through the
pop section, and end up going over and
getting aJohn Coltrane record. Fm sure
there are alot of good records, but
there's, what, 20,000 ayear? How are
you going to find them? And most of
the time when Iget something new,
there's no ideas on there. Sometimes I
think I'm justjaded, you know? But then
I'll hear something like aJames Brown
song, and it gets me so excited. And I'm
not jaded at all — Ijust want to hear
either characterful playing, or agood
idea or concept, or anything. I'm ready!"
Froom's listening system àcomposed mainly of Adcom gear — GFT-555 II tuner,
GFP-555 H preamp, and GFA-555 H
power amp —fed by aRote! RCD-9658X
player and an Aiwa AD-F810 cassette deck
Al this in front of apair of Vandersteen 2Ce
loudspeakers, with Sennheiser HD-580 headphones on the side All in all, anice setup — particularlyfor amusician.
"I'm pretty stupid about equipment,
Rick. Igot this setup because Iwas getting frustrated. It's areal drag if you
make arecord and you put it on at
home and it sounds terrible. Istarted by
listening to, Iguess, 20 different big
speakers, and the Vandersteens seemed
the best, definitely for the money. They
seemed about as good as ones over two
or three times the cost."
"So you went and actually listened to
speakers?"
"Yeah. And then Iwanted some good,
simple amps, so Igot this Adcom equipment. Iwanted to stay away from tube
stuff. These speakers are better for jazz
Stereophile, October 1999
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and classical music. If Iwant to listen to
rock'n'roll, Iusually listen on Yamaha
NS-10s in the studio. You have to get
into adead room with nearfield monitors to be able to hear things in areal
clear way. I'll listen alot on headphones,
too. That's really how I
judge stuff."
"Why did you want to avoid tubes?"
"For awhile Ihad atube McIntosh
amp. Ikept thinking that the tubes
were going out on me. I'd replace them
all, and it would seem to be better for a
while, but ... It ended up it was mostly
the speakers, but the tube amp was a
variable that made me nervous. I'm not
really that interested in acouple-ofpercentage difference. I'm more interested in the arrangement, the general
sound. Like this room right now is so
ambient — that has so much more to
do with it than whether we're listening
to tubes or not."

"What's the goal of astereo system,
Mitch? To reproduce the sound of live
musicians in aroom? To sound as close
to the master tape as possible ... ?"
"It's to please yourself: To me, it's so
that the system sounds good so that you
want to put on music and listen to it."
"Ultimately, you can't really know ... I
mean, unless you're you, you can't really
know what the master tape sounds like."
"Listening on headphones gets closest to the master, for me. You can really
get inside the recording."
"While you're making arecord, how
can the sound change — or what
changes, if anything?"
"Woody Allen said his favorite thing
was the writing of the screenplay,
because there are endless possibilities.
From then on, it's amatter of being
diminished somehow. For that same
reason, my favorite part of producing is
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when we're developing the concepts for
the recording. But you go into the studio with avery strong concept as to how
you'd like it to sound. Those times
when, from inception all the way
through, the concept is great — it's real
exciting. But still, there is something
about music that is somehow diminished by the end. The one thing I'm
really pleased with is that usually it takes
agood step up in the mastering."
"It gets better?"
"Much better. We work with Bob
Ludwig alot. I'm not sure exactly how
he does what he does, but it seems an
extra bit more vibrant. He's avery
musical guy."
"Do you record to digital or to analog?"
"Almost all the work we've done has
been 24-track analog, but we're about to
get into ProTools systems. Really, Idon't
have apreference one way or the other.
There's ahuge amount written about
what to me is, at most, 1% of what we're
talking about. It's so much the composition, then it's so much who's playing it,
it's how their instruments are tuned, it's
the arrangement, the performance, the
engineer. Those things are so much
more important than, like, the format.
People tell me one of the best-sounding
records Iever worked on is the first
Latin Playboys. Ninety percent of it was
done by David Hidalgo on badly aligned
four-track cassette."
"And so much of the best music is so
badly recorded, and vice versa, right?"
"Yes, the beauty is the performance.
I've heard things as crazy as somebody
spending hours checking out different

guitar cords to see what sounds the best.
Plug the damn thing in and play to the
sound. If you concentrate so much on
that 1%, you're going to lose, the feeling's gone, the vibe's gone. You may be
happier with the tone, somehow, but
you've lost something. A lot of people
really like the guitar sounds of some of

It's not ascience,
it's in the musician and
his creativity, playing
to the sound

not just

playing apart but
playing to the sound.
our records, particularly Los Lobos. We
don't spend any time on guitar sounds.
It's David Hidalgo. He'll plug in acheap
Japanese guitar, and any amp, and it's
there. It's not ascience, it's in the musician and his creativity, playing to the
sound —not just playing apart but playing to the sound."
"What you said about the guitar cord
touches on the debate among audio
people concerning the difference cables
make."
"If you're going to go for the truest
high-fidelity sound, then there's an argument for good speaker cable —particularly for, say, classical music. Pop is lowbrow music. To me, at best, it's afolk art.
You find astick on the ground, you find
aboard, you make atable, you know?

Visits

It's not about the ultimate-fidelity
sound. It's the vibe and putting it together. A very good engineer can get areal
powerful, punchy sound, or sometimes a
weak sound, if that's what you want. It's
more the concept than the equipment."
"If apop record you make is not a
high-fidelity thing, then is it better on a
boombox, or on the radio?"
"You want it to sound good on as
many systems as possible. That's just
basic good engineering, good mastering.
Where Isometimes have aproblem is
that there are some mixers in this world
who are doing very well by mixing
things as if they're already on the radio. I
don't believe that by doing it beforehand it's going to be better when it's
compressed again by the radio. Ithink it
convinces people that something is
more radio-worthy because it already
sounds like it's on the radio. It tends to
make stuff sound like other stuff. It
takes all the dynamics, all the soul,
everything, right out of the recording. It
just sounds like trash to me."
Froom played some of James Brown's
Funk Power, which David Hidalgo (Los
Lobos, Latin Playboys) had hipped him to.
The room had some reflection problems, to be
sure, but leaning forward, about 6' from the
speakers, it sounded pretty good — certainly
better than many musicians' systems I've heard.
And with Froom so infectiously energized by
the groove, it was easy not to think too much
about the sonics.
"This was arevelation to me. That
song, 'Super Bad'? The vocal is so loud
and confrontational. [laughs] It's so inyour-face. James Brown doesn't sound

Left: Froom chose Vandersteen 2Ces by listening to alot of speakers. Smart. Right: The rest of the system is made up of Adcom gear
and Sennheiser HD-580 headphones.
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great in this room, and Idon't care. The
confidence of the bass playing, the ;
unshakable feeling about it, how deep it «
goes — it holds and holds and holds you.
And just the groove and the rawness...
That's not easy to do."
Next we heard some high-volume Howlin'
Wolf "I Askedfor Water (She Gave Me Gasoline)," from aChess collection. Froom was
very taken with the distortion in the vocal, and
the nasty, confrontational feel it conveyed.
Something completely dlfferent was the sultry
Brazilian sound of"Core)» Vagabundo,"from
the 1966 Domingo, by Gal Costa and
Caetano Kloso. Its effect was hypnotic coming
firm the 'Steens. Thanks for turning me on to
that one, Mitch.
"That's one of my favorite albums.
The room has alot of ambience in it, so
certain more naturally played recordings
sound the best in it. The Vandersteens
have alot of low end, and the high end's
real nice. It sounds very natural."
"What did you listen to while growing
up?"
Froom plays with traffic. "Some really cool sounds are happening outside," he says.
"There were two kinds of music going
on in my house. One was in the living
room. My dad played alot ofjazz ... the is, but with CDs it's no fun because the Besides, people tire of asingle voice after
ones Iprobably heard the most were writing's too small. Idon't hold anything acertain amount of time, too. Ilike 40
Sketches of Spain and The Genius of Ray anymore, so Idon't know the names of a minutes. That seems about right."
"Do people listen differently to
Charles. Those were `it,' and they had a lot of my favorite tunes and stuff."
CDs?"
real big impact on the way Iheard music.
"This may be my problem, Rick,
Ithink the speakers he had were AR-3s.
because Ithink there are very few peoWhen Igot astereo in my room that
Pop CDs are too long.
ple who listen to music the way Ido,
could play albums, Igot way into the
This is probably my
where you sit down with an album and
psychedelic music — Country Joe and
you're listening to it. Now, with CDs,
the Fish and the Doors. Those two first
number one fight
with multiple-disc players, it's become
albums Ilistened to every day. And then
much more afunction of daily life.
when Igot Are You Experienced? and the
with artists. Ialways
When Igrew up you'd never hear rock
first Zeppelin album... The rock section
music blaring out of systems everyin the store in my town had about 20 or
encourage "short:'
where, and there were no Walkmans.
30 records, so that was it. And there were
When you listened, you really listened.
some damn good records in there. We
Always in arecording
Now it's just stuff you can put on in the
were talking about the problems with
there are some songs
background, something that might be
music? If there are only 30 records that
good for abarbecue, at aparty, or in a
you can choose from, and two thirds of
that are better than others. restaurant. It's functional music. That
them are really good, that can get you
makes music worse, because it makes
excited about music."
Every other song you put
more popular the kinds of music that
"I notice you don't have aturntable."
"Not any more. But Ido believe that on in addition is decreasing don't ruffle your feathers in any way."
"Do you get alot of inspiration for
it's true — that you can listen to music
records by listening to other records,
longer on vinyl. Ihave afew theories
how good the record is.
and listening to music ... ?"
about it. One, there is something in the
"Some of those, like the James Brown
sound that's inviting. You get alittle bit
one, will give me ideas. And it's not any"Are CDs are too long?"
of that surface noise, and Ilove that. My
"Definitely. Imean, pop CDs are. This thing specific, it's the idea of the way the
whole life I've listened to that. And
two, there's usually not more than 17 to is probably my number one fight with groove is played. It's not trying to make
18 minutes aside, and your ear gets a artists. Ialways encourage 'short.' See, it sound like that, even. It's mostly conceptual. And once in awhile, records
you can identify the songs that may be
break between."
"Maybe you have to stick closer to the eight best, or seven, or whatever. like the Nowlin' Wolf—they made
Always in arecording there are some that them very quickly for no money. If the
the system, too."
"Yes, that's the way Igrew up. Iused are better than others — that's the way it vocal's distorted, that's just the way it
to sit in my room, hold the album, read goes. If you can identify them, then every turned out. There's something powerful
the notes, and listen. That was my num- other song you put on in addition is in it. Those kinds of things give you real
ber one way of listening to music. It still decreasing how good the record is. serious ideas."
Stereophile, October 1999
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Mitchell Froom: A Selected Discography
Most Recent Recordings
Mitchell Froom, Dopamine (1999,
Tchad Blake, prod.), Atlantic
83102
Latin Playboys, Dose (1998, co-prod.,
musician), Atlantic 83417
Los Lobos, This Time (1999), Hollywood 62185
Randy Newman, Bad Love (1999,
prod.) DreamWorks 50115
As Producer
American Music Club, Mercury
(1993), Reprise 45226
Cibo Matto, Viva! La Woman (1996),
Warner Bros. 45989
Elvis Costello, Brutal Youth (1994),
Warner Bros. 45535
Mighty Like aRose (1991), Warner
Bros. 26575
Sheryl Crow, Sheryl Crow (1996,
prod., arrangement asst.), A&M
540 587
Crowded House, Woodface (1991),
Capitol 93559
Temple ofLow Men (1988), Capitol
48763
"You mentioned to me before that
you're influenced by the sounds of
New York City."
"I find it's easier for me to write music
here. I'm always listening to things. The
most fundamental, basic example would
be atraffic jam — the chords that the car
horns make, and the way that might
make you feel. Once in awhile you'll hit
areally beautiful sequence of movements that's basically... it'll be based on
thirds, say... [plays piano, based on traffic
below] That's abeautiful chord. So you
may go, 'Oh, wait aminute, Ilike the
way that rhythmically happened.' And
maybe it'll give you astarting place.
Some really cool sounds are happening
outside. In fact, this is off the new Latin
Playboys record. [plays weird sound on
tape] Iswear it goes on all the time right
out the door. It's buses or something, I
hear it all the time. [laughs] This is kind
of astupid conversation."
Froom then spun his current solo record,
Dopamine — the album fratures an all-star
cast ofguest lyricists/vocalists, and is aft« with
Froomian musical ideas. 'Tastes Good" was
inspired by astreet musician playing aguitar
tvith three strings.
"I used athing called an Indian banjo.
You've got half-time blues over asort of
thing with an Indian feel, and it's ajuxtaposition of stuff. In the city, you'll hear
Stereophile, October 1999

Crowded House (1986), Capitol
46693
Latin Playboys, Latin Playboys (1994,
also as musician), Slash 45543
Los Lobos, Colossal Head (1996),
Warner Bros. 46172
Kiko (1992), Warner Bros. 26786
Paul McCartney, Flowers in the Dirt
(1989, 3songs), Capitol 91653
Bonnie Raitt, Fundamental (1998),
Capitol 56397
Jimmy Scott, Dream (1994), Sire
24562
Ron Sexsmith, Other Songs (1997),
Interscope 90123
Ron Sexsmith (1995), Interscope
92485
Richard Thompson, You? Me? Us?
(1996), Capitol 33704
Mirror Blue (1994), Capitol 81492
Rumor &Sigh (1991), Capitol 95713
Amnesia (1988), Capitol 48845
Daring Adventures (1986), Polydor
829 728
Suzanne Vega, Nine Objects of Desire
(1996), A&M 540 583
99.9°F (1992), A&M 314-540 005
two or three different kinds of music at
once. You get in acab, and the guy's
playing something real loud, and then
you hear some hip-hop go by... If
something grabs my ear in away that
gives me an idea, that makes my day."
"Is it difficult for you to listen without being analytical?"
"No, it's the easiest thing. But Ilisten
with two ears. One is the one that doesn't know the difference between apiano
and aguitar, where I
just listen and see if
it grabs my ear. Then, if Ireally like it, I
start taking it apart and figuring out
why. I've been in the studio alot, so if
there's something that's odd about it, I
can usually figure out what it is and why
Ilike it. So, Iwould say, yeah, two ears.
And Irealize that there are some days
when music just sounds bad to me. I
could put on my favorite Beatles album
and it'll sound like trash, and so I'll
know Ishouldn't listen today.
"That's the way Ilisten to music,
Rick. If Ihear something that grabs my
ear, Iimmediately run over to that.
That's the way I've always been. My
point of view and the whole mental
process Igo through is based on holding
on to that emotional moment. Now if I
lose that, I've lost everything. If Ilose
my ability to react emotionally to music,
Ihave nothing to offer."
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Dissimilar yet equally impassioned,
the voices ofjazz saxophonist Jan Garbarek
lassical vocal quartet Hilliard Ensemble
blend again into asingular musical language

1

Wes Phillips

nspiration struck, ECM label chief Manfred Eicher
recalls, in 1993 when he was driving through the
jagged lava fields of Iceland while listening to Cristóbal
de Morales' Officium defunctorum on his car radio.
Something in the contrast between the stark landscape
and the polyphonic warmth of the voices made him
conceive of acollaboration between Norwegian saxophonist
Jan Garbarek and the vocal quartet the Hilliard Ensemble.
On the face of it, it was an unlikely alliance. Garbarek had
established his reputation as one of the most innovative
European jazz instrumentalists working in the 1970s and '80s,
while the Hilliard Ensemble had distinguished itself performing arepertory that embraced such seeming incongruities as
medieval chant and late-20th-century choral compositions.
Yet in September that same year, the five musicians, having never played together, found themselves at the monastery
of St. Gerold in the Austrian alps preparing to record music
composed by Morales, Dufay, and Pérotin, among others.
Stereophile, October 1999

Upon the disc's release, Eicher's instincts were powerfully
vindicated — over amillion people bought Officium (ECM
New Series 1525).
Who could have guessed?
"/ knew from the start that it would be popular," declared
countertenor David James, provoking goggle-eyed double
takes from his collaborators.
Baritone Gordon Jones was less certain: "We tried it
because Manfred suggested it and we thought it worked —"
"Yes, on an artistic level," interjected tenor John Potter,
"but we recorded the CD without knowing how people
were going to react to it."
"We usually have some idea how our records will be
received because we tend to perform the music in public
before we make arecording," explained tenor Rogers CoveyCrump. "We didn't before recording Officium, but we felt it
worked —at least in terms that satisfied us."
And, as it turned out, over amillion others as well.
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Harking back to John Blacking's thesis from How Musical is
Iwas talking to the four Hilliar& and Jan Garbarek on a
Man?— that so-called "primitive" music can frequendy be too
sunny Saturday morning in March in BMG's midtowncomplex to be reduced to awritten score —John Potter, in his
Manhattan 40th-floor boardroom. Two of the room's glass walls
insert notes for Officium, pondered the enigma that living trameet like aship's prow cleaving northward; chilly light streamed
ditions such as oral cultures "are capable of immense sophistiinto the room. The previous evening, the five musicians had
cation, and tend to become visible only when they come into
been bathed in afar wanner glow as they premiered their latest
contact with the literate genres that are destined to replace
collaboration, Mnemosyne, to arapturous sold-out audience at the
them.... Perhaps asimilar phenomenon occurred before the
Church of St. Ignatius
earliest polyphony. What happened before the Magnus liber to
Loyola, as part of the Linwhich Pérotin contributed his 'revolutionary' three- and fourcoln Center Presents
voiced otgana? Are these great melismas the relics of alost
Great Performers Discovimprovising tradition? And half amillennium earlier, were the
ery concert series. Inside
monks improvising their pre-Gregorian chants?"
that beautifully rococo
les afascinating question: Did notation kill the living chant
chapel, asoft gilt luster
tradition simply by recording it? Did Gutenberg, or the copyist
seemed to settle about
monks, slay the bardic tradition when they committed the old
the five as they continued
stories to the page? These are questions that cannot be answered,
a voyage of discovery
but simply asking them can lead to thrilling speculations.
begun six years before
and half aglobe away.
Mnemosyne was the
Many of the pieces on Mnemosyne consist of very
goddess of memory and
small
amounts of material with minimal notation.
mother, by Zeus, of the
nine muses. The new
They aren't always complete works — often they're
two-CD Hilliard/Garjust scraps recovered from hook bindings, or that
barek set that bears her
name (ECM New Series
were buried for ages under the sand.
1700), released August
30, is very different from
In one sense, the Hilliard/Garbarek collaboration gives
Officium. While the earlier recording was based loosely on the
new meaning to the term "live music" — these performances
principles of early music, with Garbarek's improvisations insinare "live" not only in the sense that they are being performed
uating themselves between the vocal lines, the songs chosen
in front of an audience, but because, like living organisms,
for the new set span 22 centuries, ranging from Athenaeus'
they change when their environment changes.
"Delphic Paean" (a second-century B.C. Greek fragment) to a
That sense of the song as aliving entity comes across on
composition by Garbarek. But all are marked by agreater
the recording of Mnemosyne as strongly as it did that night in
sense of improvisational freedom—as much from the singers,
Manhattan, because St. Gerold's, too, has its own sound — an
this time out, as from the saxophonist.
open, ringing acoustic that has obviously inspired the musi"When we first worked together," Gordon Jones said, "we
cians (and the songs).
tended to leave alot of room for Jan to improvise in, but we're
The discs sound far more expansive and open than
all much more comfortable now that what we do does work."
Officium. On that recording, the voices formed asolid sheet
"And Iam not shy about joining in!" Garbarek noted.
of sound into which Garbarek's astringent soprano saxo"The nature of the source material has also changed," said
phone (and, very occasionally, warm tenor) probed gently,
Rogers Covey-Crump. "We performed Morales or music
finding spaces through which it escaped briefly into the
that had asimilar feel our first time out, but on Mnemosyne we
acoustic before collapsing back in on itself. The greater sense
wandered all over the last 20 centuries or so."
of space between the individual voices on Mnemosyne frees
"Much of the time, we only use the texts as astarting point,"
Garbarek's icy soprano to float among them as an equal — or,
John Potter explained. "Many of the pieces on Mnemosyne confrequently, the dominant —voice.
sist of very small amounts of material with minimal notation.
The greater latitude of the material also puts very different
They aren't always complete works —often they're just scraps
demands on the performers, both rhythmically and harmonrecovered from book bindings, or that were buried for ages
ically. The dissonance of Mesomedes' "Hymn to the Sun" deunder the sand. We decide on an outline and share the material
mands adynamic intensity from Garbarek, which he answers
as we improvise. None of us knows what will happen."
with piercing wails that stand in stark contrast to the gentle,
But it is not the material alone that shapes their perforbreathlike ellipses he intertwines with the vocal sunshine of
mance choices. "The room we perform in has adefinite
Antoine Brumel's Agnus Dei.
effect on how we perform," said David James. "The quality
Mnemosyne is about voices: the voices of the four singers that
of its sustain or decay affects the tempo of the performance."
comprise the Hilliard Ensemble; the distinctive voice of Jan
"For me," said Garbarek, "that almost defines the reperGarbarek's alto saxophone; the voice of the great room at the
toire. Some rooms make it anecessity to create phrases that
convent of St. Gerold's; perhaps even the voice of Manfred
have acertain kind of swing to them."
Eicher, who was prescient enough to hear these other voices in
"A piece's rhythm is affected agreat deal by what sounds
the silence; and, most definitely, the voice of memory, whisgood in the spaces in which you perform it," james elaborated.
pering in fragments in the backs of our minds.
CI
"We have to listen to one another constantly and make many
adjustments each time out, so no two performances can be
JAN GARBAREK/THE HILLIARD ENSEMBLE: Mnemosyne
precisely the same."
ECM New Series 1700/01 (2 CDs). 1999. Manfred Eicher, prod.;
It is, in fact, this sense of adventure that seems to sustain
Peter Laenger, eng. DDD. IT: 105:02
the collaboration among the five musicians.
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one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
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traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
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needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.
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-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
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days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!
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resolution, and a deep blackness between the notes
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please any fine music connoisseur.

The Moxed Home
The Maxed Out Home sounds so good you can toste
it. Holding our silver label, the Moxed Out Home emanates o bouquet of sound that is very refined.
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Moxed Out Home leaves you savoring the finish,
knowing o true sense of what integrated components
can do.

The Home
Close your eyes and enjoy the round sound of the Home.
fine audiophile amp, the Home presents a warm sound that
still delivers detail and tight boss. The Home presents any
fine listener with high-quality sound at a reasonable price.

The Cosmic
Quench your musical appetite anywhere with the sparkling sound of
the Cosmic.

The Cosmic delivers highly detailed, articulate sound in a

portable form.
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Equipment

Report
Chip

Stern

EAR V20 integrated amplifier

T

he women in my family and
extended circle of friends are
generally captivated by good
sound, but are often appalled by the
brutish, monolithic packaging that passes for "styling" in high-end gear. "Not
in my living room," is the refrain, often
played in aminor key.
But before any of them had even
heard EAR's V20 integrated amplifier,
my female friends had already been
captivated by its style and elegance. A
few even allowed as how they'd be willing to let this design come up and see
them sometime. There's something
about the V20 that transcends high-end
audio and borders on modern sculpture.
Still, handsome is as handsome does.
While the V20 is, hands down, the
tweakiest piece of equipment I've ever
auditioned, at its core it's also as defiantly straightforward, functional, and spiritually involving apiece of audio gear as
I've ever heard — one that reflects in
large measure the iconoclastic vision of
its designer, Tim de Paravicini.
The road less traveled
Audio designer Tim de Paravicini spent
his first seven years in Nigeria, where he
became fascinated with music by listening to his mother play Beethoven on the
family's gramophone. He completed his
education in England, moved to South
Africa when he was 21, and from there
headed due east. He became one of the
few western engineers accorded creative
input in the Japanese electronics industry,
developing the classic Lux MI33045 tube
power amp and the muscular M6000 and
M4000 solid-state power amps for Luxman. For the past 20 years he's been
involved in the design and manufacture
of audio gear for every part of the signal
chain — everything from customized
tube and solid-state tape recorders to tube
microphones, tube mike preamps, and
analog disc-cutting systems.
All the while, de Paravicini has championed the renaissance of tube gear in the
professional recording studio. (Recording
engineer and producer Kavi Alexander
of Water Lily Acoustics employs de Paravicini gear from top to bottom in his signal chain.) Feisty and opinionated, Tim
Stmeophile, October 1999

EAR V20 power amplifier

de Paravicini has had asignificant impact
on the worlds of pro audio and the high
end. He is afierce and articulate defender of analog technology, and continues to
explicate the limitations of digital technologies he felt were critically flawed and
unduly limited in performance when
they were first foisted on the public.
"I've always been one of these people who do things differently from the
standard textbook issue. And if other
people have difficulty understanding it,
well, that's tough, as far as I'm concerned," de Paravicini states defiantly.
But then, as they used to say of abrash,

Description: Class-A, push-pull, enhanced triode, self-biasing vacuumtube integrated amplifier. Tube complement: thirteen 12AX7 and two 12AU7
per channel. Six line inputs, one tape
output. Output power: 24Wpc into 4,
8, and 16 ohms (10.8, 13.8, 16.8dBVV,
respectively). Frequency range: 12Hz80kHz. THD: 0.5%. Signal/noise ratio:
90dB (A-weighted).
Dimensions: 16 1
/"W by 53/
2
8"H by
17 3/
8"D. Weight: 49 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
98221001.

tough-talking drummer of my acquaintance (Buddy Rich), he has the stuff to
back it up.
And so it came to pass that de Paravicini, inspired both by the aesthetic
delight he garnered from the high-performance V-12 engine in his beloved
Jaguar, and by his contempt for what he
calls "the repetitious black-box syndrome," set out to design an integrated
amplifier that would "be aesthetically
satisfying as well as sonically satisfying —
a package arrangement that doesn't
upset the housewife."
The disenfranchisement of women

Price: 84595. Approximate number
of dealers: 30. Warranty: 3 years
parts & labor, 90 days for tubes.
Manufacturer: EAR/Yoshino Ltd.,
Rectory Farm, Cambridge Road, Godmanchester, Huntingdon, Cambs.
PE18 8BP, UK. Tel: (44) 1480-453791.
Fax: (44) 1480-432006. US Distributor: EAR USA, 1624 Sunset Avenue,
Santa Monica, CA 90405. Tel: (310)
396-1919. Fax: (310) 396-1919. Email: dmeinwald@loop.com.
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in audio is afavorite topic of de Paravicini's. During the course of our initial
interview, Ioffered up examples of
what Iperceive to be "the female
effect": in general, women's extreme
sensitivity to high-frequency distortion
and higher-order harmonics, and in particular my wife's preference for the gentler qualities of triode amplification. In
response, de Paravicini shifted easily
into enhanced tangential mode, as befit
his multitrack sensibility, and by and by
led us back to the sonic challenge he'd
set himself in designing the V20.
"Actually, women are more sensitive. I
was involved in discussions with aprofessor at one of the universities on the East
Coast in America over why digital gave
females more headaches than it did men
in the beginning. It's simply because they
are more sensitive to the higher-order
artifacts. They're programmed to hear
that end, because the noises the babies
make are much more high frequency."
So it's almost like their silent alarm
system.
"Yes. Whereas we, as the hunters,
were programmed slightly differently."
Sure. To discern extreme low frequencies — to sense the feet of mastodons
shortly before they landed on our heads.
"Yes. Because we actually do hear way
down below the conventional 20Hz —
we hear down to about 3-5Hz."

If such notions seem esoteric or metaphysical, well, de Paravicini is no more a
traditional bloke than the V20 is atrad
audio design — every aspect of the amp
is an expression of de Paravicini the man.

extra leverage to handle this heavy amp.
On the back are an IEC inlet, aset of
high-quality, gold-plated RCA connectors, and vertically mounted speaker terminals (a bit of atight squeeze to set up)
with 4and 8ohm taps.
Working from the outside in
De Paravicini chose the 12AX7 tube
Check out the thematic use of gentle
for its benign breakup characteristics,
curves and spheres within spheres, like a easy availability, cost-effectiveness (reCalder mobile or aGoya nude; the lovetubing should cost around $300), and
ly crescent faceplate rising like anew sun potential for long life. With ten 12AX7s
over the horizon; the warm hardwood per channel, de Paravicini employs five
accents peering out at you like Minnie
tubes to cover each phase of the pushMouse's ears, behind them apair of pull circuit. "They operate as pure triblack gloss mesh cages looking for all the
odes and are always driven hard in pure
world like aset of overhead cams. But class-A," he explains. "Enhanced triode
instead of pistons there's an array of means the tubes are never allowed to be
small-signal 12AX7 tubes, traditionally
running in what Icall the cutoff mode."
configured as preamp tubes but never —
He uses 15dB of negative feedback "to
until now — as output devices.
tidy things up, not as acrutch," and the
Far out. Iwanted to take it out on the
V20 has "a damping factor on the order
road for aspin.
of about 20. It runs balanced in operaStill, as radical as this aspect of the V20
tion, behaves symmetrically, and doesn't
seems, the elemental simplicity of how it care what the phase of the signal going
makes things happen is less important in is. It has the ability to deliver acurthan what it accomplishes —which is to
rent that's relatively unflustered by
make music palpable, involving, and real.
impedances, so it can drive awide range
Essentially, the V20 is astraight power of speakers without falling apart."
amp with high enough input sensitivity
to accommodate your sources. There is
100-year-old brandy
no initial gain stage. The power transIn reviewing some notes dating back sevformer is up front in the middle, while
eral months, to when Ifirst received the
the output transformers are in the rear,
V20 for audition, it seems as though the
where an external roll bar gives the user sultan of simile was hard at work conjur-

Measurements
he EAR V20 left Chip Stern's New
T
I York apartment in pristine condi-

tion, but by the time it arrived at our
Santa Fe offices there were visible signs
of shipping damage, induding dents in
one of the protective tube cages. Nothing in the following measurements,
however, suggests any operational damage or degradation.
In normal operation, the cages surrounding the EAR V20's tubes get quite
warm, but never uncomfortably hot. It's
likely that the lower-than-normal operating temperature is due to the choice of
multiple small, low-power output tubes
in place of afew large ones.
The V20's line input impedance
measured 35.4k ohms at 1IcHz. The
output impedance from the 8 ohm
speaker terminals measured a minimum of 0.77 ohms and amaximum of
1.14 ohms, the latter at 20kHz. The corresponding values from the 4ohm taps
were 0.47 ohms and 0.62 ohms —
respectably low values for atube amplifier. The output impedance at the V20's
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tape-monitor jacks was 1k ohm with a
25 ohm source impedance, and 1.56k
ohms with a600 ohm output impedance, indicating an unbuffered tape output. At the maximum setting of the
level control the voltage in 8ohms gain
was 313dB at the 8ohm taps, 28.1dB at
the 4ohm taps.
Itook all measurements (except for
gain) at alevel setting that produced a
gain of 292dB with an 8ohm load driven from the 8ohm taps. (100mV input
produced a1W output.) The physical
setting of the control at this point was
approximately 4:00 — very close to
maximum gain.
The DC offset measured 02mV in
the left channel, 0.1mV in the right—
essentially irrelevant. The signal/noise
ratio (ref. 1W into 8ohms) measured
76.5dB from 22Hz to 22kHz and
71.5dB from 10Hz to 500kHz, both
unweighted, and 85.4dB A-weighted.
The EAR is noninverting from its inputs
to its loudspeaker terminals. Its volumecontrol tracking was good, within

0.13dB over the range from 9:00 to
maximum. However, the right channel
was approximately 0.5dB louder than
the left at all tested positions. This might
well vary from sample to sample and/or
with different sets of tubes.
Fig.1 shows the V20's frequency
response. The response into asimulated
loudspeaker load does indicate the dips
and peaks typical of an amplifier with a
high output impedance, but in this case
1111R[0.111.. LYN VA 10.10.111.

Moen., lbeelre• OF vs In.me-71.1
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Fig.1

EAR V20, frequency response at (from top to
bottom): 1W into 8ohms, 8ohm tap, 2W
into 4ohms, 4ohm tap, and 2.828V into
simulated loudspeaker load, 4ohm tap
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
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EAR
ing up aural impressions. Terms like
"lush," "rich," "textured," and "bloomy"
appear over and over again, as if Iwas in
search of some lost chord, scratching
away at the very limits of language in a
vain attempt to fully convey the nature of
the V20's musical pedigree.
But words can be double-edged. To
describe the bass response of aparticular
component as "lean" might convey tautness, articulation, and muscularity to
one person, but to another thinness and
alack of body. And in characterizing the
sound of the V20 as "lush," Ineed to
break it down even further — Icertainly
don't mean to imply anything "lugubrious," in the senses of syrupy, indistinct,
or wildly colored.
No — the V20's midrange was seductively lush but extraordinarily articulate.
If the sound of the Mesa Tigris integrated tube amplifier that Ireviewed in
August is afull-bodied yet earthy white
wine, the sound of the V20 was analogous to that of an aged-in-the-cask, 100year-old brandy that nevertheless allows
all the details and subtleties of light to
shine through its deep amber hue.
The glory of the V20's lush midrange
was its incredible resolution: naturally
bloomy yet beautifully detailed, euphonic yet harmonically accurate. Nowhere
was this more evident than in the V20's
ability to re-create the fast, complex tran-

o

000
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0.14

410
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EAR V20, small-signal 10kHz squarewave
into 8ohms.

Fig.3

EAR V20, THD+noise (%) vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 2kHz): 4W into 2
ohms, 2W into 4ohms (both 4ohm tap),
1W into 8ohms (8 ohm tap), and 2.83V
into simulated loudspeaker load (right
channel dashed).
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sients and dynamic contrasts of the
acoustic piano without coming apart at
the seams. In my experience, setting the
system gain so that one can experience
pianissimo details at arealistic volume
level is to invite trouble. For instance, on
his recording of the Brahms Ballade No.1
in d (CBS Masterworks MK 37800),
Glenn Gould begins ruminatively with
pastel chords, gently pedaling, luxuriating in the afterglow as the strings melt
into silence. Ifelt myself following the
overtones all the way into silence, when
in short order Gould shifts fromftoff, to
Mach 4, to 5on the Richter scale, with
massive, percussive chords full of tragic
yearning. The V20 never faltered or
went crunch, maintaining astable, rocksteady image while clearly delineating
individual nuances in all registers with
ease and distinction. The tolling middleregister chords that undulate suggestively
in the middle section of Ballade No3 in
b, only to be punctuated by bell-like
upper-register filigrees, were depicted by
the V20 with sparkling sweetness but
without etching or italicizing.
Found on another page of notes: "triode warmth and bloom, but damn near
pentode character in its depiction of the
bass." Well, perhaps Iwas gilding the
lily abit; having had anumber of other
integrated amps in the rack since then,
each one's depiction of the bass proved a

defining trademark. And while the V20
had excellent bass articulation for atriode amp, it lacked the speed, immediacy, forward thrust, and pacing of the
Mesa Tigris in that amp's two-thirdspentode/one-third-triode mode. In fact,
Ifound that when Iwould first turn on
the V20, its rhythm and pacing were
rather slow; it needed to be up and running for at least an hour before Icould
get atrue feel for its tempo. So, prior to
road-testing the V20 with some rock
and hip-hop during the final audition
phase, Ileft it on for several days so it
would be fully aerobicized.
On "Come Together," from the Beatles' Abbey Road (Parlophone CDP 7
46446), Paul McCartney's bass sounded
kinda laid-back, and the attack on Ringo
Starr's bass drum wasn't quite as visceral
as Iwould have liked. But the actual tonal
nature of his tuned calfskin bass drum
was dead on, the stability and detail and
depth of separation of each image in the
stereo soundfield pretty damn surprising.
Erykah Badu's Baduiztn (Universal
UD-53027), with its acoustic jazz/blues
top and hip-hop bottom, proved even
more daunting. On "Appletree," the bass
lacked dance-club immediacy but possessed beaucoup de weight and harmonic
detail. Still, not for nothing am Iknown as
"Clip" Stern. "More gain!" went out the
cry to the engine room, and my engineer

the output impedance is only moderately high, and the response alterations are
much more benign than is often seen in
tube amplifiers. Fig2 shows the EAR's
output waveform with a101cHz squarewave. This is afine result with agood
risetime, no overshoot, and rounding of
the leading edge of the waveform typical of most amplifiers, tube or solidstate. The EAR's lIcHz squarewave response, not shown, is excellent.
The physical separation of the two

channels' tubes suggests an above-average channel separation, and this is what
Ifound. L-R separation was slightly
better than in the other direction, but
both were better than 95dB below
21cHz. Above that. •
uency, the crosstalk rose at the usual.. /octave, due to
capacitive coupling between channels,
to reach -70dB at 501cHz.
The THD+noise vs frequency results
in fig3 are very good for atube amplifier. This is obviously avery linear circuit,
particularly in the rnidband. Fig.4 shows
the 1
kHz THD+noise output waveform of the EAR at 4W into 2ohms.
While there is an obvious second-harmonic dominance, there are also clear
indications of higher-order components. These are more pronounced with
a2ohm load (not shown).
Fig.5 shows the EAR's output spectrum driving 50Hz at 18W into a4
ohm load. The most significant artifact
is the third harmonic at 150Hz (-43dB,
or 0.7%). The intermodulation in the
output caused by a combined 19+
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Truro.

Fig.4 EAR V20, IkHz waveform at 2W into
4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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cranked the V20 past 2o'clock without
bringing up any discernible residual noise,
which gave the bass the kind of attack and
forward character Iwanted.
But bass transients got really daffy on
the succeeding power ballad, "Other Side
of the Game," where Ifinally succeeded
in clipping the V20. It was kind of an
upper-bass belch, but the midrange and
high end remained clear and coherent. By
contrast, on the Tigris, the bass on this
track held together but the amp took on a
glare in the presence region; acall =le in
from the engine room for less gain or
more negative feedback. Still, the V20's
control of Badu's vocals never wavered.
The distinction in character and inflection
between each register — warm, smoky
bottom; smooth, breezy midrange; wispy,
broken-eggshell upper register — was
wondrously clear and uncolored.
Symphonic music really let the V20
strut its stuff. Natures Realm, ICavi Alexander's Blumlein-miked recording of
the Philadelphia Orchestra (Water Lily
Acoustics WLA-W5-66-CD), is ajoy,
not least for its use of de Paravicini triode
tube gear throughout. On the closing
passages of Liszes Les Préludes (from
13:50 till the end), the V20's control of
low-level information was effortless and
detailed, with astriking sense of venue.
The depiction of left-right movement
between the first and second string sec-

dons, as well as front-to-back brass and
timpani accents, was also incredibly
vivid — in addition, Igot areal sense of
the top and bottom of the hall. Strings
were uncommonly warm and smooth,
with abasted-in-butter glow; the soundstaging was almost endlessly deep, the
dynamics quick and compelling, and the
resolution and separation of complex
images stable and coherent.
And in the end, the V20's pinpoint
resolution, depth of soundstaging, and
refined overload characteristics renewed
my sense of discovery on countless classic
jazz recordings. On "Here's That Rainy
Day," from Johnny Smith's eponymous
1967 album (Verve 314 537 752-2), the
V20 revealed layers of dimensionality I'd
never quite apprehended by gently
focusing Smith's electric-acoustic guitar
front and center, and granting amore
capacious spatial berth to Hank Jones'
rhapsodic, swinging piano, George
Duviviees melodically centered acoustic
bass, and Don Lammond's crystalline
cymbals and crisp snare drum.
Where the piano's acoustic space had
always felt pretty boxy before, the V20
seemed to help extend it beyond the
borders of the left-channel speaker. And
on Smith's solo rendition of "Shenandoah," Icould practically smell the forest floor, all cool and piney ... the feel of
aman leaning over his guitar, the per-

cussive quality of the acoustic box and
the sustaining characteristics of the amp
all distinct, yet blended together in a
lush, sweet manner that was utterly
convincing in its poetic portrayal of
Smith's glacial attack and cathedral tone.
Toss another log on the fire and gaze at
the aura around the moon.
Speaking about speakers
If you're considering purchasing apair of
loudspeakers along with an integrated
amplifier like the V20, Isuggest you
audition the V20 with acoherent set of
high-sensitivity, high-definition twoways for the last word in air, resolution,
and soundstaging. Not that Iwould discount asensitive set of full-range speakers — but how loud do you need to go,
pilgrim, and how big is your room? In
my wife's smaller, more limited acoustic
space, we got good resolution, detail, and
bass focus with apair ofJoseph RM22si
speakers set up only 6" from the back
wall, aset of EchoBusters absorptive
panels, and the Audio Refinements CD
player with its 800mV output voltage.
When it comes to fine electronics, the
Josephs are especially complementary
and revealing, they renewed my appreciation for the V20's midrange articulation, while refocusing my attention on
its rolled-off top end, which some might
think atad too triode for their speaker of

Measurements
20kIlz source at 13.5W into 4ohms is
shown in fig.6. The highest IM here is
at 18IcHz (-51.6dB, or just under 0.3%).
At 14.7W into 8ohms (not shown) the
IM at 18kHz dropped to -53.8dB
(about 0.15%), but increases to -83dB
(just under 0.01%) at lkHz.
Fig.7 shows the THD+noise percentage vs output power curves for the
V20, one channel driven, at lkHz. The
discrete clipping measurements (1%
THD+noise at 1kHz) are shown in
Table 1. The V20 easily exceeds its spec-

ified output power. Using the Miller
Audio Research Amplifier Profiler, John
Atkinson tested the V20's output power
under toneburst conditions, which
more closely approximates how the amplifier will behave with amusic signal.
The result for the 4ohm tap is shown in
fig.8. The maximum output power
from this tap is actually given into 2
ohms—red trace, 32.15W for 1%
THD, 35.4W for 3% THD — suggesting that the V20's output transformer is
optimized for loads slightly lower than

Table 1 EAR V20
Output power at 1Ittlz,
1% THD+noise

Load

One Channel
Driven
W (dBVV)
(L)

8ohms 28.5 (14.6) 293 (14.7) 29.4 (14.7)
(line V)
116V
116V
113V
4ohms 26.5 (11.2) 26.7 (11.3) 26.8 (11.4)
(line V)
116V
115V
115V
2ohms
28.4 (8.5)
(line V)
115V

Oil Of Cell MR V»
Vit 4.4410445..n 44 1.1.4 • Dom
.0

Both Channels
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EAR V20, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at 18W into 4ohms, 4ohm
tap (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.6 EAR V20, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 13.5W into 4
ohms, 4ohm tap (linear frequency scale).

Fig.7

EAR V20, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to top
at 1W): 8ohms (8 ohm tap), 4ohms,
2ohms (both 4ohm tap).
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choice. However, in our main listening
room, the V20 gently mellowed and
sweetened the sharper top end of the
Celestion M (with its titanium-dome
tweeter), while endowing the upperbass and midrange frequencies with fullbodied presence. Back in my wife's
room, she experienced the sound as
warm, full, nonfatiguing, and natural.

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Rega Planar 3
turntable, Rega RB300 toneartn,
Grado Reference Master cartridge;
Audio Refinements AM/FM tunet
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD player, California
Audio Labs Delta CD transport and
Alpha 24/96 tube DAC, Audio
Refinements CD player.
Preamplification: EAR 834P tube
phono preamplifier.

Conclusions
The EAR V20 is as much an aural as a
visual sculpture — a magical musical
instrument designed by a visionary
audio maverick. The level of musical
detail and involvement Iexperienced
comparably priced solid-state combos,
compared favorably with some of the
for that matter. However, the listener
finest tube separates, yet though Iwas
who would most cherish the V20 is not
utterly charmed by its sonic signature,
concerned with loosening dental fillings
this amp is not for everybody. It needs
or caving in Puff Daddy's chest cavity.
to be judged on its own terms.
Slam factor and concert-level volume
While Iwas comfortable in recomare less important issues than purity of
mending that listeners who majored in
expression, and such listeners will be
rhythm and pacing and minored in
more than satisfied with the V20's laidacoustic music should audition the
back yet solid bottom end and its
Mesa Tigris, Igive roughly the opposite
smooth, natural portrayal of the top end.
advice in attempting to connect the V20
The listener most likely to enjoy a
with its potential audience. UnquestionV20 is one who cherishes the euphonic
ably, the triode V20 is marginally less
midrange qualities of asingle-ended tricompelling in its portrayal of the big, fat
ode design, but considers that style of
transients that give electric music its
amp too dynamically limited to fully
snap and slam, particularly when audidepict the entire range of music they
tioned next to certain pentode, tetrode,
enjoy. The best analogy Ican think of to
and Ultralinear-based tube setups — or

the nominal rating. This is sensible,
given that 4ohm loudspeakers generally drop lower than 4ohms for some of
the time. The low loop negative feedback means that the distortion rises with
increasing power levels, the amplifier
clipping very gently.
CS was somewhat bothered by the

Fig.8

V20's bass character, so JA repeated the
fig.8 tests at 20Hz, as well as 51cHz. The
results are shown in fig.9. While the
amplifier's 5kHz behavior (red trace)
was basically identical to that at lkHz
(black), at 20Hz (blue trace), the rise in
distortion with output power was complex, with asudden rise above 5W, but

EAR V20. 4ohm tap, distortion (WO vs IkHz burst output power into 8ohms (green trace),
4ohms (blue), 2obres (red), and Iobre (black).
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rtg.9

Integrated amplifier: Mesa Tigris.
Loudspeakers: Celestion M, Joseph RM22si.
Cables: Synergistic Research and JPS
Labs interconnects, speaker cables,
power cords.
Accessories: Argent RoomLenses,
EchoBusters room treatments, PolyCrystal brass speaker spikes and cones,
Shalcti Stones.
-Chip Stern

characterize the sonic parallels and differences between asingle-ended triode
amp and de Paravicini's enhanced triode
design is to compare apre-Beethoven
fortepiano with amodern, industrialage instrument built on ahigh-tension
steel frame: With the modern instrument and the V20 you get the purity of
midrange articulation and bloom you
crave, but with greater volume and
dynamic headroom, more weight and
presence, and enhanced articulation and
projection in the frequency extremes.
All in all, the V20 is such acongenial
house guest that no hard sell should be
required before your significant other
accords it aplace of honor in your livind
room.

local minima at 12W and 20W. It is
possible that this behavior does correlate
with the bass region's lack of viscerality.
This is avery solid set of measurements for an integrated tube amplifier.
The EAR is low powered, but within its
limitations it performs very well on the
test bench.
-Thomas.). Norton

EAR V20. 4obre tap, distortion (4o) on burst output power into 4ohms at tkHz (black trace),
Skit, (red), and 2042 (blue).
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Equipment

Report

Jonathan

Scull

Linn Klimax 500 Solo monoblock
power amplifier

R

ecently Ifound myself on the
phone with Linn's chief design
engineer, Bill Miller, talking
about switch-mode power supplies. Affable Mr. Miller was ensconced in Linn
HQ in Glasgow, Scotland. After abit I
inquired if Head Man Ivor 'Tiefenbrun
was about the manse, and was quickly
handed over. "You're such acheeky guy.
Why'd you call it the Klimax?"
"Well, Jonathan," Ivor breathed
soothingly in alilting Scots burr, "it simply represents the climax of many years
of werrrie, you see ..."
Yeah, right. Ismiled and considered
the veritable field day of bad jokes
awaiting my twisted sense of humor.
In fact, the Klimax is perfectly
named. It's billed as a"solo" singlespeaker power amplifier designed for
multichannel audio and audio/video
systems. At the 1999 CES, This Jaded
Reporter was stunned into silence —
imagine — by awall-mounted vertical
array of eight Klimax monoblocks on an
Linn Aktiv system fed by asuave Linn
CD12 CD player. Gadzooks!
The look of the amp is pure Star
Wars Contemporary from any angle.
Incredibly, each amp is only about 14"
square, no more than about 21
/"tall in
2
its stockinged feet, and weighs an easyto-handle 20 lbs or so.' Heave it aloft
and regard the masterful work of Alistair Brown, Linn's head of industrial
design. From the bottom-rear threequarters view, it looks ready for the next
space-epic fracas. The cooling fan — the
afterburner —is caged in astubby housing at the rear, and the underside is slotted and shaped like fellow Scot David
Coultard's Fl McLaren Mercedes. The
elegantly louvered top-plate overhangs
the rear deck, so you'd best be prepared
to mount 'em high or get way down low
on your knees, knave. Ya gotta suffer for
your art, they say.
The beautifully finished case is precision-milled from two solid sections of
aluminum alloy by acomputer-controlled multi-axis machine. The top
plate is finished off with aSwiss SIP verI"About," "or so"... the manual quotes millimeters
and kilograms.
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Linn Klimax 500 Solo monoblock power amplifier

tical jig borer. Sounds impressive. The
dense case construction protects and stabilizes the electronics and functions as a
"heat exchanger," as Linn puts it. Inside
are two circuit boards, one each side of
the central exchanger. One board comprises the power supply, the other the
audio circuitry. This keeps the signal
path simple and short, so as to generate
minimal electrical noise.
In most amplifiers the power supply

Description: Solid-state class-AB
monoblock power amplifier with
switch-mode power supply. Inputs:
balanced (XLR), pin 2 hot; singleended (RCA). Signal-sensing turn-on
threshold: >150pV. Output connectors: Neutrik Speakon 4 standard,
binding posts optional. Options:
wall-mount system, active crossover
system, binding-post output terminals. Output power: 500W RMS into
4 ohms (24dBVV), 290W RMS into 8
ohms (24.6dBVV). Harmonic distortion: <0.02%. Peak output voltage:
70V. Frequency response: 2Hz60kHz, —3dB. Input impedance: unbalanced 7k ohms, balanced 7k
ohms. Voltage gain: 28.6dB unbalanced, 22.6dB balanced. Input level
at clipping: 1.67V RMS unbalanced,
3.34V RMS balanced. Mains input

consists of alarge transformer, arectifier
bridge, and "reservoir" capacitors often as
big as the transformer. Many designs
include voltage regulators to tinkink and
smooth the incoming cacophony of the
AC mains. Regulators also bump up
power dissipation, so efficient heat dissipation is amust. As Linn suggests, the
bulk of these parts "dominate" the size
and "tightness" of the signal path. Conventional power supplies are, however,

range: 90-126VAC, 200-253VAC at
50/60Hz. Maximum input power:
900W. Typical operating input power.
39W. Standby power: 3W.
Dimensions: 14" W by 21h" H by 14"
D. Weight: 20 lbs (9kg).
Serial number of units reviewed:
1006/1007.
Price: 89500 each. Approximate
number of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: Linn Products Ltd.,
Floors Road, Waterfoot, Glasgow
G76 OEP, Scotland, UK. Tel: (44) 141307-7777. Fax: (44) 141-644-4262.
Web: www.Linn.Co.uk. US distributor: Linn Products Inc., 4540 Southside Blvd., Suite 402, Jacksonville, FL
32216. Tel: (888) 671-LINN (US
only), (904) 645-5242. Fax: (904)
645 7275. Web: www.Linninc.com.
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All Digital &Video Cable also available!

PT-6 & PT-8 Toneamts
Binding Post Wrench
$7.99
UltraConnect 2: (w/deaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF &Digital Noise Filter (set of 4).Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
S-4 Silver Tonearrn Cable: NEW!!
All Power Cords also available!
SorboGel Little Feet:(set of 4)5.39.99 New!
SorboGel Big Feet:(set of 4) 559.99 New!
Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

SCall

NOW ONLY S129.99

The ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Disc! lifilalen

Gruv-Glide II -

Improves sound, removes static, ,rnproves tracking, records and styli last longer

$21.99

RECORD SLEEVES INNER -S30/100 9.11/F.8 -$20/100 JPN Resealabie -S30/100

,r,
\

FREE expert
Installation

COrfrldge
uPS"

Please obi. oboul ow Package p,,,,. 1 Fa. ALL VPI Tut ',able Models ,

TURNTABLES:
NW -19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined ior direct
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mork III ($599) /HW-19 Mork IV ($1199)
HIN-19 MARK Ill -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & armboard, block acrylic
1011, plotter and spring suspension
HVI-19MARK. IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb black acrylic plotter.

SCALE

SCALL

tel2tip
*CALL
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 sizel Requires only a 22" x 16' space,
Features TNT 3/4 platter, bearing & motor. Beautiful block acrylic finish! Upgrodable!. SCALE
TNT.JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by a solidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. Stainless steel motor assembly.
Meet
•
TNT SERIES. 3 8,.4 -The ultimate in turntable technology. Analog product of 1997.

SCALE
«ALA

TOMPAIRMS:
THE.JMIN MEMORIAL -VPI has designed an all-out affordable
toneorm reference that is extraordinary in its ability to extract information from an LP's grooves. Soundstage is wide & deep with air &
separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top
to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also available in 12' version for
TNT. 5-star rated in TAS issue 1061
SCALL

CLEANING MACHINES: rumizen
t,
11W-I6.5 to be an outstanding
performer Inc ,,', ,,,ni surfaces are microscopically Clew, & are so pristine they look new!" 'ilia,' Mov‘,.7in,

E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO (765) 778-2715

Features: Self-contained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs record at stimr lime: Bidirectional cleaning: pushbutton reminds: -The
most deluxe record cleaner on the market!"

I4W-17F -SCallIll
NW-17F 220v -SCall
Fully automatic, Bidirectional cleaning!!
Cooling Ion
Ltd. Time Offer!!!

HW-16.5 -SCall!!!
110 or 220volt
Semi Automatic
Ltd. Time Offer!!!

ACCESSORIES:
POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filler.

GREAT UPGRADE!! ..... $399.99
SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM New flagship speed controller and power filter
SCall
1-1W-19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SCALL STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed SI 7.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE$14.99 CROSS CHECK LEVEL(Newl) $9.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS, UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIESII

SUMIKO

CARTRIDGE & TURNTABLE

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge

ORDER TOLL FREE: et
1-800-782-3472 11111.""
ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669

1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN
46064

•Add Surniko Blue Pt. Special'. SCall
•Add Benz -Micro Glider' SCall
Add The LIFT & get it installed for FREE'

in U.3.a.

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME SALE!
UP TO 50% OFF ¡MW TONEARM!
CD Clarifier:
34 99

Creek Phono Stages: OBH-8/8SE and OBH-9

made

SALE!!!

VISA

e

"ALL In -Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

TURNTABLES:
SCALL Pro-Ject 6.1 Turntable
SCALL Pro-Ject 1.2 Turntable

SALE!!!
SCALL
$CALL
/

150+pagel$3" U.S.A. /$5" INTL.
CATALOG .1 FREE WITH ORDER!!
DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: $5 lack'. items .504 ea.)

/3-Doy Select: 13Items $7 (add. Items $1 ea.) /
2nd Doy Air: 1-3 Items: S8 (mitt. Items $1.25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING: CALL OR FAX!
CANADA, 1st Item $7.00 (odtl. items $1 S')

Linn
simple, reliable, tolerant of overload, and
predictable in behavior. Then again, Linn
points afinger at them for being "heavy,
slow to respond, inefficient, causing high
mains-power distortion that can produce
electrical and acoustic noise. They also
require arelatively long and exposed
audio path." They've got apoint.
The !Climax runs on Silent Power'
Brilliant' Switch Mode Power Supply
technology, which Linn has been developing in their lower-powered products
for several years. The concept isn't new;
switch-mode supplies have been powering computers for ages. But their use in
audio has been problematic. The potential benefits, according to Linn, are their
diminutive size, efficiency, fast response,
tolerance of mains input and loads, and
"environmental friendliness."
In switch-mode power supply the
incoming AC mains is filtered and rectified to generate an extremely highvoltage DC supply of 300 to 350V.
That's too high for the circuitry to
draw from, not to mention that it's

Klimax

500

connected directly to the incoming
mains supply. (The manual cautions, by
the by, that the case shouldn't be opened
by anyone but aqualified Limne.)
Fast semiconductor switches chop up
that high voltage and apply it to asmall
transformer that both transforms the
voltage to ausable level for the circuitry
to sip from, and provides an isolation
barrier from the mains supply. The
transformer can be small because its size
decreases as operating frequency increases. A little guy running at 601cHz is
far smaller than one operating at amains
frequency of 60Hz. The transformer in
the Klima): is smaller than a11
b" cube.
At 50 or 60Hz it might deliver something around 5W. As implemented in
the 'Climax, it delivers (according to the
specs) on the order of 1000W!
Fast rectifiers and asmall coil and
capacitor sit at the transformer's output
to filter and convert the high-frequency
waveform back to DC for the circuitry.
"The reservoir capacitors are about the
size of thimbles, but they give better fil-

tering than those the size of beer cans as
found in other very powerful amplifiers."
A neat trick: By controlling the timing of the switches, the output voltage
can be held constant or varied as needed
without resorting to voltage regulators.
This all takes place well above the audible range — agood thing, as Mothra, er,
Martha would say.
How fast are the semiconductor
switches? They turn on and off in about
20 nanoseconds —20 billionths of a
second! The overload protection for the
switches can detect apotentially destructive condition and protect the
switches in less than half amicrosecond
(half amillionth of asecond) ... but
there are problems. The first is simply
the inherent complication of such a
device. After years of effort, Linn claims
they now can build amore reliable
component than the conventional
power supply it replaces.
Another serious problem is keeping
the high-frequency signals from morphing into electrical noise. "The scale of the

is little to comment on here. The response into asimulated loudspeaker
load differs little from the response into
apure resistance, which is characteristic
of an amplifier with alow output impedance. The 10kHz squarewave response (fig2) exhibits agood risetime,
with asoftened leading edge (very common among even the best amplifiers)
and no overshoot or ringing. The 11cHz
squarewave response, not shown, is
nearly ideal.
The small-signal THD+noise vs frequency curves are plotted in fig3. The
results show increasing levels of distortion
with lower load impedances — another
common result. The distortion from the
balanced input is, in all cases, lower than
that from the unbalanced connection, but
to no pronounced degree.

The waveform of the distortion at
2W into 4 ohms is shown in fig.4.
'While there is aclear second-order
component, significant amounts of
higher-order distortion are visible,
though the actual distortion levels are

Measurements
full set of measurements of the
Linn 'Climax was made using its
A
balanced input, with selected measure-

ments repeated in unbalanced mode
where noted.
Following its 1
/
3-power, one-hour
preconditioning test, the 'Climax's chassis was barely warm. The input impedance measured 7.7k ohms (82k ohms
unbalanced). The output impedance
measured aminuscule 0.043 ohms at
1
kHz, increasing to 0.071 ohms at
20kHz, both assessed by measuring the
voltage rise when an 8ohm load was
open-circuited. Using 4ohm loads, this
increased by amaximum of 0.01 ohm at
20kHz, to 0.081 ohm. Voltage gain into
8ohms measured 223dB balanced and
28.6dB unbalanced. The signal/noise
ratio ref. 1W into 8ohms measured
96dB over a22Hz-221cHz bandwidth,
88.4dB from 10Hz to 50kHz, and
98.8dB A-weighted. The corresponding
unbalanced figures were 91dB, 83.5dB,
and 93.8dB, respectively. The 'Climax is
noninverting when driven from its positive, unbalanced input; at the balanced,
XLR input terminal, pin 2is positive.
DC offset measured alow 12mV.
Fig.1 shows the 'Climax's frequency
response. Only the balanced result is
shown; the unbalanced is virtually identical. Apart from the relatively common
degree of high-frequency rolloff, there
Stereophile, October 1999
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Fig.2 Linn Klimax 500 Solo, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.1

Linn Klimax 500 Solo, frequency response
at (from top to bottom): 2.828V into
simulated loudspeaker load, 8ohms, and
4ohms (1dB/vertical div.).

io

Fig.3 Linn Klimax 500 Solo, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at 2kHz):
4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 1W
into 8ohms, and 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load (balanced curves are
each slightly lower than unbalanced).
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problem is quite daunting," quoth engineer Miller. "If the high-frequency signal
applied to the transformer was connected to an external antenna, it would obliterate radio reception for miles around,
so please don't try this at home!"
Obviously, such behavior must be
tamed. Ivor speaks with earnest zeal:
'This doesna' happen by accident, but
takes experience, precision engineering,
and diligent quality control. Only then can
the potential audio benefits of switch
mode begin to be revealed and exploited."
Circuitry
The 'Climax uses all-surface-mount technology and eight bipolar output power
transistors. "Essential circuitry takes maximum advantage of the inherent linearity
of bipolars (unlike MOSFETs), and manages their potentially slower switch-off
characteristic." Designer Bill Miller chose
class-AB for the 'Climax, with circuitry "to
control precisely the handover from one
power device to the °then" The 'Climax is
direct-coupled with aDC servo to mini-

mize output offset voltige; the technique
avoids capacitors in the signal path.
The amplifier has asimple "decision-

making" protection circuit. Either the
output current is safe or it's not, in
which case the amplifier shuts down for
several seconds. An unsafe output current is defined as aparticular level above
acertain threshold for acertain length
of time, or an instantaneous current

above an absolute threshold. If neither
of these conditions are violated, the
amplifier is delivering all the current
requested by the load. "It's very easy to
tell when our protection circuitry triggers; the amplifier stops."
The 'Climax may be small, but it's
quite powerful. It's rated at about 290W
into 8ohms, and ahefty 500Wpc into
Linn's standard load of 4 ohms. "We
don't do this to claim abigger output
power, but to show our amplifiers are
intended and fully specified for operation into 4 ohm loudspeakers. Most
Linn loudspeakers, of course, have
nominally 4ohms input impedance."
Despite the efficiency of the design, it
still must dissipate considerable heat, and
does so with natural and forced-air convection. You'll want to leave a little
breathing room around the amps. Natural air convection works under most
"normal" conditions, heated air rising up
and out via the central heat exchanger.
The internal fan trips when the amplifier is driven "enthusiastically" or if venti-

tortion products are generally very low:
-74.4dB at the third harmonic of 150Hz
(about 0.02%), and -89.6dB (just over
0.003%) at the fifth, 250Hz.
Fig.6 shows the output spectrum
resulting from acombined 19+20kHz
signal — it shows the intermodulation
products resulting from an input signal
consisting of an equal combination of
these two frequencies — at 273W into 4
ohms. Visible clipping is present above
this output with this signal. The resulting
IM distortion at licHz is under -86dB
(0.005%); the highest component, at
18kHz, is -82dB (just under 0.01%).
The corresponding measurement at
145W into 8ohms (not shown) indicates even lower levels of IM distortion.
The curves for 11cHz THD+noise vs
output are shown in fig.Z where the

!Climax's high power output is evident
You will see no curve for the 2 ohm
condition; the 'Climax blew its main
power-supply fuse before aplot could
be made. The same fuse blew when I
attempted to take the Linn's discrete
power output into a4ohm load. The
only discrete reading obtained was
therefore into an 8ohm load: 299.5W
into 8ohms (24.8 dBW) at 1% THD+
noise (114V power line). It wasn't possible to perform any pulse power testing
using the Miller Audio Research Amplifier Profiler, there apparently being
some incompatibility between the
Limes output stage and the analyzer's
singled-ended input.
Except for its perhaps overprotective
main fuse, the Linn Klimax's test-bench
results are first-class. —Thomas J. Norton

Leave alittle breathing
room around the amps.
Natural air convection
works under most
"normal" conditions,
heated air rising up and
out via the central
heat exchanger.

Measurements
quite low. The distortion waveforms are
very similar at 1W into 8ohms and 4W
into 2ohms (neither shown).
Fig.5 shows the !Climax's output
spectrum at 335W into a4ohm load
when driven by a50Hz signal. The dis-

Fig.4

Linn Klimax 500 Solo, IkHz waveform at
2W into 4 ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Linn Klimax 500 Solo, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 335W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Fig.6

003

Linn Klimax 500 Solo, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 273W
into 4 ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.7

Linn Klimax 500 Solo, distortion (
0
4 vs
continuous output power into 8 ohms, 4
ohms, 2 ohms, and 1ohm.
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lation is poor. If the IClirnarc gets too hot,
it'll shut down until its surface temperature drops to asafe level. Kathleen managed to pound one into thermal overload at SPLs that nearly popped the windows out of their frames. "This is to
meet international safety regulations,
not to protect the circuitry, which can
operate reliably with the case very uncomfortably hot to the touch." Ivor just
wants you (and K-10) to know that.
The fan draws cool air in through the
back of the amplifier and blows it along
the heat exchanger, venting through the
front, top, and bottom of the case. The
fan is very quiet in operation, and, when
activated, can be heard only between
music selections. The high-thermalmass casework usually absorbs short
bursts of high power input with aslow
rise in temperature and the natural convection of the heat exchanger.
The IClirnarc's automatic internal AC
mains voltage switch allows it to operate
from 90 to 260VAC. When the mains
supply is below 140VAC, two seconds
after turn-on the power supply switches
to low range with ajust-audible dick, and
remains that way as long as there's power.
Each !Climax runs on two power supplies. A small auxiliary supply remains
energized whenever power is applied. It
supplies the discrete, elegantly inset
blue front-panel LED and acircuit that
detects audio input signals. The signal
detector is "very sensitive," but holds
about asecond before powering up to
be certain the signal is real and not
noise. The Klimax remains in drive, as it
were, for 10 minutes after the end of
signal, then reverts to standby mode.
The tube rush from ahigh-gain MC
phono stage might trigger the sensor, so
if you want your 'Climax to idle down

between sets, watch the noise! (Muting
the preamplifier or turning down the
volume does the trick.)
The 'Climax has both unbalanced single-ended RCA inputs and balanced
XLRs. Selection is made via aswitch on
the back panel; green LEDs indicate condition, but good lude bending over (ouffil)

The Klimax has the same
virtuoso transparency in
the midbass as the YBA,
but it's much more
exuberant about it.
and peering under the overhanging case
top to see it! Oy gevalt! Ithought I'd
popped atweetet but it was just my knee.
Both signals are echoed out the singleended line-out RCA, permitting adaisychain of multiple IClimaxes. (There's a
thought) By the way, the selector switch
doesn't directly pass the audio signal, but
rather sends acontrol signal to a"distortionless" solid-state switch.
The standard speaker outputs are a
pair of Neutrik Speakon 4connectors.
These bayonet-lock to make aconvenient and secure contact point, and two
plus and two minus terminals per fitting
make possible two speaker cables per
connector. All connections are identical
and wired directly to the amplifier output. Linn positions the Klimax as a"universal" amplifier solution for stereo or
multichannel, so it's also available with
standard binding posts. But fire-hose
speaker cables will find the cockpit
cramped. These amps were from the first
production run, and came with Neutrilcs.

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: La Luce turntable;
SpJ tonearm; Koetsu Rosewood Signature Platinum, Forsell Air Force One,
van den Hul Grasshopper IV Gold
phono cartridges.
Digital sources: Forsell Air Bearing
CD transport, Burmester 969 CD
transport, dCS 972 sample-rate converter, dCS Elgar D/A converter at
24/192 either direct to the amps and
into the preamp.
Preamplifier: the Burmester 808
Mk.V, YBA Bchassis, BAT VK-50SE.
Power amplifiers: YBA Passion,
Forsell Statement, Accuphase M2000,
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AuchoPrism Mana Reference.
Loudspeakers: JMIab Utopia.
Interconnects: Synergistic Research
Designers Reference Active Shielding,
XLO The limited, TARA The One,
Nordost SPM Reference and Quattro
Fil. Power cords: Synergistic Designer's
Reference Master Couplers Squared.
Accessories: ASC Studio Traps, Argent RoomLenses, PolyCrystal equipment racks, cones and cable towers,
Signal Guard platforms, Black Diamond Racing shelves and cones, Bright
Star Air Mass/Big Rock combo.
—Jonathan Scull

As aresult, we wired up with a6' length
of the supplied Linn cable terminated at
the speaker end with bare wire! That was
afirst Chez 10, Ican tell you.
When power is first applied, the front
panel's blue LED flashes for afew seconds, then dims with the Klimax in
standby mode. When signal is applied,
the LED brightens as the output is enabled. The amp makes abarely perceptible electronic burp as it powers up. If a
!Climax gets nervous, it shuts down
completely for afew seconds and flashes
its LED. As K-10 learned. "It's winking
at me, Jon-a-ten!" There's no partial
current-limiting with aKlimax; the amplifier either does what's required of it
or shuts down.
Just what does aKlimax sound like?
Let's do alittle word association. Klimax.
[Jack Benny voice: "Now cut that out!"]
Here's what pops into my mind: ease,
power, transparency, speed, focus, air,
tonal color, liquidity, control, and awesome, awesome bass. What about you?
Let's start in the midbass. Until I
heard the Lirms, the absolute champion
for transparency and control in this critical area was the YBA Passion monoblock, costing asomewhat similar $16k/
pair. The Passion was extraordinary in
that regard, but, true to its overall character, also atouch removed from the
pointy end of the music. The 'Climax
has the same virtuoso transparency in
the midbass, but it's much more exuberant about it. It revels, glories in its ability
to linearize this part of the frequency
range and kick it out tight as adrum.
In my experience, when acomponent
reproduces the midbass without bloat —
tight, controlled, transparent, fast, pitchdifferentiated, powerful — then the rest
of the frequency range has a good
chance of making it out alive. If the midbass is in control, deep bass will be easier
to perceive and there'll be less masking
in the midrange and above. If the midbass is linear and unperturbed, as it were,
everything just sounds better. That was
certainly the case with the Klimax.
Deep bass was entirely awesome.
These little amps, roughly the size of a
stacked pair of double-LP Vox Boxes,
actually sounded more tight, powerful,
and dynamic than the giant Forsell Statement that loomed over them. The Klimax actually went deeper than anything
else we've ever had here. Astonishing.
Nor was it aone-trick pony. Transitioning from the deepest regions to the upper
midbass was linear, tight, and dynamic,
creating afirm and unflusterable foundation on which all else was built.
Stereophile, October 1999
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The Montana KAS
Frequency Range: 20-22,000Hz
Impedance: Nominal 4ohms13-10(1)
Sensitivity: 93.5 dB/2.83V/I meter
Power Handling: 800W Continuous (2Kw peak)
X-Over Points: 801-Iz/500Hz/4000Hz
Size HxWxD: 68 x I
9" x22"
Weight: 400 lbs. (ship wt. 966 lbs/Pair)
MSRP: 527,500/pair

The Montana EPS

The Montana SPX

Frequency Range' 20 -22.000 Hz

Frequency Range: 25-22,000Hz

Impedance: Nominal 4Ohms (3 Ohms -IIOhms)

Impedance: Nominal 6ohms

Sensitivity: 92 dB/2.83V/ I
Meter

Sensitivity: 90 dB/

Power Handling: 250 Watt Continuous 1700 Watt Peak)

Power Handling: 200W Continuous (500W peak)

X-over Points: 300 Hz -3000 Hz
Size HxWxD: 53.75" x 14.25" x I5" )HxWxD)

X-Over Points: 300Hz/4000Hz
Size HxWxD: 48" x 12" x I
4
-

Weight: 154 lbs. each (Ship 380 lbs/pair)

Weight: 110 lbs. (ship wt. 380 lbs/Pair)

MSRP: 57995/pair

MSRP: 55495/pair

BIFU

Sierra Audio Power Amplifiers

mi
RA.

I-11=11 0

SPECIFICATIONS:
Transformerlsl
Power output Bohm load
Power output 4ohrn load
Power output 2ohm load
Total Harmonic Distortion ITHDJ
Dynamic Headroom db
Input Impedance k-ohms
Slew Rate
Dimensions J. •• ••.
Weight
M.S.R.P.

•
•P

Everest
Denali
2EA 2x50 VAC 02100 VA
1EA 4x40 VAC .2200 VA
MONO
MONO
1x 1200 W
1 x 600 W
1 x 2400 W
1 x 1200 W
Ix 3600 W
1x 1700 W
<0.001% for all
0.5 db for all
I
00 KCI single ended 2200E2 balanced
70 Votts4/ second
19" x 11.5' x24 19" x 11.5" x 17'
170 lbs/ea
115 lbs/ea
519,495/pair
813.995/pair

Whitney
Sif Pi

;

2 x 120 W
2 x 200 W
2 x 300 W

mcr•:()

1 x 3601N
1 x 600 W
1 x 800 W

1r a7 5 x I;
60 lbs/ed
$3,495/each

Sierra Audio Denali

Now on Display at David Lewis Audio
Accuphase •Acoustic Energy •Air Tight •Audible Illusions •Audio Refinement •Basis •Benz-Micro •CAL
•Cary •Dynavector •FanFare FM •Grado •Graham •Jadis •JM Lab •Kimber Kable •Kimber Select
•Klyne •Koetsu •Magnum Dynalab •Michell •Monitor Audio •Montana •Muse •NAD •Nitty Gritty
•Nordost • Pass Labs •Platinum •Plinius •PROAC •Rega Research •Sierra Audio •Spendor •Stax
•Synergistic •Transfiguration •VAC •Van Den Hul •Vans Evers •VP( •Wadia Digital •Wavelength •YBA

We Are the Philadelphia Audiophiles Choice

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue • Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802
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Linn
As the upper midbass enjoyed this
same level of energy and transparency,
the lower midrange (and above) coupled to it freely and was somehow liberated by that transparency below, I'm
wont to say. As aresult, it developed a
beautiful and unruffled palette of tonal
colors. Ah, that midrange — yummy,
luscious, never ever over the top, but
never thinned out or lean: asophisticated mélange of texture and control, color
and focus. It really had just the right balance, in my view.
Moving on up through the treble and
upper treble, the amp sounded equally
linear and attractive — revealing, open,
fast, illuminated, sweet and extended.
What aconcept. Damn, the !Climax just
nailed it, making the most of the Utopias'
lightweight, high-efficiency drivers.
Imaging and especially focus were
superb. Roundness — that 3-D sense
leading to enhanced palpability — was
always spot on. We enjoyed vast tracts of
spacious air, all charged with the recorded acoustic(s). Pace, timing, and tempo
were beautifully defined by aleadingedge energy that always pulled me right
along. The effortlessness of the power
delivery was altogether impressive and
commanding — never sluggish or
weighted down by its own brawn, as it
were. In fact, the !Climax exulted in cogging along at 30W and then, without
changing down, without complaint or
hesitation, instantly revving up abroadshouldered power delivery for Big Musical Moments or tracking small details of
dynamic shading that breathed life into
reproduced music. It was awesome.
Dynamics were explosive in the
micro and macro senses, but were never
"special-effects" coarse — more like the
sound of music, if you see what Imean.
If you do feel like scaring the horses,
find acopy of Leftfield's Leftism (Hard
Hands/Columbia CK 67231), arecording brought to my beady-eyed attention
by Linn's head of public relations and
man-about-the-US, Brian Morris. I
have this new ritual: Iplant visitors in
the Ribbon Chair, give 'em the look,
crank the volume, cue up Leftism's
"Afro-Left," and press Play. The expression on their faces is always priceless.
The music is fast-paced, ultradynamic,
all-enveloping, purely pistonic, and
hugely impressive. The powerful, driving, thonky bass line was incredibly
tight and controlled through the Klimaxes — I couldn't stop bopping
around in the Ribbon Chair. The slam,
pace, and speed were hugely entertaining, the focus extraordinary. The force
and shock of the dynamics licking out of
Stereophile, October 1999

Klimax

500

with rock-solid stability. This is livin'r
There was awonderful splash and collision of sound as Iheaded into Les
Prélude? first big !Climax (at about 230).
The familiar suddenly became new and
fresh, open, sunny, as if the air in the hall
were moving past me. As the crescendo
faded, the splendor of the midrange and
upper mids was almost beyond my ability to describe. We all work at our systems, and from time to time experience
There's an essential
that transcendent moment when everyjoyousness with which
thing comes together just so, when all
your lunatic efforts pay off and you're left
the Klimax goes about
in your listening chai4 sated and moved.
That's how the Liszt left me. Incredible.
its work. It's anxious
In the same way, listening to the fabulous "La vie d'artiste," on Leo Ferré's Avec
to please, but never
le temps (Barclay 841 919-2), Ferré's essential humanity somehow made it through
puts afoot wrong
our system. His presence, his mark on the
while doing so.
world, was made stunningly cleat Imention this recording because, as Inoted in
taloop" that's perfect for pounding an my review of the YBA Passion last Januamp into submission, or showing one ary, near the end of the piece Ferré snorts
like the !Climax in all its considerable "que je me'n fiche" (I don't care) and
glory. The tight and powerful bottom hurls himself at his poor piano. Stunningend, the incredible dynamics, pace, and ly, even though Ilost all essential bodily
rhythm, were so organic I
just couldn't fluids at that moment —piano keys were
resist the sound—it was magnetic! clattering everywhere — Inoticed the
There was plenty of focus and high- sound hadn't compressed one iota. Irecstyle imaging for you audiophile types, ognized I'd been experiencing it as
along with aremarkable lack of midbass compressed to one degree or another
bloat. Understand, K-10 and Ihave since Ifirst heard this wonderful twotuned our listening environment to CD set. Real class. At track's end, the
within an inch of its life with Room- fans were whirring away as if I'd done a
Lenses and ASC Studio Traps. This was lap at Silverstone.
Itried several power conditioners we
altogether on another plane of existence. At 3:40 into "Cantaloop" is a had lying around, but without luck.
great bass riff that'll tell you all about Linn has it right — switch mode doesn't
your system, followed by "Jazz and hip- need 'em. The !Climax 500 Solos soundhop y'all, jazz and hip-hop ... "If y'all ed like caca for the first 24 hours, then
don't be noddin' loose as agoose to the bloomed beautifully and never looked
funky bass beat, check your pulse. It was back. Even when they were entirely
incredible fun. In fact, there was always a powered down, they came back fast—
sense of musical enjoyment that reached and even faster from standby. Listening
through the speakers and into my being to them at night, with their internal
lights putting out an eerie, space-age
with the !Climaxes doin' the deed.
Try Kavichandran Alexander's In glow, was always an enjoyable and roNature's Realm (Water Lily WLA-WS- mantic preoccupation.
66-CD), with Wolfgang Sawallisch conducting the Philadelphia Orchestra in Linned and liking it
Liszes Les Préludes, plus three concert Ithink there's an essential joyousness
overtures by Dvorák. "First analog all- with which the Klimax goes about its
tube orchestral recording in 20 years!" work. It's anxious to please, but never
trumpets the cover. My notes: "The spa- puts afoot wrong while doing so. I
ciousness, roundness, and openness are a could detect no sonic compromises anydelight. Dynamics are sparkly but never where. The amp's iron control and abhard or chaffy. It's open, especially on top, solute grip, transparent midbass, full
breathing warmth into the music. The palette of blushing tonal color, extenjoy seems to make it through unimped- sion from DC to ultraviolet, great slam
ed. The midrange tonalities of the and linearity, openness, sweetness, its
massed instruments are beautifully laid inner light and beauty — Ijust loved it.
out, harmonically rich, and differentiat- In fact, Iwant apair!
Go forth and Linn!
ed. Everything in its place, maintained

the Utopias at max volume was beyond
anything I'd ever experienced before.
When Ispotted anew release from
Us3, Ijumped—their last CD was an
instant audiophile classic. Track 7of
"The Remix Side" — as the second half
of Flip Fantasia: Hits & Remixes (Blue
Note 33951-2) is charmingly billed
(vinyl, anyone?) — has aredo of "Can-
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Wadia 830 CD player
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T

he bottom line is that good
stuff really is better, and unfortunately, it usually costs
more," proclaimed my friend Charlie
over lunch one day. Our conversation
had drifted to our newest toys, and
although Charlie isn't an audiophile,
he's passionate about his hobbies and
appreciates performance and quality.
He'll talk animatedly about exotic
mountain bikes or Leica cameras, for
example, and he has agarage full of
Snap-On hand tools. Last winter he
conducted an exhaustive search before
selecting aparticular pair of Zeiss binoculars —and the price of one of his James
Purdey or 1930s-vintage Charles Daly
shotguns would stagger even aveteran
audiophile.
Iunderstand Charlie's point. Most of
the significant milestones in my 20-year
audio journey have involved pieces of
equipment that Ifirst thought were too
expensive to even consider buying. I
was convinced that they couldn't possibly be that good, and that even if they
were, the differences just wouldn't
mean that much to me. Once I'd heard
them, however, and realized the difference that they made in my musical
enjoyment, Icouldn't go back. My first
Linn Sondek turntable was just such an
epiphany. The VTL Ichiban amplifier
was another. The list goes on; in each
case, the piece really was that good, and
the performance differences meant
enough to me to justify the price.
The Wadia 830 CD player retails for
$3250, or $4000 with the optional I/O
boards — not expensive by Wadia standards, perhaps, but certainly by mine.
I've spent the last two years listening to
dynamite $1500-$2500 CD players
from companies like California Audio
Labs, Ultech, Rega, and Arcam, and
have been really impressed. I'd settled
comfortably into the mindset that there
wasn't much to be gained by spending
more, and that even if the megabucks
players were better, the differences
wouldn't really matter to me.
It was this bias that Itook into the
Wadia room at CES last January, where
Iran into Wadia product manager Peter
Bohacek. He agreed that the players I'd
162

Wadia 830 CD player

heard were nice units, and understood
my point of view.
"But," he said, "you really ought to
listen to our little 830. It does cost abit
more, but..."
Anatomy and etymology

Wadia Digital's products have been setting standards for performance, innovation, and build quality for years, and
have been discussed many times in
these pages. Reviews of their more
expensive CD players, the 850 and 860,
appeared in Stereophile in May and June
1998, respectively, and both are listed in
Class A of "Recommended Compo-

Description: Integrated CD player
with remote control and digitaldomain volume control. D/A conversion and digital filtration: 24-bit, 32xresampling DigiMaster decoding
software, accepts digital inputs of
sampling rates up to 96kHz. Standard outputs: 1 set each balanced
(RCA) and unbalanced (XLR) analog.
Optional outputs: 1each optical (ST)
and S/PDIF (BNC) digital. Optional
inputs: 4 digital inputs, 2 each optical (1 ST, 1TosLink), 2S/PDIF (BNC).
Digital resolution: 21 bits. Digital volume control range: 50dB in 0.5dB
increments. Maximum output level:
adjustable, 0.3-4.25V. Output impedance: <15 ohms. Power consumption: 18W.

nents." No question about it, Wadia's
big guns are good stuff
The 830 is Wadia's entry-level player.
It shares much with its more expensive
brothers, but differs in afew ways to
reduce production costs. Most visibly, it
forgoes the 850/860's massive, machined
aluminum chassis in favor of asmaller,
more conventional —but still very wellbuilt — unit. According to Wadia, the
830's combination of machined plates,
sheet metal, and internal damping results
in achassis that's extremely rigid and
inert, but substantially less costly to manufacture. The black review unit was
handsome and quite solid.

Dimensions: 17" (430mm) 1/1/ by
4.75" (120mm) H by 14.5" (270mm)
D. Net weight: 16 lbs (7.3kg). Shipping weight: 20 lbs (9kg).
Finishes: black or silver.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
0830803342.
Price: 83250. Digital input board
adds 8495, digital output board adds
$245. Approximate number of dealers: 45. Warranty: mechanical structure and associated electronics, 1
year; all other parts, 5years.
Manufacturer: liVadia Digital, 24
Troy Street, River Falls, WI 54022. Tel:
(715) 426-5900. Fax: (715) 4265665. Web: www.wadia.com.
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Pushing the Open/Close button reveals another difference. Instead of the
850/860's Teac VRDS transport, the
830 uses a Pioneer PD-S505 Stable
Platter mechanism. This is hardly
"scrimping" — the Stable Platter is a
superb transport in itself, with an
extremely effective full-disc clamping
system. To reduce jitter, all Wadia players locate the master clock adjacent to
the DACs, rather than include it in the
transport stage.
The 830 also replaces the 850/860's
44-button machined aluminum remote
with asimpler plastic-housed one. This
includes the standard transport functions,
volume and mute, and phase inversion,
but not balance or any sort of programming functions. It's functional, but for
four grand I'd expect something nicer.
Beyond these differences, the 830 is
very much like its big brothers, and
shares with them Wadia's modular,
multiboard construction and internal
interface system. All circuitry is software-controlled as well, which further
supports simple upgrades. The toroidal
transformer and extensive power-supply
filtering are shared with the 850, and the
high-current, high-voltage, low-impedance output stage — Direct-Connect
Technology in Wadiaspeak —with both
the 850 and 860. All three machines feature true balanced outputs and Wadia's
NoiseBlock output filtering stage, de-

signed to reduce noise and grunge.
There are afew goodies that the 830
doesn't get — like the 860's super-trick
alphanumeric display, or Rocldok jitter
reduction on digital inputs — but most
of the good stuff is there. Most significant, the 830 is built around Wadia's
unique DigiMaster digital-filtering soft-

The 830 is built around
Wadia's unique DigiMaster
digital-filtering software.
This looks at anumber of
samples and interpolates
between them.
ware. This looks at anumber of samples and interpolates between them
using a proprietary algorithm more
akin to aspline fit.
According to Bohacek, the algorithm
was developed based on listening tests
and "a broader range of measurements
than are typically used." John Atkinson
discussed the DigiMaster's operation in
detail in his review of the 850 in the
May 1998 Stereophile (p.119). Irefer the
reader there for details, noting here only
that one characteristic of the DigiMaster
system is unusually clean: time-domain

830

behavior. There is very little ringing
around an impulse. The 830's DAC
board is nearly identical to the 850's.
Both use the DigiMaster in its 3.1 version (24-bit, 32x-resampling) running
on Motorola DSP chips, and dual BurrBrown D/A converters.
All current 830s are programmed to
accept signals with 16-24-bit resolution,
and to lock on to any sampling rate up
to 96kHz. My DVD player doesn't have
a24/96 digital output, so Icouldn't test
the Wadia's performance with DADs,
but the digital inputs and 24/96 capability do make the 830 abit more "futureproof" than your average CD player.
Wadia intends their players to function
as the center of adigital system, accommodating emerging digital formats via
digital inputs and software modifications. They're adamant that until anew
format truly takes hold —in the form of
universal support from the software
industry —it's just not prudent to compromise CD performance.
System and setup
Iused the Wadia 830 exclusively in my
main system, but during the review period that system went through several
iterations —one major friends-over-tohelp-move-furniture revision, and a
breathtaking parade of gear. Eventually,
however, Isettled on abare-bones setup
in which the 830 drove Mark Levinson

Measurements

The

Wadia's error correction was
good — the player produced no
glitches in its analog output until track 32
of the Pierre Verany Test CD, which has
1.5rrun gaps in the data spiral. Its maximum output level as supplied was 225V,
with an almost perfect match between
the channels. The output impedance was
extraordinarily low, at less than 1ohm
(unbalanced), and still just 15 ohms from
the balanced outputs. The player's output
was absolute-polarity-correct from both
sets of outputs, the balanced jacks being
wired with pin 2"hot."
All measurements were taken with
the volume control set to its maximum.
The frequency response at OdBFS (fig.1,
top pair of traces) showed the expected
droop in the top octave, this clue to
Wadia's DigiMaster filter. It always surprises me that this lack of energy is not
as audible as might be expected. This
response was identical from both the
balanced and unbalanced outputs. The
lower two traces in fig.1 show the
Stereophile, October 1999

response with de-emphasis, assessed at
-12dBFS. There is aslight excess of
mid-treble energy, followed by agreater
top-octave rolloff than without deemphasis. The 830's channel separation
(not shown) was superb from either set
of outputs, at better than 115dB across
most of the audioband, decreasing
slightly to 105dB at 20kHz.
With the player decoding data representing a dithered lkHz tone at
,, •100,I• ...Pa..

• OtIOF

al• •• III Ill..,

.000

Fig.1 Wadia 830, frequency response at OdBFS
(top), and at -12dBFS with de-emphasis
(bottom). (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)

-90dBFS (fig2), the random noise level
in the balanced mode was appropriately
low, with no level error. However, AC
power-supply components can be seen at
120Hz and 240Hz, which could not be
minimized by experimenting with the
player's grounding arrangements. The
unbalanced outputs had slightly lower
levels of these power-supply components
than the balanced outputs in the right
channel, slightly higher in the left, as can
Sorn. wee...). Panned 1kW • 41001.1111.1..1»
IOW

Fig.2 VVadia 830, spectrum of dithered lkHz
tone at —90dBFS, with noise and spuriae,
16-bit data (right channel dashed).
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No20.6 amplifiers directly from its balanced analog outputs via MIT 330 Shotgun interconnects. The Levinsons, in
turn, drove Thiel CS72s through MIT's
MH-750 Shotgun speaker cables. The
Wadia rested on aMerrill equipment
stand, with aBright Star Big Rock below
and aLittle Rock above, and power fed
through an MIT Z IsoDuo. The Levinsons rested on Tiptoes and were connected to the wall with Synergistic
Research A/C Master Couplers.
And the journey began ...
As Isaid earlier, my take on the Wadia
was that: a) it probably wasn't going to
sound that much better than the best of
the $1000-ish players Ihad around, and
b) even if it did, the differences wouldn't
matter enough to me to justify its cost.
My audio path took adramatic turn one
weekend, however, when apair of cable
manufacturers stopped by to demo their
new products.
To make sure that everything was
optimized, they went to work on my
system, tweaking this, swapping that,
moving speakers afew millimeters to
and fro — looking for that last little bit
of resolution. Ithought things were proceeding nicely, but they weren't satisfied. We were listening to "What aDifPrence aDay Makes," from Ernestine

Anderson's Never Make Your Move Too
Soon (CD, Concord Jazz CCD-4147).
"Listen to the cymbals," they
explained. "There should be more
depth, more extension ... and there's
not enough air around them. The

vocals, too — there should be more resolution and detail."
The Levinson No20.6es and Thiel
CS72s met their approval, and—of
course — the cables were beyond reproach, so the conversation centered on
the Ultech CD player. Iran down the list
of what other units Ihad on hand, and
when Imentioned the Wadia, they
brightened up considerably. After two
hours of warmup while we were at din-

ner, into the system went the 830.
Bingo! Andersen's vocals on "What a
DifPrence aDay Makes" were noticeably more dimensional, and seemed to
be surrounded by acushion of air that
faded naturally into the surrounding
ambience. The brushed cymbals sounded cleaner and more extended, and
inner details, like the circular motion of
the brushes against the cymbal, began to
emerge. Notes started and stopped
much more precisely, and their inner
structures —impact, body, and decay —
became apparent as well.
The improvements — focus, dimensionality, detail — made it much easier
to optimize the system, so we set to for
another round of adjustments. The final
iteration was to bypass the line stage and
drive the amplifiers directly from the
830's balanced analog outputs. This
results in improved clarity and transparency with most CD players I've
tried, but also in anoticeable loss of dynamics. Not so with the 830. Driving
the Levinsons directly resulted in improvements in both transparency and
dynamics. Large transients seemed larger and faster, and microdynamics were
much more apparent as well.
The rest of the weekend was spent
chatting and listening. Iwas taken with
how good everything sounded — not

be seen in the wideband spectral plot of
the player's output while it decodes data
representing aILSB DC offset (fig3).
While this noise is low in absolute terms,
its presence was still asurprise in aplayer
of this engineering pedigree.
The Wadia's linearity error (fig.4) was
negligible down to below -100dBFS,
while its reproduction of an undithered
1kHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS (fig.5)
showed good differentiation of the signal's three discrete voltage levels.
The 830's distortion levels were low
and, as can be seen in fig.6, of low order,

with the third harmonic predominating.
This spectrum was taken from the unbalanced input; the smattering of higherorder harmonics present at the -100dB
level was absent from the balanced outputs. High-frequency intermodulation
products were also low in level (fig.7), and
while the Digi/vlaster filter does allow
some reflection of the fundamental tones
from the sample rate and its harmonics,
these are still below -80dB (0.01%).
Fig.8 shows ahigh-resolution spectrum of the Wadia's unbalanced output
while the player decodes data represent-

Driving the Levinsons
directly from the 830
resulted in improvements
in both transparency and
dynamics. Large transients
seemed larger and
faster; microdynamics
were more apparent.

Measurements
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Fig.3 Wadia 830, spectrum of -1 LS8 with noise
and spuriae, 16-bit data. ('h-octave
analysis, right channel dashed.)
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Fig.4 Wadia 830, right-channel departure from
linearity (2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.5 Wadia 830, waveform of undithered IkHz
sinewave at -90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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Fig.6 Wadia 830, spectrum, DC-1kHz, 50Hz at
OdBFS, 100k ohm load (linear frequency
scale, 20dB/vertical dim).
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Wadia
"good" in the sense of ahi-fi spectacular, but captivating and musically
involving. It seemed as if Iwas listening not to the system but through it,
directly to the recording session and
the artists themselves.
And the journey continues ...
One thing led to another and, finally, to a
complete rearrangement of my listening
room. Even though the optimization will
continue, I've spent the last month or so
with the best system and setup I've ever
had. For the first time in along while,
I've been listening into the wee hours
night after night. My 4:30am mornings
have been brutal, but each night, Ican't
wait to get back to the music.
I've even felt compelled to wake
Bonnie and demand that she come listen. Once, it was to "Chuck E.'s In
Love," from Rickie Lee Jones' Naked
Songs (Reprise 45950-2). The precise
way that the acoustic guitar strings
snapped, the complex inner detail as the
notes evolved, the three-dimensional
resonance of the guitar's body — all
stunningly right. With the lights off, it
was incredibly realistic, as if someone
had snuck in in the dark, picked up my
Martin, and ripped into the intro.
Another late-night, in-the-dark session involved Piatigorsky's performance

of the Dvorák Cello Concerto with
Munch and the Boston Symphony
(RCA 61498-2). Again, Bonnie and I
were struck by how realistic the presentation seemed. Instruments, top to bottom,
were correct in terms of tone and detail,

Everything was clearer
with the Wadia, and the
overall presentation was
more natural than with any
of the other players I've
used or heard recently.
and the overall handling of space — of
ambience, image size and spacing, interaction, and continuity—was the best
I've ever heard. The effect was subtle but
profound, stripping away abit of artifice
and nudging the music and performance
toward the center of the experience.
And how did we get here?
Any system is the sum of its parts, and
I've got astring of superb components.
Two months ago, however, this reasonably well-optimized system —comprising essentially the same components as
the one now including the Wadia 830—

8 30

didn't sound nearly as involving. It's also
true that Icompletely revamped my listening room during the process and retweaked everything, down to the smallest detail. But it was the Wadia's superb
resolution and precision that inspired
the process, and allowed the changes to
be heard and evaluated.
On several occasions during and since
revamping the system, Ireplaced the
830 with other players, both to test the
effect on the system and to isolate the
830's characteristics and contributions.
My first observation was that the Wadia
was abig part of my system's newfound
magic, most obviously because of its precision — temporal, spatial, and tonal.
Everything was clearer with the Wadia,
and the overall presentation was more
natural than with any of the other players I've used or heard recently.
The Wadia's dynamic transients were
sharp but completely natural, without a
hint of overemphasis or ringing, The
guitar on "Chuck E.'s In Love" was a
great example: The louder string snaps
absolutely exploded, but started and
stopped on adime. At the other end of
the spectrum, the subtle waverings in
Jones' voice, and the complex superposition of resonant modes as the guitar
notes decay, were equally riveting.
The same was true for spatial defini-

tion or lie at very low frequencies. But
ics, and are obviously data-related. The
ing ahigh-level 11kHz tone accompanied by the LSB tole.ling on and off at a sidebands marked with purple numbers whatever their source, all the sidebands
—John Atkinson
are either due to power-supply modula- are very low in level.
229Hz rate, an optimal signal for detecting the presence of jitter. The Miller
Audio Research Analyzer, with which
this spectrum was calculated, examines
the FFT-derived spectrum for symmetrical pairs of sidebands, which it then
labels. The 830's absolute jitter level was
very low, at 144.7 picoseconds (peakpeak), while its clock error was zero!
The sidebands marked with red numbers in fig.8 are 229Hz and its harmon1.10.1.0frie Wady WO BM
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Fig.7 Wadia 830, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS, 100k
ohm load (linear frequency scale,
20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Wadia 830, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11kHz at -6dBFS with LSB
toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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Wadia

8 30

some program material, it seemed to have
alittle less weight in the lower midrange
and midrange than some other players, or
perhaps slightly diminished dynamic gradients relative to frequencies just above
and below. Although the 830's perspective wasn't recessed, it didn't have quite as
much bloom as the top-of-the-line California Audio Labs units, for example. The
CALs have more midrange presence,
The 830 does cost abit
albeit with amuch more forward overall
more, but, as Charlie
presentation, and nowhere near the 830's
detail and precision.
would tell me, the good
The 830's top end also seemed alittle
rolled-off compared to the very best
stuff usually does.
extension I've heard. It's certainly very
good, particularly when run straight into an amplifier, but the Mark Levinson
wide, and maintained its width and air
No39 sounded slightly more extended
from front to back. Instruments at the
and airy than the 830, as did a
stage rear remained properly located
Metronome/dCS Elgar combination I
and proportioned, and the hall bounheard recently. On the other hand, the
daries stayed out where they should be.
The Wadia's precision also seemed to Wadia's dimensionality and handling of
space was ahalf-step ahead of either the
result in instruments having truer, more
natural timbres. The overall effect was a Elgar or Levinson, giving it aslightly
more vivid presentation. Its temporal
more vivid, captivating presentation.
precision, too, struck me as being slightWhen Iconcentrated on an individual
ly better than the No39's, and on apar
instrument, its components — attack,
with the Elgar's.
body, and decay —were obviously more
distinct with the Wadia, as were the
Bottom line
notes' fundamentals and individual harmonics. Voices and solo instruments, in The Wadia 830 is an excellent CD player, in my opinion, and worthy of aClass
particular, were wonderfully complex
and rich with inner detail, as if Iwas A rating. Its performance was excellent
on all accounts, and its precision — temhearing far deeper into the notes and
poral, spatial, and timbrai — truly outvoices than Ihad been before.
standing. The result is adetailed, captiBacking up astep, the Wadia seemed
vating presentation that manages to be
free of any obvious texture; its overall
both unusually vivid and very natural. I
tonal balance was essentially neutral. On
don't have agreat deal of experience
with the very best digital systems available, but Ihave heard several. I'd strongAssociated Equipment
ly urge anyone considering atop-drawer CD system to audition the 830.
Analog source: VP! TNT IV XL; Synergistic Research Designer's
Approached from that direction, it may
turntable, JMW Memorial 12" tone- Reference; Benzin Platinum Synapse.
be one of the best bargains in audio.
Accessories: MIT Z-Systems, PAC
ami, Grado Reference cartridge.
If, on the other hand, you're like I
Super IDOS, Nirvana AC isolation
Digital source: Maranta CD63SE,
was — convinced that one of the hot
Ultech UCD-100, Rotel RCD 971, and AC delivery systems; Nordost
$1500 players is all you really want or
Parasound C/DP-1000, Adcom EC03, Musical Fidelity DiskSolution
need — Irecommend that you steer
CD treatments; Echo Busters roomGCD-750 CD players; Denon DVDclear of the Wadia 830. You might lose
treatment
products;
Sheffield/XL0
Test
3000 DVD player.
your grip on those convictions and find
and Bum-in CD, Stereophile Test CD 2
Preamplification: Sonic Frontiers
your world turned upside-down. The
and 3, Mobile Fidelity Sound Check test
Phono-1 phono preamp; Sonic Fron830 isn't just better than the best midCD; Bright Star isolation systems, Paul
tiers Line 3, Adcom GFP-750 line
priced
players, or even lots better —
Barry
equipment
feet,
Tiptoes;
Synerstages.
fundamentally better. The difference will
gistic Research A/C Master Couplers;
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
move your entire system asmall but
No20.5, VTL Ichiban, VAC Renais- VPI 16.5 record-cleaning machine,
profound step closer to the real thing.
Decca record brush, Sumiko Fluxsance 70/70, Sonic Frontiers Power
The bottom line is that the Wadia
buster, Dennessen alignment protracThree, Krell KSA-250.
830 played adecisive role in another of
tor, Shure stylus-force gauge, Inunedia
Loudspeakers: Thiel CS72, Audio
my audio epiphanies; it's going to be
Needle Nektar and StyLAST stylusArtistry Dvorak, NHT SuperTwo.
hard, if not impossible, to give it up.
cleaning fluids; Bright Star, VPI, and
Cables: MIT 330 Shotgun, MH-750
The 830 does cost abit more, but, as
Merrill equipment stands.
Shotgun; Nirvana S-L, S-X; JPS
Charlie would tell me, the good stuff
—Brian Damkroger
Superconductor 2; Kimber Bi-Focal
usually does.

tion and inner detail. With the Wadia,
image edges — front, back, sides, top —
were more clearly defined than with
other players, but again, without any
sense of artificial etching. One result
was awonderfully open soundstage,
with clearly defined spaces between
images. The Wadia's precision seemed
to eliminate the grunge between instruments, allowing the resulting space to
be filled with the recording venue's
ambience and re-creating aseamless,
natural portrait.
Soft countermelodies were beautifully distinct with the Wadia, as were individual voices within orchestral sections.
At one point in the first movement of
the Dvorák Concerto, Piatigorsky is
joined first by aflute countermelody,
then by additional layers of woodwinds.
With the Wadia, Iwas struck by how
distinct and inherently right each section and instrument was. Their size and
detail were correct, and perfectly
matched their level and position on the
stage. Even the way and extent to which
the instruments interacted with the surrounding space were more precise than
I'm used to hearing. The interactions
with the hall boundaries of the woodwinds at the stage rear, for example,
were noticeably different from those of
Piatigorsky's cello. Across the orchestra,
each instrument or section interacted
with its surroundings abit differently,
but was perfectly consistent with its
position relative to the listener, the other
instruments, and the hall.
The Wadia also seemed to do amuch
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better job of keeping things pulled
together to the far reaches of the soundstage. Swapping in other CD players
usually reduced the soundstage to a
trapezoid, with the rear narrowing and a
concurrent reduction in image size,
inter-image distance, and air. In contrast,
the Wadia's soundstage was unfailingly
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MIN Nautilus 805 loudspeaker

U

nless you've recently
returned from a fiveyear tour of Tibetan
monasteries, the odds are pretty
good you've heard about the
Nautilus revision of B&W's classic three-way floorsunding monitor, the 801. Having sold 30,000
of the earlier 801, the Matrix,
B&W recently revised this classic to incorporate some design
features of its $40,000, four-way
concept speaker, the Nautilus.
Wes Phillips reviewed the new
Nautilus 801 in the January 1999
Stereophile (p.107) and found it
"incredibly dynamic, images and
soundstages like crazy, and has
that special magic that marks it as
one of the great loudspeakers."
Ihad to agree. During abrief
audition of the Nautilus 801 at
HI-FI '98 in Los Angeles—
where it played tracks from the
Titanic soundtrack at full volume
in aroom packed with 30 people —I was bowled over by its
bass slam, impressive low-end
extension, wide dynamic range,
and freedom from compression.
But the Nautilus 801 weighs
230 lbs, and for optimal performance,
two of them require four channels of
topnotch amplification. Iwondered if its
sonic characteristics could be distilled
into atwo-way loudspeaker using the
same design principles. When B&W's
Chris Browder made it possible for me
to review the "bookshelf" model, the
Nautilus 805, I
jumped at the chance.
Technology
All Nautilus 800 loudspeakers, including the 805, have common acoustical
goals: astable center image, good depth
of soundstage (even off-axis), no coloration, excellent bass-transient performance ("slam"), and no compression. To
meet these goals, the Nautilus 805 joins
its brethren in having curved cabinet
surfaces, aMatrix enclosure, aNautilus
tweeter, awoven Kevlar cone in the
mid/bass driver, aFlowporirm venting
system with computer-designed flare
and anti-turbulence dimpling, separated
Stereophile, October 1999

ferent from its predecessor, the
good-sounding Matrix 805, in
size, shape, drivers, crossover,
and price (it costs 25% more).
The Matrix 805 (Vol.16 No.4,
p.225), was a rectangular box
topped with a bullet-shaped
"eyeball" tweeter housing. The
new model is ascaled-down version of the Nautilus 801's roundbacked Matrix woofer cabinet.
Its rounded, narrower cabinet
profile is almost elliptical in cross
section when viewed from
above. The transmission-line
tweeter housing —described as a
"racy-looking, streamlined, teardrop-shaped nacelle" by Wes
Phillips —is nestled in agroove
in the top of the Nautilus 805's
mid/bass cabinet.
Sitting just below the mid/
bass driver, and almost as large, is
the double-flared — one internal flare, one external — reflex
port. This has a2" outlet, twice
the diameter of the 805 Matrix's
vent. Its surface is dotted with
molded "golf ball" dimples to
smooth air flow and avoid the
chuffing sounds sometimes generated by reflex designs. While the
Nautilus 805 does not use the Nautilus
801's 1.5"-thick, 24-lamina birch cabi-

11.

BM Nautilus 805 loudspeaker

crossover boards, and shrouded WBT
speaker terminals.
The B&W Nautilus 805 is quite dif-

Description:
Two-way,
standmounted, reflex-loaded dynamic
loudspeaker. Drive-units: one 1"
(25mm) metal-dome cooled tweeter, one 6.5" (165mm) woven-Kevlar
bass/midrange cone with 1.24"
(32mm) voice-coil. Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Crossover slopes:
third-order Butterworth alignment
with 49Hz cutoff. Frequency response: 49Hz-22kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m (2.83V). Nominal
impedance: 8ohms (minimum: 4.6
ohms). Amplifier requirements: 50W
minimum, 120W maximum. Maximum recommended cable impedance: 0.2 ohms.
Dimensions: 16.3" (415mm) H by

9.4" (238mm) W by 13.5" (344mm)
D. Weight: 20 lbs (9kg).
Finishes: Cherrywood, red-stained
cherrywood, black ash.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
3343, 3344.
Price: $2000/pair. FS-N805 stands:
$600/pair. Approximate number of
US dealers: 150.
Manufacturer: B&W Loudspeakers
Ltd., Meadow Road, Worthing BNI 1
2RX, England, UK. Tel: (44) 1903524801. Fax: (44) 1903-534725. US
distributor: B&W Loudspeakers of
America, 54 Concord Street, North
Reading, MA 01864-2699. Tel: (978)
664-2870. Fax: (978) 664-4109.
Web: www.bwspeakers.com.
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B&W
net, its curved-profile, 0.75"-thick MDF
walls add stiffness to reduce cabinet resonances and to break up internal standing waves. Inside, its interlocking cells
prevent the cabinet walls from flexing.
My ruler measured the Nautilus 805 to
be 3.6" taller, 4.6" deeper, 42" narrower,
and 13 lbs heavier, with 3.5 liters more
internal volume than its predecessor.
The Nautilus 805's drivers are derived directly from the Nautilus 801's.
the Nautilus 805 has alower 120W system power rating. Its 1" aluminumalloy dome tweeter has aneodymium/
iron/boron magnet structure with copper-clad aluminum wire wound on a
Kapton former, and is ferrofluid-cooled
to improve power handling and reduce
compression related to overheating. The
tweeter housing is set behind the baffle
to time-align the system, and uses a
Raychem IsopathTM decoupling material
to reduce vibration.

Nautilus

805

The 6.5" mid/bass cone uses the
woven-Kevlar construction of the Nautilus 801's midrange driver. In the 801,
this cone does best without arubber
surround, as it reproduces music only
between 400Hz and 3kHz, thus requiring minimal excursion. In the 805, however, the driver must move much more
air to extend its response down to
40Hz, so arubber-based surround is
very much needed. Its 3Ornm voice-coil
is wound on aKapton former, all built
onto asolid die-cast frame.
As in the rest of the Nautilus line, the
crossover is mounted on the 805's aluminum baseplate. This serves as a
heatsink for the noninductive thickfilm resistors. Components have been
optimized by careful selection of polypropylene film capacitors and hefty aircored inductors. Although the Matrix
805's crossover had similar filter slopes,
its -3dB down point was extended to

42Hz by an outboard electronic equalizer not available for the Nautilus 805.
Two pairs of heavy-duty, plasticshrouded German WBT speaker terminals —one pair each for the tweeter and
mid/bass drive-units — include slots for
spade lugs and ahole for single banana
plugs. These various slots and holes in
the plastic shroud were aperfect size to
accept the spade lugs and single banana
plug terminations on my biwired PSC
speaker cables.
My review samples were finished in
lustrous cherrywood. Accompanying
them were instruction manuals in 13
languages. As areviewer, Ialso received
brochures detailing the development of
the Nautilus technology, a training
DVD on Nautilus design in three languages, and accessory packs with two
terminal link cables, four self-adhesive
rubber pads, and arnicrofiber cleaning
cloth. Best of all, B&W sent along apair

4.8 ohms at 200Hz and agenerally low
phase angle, other than in the upper
bass. The midbass "saddle" in the magnitude trace indicates the tuning of the
unique dimpled port to lie at 42Hz, implying only moderate bass extension.
Other than one wrinkle, at the tweeter's ultrasonic resonance frequency, the
impedance plot is free from anything that
might indicate unwanted resonant problems. The waterfall plot calculated from
the output of an accelerometer fastened
to the curved side wall (fig2) reveals arelatively strong side-wall vibrational mode
at 477Hz. However, the complicated cabinet construction has pushed the frequency of this mode sufficiently high that it
will have little subjective effect
From left to right, fig3 shows the in-

dividual outputs of the port, woofer, and
tweeter. The reflex notch in the woofer's response lies fractionally lower than
the peak of the port's bandpass, but the
port tuning seems otherwise well arranged. There is amode apparent at
900Hz in the port output, with asuspicious-looking suckout in the woofer's
farfield output at the same frequency.
It's hard to predict what, if any, will be
the subjective effect of this behavior.
The crossover appears to be set at the
specified 3kHz and features steep
acoustic slopes, though the woofer rolls
out alittle early in absolute terms. The
tweeter is flat over the lower two-and-ahalf octaves of its passband, but peaks up
by 15dB at its resonant frequency. This
will not be aproblem with CD programs, but with the new wider-bandwidth SACD and DVD-A, it might become an issue.

Measurements
yestimate of the Nautilus 805's
B-weighted voltage sensitivity
was a little below specification at
85.5dB/2.83V/m. However, its impedance plot (fig.1) revealed it as being very
easy to drive, with aminimum value of
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88W Nautilus 805, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed). (2 ohms/
vertical div.)
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88W Nautilus 805, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center
of side wall. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 BIM Nautilus 805, acoustic crossover
on tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
300Hz and IkHz, respectively.
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of snazzy art-deco aluminum FS-N805
stands that attach - via large Phillipshead screws -to the 805's bottom plate
for the most secure and vibration-free
mounting I've yet encountered in a
two-way bookshelf design. Overall, the
superb build quality, engineering, and
fien'finish of the Nautilus 805 raise the
bar for all minimonitor loudspeakers.
Setup
Testing began by exposing the Nautilus
805s to 15 hours of the "Special Burn-in
Noise Track" on Stereophde's Test CD 3
(STPH006-2). Then the 805s were subjected to nearfield (8') and farfield (16')
comparisons, low-frequency signal-generator sweeps, phase checks, pink-noise
tests, and optimization of listening chair
for optimal soundstage and imaging.
The Nautilus 805's reflex-tuned design
shut off cleanly in my room below
40Hz with no audible doubling. Pink-

noise checks showed no change in tonal
balance when Ishifted laterally, but a
definite suckout in tonality when I
stood up during the "sit down, stand up,
walk around" listening test. This problem was not evident when Isat and listened to the Nautilus 805s on their FSN805 stands. These set the tweeters 39"
above the floor, about 2" above my seated ear height. Under these conditions, I
heard tightly focused, three-dimensional imaging.
For all listening sessions, the Nautilus
805s were placed in my preferred
speaker locations: 62" from the rear wall
of my room,' 45" from the side walls,
and 84" apart, the speakers sitting on a
circular area rug. Stereophde's Test CD 2
(STPH004-2) was used for channel iden1My listening room measures 26' Lby 13' W by 12' H
(5500fr), with asemi-cathedral ceiling; it opens into a
25' by 15' kitchen through an 8' by 4' doorway.

tification and phasing, and the pink-noise
tracks on the first Test CD (STPH0022) were used to adjust the speaker positions until Icould hear the in-phase
pink-noise signal as a small, welldefined area of noise focused dead center.
Imaging and soundstaging were optimized when the speakers and listening
seat described an 81" equilateral triangle,
as measured from the tweeter centers.
Sound
Sitting in the nearfield of the Nautilus
805s in my large blue velvet chair, Ilistened to classical, country-western, jazz,
vocal, pipe-organ, and soundtrack CDs.
The Nautilus 805s quickly swept me
into the music, and Ifound myself listening with my eyes closed. It was as if a
special light had been switched on in
my mind: "This is aterrific loudspeaker,
and an example of what Ireally love
about high-end audio."

Measurements
Fig.4 shows the B&W's overall response, averaged across a30° lateral window on the tweeter axis, spliced to the
complex sum (amplitude and phase) of
the nearfield woofer and port outputs.
The shape of the curve is astonishingly
similar to that of the $8000/pair B&W
Silver Signature Ireviewed back in June
1994: aflat midrange and treble, with a
slight boost in the upper bass. Although
this will be mainly due to the nearfield
measurement technique, it will satisfyingly add to the illusion of the speaker
being larger than it really is. The useful
bass output extends down to around the
port tuning frequency of 40Hz, with the
actual -6dB point lying at 34Hz.
The lateral dispersion (fig.5) is superbly
well controlled, with only aslight amount
of beaming apparent at the top of the
woofer's passband. No wonder W was
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Fig.5 B&W Nautilus 805, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis, reference response, differences in response
5°-90° off-axis.
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sum of the nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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B&W

Nautilus

805

deep-bass pipe-organ and synthesizer
music in my large listening room. The
Nautilus 805 smoothly rolled off
extremely deep synthesizer notes such as
the entrance of the ghosts on the Casper
soundtrack (MCA MCAD-11240).
Because of its compact size and tonal
accuracy in reproducing sustained, solid
Right off the bat,
bass, the $1500 Paradigm Servo-15 powered subwoofer that Ireviewed in August
Iwas impressed with
was an ideal match for the Nautilus 805.
The distant and ethereal bass synthesizer
the Nautilus 805's taut,
in "Silk Road," on IChing's Of the Marsh
punchy midbass response. and the Moon (Chesky W0144), had just
the right weight from the Servo-15 to
balance the Nautilus 805's depiction of
the song's soft, rainy acoustic landscape.
Dynaudio Contour 3.0, and bettered
For those CDs with very deep bass tranthat of the smaller (72ft3)Totem Signasients, however, Ipreferred using the
ture One, aininimonitor with considernew $2799 Velodyne HGS-18 (see "Folable low-frequency punch.
low-Up") with the Nautilus 805. Set up
Powered subwoofers were necessary,
well, the Nautilus 805/HGS-18 combo
however, to get the best overall sonic presentation when Iplayed sustained, very- was aknockout — it startled me, shaking
the room with the massive synthesizer
rumblings of "Assault on Ryan's House,"
from the Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA
66051-2).
But if very deep pipe-organ or synthesizer transients revealed the Nautilus
so impressed with this speaker's imaging mandatory with this speaker.
805's lack of low bass, vocal and jazz
Despite the setback of the tweeter, the
specificity! LG did find the balance to
recordings brought out its best qualities.
Nautilus 805 is not time-aligned, as can
change significantly when he stood up,
The 805's midrange, especially when
however; and fig.6 reveals that significant be seen from its step response on the HF
used with the superb Mark Levinson
axis (fig.7). The tweeter output leads that
suckouts develop in the crossover region
No.334, sounded very, very sweet.
of the woofer by an inconsequential fracmore than 5° above or below the tweetVoices were rendered with their indition of amillisecond. Finally, apart from
er axis. Use of appropriate stands is
vidual differences intact. Harry Conthe resonant ridge associated with the
nick, Jr.'s voice on "I Don't Get Around
tweeter's "oil-can" resonance just below
Much Anymore" (from the When Harry
26kHz, the 805's waterfall plot (fig.8) is
Met Sally... soundtrack, Columbia CK
superbly dean, implying freedom from
45319) was smooth and pure, without
grain (as long as it is not driven too hard).
sounding tubby or nasal. Whether it
This is astonishing measured performance for what is arelatively inexpenwas the whiskey-and-honey-voiced
Diana Krall singing "Garden in the
sive rninimonitor — it's not surprising
Rain" (Love Scenes, Impulse! IMPDliked the sound of the Nautilus 805.
233), Suzanne Vega singing "Tom's
Iconjecture that B&W's design team
Diner" (Solitude Standing, A&M CD
was eying to replicate the performance
5136), Natalie Merchant creating a
of their classic Silver Signature for one
Fig.7 B&W Nautilus 805, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
holographic central vocal image (One
quarter the price.
—.John Atkinson
30kHz bandwidth).
Fine Day, Columbia CK 69716), the
male choral group singing "Lord Make
Me an Instrument of Your Peace" (John
Rutter, Requiem, Reference Recordings
RR-57CD), or Willie Nelson singing
"Darkness on the Face of the Earth"
(Teatro, Island 314-524 548-2), the distinct timbre of each solo voice, the sepa0.00
0.60
ration of voices in amassed choir, or the
1 26
solid, cut-from-stone, three-dimension1 87
al sonic image of the vocalist, allowed
2.53
the music to communicate with the lis3.13 msee
-12.0
tener with maximum impact.
MLSSA
The Nautilus 805's upper register was
400.0
1000.0
Cumulative Spectral Decay
log Frequency - Hz
extended and stunningly transparent.
28.30 dB, 25746 Hz (588), 0.000 msec (1)
This allowed the speaker to capture both
the sheen of cymbals and what J. GorFig.8 B&W Nautilus 805, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).

Right off the bat, Iwas impressed
with the Nautilus 805's taut, punchy
midbass response. That, coupled with
the rest of the speaker's sonic profile —
transparent highs, dynamic midrange,
and powerful, solid upper- and midbass
response — made for afirst-rate listening experience. Both the Bryston 4B-ST
(see this issue's "Follow-Up") and the
Mark Levinson No.334 power amplifiers supplied enough power and bass
control for playing the Nautilus 805s in
my large listening room. Used in stereo
mode, the No.334 made the best match
with the Nautilus 805: atransparent,
solid, dynamic sound, without being
edgy or analytic, with abass response
that was both controlled and eminently
detailed. On Massive Attack's Unfinished
Symphony (Circa WBRX2), the bass line
was driving, taut, solid, and had just the
right punch. The soundtrack from My
Cousin Vinny (Varèse Sarabande VSD
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5364) had so much slam, punch, and
drive that asubwoofer wasn't needed.
In level-matched comparisons, the
Nautilus 805's bass slam more closely
resembled that of the floorstanding
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don Holt calls the "blattiness" of brass
instruments, like Wynton Marsalis'
trumpet on The Resolution of Romance:
Standard 71tne Vol3 (Columbia CK
46143). When Iplayed Stokowski's Living Stereo LP of Shostakovich's Symphony 6(RCA LSC-3133), the Nautilus
805 clearly revealed the solo soprano
saxophone, standing out in space apart
from the massive orchestral fabric. The
speaker's uncolored sonic presentation is
evident on Etrunylou Harris' "Prayer in
Open D" (Spyboy, Eminent EM-250012), rendering an exquisitely translucent
but warm sonic image of Harris' voice,
backed by crystalline guitar chords. Even
so, the 805 could not quite equal the
Revel Salon's ability to capture the dark,
rich, slightly nasal timbre of Harris
singing her acappella version of "Calling
My Children Home."
The Nautilus 805s did asuperb job
of generating apalpable soundstage,
often "disappearing" when Ilistened
with my eyes open. If Iclosed my eyes,
the 805 tricked me into believing— as
John Atkinson reported of the B&W
Silver Signature two-ways — that it was
amuch bigger speaker than it is. When
Iplayed "Running Water," from the I
Ching album, the speakers seemed to
have nothing to do with the sonic
image — startling in its realism — of a
wide, tall waterfall pouring down
between them. This type of sonic imaging, so three-dimensional and real, was
typical of the Nautilus 805s' deep, detailed, holographic soundstaging.
Condusions
Although its deepest bass response
might require the help of apowered
subwoofer, Icarne to love this bookshelf
speaker's timbral accuracy, three-

dimensional imaging, transparent upper
register, large soundstage, and, above all,
its ability to involve me in the music. Its
$2000/pair price — even with another
$600 having to be added for B&W's
stunningly attractive FS-N805 stands —
makes the Nautilus 805 one of the real
values in today's high-end market.
If you prefer jazz and classical music to
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Its $2000/pair price
makes the Nautilus 805
one of the
real values in today's
high-end market.
rock, have a moderate-sized listening
room, need asmall speaker, and can afford
to use it with an amplifier as good as the
Mark Levinson No.334, then put the
Nautilus 805 at the top of your list. As to
whether or not B&W has met the sonic
design goals of their 800 series in the Nautilus 805, Ifound the speaker to be areal
chip off the Nautilus 801's block, and a
contender for the category of "Class A—
Restricted Low Frequency" in Stetrophilds
"Recommended Components."
The hardest time for me is when a
product under evaluation must be
boxed up and sent on to Santa Fe for
testing. That's when Iask myself if Iface
the prospect with relief or asense of
sadness and loss.
In this case, I'm sure you can guess
which feeling predominated. As Iwrite
this, I'm surrounded by CDs, about to
plunge into one last long listening se ,sion with the Nautilus 805s.
g
1

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek
LP12/Lingo turntable, Linn Ittok
tonearm, Spectral cartridge.
Digital source: Krell MD-1 CD
transport, Adcom GDA-700 DAC.
FM tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic, Rotel RH-10, Magnum Dynalab MD-108 and MD102, Myryad T-100; Magnum Dynalab Model 205 Sleuth RF amplifier
Prearnplification: Krell KBL,
Mark Levinson ML-7A (with L-2
phono module) preamplifiers; Duntech MX-10 head amplifier; Margules solid-state phono stage.

Adio Video

Power amplifiers: Bryston 4B-ST,
Mark Levinson No334.
Loudspeakers: Dynaudio Contour
3.0, Totem Model 1Signature, Revel
Salon; Paradigm Reference Servo15, Velodyne HGS-18 subwoofers.
Cables: Silver Starlight 75 ohm digital coax, PSC Pristine R30 Silver
Alloy Balanced, Randall Research
single-ended, Mark Levinson HFC
(with Camac connectors) singleended; PSC Pristine R-50 biwired
double-ribbon speaker cables.
— Larry Greenhill

Shown with optional silver face plate
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NHT SuperTwo loudspeaker

ill

une is aalways aperplexing time
for me. The weather is lovely, the
mountain wildflowers are blooming, things are pretty calm at work...
but it's Bonnie's birthday.
Like anyone searching for agift, I
struggle to balance the element of surprise with the security of getting her
something Iknow she'll like and enjoy —
something too predictable, like areplacement for amuch-loved but wornout accessory, is no fun. Err the other
way, however, and you end up with a
beautiful extravagance that collects dust
on aspare-room shelf. What's really difficult, of course, is doing it on abudget.
After all, I'm sure she'd be surprised by,
and adore, anew Aston Martin DB7
Vantage. The only risk is that I'd get a
silver one when she'd have preferred
British racing green — and I'd have to
declare bankruptcy.
In contemplating the NHT SuperTwo, it occurred to me that loudspeaker designers deal with asimilar
struggle: balancing optimization within
aspecified frequency range against the
extent of that range. A design of limited
frequency range, however good, just
won't appeal to some customers. Conversely, if the compromises made to
extend the frequency response don't
match the customer's listening preferences, the manufacturer loses again.
Just as with Bonnie's gift, the vise
around this tradeoff is cost. Cost-noobject designs like the Genesis 200 or
Dynaudio Evidence can do agreatjob at
both quality and frequency response; the
only question is whether or not the designer's taste matches the customer's.

The real trick is to do it all without
breaking the bank.

Description: Three-way, reflex-loaded,
floorstanding dynamic loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 1" (25mm) fluid-cooled
soft-dome tweeter, 6.5" (165mm)
midrange/woofer, 6.5" (165mm)
long-throw subwoofer with rear-firing
port. Crossover frequencies/slopes:
120Hz, 12dB/octave; 2.2kHz, 12dB/
octave high-pass, 6dB/octave lowpass. Frequency response: 35Hz-

25kHz, ±3dB. Phase response: not
specified. Sensitivity: 87dB/2.83V/m.
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms (3.8
ohms minimum). Recommended
power: 25-175W.
Dimensions: 39" (990mm) H by
7.25" (185mm) W by 10" (255mm)
D. Weight: 39 lbs (86kg) each.
Finishes available: High-gloss black
laminate.
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Building blocks
NHT is known for exactly this juggling
act, having built up several lines of
great-sounding, cost-effective loudspeakers, and several NHT designs have
been favorably reviewed over the years
in the pages of Stereophile and Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater. On paper, the approach used to design the SuperTwo
seems particularly clever: Start with the
excellent and inexpensive SuperOne
minimonitor, add an integral subwoofer
to extend the bass response to 35Hz,
and combine them in aslick, floorstanding tower.
The top third of this 39"-tall tower is
essentially aSuperOne. It uses the same
1" soft-dome tweeter and 6.5" papercone midrange/woofer, both sourced
from Foster. The cabinet volume and
vertical driver layout — the tweeter axis
is 5" above the woofer's — are also the
same. (In the SuperTwo, the tweeter
axis is 36" off the floor.)
The bottom two-thirds of the
SuperTwo is aseparate subwoofer enclosure housing adownward-firing, 6.5"
long-throw midwoofer and rear-firing
port, the latter tuned to approximately
37Hz. The Peerless subwoofer driver is
afive-layer sandwich of polypropylene
and adamping compound. The crossover to the subwoofer is at 120Hz, but
there's afair amount of overlap between
the mid- and subwoofer.
The SuperTwo, SuperZero, SuperOne, and SuperCenter make up NHTs
budget Performance line, all of which

NHT SuperTwo loudspeaker

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
001002, 001003.
Price: 1;750/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 300. Warranty: 5years,
parts &labor.
Manufacturer: NHT Division of Recoton, 2950 Lake Emma Road, Lake
Mary, FL 32746. Tel: (800) NHT-9993.
Web: www.nhthifi.com.
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Author Alex Haley stated that to be raised
right in Mississippi meant to sit at the feet of
your elders after Sunday dinner and hear
stories about the ancestral past. There are
precious few "elder" musicians still alive
who were present at the birth of the blues in
the Mississippi Delta in the 1930s. Sit and
meet 84 year old David "Honeyboy"
Edwards. If you're thinking the music
recorded by this octogenarian might sound
like the rehashed stories of the elderly,
guess again. There's nothing stale or feeble
about the blues Honeyboy plays. Whether he
played jukes in the 1930s, Maxwell Street in
the 1940s. Houston and Memphis in the
1950s, or travels the globe today, Honeyboy
continues to play the same original, first
generation country blues he's always played.
The only difference is here. he "shakes
'em on down" using today's cutting edge,
DVD recording technology. Whether you
listen or view Edwards, APO captured
exactly what should happen when traditional
meets contemporary. Those who know
Honeyboy and the musical paths he has
traveled would expect nothing less.
LP -AAPO 2010 $25
CO -CAPO 2010 $16
OVO -CAPOD 2010 sag
(24/96 Audio. Full-motion Video)
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NHT

share cosmetics, design parameters, and
components. Their cabinets are made of
5
/
8"
MDF, with aplastic laminate coating
inside and out for added rigidity. The
finish is anicely done high-gloss piano
black, the grille is aminimalist cloth
affair that snaps on, and connections are
via asingle pair of 5-way binding posts
near the bottom of the speaker's back
side. In the SuperTwo, nifty outrigger
feet attach to its underside to provide a
stable base on hard or carpeted floors.
Like all NHT speakers, the SuperTwos
are built at Recoton's factory in Benicia,
California.
In addition to aiming for the budget
audiophile market, the Performance
Series speakers are magnetically shielded for home-theater use. According to
designer Bill Bush, the goal was to offer
aline of products that provided superb
two-channel, audio-only performance,

but also allowed the system to be inexpensively expanded to five channels
while maintaining aconsistent timbrai
balance. The SuperTwo's small foot-

In addition to aiming
for the budget audiophile
market, the Performance
Series speakers are
magnetically shielded
for home-theater use.
print, narrow profile, and downwardfiring subwoofer allow the tower to be
placed next to large-screen monitors or
A/V cabinets with minimum impact on

SuperTwo

its sonic performance — more nods
toward HT applications.
Idid try the SuperTwo in HT mode,
combining it with aRote! RSX-965 5channel AIV receiver, aSuperCenter,
and two SuperOnes. It made awonderful, inexpensive surround system for
both music and movies. The SuperTwo's built-in subwoofer did agood job
on the bottom end, and dialog, scoring,
and effects were all balanced, nicely laid
out, firmly located, and refreshingly
intelligible. Kudos to Bill Bush and
NHT on their crossover concept. It's a
good idea that works splendidly.
Use and listening

tocus in Stereophile is two-channel
audio. Unfortunately, the SuperTwo's
performance in that arena was abit
mixed, particularly in comparison to
other relatively inexpensive speakers

Measurements

T

he SuperTwo was one of the least
sensitive speakers I've measured in
quite awhile — its B-weighted voltage
sensitivity weighed in at just 82.7dB/
2.83V/m, the same as aBBC IS3/5A.
Its impedance (fig.1) drops briefly below
4ohms in the lower midrange, but the

UM*. Nee S.gan
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Fig.1

NHT SuperTwo, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed). (2 ohms/
vertical div.)

speaker is otherwise arelatively easy
load for the partnering amplifier to
drive. The subwoofer port appears from
this graph to be tuned to alow 25Hz,
with some complicated behavior two
octaves higher, in the crossover region
to the mid-woofer.
There is awrinkle in the impedance
traces at around 450Hz, implying the
presence of some kind of resonance.
Fastening a simple plastic-tape accelerometer to the cabinet's back and
calculating acumulative spectral-decay
plot (fig2) reveals apanel resonance at
this frequency. However, while this
mode is detectable on the side walls and
baffle, it is strongest on the back panel,
which faces away from the listener, this,
coupled with the resonance's high frequency, probably means that its subjec-

tive effect is minimal. (In general, the
higher acabinet resonance is in frequency, the less time it rings and the less likely it is to be excited by music.)
Fig.3 shows, from left to right, the
individual responses of the port, subwoofer, and "SuperOne" array. (My
apologies to readers and NHT, but the
subwoofer impulse-response file was
corrupted, something Idid not discover
before the review samples had been
returned to BD. Itherefore had to reconstruct its response in fig.3 from a
rough printout.) The midrange-andtweeter array rolls off in arather overdamped way below 200Hz, crossing
over to the subwoofer around 120Hz.
This in turn hands over to the port in
the midbass. BD was bothered by the
character of the SuperTwo's low frequencies; however, there is nothing
readily apparent from the measureI I1111111
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Fig .2

NHT SuperTwo, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of
back panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3

NHT SuperTwo, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50', averaged across
30 horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted below
300Hz.
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I've tried — the Meadowlark Kestrel,
Magnepan L6Q/R, and Castle Severn —
and, more provocatively, even compared to NHT's own SuperOne.
The SuperTwo was conceived with
the bottom end in mind, so Fil start there.
NHT certainly succeeded in their goal of
extending and strengthening the SuperOne's bass. Ilove the little guys, but there
are times when their lack of bass disrupts
the flow of the music. Imagine bopping
along to Count Basic's Orchestra or
rocking out with Stevie Ray Vaughan,
subconsciously anticipating the next
note, only to have it ring hollow because
the bottom end just isn't there. Instead of
the solid, subterranean slam you expected, there's only ahollow clink.
Not so with the SuperTwo. Icued up
"Bluesville," from JVC's XRCD of
Count Basic's 88 Bask Street (
JVCCR0021-2), and no doubt about it, Dennis

Mackrel's bass was there, all there, at full
strength. Ditto for the lowest bass-guitar
notes on the title cut from Stevie Ray

The other small speakers I
tried lacked the SuperTwo's
power and extension, but
did better at reproducing
the instruments' character,
harmonic structure, and
inner detail.
Vaughan's The Sky is Crying (Mobile
Fidelity UDCD 723) —plenty of power
and slam, and good pitch definition as
well. Not as good as the $14,000/pair

Thiel CS72, to be sure, or even the
$1500/pair Meadowlark Kestrel "Hot
Rod," but pretty darn good.
But extension, power, and pitch are
only the most obvious parts of the equation. Other, more subtle, factors —
speed, articulation, air — are also important. Here, the SuperTwo didn't fare
quite as well. Bass notes, be they bass
guitar, double or stand-up bass, or even
timpani, were solid and hit their pitches,
but lacked distinct leading edges or
decays. Nor were there the characteristic inner structures that let you distinguish between different instruments
playing the same note. The bass was less
"one-note" than simply generic. The
pitches were there, but not clearly identifiable as, say, astand-up bass or bass
drum. In comparison, the other small
speakers Itried lacked the SuperTwo's
power and extension, but did better at
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Fig.4 NHT SuperTwo, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back
to front: differences in response 90 -5 off axis, reference response, differences in response 5-90
off-axis.
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ments that might correlate with the perceived balance. All Ican suggest is that
the highish-Q subwoofer alignment
might tend to be abit "grumbly," which
in turn might be exacerbated by the
crossover's placement in the upper bass.
This is aregion in which many bass
notes have their second and third harmonks; if these are suppressed by even
alittle, the result will be adilution of the
bass instruments' individualities.
Higher in frequency in fig.3, the
upper midrange is balanced alittle forward. Alternatively — and depending
on what frequency band the listener's
ear latches on to as areference — the
mid-treble is alittle laid-back, which
might contribute to the overall mellow
sound BD noted. It might also be due to
the SuperTwo's dispersion (fig.4),
which is restricted above 10kHz. Despite the use of asmall-diameter midrange unit, there is some evidence of
beaming at the top of this unit's passband. In atypical room, this will compensate to some extent for the on-axis
energy excess in the same region.
Vertically (fig.5), the SuperTwo doesn't seem very fussy about listening axis,
the balance not changing significantly as
long as the listener's ears remain between 33" and 41" from the floor. (The
tweeter is 37" from the floor, which is
almost exactly the average height of a
seated listener's ears.)
In the time domain, the SuperTwo's
step response on the tweeter axis (fig.6)
indicates that the tweeter and midStereophile, October 1999

NHT
reproducing the instruments' character,
harmonic structure, and inner detail.
The Ray Brown Trio's Soular Energy
(Concord CCD-4268) illustrates the
good and bad aspects of the SuperTwo's bass. There was plenty of power
and extension, but none of Brown's
characteristic snapping strings, or the
fat, growling resonance that blossoms
when he hits the bottom of his range. "I
Got Lost in His Arms," from Shirley
Horn's Close Enoughfrr Love (Verve 837933-2), was another good example. I
noted that Charles Ables' bass "hits the
pitch, but it's generic," and that "the
leading edges, bounce, and resonance
just aren't there." Ialso noticed that, on
this cut and several others, the SuperTwo's bass sounded abit lumpy, and
wondered if they were "adding odd resonances at some frequencies."
Speed and pace suffered abit with

woofer are connected with positive
acoustic polarity and the subwoofer
with negative polarity. The integration
between the upper-frequency drivers
on this axis is alittle untidy, which
might well correlate with the lack of
on-axis energy in the crossover region.
The NHT's waterfall plot on this axis

00

the SuperTwo, and there wasn't aclear
sense of air around bass instruments. On
Classic Records' reissue of the Martinon/LSO recording of Shostakovich's
The Age of Gold Suite (RCA/Classic
LSCCD-2322), Inoted that the lower
strings sounded muddy and slow, and it
was impossible to resolve individual
instruments. The wonderful hall ambience was oddly discontinuous as well. It
was certainly there surrounding the
woodwinds, but didn't seem to reach
down around the lower cellos and double bass, and the timpani sounded as if
they'd been recorded in asound booth
and mixed in later.
Last, there was simply way too much
upper bass and lower midrange — at
least in my rooms and mated with the
gear Ihad on hand. The SuperTwo's
tonal balance was thus inevitably way to
the warm, liquid side of neutral, and a

(fig.7), however, is superbly clean, with
just perhaps just ahint of stored energy
in the upper midrange.
When measuring aspeaker, it's easy
to forget price. While Ifound some
things to criticize about the SuperTwo's technical performance, it really
performs quite well when you consider
how little it costs. As BD said in his
introduction, aspeaker in this price
region must be judged by how well its
designer has managed the necessary
tradeoffs. I
just wish Icould have found
more clues as to why BD was so bothered by its shortfall in the bass.
—John Atkinson

teen..

Fig.6 NHT SuperTwo, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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lot of recordings sounded abit boomy,
overwhelmed by upper bass. Bonnie's
comment was that, regardless of where
she was in the house, she always knew
when the SuperTwos were playing.
I'll leave the measurements and discussion to John Atkinson, but Idid do a
bit of listening to the warble tones on
Stereophile's first Test CD (STPH002-2),
and made afew crude level measurements at my listening position. The results were consistent with my listening
results, both good and bad. The SuperTwo's response at the listening position
was reasonably strong down to 31.5Hz,
even to 25Hz, and substantially elevated
at 63, 80, 100, and 125Hz. Ialso noted
that, at 31.5, 63, and 125Hz, the SuperTwo was prone to some sort of resonance, resulting in anot-huge-but-audible "beating" at 1-2Hz. Curious.
From the midrange on up, the
SuperTwo's performance was substantially better. "Vivid" and "bold" were
two adjectives that came immediately to
mind. Midrange leads — like Basic's
piano, Emily Remler guitar on Soular
Energy, or the solo violin early on in The
Age of Gold — sounded vibrant and
round, and popped nicely out of the
mix. Inoticed that the generic nature of
the instruments was gone from, say, the
oboe and viola on up. Instruments had
their distinct characters, along with a
nice balance of fundamentals and harmonics. Massed violins swelled richly
and sweetly, and there was never ahit of
edginess or steel. Whereas timpani
often sounded vague, toms or woodblocks had amore distinct attack, tone,
and decay.
Shirley Horn's vocals were seductively dense and smoky through the
SuperTwo, and cuts that can sound abit
lean — like "Nowhere to Go," from
Melissa Etheridge's Your Little Secret
(Island 314-524 154-2) — were warm
and rich. "Fallin' Rain," from the Neville
Brothers' Brother's Keeper (Mobile Fidelity UDCD 626), was agreat match for
the SuperTwo. Its warm, liquid tonal
balance just added to the atmosphere —
Icould close my eyes and hear, even
smell and taste, the rain.
The SuperTwos' images were solid,
firmly fixed on avery wide soundstage,
and nicely layered, clearly occupying
specific and distinct locations in space.
There wasn't, however, as much actual
soundstage depth as with most other
speakers I've tried. Nor were the images
as dimensional, or their edges as welldefined. And the SuperTwos' images
were abit too wide as well; there wasn't
much sense of air around the instru181
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mitts, or of the space between them.
In comparison, the other speakers I
tried — including the SuperOnes —
sounded more clean and airy. They all
did amuch better job at defining image
edges, putting space between them, and
weaving everything together into acontinuous acoustic space. With the
SuperTwos, the recorded ambience
cues that defined the original hall were
reproduced, but they seemed like a
blanket that covered the orchestra,
rather than an integral part of it.
Iused the adjectives "vivid" and
"bold" to describe the SuperTwo's midrange. Unfortunately, compared to the
other speakers, phrases like "a little
thick," "slightly slow," and "a bit loose"
came to mind as well. Tracy Chapman
has awonderful, distinctive way of letting notes drift up in pitch as they trail
off—listen to "Give Me One Reason"

from New &ginning (Elektra 61850-2).
These changes in pitch are subtle and
riveting on the Meadowlark or SuperOne, but on the SuperTwo they sounded alittle crude, obvious rather than

The SuperTwos
sounded abit rolled-off
compared to other
speakers I've tried.
subtle. "Mistreated But Undefeated
Blues," from Soular Energy, is another
good example. It's inherently loose and
rollicking, but solidly anchored in a
groove. On the SuperTwo, the groove is
just abit loose. It's still agreat cut, but
sounds kind of like the last take after a

System, Setup, Associated Equipment
Iused the SuperTwos in two audioonly systems in addition to my
audio/video setup, but most of my
final evaluations were done using a
Wadia 830 CD player straight into
Mark Levinson No20.6 monoblock
power amplifiers, balanced MIT 330
Shotgun interconnects, and Synergistic Research Designer's Reference
speaker cables.
Iset the SuperTwos up approximately 6' from the side walls, 4' out
from the front wall, and toed-in to
point directly at my listening seat. I
found that they were sensitive to
toe-in, but not terribly finicky with
respect to location. My listening
position is about 6' 6" from the back
wall and my chair puts my ear height
at 39" — slightly above the Super
Two's 36" tweeter axis.
Room treatment included Echo
Busters absorbers at the first reflection points on the side walls, Double
Buster diffusers on the front and
back walls, and Bass Buster bass
absorbers in all four room corners.
Analog source: VP! TNT IV
turntable, JMW 12" Memorial tonearm, Grado The Reference and
Micro-Benz LO4 cartridges.
Digital sources: Wadia 830 and
Marantz CD63SE CD players,
Denon DVD-3000 DVD player.
Preamplification: Sonic Frontiers
Phono-1 phono preamp, Sonic
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Frontiers Line 3and Adcom GFP750 line stages.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No20.6, VTL Ichiban, VAC Renaissance 70/70.
A/V receiver: Rotel RSX-965.
Loudspeakers: Thiel CS72 and
CS23, Magnepan 1.6 Q/R, Castle
Severn, Meadowlark Kestrel "Hot
Rod."
Cables: Nirvana S-L and S-X, JPS
Superconductor 2, Kimber Bi-Focal
XL, Synergistic Research Designer's
Reference, MIT 330 Shotgun and
MH-750 Shotgun, Nordost Blue
Heaven, Benzin Platinum Synapse.
Accessories: VP! 16.5, Decca record brush, Sumiko Fluxbuster,
Dennessen alignment protractor,
Shure stylus-force gauge, Immedia
Needle Nektar and StyLAST styluscleaning fluids; Echo Busters roomtreatment products; PAC Super
IDOS, MIT Z-Systems, Nirvana
AC isolation and AC delivery systems, Synergistic Research AC Master Couplers, Nordost ECO3 and
Musical Fidelity DiskSolution CD
treatments; Sheflield/XL0 Test and
Burn-in CD, Stereophile Test CD 2and
Test CD 3, Mobile Fidelity Sound
Check test CD; Bright Star isolation
systems, Paul Barry equipment feet,
Tiptoes; Bright Star, VPI, and Merrill equipment stands.
—Brian Darnkroger

long night in the studio, instead of the
first one of the morning, when everyone is fresh.
On top, the SuperTwos sounded abit
rolled-off compared to other speakers
I've tried. On the SuperOnes or Meadowlarks, the cymbals on the Shirley
Horn cut had just the right balance of
ring and metallic shimmer, and the
sound painted awonderfully clear picture of Steve Williams' movements.
Things like painting small circles with
the brush, or aseries of quick, delicate
taps with adrumstick, seemed more like
holograms than mere sounds. On the
SuperTwos, the movements were still
there, hut the holographic effect wasn't.
Summing up —
The devil is in the details
Its easy to pick apart the SuperTwo's
performance and find it lacking in several areas, but it's important to remember that this is Stereophile— the standards
are very high. The SuperTwo is not a
bad speaker. To the contrary, it's significantly better than any similarly priced
mass-market gear you'll find, and actually quite enjoyable to listen to.
One night, Icued up 88 Basie Street
and kicked back with a magazine.
Without thinking about it, Ifound
myself tapping my foot and humming
along. The midrange was vivid and
dynamic, with Basic's trademark rolling
piano chops bouncing along and popping out of the mix. Joe Pass's guitar
leads on "Contractor's Blues" and "Sunday at the Savoy" caught my attention as
being particularly rich and vibrant, with
asweet, dense ring that made it seem as
if his amp was in my listening room.
The horns were brassy and their crescendos swelled powerfully, but without
atrace of edge or steel, and Dennis
Mackrel's rirnshots and ride cymbal
drove everything happily along. Ieven
caught myself thinking, "This speaker
sounds awhole lot bigger than it really
is." So what's the problem?
Part of my disappointment with the
NHT SuperTwo stemmed from my initial excitement. The SuperOne is one of
my favorite small speakers, and the
promise of SuperOne performance
combined with bass down to 35Hz, all
for $750/pair, was quite compelling. To
find out that the SuperTwo is not an
omnipotent giant-killer, and, in some
areas —detail, clarity, air —is astep back
from the SuperOne, was alet down.
Perhaps Bonnie said it best: "They're
really apleasant speaker to listen to, but
they're just not as clear as the SuperOnes. They're just sort of... 'there.'"
Stereophile, October 1999

The bottom line

For one of their intended applications —
as the front-channel speakers of areasonably priced audio/home-theater
setup —the NHT SuperTwo succeeds
nicely. It is an enjoyable speaker for casual listening, and its shortcomings — a
thickening and sweetening of the sound,
and overemphasized upper bass —
might well be asynergistic match for
the type of electronics it's likely to be
driven by in those applications. It
mates seamlessly with the other NHT

For one of their

FREE CD
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learn

intended applications
as the front-channel
speakers of areasonably
priced audio/
home-theater setup —
the NHT SuperTwo
succeeds nicely.
Performance Series speakers, making
for an inexpensive setup immeasurably
better than what's built into big-screen
TVs or sold as "rack system" packages.
Plus, the SuperTwo's bottom-end extension and power eliminate the need
for aseparate subwoofer.
Ican't, however, recommend the
SuperTwo for serious two-channel,
audio-only applications. True, it's a
pleasant-sounding, stylish, well-built,
full-range loudspeaker that retails for
only $750/pair, but Idon't agree with
the compromises that were made, especially on the bottom end.
But that's amatter of personal taste,
and yours may differ. The real problem
with the SuperTwo, and the reason I
hesitate to recommend it, is that, given
today's competition, anice-sounding,
well-built, etc. $750/pair speaker just
isn't good enough. Looking at the tiny
cross-section of the market that Ihave
on hand, Iwould strongly recommend
that someone consider spending more
money and get the Castle Severn, Meadowlark Kestrel, or Magee 1.6Q/K All
three are significantly better than the
SuperTwo above about 40Hz, and the
Meadowlark and Maggie are two of the
best buys around. And if my budget just
couldn't be stretched beyond $750, I'd
buy apair of SuperOnes and agood set
of stands — and save the rest for Bonnie's birthday present.
Stereophile, October 1999
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Denon D- M3/Mission MS-5 Mini System

H

ow easy it would be simply to

dismiss the Denon/Mission DM3 as just another of those
mini systems foisted on the great unwashed by the electronics supermarkets! Undoubtedly, as the audio expert
in your social circle, you've been asked
to help pick out such asystem for a
friend. It's painful to conclude that they
all sound horrid. Several people urged
me to listen to the little Denon D-M3
system at HI-FI '98, but Iwas not
impressed — it sounded as small and
lean as its appearance su lt lested. But the
exhibitor's demo material was completely unfamiliar to me, so Ifigured I'd
give the D-M3 atougher test with one
of my own discs.
Now, you might think this unfair — I
knew this disc from auditions at home
and in other demo rooms —but, surprisingly, the results were positive. The little
D-M3 sounded quite musical, tuneful,
and well balanced. Y'see, Iknew what
the disc should have sounded like. On the
DM3, that's how it sounded.

Denon D-M3 CD receiver & Mission MS-5 loudspeaker

play, and (a welcome feature) A-B
repeat. It can also be synchronized with
Denon's matching DRR-M10 cassette
deck and DM D-M10 MiniDisc
recorder. Optical digital output is provided for the latter (or for aDAC), and the
system remote control handles all.
Unfortunately, switching between AM
What is it?
and FM and stepping/scanning to find
Seemingly overwhelmed by consumer
stations can be accomplished only —and
demand, Denon took many months to
inconveniently — from the main front
free up areview sample of the D-M3
for me, but one finally arrived in a panel. However; once the system is programmed with your selections, the flexisnazzy waterproof Pelican shipping case
(sorry, only for the review sample) with
a pair of heavy, nicely terminated
Straight Wire Duo speaker cables
Denon D-M3 CD/receiver: Tuner
(sorry, also only for review). By now, of
Section: FM band, 87.5-108.0MHz;
course, you've looked at the picture at
AM band, 520-1710kHz. FM sensithe top of the page —but until you read
tivity: 1.5pV/75 ohms. AM sensitivity:
the dimensions in the specs, you can't
20pV. FM separation: 35dB/1kHz.
appreciate how tiny the D-M3 is. The
CD Player Section: Wow & Flutter:
main chassis, housing a remote-conbelow measurable limits. Sampling
trolled AM/FM tuner, CD player, and
frequency: 44.1kHz. No other para20Wpc stereo amplifier, is the size of a
meters specified. Amplifier Section:
shoebox and weighs amere 9lbs.
20Wpc into 6 ohms (1kHz, 10 0/0
The D-M3 has too many features,
THD). Tape input/output jacks, Aux
and that is typical of its class. The tuner
input jacks, pre-out (mono) jack,
has a40-station memory, as well as
3.5mm headphone jack. General:
Radio Data Systems (RDS) functions for
Power consumption: 55W.
the display of program type, call letters,
Dimensions: 81364" W by 3%4" H by
and other downloadable information.
13 17/
6,1" D. Weight: 9 lbs 1oz.
Rear-panel connectors (75 ohm coax)
Serial number of unit reviewed:
for AM and FM antennas are provided.
803A1010.
The CD player incorporates an 8x-oversampling filter, 20-track programmed
Stereophile, October 1999

ble remote makes it unnecessary to
touch the main unit except to change
CDs. If that's too much trouble for you,
Denon offers two slightly more expensive models with CD changers.
The amplifier has decidedly nonaudiophile tone controls. Denon's Super
Dynamic Bass (SDB) boost often
proved useful. There are also four EQ
settings (Rock, Pops, Classical, Flat), of
which only the last was useful. (The
others simulate the flavors of various
boomboxes.) In addition to the main

Mission MS-5: Two-way, reflexloaded stand-mounted loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 1" soft-dome tweeter, 5"
high-excursion mid-woofer. Frequency response: not specified.
Impedance: 6ohms. Recommended
amplifier power: 15-75W.
Dimensions: 91/
2"H by 51
,
2"W by 8"
D. Weight: 5', 4 lbs each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
8VET00354, 8VET00614.
System price: $449.
Manufacturer/US distributor for
Mission: Denon Electronics, Division
of Denon Corporation (USA), 222
New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054.
Tel: (973) 575-7810. Fax: (973) 8081608. Web: wwvv.del.denon.com.
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R/L speaker terminals, the D-M3 has a
front-panel headphone jack (its use
mutes the speakers) and arear-panel
line-level subwoofer jack. The latter is
not low-pass-filtered, and merely (but
usefully) provides amixed L+R output
to feed asubwoofer. Manufacturers'
specifications are typically optimistic in
this class of system, but the D-M3's
specification of 10% THD at full output
is certainly not encouraging.
The built-in clock and timer might
have allowed me to use the D-M3 to be
awakened or lulled to sleep. But with its
wealth of modern electronic gimmickry, the D-M3 couldn't keep even approximately accurate time — it ran
about 25 minutes fast each day! This has
to be adefective specimen.

The D-M3's remote has two sets of
buttons. The top layer controls power,
steps volume and radio-station presets
up and down, and controls CD, cassette,
and MD play. Under the sliding cover,
more buttons permit direct track access
and selection of EQ, cassette/MD recording, timer/alarm functions, and auxiliary input. Ifound the controls comprehensive but far from intuitive. Then
again, curmudgeon that Iam, Ihated the
slow, letter-by-letter spelling-out of
"H-E-L-L-0" on the unit's display each time
Ipowered up. My solution was to leave
the system on, thereby avoiding both the
"H-E-c-c-o" and the meaningless clock.
But if you look at the speakers, it's
easy to see what distinguishes the DM3 from all other chain-store minis.

The Mission MS-5 speakers are the
product of arespected British speaker
manufacturer, and are similar in design
and execution to the other models in
the Mission line. Iunderstand that the
Denon/Mission pairing is the fortuitous consequence of the two companies sharing US distribution. Whatever
the reason, the Missions are arelief
from all those too-tiny satellites with
their underachieving — and sometimes
under-the-counter — woofers and tacky
plastic enclosures.
The Mission MS-5 is an impressively
solid little box with anice wood finish
and asilver-toned frame surrounding a
gray snap-on grille. Under the grille, the
5" mid-woofer sits above the 1" dome
tweeter. In between, aflared bass-reflex

Measurements
Mission M5-5 loudspeaker
It's just as well that the little Mission to get much below the upper bass out
goes surprisingly loud with only afew of this speaker.
amplifier watts —my estimate of its BNote also the glitches in the impedweighted sensitivity was 88.5dB/ ance traces at 290Hz, 760Hz, and
2.83V/m. Its impedance plot (fig.»
1
kHz; these indicate the presence of
reveals it to be anot very demanding cabinet resonances of some kind, which
load, the magnitude dropping near 4 can be seen in the waterfall plot calcuohms only in the lower midrange. The lated from the output of aplastic-tape
saddle in this plot at 70Hz indicates the accelerometer fastened to the top of the
tuning of the port — you're not going cabinet (fig2). The resonance at 290Hz
was even stronger on the side wall, and
can be expected to add an obscuring
taonala unmans ••••••••• no.
mom
effect in the midrange.
As can be seen from fig3, these resonances also show in the acoustic output
of the port, though they are relatively
low in level and might be of high
enough Q not to be excited that often.
In this graph, the speaker's overall balance is triple-humped: The slight excesses of energy in the upper bass and
Fig.1 Mission MS-5, electrical impedance (solid)
top octave will balance each other — the
•n•ele

4.
10,1

«11

lee

Kb,

and phase (dashed). (2 ohms/vertical div.)

old LS3/5A trick — while the peak in
the upper midrange will add asense of
detail, though also accentuate grain. The
MS-5's lateral dispersion (not shown)
was wide and even, as might be expected from its narrow baffle. In the vertical
plane (not shown), alarge suckout in
the crossover region developed above
the midrange axis, so the listener should
be sure to listen on or below that axis. If
you place the Missions to either side of
your computer, tilt them up.
The Mission's step response (not
shown) indicated that both tweeter and
midrange are connected with positive
acoustic polarity, while the speaker's
cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.4)
indicates acouple of ridges of delayed
energy, which might well contribute to
KR's feeling that the system had some
treble "grain." All in all, however, the
MS-5 measures quite competently, considering how little it costs.
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Fig.2 Mission MS-5, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of top
wall. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Mission MS-5, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer and port responses and their
complex sum plotted below 500Hz,
IkHz, and 300Hz, respectively.
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Denon
shoebox on the library table next to the
vent pierces the rigid front panel. The
front panel might look alittle crowded, TV and set the Missions atop my Paradigm Esprit speakers. This, of course, was
but the location of the vent allows you
to place the MS-5 much closer to the
rear walls than would arear-vent design.
Regardless of Denon's
It also means that all radiation sources
are very closely spaced, approximating a admonition, these systems
single source. From the composite cone
woofer to the multiway binding posts
will be used mostly on
on the rear, the MS-5 is aserious speakshelves, tables, and
er, as befits its origin, and seems totally
unrelated to typical mini-system speakcabinets. Most of the time,
ers. It is the mating of the electronics
package with serious and suitable loudthat's where Iused them.
speakers that sets the D-M3 apart.
System in abox
As you might have guessed, setup was
not too tough. Iplopped the D-M3

exactly what the doctor had not ordered.
Denon says to put the speakers on stands
so that there's air and space all around.

Denon D-M3 amplifier section
KR commented on the Denon system's
rolled-off highs, and this can be seen in
the plot of the amplifier's frequency
response (fig.5), made with the Audio
Precision System One driving the DM3's Aux inputs. (The input impedance
measured 47k ohms at 1kHz.) While
the Mission speaker's on-axis excess of
top-octave energy will compensate to
some extent, when the amplifier is set
to Flat it starts to roll off in the mid-treble, reaching -3.5dB at 20kHz. The
upper pair of traces in fig.5 is into 8
ohms, the lower into 4ohms; there is no
appreciable difference between the two.
The third trace in this graph is the
Denon's response measured at the output terminals while driving the Mission
MS-5 speakers. The modification of the
response is due to the interaction between the amplifier's 0.4 ohm output
impedance and the speaker's change of
impedance with frequency.

Though KR didn't find the equalization settings to be much use, Ishow
these in fig.6, superimposed on the Flat
curve. The Pops setting has the same
treble rolloff as Flat, but with abroad
4.5dB peak centered on 750Hz. The
Classic and Rock settings feature the
same 1.5dB mid-treble boost, but Rock
features amuch larger amount of bass
boost. The effect of the Super Dynamic
Bass switch—which KR did find useful
with the Mission speakers — is shown
in fig.Z with the volume control reduced by "2" for each trace plotted.
SDB boosts the level at the speaker's
port tuning frequency, with the exact
amount of boost dependent on the volume-control setting. With the control
set to "34" (its maximum), there is no
boost. The volume control, by the way,
operates in 1.8-2dB steps, with almost
perfect tracking between channels.
The D-M3's channel separation (not

D-M3/Mission

MS-5

How realistic is that? If! give up asquare
foot of floor space for each speaker, in
addition to the shelf space for the electronics, why am Ibuying amini? Let's
face it: Regardless of Denon's admonition, these systems will be used mostly
on shelves, tables, and cabinets. Most of
the time, that's where Iused them.
Riding high on the Esprits in the
sparsely furnished 15'-by-16' room in
my Connecticut weekend home, the DM3 sounded pretty nice. Imaging was
precise and, despite the rolloffs at both
the treble and bass ends of the spectrum,
tonal balance was only slightly light.
What made the D-M3 system so appealing was that none of its faults was
blatant. The treble was maybe alittle
grainy, but since the high frequencies

Ser.se,.• 0.nm, P. ',eq.., Rolf.. et

•ro !mauve, 11.1
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Fig.5 Denon D-M3, frequency response at
(from top to bottom): 1W into 8ohms,
2W into 4ohms, and 2.828V into Mission
MS-5 loudspeaker (0.5dB/vertical div.,
right channel dashed).

Fig.6 Denon D-M3, frequency response with EQ
set to (from top to bottom at (kHz): Rock,
Classic, Pops, and Flat (5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Mission MS-5, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50"
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10000.0

0.330 ,,sec
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(alSms risetime).

Fig.7

Denon D-M3, frequency response with
SOB active with volume control set to
(from top to bottom at lkHz): 34, 32, 30,
28, 26, 24, 22, 20, 18, and 16 (5dB/
vertical div.).
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VMPS Ribbons
'Ile new line of VMPS Ribbon speakers
are now available. From the "Ribbon
Monitors" to the "Special Ribbon
Edition" models they represent
tremendous value in modern loudspeaker
technology. For example, their $16,000
ST-III/SRE uses the same 72" ribbon as a
popular $40,000 model from their
nearest competitor. The FF3/SRE for
under $7000 uses a52" version of the

Model

Length

MIT Z-Cord
MIT Z-Cord-II
MIT Z-Cord-II
MIT Z-Cord-II

List

2meter
2meter
3 meter
4 meter

$100
$175
$200
$225

Sale
$49.95
$89.95
$99.95
$119.95

same Ribbon! Woofers are Phase-Plugged
We stock Hospital
Woven Carbon Fiber. They also are very
grade wall outlets!
serious about box construction with
AudioQuest ACI5Hubbel I
1meter
baffles as thick as 3" on some models!
$109
$39.95
AudioQuest ACI5Hubbel I
2meter
$120
$49.95
The crossovers are hand made using
AudioQuest
ACI5Hubbel
I
3meter
$131
$59.95
capacitors from Wondercap and Solen,
AudioQuest ACI5Hubbell
4 meter
$142
$69.95
and wired with quality silver plated cable.
AudioQuest AC I2Hubbell
1meter
$199
$79.95
Bottom line: For the ten years we've been
AudioQuest AC12Hubbell
2 meter
$224
$99.95
carrying VMPS they have been afavorite,
AudioQuest AC I2Hubbell
3 meter
$249
$114.95
always representing great value. With
AudioQuest AC12Hubbell
4 meter
$274
$129.95
their new Ribbon Series they've taken it
NOTE: The MIT cords come with standard molded type AC/IEC plugs. AudioQuest
to anew level... They've combined value
models shown come with the Hubbell 5965 AC plug and astandard molded type IEC
with State-Of-The-Art sound and
plug. Superior quality plug upgrades are available on all cords; Schurter IEC plugs and
technology. A task that we feel is truly
Hubbell 5266C or 8215C Hospital grade AC plugs. Before ordering please visit our web
remarkable!
site for acomplete list of all available lengths, configurations, and plug upgrade prices.

auchoquest

VMPS Ribbon Series
Start at under $1500pair

Trade [In Your 00d Dnterconnects
Through the end of January
2000 we will be accepting
trade-ins on your old
interconnect toward the purchase
of the AudioQuest Opal X3 and
$ 195 Imeter pair
Topaz X2 interconnect. Opal X3 is
unquestionably the highest value interconnect in their line, and
one of our favorite $200 cables. It uses 3FPC-6 copper
conductors with aspecial air dielectric to deliver an open and airy
high end with tons of detail. It's also highly dynamic with low
bass control normally found only in far more expensive cables.
Call us for the generous trade-in value of your current
interconnect. Most brands accepted.

our System [5 DRinkhg ROM The Sewed

1 1 1)

II

And with it's rich sound, it gives up nothing in midrange and
high frequency detail and transparancy.

HCM

Audio

$300

Feed it purified power with aChang Lightspeed power
filter. Many models to choose from.

Return ©fen Nlltt Ettyi
We are now stocking the excellent
line of Nitty Gritty record care
products. Including the fluids,
accessories, and parts.
[NITTY GRITTY
r'): >
r
,-•••
REM» CLEANING SYSTEM

Model 1.0 $229

Creek Headphone Ampleer Audio Technica Phono Cartridge
Buy the Creek OBH- 1
Ifor •Gold Plated Beryllium Cantilever
$199 and get upgraded to
•0C9/ML Moving Coil
the OBH-2 Power Supply
plus a FREE Mogami •MicroLine Stylus
headphone extension cable. big Prier 54(5) *

$199
The new version of Topaz X2 is another exceptional value. It
uses their FPC copper conductors. The Topaz stands out in it
price range due to its rich, warm sound, and lack of harshness.

Starting under

aeor—

CI- 7i)

$169

audiolechnica.

Arcici •Audio Magic •API •AudioQuest •
Audio Technica •Bag End •Blue Point •Chang •Creek •
Fladine •Grado •Hafler •Lightspeed •Mogami •
Musical Concepts •Musical Design •Music Hall •
Music Metre •Nitty Gritty •Nordost •Onix •Pro-Ject •
Sumiko •Target •Tice •VMPS •WBT

Get the rest ofthe deals on the web at: www.hcmaudio.com
800-222-3465 • 530-345-1341 • Fax 530-345-7269
877-234-3465 • 530-891-8326
2725 Hwy 32 West, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com

We ship
anywhere in
the world!

Denon

seemed gently rolled off, it wasn't disturbing. The slight thickening in the
midbass seemed to balance and distract
from the lack of true deep bass. Transparency was merely acceptable — but
bear in mind that the entire system costs
less atypical Class D CD player.
The D-M3's performance was not
simply the result of using competent
speakers. There was true synergy here —
switching in the Super Dynamic Bass
(SDB) boost provided aricher low end
without excessive blocking up in the
midbass. Brief tfials with such widely differing speakers as the PSB Stratus Gold i,
RadioShack Minimus-7, and Celesfion
MP-1 were less successful—all of these
speakers boomed unpleasantly when
the SDB was switched in. In contrast,

D-M3/Mission

MS-5

SDB with the Mission MS-5s gave the
system more authority and weight, with
no noticeable loss of bass detail or
midrange clarity.
It occurred to me that adding asubwoofer to this system might provide the
visceral punch on the bottom end that
minis, including this one, invariably lack.
To test this, Iborrowed aCanton SW-22
self-powered sub and fed it from the DM3's mono jack. It took only abit of
twiddling of the Canton's level, phase,
and crossover controls to get asatisfactory match, and off we were to the races.
The kick drums on Jacques Loussier's
Reflections of Bach (Chrysalis VK 41591)
hit me in the chest, and the various
artillery on the Erich Kunzel/Cincinnati
Pops Ein Straussfest (Telarc CD-80098)

had near-lethal impact. More significant,
the musical components of these recordings were enhanced as well — adding
the Canton (or similar) sub was an obvi-

shown) was nothing to write home
about, with the R-L crosstalk peaking at
-47dB at 20kHz. The L-R bleedthrough was alittle better, at -60dB at
8kHz. At low levels, distortion levels
were low: below 0.1% in the rnidband,
though rising in the treble, particularly
into low impedances. Into 2ohms, for
example, the distortion reached 0.3% at
201cHz, and was still 02% into 4ohms
at this frequency, su:essting that if the
user chooses to use speakers other than
the Mission MS-5, they should be highimpedance types.
At higher levels and low frequencies, the distortion signature was predominantly second and third harnion-

ic, as can be seen from fig.8, though
some power-supply artifacts can also
be seen in this graph. Despite the amplifier's less good linearity at high frequencies compared with the midrange, it did quite well on the punishing HF intermodulation test, at least at
lowish levels (fig.9) — though, again,
some power-supply artifacts make
their presence known.
On continuous tones (fig.10), the
Denon met its specified power rating at
the usual 1% THD+noise limit into 8and
4ohms, despite its conservative 10% rating. With alow-duty-cycle lIcHz toneburst (fig.11), rather more power was available into lower impedances —29.9W into

ousai
grade for the D-M3.
While the Denon/Mission/Canton

system could emulate the big sounclstage
and bass power of my main system, don't
lake this to suggest that they were completely equivalent. The Denon/Mission
system still lacked the resolution throughout the spectrum that you should expect
from awell-chosen, full-size rig. Moreover, when pushed to high SPLs with
Brudcnees Symphony 9(Stanislaw Skrowaczewski/Minnesota Orchestra, Reference Recordings RR-81CD), the impotence of the little system's amp placed a
significant limit on dynamics, especially in

Measurements
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Fig.8 Denon D-M3, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1 kHz, at 20W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Denon D-M3, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 3.6W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.10Denon D-M3, distortion (0/0) VS continuous
output power into (from bottom to top at
1W): 8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2 ohms.
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Fig.1 tDenon D-M3, 4 ohm tap, distortion (°/0) VS IkHz burst output power into 8 ohms (black trace),
4 ohms (red), 2 ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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the low brass. Of course, this comparison
is patently unfair; the Denon/Mission/Canton system deserves high marks
for even raising the issue.
Back in the Big Apple, Itried the DM3 with the Mission MS-5s placed on
opposite ends of alarge dresser, atop
the Stratus Golds in the main system,
and even (as recommended) on apair
of 2' stands. No matter where Iput
them, the MS-5s gave me awide, deep
soundstage and areasonable semblance
of bass. Jazz ensembles, human voice,
opera, you name it — the D-M3 was
just so ... listenable.
Hooked up to an AudioPrism 6500
antenna, the Denon/Mission D-M3
cheerily replaced the big system for
weeks of casual FM and CD listening —
and, after all, casual listening in an
audiophile's home or office is likely this
system's purpose. In the more densely

decorated, highly damped environment
offered by my Manhattan apartment,
the SDB switch sometimes delivered
too much chestiness from WQXR's
close-miked announcers. Other times,
the SDB was invaluable in filling out
the tonal balance. Use as needed.

bright, and the bass was less extended
and detailed than that from my usual
Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro transport, but
it was eminently clean and listenable.
The tuner was even better, sounding
quite pure and giving good sensitivity in
the country setting (via aTerk FM-Pro
antenna), and good selectivity in the city
And the parts?
(via the AudioPrism 6500 antenna). ReWhile lmostly played the D-M3 as a markably, the D-M3 even provided
complete system, Idid fiddle around
some acceptable signals in NYC without
with its component parts. Fed with a an antenna. This little shoebox could
decent external analog signal from my drive the big Stratus Gold ispeakers to
DMX receiver or from an external CD
adequate listening levels, although the
player, the amp and speakers performed
lack of oomph in the bass and the pervajust as they did with their internal
sive grain throughout the spectrum
sources: that is, not quite as well as I were quite noticeable.
know these sources can be. Conversely,
On the other hand, Idid hang the
feeding the optical digital output from
Mission MS-5s on the end of both big
the D-M3 to the rest of my system via
systems without embarrassing them.
the MSB LinkDAC revealed the Denon They sounded less grainy and more dytransport to be quite decent. It was abit namic driven by such power amplifiers as

Measurements
4ohms at 1Id-lz, for example—but note
the strange sawtooth effect on the measured distortion level above 3W in this
graph. This can also be seen in fig.I2,
which plots toneburst power against output power at 50Hz (black trace), lkHz
(red), and 5kHz (blue). This behavior
seems to be related to the actual current
drawn from the amplifier.
Note also the relationship between distortion and frequency. Even though less
maximum power is available at low frequencies, the amplifier is more linear up
to ahigher power level than it is at higher

frequencies. Isuspect that the relatively
high level of distortion in the 5k1-1z (blue)
plot will also contribute to KR's feeling of
treble grain. But this is avery critical look
at acomponent that will be purchased for
less critical listening conditions.
Denon D-M3 CD-player section
One point should be noted about the
receivees CD section: The internal preamp circuitry clipped on CD replay if the
volume control was set higher than "25."
This was where it was set for all the CDsection measurements, other than the

-90dB spectral analysis and linearity
tests, even though this compromises the
measured noise floor by I2dB or so.
The Denon's CD transport was
superb at coping with disc errors, negotiating even the 2.5mm gaps in the data
on the Pierre Verany Test CD without
glitches in its audio output, and stumbling only on the extreme 3tnm gaps.
But that was the bright spot, as the DM3's D/A circuitry is not very good. (I
note that KR mainly used the unit's dig-
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Fig.13 Denon D-M3, spectrum of dithered IkHz
tone at -90dBFS, with noise and spuriae,
16-bit data (right channel dashed).
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Fig.I2 Denon D-M3, 4 ohm tap, distortion (%) vs burst output power into 4 ohms at 50Hz (black trace),
lkHz (red), and IkHz (blue).
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Fig.14 Denon D-M3, left-channel departure from
linearity (2dB/vertical div.).
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MS-5

components, but they'd be more bulky
the woods, or for nonaudiophile friends
and much less convenient. The D-M3 is
or relatives who want you to fix them
simply the easiest way out.
up with anew stereo. You definitely can
In my neighborhood, you can get a
get enhanced performance by adding a
damn good hamburger with hand-cut
fries for under $10. It's not anovelty
What you get when
burger from afast-food chain, or agreat
Filet Mignon with béarnaise and a
you buy a$450
baked potato — you have to pay alot
Denon/Mission D-M3
more (and have abigger appetite) for
that kind of experience. Sometimes, a
is aremarkably compact,
good burger is exactly what you need.
Conclusions
The Denon/Mission D-M3 is acomIf you're hoping to hear that this $450
consistently fluent system
plete system that provides satisfying
all-in-one system could replace awellmusic for $450. It's not atrick-speaker
chosen component system, your hopes
that won't chafe your
mini from achain store or agreat comare unreasonable. What you get when
ponent system; you have to pay alot
you buy aDenon/Mission D-M3 is a
audiophile sensibilities.
more (and provide alot more space) for
remarkably compact, consistently fluent
that kind of experience. Sometimes, the
small powered subwoofer, but the
system that won't chafe your audiophile
compact D-M3 will be exactly what
return on investment then begins to
sensibilities. The D-M3 is agreat choice
shrink. Yes, you might squeeze out a you need.
for your office or bedroom, for toting
You want fries with that?
better $500 system from older, used
out to the back porch or your cabin in

the Sonic Frontiers Power-2, hot-rodded
McCormack DNA-1, or even my old
Adcom GFA-555. But that should be no
surprise, and simply confirms that its
amp is the D-M3's weakest link. If the
D-M3 is bought as astarter system, the
most effective upgrade would be abetter
amp. You'll keep the little Missions,
though, since you'll get even more out of
them with further system enhancements.

ital output with an MSB DAC.) Fig.13
shows aspectral analysis of the player's
noise floor while it decodes data representing a dithered 1kHz tone at
-90dBFS. 'While there is some level
error apparent in the left channel, the
tone is entirely missing in the right
channel! Note also the presence of
power-supply spuriae.
Fig.14 shows the left channel's linearity error plotted against absolute error.
While there is negligible error down to
-70dBFS, the measured level is 3dB
down from what it should be below
-80dBFS. The right channel (not
shown) was even worse, with a-6dB
error in this region. Below -85dBFS, the
error is obscured by the audioband noise
present. As aresult, the waveform of an
undithered 1kHz tone at -90.31dBFS
(fig.15) is almost entirely obscured. (The
"Measurements" sidebar of the Wadia
830 review elsewhere in this issue shows
what this graph should look like.)
Finally, Ilooked at the D-M3's jitter

M OM.. 0.non 0-160

1.1

90

de"

performance with the Miller Audio
Research Analyzer and aCD-R containing aspecial diagnostic signal. A high-resolution spectral analysis of the D-M3's
output signal, taken from the preamplifier-output jack, is shown in fig.16. (The
grayed-out spectrum, shown for reference, is that of the very-low-jitter Wadia
830, reviewed elsewhere in this issue.)
Each numbered spectral line in this graph
represents apair of sidebands, either due
to jitter or some other cause of intermodulation. There are alot, with their weight-

cd sum equaling -71dB, implying that the
player has no more than the equivalent of
a12-bit dynamic range. The actual measured level of the jitter was avery high
1834 picoseconds, most of this coming
from the sidebands labeled with ared "7"
(due to data-related jitter), and apurple
"3" and "5" (related to the power supply).
Considering its price, the D-M3's
amplifier section is not as compromised
as its CD section. But given its intended
purpose, it might well be that CD performance will be adequate. —John Atkinson
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Fig 15 Denon D-M3, waveform of undithered
1kHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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Fig.16 Denon D-M3, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11kHz at -6dBFS with LSB
toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, IlkHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. (Grayed-out trace
is Wadia 830.)
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GOODWIN'S

While the nice folks at

won't

Martin-Logan pick themselves

sell you
MartinLogan

try very hard to provide the
information, environment and

and compare today's top

astonishing bass. We'd mention

resources for you to properly

high-end components.

the lack of crossovers in the

evaluate music systems.You can

Statements

HIGH END

up off the floor, let us explain.
At Goodwin's High End we

use our six custom-designed,

We believe in building

critical midrange and treble

long-term relationships with

regions and how this yields

meticulously-constructed, and

our clients, many of whom

superb transient response, holo-

acoustically-treated listening

we've known for 20 years or

graphic imaging, and stunning

rooms to accurately evaluate

more. Obviously trust must be

dynamics. We'd explain the

earned, and so we give only

clever design of the dipole mid-

our most sage advice. We

bass and bipole low-bass arrays,

honor our clients' needs

and we'd demonstrate the

because we know that self-

results deep, fast articulate lows.

serving advice would, in the

We'd play the Statements

long run, ruin the relationship.
As for the Martin-Logan
Statements, now you know

in our dual-purpose listening
room/recording studio and
use our incredible Spectral

why we won't sell them to

digital front end, or perhaps

you. We would, of course, be

our Basis Debut Gold Standard

glad to demonstrate them for

turntable. We'd leave you

you, perhaps with the Audio

alone to listen, or if you'd

Research Reference 300 or

rathet we would stay with

Spectral DMA-360 amplifiers.

you to guide your evaluation.

We'd be happy to talk about

No, we won't sell you the

the incredible resoMng power

Statements, but we'd be

of the electrostatic panels, the

pleased if you choose to buy

tightly-integrated mid-bass

them from us. It's your choice

transition towers, and the

— no hurry, no pressure.

Goodwin's High End 781-893-9000

www.goodwinshighend.com •899 Main Street •Waltham, MA 02451 •Fax 781-893-9200 • info@goodwinshighend.com
Hours: Tuesday through Thursday from noon until 7 p.m. •Friday and Saturday from noon until 6 p.m. or by appointment
ADA
ASC Tube Traps
Apogee
Audio Research
Avalon Acoustics
Basis
Benz Micro
Billy Bags

HIGH
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Black Diamond Racing
CAL
Celestion
Classé
Clearaudio
Crosby Entec
Da-Lite
Day Sequerra

END

Dunlavy Audio Labs
Eminent Technology
Faroudja
Gefen
Goertz
Graham
Hales
Inca

ONLY

Martin-Logan
Magnum Dynalab
McCormack
MIT
Nordost
Parasound
Particular
Quad

NEW

REL
Revel
Runco
Solidsteel
Spectral
Standesign
Stewart Filmscreen
Sunfire

Target
Theta
Totem
Von Schweikert
VPI
Wheaton Triplanar
Win Research
Zoethecus
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Follow-Up
Larry
Bryston 4B-ST power amplifier &
Velodyne HGS-18 subwoofer
When audio products sound great and
have staying power on the market, they
become classics. Two of the components
used in my review of the B&W Nautilus
805 (elsewhere in this issue) have the legs
to qualify as classics, but because they've
been revised and we haven't heard the new
versions, they've fallen off of Stereophik's
"Recommended Components" listing.
While the Bryston 4B-ST power amplifier
and Velodyne HGS-18 powered subwoofer performed admirably when
teamed up with the B&W Nautilus 805,
are they good enough to remain classics?
Bryston's class-AB2, solid-state, 4B
stereo amplifier — first reviewed 21 years
ago in The Audio Critic— is the company's
oldest surviving production amplifier. Reviewed most recently in Stereophile in May
1992 (Vol.15 No.5, p.132) in its NRB revision, the 40-lb 4B was described as a"compact, rugged, reliable high-powered amplifier that comes with a20-year warranty." It
garnered aClass B "Recommended Components" rating for its bass "slam" and
"snap," but fell short in the areas of transparency and upper-range openness.
Now available in an ST version—the
letters are the initials of Bryston's current
designer, Smart Taylor — the 4B-ST has a
lower power-supply impedance, 28% more
energy storage, improved power transformer layout, shorter lead lengths, improved signal isolation (shielded cables are
run beneath the main system board instead
of as point-to-point runs on the printed circuit board), and anew distortion-lowering
input buffer amplifier. A review of other
Bryston ST amplifiers (Vol.19 No.10, p271)
proved just how much distortion the ST
circuitry could get rid of. Bench-tester Tom
Norton commented, "The THD of the
Bryston is so low that Iused 10 times our
normal output power for this measurement
to get [a distortion waveform] that was not
obscured by noise."
During afour-month audition, Ifound
that the 4B-ST's overall sonic profile had
markedly improved. Yes, the 4B-ST continues to be abass master. Whether it was
driving B&W Nautilus 805s, Revel Salons,
or Dynaudio Contour 3.0s, the new 4B
maintained total control over the bottom
half of the audio spectrum. Film soundStereophile, October 1999
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& John

tracks, vocalists, and jazz ensembles all benefited from this amplifier's slam, punch,
and rhythmic drive. While the currenthungry Revel Salon and the Dynaudio 3.0
needed more power —favoring Bryston's
7B-ST monoblocks — to deliver their full
dynamic range in my large listening room,
the 4B-ST equaled the 7B-ST in midrange
clarity and open highs.
The Nautilus 805, with its 88dB/
W/m sensitivity, proved agreat match for
the Bryston 4B-ST. The amplifier delivered ample pace'n'rhythm playing songs
from Emmylou Harris' band, whether the
pulsating tempo on "Wheels" or the
complicated backbeat drumwork and
deep bass chords on "The Maker" (Spyboy, Eminent EM-25001-2). Playing Jerome Harris' arrangement of Duke Ellington's "The Mooche" (Rendezvous, Stereophile STPH013-2), the 4B-ST reproduced Steve Nelson's vibes with great
transparency, Billy Drummond's rimshots
with terrific transient power and slam,
and Art Baron's trombone with anatural
bite and "brassy blattiness." While it didn't match the 7B-ST monoblock's dynamic contrasts or soundstaging, the 4BST has an equally open and transparent
midrange. This makes the $2397 4B-ST
Bryston's best 4B yet, and definitely recommended for auditioning.
Just four months after Stereophile published apositive review of Velodyne's FSR18 powered subwoofer (August 1998,
Vo121 No.8), the company replaced that
model with the $2799 HGS-18. The $400
price increase covers amuch classier, pianoblack finish, ahallmark of Velodyne's HGS
(high-gain servo) product line. The FSR18's performance ratings—bass extension
down to 15Hz, high SPLs (110c1B) and low
distortion (less than 0.5%) at 20Hz —have
been maintained in the HGS-18. Like its
predecessor, the HGS-18 employs aclosedloop accelerometer servo control, built-in
electronic crossover and amplifier components, the 1250W RMS class-D amplifier,
balanced and single-ended line-level inputs, selectable phase and volume controls,
multiple staggered low-pass crossovers, and
ahuge 18" driver with adual voice-coil and
a linear excursion of 125", peak-peak.
New external features include an improved
high-excursion rubber driver-surround
material said to allow 2dB greater output,

Atkinson

and ablue LED that blinks if protection circuits are tripped.
A brief two-week audition proved that
the HGS-18 was at least the sonic equal of
the discontinued FSR-18. Coupled with
the Nautilus 805, the HGS-18's complete
deep-bass presentation — dynamics, control, weight, pitch, slant, and pace — was
unsurpassed. The sense of authority and
weight in the low end was jaw-dropping.
The HGS-18's qualities of effortless power, freedom from overload, low distortion,
pitch definition, many user features, and
ability to integrate with minirnonitors and
electrostatics make it astrong value, even
at $2799.
The latest incarnations of the Velodyne
HGS-18 and Bryston 4B-ST remain audio
classics, and beautifully complement the
B&W Nautilus 805 loudspeaker.
— Larry Greenhill

Mark Levinson No.30.6
D/A processor
The Mark Levinson No30 has enjoyed a
continuing residence in Class A of Stereophile's "Recommended Components" listing since it was reviewed in our February
1992 issue (Vol.15 No2). Madrigal includes
the No30 in its "Reference" series, by
which they mean that the unit will not
become obsolete. Thus, when new technology became available, the No30.5 update was introduced, consisting of asingle
digital-receiver printed circuit board to
replace the original's three boards, and a
new digital-filtering board. This revision
was favorably reviewed by Stereophile in
October 1994 (Vol.17 No.10).
In particular, the '30.5 introduced the
concept of a FIFO (First-In, First-Out)
buffer to high-end digital separates in order
to minimize the effect of interface jitter.
The input data are fed into aRAM buffer
several thousand samples long, then
clocked out with crystal-controlled oscillator precision. To avoid the buffer either
emptying or overflowing, with resultant
glitches in the sound, the master-clock
crystal oscillator was locked to one of 256
rates closest to the long-term average clock
rate of the incoming data, which Madrigal
calls "intelligent operation."
The No30.5 revision was supposed to
incorporate HDCD decoding, but the delayed release of the Pacific Microsonics
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PM D-100 chip mandated using aconventional digital filter chip from NPC. But
when the PMD-100 became available,
Madrigal's design team introduced an
HDCD upgrade kit for the No30.5, consisting of the HDCD chip mounted on a
small header board to replace the NPC
chip, and afirmware change. This version
was reviewed in the April 1995 Stertvphile
(Vol.18 No.5), with Robert Harley commenting on the "startling increase in soundstage transparency, image specificity, and the
ability to keep individual lines separate."
Ibought the 1992 review sample of the
No30, and have since purchased and performed both the ".5" upgrades myself, thus
confirming the validity of Madrigal's "Reference" philosophy. Five years later, it is
time for the ".6." Unlike earlier upgrades,
this one has to be done by the factory.
Yes, the chassis layout remains the saine,
as does the separate PLS-330 power supply, the eight digital inputs, the buffered
digital output, the comins port, the intelligent FIFO, and the balanced and unbalanced outputs. But for the first time since
1992, the upgrade involves replacing the
D/A converters in the unies twin towers.
The original UltraAnalog DACs have
been replaced by new 24-bit 1)AC modules designed and built by Madrigal.
(UltraAnalog is now owned by Wadia.)
These arc genuine R-2R ladder DACs,
compared with the sigma-delta (1-bit)
DACs used by many other 24-bit processors, and are hand-adjusted in manufacture, using aprecision Vishay trim resistor,
amicroscope, and acomputer test setup.
The new analog boards are made from
Arlon 25N, the same low-dielectric-loss
material used in Madrigal's other Reference and "S" components.
Both the input receiver and the digital

processing board are new. With athroughput capacity of greater than lOmegabits/s,
the former can now handle any data rate
likely to be encountered from the DVD
medium. It handles up to 24/96 data
but — most important — is reprogramrnable to cope with new data formats. The
processing board uses four SHARC 21061
DSP chips, which have a32-bit data path
(plus an 8-bit mantissa) for greater arithmetical precision, to implement both a
conventional digital filter and the HDCD
decoding filter. The exact filter algorithms
were chosen after extensive listening tests.
The FIFO buffer now locks exactly to the
long-term average clock rate of the incoming data, and Madrigal claims a masterclock stability more than 2500 times that of
the No.30.5 —just four parts per billion
compared with 1.5 part per million. In
addition, the FIFO now comes after the
digital filtering, so that the data are fed to
the DACs with the lowest-possible wordclock jitter.
Finally, as well as offering ML's usual
comms port and a RS232 data port for
future software upgrades, the No30.6 has
the hardware and connectors for PHASTLink multiroom operation. (The actual
PHASTLink controller is adealer-installable option.) Due to different chassis
requirements, PHASTLink is not available
on upgraded No30.5s.
A new No30.6 costs $16,950. The cost
of the upgrade from aNo30 or '30.5 costs
$4995 including anew "30.6" front panel,
or $4495 without. Contact your dealer to
book upgrade time at the factory.
Against the No.30.5: All comparisons
were performed with levels matched to
within 0.1dB at 1
kHz, using the No32's
input gain-offset function. The '.6 was

Associated Equipment
Digital sources: Mark Levinson
No31.5 CD transport; California
Audio Labs CL-20 and Denon DVD5000 DVD players; Nagra-D and
Tascam DA-38/Prismsound MR2024T digital recorders; Madrigal,
Illuminations Orchid, and Cariare 110
ohm AES/EBU cables; dCS 972 to
upsample CDs to 96kHz and convert
the Nagra's and Tascam/Prismsound's
96kHz and 882kHz dual-AES/EBU
data outputs to single, double-speed
AES/EBU format.
Comparison components: Mark
Levinson No30.5, Wadia 27ix, Muse
Model 296.
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Line preamplifier: Mark Levinson
No32.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No33H monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: B&W Silver Signatures, Mirage MRM-1 s.
Cables & Interconnects: Madrigal
balanced CZ Gel-1 interconnects;
AudioQuest Sterling speaker cables
(Mirage).
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 116 Mk.II and
PE-1 AC line conditioners (except
for power amps), ASC Tube Traps,
RPG Abffusors.
—John Atkinson

0.7dB louder than the '.5, something to
watch out for in direct comparisons.
On the excellent James Taylor Live at
the Beacon Theater DVD-Video (Columbia Music Video CVD 50171), which
has stereo 24-bit linear-PCM tracks recorded at 48kHz in addition to the Dolby
Digital surround track, the No.30.6 had a
slightly more forward upper-midrange
presentation, with more high-frequency
air apparent. More important for me, the
older processor's rather thickened lower
midrange and bass region were usefully
leaned-out, with more subjective LF extension apparent. When bass player
Jimmy Johnson (better known to audiophiles as Flim of Flim & the BB's) plunges
down to the low-B string of his Alembic
instrument on Beacon Theater, the
No30.5 sounded alittle too fat and "pliddingy," whereas on the '30.6 it merely
sounded deep, deep, deep.
ICs easy for reviewers to exaggerate the
degree of sonic differences they hear, so
don't infer from this description that the
No30.6 "blew away" the '30.5. It didn't.
In absolute terms, the differences were
small —but they were still important. I
recommend '30.5 owners upgrade their
processors as soon as budget and the factory's schedule allow. And this is without
considering the fact that the new version
decodes high-sample-rate material.
As Imentioned in this issue's "As We See
It," Iwas working on the next Stereophile
CD project during the preparation of this
Follow-Up: 882kHz-sampled recordings
of the Brahms and Mozart Clarinet Quintets. As Madrigal's Jon Herron told ine,
Madrigal only had access to 96kHz material during the '30.6's development, so they
didn't have direct experience of 882k sample rates.I Nevertheless, when Ifed the
double-rate AES/EBU datastream from
the dCS 972 to the No30.6, "882kHz" appeared on its display, and an open, free,
superbly detailed sound issued forth from
the speakers, with significantly betterdefined lows.
My microphones roll off above 25kHz,
and my hearing doesn't extend at all above
16kHz, so it can't be the extended bandwidth that makes higher sample rates
sound so good. 2 But sound good they mainly do, whether it was my own 24/88k2
1Irecorded this project at 882kHz in order to keep
the downconversion to the CDs 44.1kHz sample rate
as transparent as possible. See Stemphile, March 1997.
p3, .and Febmary 1999, p.101.
2British enf,neer Julian Dunn, once with Prismsound,
explored this paradox in apaper presented to the 1998
Amsterdam AES Convention (downloadable from
www.nanophon.com). His conclusion was that the
relaxed transition-band requirements for the digital filter with the higher sample rates reduced the level of
audible time-domain spuriae (pre- and post-echoes).
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recordings or the Classic and Chesky
DVD-Video 24/96 music discs.
Against the Wadia 27ix: Ireviewed the
latest version of Wadia's processor in the
April'99 Stereophile. On CD playback, Ifelt
the $7950 Wadia to have "impressive
transparency" compared with the No30.5,
though with avery slightly more grainy
mid-treble with less well-defined lows.
But when the 27ix was used to decode 24/
96 data, Iconcluded that "'The sheer vividness of the Wadia's presentation, coupled
with laid-back high frequencies that resembled nothing so much as the real thing,
made this the best Ihave ever heard from
any digital audio technology"
While the Wadia lacks HDCD, it does
incorporate adigital volume control, obviating the need for apreamplifier, which
makes it an excellent value. The Wadia's
unique filter gives better time-domain
performance at the expense of premature
HF rolloff, typically —3dB at 20kHz. On
CD replay, this was just audible as alack of
HF air. But at the high sample rates, this
was not an issue, both the Wadia and the
Levinson being flat within the audioband.
Whether it was with the Wadia driven
from the Levinson's AES/EBU digital
output or from the transport's ST-optical

output, it took a lot of careful levelmatched listening to reveal audible differences between these two processors. But
with 24/96 program, the No30.6 sounded atad more forward in the low treble,
had better defined lows, and room ambience was just atiny bit more discernible.
By contrast, the Wadia's view into the
soundstage seemed just asmidgeon more
murky, but individual instruments, particularly those with atenor voice like the
cello, seemed slightly better fleshed-out
within that stage. But on HDCD CDs,
like the superb Elvis Costello/Burt Bacharach collaboration Painted from Memory,
Mercury 314 538 002-2), it was no contest, the Levinson edging ahead.

Summing up: In its '30.6 incarnation,
Madrigal's Reference Mark Levinson
processor builds on its predecessor's reputation for state-of-the-art CD sound quality and adds high-sample-rate capability.
Against the Muse Model 296: Shannon
Other than afew DVD players with 96k
Dickson rated the $3000 Musc, driven by
data outputs, some computer soundcards,
its I
2S data input from the Muse 8
and pro recorders like the Nagra-D, such
DVD/CD transport, as the best digital
audio playback he had experienced. I data sources are currently few and far
between. But with its "Reference" status
agree that this combination sounds
assuring its owners that Madrigal intends
superb, but for these comparisons, Iused
to support the unit no matter what data
the same CAL and Denon DVD transsources become ubiquitous, Ican confiports to drive the processors via an
dently recommend the No30.6 as the digAES/EBU link.
ital-music platform for the future. Next
The sonic differences were initially subtle. On my 88k2 classical master tapes, I month, Ilook at its measured performance.
—John Atkinson
was hard put to identify any significant

AUDI® NEXUS
BRYSTON Brand new at Audio Nexus, Bryston offers afull line of
power amps, preamps, and integrated amps, including their newest,
the 9B ST 5-channel model. Many are critically-acclaimed, and all
have an unmatched, 20 hear warranty.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube
and solid state designs heve established BAT as aleader in high end
electronic design. Now their marvelous tube preamps are joined by four
brand new models: the solid state VK-20 and VK-40, and the tube
VK-30 and VK-50. Now you can have an all BAT system which is all tube
or all solid state.
ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN Their new line of three home
theater processors comes with Dolby AC-3, DTS, and that fabulous EAD
sound, starting at the very competitive price of $2995. What adeal!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much
larger designs.

difference. But the 96k reissue of Muddy
Waters' Folksinger (Classic DAD 1020)
proved to be the diagnostic tool. Yes, the
Muse sounded smooth, with acomplete
lack of treble grain. This is definitely a
Class A bargain. But even with the No32
compensating for the Muse's 6dB-lower
output level, the 296 sounded quieter, less
dynamic than the '30.6. Muddy's sudden
shouts raised goosebumps with the more
expensive processor. In addition, the
Levinson's rendition of the double-bass
was rounder and deeper.

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC
KIMBER 'CABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come
hear the new Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek, attractive
speakers just as it does from abeautiful songbird. The Kestrel,
Shearwater, and Heron have now been joined by acenter channel,
small monitor, and the no-holds-barred Nightingale. Starting at
$995 per pair, the Meadowlark speakers sing sweetly and clearly.
ROTEL Great sounding components at prices you can afford.
Rotel has crafted an entire line of audio and home theater products,
including a$1199 receiver with Dolby AC-3 & DTS. (Sorry, no mail
order on Rotel)
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance
that presents music with stunning beauty. Now the long-awaited
Model 5engulfs you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing
home theater? The VCC- Icenter channel and VSM-1 surrounds
bring true quality to surround sound.

Arcici •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic • Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL •Cardas •Cary
Celeste •Chang Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •EAU •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Graham •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo
Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Johda •Kimber Kable •Lehman •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •Melos •NAD
Nitty Gritty •Odyssey •PSB •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •SME •Stewart Screens •Tannoy •Target •Vandersteen •VPI

* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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"Scary how good this bargain sounds.
Get one and you'll be hooked on vinyl."
Borderline Class B.
-Stereophile Recommended Component Rega
Planar 25 SSS Class C 4/99 Michael Fremer
Planar 9 Turntable Class B SSS

52750

Planar 25 Turntable Class C SSSS

1275

Planar 3 Turntable Class D SSS

S695

Planar 2 Turntable Class D

S499

Turntable Wall Shelf

S159

Spacers 2 ml or 4 ml

S15

Wrench

.S1

Exact Cartridge Class C

S595

Elys Cartridge Class D

S225

Super Bias Cartridge

S175

Bias Cartridge

S125

Rega Cartridge Torque Wrench

$125

HUN"'

itg

Pro-Ject 1.2

$319
Includes

Suspended motor Alloy platter Felt mat
Oyster cartridge.
Pro-Ject Model 2
$495
Vinyl mat Aluminum platter Record clamp RCA
chassis mount Includes Oyster cartridge.
Pro-Ject Wood Classic
$749
Beautiful maplewood plinth Same tonearm, platter
assembly chassis mount and RCA connectors as the
Perspective.
Pro-Ject Perspective
S995
Suspended sub-chassis Adjustable fluid damping
Visually stunning, clear acrylic plinth, Aluminum alloy
platter with avinyl mat epoxied to the surface Record
clamp Adjustable cone feet Very stiff aluminum subchassis Superior Swiss bearings Female, chassis
mount RCA connectors on the rear panel to allow for
the use of any interconnect cable.

..."It is among the finest cartridges
I've ever heard at any price-"
Stereophile
-The

3/99 The Statement Michael Fremer

finest

fixed-coil cartridge

$1200
$700

No compromise in sound. The
main structure, made of solid
brass, gives structural rigidity

TD-295 plays 33/45/78 RPM
List Price

$999°

Anniversary Price

.. 5799"

TD-190 plays 33/45/78 RPM
List Price
$570

and mass to the turntable

Anniversary Price

exactly were necessary, that is
in rigidly connecting the main

List Price

bearing to the tonearm.

Anniversary Price

...$449"

TD-280 MK IV
$540
. .5399—

tridges

I've

ever heard-especially in

0C-9
List $400

Class B SSS

$80

Sonata Class C

S50

Platinum Class C SSS

530

Prestige Gold

S18

Prestige Silver

$15

Prestige Red

S11

Prestige Blue

$8

Prestige Green

S6

Prestige Black

S4

1111011

X5-MC
X3-MC

$270
$220

XI-MC/MCP Class D .5135

V15VxMR
$275
Stereophile Rec. Comp.
Class C SSS 4/99

0M-30 Super

$225

Shure M97HE

0M-20 Super

$150

$100

0M-10/OMP-10
OM-5/OMP-5

$75
$50

Shure M94E
Shure MP94E (T4P)

$65
565

Shure M7OBX

$25

0M-3/OMP-3

$35

Shure M92E (T4P)

$25

$35

Shure M78S (Mono) .

$75

Music Hall MM-Fl

Basis 1400 package .$1995
JA Michell Mycro ...51495

Oyster
Benz Glider

$45
$750

0.E.D Disc Saver.
B-Tech BT-26

Benz Gold/Silver

$350

560
.599"

.

.579"
$49"

Sale $200
audio technoca

Benz MC20E

$150

Record Mats
AO SorboGell Mat

$95

Techniques SLBD22

.S199

440ML

Denon DL-160

$180

Techniques SLBD20

.$179

Ring Mat

$90

$140

List S220
Sale 5100

Teac PA 400
Gemini PT-2000

$149
$369"

Denon DL-110
Goldring 1042

Ultra Mat Anti-static
Gemini Mat

Dynavector 10X4

$325

orrofon

Gemini PT-1000

$299"

Gemini XL-500

$199"

Gemini XL-400

$149"

List $450

Gemini XL-100
Kenwood KO 492 .

Sale $225
ADC
XLM MK il
List 5199"
Sale

yeLPs

ilia

$9V"
.5179"

Kenwood KO 291 .. ..$129"
Cartridges
Sumiko
Blue Point Special .
Blue Point
Pearl

5295
$195
$95

NITTY GRITTY
RECORD CARE PRODUCTS

Sota Moonbeam
ThornesTD-325

MC 25 Fl

S120

Master

The Return Of A Legend

FF 15XE

$399
$1180

ti

-Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/99 Grado Reference
Reference

suirau SUMIKO

Black Pearl

urnta •es

raud7iDre7cv7c

ev.

midrange-regardless of design." said MF

Clear Audio Beta-s
5450
Phono Pre -Amps
Ear 834P Chrome
.$1195

. . $12
$6

Record Care
Last
'1 Power Cleaner
'1 Power Cleaner

$28
$152

Ear 834P Black

5895

'2 Record Preservative

Ear 834P MM Only

5695

'2 Record Preservative $158

Ear MC3 Step-Up
Orto ton T-20

$995
$450

'3 Record Cleaner
'3 RCM Machine Fluid

$200
$325

'4 Stylus Cleaner
$15
'5 Stylast Preservative . $23

Creek OBH8
Creek OBH8SE

.$28
$17
550

-

‘Z

Car

Anniversary Special!
Stabi S
Stab! S Tonearm

I've

heard, and one of the finest-sounding ca

"Ir

Mini Pro Fully AutomalicS64

Blue Point Special ... .5295
..."pointing to its lack of base

1.5FI Semi Automatic ..844
1.5 Semi Automatic ...$37

bloat, total honesty, and cleaner, more extended highs. It also

1.0 Manual Operation . 522
Record Master
524
CD Master
$5

offers
locus.

excellent detail and
-Stereophile
Rec.

Comp. Class C SSS
Cory Greenberg

10/96

'4 & '5 Combo Kit
Record or Stylus Brush

$34"
.52"

Disc Doctor

-Stereophile Rec. Comp 4/9
Mini Pro 2, 2.5FI, 1.5FI, 1.
SSS

$19" pint

Protractor & Misc.
DB Protractor
MoFi Geo Disc

$4
$3

Disc Doctor ....WO" quart
Disc Doctor . .549' 1/2 gal

Cardas Sweep Record . $2

Disc Doctor Brush . $34" pr
Discwasher Brush .. .519"

KAB Strobe & Light . . 58
Stylus Force Gauge

Discwasher Record Fluid $4
Discwasher Stylus Care $8'

Shure SFG-2

Tweezers

$2

Tone-Arm Wrap

Discwasher Stylus Fluid .$3

Tone-Arm Wrap

Milty Zerostat Gun

560

AO Brush
Hunt EDA Brush

$20
$25

Cartridge Demagnatizer
Benz ABCD-1
51'
XLO Burn-In CD

Deeca Brush
Gruv Glide

525
$25

Tone-Arm Cables
AO S-4
$27

Allsop Orbitrac
Record Clamps

$40

Sota Reflex Clamp ..

.5189

52

$3

SW Maestro

$18

XL0 PRO

S13

Creek OOHS

$249

'1 & '2 Combo Kit

$49"

Parasound PPH-100

5120

Sota IClamp

$66

'2 & '3 Combo Kit

.540"

Headshell Leads
AO HL -5

JA Michell Clamp

$50

Soma° HS-12

$2
$1

For Information

JERRY RASIONS

4

On Hundreds Of

Established 1979

=11:10C1rOgie

Products Visit

V 800.229.0644

Our Web Site!

Over 600 Web Pages! www.needledoctorcom

Left to right: Hi -Fi Kenny,
The Doctor, Champ

•://www.needledoctor.com •e-mail info@needledoctor.com •612.378.0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E., MPLS MN 55414
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KIM3ER KAI3LE
Monocle Loudspeaker
Cables

The most intimate
union of amplifier
$196 1meter pair

Opal

21 awg FPC-6 Copper
Air-Hyperlitz Insulation
Polypropylene Isolating

lack Ci-be

Polypropylene Jacket
FoiliMylar Foil Shield

S695

Silver Plated Drainwire

`7e first thing MF notice was "how well it handled
rge and small dynamic swings.' which he felt is

PVC Jacket

hat spells 'the difference between hearing canned Extremely pure solid FPC-6 copper (99.99997%). RCA
usic and the illusion of live." ..."You won't believe plugs are FPC-6 copper and are welded on using 8.000
)ur ears." -Stereophile Recommended Component amperes of current commingling the molecules.
The insulation next to the conductor stores and releases energy. becoming part of the electrical circuit. Air is

lass B SSS 4/99 Michael Fremer

the best insulator because it doesn't store energy: air is
the primary insulation in all Air-Hyperlitz cables.
Interconnect Cables
AC+ DIA Converter & Preamp
S1999
till listening for 512000 sound on a 52000 bud-

Diamond .. S995 1m pr
Onyx
5495 1m pr
Emerald

..5295 1
m pr

et? hear the Lehmann Audio DAC+ DIA converter Opal
nd preamp. It Features 4 digital inputs, analog vol- Ruby
me control and aux input. 3 digital outputs. 24 bit Topaz
rystal chip.correct digital interfaces only. High- Turquoise

-GLIDE ,

SENNHEISER

9

TYR

9

trfl

9

4/98
$24'

Improves Record Fidelity
Removes Static
CLeans Records
rings you closer to the LIVE
rrformance

DJ's .1 choice)

I One of A Kind Item!
on
iCD 1650 CD Player
1st $999"
Sale $57.9"

1
'reek

50 50w Int. Amp
ist $795
Sale $679"

..udio Prism
'
2oundabon II Pwr. Cond.
ist $549"

Sale $39.9"

oundatson Ill Pwr. Cond.
ist $695'
Sale $599"
ansevers
odel 11 Digital Pwr. Cond.
ist $325
Sale $259"
-Double Pandora Pwr. Cord
ist $425
MC
D-6 CO player
,st 569.9"

Sale $339'

Reference RS 1

$695

Reference RS 2

5495

ing these the best dynamic
headphones
they've
ever
heard. "The only ones with

Grado RA-1 amp
$350
Grado RS-ls -among the
warmest, smoothest, most

which thave ever been physically or sonically comfortable."

detailed

says KR"
-Stereophile
Rec.
Comp.
Class A 10/98 p. 120

Sota
Moonbeam Turntable
List $494
Sale $399"

and engineering enable Kimber Kable to offer the most significant sensible loudspeaker cables in High End audio.

4TC

Video Cables

$140 1
m pr
$78 I
m pr
Tone-arm Cable

$6 each

Bass Definition and Depth
Dynamics. Detail Resolution
Ambiance. Clarity
Soundstaging Video Images
A KR favorite
I/Ibrapods isolate and enhance performance

$200 1m

DV75

$65 lm

DV30
DV21

$70 1
m
$46 lm

New Hybrid
Integrated Amps
Bring the warm sound
of tubes home at a
downright low price.
JD 301A 30w In(

ates a magical synergy.

4/99

JD 602A CD Player .

Class B SSS

Type 6 Spk. Cable 4' pr.
List $82
Sale $49"

TO-1 Interconnect .5m pr.

Prestige SR 225

5200

Prestige SR125

$150

price.

Type 4 Spk. Cable 25' pr
Sale $119"

keep a box of them around so
that no component goes with-

Sale 579-

List 5105

XL0
Type 4 Digital Cable lm

Prestige SR 80
Sennheiser

List $95

ER5 Interconnect 3m pr.

HD-600
Koss
Porta Pro

Sale $79"

Sale $89'

Kimber Kable

Monster

List $89"

KC-1 Interconnect 1.5m pr.
List $114
Sale 569-

AV POD 403 S Vid. & Audio

ER5 Interconnect 1m pr.
List $49"

KC-1 Interconnect 2m pr

List $80
Sale $64" 2m
Z300 Video F-Pin 2m

List $122

List 580

Sale $64'

Sale $63
Sale $39"

ER 10 Pwr. Cord 5'
List $115
Sale $79"

_5350

other ferrite clamps to shame.

Vampire

Creek 0811-115E
Creek OBH-11

List $.99"

Grado
RA-1 Headphone Amp
List $350
Sale $280

Goertz
Sapphire Interconnect 2m pr
List $619
Sale $449"
Tourmaline Interconnect 1.5m

List $105
Sale $7.9" pr.
Sale $199"
'rices subject to change without notice Some pictures are representations of products.

Headpones
Grado
Prestige SR 325

$199

Panamax 1000v

$249"

Audio Power
Power Pack
$199"
Vansevers Power Strips
Companion

...5150
$30

$149"

Power Foundation Ill
ACFX

Power Conditioners

Super Companion
5295

$60

The Wave Guide will put all

Gold Dual Banana Pr.
List $30
Sale $14"

Sale $49"

569
$350

Wave Guide

M1.5 Spk. Cables 6' pr

Sale $99"

Audio Prism

5350

List S335
Sale $199"
M.75 Spk. Cables 8'pr

Turquoise 4m pr.
List $75

595

Grado RA-1

Diamond Interconnect .5m

List $205

.5520

Porta Pro Jr
$40
Headphone Amplifiers

Audio Quest

Sale $59'

. 5500
._5650

Prestige SR 60

List $150

Crystal Spk. Cable 10' pr.
List 5285
Sale 51.99"

Silver Streak with purchase! The Silver cre-

Rec. Comp. Class A 4/99

any

Type 4 Spk. Cable 10'pr.

List $625
..Sale $399" pr
Ruby Interconnect 3m pr.

Free $150 Kimber Kable

JD 1703A 75 3 Channel $725
JD 401A Tuner
$350

at

Stereophile 8/99
"I just love them"-Stereophile

JD 1701A 50w Int
JD 1501A 100w Int.

List S170

Sale $74”

Planet
$795

out" -Stereophile Rec. Comp.

experienced

I've

MMF 2 Turntable
Sale $224"

$350

rega

"But at a whisker under
S800. it is an astronomical highend bargain."
-Stereophile Rec. Comp.

headphones

Music Hall
List 299"

$122 8' pr
Video Cables
D-60
$265 lm

Tak-H
$350 1m
Speaker Cables

Tak-Cu

VIBRA POW' Mira

VIBRAPOD Isolators Improve

WP KR. and

ering its price.Twenty years of avant-garde manufacturing

PBJ

VIBRAPOD

ST are unanimous in call-

ty this cable provides are without equal, especially consid-

Hero

$192 8'pr
S147 8'pr
S85 8' pr

see,

$349"

an unprecedented price to performance ratio to the audio
cable world. The level of engineering, technology and beau-

CV-4
Type 6
Type 4

S30 1m

HD-600

accurately describe the new Monocle Series. Monocle brings

BiFocal XL ..S1800 8'pr

Video 1

Stereophile

Monocle Series-designed specifically for standard loudspeakers. Technology, performance, sensibility. These words

BiFocal X ...S1200 8'pr
8TC
$212 8'pr

529 1m pr

Component

$655 5 foot pair
$580 8 foot pair
$460 5 foot pair

Interconnect Cables

$75 lm

ecommended

$880 8 foot pair

Monocle XL
Monocle X
Monocle X

KCAG
5440 1
m pr
Silver Streak S220 1m pr

Video 2

GRADO

Monocle XL

Speaker Cables
Argent
S720 8' pr
Forest
$400 8' pr

S79 1m pr
. 545 1m pr

Jade

nd DAC+ low-end price.
•nuen•

S195 1
m pr
S125 1m pr

& loudspeaker.

Noise Sniffer
Quiet-Line
ISO Bearings 3.3
ISO Bearings
CO Blacklight
CO Stoplight

5699"
$399
$195-

524" pc.
584"
$54"
$39"
$19"

410a -DEMO

\LJD10 -VIDEO -PRODUCTS

HI -Fl FOR THE HOME

AcousTech Phono
Alon
ATI
Audio Analogue
Audion
Audio Note
Audioprism
Audioquest
Bedini
Billy Bags
Black Cube
Black Diamond Racing
Bright Star
By-bee/Curl
Cary
CEC
Chesky
Chiro
Classic Records
Coincident
Contour
Creek
DCC
Dodson Audio

SERVING THE CHICAGOLAND AUDIOPHILE

Draper
Dynavector
EAR
Ear Max
Echo Busters
Electrocompaniet
Golden Tube
Goldring
Gradient
Grado
HHB
Hovland
Jolida
Joseph Audio
Joule Electra
JVC Discs
Lehmann
Kusma
Light Speed
Lovan
Magnum
Manley Labs
May Audio
McCormack

TRADE INS WELCOME
Ask Allow Our

I YCar/

i(me .
.Trade

Up Policy ,

Meridian
Mesa
Mobile Fidelity
MOrch
Monitor Audio
Montana Speakers
Muse
Music Hall
NAD
Nordost
Phillips
Pink Triangle
Pipedreams
QED
Rego
Reference Recordings
Revox
Rogers
Roomtunes
Russound
Salamander Designs
Sanus
Sennheiser
Sim Audio
2050 West 75 Ih Street
Woodridge,

Soliloquy
Sony ES XBR
Sony CRT
Sovtek
Speaker Craft
Sunfire
Synergistic Research
System Audio
Tannoy
Target
Timbre
Thor Audio
Thorens
Totem
Ultrasystems
Vampire
Van Den Hul
VPI
Western Electric
Wilson Benesch
Wood Tech
Z-Systems

Phone: (630) 663-1298

60517

Fax:

(630) 663-1198

** CUSTOM HOME INSTALLATION AVAILABLE!!! **

THE NEW PIPEDREAMS.
Unparalleled dynamic linearity. Images
you can reach out and touch. The

—

V,

very air surrounding aperformance
is there to hear and breathe.
Experience them at Holm Audio.

Ogit

roue

„tek.

•

1111:

HOLM AUDIO
HI-FI FOR THE HOME

audio -Video -Products

2050 West 75th Street
Woodridge, IL 60517
630-663-1298
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Aural

Robert

Robert

A

s
January 1,2000 approaches, and
the MP3 whirlpool continues to
swirl, one simple fact keeps me at
the starting line of the entire download
controversy: The sound quality of MP3
has yet to improve above that of the average radio broadcast. Until that changes,
I'm merely curious — as opposed to
being in the I-want-to-know-it-all-now
frenzy that is my usual m.o. when it
comes to anything that promises music
you can't get anywhere else.
According to Gene Hoffman, the 23year-old CEO of Emusic.com, which
sells music in the MP3 format, the quality issue will be solved in the next few
years. "The quality is definitely going to
improve. It's basically abit-rate question,
and getting higher bit rates is aquestion
of bandwidth. There are several systems
being developed now that will feature
smaller file sizes and higher bit rates, but
none are deployable just yet. And there
also needs to be acontinued upgrade of
infrastructure.
"But 128kbps, which we're using now,
is fine for most systems. Ihave apair of
Tannoys and aMixmaster, and IA/B
back and forth between MP3s and CDs,
and while there's alittle difference in
sound quality, it's not much."
In one brief conversation, Ilearned
that Hoffinan's lightning intelligence
more than justifies all the hyperbole he's
inspired. In "E Gang," aForbes section
profiling online movers and shakers, he
was compared to Linus Torvald, the Finnish programmer who started the Linux
PC. Hoffman was also quoted as saying,
"Piracy plays arole in educating our customer base."
"It does," he confirms from his office
in Silicon Valley. "But what the majors
call 'piracy' is really just fans trading
music. Real piracy, the kind people make
money on, is now dead. The Internet has
made piracy much easier, but with ease
of piracy has come an ease of enforcement. ft's very easy to track you down on
the Web."
All the music on Emusic.com is legally licensed for use. For beginners, there's
an MP3 primer page, complete with
links to sites where you can download
either an MP3 player or RealPlayer software. The company's formula is the soul
Stereophile, October 1999

of simplicity: $1 per downloaded song,
$9 for the whole album.
Two statistics from the Forbes article
also tell the tale. First, "MP3" is now the
most searched-for word on the Web,
suddenly outnumbering the previous
recordholder—"sex." Second, because
their only large costs lie in licensing fees,
Emusic.com can produce aCD's worth
of music for about abuck. (On average,
it costs major labels $4 to put aCD in
the rack.) On top of that, the majors
have to take returns. Hoffman says his
real cost per song is 12 cents.
The catalog available for download is
what drives growth for acompany like
Emusic. Hoffman reckons that Emusic
has acquired for downloading 7-10% of
the all the independent-label music out
there. (The indic-label market share of all
recorded music stands at 21-23%, based
on annual revenue.) Emusic has deals
with Epitaph, Rykodisc, Taang!, Parasol,
Frontier, Jewel-Paula, Ubiquity, King
Biscuit, Jetset, and other labels, and their
current catalog comprises more than
10,000 tracks.
One of the company's content-acquisition honchos is Jeff Price, who, with longtime Stereophile subscriber Joel Morowitz,
co-owns SPINart, a New York Citybased indie rock label. Running arecord
label — which makes opening arestaurant look like asure thing — and negotiating deals with other labels to make
their catalogs available for downloading
gives him an unusual perspective.
Price first became involved with
Emusic.com when its predecessor,
Goodnoise.com, licensed SPINares catalog. (Goodnoise became Emusic.com
in January 1999 after taking over apreexisting online music seller named
Emusic) At that point Goodnoise.com
was small, and known primarily for
music downloads of former Pixie Frank
Black, whose physical rights (ie, CDs)
belonged to SPINart. According to
Price, SPINart was the first label anywhere to license its entire catalog for
download. With asmall but discerning
alternative roster that includes the Poster Children and Fastbacks, the label's
biggest success is Apples in Stereo.
Price says that Emusic.com is entering
into agreements with 10 or so new labels

Baird

aweek. The backlog of music needing to
be digitized is what keeps all that content
from appearing on www.Emusic.com
the instant the documents are signed.
As alabel owner, Price lists two major
advantages for putting music on the Web:
"First, Emusic.com pays labels a cash
advance against future sales. More important, I've noticed that my physical sales —
sales of SPINart CDs at traditional brickand-mortar retailers — have increased
since our catalog's been on Emusic.com."
This is proof to him that while people
may still be gun-shy about downloading
entire albums, the market for downloading single tracks — and then going out to
buy the CD—is firmly established.
EMI and Sony Music have already
announced plans to make their catalogs
available on-line (see "Industry Update,"
September '99, and www.stereophile.
com). Still, the looming question is:
When will the other major labels, who
control 80% of the $14-billion-a-year US
record market, enter the fray, and what
will the effect be? When Iask Hoffman
whether the majors consider him the
Antichrist, he laughs.
"Just alittle," he says. "Obviously, the
majors have compelling content offerings, but they're married to the physical
distribution of CDs. Will retail go away?
No, [but] there are anumber of things
that can happen. You'll see the centralization of retailing, with several big, powerful companies emerging. Also, the
mom-and-pops can do afinties —an allclassical store, for example — really well.
There's also hybridized retail, where you
go in and load up your MP3 player with
music. At the end of the day, retail doesn't go away, but it does narrow and shift."
Hoffman anticipates that the 65 to 70
million people now downloading and
playing MP3s are only the first wave.
"What we're moving to very quickly is
having acentral database of your music.
Audio components are going to have a
mega hard drive in them that reflects
what's in your PC.
"What's most interesting about this is
that it's copyable. Next year, Ford's coming out with cars equipped with a60gigabyte hard drive. In the future, you're
going to be managing playlists instead of
stacks of CDs."
199
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Wes Mode 200
In Wall Speaker System
•

.
;

.6 112 poly woofer
•
1" cloth diane tweeter
•
10 to MO Watts per charnel

A5269
vxhie

I

FREE
Sound City 25W211
25W Stereo Decora Style Volume Control

0
149n

Jt.2.Luàà

unbelsrDSPo

Dolby Surround System

FREE

A543
Value

L.J.u..auIa

Canibiene Allirm CO4
Compact Disc Player
•
Independent powei suppues
•
ktvb•d grade enrecenenle

Integrated Amplifier
•
70W IRMS into 6Q) a
50W WAS nto Sneer channel

HanniuMlardon PT-2500
Preamp/ Tuner Processor

Harman/Kanion PA5800
5Channel Power Amplifier

•Argo glow s. loci tape add
•
3Campsite video 'nputs, 2ou:
•
30 Station presets
•
Front. center, surround aid subwoofer outputs

•
Auto remote owe w&T2500
•
Toroidal power transformer
•
Overload protection with LED warning
•
IX Sense to protect comected speakers

AMC 211I
Stereo POW Amplifier
•
2x1031N rated power into 865
•
2x150 Watts dynamo power
•
FR 2Cliz-XXHz
•
R,dgeabte tc 250 Watts ¡nte -•
AMC C868 Smote CO Player In Stock

AMC 1100
Stereo Preamplifier

OUNDCITY
Shoo Over 1100 Products 2-1 HMS

Otiff0 TXDS515
Home Theater Receiver
•
10W/ Ch 5. all, 211k1z-20kHz
•
96 kHz/24-8d 0/A converter
•
51Multichamel nputs
•
DTSS, Dalby. Dotal &
daby Pro Logic' Decoders
•
3assgnable diMal inputs •
KM parent, low impedance Wane
•
Sold aluninum front paiel •
Leann Horne Heater denote

NEW

Milos C11118811
Audio CO Recorder
•
Ar.1,:,,,;¡•,:„
Rate conversion
5rectLire Recacing (DRI
•
Records and plays cigiiai
Audio CD-R and CC-8W rims
•
Plays all Auào CDs 120m •80 rrrn ducs) •
CD.synchronized auto
Optical end coaxialtafrOitaebautpit
•
1
bit Analogueto-Oel convertes
•
SCMS Seal Copy Maimanœt System

CALL

Pneseul SOUP

Signet Coetrolled
Amp Power
-- •
Two AC outlets can be
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Mop .2 .

•
Tape montor switch •
Balance Cauca
.Gre/rel,
mead, Pfisnot

All 1505
5Channel Amplifier

Day 7Days AWeek It's Sale anti Easy

to the hirthet stedards as set by

Parasound liCA-120311
3Channel THX Amplifier
Audio Control

Panasonic OVO-6120
OVO Video CD, CD Player

Panasonic OVO-11320
DVD Video CD CD Player

•.
•
Output for dts aid Do
•
96 kHz/24-bn audo
.
•
Dual elqtal ardo output (coaxial, cote
Pioneer IW-525
OVO/CO Player
•
Component Output
•
9114diz/24bit Output
•
96kHz sarnang frequency •
dts DVD Dgtal Getout
•
Component Video Output •
13 Be Video Processing
• ti 1O,tct SeLri 48kHz 961H! ,

CALL
CALL

Sony INPS5300
OVO Player

CALL
NC KV51181(
DVD /Video/CD Player
•dePt/27Meil
Video
cmverter
•
3D-PH3NC •
Remote control
•
Dolby OEtalF DIS Dotal! output

CALL

Sony OVPS55011
OVO Player

•

•
Dolby Signal 5.1-chanel dec
•
DIS td ouign •
ss kHz, 24-te lnear PCM motility
•
Midi-brand remote contra •
Sony Precool Drive System
•
Coaxial aid optical dignal audio outputs

•
DTS dotal output

Sony OVP -S8000
5-OVO Carousel Changer

Sony DVP-S7100
CD DVD Player
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f
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•
re' 'en 0,
•
•
Dual Discrete optical pckup
•
Dolby Dér t
al direct dotal output
•
MD
• Recorder
•
.
ludno suppled AC adapter

Sony MOS-1E630
MiniDisc Player/
Recorder
•
2optical digital nputs,
1
output
•
CO Text &Custom File' •
PC keyboard input ici
•
Playback ptch control •
ATRAC Type iT Coital
•
Wide St Stream tednology •
24-8d Analog- to-Dr,,;
•
Digital Record Level Control Two-lee fluorescent display

doge

•

Panasonic 0V0150
Portable OVO Player with LCD Screen
•
1.2.,E Ma:
•
3
Faa, uau,
•
Outputs fa dts.:,, aid Dolby Dotal:,
•
Built-in Stereo Speacers
•
e3 /El IZoom Screen Selecto
•
Cad Remote Control
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of

•
Custom File Disc Menlo OiSplay leis you name CDs
•
Dtal Wleo if •
96 kHz 24-txt Mear PCM capability
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10 Bands
Octave Equalizer
•
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18 db/ OCtave subsonc filter
•
Cold RCA ¡acks• Sv.dchable display range
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973 334 OW«, Call lle Toll Fr ee for
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Palm MAO+
Surge Protector/
Line Conditioner

•
Baltm voltage meta
dr•
'BAC outlets provide contruously most ed, filtered and protested power
•
2Unswitched outlets •
4Svotched cutlets •
2'clelay.d Turn-on -AC outlets with 10;
second delayed sta Fup/shut down prevents arm'
•
AC master control power tensare cable connects

MAX1500A •MAK2000 AVAILABLE

Technics Sl-120014113

Parasound CSS260

The DJ Turntable

1Way In-Wall Loudspeakers
•
6t2 Kee &.th ...ace co.;
0
•
Polyf earn surround
•rsoft dome tweeter
•
Two element 12 dB/octave

111
....MMIMMIr

CALI

CALL

NC HR-S9600
High resolution S- VHS

Claw Pour Mu I
Complete System Power Control Center

Home Video VHS Deck
'

17" Trinitron

'e
.I0Clede•••

Panasonic CT-36SF36
36" &medial TV

Picture Tube

•
.
iiatIALIZER SOUld
'4jtmtca1 Intellgencc Pi.i.tuie Control
•
Horizontal &Vertical Edge Correction

•
Matrix '
SurrOund Saind •
S-Video Weed
•
Universal Remote Commander
•
Favorite Channel 15 Chames
•
Chanel Fix, Speed Surf

CALL

•
2"
•
S'

aucJioquest
lade •Tumuoise •Tonal •Eineraid
Oval •Lapis •Extreme Diamond

mom°

SERIES
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Stevie Wonder

I

n many ways, he is our most inscrutable pop star. Seldom interviewed, rarely out in public unless it
is to champion ahumanitarian cause or
collect an award, Stevie Wonder seems
content to keep his own counsel, or at
least that of the entourage that has surrounded him for years, taking care of
quotidian details so Wonder can do
what he does best—which is be a
music machine 24/7, letting the inspiration flow from his brain to his (you'll
pardon the expression) fingertips.
That sort of dedication has produced
one of the most remarkable careers in
contemporary music. But Wonder's inexorable rise to the top has not been
without its phases and stages, or its share
of mystery. Even at this late date there
are conflicting reports about the simple
facts of his life. He was born in Saginaw,
Michigan on May 13, 1950, and named
Steveland Morris (or Judkins, which
was his father's name, though his birth
certificate reads "Morris"), and was
blind from birth (or perhaps from infancy — he has said that botched hospital
care resulted in his loss of sight). Other
than plain details, announcing his marriage of ayear and ahalf to Syreeta
Wright at the turn of the '70s, or the
birth of his three children — two with
Yolanda Simmons, another with vocalist
Melody McCulley—his family life has
been absent from the press.
So have the inner workings of his professional life. Since he gained his artistic
independence from Motown Records in
1971, Wonder has acted almost exclusively as aself-contained recording unit —
writer, producer, musician, vocalist —
and thus is solely responsible for the ebb
and flow of his material.
Wonder is, of course, one of the most
beloved figures in the music business, in
part because of the positiveness that radiates from his blissful pronouncements
on peace, love, and global harmony.
Those sorts of sentiments may tag him
as aflake or asucker in some corners,
but that hasn't stopped dozens of performers from covering or, importantly
(in the digital age), sampling his work.
Speaking of the digital age, perhaps
the most curious fact about Wonder's
Stereophi/e, October 1999

long and storied career is the shoddy
way his material has been handled in
what, for virtually every other artist of
note, has been the golden age of reissues.
Much of Wonder's early material
remains unavailable —no loss, in some
cases, but certainly frustrating to completists who, justifiably, want to examine
every stage of the singer-songwriter's
evolution from boy wonder to adult
genius. What has been reissued has not
been remastered — damn near acrime,
considering the importance of his '70s
material, and how much can be done to
improve old recordings these days. The
accompanying booklets (if the dull little
slips of paper can even be called that) are
shoddy, with scant information and next
to no artwork. There are rumors that
Motown would like to improve and reissue Wonder's catalog, but that Wonder,
as he has done several times throughout
his career, is holding up the company for
ahuge payday. I'd say give it to him —
signed, sealed, delivered. His catalog
deserves better than it's gotten.
Furthermore, Wonder has never
been properly anthologized. There have
been greatest-hits collections, of course,

but Wonder is perhaps the only artist of
his stature never to be given the full
boxed-set treatment. Again, Wonder
himself may be as much ahindrance to
the process as anyone at Motown — it
has long been rumored that he'll allow
no one to hear his unfinished work, and
that he has ordered all of it destroyed
upon his death so as to encourage no
Hendrix-style musical grave robbing.
Well, so be it. We're left with the
music he has chosen to give us, and that is
plenty indeed. His is abrilliant career, and
though it has flagged at times, especially
in recent years, there is probably still
more to come from Steveland Morris —
or Judkins, or Wondei or whatever.
Little Stevie
In retrospect, it's easy to imagine that
Little Stevie Wonder arrived fully
formed, a 12-year-old genius who
could play piano, organ, drums, and
harmonica. In truth, he was something
of a novelty act, and Berry Gordy
scarcely could have missed the showbiz appeal of this young, blind powerhouse of aprodigy. Ronnie White of
the Miracles introduced the boy, then

From his earliest years, it was apparent that Little Stevie Wonder possessed superstar talents.
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material used as filler.
10, to Gordy, who proclaimed
For Once in My Lfie contains
him, quite literally, aWonder,
the title hit, plus "Shoo-Beand signed him to the HitsDoo-Be-Doo-Da-Day," both
ville U.S.A. label, soon to be
of them Top 10 hits, and "You
rechristened Motown.
Met Your Match," which
Wonder's output from his
reached No35. The rest of the
Little Stevie years is spotty,
album ping-pongs between
and best left to greatest-hits
standards such as Billie Holcompilations. Most folks think
iday's "God Bless the Child"
of the young singer as aconand Bobby Hebb's "Sunny,"
sistent hitmaker, but his early
and soulful originals such as "I
chart successes were fairly
Don't Know Why" and "I
sporadic, and not every song
Warma Make Her Love Me."
that was released vaulted up
My Cherie Amour is more sentithe charts. "Fingertips (Part
mental, including versions of
II)," of course, was the first of
"Hello Young Lovers," "The
his hits to gain national attenShadow of Your Smile," and
tion, aharmonica showcase
"Yester-Me, Yester-You Yesterthat introduced both black
day." Interestingly, Wonder also
and white audiences to his
takes astab at the Doors' "Light
instrumental chops and infecMy Fire," but the version is
tious, irrepressible manner
more José Feliciano than Liz("Say yeeaaahhh!"). It rose to
ard King —not that there's anyNo.1 in 1963. That success
thing wrong with that.
was followed by songs like
Wonder helmed the board
"Workout Stevie, Workout"
for Signed, Sealed & Delivered,
and "Hey Harmonica Man,"
but the album doesn't differ
By the late 605, Wonder
still ateenager
was on the verge of
which were pretty much cut
radically changing the image of himself that this photo depicts.
significantly from the previous
from the same cloth. Repetitwo, except that it heads in a
tion was the name of the
more soulful direction and lays off the
sons many of his songs don't sound like
game in pop music back then (and tostock Motown material. Another factor is Vegas-style schmaltz. In addition to the
day as well for that matter), as most acts
title hit, aNo3 smash, there's also anifty
looked to milk their big hit for all it was Wonder himself. "Uptight (Everything's
worth, then sink back to their appointed Alright)" was his first writing credit, and version of the Beatles' We Can Work It
Out," and the portent-laden "Heaven
it's one of his greatest early hits, reaching
stations in life.
Help Us All."
No.3 in 1966. That same year, he reMotown was no stranger to this stratWonder's break with the Motown
leased asoulful recasting of Bob Dylan's
egy, nor was the label above piggybackmachine began in earnest with Where
ing the success of one artist on that of "Blowin' in the Wind," which suggested
that Wonder's interests lay further afield Pm Coming From, a1970 album that is,
another. It's somewhat discouraging to
unfortunately, out of print. He wrote
look back today and see how much of than those of most Motown artists. The
and produced the album and plays nearalbums from this period —Uptight from
Little Stevie's early success was predicat1964, 1966's Down to Earth and IWas ly all of the parts himself; which would
ed on the career of Ray Charles, anothbecome his standard operating proceMade to Love Her, the holiday album
er black, blind "genius" who at that time
dure for years to come. The change in
had reached the zenith of his career Someday at Christmas from 1967, and the
recording methods didn't produce arevwith an unprecedented stylistic hybrid instrumental effort Eivets Rednow ("Stevie
olutionary breakthrough — that would
Wonder" backwards — get it?) from
of R&B, gospel, jazz, and country — in
come soon enough — but did yield
1968, are also out of print.
other words, soul music.
some enduring music, such as the lovely
A couple of years later, Wonder's restYou have only to glance at the titles
ballad "Never Dreamed You'd Leave in
lessness and curiosity led him to begin
of Wonder's early albums, originally
released on the Tamla imprint — The flirting with production work on his Summer," and the breezy "If You Really
Jazz Soul ofLittle Stevie Wonder and Tribute own albums, starting with Signed, Sealed Love Me."
As fine as some of the albums are from
to Unde Ray, both released in 1962; The & Delivered in 1970, and on singles by
the first phase of Wonder's career, none
12 Year Old Genius and the bland With a David Ruffin, the Spinners, and Martha
are essential, and most collections would
Reeves (only some of which were
Song in My Heart, from 1963; plus the
released at the time). Signed, Sealed & be complete with the addition of the two
teensploitation Stevie at the Beach, in
greatest-hits sets from the period, Greatest
1964 (all five titles are currently out of Delivered is in print on CD (Motown 374
635 176-2), as are its immediate prede- Hits (Motown 314 530 941-2) and
print) — to see that Motown was aimGreatest Hits, Vol2 (Motown 314 530 942cessors, 1968's For Once in My Life
ing pretty low, glutting the market with
(Motown 374 635 234-2) and 1969's My 2). Both clock in at ameager 12 tracks
albums after his big hit, and fashioning
each — relatively short compared with
Cherie Amour (Motown 374 635 179-2).
him as a groovy little sibling of big
the hits'n'bonus-tracks collections of
All of them still make for worthwhile
Brother Ray.
listening, and, better yet, they're budget- today. Still, they manage to cover the
Wonder transcended their expectahighlights. The former volume ranges
tions. He seldom worked with the same priced. Still, they do stick to the accepted
album format of their time: avehicle for from the days of "Fingertips" up through
writers and producers that hit with the
"I'm Wondering," while the latter takes
label's other acts, which is one of the rea- cashing in on hit singles, with lesser
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the album, but there is aunifying sensibility, whether he's
exploring the aggressive funk
of the opening track, "Love
Having You Around," the
straight-up pop of "I Love
Everylittle Thing About You,"
or the country-soul sounds of
"Sweet Little Girl." The album's hit, "Superwoman
(Where Were You When I
Needed You)," is agorgeous,
searching ballad bifurcated by
asoaring synthesizer part that
drives the song to ahigher
The auteur takes charge
level, then keeps it there.
In 1971, Stevie Wonder was at
The synthesizer was an
the end of his second fiveinstrument of primary imporyear contract with Motown.
tance to Wonder, and he
Discontented with the comseized on it as few other muspany and chafing at his lack of
icians could, allowing it to
control over his own life and
free him from depending on
career, Wonder shopped
others to re-create the sounds
around for anew label. He
he heard in his head, but also
eventually re-signed with
using it to make new sounds
Motown, but on his own
that became identifiable with
terms. His new contract alhis music. As Herbie Hanlowed him an unprecedented
cock has pointed out, Wonder
level of artistic freedom and
didn't use synths to re-create
an unusually high royalty rate.
what live strings or horns
He was free, he was rich (havsounded like — he liked the
ing recently collected the
artificial, electronic noises
money that had been held in
produced by the machines,
Was there a'70s star who shone brighter than Stevie Wonder?
trust for him by the company
and let them be.
until he reached his majority),
That strategy certainly paid dividends
and he would use those powers over the
He was free, he was rich
on Talking Book (Motown 374 630 319next half decade to set the world on its
2), which is asymphony of keyboard
collective ear.
(having recently collected
bleeps and burbles, and areal songwritIs there another pop act on the planet
ing breakthrough for Wonder. The
that has had an unbroken string of
the money that had been
album is chock-full of stone classics,
genius and near-genius comparable to
from the supper-club soul of "You Are
Stevie Wonder's between the release of
held in trust for him by
the Sunshine of My Life" and the yearnMusic of My Mind and Sores in the Key of
ing "Blame It on the Sun" to the politiLife? You could maybe name three, and
the company until he
cal/social commentary of the raging
then two others who come close: Bob
reached his majority),
"Superstition" and "Big Brother," agrim
Dylan, from Another Side of Bob Dylan
portrait of inner-city life. "Maybe Your
through John Wesley Harding, the Beatles,
and he would use
Baby" is so dead-on funky that it sounds
whose genius took on different forms
as if Prince based his entire career on it.
both early and late in their career, but
those powers to set
Fun fact: Wonder initially was deterkicked into high gear from Rubber Soul
mined
to give "Superstition" to Jeff
through Sgt. Pcpper's; and Bruce Springthe world on its ear.
Beck rather than record it himself but
steen, from Bons to Run through Born in
the suits at Motown nixed the idea.
the U.S.A. After that, perhaps Joni
(They still had some power over his
collection; it could be ajourney unto
Mitchell, from Ladies of the Canyon
career, after all.) Wonder's version beat
itself, exploring different viewpoints and
through Court and Spark, and the Rolling
Beck's to the stores, much to the British
Stones, from Let It Bleed to Exile on Main
addressing the social issues of the day.
rocker's chagrin.
With the exception of astray guitar
Street. Any way you look at it, this is
Wonder cemented his crossover apsolo and atrombone part, (played by Art
pretty heady company.
peal by opening shows for the Rolling
Alongside performers like Sly Stone, Baron, trombonist on Stereophile's
Stones on their 1972 tour (they, after all,
Marvin Gaye, and Isaac Hayes, Wonder Rendezvous CD, with Jerome Harris)
had opened for him in 1964), and folWonder played every note heard on
helped liberate R&B artists from the
lowed up the success of Talking Book
Music of My Mind (Motown 374 630
old-fashioned notion of what an album
with Innervisions (Motown 374 630 326314-2). As the liner notes proclaim,
could be. There were hits, sure, but these
2) and Fullillingness' First Finale (Motown
"The man is his own instrument. The
performers began to follow the notion
374 630 332-2), both of which contininstrument is an orchestra." Wonder
that rockers had already discovered —
ued in the same vein, addressing condoesn't attempt anything too heavy on
that an album could be more than ahit

on "Shoo-Be-Doo-Be-DooDa-Day" through "If You
Really Love Me." For amore
comprehensive view of the
entire period, though, the
out-of-print Looking Back is
essential. Originally issued on
three LPs, the set covers nearly all of Wonder's chart hits of
the era and includes nonalbum singles as well. Its current unavailability is amajor
disappointment.
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Building
cerns both temporal and mystical.
Innervisions —appropriately named for
being both introspective and visionary
— was highlighted by "Living for the
City," an urban tableau that might seem
astudy in hopelessness until you get to
"Higher Ground," just the sort of keepon-keeping-on anthem the era (and the
album) demanded. Both songs were Top
10 hits. "Jesus Children of America"
addressed spiritual concerns, however
trippy, while the Latin-flavored "Don't
You Worry 'Bout aThing" was lithe and
sexy. It's aperfectly balanced album.
Fulfillingness continued in a philosophical vein with "Heaven is 10 Zillion
Light Years Away." "You Haven't Done
Nothin'," meanwhile, is perhaps Wonder's most pointed political screed,
chastising President Nixon (though not
by name) over one of the deepest funk
grooves the singer has ever conjured.
The somewhat dark and melancholy
mood of the album is lightened considerably, though, by the playful and plainly horny "Boogie On Reggae Woman."
Many think of Innervisions as Wonder's true masterpiece, but it's hard to
pick just one disc for that particular
accolade, especially when you consider
that his working methods generally
found him obsessively working on
tracks and parceling them out when
they were finished and it was time to
deliver an album. It's easier to think of
Talking Book, Innervisions, and Fulfillingness
as one continuous effort, aseries of dispatches from the top of the pop heap.
The latter two took consecutive Albumof-the-Year Grammys in 1973 and '74,
prompting 1975 winner Paul Simon to
thank Wonder in his acceptance speech
for not making an album that year.
Songs in the Key of Lifè (Motown 374
630 340-2) would have completed
Wonder's trifecta and aced Simon out
had it been finished and released on
time. It was delayed ayear, though —
understandable, given the scope of
Wonder's ambition, and justified, given
its greatness once it arrived. (Another
not inconsiderable factor was Wonder's
stalled contract talks with Motown.
Berry Gordy eventually coughed up $13
million in the deal — something of a
bargain, as it turned out.)
Wonder's stated goal for the album,
inspired somewhat by anear-fatal car
crash Wonder was in during 1973, was
nothing short of capturing the whole of
life as we know it—to reflect as many
different kinds of experience as possible.
While that sounds alittle megalomaniacal, the album actually succeeds, pretty
much on its own terms. Among the
Stereophite, October 1999

many highlights are the two No.1 singles: "Sir Duke," which pays tribute to a
number ofjazz greats, and the playfully
nostalgic "I Wish." Sociopolitical numbers such as "Village Ghetto Land" and
"Pastime Paradise" are given startling
arrangements — a neoclassical string
arrangement played on keyboards in the

Martin Luther King Day:
When was the last time
you can remember
national policy being

a Library

the New Age movement — which, to
be sure, only certain folks will consider
agood thing. Still, it's full of ecological
anthems ("Race Babbling"), songs about
the interconnectedness of everything on
the planet ("Come Back as aFlower"),
touchy-feely instrumentals ("Trees,"
"Ile First Garden"), and hints of Asian
and African influences ("Seasons,"
"Kesse Ye Lolo De Ye"). As if to placate
the pop crowd, however, there's ahit
single, too —the gorgeous "Send One
Your Love." Reviled by some, misunderstood by others, Secret Lifé of Plants is
held at arm's length by most Wonder
fans, 20 years after the fact.

The present and future star
Hotter Than July (Motown 374 636 2052), from 1980, is the follow-up to Key of
wishes of apop song,
Life that fans perplexed by Secret Life of
or even apop singer?
Plants had wanted all along, and if it's
sometimes more craftsmanlike than
That's the kind of sway
inspired, it at least finds Wonder working at alevel very near the standard he
Stevie Wonder
set for himself in the early to mid-'70s.
"Master Blaster (Jammin')," aNo.5 hit,
could muster at the
is the song that everyone remembers —
it finished the job of introducing reggae
peak of his popularity.
music to America that Eric Clapton had
begun with his version of Bob Marley's
"I Shot the Sheriff" — but there are
case of the former, and asinewy combiother memorable tunes as well. "All I
nation of synthesizer, Hare Krishna
Do" is asimmering love song, while
bells, and agospel choir on the latter.
"Lately" is one of Wonder's most heart("Pastime Paradise" was, of course, the
rending breakup tales. Most significant,
basis of Coolio's hip-hop smash,
however, is "Happy Birthday," which
"Gangsta's Paradise.") Other tracks
include "Isn't She Lovely," ajoyful cele- Wonder wrote to popularize the idea
of making Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
bration of childbirth, and "If It's Magic,"
birthday a national holiday. With
alove song that never mentions the
Wonder at the forefront of the fight,
word. Key of Lifè is Wonder's magnum
King Day was eventually made official,
opus, so it was appropriate that he did
pick up that third Album-of-the-Year which is remarkable enough. But
when was the last time you can
Grammy, even if ayear late.
remember national policy being made
His next move was an unexpected
based on the wishes of apop song, or
one, even for amercurial talent like
Wonder. He holed up in the studio for
even apop singer? That's the kind of
three years to make Journey Through the sway Stevie Wonder could muster at
the peak of his popularity.
Secret Life of Plants (Motown 374 636
Wonder summed up his incredible
127-2), adecidedly noncommercial turn
that was savaged by critics on its release
run of the previous decade on the 1982
two-disc retrospective Original Musiin 1979, though it did chart at NoA. The
set was asoundtrack album, but the
eluarium I(Tamla TCD06113TD). Every
attendant film lasted only two weeks in
significant hit from Music of My Mind
theaters in 1978. In one sense, the two- through Secret Life of Plants is here, and
it's staggering to hear them all laid enddisc set is something of avictim of the
digital age: It's now housed in acharmto-end. The set isn't arranged chronoless double jewel case, but when first
logically, so listening to it gets you pleasreleased on vinyl it came in ascented antly unstuck in time, traveling from
gatefold sleeve with Braille lettering on
one high-water mark of Wonder's
the outside.
career ("Superstition," say, or "Sir
Time has been somewhat kinder to
Duke") to the next ("I Wish" or "You
the music. The perspective of years
Are the Sunshine of My Life"). Mixed
gone by allows us to view Secret Life of among the hits are four tracks recorded
Plants as an album in the vanguard of for inclusion in the set: "Front Line," a

made based on the
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gritty Vietnam vet's lament
dishonesty of the era, while its
that predates Springsteen's
basic message is that whether
"Born in the U.S.A." by two
you're apolitician, abusinessyears; "Ribbon in the Sky," a
man, or just a guy in the
gorgeous, gossamer ballad;
street, payback is no fun, and
the light-funk number "That
it's on its way. "Dark and
Girl," which hit No.4; and
Lovely" is another topical
"Do IDo," aplayful, jazzy cut
number — it's about apartsporting aharmonica/trumheid — and it has some bite as
pet cutting contest between
well as some musical muscle.
Wonder and guest Dizzy
There are several interesting
Gillespie.
guest appearances on the
And then began Wonalbum: Michael Jackson pops
der's precipitous slide from
up on "Get It" (Wonder had
greatness.
duetted with Jackson on "Just
His first step after MusiGood Friends," from The
quarium's triumphant backward
Gloved One's Bad album),
glance was to join with Paul
while B.B. King and Stevie
McCartney to record asingle, a
Ray Vaughan cross swords on
clash of the pop-music titans if
"Come Let Me Make Your
ever there was one. But the
Love Come Down," asong
result was the bland and simill-suited to their bluesplistic "Ebony and Ivory,"
drenched styles, though they
which asks the musical quesseem to make the most of it
tion "Can't we just get along?"
anyway. There's no way to
by comparing race relations to
make excuses for trifles like
the keys on apiano.
"Galaxy Paradise" or "In Your
Wonder then turned his
Corner," however, so Charattention to soundtrack work,
acters still ends up something
resulting in The Woman in Red
of amixed bag.
(Motown MOTD-6108), a
Wonder traveled back to
slight collection of songs that
movieland for Jungle Fever
was perfectly suited to the
The superstar at the 1998 Super Bowl. Now that he's 50, can Wonder
(Motown MOTD-6291), his
reinvent himself and return to musical relevance?
slight film it accompanied.
soundtrack for Spike Lee's
The album produced Won1991 film about an interracial
der's first No.1 hit in seven years —
brought to light and the money they
relationship, and it's too weak acompliunfortunately, it was "I Just Called to
raised, not their musical value, which
ment to say that the music has held up
Say ILove You," a piece of drum- was inconsiderable.
better than the film. Having written the
machine-driven piffle that even the
Wonder's 1985 album In Square Circle music in amonth, rather than the years
powers that be at Hallmark would reject
(Motown 374 636 134-2) confirmed that it usually takes him to compile an
as being too sickly sweet. The song won
he was beginning to lose astep or two
album, Wonder seems more energized
an Oscar, atribute to its ubiquity if not against competition such as Prince —
than on any album since Hotter Than
its overall quality. Elsewhere on the
who was establishing himself as the R&B July. The best tracks are the celebratory
album, apre-Psychic Friend's Network
innovator of the '80s — and the nascent
opener, "Fun Day," and the positively
Dionne Warwick is featured on two
hip-hop scene, which was where most
randy "Queen in the Black." "These
tracks, and she adds some unintentional
of the relevant social commentary was Three Words," meanwhile, may seem
humor to the proceedings by beginning taking place. Square Circle certainly has its
soppily sentimental — the song's mesthe song "It's You" by singing, "I look
moments —"Overjoyed" is alovely balsage is to tell those you're close to that
inside my crystal ball of desire." Sure
lad, and "Part-Tune Lover" aworthwhile
you love them because they won't be
you do, Didi.
hit if hardly one of his best—but songs
around forever—but Wonder pulls it
Somewhat better is "Love Light in
like "Land of La La" and "It's Wrong off as only he can. "Make Sure You're
Flight," which became aNo.17 hit, but
(Apartheid)" are lyrically obvious and
Sure" is another fine ballad, while the
"Don't Drive Drunk" exemplifies the
musically weak. More troubling still is
title song is afunky George Clintonheavy-handedness of Wonder's message
"Spiritual Walkers," which touts the
style throwdown. On the strength of
songs to come: good advice, lousy music.
efforts of door-to-door religion sales- Jungle Fever, the '90s looked like areal
Around the same time, Wonder
men. Wasn't Stevie the one who years
return to form for Wonder.
became aprime mover behind the benbefore had sung "Superstition ain't the
It was not to be. Wonder waited a
efit singles "We Are the World," by the
way?" Guess not.
frustrating four years before he
all-star USA for Africa aggregation, and
Released two years later, Characters dropped Conversation Peace (Motown
"That's What Friends Are For," asong
(Motown MCD06248MD) was a 314 530 238-2), which contains plenty
benefiting AIDS research, by Dionne
stronger album than its immediate preof perfectly adequate if over-orchestratand Friends (Warwick, Wonder, Elton
decessors, thanks largely to "Skeletons,"
ed pop and R&B, but little of the kinetJohn, Gladys Knight). No need to dis
Wonder's funkiest track and strongest
ic energy he'd shown on Jungle Fever.
worthy causes —both songs deserve to
lyric in some time. Though it names no
The songs seemingly roll on forever,
be remembered for the issues they
names, the song captures the overriding almost all of them for five and six min210
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utes at aclip. A little judicious editing
would have gone along way on the
album's better songs ("I'm New," "For
Your Love"), and would have kept
weaker numbers ("Taboo to Love") off
the album entirely.
That same year saw the release of
Natural Wonder (Motown 314 530 5462), adouble live album recorded in
Osaka, Japan with asymphony orchestra, and Wonder's first live recording
since his Little Stevie days. Now, the
proper response whenever a pop
musician decides to record with an
orchestra is "Uh-oh." And things certainly don't look good when you open
the elaborately folded cardboard packaging to reveal a brief tribute to
Wonder from, of all people, Yanni.
But, surprise — Natural Wonder turns
out to be apretty lively affair. The song
selection is good, with afair number
of hits ("Master Blaster," "Higher
Ground," "Superstition," "My Cherie
Amour," etc.), and some previously
unreleased tunes ("Dancing to the
Rhythm," "Stevie Ray Blues," and others). Though things bog down toward
the end of disc one, the pacing of the
show is generally good, and the orchestra is fairly noninvasive —it simply fills
in where synths did the job in the studio. Most of all, though, Wonder is still
enough of afirecracker to make sure he
is the focus of attention here, not his
backing musicians.
But again, it's one step forward, two
steps back. Wonder's most recent
release, Song Review: A Greatest Hits
Collection (Motown 314 530 767-2),
doesn't quite live up to its billing.
There's afair amount of overlap with
Original Musiquarium, and the other hits
are collected from film soundtracks and
other outside sources. "Ebony and
Ivory" makes its debut on aWonder
album here, as does his majestic reading
of Bob Marley's "Redemption Song,"
from the soundtrack of Spike Lee's Get
on the Bus. But for someone who owns
all the rest, the rarities aren't enough to
justify the price of the package.
It's hard to say where Wonder will
go next with his music. He's still avital
artist, however, and though it seems as
if he's been with us forever, Y2K will
mark only his 50th birthday. There are
rumors that an album may come out to
celebrate the occasion, but we've heard
that kind of thing before. And while it's
unlikely that whatever he does will surpass the work he's already given us, it
would be wrong to underestimate
Stevie Wonder's capabilities. Don't
count him out just yet.
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Metalica:Master Of Puppets
Van Nolen: Van Halen
Nat King Cole: Greatest Hits'
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Paul Simon: There Goes Rhymin .Simon
Frank Sinatra: 57' In Concert*
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&

Joe Cocker, Mad Dogs & Englishman
Jethro Tull: Songs From The Woods
Moody Blues: Question Of Science
Simon & Garfunkel: Bookends
Tony Bennett & Count Basic: In Person
Stevie Roy Vaughn: The Sky Is Crying
Tears For Fears: Songs From The Big..
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The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
Miles Davis Allstors: Welkin'
Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
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"Best Album of HIFI 98 " "A Blues classic is born!"
1st ever release on CDI
Jacintha/Here's To Ben
Roy Gaines/I Got The
Illinois Jacquet/Birthday
GRV-1001
T-Bone Blues GRV-1002
Party GRV-1003
These all-analogue, direct to 2-track albums, recorded on vintage
Neumann tube microphones are available as 180g 2 LP Sets
(1 LP cut at 45rpm) for $29.99 or as 24K/24Bit Gold CD's for $24.99
tEki RREILII:Jay McShann/What A wonderful World GRV-1005
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.

Vivante Productions 180g Import LP's
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CSCD6009 Stravinsky: Petrushka
CSCD6012 Rimsky-Korsokov: Tale of Tsar.
CSCD6013 Debussy: Iberia
CSCD6023 Ravel-Debussy: Ma Mere L'oye
CSCD6038 Tchikovsky: 1812 Overture
CSCD6079 Debussy: Lo Boite A Joujoux
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Recording of the Monti,

Till MAHAL & TOUMANI DIABATE: Kulanjan
Hannibal HNCD 1444 (CD). 1999. Joe Boyd, prod
TT: 59:02
Performance *****
Sonics

"Tunkaranke" approaches the dialog from the African
perspective with aslow-building, spiritual vocal punctuated by guttural wordless accompaniment from Mahal. The
session returns to the deep south for the harder blues of
he Rising Sons became legendary for their historic "01' Georgie Buck," wherein Mahal sets down agutbuckinfluence on 1960s blues-rock, inspiring many a et repeated phrase over which Diabate lays vertiginous layplayer besides Duane Allman to pick up the slide ers of kora lines, like ahummingbird lingering in flight
and call down the blues like sweet showers of rain. It before disappearing.
"The master hunter... Kulanjan," Mahal whispers at the
would have been quite astretch, though, to predict that the
Sons would become atouchstone of world music via the intro to the fide track, agorgeous Malian melody sung and
solo careers of its two best-known members, Taj Mahal played by Diabate with effortless grace, and framed by a
and Ry Cooder. Few of the rock-era adventurers who've beautifully simple descending scale on Mahal's National
steel guitar. Taj goes on to try his hand at Malian vocals on
worked at expanding the parameters of global music have
accomplished as much as these two men. Coodees Z,elig- "Fanta," accenting the language with blues phrasing, which
like capacity to melt into the style he's exploring — the contrasts instructively with Diabate's own smooth phrasings.
"Catfish Blues" demonstrates Mahal's implied premise —
trademark of the consummate session player — made his
duets with Ali Farke Toure and his collaboration with the the connection between West African music and the blues —
Buena Vista Social Club two of the world-music high most effectively. He slows this guitar-and-vocal standard
points of the 1990s. But Mahal —who has been amaestro down to the contemplative cadence of his Malian accomof this scene over the years, working with everyone from panists and proceeds to channel Robert Johnson into a
Bob Marley to the Hula Blues Band — is an auteur, his West African sound. "Gueda Man Na" and "K'an Ben"
musical explorations tell us about his personal quest for a offer more spellbinding sounds of Malian poetry, which in
unifying element in the myriad forms he explores. the case of the latter are translated in the CD booklet as "Ah
my love, Ihope to see you soon/we're so far away from
Kulanjan is his most important world-music work to date.
This is precisely what makes Kulanjan so exciting. Here each other/always love those who love you/it's so difficult
Mahal and kora master Toumani Diabate, with his six- to find someone you can trust ... "(Mahal and Diabate gidpiece Malian ensemble, build abridge between the eccen- dily echo each other's picking in the lighthearted "Take
tricities of American country-blues guitar and the West This Hammer," one of several songs on the set that make
African music from which, Mahal firmly believes, it you marvel at how these two musicians invented compatievolved. By placing guitar and kora side by side and feeling ble tunings for this project. Both are bending notes, seemout their common tonalities, Mahal proves his premise in ingly adjusting the parameters of their individual styles, to
what amounts to amusical Rosetta Stone of country blues. arrive at acommon, almost instinctual common ground.
"Queen Bee" wastes no time demonstrating the beauty Diabate waxes eloquent on "Atlanta Kaira" in the kind of
of this arrangement. Taj Mahal engages in an instrumental performance that could have the jam-band kids clamoring
and vocal duet here, exchanging asoftly phrased walking for more. The instrumental duet "Mississippi-Mali Blues"
line from the Delta blues with elegant clusters of melodic shows that Diabate can even do alittle string-bending in
riffs from Diabate's kora, while alternating verses with the between his lightning runs. The two players double lines
Malian vocalist, whose high, sweet tones contrast wonder- on the melodic fragment that opens "Sahara," asatisfying
fully with Mahal's burnt sienna. In the last verse, the two conclusion to ameeting of musical minds and spirits that is
certain to resonate far into the friture.
—John Swenson
voices entwine in arapturous exchange.
Jerry Boys, eng. AAD
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viving colleagues and family members
submitted the original version of the
"Italian" for publication, consigning the
revised movements to the archives. This
is the first recording of the Revised
J.S. BACH
Version (though it might interest readThe Art of Fugue
ers and resident staff members of
Rinaldo Alessandrini, Concerto Italiano
Stereophile to know that the first perforOpus Ill 30191 (CD). 1999. Laurence Heym, prod.,
mance took place in 1992 in Santa Fe).
eng. ODD. TI: 74:27
Performance
In the reworking, Mendelssohn made
Sonia ****
the tenderly elegiac second movement
more austere and remote by eliminating
n a somewhat strange notation
ornamental figures and by incorporating
added to the manuscript of Bach's
some rather unexpected and, for
last work, the master's son Emhim, uncharacteristic harmonic shifts.
manuel reported that "it was while
The most striking differences in the
writing The Art of Fugue... that the
third movement, originally a precomposer died." Given the fact that
sciently Brahrnsian intermezzo, were
this monumental, rigorously theoto retitle it Menuetto (although Garretical work was left unfinished, and
diner doesn't play it as such), and to
in modern times has been relegated
change the dotted rhythmic figures
to the A-list of academic study matein the Trio to straight quarters. The
rial, it's surprising how much attenFinale underwent some formal
tion The Art of Fugue continues to
changes and acquired anew episode.
receive from record companies. AlThere were changes of orchestration
though this elaborate "exercise" —
throughout, along with what appears
its title was assigned after Bach's
to be an attempt to break away from
death—was written with adidactic
conventional diatonic harmony and
purpose, this astonishing sununaexplore the unpredictable directions
tion of fugal writing was delivered
of chromaticism. This makes for
by the blind, 64-year-old composer
strange listening; Mendelssohn apwith an acuity worthy of the most
pears to have stepped out of characvital genius, and stands as ashining
ter, not altogether comfortably and to
example of architectural perfection
no great advantage.
and thematic ingenuity.
Aside from considerations of
This excellent and beautifully
musicology Gardiner/VPO give a
recorded performance stands well
performance of the original version
above attempts by many more illusthat can hold its own with any of our
trious interpreters to realize the timfavorites from bygone times. In astubral and textural possibilities inher- John Eliot Gardiner brings new subtlety and spontaneity to
dio session from November 1997,
ent in Bach's unorchestrated nota- Mendelssohn's Fourth and Fifth symphonies.
Gardiner appears to have the VP0
tion. With intelligence and imagination, the Concerto Italiano uniquely teners with provocative explorations of players on the edge of their seats for a
colors each thematic variation with per- tonality or form. Mendelssohn might be performance of considerable nuance,
fectly chosen combinations of instru- considered the 19th century's best surviv- subtlety, and spontaneity. The Salterello
ments, from strings to harpsichord to ing composer of feel-good music. It's dif- Finale in particular is avirtuoso tour de
oboe d'amore, flute, and bassoon. The ficult to believe that abody of work that force. Recorded approximately a halfensemble unexpectedly ends the final, exudes such amiability and self-confi- year later, the revised movements seem
unfinished variation with Bach's last dence as his was the product of nearly comparatively pedestrian. Symphony 5,
pen-stroke, literally leaving us in mid- unceasing toil and second-guessing, yet "Reformation," in its only known version, was taped live in June 1996, and has
phrase to ponder the fading sound of his this appears to be the case.
The version of the "Italian" we've the right degree of celebratory solemnity
—David Vernier
last musical utterance.
All the music on the release was
known all these years was completed for
and performed by the London Philhar- taped at the Musikverein Grosser Saal,
MENDELSSOHN
monic in 1833. A year later, Mendels- and balances, perspective, and weight
Symphonies 4&5
sohn began having doubts, and, against are ideal throughout. The "ReforSymphony 4("Italian"), original and revised versions;
the advice of respected colleagues (in- mation" gains in realism from its live
Symphony 5("Reformation")
cluding his sister Fanny), he set about circumstances; afew suppressed coughs
John Eliot Gardiner, Vienna Philharmonic
DG 459 156-2 (CD). 1999. Christian Gansch (4), Karlreworking the piece. Apparently, howev- provide the type of locational clues that
August Naegler (5), prods.; Jurgen Bulgrin & Jobst
er, his plans for the first movement make listeners feel as if they're "there."
Eberhardt (4), Wolf-Dieter Karwatky (5), engs.;
Fortunately, Viennese viruses are no
Rainer Maillard, balance eng. ODD. Tr: 76:49
would have required such extensive
Performance ****
match for those that invade the throats
change that he never got around to it.
Sonics ****
Neither version was published until of New York concertgoers.
Any misgivings about Mendelssohn's
or this release of two well-known after the composer's death. Although
symphonies by Mendelssohn, most of Mendelssohn's works are revisions of the "Italian" Symphony
John Eliot Gardiner shares with us known only in their final versions, sur- should in no way devalue this recording.

I

his interest in alternative versions — in
this case, of No.4, the "Italian." The
revisions apply to only the second, third,
and fourth movements, which appear as
the final three tracks. The listener may
program as desired.
Like Mozart, Mendelssohn was a
child prodigy Two of his most enduring
works — the Octet and the Overture to
AMidsummer Nighes Dream —were products of his late adolescence. But despite
his estimable gifts, Mendelssohn did not
stretch any envelopes, or challenge his lis-
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Record
On the contrary, there's much to attract
the interest of anyone curious enough
to explore newfound facets of arepertoire staple with which most of us have
become entirely too comfortable.
—Richard Schneider

livión

Astor
,Joaqui

reiser
:Intitoity (lc Mai(

KOCII

PIAZZOLLA & NIN
Oblivión
Maya Beiser, cello; Anthony de Mare, piano
Koch 7442 (CD). 1999. Susan Napodano DelGiomo,
prod.; Silas Brown, eng. ODD. 7: 62:20
Performance ****
Sonia ***

C

ellist Maya Beiser, raised on an
Argentinean kibbutz in Israel, has
anatural affinity for cultural and
musical hybrid forms and styles, the
tango being aperfect example. She and
pianist/collaborator Anthony de Mare
make amusically credible, well-matched
pair, delivering simple, lyrical, yet exquisitely stylish interpretations of compositions by tango titan Astor Piazzolla and
Cuban/Spanish writer/pianist Joaquin
Nin (father of writer Aniis Nin).

Smooth, seamless let° is not one of
Beiser's strengths, and this deficiency
inhibits the long, sensuous lines of Piazzolla's "Oblivión," one of the most alluring and seductive melodies ever written. (The best version of that tune is available on Symphonic Tango, Teldec 76997.)
For most of the selections, however, she
and de Mare effectively capture the edgy
rhythms and expressive melodies that
bring to life each tune's unique story.
Nin's "Chants d'Espagne," aset of four
highly characterful tunes, is one of the
disc's highlights, as is Piazzolla's "Adios
Nonino," which begins with aseries of
virtuosic piano flourishes —a challenge
that de Mare seems to relish.
Le Grand Tango, the disc's extended
centerpiece and the only one of
Piazzolla's compositions originally written for cello and piano, is awork that
tries to do too much; and it's too much
for Beiser's cello. Long, often densely
scored, and too full of ideas, some of
which seem foreign to the cello's timbre
and personality, this piece crumbles
under its own weight despite Beiser's
heroic efforts.
Some listeners will find the sound a
bit confined, the cello sometimes hidden by the piano, its voice restrained by
the acoustic. But this is not true of all
tracks, which leads to the conclusion
that the arrangements themselves, and
the degree of density of the piano part,
have much more to do with the balance
than microphone placement or acoustic
setting. Cellists will appreciate the program's ambitious arrangements and
challenging technical problems. Other
listeners will simply enjoy Oblivión for
its exotic, earthy atmosphere.
—David Vernier

REISSUE OF THE MONTH
MAHLER
Symphony 3, Rückert Lieder,
Kindertotenlieder

ly slow first movement). But the real
classic here is the filler: Bernstein's
Jennie Tourd, mezzo-soprano; New York Philharlong-time friend and colleague Jennie
monic, Leonard Bernstein
Tourd in aprofound, wistful, inward
Sony Classical (2 CDs). 1965/1999 John McClure,
performance of Mahler's KinderHoward Scott, prods.; Dennis Rooney, reissue
prod. ADD? 7: 2:25:18
totenlieder. The downside is that the
Performance ****
New York Philharmonic wasn't at its
Sonia ***
most polished in 1961, and the closeeonard Bernstein learned, miked recording of Symphony 3,
rehearsed, performed, and re- taped at the Manhattan Center, has
corded this gargantuan Mahler old-fashioned, left-to-right stereo and
symphony in a little more than a little ambience. Tourel's performances,
week, filling in for the indisposed with the mezzo heard in remarkably
Dimitri Mitropoulos, and still the re- secure voice for that period, benefit
sult sounds fresher than his later Mah- from the airier acoustic of Brooklyn's
ler 3 on Deutsche Grammophon now-burned-down St. George Hotel.
—David Patrick Stearns
(especially after you get past the slight-
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REVUELTAS
Sensemaya
Sensemaya, La Noche de los Mayas, Ocho por
Radio, Homenaje a Federico Garcia Lorca,
Ventanas for Large Orchestra, First Little Serious
Piece, Second Little Serious Piece
Esa-Pekka Salonen, Los Angeles Philharmonic, Los
Angeles Philharmonic New Music Group
Sony Classical SK 60676 (CD). 1999. David Mottley,
prod.; Richard King, Todd VVhitelock, engs. MD?
TT: 67:18
Performance *1/2
Sonics ****1/2

T

he centennial of the birth of
Mexican composer Silvestre Revueltas (1899-1940) is an event
worthy of recorded fireworks, and this
new disc looks on the surface to have all
the right ingredients.
For starters, conductor Esa-Pekka
Salonen stands with Pierre Boulez as
one of the foremost interpreters of the
contemporary repertoire, and his L.A.
Philharmonic and its New Music
Group are crack ensembles with plenty
of experience in film and contemporary
music. The repertoire chosen includes a
well-known sonic blockbuster (Sensemaya), Revueltas' equally epic score to
the film La Noche de los Mayas (Night of
the Mayas), significant chamber works
(Odio por Radio and Homenaje aFederico
Garcia Lorca), and such rarities as
Ventanas for Large Orchestra and the first
and second Little Serious Pieces. Sony's 20bit digital recording is transparent and
full-bodied, from hushed quivers of
sound to tumultuous, full-orchestral
body slams. But while Salonen dons
Revueltas' affinity for the energy and
brutality of Seavinsky's Rite ofSpring like
acustom-fit steel glove, he misses entirely the Mexican corazón.
While aformal musical education in
America and aconductor's post at the
Symphonic Orchestra of Mexico gave
Revueltas the musical tools he needed,
it was the people and traditions of
Mexico that inspired his singular genius.
Folk music and his country's power and
spirit are the life's blood that courses
through the veins of his earthy soundscapes. The dignity and polyrhythmic
vitality of the sones (roots music in the
mariachi dance tradition) are there in
his scores, along with flashes of
Mexico's mystical and primitive preColumbian roots. The low brass that
dominates the popular Mexican banda
tradition today also became adark, primal voice in much of Revueltas' music.
Revueltas' struggles with his own
demons also dominate much of his
work, the bulk of which was composed
in the final decade of his life. In the end,
Revueltas was found in the streets and
carried home to die while the choreo217
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Record
grapher, producer, and director of his final
ballet, La Gmmela, sifted through scraps of
paper for the score's unfinished close.
The basic passions behind this music
are lost on Salonen. His reading of
Revueltas' Chantfor the Killing ofaSnake,
for example, is stiff, mechanical, and
hopelessly European. The balances are
too reserved and abstract, almost antiseptic. Compare it to Enrique Arturo
Diemecke's recording with Camerata
de las Américas on The Unknown
Revueltas (Dorian DOR-90244). Immediately, the cadence of the ritual processional has amore dancelike character.
The strings are grittier, the woodwinds
pungent and relentless. The percussion
colors, too, are better suited to the
regional palette. As it should, this version nearly overwhelms the senses.
Compare the version here of Sensemaya with Eduardo Mata's dark, gripping New Philharmonia account on
Night of the Mayas (Catalyst 62672-2); in
the latter, you are again overpowered by
Revueltas' earthy connection to the folk
music. This is not Stravinsky; the overall
problem with Salonen's readings is that
he thinks it is.
Salonen's reading of Ocho por radio is
the worst track on disc, suffering the
same lack of connection to the music's
roots. The trumpet seems more rooted
in The Firebird than in the mariachi tradition on which this piece draws so heavily. While you'll be hard-pressed to find
an alternative reading for Ventanas or the
two Little Serious Pieces, Mata's Night ofthe
Mayas recording and Diemecke's Unknown Revueltas will serve you better.
(Get both if you can — there's little
overlap in program.) Add to that arecording of Revueltas' La Coronela by
Gisele Ben-Dor (Koch 3-7421) or
Diemecke (Spartacus 21027), and you'll
have bricked in asolid Revueltas corner
for your collection.
-Daniel Buckle,
SONGS OF THE SIBYL
Vols. 414 M
Montserrat Figueras, soprano; La Capella Reial de
Catalunya, Jordi Savall, dir.
Auvidis/Fontalis ES 8705 (I), ES 9900 (II), Alia Vox AV
9806 (I11) (3 CDs, available separately). 1998 (I),
1999 (II, Ill). Maria IL Michel Bernstein, prod., eng.
(I); Nicholas Bartholmé, prod., eng. (II, Ill). DOD.
Us: 54:30, 71:12, 61:38
Performance ****
Sonics ****

L

et us proclaim tv/tat the Sibyl prophesied about Christ, so that theforeheads
of the Jews and those of the pagans be
struck with astone, and so that all the enemies of Christ, like Goliath, be struck down
by his sword. Listen to what she said!
— Sermo de Symbolo
Stereophile, October 1999

The Christian religion,
like many before and
after it, has been very
skillful in co-opting the
popular aspects of indigenous faiths. St. Bridget was originally an Irish
goddess, and Christianized Norwegians referred to God as the AllFather, one of the titles of
Odin. Given this, it is
only to be expected that
the Church would "discover" pagan prophecies
that presaged the coming
of Christ.
Throughout later antiquity, the Sibyls were
among the most highly
regarded oracles, and in the fifth century AD asermon called "Sermo de Symbolo" contained aversion of the Sibylline prophecy called in Latin "Judicii
signum." This 27-line poem, by no less
than St. Augustine, gained aprominent
place in medieval Christian liturgy,
especially in Spain and Provence, where
it came to be recited or sung in the vulgar tongues. Only in 1568, at the
counter-reforming Council of Trent,
was it officially banished, and for some
considerable time it remained by
exemption in a few places. Although
fairly simple and conventional, the text
of the poem presents asuitably horrific
picture of the fate awaiting sinners on
the day of judgment; when sung or
declaimed in the vernacular, it must
have had at least amomentarily sobering effect.
Labors of love are not as usual in the
classical music business as one might
expecr, for the most part, the bottom
line prevails. Although early-music
labels are something of an exception to
this practice, Montserrat Figueras and
Jordi Savall appear to have been very
fortunate. Early on, they made the wonderful Causas de Trobairitz, amusicological triumph if not asales success, and
now they have seemingly finished a10year project to restore and record the
songs of the Sibyls as they were performed in the Middle Ages and Renaissance. In collaboration with the
scholar Maricarmen Gomez, whose
excellent notes (in tiny, virtually unreadable type) accompany Vols.II and III,
they have accomplished wonders.
Before Iget into the details, asmall
confession: Every serious listener to any
musical form will have certain seemingly irrational preferences, and mine is
that Ihear the music of the Middle Ages
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in the voice of Montserrat Figueras.
There are any number of enormously
accomplished performers in the field,
but Figueras simply sounds right. Unlike many classically trained singers, her
voice retains aquality of simplicity and
directness that is normally associated
with untrained "folksingers." In addition, although her voice has deepened a
little over the 10 years of this project, it
is still as extraordinarily flexible as ever,
and her remarkable involvement with
the music of the period has never
diminished. And Figueras is apparently
a native speaker of Catalan, which
makes her aparticularly sympathetic interpreter of these works.
These three discs contain seven different performances of the Sibylline prophecy. The first is asetting of the original
"Judicii signum" from Barcelona in about
the 10th century; five others are more or
less loose translations of the poem into the
vulgar —three in Catalan, one in
Provençal, and one in Castillian —and the
last, acantiga of Alfonso X in Gallician,
uses the general text and melody of the
"Judicii" but is rather more freely interpreted. In their musical realizations of
these versions, which range from the 10th
to the 16th centuries, Sayan and his collaborators are both sensitive to the works
themselves and to the periods and styles
in which they were originally performed.
Some of these songs were intended
for simple sung performances, while
others were moped; that is, used as part
of the liturgical drama that was so
important in the Middle Ages. (Curiously, the word "troubadour" — Provençal trobador— which literally means
"finder," may have come originally from
tropador, "one who makes tropes.")
Savall and the Capella Reial are able to
adapt well to these differing types of
219
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Record
performance, to give us the real flavor of
the period. Instrumentation, for example, is varied between the simplest (a
single chalumie to accompany the
voice) to fairly elaborate brass arrangements that ornament the more dramatkpassages. Sayan and his lady have been
performing together for perhaps more
than 20 years, and the results are evident
in every aspect of these discs; no matter
what the instrumental content, it never
obscures or dominates the sung text.
There is a certain similarity among
these works, especially to ears unaccustomed to the sound of medieval perfor-

rock
THE CHEMICAL BROTHERS
Surrender
Astralwerks 8 47610 2 (CD). 1999. The Chemical
Brothers, prods.; Steve Dub, eng. DDD. TT: 58:53
Performance ****
Sonics ****

B

ritish duo the Chemical Brothers, founders of big-beat psychedelia, claim their all-time
favorite song is the Beatles' `Tomorrow
Never Knows." That epic recording of
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Cartneyish bass? Got it covered in the
current chart-topping single, "Let Forever Be." The Chemicals even turn
nearly all-acoustic in "Dream On,"
tucking you in with gentle voices,
strummed guitar, and reverberating
piano loops.
But beyond clever sounds, the
Chemical Brothers make singular music
that constantly surprises, while reinventing the rules for pop. Where their
previous releases, Exit Planet Dust and
Dig Your Own Hole, dealt exclusively
with massive funk breakbeats and walloping weird noises, and established
them as harbingers of the current dance
movement, Surrender is a stylistic left
turn. Collaborating with vocalists Noel
Gallagher, Hope Sandoval, and Bernard
Sumner, the Chemicals explore seminal
styles in homage to their heroes.
"Music: Response" and "Got Glint?"
simulate the robotic beats and surreal
synthesizer textures of German innovators Kraftwerk (even if "Music: Response" contains aMissy Elliot sample!).
"Hey Boy Hey Girl" sounds like upstart
Fatboy Slim, but is closer in spirit to
Run DMC. Surrender also pushes the
edge with the more experimental
"Orange Wedge" and "The Sunshine
Underground," stunning tapestries of
dizzying samples atop organic beats and
undulating bass riffs. And the Chemicals still know how to chill out with the
expansive western-plains feel of "Asleep
from Day."
Warning: The descending, subsonic
low-end whir-of-electronica bombshell
"Under the Influence" seriously rocked
the woofers in apair of Audio Physic
Virgos. Keep the remote handy, and
remove all dogs from the room.
—Ken Micallef

HOLGER CZUKAY
Good Morning Story
On Surrender, the Brothers Chemical have concocted atribute to early electronica.

manee; nevertheless, none of the three
CDs seemed long, thanks undoubtedly to
careful planning and consideration by
Savall and the prodigious variety of
Figueras' vocal production. One touch I
found delightful was the introduction of
each setting with the sound of bells, placed
well back in the soundstage and beautifully reproduced. In fact, the sound throughout is admirable, and remarkably consistent over the span of adecade. The newer
discs seem abit more natural than the first,
but the difference is slight, and not any
sort of bar to enjoyment
-Les Berkley
Stereophile, October 1999

backward tape loops and ingenious
sounds lives on in the Chemicals' beatdriven update on '60s sonic tomfoolery,
but with a'90s twist. Tom Rowlands
and Ed Simons exploit sampling technology, meshing disparate sounds in
mixes that create previously unthinkable equations. A chorus of harp, bagpipes, and ghostly voices shimmering
over tinkling bells and smoking funk
beats? It's no problem in "The Sunshine
Underground" (from Surrender). Backward screams piercing a nightmarish
trio of organ, funk drums, and Mc-

Tone Casualties TCCD 9944 (CD). 1999. Holger
Czukay, prod., eng. MD? TT: 46:33
Performance ****
Sonics
Tone Cosuakies, 6353 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, CA
90028.

C

an — that late-'60s/early-'70s
German outfit whose groundbreaking fusion of psychedelic
rock, proto-dub funk, and free jazz continues to influence younger generations
of musicians — recently marked its 30th
anniversary with the release of amassive
book/video/double live CD package
(Can Box, Mute 0011) and by mounting
aseries of four "The Can Concerts" in
Germany. These gigs were not reunions
per se —Can disbanded in '79 —but
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Record
rather separate solo presentations from
guitarist Michael Karoli, bassist Holger
Czukay, drummer Jaki Liebezeit, and
keyboardist Innin Schmidt.
Czukay's post-Can career has
arguably been the most active of the
four original members. He's issued
numerous critically acclaimed solo
albums, and has worked with such luminaries as the Eurythmics, David Sylvian, Brian Eno, Jab Wobble, and celebrated German DJ Dr. Walker (of Air
Liquide). He's also the first this year to
make it to the bins with anew record.
(Karoli, Liebezeit, and Schmidt all have
albums pending.)
Good Morning Story comprises five
songs and one lengthy collage, and was
painstakingly composed by Czukay
over eight years. When Ispoke with
him recently, Czukay observed that his
work ethic is haphazard at best. He
played most of the instruments himself,
but when it came time to invite another
musician to lay down some tracks,
recording sessions would frequently be
slotted in between tea breaks — as
opposed to vice versa.
Still, the music sounds absolutely
fresh and up to date, and is steeped
equally in contemporary avant-garde
soundscaping, sample-heavy dance
music, and quirky rock that's identifiably "indic" and "underground." The
record commences with "Invisible
Man," asensual foray into dub-bass territory (that's Jah Wobble taking time
out between sips of tea to contribute his
low-end theory) splattered with abroad
procession of textures: guitar fragments
ranging from slippery funk to subtly
African, kinetic percussion from
Liebezeit, distant groaning synths, even
an amplified/treated trumpet mouthpiece. Intriguingly, Czukay presents the
surreal narrative about disassociation as
if it were aspliced-up opera, with vocalists Sheldon Ancel, artist U-she
(Czukay's wife), and Czukay himself all
seemingly colliding with one another in
the mix. It's not as offbeat as it sounds;
the tune is eccentric, yes, but it's also
rich and compelling in the same manner as Byrne and Eno's My LYe' in the
Bush of Ghosts.
The casual listener's patience may be
tested by album's end. The 22-minute
closing track, "Mirage," is part extended
ambient drone, part musique concrète, and
part kitchen sink as Czukay loops in
everything from the hissing static and
half-received voices of a shortwave
radio transmission to an edgily claustrophobic cello riff to heavily treated
drums — all assembled, reportedly, from
Stereophiie, October 1999

random bits of tape.
Between those two extremes, however, Czukay
never fails to delight. Whether
chronicling abizarre personal
anecdote in the title track via
spoken word (Czukay's madscientist German accent is
quite playful) and liberal sampling from Can's 1972 tune
"Vitamin C" (Karoli, Schmidt,
and Liebezeit samples can be
detected elsewhere on the
album as well), or tweaking
the imaginations of worldbeat
fans in "Dancing in Wild
Circles" with tribal drumming, subtly middle-eastern
keyboard flourishes, birdcalls,
and pseudo-ethnic vocal chanting (presumably not field recordings of natives
but the multitracked Czukay and Ushe), Czukay's mastery of sonic alchemy,
depth-defying arrangements, and rhythmic-melodic juxtapositions, is profound.
Even more amazing, when recording he
does not use digital samplers, but
arranges his "samples" via judicious and
extensive tape edits.
Some may find all this dizzying to the
point of frustration. But, like placing
your ear to the side of agrandfather
clock and trying to discern its internal
logic by the sound of the slowly grinding gears, patience will pay off. Additionally, staunch Can fans will find in
Good Morning Story afamiliar vibe that is
not only pleasurable but, 30 years on,
highly appropriate.
-Fred Mills
PLAID
Rest Proof Clockwork
Nothing, NID 90998 (CD). 1999. Plaid, prods. and
engs. MD Tr: 64:48
Performance ****
Sonics ***

F

ollowing such ambient pioneers
as Brian Eno and Orb, London
sample-sculptors Plaid use technology to create witty sound-worlds,
not merely beats and noise dressed up as
trendy dance music. Originally part of
seminal trio Black Dog, Plaid's Ed
Handley and Andy Turner have remixed everyone from Bjiirk to Baba
Maal; their previous albums (Not for
Threes, Mbuki Mvula) show deft fingers
at work in asandbox of sampled euphoria. Plaid takes the biggest complaint
lodged against electronica — lack of
melody —and turns it inside out. Like
kids playing with watercolors, Plaid
daubs in fractured melodic threads over
beats that frolic like atipsy Humpty
Dumpty. Nothing remains constant but
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Plaid's fondness for play.
Over a simmering dub groove,
"Buddy" creates achild's lark through
an unknown forest: sounds like sailing
birds dart overhead, synthesizer horns
coo like wood nymphs, and sunlight
takes the shape of oozing slo-mo
effects. Cartoonish jazz-funk imbues
the jaunty "Shackbu" and the Weather
Reportish "Lamb's Eye," tracks that
swing harder than many UK jazz players. But even as they groove, Plaid can't
sit still. "Shackbu" turns ominous with
DJ scratching and swelling strings, just
as the Caribbean fun of "Lamb's Eye"
turns queasy. The morbid string quartet
of "Dead Sea" churns with gaseous
whistles and cerebral organ notes, like a
requiem for a sunken ship. "Pino
Pomo" begins as a spaghetti-western
interlude with Spanish guitar and
drunken finger drumming, and changes
into asa-fi thriller àla Orbital's soundtrack to The Saint.
Matching the serene sounds is the
warm and woolly production. Crank the
volume and Plaid fills the room with happy if mushy bass and enough organic
oddities to fill arain forest As smooth as
velvet, Plaid sometimes meanders like a
band of lost travelers, but the journey remains satisfyingly bizarre. -Ken Micallef

short takes

ROSIE FLORES: Dance Hall Dreams
Rounder 11661-3150-2 (CD). 1999. Rosie Flores, Ray
Kennedy, prods. MD? Tr: 38:41
Performance ***
Sonics ***1/2

Early in her recording career, San
Antonio-born Rosie Flores was loosely
associated with the emerging new traditionalist movement, which gave country
music aneeded shot in the butt back in
1986 and '87. Five albums later, Flores
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Record
hasn't sold nearly
as many units as
Dwight Yoakam,
Lyle Lovett, or
Randy Travis, but
she continues to
exude unabashed
charm, sincerity, and
adeep-down respect
for the rootsy rockabilly of yesteryear.
Flores wrote all
but one of the songs
here; the best, "This
01' Honky Tonk,"
was inspired by ariproaring Gary Stewart
show, and celebrates, in 3/4
time of course, the lure of a
smoky, familiar watering hole.
Another highlight, "Tremolo,"
is abittersweet tribute to an
inspirational old bandmate
whose playing was to die for,
but who'd suddenly had
enough of the music business.
Flores is even more reflective
on "Who's Gonna Fix It Now,"
amaudlin tribute to her father that's
marred by achorus filled with some
dreamy-sounding "aaaaahs" that would
be more at home on aFlo & Eddie
record. Here they break the mood and
undermine the grieving hurt in her
heart. Even odder are the way-tooupbeat backing vocals of "The Man
Downstairs," a song about an earthquake. There's nothing wrong with
Flores trying to stretch out, but the
glossy pop edges of these last two songs
and acouple of others make Dance Hall
Dreams uncharacteristically inconsistent
—David Sokol

SKANATRA: Various Artists
P.O.S. No catalog number listed (CD). 1999. Chris
Gefken, prod., eng.; Bit Bill Emmons, eng. AAD?
Tr: 38:29
Pas. Records, 321 Newark Street Hoboken, NJ
07030
Performance ***
Sonics ***1/2

The title tells you that this is one fun
one-off: Sinatra's hits done ska-style,
with lots of horns and more than afew
rhythms at Mighty Mighty Bosstones
speed. I've sprung this disc on anumber
of unsuspecting visitors, and it's hard to
describe the look that comes over their
faces when they realize that what
they're hearing is "The Lady is aTramp"
done ska-style. Hopefully, these guys
will learn the Dread Zeppelin lesson
and not return to this particular well.
This kind of novelty is funny only once.
—Robert Baird
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pianist died of adrug overdose last November, just days
before he was scheduled to
record with Braden.
Kirkland is showcased
superbly on Requiem, saxophonist Marsalis' most cohesive and musical album and the
pianist's final recording. Marsalis continues to demonstrate
no interest in playing chordbased music such as standards.
Instead, he remains an Omette
Coleman/Wayne Shorter disciple who mostly uses a tune's
theme as areference point for his
solos. Still, what he offers here is
more grounded than in the past,
easier to listen to while being intensely personal. Perhaps the key
word is "mature."
Jazzmen Jeff 'Tain"
"Doctone" is fairly fast and exuWatts (above left),
Branford Marsalis
berant. Kirkland opens with lyri(above right), and
cally centered, finger-snapping
Don Braden (left)
lines — one hears the influence of
pay homage to
Kenny Kirkland.
both Herbie Hancock and
McCoy Tyner. Then Marsalis
delivers arousing, decidedly swinging
series of statements. "Lykier starts
slowly and rhapsodically, then turns into
tumult, if apredominantly melodic one,
with Watts offering thunderous waves
HOMAGE TO
of drum sound under expressive, multiKENNY KIRKLAND
noted forays from the leader and
Kirkland. "Cassandra" has a sweet
Jeff "Tain" Watts,
theme, and apliant-noted bass effort by
Branford Marsalis, Don Braden
Revis. Marsalis on soprano is songlike
yet effusive, issuing peals of notes with
BRANFORD MARSALIS: Requiem
warmth and energy. The ballad "A
Branford Marsalis, tenor sax; Kenny Kirkland, piano;
Eric Revis, bass; Jeff 'Tain' Watts, drums
Thousand Autumns" is majestic all the
Columbia CK 69655 (CD). 1999. Delfeayo Marsalis,
way through.
prod.; Patrick Smith, eng. DOD. Tr: 69:40
Performance ****
"Elysium," a piano-less trio with
Sonics ***1/2
Marsalis on tenor, exhibits his rich tone
and capacity for subtle dynamic variaJEFF "TAIN" WATTS: Citizen Tain
Jeff "Tain' Watts, drums, vibes; Branford Marsalis,
tion. Tempo changes enhance interest
soprano 8 tenor sax; Kenny Garrett, alto sax;
On "Bullworth," Watts and Revis supWynton Marsalis, trumpet; Delfeayo Marsalis,
trombone; Kenny Kirkland, piano; Reginald Veal,
ply a hefty modern funk undertone
bass
while Branford lets loose with edgy
Columbia CSK 41347 (CD). 1999. Delfeayo Marsalis,
prod.; Rob 'Wacko" Hunter, Patrick Smith, engs.
statements that have arhythmic kick.
DOD. 7: 71:06
Later, there's Kirkland, blending whatPerformance ****
ever-goes with in-the-pocket ideas.
Sonics ***1/2
"Tain" Watts, the in-demand drumDON BRADEN: The Fire Within
mer who's played with Wynton, BranDon Braden, tenor sax; Darrell Grant, Julian Joseph,
piano; Dwayne Burno, Orlando LaFleming,
ford, Kenny Garrett, and Michael
Christian McBride, bass; Cecil Brooks Ill, Mark
Brecker, here finally follows up
Mondesir, Jeff "Tain "Watts, drums
RCA Victor 63297-2 (CD). 1999. Don Braden, prod.;
Megawatts-Sunnyside, his 1991 debut.
Josiah Gluck, Lloyd Gardiner, engs. DDD. TT: 63:36
Both
the breadth of his talent and his
Performance ****
solid compositional skills are present on
Sonics ***1/2
Citizen Tain, which features trios (with
ll of these first-rate recordings
are dedicated, in spirit if not in Kirkland), quartets (mostly with Branword, to Kenny "Doctone" ford, one with Garrett), quintets, septets,
Kirkland, the aggressive, insightful and more.
The tunes range from the stand-uppianist who sparked bands led by
Wynton and Branford Marsalis, Sting, and-shout to the dulcet and heartElvin Jones, and others. Tragically, the warming. The opener, "Impaler," with

jazz
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"I can enthusiastically recommend the Moon
1-5 one of high-end audio's undiscovered gems"
Robert Harley -Fi Magazine February 1999
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flagship electronics can hold their own against
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some sonic respects "MOON P-5 /W-5
Intemationnal audio review #80

"The Moon P-5 has transparency,
very low noise and flexibility of
control
and should be considered among the finest line
preamps available today. The
Moon W-5 is one of those few
amps that can convey areal
'jump' with no loss of detail or focus"
Kalman Rubinson -Stereophile -March 1999

"I found the smoothness, coherency, holography
and overall tonal balance to be
remarkable" P-5 /W-5
Las Turoczi -Audiophile Voice
vol.4 no.6 1998

"The I
-51s ahigh-quality integrated amplifier that will
appeal to anyone looking for ataste of the best"
SoundStage! -Doug Schneider -May 1999.
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Record
both Marsalises on board, is aromper in
the post-bop, Art Blakey vein. Under
expressive solos from the trumpeter and
saxophonist, Watts bashes away delightfully, his drum accents and sizzling cymbal work a compelling combination.
When Kirkland solos in amore tuneful
manner, Watts adjusts; he's less raucous
but still percolates, and his thumping
solo climaxes the piece.
"Muplikin Man" is amedium-tempo'd
trio tune àla Monk, and Kirkland shines
in acooking improvisation, often leaving space between ideas. Watts crackles
in accompaniment. Bassist Veal also delivers deliciously round-toned lines. The
first quartet tune, "Attainment," opens
with roiling drums, followed by
Branford's rhapsodic tenor and achoicenoted Kirkland solo at amedium gait.
Marsalis returns for an alternately measured and volatile improv. The theme of
"Blutain, Jr." is a repeated four-bar
phrase on which Branford solos with
abandon. (The tune later receives the
septet treatment.) Garrett is aces on
"Sigmund Groid," another mediumpaced number with dynamite improvisations all around.
The formidable Don Braden, avet of
bands led by Wynton, Freddie Hubbard, Betty Carter, and others, is now
emerging as a leader. The Fire Within,
with material performed by two quartets and atrio, reveals continued growth
and confidence in the modern mainstream mode, with persuasive, hardswinging performances that exude a
down-home flavor while still stretching
boundaries. A good example is Braden's
solo on the blisteringly tempo'd "Incendiary," where he's backed by unsung
master pianist Darrell Grant, bassist
Dwayne Burno, and drummer Cecil
Brooks HI —Braden's tenor sax lines
mix fluidity, rhythmic crispness, and
melodic ring. The foursome begins
Kern's classic "Smoke Gets In Your
Eyes" at amedium walk, then slow to a
crawl for some telling, bluesy Braden
statements before the first tempo
returns. The English rhythm section of
pianist Julian Joseph, bassist Orlando
LaFleming, and drummer Mark
Mondesir back Braden on the adventurously arranged "All or Nothing At All,"
another tempo-changer on which
Braden swings with gusto and Joseph
delivers an ear-tingling effort. The
pianist's "Doctone" — a different tune
from Marsalis' — is likewise catchy.
Last are three trio tracks with bassist
Christian McBride and drummer Watts,
on which Kirkland was scheduled to
play. Miles Davis' bluesy "Solar" is set to
Stereophile, October 1999

a killing, undulating funk groove on
which Braden cooks with feeling. A
looser approach to Hubbard's mediumfast "Thermo" results in achance-taking
solo from the leader and a ripplingnoted one from the bassist. "Fried
Bananas" is the on-fire closer.
Sonics for all three are better than
average but not outstanding, with accurate tonal reproduction, instrumental
clarity, and amodest soundstage.
—Zan Stewart

DIANA KRALL
When ILook In Your Eyes
Diana Krall, piano, vocals; Russell Malone, guitar;
John Clayton, Ben Wolfe, bass; Larry Bunker, vibes;
Jeff Hamilton, Lewis Nash, drums; orchestra conducted by Eddie Karam
Verve IMPD-304 (CD). 1999. Tommy LiPuma, Johnny
Mandel, prods.; Al Schmitt, eng. DDD? Tr: 54:36
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

D

iana Krall's fans cover the spectrum, from the All-American
(soccer moms) to the perverse
(jazz critics). Everyone loves Krall, and
why not? She sings like she looks. She's
pure crème brûlée: blond and creamy,
subtle and airy and sweet.
Her new album, When ILook In Your

Reviews

Eyes, will probably win aGrammy. It's
her Verve debut, and her most expensive production to date. It's also her
fourth collaboration with producer
Tommy LiPuma, who is said to be responsible for the warm, clear, intimate
sound of Krall's recordings. Like its predecessors — Only Trust Your Heart, Allfor
You, and Love Scenes—the new recording will be used as ademo album in hifi stores all over the world. When Krall
licks their ears, men say, "Okay, I'll take
those speakers."
On eight of the 13 tracks, LiPuma
introduces anew resource into Krall's
music: a string section arranged by
Johnny Mandel. From the first number,
"Let's Face the Music and Dance,"
Krall's voice floats on the updraft of
Mandel's diaphanous clouds. The strings
make her ballads even more lush, as on
the intense, whispery title track, where
Krall's precise phrasing never lets the
spell waver. Almost every piece feels like
atorch song. Cole Porter's "I've Got You
Under My Skin" is slowed to arapt revelation. "I'll String Along with You" is a
promise within areverie. "Devil May
Care" and "East of the Sun" pick up the
pace, but modulate only slightly the al-

Jazz's new creme brûlée —Diana Krall.
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bum's inner-directed mood.
Given the elegance with which this
album realizes its intentions, it's not easy
to identify what needs it leaves unfulfilled. The jazz art form relentlessly
demands that its practitioners push themselves. On When ILook In Your Eyes, Diana
Krall chooses to remain deep in her comfort zone. The arrangements, both her
own for small ensemble and Johnny
Mandel's for strings, are polished and
straight down the middle. The song
choices are dominated by archetypal standards: two Berlins, aKern, aGershwin, a
Porter. (The title tack by Leslie Brieusse
is the single brilliant, startling exception.)
To begin to understand what's missing
from Krall's work, think of how
Cassandra Wilson reinvents herself with
every album, or how Patricia Barber dares
explore the ragged existential edges of
our purportedly prosperous time.
Delicious though she undeniably is,
Diana ICrall will not become an important jazz singer until she acknowledges
that woman can not live by crème brûlée
alone
-Thomas Conrad

last year's eponymously titled
release on AudioQuest was an
outpouring of virtuosity informed by inspiration, Someone to
Watch Over Me is bolder.
Wallace's stylistic breadth
touches at least seven decades of
jazz history He can cruise down
the middle of "Nice Work If You
Can Get It" as if he was born to
those beautifully proportioned
Depression-era chord changes,
and he can blow the song's doors
off— in back-to-back choruses.
This collection of mostly familiar
Gershwin tunes is devoid of safe
havens. Wallace pays respect to
Gershwin's melodies by erupting
in blistering on-the-fly corollaries
and free-associative implications.
He shares with Sonny Rollins asly
Sometimes in jazz all that glitters is Silver.
wit and an inexhaustible, self-perpetuating quality in his lines, like a
The catchy "Satisfaction Guaranteed" fountain overflowing. And the rhythm
opens the set with buoyant playfulness, section of pianist Mulgrew Miller, bassist
"Not Enough Mama" (the first section Peter Washington, and drummer Yoron
of the three-part "Mama Suite") cooks Israel is so suave and unshakable that
with Latin-tinged energy, "Ah-Ma-Tell" they make Wallace's wildest adventures
HORACE SILVER
beams with asunny swing, and "I Love sound civilized.
Annie's
Fanny" blooms with sly whimsy.
CD Review used to conduct an annuJazz Has aSense of Humor
With ayoung band backing him, the al jazz critics' poll that included the catHorace Silver, piano; Ryan Kisor, trumpet; Jimmy
pianist dips into his distinctive Silver- egory of "Best Individual Jazz Track."
Greene, soprano 8 tenor sax; John Webber, bass;
Willie Jones Ill, drums
styled funk, in essence a gently The magazine and its poll are long
Verve IMPD-293 (CD). 1999. Tommy LiPuma, exec.
grooved, hard-bop swing. He dances on gone, but here's my vote anyway: "It
prod.; Horace Silver, prod. DOD? TF: 47:32
the keys, delivering deceptively simple Ain't Necessarily So" is the jazz perforPerformance ***1/2
Sonics
right-hand, single-note runs (as on mance of 1999. After drummer Yoron
few years ago I interviewed "Gloria," the beauty of the collection), Israel's careening 12/8 intro, Wallace
Horace Silver at his Malibu as well as percussive chordal comping launches an all-out assault of friendly
home. He told me, "I'm adown- when his horn team — Ryan Kisor on fire on every inch of Gershwin's terrain.
to-earth, nitty-gritty person and I've trumpet, Jimmy Greene on saxes — When it's over — after the exploding
written lots of serious lyrics over the takes over. Kisor and Greene are fine intervallic leaps, the runs like machineyears, but Ilike injecting humor into my musicians who play with restraint, fol- gun bursts, the battle cries in furious
music. Iremember reading an interview lowing Silver's lead to stay close to the trills — there comes the sort of catharsis
with Duke Ellington once where he core of the tune.
that is possible only after sublime excess.
was asked if music should have asense
However, abit of instrumental wan- Bennie Wallace has spent himself.
of humor. He said, 'Most definitely, oth- dering (read: stretching) might have
Gershwin is scorched earth.
erwise it's nothing.' Ithink music can be freshened the set. Case in point: the
The ballads are almost as remarklike awatching agood comedian tell a blues-steeped closing song, "Where Do I able. Wallace's volatility turns pieces
joke. Laughing can take your mind off Go from Here?," could have benefited like the title track and, especially, "I
problems for awhile."
from more improvisation. As strong as Loves You Porgy" into suspenseful perSo beyond the current swirl ofjazz Silver's compositions are, there are times sonal revelations.
controversy over such weighty mat- when this wonderfully droll-at-heart
An interesting aspect of this project is
ters as what constitutes "true" jazz, album is just too relaxed. —Dan Ouellette its designation on the jacket as an
the veteran bandleader and founding
"Audiophile Recording." The Enja label,
member of the Jazz Messengers in
BENNIE WALLACE
long known for fresh thinking in music,
the '50s has gracefully injected a
has made anew commitment to sound
Someone to Watch Over Me
healthy dose of levity into the mix.
quality. For Someone to Watch Over Me,
On his latest recording the 70-year- Bennie Wallace, tenor sax; Mulgrew Miller, piano; Enja brought in ateam with impeccable
Peter Washington, bass; Yoron Israel, drums
old Silver once again offers awinning Enja ENJ-9356 2 (CD). 1999. Joe Harley, prod.; Joe audiophile credentials: producer Joe
Marciano, eng. MD. TT: 54:43
collection of indelible songs. It's aguarHarley, recording engineer Joe MarPerformance ****1/2
antee that, after afew spins, you'll be Sonics ****1/2
ciano, and mastering engineer Bernie
humming this album's melodic heads.
Grundman. It was agreat call. This pure
Actually, they're meant to be sung.
erinie Wallace's last two albums analog, live-to-two-track recording is so
(Should you feel so inclined, Silver's
have been the high points of his right that it lets you forget everything
lyrics are included in the CD booklet.)
30-year career in music. But if but the music.
-Thomas Conrad
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Verity Audio Fidelio
spiritually involving," he encompasses the
1,11(01:
hill range of its seeming contradictions.
Thanks to everyone at Stereophile, and
Mr. Stern is so pleased with the V20 that
especially to Sam Tellig, for the nice work
Ifind almost nothing to quibble about, but
he's been doing in reviewing our Fideio
allow me one point. He finds that the
loudspeaker system. We always enjoy
V20's bass and dynamics fall somewhat
Sam's unique, entertaining style, and
short when asked to grapple with rock and
found the setup process that took place at
hip-hop. Ican't comment on its perforhis house quite picturesque.
mance with hip-hop, but Ihave indisThe descriptions he makes of the differputably heard the amplifier rock'n'roll.
ent setup possibilities are very accurate. It is
What is required is aloudspeaker that is a
true that in many situations, agood nearbit more efficient than the Celestion A3s
field setup will offer an outstanding peror the Joseph RM22s. If your speakers are
formance. Nevertheless, for every setup,
happy with asingle-ended amp, the bass
nearfield included, having agood control
and dynamics of the V20 will blow you
of the room resonance modes is critical. A out of the room.
Dan Meinwald
judicious loudspeaker placement (distance
EAR USA
from front and side walls) is directly related to the room size. Each room dimension
Linn 'Climax 500 Solo
(length, width, and height) corresponds to
Editor:
acertain harmonically related cocktail of We thank Stereophile and Jonathan Scull
frequencies that will be spatially overexcitfor the very first review of the 'Climax 500
ed or overattenuated. This is what we call
Solo power amplifier, we are all delighted
"standing waves." As pointed out by Sam,
that Jonathan enjoyed his first experience
while being preference-subjective, speaker
of this new amplifier technology.
placement is an essential ingredient for
For us, the 'Climax launch marks the
good sound performance. We think that
end of years of hard work, but for your
the latter is often neglected, even among
readers and all of our customers, this is
audiophiles.
just the beginning. We look forward to
The isolation between the upper and lower
their comments once they have listened
modules of the system as mentioned in the
personally.
The Klimax Team
review applies to the Fidelio only. In the case
BillM@Iinn.co.uk
of our top-of-the-line Parsifal Encore, we are
using a"suspended mass" to isolate each
Wadia 830
module. Simply put, it's a10 lb granite plate
Editor:
suspended between lossy cushions.
Of course we are very pleased that Brian
The compatibility of our products with
Damkroger liked the Wadia 830 CD
single-ended amplifiers, as mentioned by
player; we just loved hearing his enthusiSam, is something we started to notice twoasm leak through his words.
and-a-half years ago. Quite afew of our
The Wadia 830 was a challenging
customers are getting great results with sindesign project. Bringing the Wadia sound
gle-ended amplifiers. It would be very into the market at alower cost than we'd
teresting to try the same 5W amplifier with
been able to before was not easy, and we
our Parsifal Encore monitor. It shows an
hoped that there would be music lovers
even easier load for that type of amplifier.
who'd appreciate our efforts. We're glad
Bruno Buchard
that Brian is one of them.
President, Verity Audio
Of particular interest was Brian's assessment of the two approaches to evaluating
the Wadia 830. Sure, when you look from
EAR 1/20
above, comparing the 830 to the best digEditor:
ital out there — including our own prodIwould like to express my thanks to Chip
ucts — it stacks up sonically and is an obviStern for his review of the EAR V20 amplious bargain. But Brian was also able to put
fier, and my congratulations for his success
himself in the position of someone expein describing the V20's performance. As he
rienced with less expensive players — a
says in his review, the sonic nature of the
viewpoint often overlooked by our indusV20 is difficult to convey in words, but in
try. We agree that, in this light, the Wadia
my opinion he has done a terrific job.
830 shines particularly brightly.
When he characterizes the V20 as both
We are also glad that Brian was willing
"defiantly straightforward, functional, and
to communicate Wadia's position regard230

ing new formats. We remain committed
to building high-value, upgrade-ready
designs that yield uncompromised performance from today's software. If and when
there is awidely supported new format,
we'll do our best to make the best products for that one too.
Peter Bohacek
Team Wadia
B&W Nautilus 805

Editor:
Once again, all of us at B&W would like
to thank Larry Greenhill and Stereophile for
reviewing the Nautilus 805. Back in 1993,
it was LG who reviewed our Matrix 805
and discovered the special attributes of that
speaker. Given our ambition to significantly raise the bar on performance and design
as well as fit and finish, the choice of LG as
the reviewer most likely to understand and
appreciate the Nautilus 805 was, therefore,
a"no-branler." Once again, LG was fair,
very thorough, and very professional. We
respect his technical understanding, associated equipment, care taken in setup, and,
especially, the music he chooses to form
and illustrate his opinions.
What is most interesting is that, in
1993, LG said that the Matrix 805 "has a
price tag high enough to make one question the ratio of speaker size to cost... its
asking price of $1600 still seems high."
However, LG says about the Nautilus 805
that "its $2000/pair price — even with
another $600 having to be added for
B&W's stunningly attractive 805 stands —
makes the Nautilus 805 one of the real
values in today's high-end market." Sign
of the times? We think LG was so
impressed with the performance, he concluded that it was, therefore, agreat value.
Bottom line, great sound may result in
great reviews, but great sound and value
result in success. Yep, LG picked awinner.
We're quite certain that the Nautilus 805
is currently the best-selling speaker, at its
$2000 price or higher, in the world.
Chris Browder
Executive Vice President, B&W Loudspeakers
Lamm MU
Editor:
Close to the end of his July review of our
ML2 single-ended amplifier (pp33-39),
Sam Tellig states: "Overall, Ithink the
Lamm ML2 is the finest amp Ihave heard
to date." When areviewer of STs standing
says something like this, there is not much
left for us to say but to graciously thank
him and the Stereophile team for the review.
Stereophile, October 1999

Howeve4 I'd like to go over a few
thoughts that ST elaborated on at the end
of the review —namely, the comparisons
between 845-, 2A3-, and 300B-based
amplifiers vs the ML2 — specifically because Iexperimented with these tubes for
quite along period of time. To this list of
tubes should be added the 6C33C and
6C19P for comparison purposes.
In the role of Principal Investigator, I
conducted experiments with these tubes
back in Russia in the mid-Os within the
limits of acertain research project. One of
the goals of this project was to determine
promising avenues in the development of
audio electronics in terms of parting from
traditional urili7ation of solid-state devices
in designing high-quality audio equipment
(as in "new is just awell-forgotten old"). As
aresult, Idesigned and implemented a
number of prototypes utilizing the abovementioned tubes in the output sues. (I
tested only the single-ended and dass-A
push-pull output stages.) I also went
through arequired cycle of tests and measurements, along with intensive listening
tests involving musicians, singers, and conductors from the City Philharmonic and
the Opera Theater, as well as randomly
chosen individuals who had no direct relation to music and electronics. Overall, the
listening tests took about three months to
complete. The summary of results follows.
At the beginning stages of listening, the
majority of people preferred the equipment utilizing 845, 300B, and 2A3/6B4G
tubes (mostly their Russian equivalents) in
the output stage—the tubes with high
internal impedance. In the later stages of
listening, the preferences began to shift
toward the equipment utilizing 6C33C
and 6C19P tubes in the output stage —
the tubes with low or relatively low internal impedance. Statistical analysis of the
data revealed the following preferences:
Group I(best preference in terms of the
most natural sound): single-ended amplifiers with output stage utilizing triodes with
low or relatively low internal impedance.
Group H (less preference than Group I,
but still very close to it): single-ended
amplifiers with output stage utilizing triodes with high internal impedance, and
class-A push-pull amplifiers with output
stage utilizing triodes with low and relatively low internal impedance.
Group Ill (least preference): class-Apushpull amplifiers with output s
triodes with high internal impedance.
In general, if we take into consideration
only the single-ended amps, ST's impressions correlate quite well with these data.
Of special interest to me was the following
sentence: "But [the ML2 is] perhaps more
satisfying in the long run" because it is the
key to understanding certain processes.
Lyrical Digression: Soon after the data
results of the above project became available,
all work on further experiments was suspended. This was, perhaps, due to personal
Stereophile, October 1999
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lack of interest in the continuation of this
type of research on the part of certain high
officials, in addition to more and more obvious stagnation of the so-called "planned"
Soviet economy. All further research in this
area was conducted by me privately.
ST describes the sound of 845-, 300B-,
and 2A3-based single-ended amplifiers in
terms of "romantic," "harmonically rich,"
"atmospheric," "a little phasey, awee bit
misty," "hyper-reality," and "hyper-immediate." Itake the liberty of stating that all
these terms are descriptions (in akind of
allegorical form) of transformations that
the signal undergoes while passing
through the amplifier. In other words,
these qualities are none other than asonic
signature, no matter how pleasant, romantic, or euphonic-sounding the equipment
might be. In fact, this is how we characterize the sound of conventional singleended amplifiers. Ithink that such terms
are more aprerogative of the composer's
vocabulary, which he uses to make notations on his scores for future interpreters
(conductors and orchestras) of his piece.
Further down in his review, ST correctly
connects these characteristics to the presence of "excessive, second-order harmonic
distortion." Take alook at figs.1, 2, and 3.
These are the graphs showing the ML2's
residual distortion waveform at 20Hz,
1
kHz, and 1011z, respectively. As you can
see, "more than excessive" second-order
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it, and play the disc normally. You will experience:

(ii)

Q.

•,
o1

e

• Clearer sound
• Broader stereo field
• Perceived 20 to 24
bit resolution
• Warmer highs and
tighter bass
• Better data recovery
from CD-ROMs
• Sharper pictures and
purer color tones
from DVDs.
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cul& Unaguie" &tan Jones.
Freelance Producer/Recording
Engineer
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Fig.1

Fig.2

Lamm ML2, 20Hz waveform at 2.8W
into 8ohms (solid), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(dashed, not to scale).

Lamm ML2, IkHz waveform at 2.8W
into 8ohms (solid), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(dashed, not to scale).

AUTOMATED
SPECTRAL
SPECTRAL'S UNCOMPRONUSED
REMOTE CONTROL PREAMPLIFIER.

riiEFEAENCE

THE DMC-30 REFERENCE
REMOTE CONTROL
PREAMPLIFIER

THE STANDARD FOR EXCELLENCE

Fig.3

Lamm ML2, 10kHz waveform at 2.8W
into 8ohms (solid), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(dashed, not to scale).

harmonic is also present, but, contrary to
conventional single-ended designs, all the
graphs are practically identical; in other
words, the form and amplitude of distortion residue almost coincide at all three
measured frequencies. (These measurements were done by an independent party,
Bascom H. King of BHK Labs, blikrain.
org) Such uniformity is anecessary (but
not the only) condition for the ML2's
sonic neutrality, and that is what also
makes it "more satisfying in the long run."
In conclusion, Iwould like to thank
ST again for avery objective approach to
this review. Ibelieve that this was possible not only because of his extensive
experience as areviewer, but also because
onis deep understanding of the nature
of single-ended amplifiers — their advantages in sound reproduction as compared
to any existing topology, and the specific
shortcomings inherent in this type of
amplifier.
Vladimir Shushurin (Lamm)
President, Director ofEngineering
Lamm Indusnies
Stereophile, October 1999

Spectral has pioneered components having fast settling, high speed
circuit architecture. This design strategy allows the listener to hear
all of the music. The delicate, subtle musical signals are celebrated
and preserved.
Remote control ergonomics usually equate to severe sonic
compromise. Not so with the Spectral DMC-30. Spectral's exhaustive
research revealed unique reference level engineering solutions which
allow all the musical virtues of their ultimate products to be maintained
in the DMC-30.
The Spectral Reference DMC-30 remote preamplifier achieves superlative detail, tonal purity, accurate three dimensional sound staging,
stunning clarity and transparency with incredibly forceful
dynamics.
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National Distributor
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Tel./Fax (54) 1585 1413
AUSTRALIA
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Tel. (617) 3368 3566
Fax (617) 3368 3813
BENELUX
National Distributor
Dumb Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax 31 (0) 73 511 7583
De Hiliwinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax 31(0) 40 211 7734
The Hifishop
Tel. 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax 31 (0) 13 580 1529
De Hifistudio
Tel. 31 (0) 591 61 1111
Fax 31 (0) 591 61 2345
De Hifiwinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax 31 (0) 24 684 2602
BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Tel (673) 244 8840
Fax (673) 244 8841
BULGARIA
Sofia
Aries Commerce Ltd.
Tel/Fax (359) 2954 9469
Audio Consult
Tel./Fax (359) 255 4069

DENMARK
Norager
Hifi Klubben
Tel. (45) 353 64960
Fax (45) 353 68 385

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sale Audio Elite
Tel (349) 6351 0798
Fax (349) 6351 5254

FINLAND
Turku
Hifi Mesta Oy
Tel. (358) 22504 888
Fax (358) 22504 808

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hifi Art
Tel. (46) 86616 300

FRANCE
Quincy-Voisin
Renaissance Sarl
Tel/Fax (331) 6004 6066

Fax (46) 86602 207
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hifi Portier
Tel (41) 22 784 0050
Fax (41 22 784 2904

GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Tel. (49) 6722 8060
Fax (49) 6722 8067

THAILAND
National Distributor
Bangkok
Music World Co Ltd.
Tel (662) 276 5190
Fax (662) 276 2456

HONG KONG
National Distributor
Central
YK Audio Ltd.
Tel. (852) 2524 8775
Fax (852) 2845 0746

TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
Tel (868) 663 1384
Fax (868) 645 2205

Kowloon Branch
Tel. (852) 2392 6368
Fax (852) 2392 6328
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound and Music
Tel. (39) 583 55 301
Fax (39) 583 66 790

TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel. (90) 212 241 3411
Fax (90) 212 231 9673
UNITED KINGDOM
Newsstand Distributor
COMAG Magazine Mktg.
Tel. 01895 433 800
Fax 01895 433 801
Dealer Distributor
National Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 928 0625
Ipswich
Sevenoaks Hifi
Tel 01473 286 977
London
Kamla Nib
Tel. 0171 323 2747

INDIA
Mumbai
Nova Audio Systems (P) Ltd.
Tel. (91) 22 495 4260
Fax (91) 22 496 3465
NBN ZEALAND
National Distributor
Wellington
DR Britton Ltd.
Te). (64) 45688 066
Fax (64) 45688 065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax (47) 55 25 62 14

Musical Images
Tel 0171 497 1346
Milton Keynes
Audio Insight Technosounds
Tel 01908 604 949

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon city
Upscale Audio
Tel (63) 2931 37 42
Fax (63) 2741 28 93

Nottingham
Castle Sound and Vision
Tel 0115 958 4404

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Ajasom
Tel. (351) 1474 8709
Fax (351) 1475 1367
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel. (353) 1288 8477
Fax (353) I283 4887
REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
Skopje
TP Koch
Tel./Fax (389) 91 11 83 66
RUSSIA
Moscow
RG Sound, Inc.
Tel. (095) 256 5091
Fax (095) 259 2742
Too Kst
Tel. (095) 007 286 5474
Fax (095) 007 150 8324
SAUDI ARABIA
Audio Video Centre
Tel (966) I416 2230
Fax (966) 1416 2308

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat
Parlatek
Tel/Fax (506) 225 8231

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax (65) 33 66 790

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel. (388) 21 343 213
Fax (385) 21 40 376

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton
Hifi Excellence
Tel. (27) 11 907 9092
Fax (27) 11 907 8399

Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel. 01865 790879
Reading
Audio T
Tel 01189 585 463
Scotland
Edinburgh
Music Mill
Tel. 0131 555 3963
Tonbridge Wells
Sounds of Music
TeL 01892 547 003
West -Thurrock
Rayleigh Hifi
Tel. 01708 680 551
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice Show Room
Tel. (381) 11-222 4322
Fax (381) 11-140 689
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Radix Audio
Tel. (381) 36 11 111
Fax (381) 36 10 333
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Naim, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Roban, Creek, Rega, Epos, ReVox,
JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aragon, Audio
Research, B&K, CAI„ Cambridge, EAD, Golden Tube,
JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Martin-Logan, Paradigm, Rego,
TARA, Thiel, Totem, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Oracle, PowerWedge, ProAc, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/AmEx/Discover.
ATTENTION QUAD, KORA, ROMAN, SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad, Kora, Rolcsan, Spendor, and Gradient.
New ESL panels, new and rebuilt ESL-63 panels,
updates, stands, and subwoofers available! Contact
Randy or Mike, QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 3723713. E-mail: qsandeaolcom. Web: www.qsandd.com.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Sumac Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Semple.
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet Visit our website at uninefanfarecom. See the latest FM antennas (the new
M'S-14), plus tips on improving FM reception. Download our product literature. Not on the Net? Call for our
Suns,Pilot newsletter at (800) 268-863Z also (716) 6835451, orfax to (716) 683-5421. E-mail to ire@finfer_corn, or
unite to Ensfare FM, Box 455, 134,falo, NY 14225-0455.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance
than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos available at
extra savings. Call or write for information and reviews.
30-clay money-back guarantee. Tice Audio Products, sel
(561) 575-7577, fax (561) 575-0302, uninvticeaudio.com.
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance,
low-inductance design. Interconnects, $150/meter pain
speaker cable, $100/running meter. Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 457-87481,0r lOpm EST
WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode, 1Old
Coram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Audiophiles around the world
have learned that our remote-controlled 126-step
matrix-type line-level volume controls and preamps are
the most transparent and accurate available today. Uses
only costly Vishay S-102 premium resistors in all signal
paths. Transforms CD sound. $1000. Also, 3-input
remote-controlled passive and full-featured class-A discrete-component buffered line stage. Any of these units
will turn your good system into something very special.
No-risk 30-day trial. Once you hear the sparkling clarity of Vishay resistors, you won't have anything less!
(208) 342-6141 or (208) 863-1089, Placetteaudio.com.
MEWS MA-333 PREA/v1P, Sterrophile Class A (April
1998), with Pho-tentiometer (no phono), mint,
($4500) $2600. (541) 318-5460.
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ADCOM GFP-555, GFA-545, mint, $475 OBO. (651)
646-7611.
WILSON WATT/PUPPY 5.0, purchased 1996, perfect, best offer. Tom, (248) 391-4400 days, (248) 6346619 evenings EST
AUDIO ART, EST 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz. Aerial. Richmond, VA. Voice/
fax (804) 358-5300.
WE'RE HERE AND YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Akin, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAL, Cary, Diapason, JMIab, Manley.
MS, ProAc, QuickSilver, Ultech, Wilson-Benesch,
Wireworld, more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter!
Arizona Tube Audio, (602) 921-9961, wunv.tubeaudio.com.
HIGH-ENI) COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices: Aerial, B&W, Bryston, Classé, Dynaudio, EM),
EgglestonWorks, Hales, Lexicon, Martin-Logan,
Meridian, Proceed, Revel, Thiel, Totem, Krell, and
other exclusive stereo and home-theater products. All
merchandise new, perfect, with full manufacturers'
warranties. Helm Music Company, (888) 519-9800.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic
Energy, Aaotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Avalon Acoustics,
Audio Artistry, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Basis,
Benz-Micro, Cabasse. Cary, Chang, Conrad-Johnson,
Electrocompaniet, Ensemble, Fanfare, German Physics,
Graaf, Graham, Joseph Audio, Koetsu, Kuzma, LAT,
Lehman, Magnum Dynalab, Musical Design, Music
Metre, Muse, Odeon, Onix, Pathos, Regs, Samadhi
Acoustics, Spendor, Tannoy, Totem, Transfiguration,
Wheaton Triplaner, XL0, '(BA. Zocthecus, and more.
Call John Barna at (303) 691-3407, fax (303) 922-0522.
2341 W. Yale Ave, Englewood, CO 80110.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfunCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Elna, Nichicon, Vishay. Caddock, Holco, Mills,
ICiwame, etc., capacitors, resistors. All types of connectors, chassis wires, cabling, Alps, Noble, TICD, Heicfred
diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration damping
sheets, isolators, Defier Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael Percy, Box
526, Inverness, CA 94937 (415) 669-7181, (415)669-7558
fax, mpercy@svniret.

RATES: Private, $125 per word; Commercial.
$4.15 per word, $166 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Starophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. ONLINE: classificds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads arc due on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear For example,
if you want your ad to run in the December
1999 Stereophile, you must submit it by October
1, 1999. Please Note: Phone-in ads arc not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.

Mart

TRANSPARENT AUDIO Reference XL balanced
interconnect, lm, mint, ($8000) $4100; Transparent
Audio Reference balanced digital interconnect, 03m,
mint, ($900) $450. Frank, (954) 922-0505, 9am-5pm;
(954) 454-9180 evenings.
OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL, Audio Physic, EAD, lrnmedia, Audio Refinement,
Lyra, Wireworld, PSE, Castle, Mesa Engineering,
VansEvers, Benz-Micro, Klyne, Sound Anchors, RPM,
Sumiko, ART, Yamamura, Townshend, XLO, Gallo,
Audio-Technica„ REL, Vibrapod, Santis. utsr. VPI,
Bybee Technologies. Needle Nectar. ASC, Niny Gritty,
and more. Used and demos available. Trade-ins welcome. Conger Audio, (503) 643-7512. E-mail: fiveber@corneraudio.com, unvrecorneraudioeom.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS, creating highly regarded
modifications since 1979. Simply awesome Platinum
series with exotic Platinum resistors. Natural Signature
mods with Hyperfast diodes, Bladcgate caps, and more.
Add Hyperfasts, Blackgates, Platinums to any component! Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy,
B&IC, Dyna (rubes too!) and Hailer! Single-ended PA3 front-end boards for Hailer amps — unbelievable
sound! DVI) and Cl) players: Enigma, Epoch, and
highly rated CDT-4 transport. Call for our pithy
newsletter! Musical Concepts, 49 Jason Court, St. Charles,
MO 63304, (314) 447-0040, e-mail:jliill(@prinsary.net.
VMPS AUDIOPHILE SPEAKER. Dealer for entire
speaker line, including the FFI. FF3, and special ribbon
editions. Ihave the FF1s on hand for audition on Long
Island, New York. My prices are absolutely the lowest
available. Please call for prices and/or literature. Bill,
(516) 826-3791, fax (516) 826-5870.
DTS FOR DENON AVR-3600, AVR-5600, and
AVP-8000. Now available at Denon Super Service centers. This factory-designed internal upgrade provides
transparent switching when 1)TS data are detected.
(512) 458-8292, unvw.pyramid-audio.com; (757) 498-827Z
rvaineaudio-services.com; (503) 238-1955, wunvirmersound.com; (717) 397-0509, unow.eleannerviceseom; (800)
634-8606, www.unitedradio.com.
WHOLESALE PRICES —EXOR's new interconnect
and speaker cables. Also, afantastic prearnp with superb phono (see Bound For Sound, 11/96, for glowing
review). Contact physicist/designer Paul Bono at EXOR
Industries, (913) 384-0731, or e-mail awrind@aolcom for details. Money-back guarantee.
INTO VINYL? THEN YOU NEED A LIFT end-ofrecord tonearm-lifting device. The Lift, The Lift Jr, The
Lifter saves your records and stylus! Stereophile "Recommended Component" last four times! Eight "Walk
on Water" must-have reviews, performance for amillennium! Call (707)725-7808, wurrerapressmachiningrom.
DUNTECH SOVEREIGN 2001 speakers, highly
accurate and musically correct. 72' high, 375 lbs, natural birch hand-rubbed finish. $12,000 new, sell for
$1950. (619) 792-7669.
SONIC FRONTIERS LINE-3 preamplifier, mint
condition, $3000. Bob, (760)788-9931.
KIFUCSAETER PRISMA 200s. Show demos, 4 pair.
S899/pair. Free shipping. Stan's, (717) 397-5200.
NO REVIEWS, NO EDITORIALS, just lots of used
equipment! For over eight years, thousands of audiophiles have used our publication to buy and sell used
audio gear nationwide. Call today for your free brochure
and sample issue. Audio Trading lime, (715) 479-3103.
WWWTEDSE1CCELLENTCABLECOM.
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Trade-ins &Specials at

http://www.audio-logic.corn
•Audio Research •Billy Bags •CAL •Chiro
•Definitive Technology •Dunlavy •Grado •Krell
•Lexicon •Martin Logan •MIT •Monster Cable
•NHT •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •PSB
•Rega •Sanus •Synergistic Research •Thiel •VPI
•Wadia •Wilson Audio •Z-Systems

IN -STOCK

PASS
LABS
Audio-Video
Le0•G•IsC

Local

Nati tttt al Reputation

.5702

Des

Beaver

Moines,

Ave.

IA

50310

515-255-2134

Audio
SOLUTIONS
Audio Research
Revel
Mark Levinson
Aerial
Theta Digital
ProAc
McCormack
Avalon
Pass Labs
Paradigm
Proceed
Paradigm Reference

qii9d Pe4olesteutce
Segued q‘ome 7deetire
7Days aleak
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Atlanta,Georgia 30338

(770)804-S977
http://www.audiosolutions.com
VP'
Grado
Belles
Sumiko
Graham
Tara Labs
Zoethecus
Benz-Micro
Sennheiser
Kimber Kable
Magnum Dynalab
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Pioneer Elite
Salamander
Vidikron
Marantz
Lexicon
Stewart
Aragon
Acurus
Adcom
Draper
SME

MARK LEVINSON No36 CD processor. mint,
$2595; Levinson No31.5 Reference transport, new,
$6395; VPI TNT 3with 12" JMW arm, new, $4895;
with Ruby 2cartridge, $6495. (706) 638-0577
JOLIDA SJ202A integrated amp, new tubes, $395.
(949) 454-0312.
CARY 300-SE Signature, 300-SE LX20, 300-SEI
LX20, SLP-50A. (864) 487-4985
AUDIO RESEARCH D120 solid-state stereo power
.unplifier, like new, $500 OBO. (413) 684-1652 after
rpm EST
PS AUDIO 200CX amplifier, ($20:)3) $500; EM)
Ultradisc 2000 Reference Standard CD player, latest!
Less than 3 months old! ($2500) $1500. Audio
Alchemy 1)TI Pro Jitter reduction/resolution enhancer
with latest chip set and PS3 power supply, ($1750)
$550; Sony ST-444ES Reference AM/FM tuner,
($395) $175; Audio Power Wedge Iline conditioner,
($595) $295; TARA Labs Master Gen.I speaker cable,
8', biwire, ($2000) $900. Buyer to cover shipping. All
with 013&M. Glenn, (909) 793-9667
BKS SUPREME loudspeakers, art and sound at its
best, hand-made in Denmark by Bent K. Sorensen.
Audio Note's all-new Zero Series, best sound and value
in tube. Imported CD, and more. For information and
reviews: www.liehoicecom.
SONIC FRONTIERS Processor-3 DAC, Srereophile
Class A (April 1999), ($7000) $3050; Krell Audio
Video Standard, latest, DTS, ($12,800) $9100; Genesis
200, ($40,000) $24,800; Cello Audio Palette, ($20,000)
$9200; Cello Audio Suite module P200 tape, ($2400)
$1200; Cello Audio Suite module P200 tuner, ($2400)
$1200. See actual Cello items at http://lunnetown.aol
comicello4sale/myhomepagelindtx.html. COD with shipping prepaid. Brian, (805) 527-9739, fivc (805) 527-9808.
GERSHMAN ACOUSTICS SPECTER speakers,
used 100 hours max. Boxes, papers, warranty, $1099.
(914) 783-9324.
ADCOM GFP-555 preamplifier and GFT-555 tuner,
both mint condition, original boxes and manuals, $225
cads. Bill, (708) 481-3389.
LINN KELTIC speakers, almost new, $55013; Classé
DR-6 preamplifier, $999; two Linn 280 amplifiers,
$550 each. All mint. (360) 579-2490.
Stereophile, Vol.1, 1966 to 1988 complete; 1988 to present less 7issues. The Absohite Sound, Vail to present.
Both with covers, originals. By US Mail, $300 each set
or $500 for both. sni.timli.smithn@ic.siedu.
VON SCHV/EIKERT RESEARCH VR-4 Genii,
oak, ($3950) $1995; Aerial center, stand, $150;
Paradigm Reference center channel, $325; NAD 116
preamplifier, line plus MM/MC, $375. All mint. (804)
378-3786, 5-9pm EST
McCOR/v1ACK EQUIPMENT upgrades available
from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve McCormack
(the original designer), these outstanding upgrades are
available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and ALD preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call (760) 7320352, or e-mail: ShicAudio@aolcom.
REGA PLANET, like new, $450. (920) 235-0693.
MAGNEPLANAR 2.7QR, ($2000) $1350; Audio
Research 1)300, ($3995) $1900; B&W 805 Matrix,
($1695) $750; Definitive Technology 13P2 surround
speakers. ($500) $195; Straight Wire Maestro phono
cable, lm, ($275) $75; Straight Wire Mega-Link digital,
Im, $50. Prices include shipping. (407) 676-2848.
KR ENTERPRISE VT800, 50Wpc, single-ended vacuum transistor amps. $14,000. (213) 482-7672.

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the saine basis.
Be secure—pay by credit card.

BYBEE ULTRA QUANTUM Speaker Filters, SPM
tails. Retail $1200, best offer. Will trade for late-model
BidaL (954) 462-6464.
AUDIOTRUTH ARGENT biwirc, 8' pair, new, $795
OBO. (248) 879-9772.
CREEK 4330R amplifier, $450; Blue Circle BC3 preamplifier, $2250; Clavis Da Capo cartridge, 120 hours,
$1175; RoomTune BassTraps, $100. (606) 581-3763.
COLUMBUS, OHIO DEALER: Von Schweikert,
Totem, Meadowlark, Reference 3A, Stanley Linear,
NEAR, Mordaunt-Short, Copland, Edge, Rogue,
Eagle, Monarchy, Coda/Continuum, GiND Transforms, MSB, Audio Refinement, Cambridge, Thorens,
Harmonic Technology, Audio Magic, Music Metre,
TG Audio, LAT, Black 13iamond, Clung, Salamander.
Featuring the Wisdom Audio Adrenaline. Archive
Audio, (614) 237-5699. Ames; Visa, MC DiSCORT.
MOVING SALE! Legacy Audio speakers, rosewood
finish, like new, in original boxes: Focus, ($5800) $3500/
pair. Classic, ($2950) $1800/pair, Pacemaker, ($2600)
$1600; Marquis, ($2525) $1500. (847) 658-9139.
VAC PA90C1 amplifier, Stereophilr Class A (October
1994), perfect condition, brand-new tubes, ($7000)
$2400; Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano, mint,
($3500) $2100. Available for auditioning in NY metro
area. Raymond, (212) 794-5133.
CARY SLP50, $595. Chord Co./Naim cables;
Expressive Technologies ICI, 4', X1.12, $295; Magnan
Illi, Ins. $95; Merlin VSMSE plus BAM, $3595; Mesa
Baron, $2495; Tigris, $1495; Monarchy DAB-1, 1m,
digital, $30; Muse Model 5transport, $895; Model 3
preamplifier, $995; Music Metre Signature, 1m, XLR,
$125; lm, RCA, $95; 4m, RCA, $250; 1m, digital, $50:
10', spades, $150; 15', spades. $195; Fidelus, 1m. XLR,
$95. Nains Headline, $295. Reference Line Preeminence One Series2, $495; OneA Series2, remote
plus 2outputs, $850. VSP Digital 1)omain jitter reduction, $450. (616) 866-8258, Audiosquid@aolcom.
COUNTERPOINT NPS-100A, mint, silver, ($2000)
$799; Golden Tube SEP1-SE with phono, mint,
($1100) $499; CAL Icon II, mint, ($1000) $499; Audio
Innovations LI tube line stage, mint, extra rubes,
($550) $299; Spectral/MIT M1-350 interconnect, 35'.
mint, ($2350) $950; Audio Alchemy DDE 2.0, mint,
($600) $199; Audio Alchemy Clearstation digital cable,
1m. ($80) $35; MIT T2 speaker cables, 8' pair, NIB,
($240) $140; MIT T3 speaker cables, 8' pair, NIB,
($180) $100; MIT T4 speaker cables, 8' pair, NIB,
($120) $70; MIT Iconn spades, bananas available for
above cables. PS Audio 62 line stage, no box, ($800)
$300. All plus shipping. Call 77m, (630) 208-6012.
DONT CRUSH THAT DWARF, MADAM! Get
thee hence to our annual Clearance and Demo Sale!
Sale! Sale! Featuring: PSI3 Stratus-series loudspeakers,
Meridian 500 components, Aerial loudspeakers, Classé
amplifiers, Conrad-Johnson, and Bryston. Selling at cost:
all in-stock Totem. Anthem, Sonic Frontiers. Come visit
us and listen to the world's best hi-fi in afriendly and
relaxed atmosphere. You'll appreciate our candor ...and
our standards. Ali& ASSAidIC, (601) 898-3727
KRELL KSA-300S, factory warranty, ($9500) $4500;
Audio Research LS22R, remote, ($4500) $1900;
Infinity Beta. (417) 948-0208.
DH LABS SILVER SONIC —The best secret in
audio cables ...“soundstaging and imaging arc astounding for the money." Order online. Anchor Audio
Accessories, (561) 575-7229, unavanchoraud.com.
SONIC FRONTIERS Power-2 amplifier, Sterrophile
Class A (April 1999), like new, $2800; Cabosse Catalane
speaker, mint, $2800; NBS Super Serpent interconnect,
16", $700. All boxes and manuals. (718) 639-0013.
MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES — Quantum Leap
Audio Video (East Lansing): Billy Bags, Bybee
Technologies, Electraglide, ESP, Harmonic Techology,
Merlin Speakers, Metronome, pARTicular Contemporary Design (A/V furniture), Plinius, Polyfusion
Audio, PS Audio, Shunyata Powersnakes, Siltech,
Synergistic research, Totem speakers. Trades/demo
sale. (517) 337-8362.
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GREAT PLAINS FALL DEMO SALE! Electronics:
BAT VK60, ($5000) $2495; BAT VK500, ($5800)
$2895; BAT VIC301, ($3995) $2496; Classé C1'50,
(52750) $1495; Classé CP60, ($3695) $2195; Classé
CDP.3, ($1395) $850; Linn Misnik. ($1500) $895;
Meridian 508.20, ($2995) $1295. Speakers: Hales
Rev2. ($1695) $1095; Hales Rev3, ($2195) $1295;
ProAc ISC, ($2350) $1495; ProAc Response 2.5,
($4500) $2950; Thiel 72, ($13,800) $8995. Used:
Audio Research C1)1 CI) player. ($1995) $895;
Proceed AMI' 5, ($5000) $3800. Be MITI: to check out
the great deals on our website: www.greatplairuandiecont.
Great Maim Audio, Minsmonka, MN, (612) 545-3232.
McINTOSH MR78, mint. functionally perfect, late
production. Cabinet. literature. 5975. (760) 751-2872.
KRELL KliC-1 1R preinip with KPE Reference
Phono Card. 5-15(X); Krell Reference 64 1.)/A processor, $4500; Krell MD-10 transport, $3300; Krell
Reference KRS-100 amp, $6000; Tandberg 300IA
tuner, $950; Genesis 1000 phono cartridge, NIB, $600;
1)TC-75ES DAT, $450. Call Ram, (518) 664-6000 days,
(518) 371-1844 eVenile and tveekends.
CARY: 300-SE LX20, used; 300-SE! LX20, 805C (latest), 2A3. Used Pass Aleph 12, Aleph Premote, Aleph
5. Komom 845SE, $3900 or trade; Spectron 300Wpc,
$1700. (801) 226-1018.
USED/EXCELLENT: Krell KSL balanced line-stage
preamplifier, ($2500) offer, Krell KAV-300 Cl) player,
($4000) offer. Must sell. (517) 337-8362.
SOLID SILVER CABLES FOR UNDER $100?
Interconnects starting at $95, speaker cables at $225.
Pure-silver ribbon conductors, air dielectric, silver terminations, and superior build quality, delivering outstanding performance. Full range of cables and equipment-isolation accessories, reasonably priced. Stage /II
Concepts, Inc, (212) 627-5628. Visa, MC, Amex.
ACCUPHASE DP-65V CD player, new, sealed, best
offer. (801) 224-1216.

ROCKTRON CIRCLE surround decoder, reviewed
in Sterevphile August 1998, ($1000) $525; liane ME60
EQ. ($700) $285. afice@mbay.tter.
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.corn, www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hcllohifi.com, www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, new asid pre-owned HiR (Catalog:
e-snail: eCatalog@hellohilixont, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
hifi.com, www.hellohiti.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohificom, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.corn, www.hello
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com,
www.hellohifi.coni, www.hellohifi.com, www.hcllo
hifi.com, www.hellohifi.com, www.hellohifi.com.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. Convert SA12/
10020/220 into completely new amps! Monoblocks,
octal tubes, balanced inputs, tugged, reliable, tremendous
power, fantastic sound! Custom shop. Used equipment
marketplace! Counterpoint's designer Michael Elliott
repairs, upgrades Counterpoint components. (760) 9450356. See unow.ahavistaandiorom jOr details!
THRESHOLI) T-200 power amplifier, Sterrophik
Class A (October 1997); Audio Research SP9 Mk.III,
new Amprex tubes, $925; CAL Sigma II, $225. All
excellent. limy, (203) 272-7207
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Audio Physic, B&W, Conrad-Johnson, Gershman
Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, mbl, NBS, Sonic Frontiers,
Transparent, Wadia, and many more high-end audio
and video components. Call for inventory list: Tel: (718)
961-8842.
(718) 886-9530. High End Audio.

•'High çnd...
Not Nigh Price
Audioguest

Rega
Monitor Audio

Sonic Frontiers

Totem

Vandersteen

McCormack

Marant

California Audio Labs
Gerdes
Creek
Golden Tube

CONRAD-JOHNSON 11A amplifier, ($3500)
$1850; Audible Illusions M3a preamp, ($2200) $1090;
CAL Icon II HDCD Boss CD player, ($1450) $650;
Gale 40Ic speakers, ($1100) $395. All excellent condition, OHM plus shipping. (650) 591-2057
GENESIS: 200, latest drivers, list 545,000; 300, list
$30,000; 350, list $26,500; 900. rosewood, list $2800.
Latest, factory warranty. Make offer. (707) 280-3824,
dantad@CAfreeinet.
CAT SIGNATURE preamp, black, best offer. (801)
224-1216.
EM) 9000 DAC, HDCD, gold, $3000; EAD 2000T
Ultra transport, $1200; two Classé CA300 amps, $2500
each; MIT 330 interconnects, 2m, $300; AudioTruth
Diamond 3X, XLR, MOO; Kimber ICable 8TC double-run biwire, $250; Meridian 518 digital processor,
511(X), Energy Ventas 2.8 speakers, ($6000) $2000.
(847) 291-7540.
MONSTER PRO CD CABLE, 3m; Conrad-Johnson
ART preamp and Premier 15 phono amp, mint. (973)
746-2794 or AGTWii.
PERFECT CONDITION: KRELL KPS-255,
$11,500; 1CAV Standard, $7500; KRC-HR, $4000;
KRC, $2600; KAV-250a, $1900; ICAV-250p, $1400;
ICAV-300i, $1600; KAV-500X5, $3000; KSA-250,
$3100; KSA-300S, $4500; FPB 200, call; FPB 350MC,
$9400; FPB 650MC, $15,000; KAS, 516,000; KAS II,
$9500. (718) 494-7765.
KRELL FPB 300 amplifier, mint, $5600; KRC-3 preamplifier. mint, $1900. (423) 966-7550, evenings CST

Hales
Sumiko
Grado Reference

We also Feature:
Evanston
847-864-9565

Velodyne
B&K

Cary Audio
Sharpvision

630-789-1990

Tice

Tannoy

SOUI\EWCŒS
3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New %it
www.4soundworks.com
_

716 164.0410
October 1999

equipment. Amplifiers, preamplifiers, processors, transports, players, analog, home theater, speakers, and
cables. Mint Spectral DMA180, Mondial Palladium II,
VAC PA 80/80, Audio Research REF1, Kora Triode.
'(BA 1P. Please contact Trevor for inventory list. 7b11fnz (877) 274-9983, oalts@voirenet.corn.

The
Eggleston
Speakers

Bryston

Stereoptule,

GUARANTEED CONDITION pre-owned audio

You are invited
to audition

Anthem

Krell

Mart

Hinsdale

Libertyville
847-362-5594
Chicago
312-642-5950

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Goldmtind,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega, Pass
Labs, Proceed, Revel,
Sonus Faber, Thiel,
Transparent Audio,
Well Tempered,
Zoethecus,Z Systems,
and many more.

auplo consucranTs
the finest in audio and video since 1967

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT" System
www.rackittm.com
Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention 5tereophilel

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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Mart

MINT: NOVA RENDMON loudspeakers, ($19,000)
S9500; AudioPrism Mana Reference monoblocks,
($15,000) $9000; Kharma Ceramique 1.0. ($15,000)
$10,000; Muse Model 8 and 296, ($6500) $4500; Reflection 0M-1 prcamp, ($5700) $3500. (404)305-4961.
KRELL KRC-HR, $3595. Mark Levinson: No.380S,
$4295; No.333, 14995. BAT: VK-40, $2295; VK-500,
$3295. Sonic Frontiers: Line-2, $1895; SED-2, $1295;
SFT-1, $995. Classé: CDP-1, $1395; CP-50, $1295;
DR-15, $1195. Aragon Aurum, $950. Bryston: 3BNRB, $795; 4B, $895. Basis Debut Gold Mk.III,
$2995. Graham 1.5T, $1195. Yamaha T-2, $395.
Transparent Reference: 10' balanced, $1895; 12' speaker, $1895. WI HW-16.5, $333. Offers, trades, credit
cards. (914) 216-1497
MARK LEVINSON No333 amplifier, ($9000)
15700; No.39 CD, ($6000) $3900; Thiel CS6 speakers,
rosewood, ($9000) $5700; AudioQuest Lapis balanced
interconnect, 1.5m, ($800) $350; Argent speaker cable,
3m, ($1495) $700. (606) 231-7366, gene@pop.ukyedu.
BYBEE TECHNOLOGIES: Audio/video accessories
oldie next millennium today. Quantum Leap Audio Video.
Quantum Physics power purifiers/signal filters. "Most
grainless, dynamic, emotionally compelling sound ever
produced under this roof"
February 1999). "Once
heard, never forgotten!" (Ultimate Audio, Winter 1999).
"Miracle" (Positive hedbadc, Vol.7 No3). (517) 337-8362.

(a

THETA DaVil), silver, Stentsphile Guide to Horne Theater
Class AAA (March/April 1999), (14500) $3150; Classé
DAC-1, Starophde Class A (April 1999), ($4000) 11750;
Cello Audio Palette, ($20,000) $9100; Cello Audio Suite
module P200 tape, ($2400) $1150. (See actual Cello
items at http://hometown.aol.com/cello4sale/myhome
page/index.html.) Accuphase DIO-PRO1 AES/F_BU
board for DG-28 (http://www.accuphase.com/dioproljpg), ($600) $300; NBS Statement with XLRs, 14',
($13,500) $4300; NBS Black Box with 6' Pro AC cord,
($2500) 11350; NBS Signature II with spades, ($2400)
$1100; Krell Audio Video Standard, latest, DM ($ 12,800)
19050; Genesis 300, ($30,000) $14,600; Magnan Type
Vi, 8', XLRs, latest, ($1020) $510. COD with shipping
prepaid. Brian, (805) 527-9739, fax (805) 527-9808.

GET THE BEST DEAL among new demos:
Dynaudio, B&W, JMIab, Martin-Logan, Alón,
Gershman, Totem, ProAc, dCS, A.ccuphase, Oracle,
Metronome, Krell, Pass, Meridian, Sonic Frontiers,
Classé, Bryston, YBA, Tice, AudioQuest, Harmonic
Technology, Nordost, XL0, Siltech... call for more
specials. (888) 427-8124, e-mail: bestofdeal@aoicom.
RARE NOS TUBES by Telefunken (6922, 12AX7);
Genelex (KTI38), Mullard (EL34), and many others.
(801) 224-1216.
EUROKIT' • EUROKIT' • EUROKIT', the
world's first high-end turntable kit: awesome sound!
Fun to build. Affordable! Looking to buy one more
'table in your lifetime? EuroKit'' is the answer! We take
care of all your analog needs: toneame, cartridges, all
kinds of accessories, plus European audiophile LPs. Also
the Corona, EarMa,c, EarMaxPro headphone amps,
HRS. Bocchino copper connectors and plugs. Y2K sale
on audiophile close-out CDs, most under $10, some $6.
Write or call for complete listing! Audio Advancements
LLQ Box 2090, Branchvill4 m 07826. (973) 875-8705, email: audadv@earthlink.net, wuneaudioadvancements.com.
ACCROSOUND ULII amps, 1800; Eico HF89,
$650; Eico HF87, $400; Westrex W-75 amps, $800.
(801) 224-1216.
CARDAS GOLDEN CROSS balanced interconnects,
2m pair; two 12' pairs speaker cables used for biwiring,
one pair with banana termination on speaker end.
$2500. Rich, (860) 688-0038.
MARK LEVINSON No38S preamp, $2850;
Transparent MusicLink Plus, Im, balanced, 2 pairs,
1200/pair, Madrigal CZ-GEL Im, balanced, 2pairs,
$400/pair; Transparent MusicWave Plus speaker
cables, biwire, 8', $300. Offers. Leave message: Stet% (757)
482-4184, e-mail: mclaugs@bc.netcom.com.
ROWLAND 9Ti plus Coherence II, make offer.
Levinson No313S, $3300; No.360S, $4500. Wilson
WITT, $4500. Graaf GM-200, $5900. MIT MH-770
bemire, $1600; MH-770 CVT Reference, ($6000)
12500; Cello Performance II, $13,000. Genesis: 300,
$14.500; V, $6500, APM-1, $5600. (909) 627-3869.
AVALON EIDOLON, 6 months old, mint, OBM,
($20,000) $10,000. (716) 593-9800 x25.

Audio Mart Order Form

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Latvrence
OToole, P.O. Box 138, Bearsville, NY 12409. Tei./fax: (914)
679-1054.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock, alternative. audiophiles (SR/LSC/EMI-ASD). 150,000 titles
in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record Exchang4 20
Tulane St, Princeton, NJ 08542, USA. (609) 921-0881,
wunv.prex..com.
AUDIOPHILEUSA.COM —Addictive website for
LP and CD fans. We e-mail superb monthly lists of
new and used jazz, rock, audiophile, and much more.
Knowledgeable staff, great service. We buy choice
record collections. Free monthly catalogs. Toll-free orders,
(877) SPIN-LP&
400+ BRITISH RECORDS, 1966+ rock/pop,
14-115+ each, 95% sound better than American releases! 250+ American records. (619) 526-5432.

Wanted
TUBE HI-Fl AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps,
comer speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers,
crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice, J13L, Jensen,
McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther, Fisher,
Heath, Eco, RCA, Tanrioy, Leak, Marantz, Western
Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-Johnson,
Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers. Sonny Coldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City,
OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Harman/Kardon, Maranta, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercrafi, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stereo
Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road,Jenkintount,
PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171. kliebsite catalog: wunetsto.ann. E-mail: tsto@tsto.com.
a./d/s/ 1.2030 or L1530. Brian, (888) 353-4052.
SONY TC-880, TC-765, TC-250, or other Sony reel
tape decks in working condition. JBL Paragon, Sony
TAN-77ES or TAN-80ES. (626) 796-4310 or (818)
404-6308.
TECHNICS

TURNTABLES:

SPIO

MILIII

or

RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $415 per word; $166 minimum on all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.

SL1000 MILIII or SL-M1, 2, or 3. Excellent to mint.
(314) 233-8582 or SLSeto@aoLoom.

(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WNVNV addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT

MARANTZ SD-72 three-head cassette deck, gold
series. Will pay top dollar for mint condition. (212)
353-0912.

ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ms
are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the December 1999 Stereophile, you must submit it with
payment by October 1, 1999. M material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available
issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
LI Enclosed is payment in the amount of $
for
0 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

words.

U Iprefer to pay by U Visa J MasterCard
My card 8 is
Signature

Exp. date

Employment
SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-time sales positions in Audio/Video and
Custom Home Theater. Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty A/V products.
Excellent growth opportunity in direct-mail/catalog
sales or custom. North Jersey/NY area. Few résumé to
(973) 334-6115 or call (800) 888-5343 x300.

Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

0 General

CI CDs/LPs/Tapes

J Wanted

:I Employment

Copy (Please type or print attach separate sheet if necessary):

Name

Company

Street
State

240

City
Zip

TeL

Fax

Business Opportunities
IF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION and the
excitement of the audio/video industry appeal to you —
Tice Audio would like to speak with you! As aTice
Audio partner you will be in astrategic position to build
your future with ours as we diversify into new markets
and continue our advancements in technological innovation. We have created alimited number of opportunities for "hands-on" partners to sham in our future
expansion. If you have marketing or audio/video
knowledge and the necessary financial backing (SI million minimum), call us at (561) 575-7577, or visit our
website, www.ticeaudio.com, for more information.
Serious inquiries only.

Stereophile, October 1999

Advertiser
Advertising published in Stereophile Is
accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and arc available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising
that does not conform to these standuds,
or that in deceptive or misleading. is never
knowingly accepted If you encounter
noncompliance with these standards,
please write to John B. Gourley,
Petersen Publishing Company, 110
Fihh Ave., New York, NY 10011.

A8B Sound
136
Acarian Systems
102
Acoustic Sciences
126
Acoustic Sounds
178
Adcom
66
Alpha-Core
96
Ambrosia Audio
166
Antique Sound USA
229
Arcam
64
ARS Electronics
218
Arcici
229
Audio Advisor
112,136,183
Audio Connection
218
Audio Consultants
239
Audio Creations
220
Audiogon.com
226
Audio Nexus
195
Audionut.com
183
Audio Outlet
99,168
Audio Plus (Audio Refinement)
12
Audio Plus (JMIab)
26

Audio Power Industries
110
AudioQuest
244
Audio Solutions
238
Audio Unlimited
174
Audio-Video Logic
232,238
AudioVisions
206
AudioWaves
224
Aurex
232
Avant Garde
48-49
NV Ensemble Music
211
Axiss Distribution
10
BM loudspeakers
45
Balanced Audio Technology
58
Blue Circle
232
Brickwall (Price-Wheeler)
134
Biyston
80
Cable Company
184,216
Cardas Audio
108
Cary Audio
40
Chesky Records
204
Cisco Music
226
Classé Audio
42
Conrad-Johnson
18,128
CSA Audio
206
David Lewis Audio
160
Digital Ear
241
Dunlavy Audio Labs
74
Dynaudio
46
Elusive Disc
142,154,212,220
Energy Loudspeakers
16,34
Every CD
224
Fairport Soundworks
239
Freehold Stereo Video
214,220
Galen Carol
241
Goodwins High End
192
Harmon Technology
126
HCM
188
HeadRoom
146
Herron Audio
229

Hi -Fi Farm
Holm Audio
Impact Technology
Innersound
Innovative Audio
Joseph Audio
JPS Labs
JS Audio
Kimber 'Cable
LAI International
Legacy Audio
Legend Audio Design
Linn
ListenUp Audio/Video
Lyric Hi -Fi
Magnepan
Mark Levinson (Madrigal)
Martin Logan
MBL of America
McIntosh
McCormack
Meridian
Musical Surroundings
Music Direct
Myryad
NAD
Nairn Audio
Needle Doctor
Nordost
Nova USA
Now Hear This
Oracle
Overture
Paradigm
Parasound
Parts Connection
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design
Polk Audio

e

OftuI ot Enolie... Profflufica

rellly an 110 interested i
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, twant you as along-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
(;alen Carol

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Meadowlark

ProAc

Aram

Mordaunt-

Rego

B.A.T.

Short

Sound Org.

Cambridge

Nagra

Surniko

Chord Co.

Nairn Audio

Sont ire

Creek

Odyssey

Target

Dunlavy

Paradigm

Theta

Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,

Dynavector

Pass, California Audio Labs, EAD, Totem,

GoldenTube

Plinius, Nagra, Wavelength, Art Audio,

Grado

Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, Jolida,

H/K

Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Bybee, Dunlovy,

Hales

Alon, VPI, Sim Audio, Accuphase, Rego,
Audible Illusions, Graham, Tact Audio,
We carry virtually

all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

P.O. Box 17562 San Antonio, TX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928
email: galen@gcaudio.com

www.gcaudio.com

GALEN CAROL
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ProAc
72
Progressive Audio
202
ProMusica
241
PS Audio
53
P513
14
Reference Audio Video
222
Revel
32
Rogue Audio
116
Silver Audio
134
Rotel
31
Sanus Systems
229
SimAudio
226
Soliloquy Loudspeakers
116
Sony
4-5,50a
Sound by Singer
119,121,123.144-145
Sound City
200-201
Soundex
157,159
Stereo Exchange
176
Straight Wire
56
Sumiko
36
Symposium Acoustics
59
Synergistic Research
52
TARA Labs
62
Thiel
2
Tice Audio
175
Totem Acoustics
124
Toys From the Attic
138
Transparent Audio
43
Tube Store
208
Upscale Audio
214
Valve Amplification
243
Vandersteen Audio
100
Velodyne
90
Verity Audio
92
VTL
124
Wadia
94
VVireworld
139
Yakov Aronov Audio
8-9

Fine Music &
Home Theater Systems
Electronics & Surround Processors
Krell •Audio Research •Pass •Pass-x •Theta
Wadia •Audible Illusions •Aragon •Acurus •Regs
Adcom •Jolida •Ayre •Sony ES •Pioneer Elite
Fanfare •Magnum Dynalab

Snaketi

Thiel •Wilson Audio •Magnepan •Martin Logan
Definitive Technology •Vienna Acoustics •Celestion
Tannoy •ADS •Parasound •Audio Physics
Turntables & Cartridges
Basis •Rega •Immedia •Project •Benz
Grado •Sumiko •Shure
Subwootera
Rd l•Velodyne •Definitive Technology •Audio Physics
Ampro•VidikrOn •Pioneer Elite •Sony
Proton •Sony DSS
Accessories
Harmonic Technology •Synergistic Research
lributaries •Ocas •Audioquest •Niles •Sound Anchors
Sennheiser •Audio Points •Panamas •Sumiko •Tice

Creek, SME, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more!

222
198
134
78
231,233,235
96
47
204
54
224
132
128
84
208
152
55
28
70
126
22,23
110
106
174,220
170,216
140
38
104
196-197
102
130
24
108
87,89
10
20
222
130
239
68

PS

RUCIO /PiCIRLI/T/

Angstrom

Index

furniture
.oethecus •Contemporary Product Design •Billy Bags
Salamander Designs •Sanos •Lovan •Plateau
We Otter Financing, Custom Design 8 Installation

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
7236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 773.883.9500

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106, Tustin, CA 92780

(714) 544-7903
e-mail hitie clugutalear com
www.cligitalear corn
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The

Final

Larry

Archibald

tereophde is great at recommending
components — we've done it twice
ayear since 1986. But what type of
wmponent is most likely to provide the
greatest improvement in asystem? Ithink
our writers truly let you see in advance
what aproduct will do in your listening
room, but I'm not sure we do as well at
helping you allocate resources among
components, particularly if you're assembling awhole new system.
Will $1295 spent on cables make as big
adifference as apair of Vandersteen 2Ces?
How do you compare the improvement
wrought by the CAT Signature preamp
recommended by Robert Deutsch two
months ago to what you'll gain by buying
aClassé amplifier?
There's a simple answer: It all
depends. On what you're already listening to. On your musical tastes. On
whether you're putting the finishing
touches on a system you're already in
love with, or embarking on something
completely new and différent.
But Istill think there's useful advice to
be given: The conventional (read: massmarket) wisdom is that the largest amount
of money
— say,
, 50% — should be spent
on speakers, with the remainder allocated
sensibly between all other components. In
the days of analog, a disproportionate
amount of that remainder would have
been recommended for the other transducer in your system, the phono cartridge.
The counter-conventional wisdom,
spearheaded by Linn Products, is to spend
as much money on your source as possible,
then fill in with sensible components after
that—devoting perhaps the least to speakers, since aspeaker can't correct what previous components have messed up.
Iagree with neither of these philosophies. Ithink all listeners should evaluate
their listening environment before they
think of spending money on any playback
equipment. Both subjectively and by measurement, your listening room contributes
more to your overall listening experience
than any single component ever will.
Russ Herschelmann's series of fascinating articles on room acoustics in Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater would make great
preliminary reading for anyone embarking on aserious system upgrade. Not so
much because you can afford to do what
he's recommending—after all, Russ is
helping out afriend who spent $200,000
on his home theater and was unhappy
with the result, and his solutions to the
242
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problems are necessarily very expensive —
but Russ's "Home Theater Architect" articles help explain just how profound the
effects of the listening room can be on
what you hear. Choosing the best room in
your house, choosing agood listening position, furnishing your room in away conducive to good sound, and positioning

Choosing the best room,
choosing agood listening
position, furnishing your
room in away conducive
to good sound, and
positioning your speakers
optimally will make
abigger improvement
in the sound of your
system than anything
you do subsequently.
your speakers optimally will almost certainly make abigger improvement in the
sound of your system than anything you
do subsequently.
Following that, Iwould choose acontrol center that combines as much transparency as you can afford, with the inputs,
outputs, switching, and tone controls (yes,
tone controls) that you personally find
necessary, plus some room for expansion.
Other than your record player's on/off
switch and your CD player's Play button,
you'll interact with your preamp more
than anything else. Everything goes
through it, and everything is affected by it.
Next, Isuggest choosing your source
components carefully, with attention paid
to: a) how much you listen to each source;
b) how musically neutral those sources are
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(k, do they "discriminate against" certain
kinds of music, particularly music you
enjoy); and c) where the performance
inflection point is with respect to cost.
Inflection point? There is apoint with
all types of equipment where increases in
cost grow huge in comparison to the performance improvements gained, but this
inflection point is personal rather than
universal. For instance, Ihave aparticular
intolerance for the sonic aberrations contributed by cheap toneamis. The engineering tradeoffs of inexpensive (ie, under
$2000) tonearms are such that Iwould
stop listening to LPs if Ibought one. Since
most of my favorite performances are on
LP, this would be acrazy buying decision
for me. Inexpensive cartridges are, for me,
relatively easy to take, though of course I
prefer the better ones.
Penultimately, Irecommend choosing
a loudspeaker-amplifier combination that
best satisfies your personal requirements.
Your amplification should be given equal
weight in the decision, and perhaps greater weight in the budget. It is most unsatisfying to listen to agreat speaker driven
by an inadequate amplifier — or, more
important, an amplifier unsuited to the
speaker you've chosen. When reading
speaker reviews, pay attention to the
things they do wrong, especially if they
are things that matter to you. It's easier to
live with what's not there than to overlook
apersistent flaw.
It didn't used to be true, but modestly
priced speakers can now perform amazingly well — they just can't do everything
well. Assembling agreat system finished
off by amodest pair of speakers has the
advantage of offering asimple upgrade
path when you next have money to spend.
Finally, Irecommend wiring your system conservatively. If you can't hear the
benefit conferred by aparticular cable,
don't buy it —no matter what the review
said. And if the cable makes the system
sound worse, choose something different.
There are many things you can do to
tweak your system, as so well documented
by Jonathan Scull in his monthly "Fine
Tunes" column. My favorite is electricity: a
noise-free electrical source with plenty of
available amperes will make any system
sound noticeably better. However, if you
all make your listening rooms better than
they now are — Iknow it's the first priority for my system —then you'll be listening
to better sound while you experience what
the wilder tweaks can or can't do.
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VAC Proudly Presents Avatar:
The World's Finest Integrated Amplifier

The trend is clear. More and more
audiophiles are choosing the superb sonics
and efficiency of integrated amplifiers. But
which integrated is right for you? That
choice should be just as clear—Avatar by
VAC.

Three state-of-the-art components share
Avatar's visually stunning chassis,
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offering an unprecedented combination of
features:
• adiscrete, pure tube phono stage
• aremarkable line amplifier outfitted
with aunique Home Theater Bypass
circuit, assuring that Avatar will
flourish in multichannel systems
• asuperb 60 watt power amplifier with
switchable ultralinear/triode modes
• integrated design allowing optimized
interfaces between the components
• convenient front panel biasing with
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concealed controls and softly-lit meter
• sculpted 3/8" aluminum faceplate and
extensively braced chassis
• optional remote control and moving
coil input available
• VAC quality, handcrafted in the USA

At an MSRP of $3,490. Avatar quite
simply outperforms any competitivelypriced electronics. We invite you to
experience the Avatar Advantage — at your
nearest VAC dealer.

®VAC

VALVE AMPLIFICATION
COMPANY
The World's Finest Audio Components"
807 Bacon Street, Durham, North Carolina 27703 USA
Telephone 919-596-1107 /Fax 919-596-2037
Visit us on the Web at www.vac-amps.com
c1999, Valve Amplification Company. Specifications subject to change without notice,

Legendary Type 4 design + astonishing
new PSC Copper = pure music from
the new CV-4 speaker cable!

• Four conductor helical array
reduces inductance (smearing),
and rejects RF interference.
• Solid conductors prevent
strand interaction distortion.
• Properly sized conductors keep
skin-effect out of the audio range.
• Spread Spectrum Technology (SST):
Using the correct multiple conductor
sizes to ensure sonic neutrality.
• Long Grain Copper (LGC) in Type 4
significantly reduces distortion
from impurities and oxides at the
grain boundaries within metal.
• Perfect Surface Copper (PSC)
in CV-4 is so superior that CV-4
replaces a previous AQ cable
at over three times the price.
Yes, life and audio
uy do get better!
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